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Carving, Tools for t20
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'Change Hour 118
Change in Building Contract, Agree
ment to Arbitrate for 256
Change in New York Trade School 170
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Door Jan. xx
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Chest Dimensions, Tool. 1 86
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•Constructionof SmokeFlues in Build
ings 244
Construction of Drawing Table . . . 284
Construction, Unnecessary Delay in. 86
Construction, Windm.ll 87
Contract, Agreement to Arbitrate
for Change in Building 256
Contract, Breach of Building 282
Contract, Certificate of Arch tect on
Building 154
Contract, Construction of Building. . 154
Contract for Joint Building Opera
tions, Construction of 174
Contract Liens on Homestead for
Work and Material 154
Contract, Malicious Interference with 132
Contract, Parol Evidence as to Con
struction of 256
Contrac', Rights of Material Men in
Building 174
Contract, Simple icp
Contract, Substantial C rjpliance
with 12
Contract, Uniform 22, It8, 191
Contract Work, Value of Laborer in. 124
Contracts, Government 297
Contractor, Materials Sold to 12
Contractor, Obligation of Sub-Con
tractor to Principal 215
Contracts, Figuring for 193
Contracts, Implied 234
Contrasted, Organizations 94
Convention, Brick Manufacturers'. . 50
Convention, Builders' 1, 49
Convention, Eighth 21
Convention, held at Boston, February
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at Eighth Annnal .. 118
Convention of National Association
of Master Builders 63
Convention, Programme Eighth An
nual 43
Convention Report 94
Convention, Time and Place of Next 72
Conventions, Entertainments 22
Co-operative Housekeeping 14b
Copying Drawings 218, 259
Cord, Sampson'sSpot March xx
Cork as a Building Material 283
Corner Blocks, Designs f..r 2S7
Corner Chisel, Sharpening 31
Cornice Work, Instruction in Hoof
ing and 177
Cornices, Plaster 294
Correction .... 25;
Correspondence. .14. 36, 58, 85, 108,

135,159. '84. 206, 221, 257, 269
Correspondence, Instruction bv 97
Corrugated Side Steel Sash Pulley,
Fox June xx
Cost of Buildings, Estimating 62
Cottage at Grand Rapids, Mich 219
Cottage at La Porte, Ind 51
Cottage, C lonial 15
Cottage, Design for Seaside 177
Cottage, Elevations of Six Room. . . . 188
Cottage of Moderate C>st . . 89
Cottage, Plan of Six-Room 159
Cottage, Roof Plan for a Two-Story . 38
Cottage, Twelve Hundred Dollar . . . 209
Cottage with French Roof, Two-
Story 261
Cotton Palace, Texas ioo
Council of Conciliation, New York. . 164
Counter Borer and Plug Bit. . . .Sept. xxi
Counter Boiing, Boring and 221
Countersink and Nail Set, Combina
tion Sept. xxiii
Court of Arbitration, Public 215
Covent Garden Movable Floor 242
Covering from an English Standpoint,
Roof 214
Coverings, Roof 9
Criticism <f Floor Plans of E^ht-
Room House • in
Critics, Mr. Hicks Replies to Hie. . . . 259
Cure, Prevention vs 194
Curious Foundation Repairs 210
Curious Japanese Dwelling 146
Curious Law '. 117
Custom and Usage in the Meaning of
Words 282
Cut and Wire Nails 79
Cut Box System, Quadrant 262
Cut Off and Dovetailing Machine,
Improved Aug. xxi
Cut Off Saw, Iron Frame May xx
Cut Off Saw, Railway Sept. xviii
Cut versus Wire Nails 186,207, 226

Cutter's Fire Proof Construction,
Sept. xviii

Cutting Hip and Valley Rafters 36
Cutting the Stones 105
Cycloid Screen-Door Check. . .Sept. xxii
Cylindrical Arch, Face Mold for 80
Cypress Finish 36

Damper, Hodge's Duplex Jan. xxi
Day ; Eight-Hour 297
Day, House Built in a 260
Day's Proceedings, Second 244
Day's Session, Third 244
Decimal Diagonal Scale 226
Decision in Floor Plan Competition. , 30
Defective Ways, Liability for 256
Delay in Building Construction, Un
necessary 86
Delineator in the Art of Framing,
Square 268
Denison Quick Acting Vise July xx
Design for Bookcase 58, 208
Design for Brick School House 251
Design for Church 18
Design for Hop House 159
Design for Masonic or Odd Fellows'
Hall 16
Design for Office Desk 226
Design for Pulpit 58, 259
Design for SeasideCottage 177
Design for Sideboard 224
Design for Stable 135
Design for Tank House 261
Design for Two-Tenement House. ... 186
Design for Wine Press 206
Design of Barn Wanted 184
Design of Brick and Stone Church . . 75
Design of Combination Bookcase . . . 260
Design of Double House 231
Design of Grist Mill 201
Design of Hennery 111
Design of Low Cost Brick House 123
Design of $700 House 211
Design of Sideboard 14, 38, 59
Designs for Corner Blocks 287
Design, Originality in 150
Designs for Museum at Cairn, Egypt. 128
Designs for Store Shelving, Counters,
&c 16
Desire for Organization 1
Desk, Design for Office 226
Destruction of old New England
Mansion 292
Details of an Incubator 62
Determining Age of a Tree 165
Development of Ogee Hip Rafter,

87, 135, 209, 223, 259
Developmentof Soffit . 81
Diagrams Illustrating Various Cir
cuits 93
Diamond Foot Power Mortising Ma
chine April xx
Different Forms of Hoisting Appa
ratus, Power of 186
Dimensions. Tool Chest 186
Diocesan House, Protestant Episco
pal 237
Directors National Association Build
ers for 1894,List of 72
Directory for 1894,Architects' 216
Directory of America, Hendricks'
Architects and Builders' Guide and
Contractors' 216
Discussion of the Howe Truss 61
Disputes in England, Labor 167
Diversity in Building Laws 145
DomesticElectrical Work, 23,42,93,117,141
Do jr and Sash Tenoning Machine,

March xviii
Door Bell, Acme May xxi
Door Bell, Electric Ring. . ..April xxii
Door Bolt, Gardner Jan. xix
Door Check and Spring, Bardsley
Liquid Jan, xx
Door Clamp or Vise, Immel Feb. xix
Door Fast, Gardner Observation Jan. xxi
Door Fastener and Lock, Refrigera
tor Oct?,xxi
Door Hanger, Lint's New Model
Parlor Nov. xix
Door Hanger, McCabe Ball Bearing
Tubular Oct. xxi
Door Molding Machine, Special Sash,

Nov. xx
Doors, Veneered 88, 138
Doors, Warping 88
Double House, Design of 231
Double Lift Safety Hoist, Gleason's,

May xxii

Double Saw Bench, Improved. . .July xxi
Double Spindle Shaper and Friezer,

Jan. xviii
DoubleWindows 154. 222
Dovetail Puzzle l6r, 185
Dovetailing Machine, Improved Cut
Off and Aug. Xxi
Draft of Chimney Poor 206
Drafts, Chimney Flues and Their. ... 39
Dragon, SheetMetal 48
Drawers, Supports for Sagging 119
Drawing for Mechanics, Architect
ural 175, 199.227,255, 270, 291
Drawing School, Franklin Institute. 226
Drawing Table, Construction of 284
Drawing the Face Mold 189
Drawing*, Copying 218, 259
Driving Nails 61
Drying Rooms in Laundries 259
Durability of Nails 209
Durability of Shingles 88, 136
Durability of Wire Nails 40, no, 138
Dutch House Building 277
Dwelling Combined, Store and 55
Dwelling, Curious Japanese 146
Dwelling House in Mew Jersey, Old
est 19
Dwelling in Illinois 195
Dwelling, Remodeling Front of City. 100
Dwellings, Automatic Ventilation of. 187
Dwellings, Chinese Shops and. . .... IS5
Dwellings, Steel Frame Construction
for 147

" E. K's" House, Roof Plans for 257
Early English Gothic 238
Ebony Imitating 279
Ebony, Wood Haider than 268
Economizing Shop Space 95
Economy of Time in Building 139
Edge Molder, Reversible shaper or,

May xx
Editorials.. 1, 25, 49, 73, 97, 121,

145, 169.193,217, 243, 269
Education Abroad, Trade 241
Education Conferences. Technical... 174
Education in Austria, Trade 241
Education, Reformative Industrial. . 73
Education. Technical 233
Effect of New York's Tall Buildings. 203
Effect upon Liens of Giving Fase
Receipt 12
Effects, Horizontal and Perpendicu
lar 26
Egyptian Architecture 238
Eight-Hour Day 297
Eight-Room House, Criticism of
Floor Plans of Ill
Eighth Annual Convention, held in
Boston, February 13-17,1894,Res
olutions Adopted at 118
Eighth Annual Convention, Pro
gramme 43
Eighth Convention 22
Electric Bell, Trouble with 109
Electric Elevators April xxi
Electric Light Plant, Mechanics'
Lien on 96
Eli ctric Motors . . Dec. xix
Electric Ring Door Bell April xxii
Electric Ring Door Bell, Rotary,

Oct. xviii
Electric Ventilation 217
Electrical Work, Domestic. ..23, 42,

93, 117. 141
Electricity as Applied to Ligot and
Power 92
Electricity, Heating by 25
Electricity in the H jme 170
Elevations of Six-Room Cottage 188
Elevation for Six-Room House 284
Elevations of the Prize Winners in
the Floor Pan Competition 58
Elevator, Iron Frame Carriage. .July xxi
Elevators, Electric Apr. xxi
Elmira Reformatory, Trades School
at 217
Elmira, Trade School in 73
Employer and Workman, Relations
of 49, 82
Enforce Mechanics' Lien, Action to. 174
Enforcement of Mechanics' Liens... 12
England, Factory Hours in 146
England, Labor Disputes in 167
English Gothic, Early 238
English Rectory House, Unique 9
English Standpoint, 1oof Coverings
from an.... j 214
English Trades School 143
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English Trades Unions and Trades
Schools 243
Entertainment at Conventions 22
Eraser, Another Ink 88
Eraser, Good Ink 36
Estimating, Hints on 294
Estimating Cost of Buildings 02
Estimating Material and Labor in
Buildipg Construction 129
Estimating. Short Methodof 139
Estoppel, What Causes 256
Eureka Hasp and Lock Oct. xviii
Evening Classes 97
Evening Classesfor Mechanics 98
Evidence as to Construction of Con
tract, Parol 256
Example 142,241
Example, Qocd 169
Excavation. Liability for Negligence
in 256
Excelsior Anchor Plate and Post
Cap April xx
Exchange Adminittrat on 118, 166
Exchange, Boston Builders' 289
Exchange, Building Trades 122
Exchange, Glasgow Builders'. . . .143, 241
Exchange Privileges 242
Exchange Work Abroad 297
Exchanges, Cause and Effect in 241
ExbibitioD, Building Trades 179
Exhibition of Architectural League.. 270
Exparded Metal for Floors and Ceil
ings Sept. xxii
Expansion of Chimneys 74
Expansion of Girders 14b
Exposition, Working men'* 1
Extension Rules Sept. xxii
Exterior Painting 41
Extras under Building Contract,
Limitation of Action for 12

Face Mold, Drawing the 189
Face Mold for Stair Rail 160
Face Mold to Plank, Application of. 190
Face Molds for Cylindrical Arch 80
Face Molds for Radiant Arch 127
Face Molds, Inside 81, 128
Face Molds, Outside 8t
Faces, Treatment of 203
Factories, Ventilation in Canadian . . 122
Factory Hours in England 140
Failure, Reason of 194
Fair Buildings Will Stand 2
Fair Buildings, World's 74
Fair, California Midwinter 19
Fallen Ceiling 96
False Receipt, Effect upon Liens of
Giving 12
Farm Houses, Hints on Building. . . . 292
Fast, Gardner Observation Door,

Jan. xxi
Fastener, McFarland Sash Aug. xxii
Fastener, Moore's Storm Window,

Jan. xvii
Favored Mechanics 49
Feature of Trade Unionism 94
Federation, Civic 218
Felt and Gravel Roofing 137
Fence, Steel Web Picket Sept. xxt
Figures on.Lumber Rules 88
Figuring for Contracts 193
Figuring Stone Woik 109
Files, Bastard 13
Filial Bodies, Reports of 07
Filial Bodies, To 22
Filing Hand Saws . 223
Filing Machine, Saw Nov. xxi
Fillers, Wood 297
Filter, Packing a Water 208
Finding the Value of Building Stone. 256
Finish , Cypress 36
Finish for Cabinet Work 236
Finishing Furniture 17, 85
Finishing Hardwood Furniture 58
Finishing Interior Work, Secret. . . . 209
Finishing Pine Floors 38
Finishing Wocd Work 116
Fir and Oak, Strength of 46
Fire Doors, Test of 18
Fire Place, Smoky 136,163,188,222
Fire Places 122
Fire Places, Proportion of 58
Fire Proof Construction, Cutter's,

Sept. xviii
Fire Proof Floor. Golding 48
Fire Proofing with Mineral Wool. ... 20
Fish Tail Wood Carving Tools.. Aug. xx
Five-Room House, Plans for . ..139, 224
Five-Story House with no Stairs. . . . 172.

Fixture, Barnes' Sash Chain. . .July xxiii
Fixtures, Mortgages of 132.
Fixtures Shall Remain Chattels,
Agreement that 234
Flamboyant Style 124
Flashing, Various Methods of Roof. . 158
Flat Houses in Washington 200
Floor, Covent Garden Movable 242
Floor, Golding Fire Proof 48
Floor Jack, Handy . . Oct. xx
Floor Plan Competition, Ballot for
Voting in Jan. xxi
Floor Plan Competition, Decision in, 30
Floor Plan Competition, Elevations
of the Prize Winners in the 58
Floor Plan of Workingman's House. . 15
Floor Plans, Competition in 6
Floor Plans of Eight- Room House,
Criticism of ill
Floor, Strengthening a 14
Flooring Beams, Proportions of 170
Flooring Clamp, Cloyd's Feb. xix
Floors 116
Floors and Ceilings 228
Floors and Ceilings, Expanded Metal
for Sent, xxii
Floors, Finishing Pine 38
Floors, Laying Porch 14
Floors, Parquetry or Hard wcod Aug. xx
Flues and Their Drafts, Chimney. . . 39
Fooling Without an Architect 254
Foot Lathe, One Way of Using 208
Foot Power Mortising Machine, Dia
mond April xx
F >rdAuger Bits July xx
Foreclosure of Mechanic's Lien 282
Foreign Methods 215
Foresight Better than Hindsight.... 1
Form of Roof Truss 206
Foundation of Venetian Buildings. . . 228
Foundation Repairs, Curious ... . 210
Foundations 72
Foundations, Cantilever Principle in, 193
Foundations, Concrete 284
Foundations for Tall Buildings 295
Foundations, Testing for 93
Four-Side Molder, Twelve-Inch.

Sept. xviii
Fox, All Steel Sash Pulley Dec. xxi
Fox Corrugated Side Steel Sash Pul
ley June xx
Frame and Bath Tray, Blue Print
ing 22T
Frame Cut Off Saw, Iron May xx
Frame for Grinding Tool- 287
Frame House in Worcester, Mass .. . 171
Frame House, Two-Story 113
Frame Pocket Machine, Window,

Aug. xix
Framing and Cleaning 202
Framing Complicated Roof. .61, 185, 260
Framing Gothic Window 17
Framing Octagon Roof 208
Framing, Square Riot Delineator in
the Art of 268
Franklin Institute Drawing School. . 226
Franklin Trade School Delayed 270
French Roof, Two-Story Cottage
with 261
Friezer, Combined Sander ami. .Aug. xx
Friezer, Double Spindle Shaper and,

Jan. xviii
Front for Brick Store Building 159
Frout of City Dwelling, Remodeling, 100
Fuel, Peat as 101
Furnace Job was Managed, How a. . . 88
Furnace, Pennsylvania Gas bept. xx
Furniture, Finishing 17, 85
Furniture, Finishing Hardwood 58
Furniture, Fainting 20

Gardner Door Bolt Jan. xix
Gardner Indestructible Steel Sash
Lock Nov. xx
Gardner Observation Door Fast,

Jan. xxi
Garfield Block, Cleveland 237
Gas Furnace, Pennsylvania Sept, xx
Gates for Stock Pens 286
Gauge for Rabbet Plane 206, 224
Gauge, Reeves Butt, Mortise and
Marking Nov. xxi
Gauge, Sunset Rule Oct. xxii
General Application I
General Remarks 269
General Principles i56
Geology and Building 26
Germany, Philadelphia Working-
men's Home in 32

Girder, Construction of Built up
Timber 280
Girders, Expansion of 146
Glasgow Builders' Eschar ge 143,241
Glass, Protecting Plate 288
Gleason'sDouble Lift Safety Hoist,

May xxii
Goetz Bok Anchor andPost Cap, June xx
Golding Fire Proof Floor 48
Good Example 169
Good Ink Eraser 36
Goshen School 93
Gothic, Early English 238
Gothic Palsce in Venice, Construc
tion of 216
Gothic Window, F aming 17
Government Contracts 297
Graduation at New York Trades
School 120
Grand Rauids, Mich., Cottage at 210
Gravel Roofing, Felt and 137
Gravel Roofs, Laying 258, 288
Gray Slate 214
Great Britain, Master Builders of. . . 5°
Greenhouse, Building Small 167
Greer houseConstruction 107
Greenhouse, The 296
Greenhouse with Hot Water, Heat
ing 112,286
Grinding Plane Bits 139
Grinding Tools, Frame for 287
Grinding Tools 200
1innilstones. Care of 266
Gritt Mill, Design of 201
Grist Mill, Flans for $8
Groined Ceilings, Problem in 14
Groins, Centering for 254
Guide and Assistant for Carpenters
and Mechanics '>->7

Haft, Improved Henry Combination,
March xix

Haish Manual Training School 54
Hall, Design for Masonic or Odd Fel
lows' 16
Hand and Power Band Saw. Im
proved March xix
Handel's Birthplace 41
Handrailing, Methods of, 189. 212,

238, 262, 269
Handrailing, Riley's System of 14
Handy Floor Jack Oct. Xx
Hanger, Colton Junior Single Track,

June xxii
Hanger, Lane's New Model Parlor
Door Nov. xix
Hanger, McCabe Ball Bearing Tubu
lar Door Oct. xxi
Hangers American Trackless Sliding
Door Dec. xix
Hardwood 146
Hardwood Floors, Parquetry or. Aug xx
Hardwood Joinery 174 201
Harmony in Building, Builders and.. 137
Hasp and Lock, Eureka Oct. xviu
Hayes, C. E., Metallic Lathing. .July xx
Heating Apparatus 77
Heating by Electricity 25
Heating Club House 182
Heating, Combination 217
Heating Greenhouse with Hot Water

112, 286
Heating, Hot Air 23
Heating, Hot Water 217
Heating Sjstem 62
Heavy Iron Frame Veneering PresB,

Sept. xix
Hendricks' Architects and Builders'
Guide and Contractors' Directory
of America 216
Henneries and Piggeries 59
Hennery, Design of .... 110
Henry Combination Haft, Improved,

March xix
Hicks Replies to His Critics, Mr 259
Highest Tower in the World 107
Hindsight, Foresight Better than... . I
Hinges, Bommer'sSpiral Spring. Dec. xxi
Hinges, Bommer's Spring May xxi
Hinges, Pullman Wrought and Steel
Spring Feb. xviii
Hints on Building Farm Houses 292
Hints on Estimating 294
Hints on Wood Carving 269, 278
Hip and Valley Rafters, Cutting 36
Hip Rafter, Development of Ogee,

87. 135. 223
Hips, Shingling 206
Historic Mansions 74
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Hodge's Duplex Damper Jan. xzi
Hoist, Gleason'sDouble Lift Saft-t.y,

Hay zxii
Hoisting Apparatus for Builders 237
Hoisting Apparatus, Power of Differ
ent Forms of 186
Holder No. 6, Tool Oct. xx
Holidays 234
Hollow Brisk Wails 251, 286
Holt Mfg. Company to Manchester,
Removal April xxi
Home, Electricity in the 170
Homes, Suburban and Country 2
Homestead for Work ano Material,
Contract Lien on 154
Hop House, Design for 159
Horizontal and Perpendicular Effects 26
Hospital Construction 268
Hospital, Howard 236
Hospital, SiDg Sing 82
Hot Air Heating 23
Hot Water Heating 217
Hot Water, Heating Greenhousewith,

112, 286
Hotel, New Planters' 218
Hoar, 'Change 118
Hours in England, Factory 146
Hours of Labor and Wages 60
Hours of Work .-. 215
House at Oneida, N. Y 155
House at Cornerville, N. J 3
House Beautiful, American 149
House Building, Dutch 277
House Built in a Day 260
House, Criticism of Floor Plans of
Eight-Boom m
House,Design for " Two-Tenement " 186
House, Design of Double 231
House, Design of Low Cost Brick.. . 123
House, Design of Seven Hundred
Dollar 211
House, Elevation for Six-Boom 2S4
House, Floor Plan of a Working-
man's 15
House in Newark, N. J 245
House in Worcester, Mass., Frame.. 171
House, " J. S. Z.'s " Cheap Country. 17
House, Novel Method of Reducing
Width of 157
House of Buttons igo
House of Noah Webster 158
House, One-Story Flat Hoof 14
House Plan, Woman's 221
House, Pians for Five-Boom 139, 224
House, Plans for Six-Room 16
House, Prairie Sod 79
House, Two-Story Frame 113
House with Mansard Roof, Octagon.. 208
House with No Stairs, Five-Story ... 172
Housekeeping, Co-operative 146
Houses, Ancient Japanese 176
Houses, Cobblestone 62
Houses, Italian Monasteries and
Roman 52
How a Furnace Job was Managed... 88
Howard Hospital 236
Howard Thermostat, New Sept. xx
Howe Truss 186
Howe Truss, Discussion of the. . 61
Howe Trusses, Wood vs. Iron iu 161

Ice House, Building ... 224
Ideal Sash Pulley, Nob. 60-65. . Aug. xix
Illinois, Dwelling in 195
Imitating Ebony 27q
Imitation Black Walnut, 41
Immel Door Clamp or Vise Feb. xix
Implied Contracts 234
Improved Adjustable Panel Raiser,

July xxii
Improved Boring Machine for Col
umns April xxii
Improved Cut Off and Dovetailing
Machine Aug. xxi
Improved Double Saw Bench. . . .July xxi
Improved Form of Chest Corner.Dec. xix
Improved Hand and Power Band
Saw . March xix
Improved Hand Planer and Jointer,

Nov. xix
Improved Henry Combination Haft,

March xix
Improved Joiners' Clamp Dec. xix
Improved "Paul" Wood Pulley,

April xx
Improved Sectional Steel Rule.. March xx
Improved Tenoning Machine. . .Aug. xxii
Improved Universal Wood Worker,

Feb. xviii

Improved Wood Boring Machine,
July xxiii

Inadequate Ventilation of Offices. . . 2
Incubator, Details of 62
Incubator, Making 207
Indemnity, Liability to Third Per,™
for 234
Indian mortar 143
Individual and the National Associa
tion 267
Industrial Education, Reformative. . 73
Influence of Italian Architecture 26
Influence of MediaevalConstruction.. 56
Inigo J. lies and Wren ; or the Rise
and Decline of Modern Architect
ure in England 2
Injury Disregarded, Intermediate
Cause of 96
Ink Eraser, Another 88
Ink Eraser, Good 36
Inlets and Outlets 77
Inside Face Molds 81, 128
Instruction by Correspondence 97
Instruction in Roofing and Cornice
Work 177
Insufficiency of Notice of Claim for
Mechanics' Lien 256
Interesting Problem, An 86
Interference with Contract, Ma
licious 132
Interior Work, Secret Finishing 209
Interior Wood Work, Painting 30
Intermediate Cause of Injury Disre
garded 06
Inventor of Lightning Rods 45
Iron Columns, Joining Sash to 6 >
Iron Frame Carriage Elevator... July xxi
Iron Frame Cut Off Saw May xx
Iron in Howe Trusses, Wood vs 161
Italian Architecture, Influence of 26
Italian Composition of Arcaded Or
dinances 122
Italian Monasteries and Roman
Houses 52

"J. L. L." of Waxahachie, Texas.
Question of 160
"J. S. Z.'s" Cheap Country House.. 17
Jack Rafters, Laying Out 210
Jack Screw, Roller June xx
Japanese Dwelling, Curious 146
Japanese Houses, Ancient 17b
Japanese Lacquer 280
Jennings' Canvas Rolls for Auger
Bits June xx
Jerry Builder Abroad 182
Joiners' Clamp, Improved.. .. Dec. xix
Joiners' Rapid Clamp Sept. xix
Joinery, Hardwood 174,201
Jones Reversible Spiral Screw Driver,

Sept. xxiii
Joining Sash to Iron Columns 60
Joint Building Operations, Construc
tion of Contract for 174
Joint Cutter and Planer, Adjustable
Power Sept. xx
Joint or Bed Molds 104
Joists, Trimming 277
Joists and Roofs 239
Jug-shaped Cistern 163, 287
Justinian as a Builder 190

Kinds of Wood Carving 120
Kitchen Boiler Connections 216
Knockers, Old Brass 172

La Porte, Ind., Cottage at 51
Labor and Wages, Hours of 69
Labor, Capital and 82
Labor Disputes in England 167
Labor in Building Construction, Es
timating Building and 129
Labor Situation, Cincinnati 252
Laborer in Contract WorK, Value of. 124
Lacquer, Japanese 280
Landlord and Tenant, Mechanic's
Lien as to 198
Lane's New Monti Parlor Door
Hanger Nov. xix
Large Cement Concrete Area 171
Large Plank 94
Large Stone 152
Lath, American Metallic Deo. xx
Lath, Laurie Fire Proof Metal..Dec. xviii
Lath, Piqua Metallic Sept. xxi
Lathe, One Way of Using a Foot . . . 208
Lathing, Hayes, C.E., Metallic. July xx
Laundries, Drying Rooms in 259

Laurie Fire Proof Metal Lath.. .Dec. xviii
Law, Canadian Lumber Under New. 246
Law. Compulsory Arbitration and
Prices by 254
Law, Curious '.

.

177
Law Defining Air Suppiy 244
Law in the Building Trade", 12. 95,

132, 154, 174, 198,23J, 256, 282
Law, Lien 118
Laws, Diversity in Building 145
Laws, Memphis Building 14s
Laws of Western Cities 14 5

Laying Gravel Roofs 258,288
Laying Out Jack Rafters 310
Laying Porch Floors 14
Laying Zinc Roofs Abroad 45, 235
Leakage of Air 2$
Learning a Trade 15, 86
Legal Aspect of Ventilation 244
Legislation, Spread of Sanitary 121
Lengths of Braces 108, 184,22;
Lengths of Purlin Posts 208
Lessonsof a Strike 194
Lever and Ring Ratchet Brace. .Nov. xix
Liability for Defective Ways 256
Liability for Leaving Out Arch, Ar
chitects' 12
Liability for Negligence iu Excava
tion 256
Liability to Third Person for Indem
nity 234
Lien as to Landlord and Tenant, Me
chanic's 198
Lien in South Dakota, Material 95
Lien Law 118
Lien, Material Furnished Sub-Con
tractor Not Entitled to 154
Lien on Electric Light Plant, Me
chanics' 96
Lien, Right of Sub-Contractor to File 95
Liens, Enforcement of Mechanics' . 12
Liens of Giving False Receipt, Ef
fect Upon 12
Liens on Homestead for Work and
Material, Contract 154
Light and Power, Electricity as Ap
plied to 92
Light and Ventilation . . . .• 76
Lightning Reds, inventor of 45
Lime or Cement in Barrel, Quan
tity of 188
Limitation of Action for Extras Un
der Building Contract 12
List of Directors National Builders'
Association for 1894 72
Lobby Privileges 242
Local Building Operations in March. 98
Lock, Columbian Sash Jan. xviii
Local Secretaries 267
Lack, Eureka Hasp and Oct. xviii
Lock for Window Screens, Motley's,

March xviii
L*ck, Gardner Indestructible Steel
Sash Nov. xx
Lock. Refrigerator Door Fastener
and Oct. xxi
London, Rapid Building Operations
in 8

Long Leaf Yellow Pine 146
Low Cost Brick House, Design'of .. . 123
Lowest Bidder 121
Lowest Bidder, Bights of 142
Lumber Measurements 138, 159
Lumber, Metal Plated 79
Lumber Rules 223
Lumber Rules, Figures 88
Lumber Trade, Maine 152
Lumber Under New Law, Canadian. 246

McCabe Ball Bearing Tubular Door
Hanger Oct. xxi
McFarland Sash Fastener Aug. xxii
McNeil Case 166
Machine, Champion Resawing. . .Feb. xx
Machine, Diamond Foot Power Mor
tising April xx
Machine, Door and Sash Tenoning,

March xviii
Machine for Columns, Improved Bor
ing April xxii
Machine, Improved Cut Off and
Dovetailing Aug. xxi
Machine, Improved Tenoning. . .Aug xxii
Machine, Improved Wood Boring,

July xxiii
Machine. New Conqueror Triple
Drum Sandpapering May xxii
Machine, Saw Filing Nov. xx
Machine, Saw Setting Dec. xviii
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Machine, Special Sash and Door
Molding Not. xx
Machine, Window Frame Pocket,

Aug. xix
Mahogany 174
Maine Lumber Trade 152
Making an Incubator 207
Making Blue Prints 60, 184
Making Capstan 184
Making Cellar Water Proof 158
Malicious Interference with Contract. 132
Managed, How a Furnace Job was.. 88
Manor House, Van Cortlindt 205
Mansard Roof, Octagon House with. 208
Mansion, Destruction of old New
England 292
Mansions, Historic 74
Manual Training at Pratt Institute . . 168
Manual Training School at Cleveland 97
Manual Training School, Haish 54
Manual Training Teachers' Associa
tion of America 120
Manual Training School,Toledo, Ohio. 18
Manufacturers, National Association
of 294
Mart le Circular Staircase 128
March, Local Building Operations in. 98
Maryland Walnut Tree 50
Mason Builders 121
Masonic or Odd Fel.ows' Hall, Design
for 16
Masonry and Stone Cutting 47, 264
Masonry, Burning Coal Tar Protec
tion for 212
Masonry Construction 200
Masonry, Moisture and 228
Mason's Miters 202
Master Builders of Great Britain. ... 50
Material and Labor in Building Con
struction, Estimating 129
Material Lien in South Dakota 95
Material Men in Building Contract,
Rights of 174
Materials, Comparative Strength of, 294
Materials Furnished Sub-Contractor
not Entitled to Lien 154
Materials Sold to Contractor 12
Mathematical Problem 135,222
Measurement, Standard of 242
Measurements,Lumber. ....... 138, 159
Measuring Brick Work 241
Measuring for Painting . 116
Measuring Stone Work 161
Mechanics, Architectural Drawing
for 175,199,227, 255, 270,291
Mechanics, Evening Classes for 98
Mechanics, Favored 49
Mechanics, Guide and Assistant for
Carpenters and 107
Mechanic's Lien, Action to Enforce.. 174
Mechanic's Lien as to Landlord and
Tenant 198
Mechanic's Lien, Bond to Discharge. 132
Mechanic's Lien, Foreclosure of 282
Mechanic's Lien, Insufficiency of
Notice of Claim for 256
Mechanic's Lien on Electric Light
Plant. 96
Mechanic's Lien upon Severable Con
tract 282
Mechanic's Lien, Priority of 282
Mechanic's Liens, Enforcement of.. 12
MediaevalConstruction, Influence of. 56
Mediation ai.d Conciliation 98
Meissonier's Residence 290
Membeis <f Filial Bodies, to 22
Memphis Building Law 145
Metal for Floors and Ceilings, Ex
panded Sept. xxii
Metal Plated Lumber 79
Metallic Lath, Piqua Sept. xxi
Metallic Lathing, Hayes C. E. .July xx
Method of Reducing Width of House,
Novel 157
Methods, Builders' 145
Methods, Building 157
Methods, Foreign 215
Methods of Handrailing.189, 212,238,

262, 269, 283
Methods of Roof Flashing, Various . . 158
Methods of Working 174
Methods, Prejudicial 194
Midwinter Fair, California 19
Mill, Decign cf a Grist 201
Millers Falls Automatic ScrewDriver
and Borer Aug. xxi
Mineral Woo!, Fire Proofing with... . 20
Miscellaneous 270
Miter Box, Beech Nov. xxii

Miter Planer, Perfection Rotary,
March xx

Mitering, Systemsof 202
Miters, Mason's 202
Mixing Colors 92
ModelWarehouse 216
Moderate Cost, Cottage of 89
Moderation in Building 73
Moisture and Masonry 228
Mold, Drawing the Face 189
Mold for Cylindrical Arch, Face. ... 89
Mold for Stair Rail, Face 160
Molder and Shaper, Two-Spindle.. Oct. xx
Molder, Twelve-Inch Four-Side,

Sept. xviii
Moldings for Stair Rails, Back 209
Molds for Ribs, Bosses and Cells,
Star-Groined Ceiling with Liernes. 264
Molds, Inside Face 81
Molds, Joint or Bed 104
Molds, Outside Face 81
Monarch Frame Pulley Dec. xx
Monasteries and Roman Houses,
Italian 52
Montclair, Col., Brick Residencein . 271
Moore's Storm Window Fastener,

Jan. xvii
Moorish Pavilion 24
Mortar, Indian 143
Mortgage Foreclosure, Redemption
frpm 282
Mortgages of Fixtures 132
Mortiser and Borer April xxi
Mortising Machine, Diamond Foot
Power April xx
Motley's Lock for Window Screens,

March xviii
Motor, Electric Dec. xix
Mottled Brick for Ornamentation.. . 246
Movable Floor, Covent Garden .... 242
Moving Intact the Front Wall of
Building 263
Moving, Notable Building 178
Multiple Bell Circuit 42
Museum at Cairo, Egypt, Designs for 218
Museum, Novel 131
Music Hall, Boston's New 25
Mysteries of the Slide Rule 261, 285

Nail Puller, Columbia Sept. xxii
Nail Set, Combination Countersink
and Sept. xxiii

Nails, Cut and Wire 79
Nails, Cut vs. Wire 186,207,226
Nails, Driving 61
Nails, Durability of 209
Nails, Durability of Wire 40, 110, 138
Nails, Penny Applied to 13. 107
Nails, Specifying Wire 206
National Association, Individual and
the 267
National Association of Builders. ... 43
National Association of Manufactur
ers 294
Needling, Shoreing and 269
Needs, Present 169
Negligence in Excavation, Liability
for 256
New Band Resaw Dec. xxi
New Building for Presbyterian Mis
sions 164
New Conqueror Triple Drum Sand
papering Machine May xxii
New Era Axle Sash PuUey Nov. xix
New Home of New York Clearing
House 217

New Improved Circular Resaw..July xxii
New Jersey, Oldest Dwelling House
in 19
New Model Ratchet Brace Feb. xx
New Planters' Hotel 218
New Publications. .2, 72, 107, 168,

216, 268, 2q8
New University Building 169
New Vibrator Turn Door Bell.. Sept. xxiv
New York Buildings 243
New Yoik Council of Conciliation. . . 164
New York Tenement House, Plumb
ing in a 13
New York Theater 244, 270
New York Trade School, Change in. 170
New York Trade School, Gradua
tion at 120
New York's Tall Buildings, Effect of. 203
Newark, N. J., House in 245
Non-Condensing Corrugated Steel
Roofing Nov. xviii
Notable Barn 107
Notable Building Moving 178

Notable Building Operations 121
Notching Rafters 86
Notice of Claim for Mechanic's Lien,
Insufficiency of 256
Novel Method of Reducing Width of
House '57
Novel Museum I31
Novelties Jan. xviii, Feb. xviii,
Mar. xviii, April xx, May xx,
June xx, July xx, Aug. xviii, Sept.
xviii, Oct. xviii, Nov. xviii, Dec. xviii
Number of Apprentices 232
Number of Coats 4'. 236
Number:,of Screws 4

Oak, Seasoning 35
Oak Shingles ' 214
Oak, Strength of Fir and 46
Objections to Use '4°
Obligation of Sub-Contractor to Prin
cipal Contractor 215
Octagon House with Mansard Roof. . 208
Octagon Boof, Fran ing an 208
Octagon Scale. Use of the 59
Offense, Penal 254
Office Building, Another Imposing. . . 49
Office Desk, Design for 226
Offices, Inadequate Ventilation of.. . 2
Officers National Master Builders'
Association for 1894.. .. 7*
Ogee Hip Rafter, Development of,

87, 135,209.223, 259
Ogling and Chopping System 238
Old BrassKnockers 172
Oldest Dwelling House in New Jer
sey 19
One-Story Flat Roof House 14
One Way of Using a Foot Lathe. . . . 208
Oneida, N.Y. , House at 155
Opportunity for Revision 145
Order, Bill to Enforce Payment of. . 198
Ordinate System, Square Cut 283
Organization 218
Organization, Action by 194
Organization. Desire for 1
Organization, Progress of 1
Organizations, Character of 94
Organizations Contrasted 94
Organized Effort, Phase of 44
Originality in Design 150
Ornamentation, Mottled Brick for. .. 246
Outlets, Inlets and 77
Outlook, The Building 73
Outside Face Molds 81
Owners to Action for Defect in
Sewers, Right of Abutting 198

Packing a Water Filter 208
Padlock Nov. xxi
Paint 54
Painting Brick Work 92
Painting Exterior 41
Painting Furniture 20
Painting Interior Wood Work 30
Painting, Measuring for 116
Painting, Practical House. .41, 54. 92, 116
Painting SeasideHouses 128
Paints, Ready Mixed 54
Palace in Venice, Construction of
Gothic 216
Palace, Texas Cotton 200
Panel, Carving a 120
Panel Raiser, Improved Adjustable,

July xxii
Paper, What is Thought of the 160
Paris, Stone Carving in 234
Parol Evidence as to Construction of
Contract 256
Parquetry or Hardwood Floors. .Aug. xx
Parties in Saleof Property, Rights of, 132
Patent Double Countershaft for
Spindle Dec. xx
Patent Improved Band Sawing Ma
chine Feb. xix
Patent Tile 214" Paul" Wood Pulley, Improved,

April xx
Pavements, Brick for Street 168
Pavilion, Moorish 24
Payment of Order, Bill to Enforce. . 198
Peat as Fuel 101
Penal Offense 254
Pennsylvania, Boycott in 35
Pennsylvania gas furnace, Sept. xx
Penny Applied to Nails 13, 107
Perfection Rotary Miter Planer,

March xx
Perpendicular Effects, Horizontal
and 26
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Petroleum, Rock 30
Phase of Organized Effort 44
Philadelphia Building Prospects 192
Philadelphia Trades School Com
mencement 190
Philadelphia Workingmeu's Home in
Germany 32
Piggeries, Henneries and 59
Pine Floors, Finishing 38
Pine, Long Leaf Yellow 146
Pine Tree, Tall White 214
Piqua Metallic Lath Sept. xxi
Pitch of Roof no, 223, 259
Pitch? What is Two-thirds 208
Plan Accompanying Bids, Architects
Cannot Recover for 198
Plan for Skating Rink 209
Plan for Store Building, Roof 221
Plan of Six-Room Cottage 159
Plan of Sleeping Rooms 62
Plan of Stable no
Plan, Woman's House 221
Pane Bits, Grinding 139
Plane Gaage for Rabbet 206, 224
Plane, Stanley's Improved Scrub,

March xviii
Planer, Adjustable Power Joint Cut
ter and Sept. xx
Planer and Jointer, Improved Hand.

Nov. xix
Planer, Perfection Rotary Miter,

March xx
Plank, Application of Face Mold to. 190
Plank, Large 94
Plans for Carpenter Shop 135
Plans for Five-Room House 139,224
Plans for Grist Mill 58
Plans for Six-Room House 16
Planters' Hotel, New 218
Plaster. Coloring 58
Plaster Cornices 204
Plastering Brick Walls 284
Plates, Supplement 269
Plumbing in a New York Tenement
House 13
Pocket Machine Window Frame,

Aug. xix
Polishing 132
Polytechnic, London. Battersea .... 297
Po->rDraft of Chimney 206
Porch Floors, Laying 14
Portrait Colonel Auchmuty 268
Position, Carving Work in 132
Post Cap, Excelsior Anchor Plate
and April xx
Post Cap, Goetz Box Anchor and,

June xx
Posts, Lengths of Purlin 20S
Power, Electricity as applied to Light
and.... 92
Power of Different Forms of Hoisting
Apparatus 186
Practical Arbitration 144, 169
Practical HousePainting. .41, 54, 92, 116
Practical Stairbuilding and Hand-
railiig 297
Practice, Code of 118, 191
Practice, Queer Building 81
Prairie Sod House. ... 79
Pratt Institute, Manual Training in. 168
Prejudicial Methods 194
Presbyterian Missions, New Building
for 164
Present Needs 169
President's Address 63
Press, Design for Wine 206
Press, Heavy Iron Frame Veneering.

Sept. xix
Pressure on Tall Buildings, Wind... . 73
Pressures, Wind 205
Preventing Tools from Rusting 297
Prevention us.Cure 194
Preventive Arbitration 191
Prices Fixed by Law, Compulsory
Arbitration and 254
Priming Coat 41
Principal Contractor, Obligation of
Sub-Contractor to 215
Principles, General 166
Prints, Making Blue 184
Priority of Mechanic's Lien. 282
Privileges, Exchange 242
Privileges, Lobby 241
Problem in Board Measure 259
Problem in Groined Ceilings 14
Problem in Roof Areas 161
Problem, Interesting 86
Problem, Mathematical 135, 222
Problems in Bridge Carpentry 39

Production of Building Stone in the
United States 165
Programme Eighth Annual Conven
tion 43
Progress of Organization t
Progress of Trade Training 143
Proof Apartments, Sound 177
Proportion 37
Proportion in Arcbitec' ure 32
Proportion of Fireplaces 58
Proportions of Flooring Beams 170
Proposal, Uniform Form of 118
Protecting Plate Glass 288
Protestant Episcopal Diocesan House 237
Public Court of Arbitration 215
Puller, Columbia Nail Sept xxii
Pulley, Fox All Steel Sash Dec. xxi
Pulley. Fox Corrugated S de Steel
Sa*h June xx
Pulley, Improved "Paul" Wood, April xx
Pulley, Monarch Frame Dec. xx
Pulley, No. 60-65, Ideal Sash. .Aug, xix
Pullman Wrought and Steel Spring
Hinges Feb. xviii

Pulpit, Design for 58, 259
Purdue University, Rebuilding 192
Purity Test 54
Purlin Posts,Lengths of 208
Puttying 41
Puzzle, Dovetail 161, 165

Quadrant Cut Box System 262
Quality of Steel 140
Quantity of Lime or Cement in Bar
rel 188
Quality vs. Quantity 267
Queer Building Practice 81
Query 241
Question, Apprenticeship 243
Question of "J, L. L." of Waxa-
harchie, Texas 160
Question*and Answers 209
Quick Acting Vise, Denison July xx
Quoins 268

Rabbet Plane, Gauge for 206,224
Radiant Arch 80
Radiant Arch, Face Molds for 127
Rafter, Development of OgeeHip,

87, 209.223,259
Rafters, Concave and Convex Valley 58
Rafters, Cutting Hip and Valley. ... 36
Rafters, Laying out Jack 210
Rafters. Notching 86
Railroad Stati n at St. Louis, Union. 254
Rails, Back Moldings for Stair 209
Railway Cut-Off Saw Sept. xviii
Rain Bath 210
Raiser, Improved Adjustable Panel,

July xxii
Rapid Acting Vises '. . . .June xxii
Rapid Building Operations in London. 8
Ratchet Brace, New Model Feb. xx
Ready Mixed Paints 54
Reason of Failure ig4
Rebuilding Purdue Univen-ity 192
Reciprocal Band Saw Setter July xx
Rectory House, Unique English 9
Reducers, Conductor April xxii
Redemption from Mortgage Foreclo
sure 282
Reeves Butt, Mortise and Marking
Gauge Nov. xxi
Reformative Industrial Education,. . 73
Refrigerator Door Fastener and
Lock Oct. xxi
Regulations, Building 55
Relations of Employer and Work
man 4q, 82
Relics 205
Remarks 189
Remarks, Gene al 269
Remodeling Front 01City Dwelling. . 100
Removal Holt Mfg. Company to Man
chester April xxi
Repairing Boat 221
Repairing Famous Steeple 296
Repairs, Curious Foundation 210
Report, Convention 04
Reports of Filial Bodies 67
Resaw. New Band Dec. xxi
Re»aw, New Improved Circular. July xxii
Resawing Machine, Champion. . .Feb. xx
Residenceat South Bend, Iod 99
Residence, Suburban 27
Resolutions adopted at Eighth An
nual Convention held in Boston,
February 13-17, 1894 118
Restrictions, Building 145

Reversib'e Shaper or Edge Molder,

t, . . ^ M*y xx
Revision, Opportunity for 145
Revolving Sideboard qj
Right of Abutting Owners to Action
for Defect in Sewers jqg
Right of Sub-Contractor to File Lien 95
Rights of Lowest Bidder i42Rights of Material Men in Building
Contract j--
Rights of Parties in Sale of Property. 132Riley's System of Handrailing 14
Ring Door Bell, Electric April xxii
Rink. Plan for Skating 2O0
Rivets, Steel ..... 140Roberts' Wood Cutting Too). ..March xx
Rock Petroleum ,0
Roller Jack Screw June xx
Roman Architecture 2i0
Roof, Area of Circular '.'.'.'.'. 136Roof Areas, Problem in 161
Roof Coverings

'
„

Roof Coverings from an Eoglish
Standpoint 214
Roof Coverings, Various Forms of!! 260
Roof Flashing, Various Methods of.. 158Roof, Framing Complicated.. 61, 185,260
Boof, Framing Octagon 208
Roof, Octagon House with Mansard ! 208
Boof of Sixty-two Feet Span, Timber. 164Roof Plan for Store Building 22i
Roof Plan for Two-Story Cottage. ! . 38Roof Plans for " E. K.'» " House 257Roof Pioblem, Solution of 187Roof, Self-Supportiog 16,62, 185Roof, Self-Supporting Bam. . . ... ,'221
Roof Supports

'
1c6

Roof, Tank for !!!!!!!!! 209Roof Truss, Calculating Strains in ! i«o
Roof Truss, Church r~
Roof Truss, Form .[[[ 2tf,
Roof Truss, Strength of Steel...!.!! 136Roof, Two-Story Cottage with
French 20I
Roofing and Cornice Work, Instruc
tion in ,.-
Roo6ng, Bischoff's New. .... ..Dec. xviii
Roofing, Felt and Gravel 137Roofing, Non-condensing Corrugated
Steel ••••••• Nov xviii
K00I8 Abroad, Laymg Zinc 45, 235Roofs, Joists and _' 230
Roofs, Laying Gravel 25s', 288
Roofs, Pitch of no, 221' 2<o
Roofs, Tin ... ',
Rotary Electric Ring Door Bell. .Oct. xviii
Rotary Miter Planer, Perfection, M'ch xx
Round Vaults 3
Rowboat, Building a 88
Rule Gauge, Sunset. Oct. xxii
Rule, Improved Sectional Steel.March xx
Rules, Extension Sept. xxii
Rules, Figures on Lumber 88
Rules, Lumber 223
Rules, Wages and Working 73
Rusting, Preventing Tools from 297

Sale of Property, Rights of Parties in 132
Samson'sSpot Cord March xx
Sander and Friezer, Combined. .Aug. xx
Sandpapering Machine, New Con
queror Triple Drum May xxii
Sanitary Arrangement of Dwelling
Houses- 298
Sanitary Legislation, Spreed of 121
Sash and D->or Molding Machine,
Special Nov. xx
Sash Balance, Columbian Oct xix
Sash Balance, Sensible Oct. xviii
Sash Chain Fixtures, Barnes'. .July xxiii
Sash Fastener, McFarland Aug. xxii
Sash Lock, Columbian Jan. xviii
Sash Lock, Gardner Indestructible
Steel Nov. xx
Sash Pulley, Fox Corrugated Side
Steel June xx
Sash Pulley, New Era Axle Nov. xix
Sash Pulley, No. 60-65, Ideal... Aug. xix
Sash to Iron Columns. Joining 60
Saw Bench, Improved Double. ..July xxi
Saw Bench, Universal Aug. xix
Saw, Circular 2iq
Saw, CombinationTenoning Machine
and Cut Off Jan. xix
Saw Filing Machine Nov. xxi
Saw, Improved Hand and Power
Band March xix
Saw, Iron Frame Cut Off May xx
Saw, Railway Cut Off Sept. xviii
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Saw Set No. 93, Taintor Posilive.Oct. xix
Saw Setting Machine Dec. xviii
Saw, Wheel Band June xxi
Sawing Machine, Patent Improved
Band Feb. xix
Saws, Filing Hand 223
Scaffolding, Construction of 196
Scale, Decimal Diagonal 226
School at Cleveland, Manual Train
ing 97
School at Elmira Reformatory,
Trades 217
School, Baren de Hirseh Trade 266
School, Belgian 241
School, Boston, Trade 2
School Buildings, American 46, 77
School, Change in New York Trade. 170
School Commencement,Fhilade'phia
Trades 190
School, English Trades 143
School, Franklin Institute Drawing.. 226
School, 11'ishe11 93
School, Graduation at New York
Trades 120
School, Haish Manual Training 54
School House, Design for Brick 251
School House?, Ventilating Churches
and 194
School in Elmira, Trade 73
School, Toledo, Ohio, Manual Train
ing 18
Schools, English Trades Unions and
Trades 243
Schools, Swiss 241
Schools. Trade 193
Screen Door Check, Cycloi<l Sept. xxu
Screw Driver and Borer, Millers
Falls Automatic Aug. xxi
Screw Driver, Billings' Magazine,

Aug. xviii
Screw Driver, Jones' Reversible Spi
ral Sept. xxiii
Screw Holes in Butts 138
Screws, Numbers of 4
Scrub Plane, Stanley's Improved,

March xviii
SeasideCottage, Design for 177
SeasideHouses, Painting 128
Seasoning Oak 35
SecondDay's Proceedings 244
Secret Finishing Interior Work 209
Secretaries, Local 267
Secretary's Report 64
Sectional Steel Rule, Improved.

March xx
Selecting the Colors 54
Self-Education . 97
Self-Supporting Barn Roof 221
Self-Supporting Roof 16,62, 1S5
Sell, Built to 98
Semi-Elliptical Arch 104
Sensible Sash Balance Oct. xviii
Setter, Reciprocal Band Saw July xx
Seven Hundred Dollar House, Design
of 211
Seventy-live Feet Span, Bridge of . .. 86
Severable Contract, Mechanic's Lien
upon 282
Sewers, Right of Abutting Owners to
Action for Defect in 198
Shaper or Edge Molder, Reversible,

May xx
Shaper, Two Spindle Edge Molder
and Oct. xx
Sharpening a Corner Chisel 31
Sheet Metal Dragon 48
Shelf Bracket, Wrought Steel. .Sept. xix
Shelving Counters, <£c.,Designs tor
Store 16
Shingles, Durability of 88, 136
Shingles, Oak 214
Shingling Hips 206
Shop, Plans f->rCarpenter 135
Shop Space, Economizing 95
Shops and Dwellings, Chinese 155
Shoreing and Needling 269
Short Method of Estimating 139
Sideboard,Design for 59, 224
Sideboard, Design of 14, 38
Sideboard, Revolving 94
Simple Bell Circuit 23
Simple Contract 190
Sing Sing Hospital 82
Single Track Hanger, Colton Junior,

June xxii
Six-Room Cottage, Elevations of . . . . 188
Six-Room Cottage, Plan of 159
Six-Room House, Elevation for 284
Six-Room House, Plans for 16

Sixty-two Feet Span, Timber Roof of. 164
Size of Slate 214
Skating Rink, Plan for 209
Slate. Gray 214
Slate, Size of 214
Sleeping Rooms, Plan of 62
Slide Rule, Mysteries of the 261, 28s
Sliding Door Banger, American
Trackless Dec. xix
Smoke Flues in Buildings, Construc
tion of 244
Smoky Chimneys 38
Smoky Fireplace 136,163, 188,222
Sod House, Prairie 79
Soffit, Developmentof 81
Solid Freme Variety Wood Worker,

Jan. xx
Solution of Roof Problem 187
Somerville, N J., House at 3
Sound Proof Apartments 177
Sound Sensein Suburban Architect
ure 7'
South Bend, lad., Residenceat 99
South Dakota, Material Lien in 95
Span, Bridge of 75Feet 86
Span, Timber Roof of 62 Feet 164
Special Sash and Door Molding Ma
chine Nov. xx
Specification, Clausesof 140
Specification in Bnef 130
Specification, Terms of 140
Specifying Wire Nails 206
Spindle Shaper and Friezer D >nble,

Jan. xviii
Spindle Shapers, Patent DoubleCoun
tershaft for. . .-. Dec. xx
Spiral Ar<*h,Striking a 17
Splicing Timber 209
Spread of Sanitarv Legislation 121
Spring Hinges, Pullman Wrought and
Steel Feb. xviii
Square, Barrett's Bevel Dec. xxi
Square Cut Ordinate System 283
Square Root Delineator in the Art of
Framing. . . 268
Square Turned Columns May xxi
St Louis, Union Railroad Station at. 254
Stable. Design for 115
Stable, Plan of no
Stairbuildng and Handrailing, Prac
tical 297
Staircase, Marble Circular 128
Stair Rail, Face Mold for 160
Stair Rails, Back MoldiDgs for 209
Stairs, Five-Story House with No. . . 172
Stairs, Winding 185
Standard of Measurement 242
Stanley's Improved Scrub Plane,

March xviii
Star Groined Ceiling with Liernes,
Molds for Ribs, Bosses and Cells. . 264
Star Groined Ceilings with Liernes
to Cover the Nave of a Church of
Same Span and Rise as Westmin-
ster Abbev 47
Starrett'a Hermaphrodite Calpers,

Oct. xxi
Steam Valve Wheel, Zero. . . .March xviii
Stearns Carpenters' Steel Clamp,

Sept. xxiii
Steel, Ace of 84
Steel Frame Construction for Dwell
ings . 147
Steel in Building Construction 140
Steel. Quality of 140
Steel Rivets 140
Steel Roof Truss, Strength of . . . .40, 136
Steel Web Picket Fence Sept. xxi
Stock Pens, Gates for 286
Steeple Repairing, Famous 296
Stone Carving in Paris 234
Stone Church, Design of Brick and. 75
Stone Cutting, Masonry and 47, 264
Stone, Finding the Value of Building. 256
Stone in United States, Production of
Building 165

Stone, Large 152
Stone Work, Figuring 109
Stone Work, Measuring 161
Stone Working in Athens 170
Stones, Cutting the 105
Stop, Tatum's Bench Aug. axii
Storage Buildings, Cold.. 17, 85. 109, 187
Store and Dwelling Combined 55
Store Building, Front for Brick 159
Store Building, Roof Plan for 221
Store Shelving, Counters, &c., De
signs for 16
Strains in Roof Truss, Calculating. . 159

Street Pavements, Brick for 168
Strength in Timber Beams 203
Strength of Fir and Oak 46
Strength of Materials, Comparative. 294
Strength of Steel Roof Trass. . . .40, 136
Strength of Truss in Transfer Briuge 161
Strength of Walls 242
Strengthening a Floor 14
Strike Commission 277
Strike, Lessons of 194
Striking a Spiral Arch 17
Style. Flamboyant 124
Sub-Contractor Not Entitled to Lien,
Materials Furnished 154
Sub-Contractor to File Lien, Right of 95
Sub-Contractor to Principal Contract
or, Obligation of 215
Sub-Contractors, Submission of Bids
by 215
Submission of Bids by Sub-Contract
ors 215
Substantial Compliance with Con
tract 12
Suburban and Country Homes 2
Suburban Architecture, Sound Sense
in 72
Suburban Residence 27
Sunset Rule Gauge Oct. xxii
Supplement Plates 269
Supports for Sagging Drawers 119
Supports, Roof 156
Swiss Schools 241
System, Heating 62
System, Ogling and Chopping 238
System, Quadrant Cut Box 262
System, Tangent Box 212
Systems,Commercial 82
Systemsof Mitering 202

Taintor Positive Saw Set, No. 93,
Oct. xix

Taking Wind Out of Timber :o9
Tali Buildings 243
Tall Buildings, Foundations for 295
Tall Building*, Wind Pressure on .. . 73
Tall White Pine Tree 214
Tangent Box System 212
Tank for Roof 209
Tank House, Design for 261
Tar Protection for Masonry, Burning
Coal 212
Tatum's Bench Stop Aug. xxii
Teachers' Association of American
Manual Training 120
Tearing Down Old Buildings 193
Technical Education 233
Technical Education Conferences 174
Tenant, Mechanic's Lien as to Land
lord and 198
Tenement House, Plumbing in a New
York 13
Tenoning Machine and Cut-Off Saw,
Combination Jan. xix
Tenoning Machine, Door and Sasb.

March xviii
Tenoning Machine, Improved.. Aug. xxii
Terms of Specification 140
Test of Fire Doors 18
Test, Purity ." 54
Testing for Foundations 93
Texas Cotton Palace 200
Theater, Boston's New 128
Theater, New York 244,270
Thermostat, New Howard Sept. xx
Third Day's Session 244
Third Person for Indemnity, Liabil
ity to 234
Thought of the Paper, What Is 160
Tiger Padlock Nov. xxi
Tile, Patent 214
Tiles. Use of 214
Timber Beams,Strength in 203
Timber Roof of 62 Feet Span 164
Timber, Splicing 209
Timber, Taking Wind Out of 109
Time and Place of Next Convention 72
Time in Building, Economy of 139
Tin Roofs 92
Toledo, Ohio, Manual Training
School 18
Tool Cabinet no
Tool Cabinet, Wnte nug xviii
Tool Chest Construction 60, 135
Tool Chest Dimensions 186
Tool Holder No. 6 Oct xx
Tool Holder, Wonder Sept. xxii
Tool, Roberts' Wood Cutiiug. . .March xx
Tools 233
Tools, Fish Tail Wood Carving. .Aug. xx
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Tools for Carving no
Tools from Rusting, Preventing 297
Toela, Frame for Grinding 287
Tools for Cleaning Chimney Fine*,.. 288
Tools, Grinding 210
Tower in the World, Highest 167
Tract Society's Building, American.. 121
Trade Classes 143
Trade Education Abroad 242
Trade Education in Austria 241
Trade, Learning 15, 86
Trade Notes, Jan. xxii, Feb. xxi.
Mar. xxi, April xxiii, May xxiii,
June xxii, July xxiii, Aug. xxiii,
Sept. xxiv, Oct. xxii, Nov. xxii,
Dec. xxii.
Trade Papers and Books 243
Trade School in Elmira 73
Trade Schools 193
Trade Training, Progress of 143
Trade Unionism, Feature of 94
Trades Exhibition, Building 179
Trades School at Elmira Reforma
tory 217
Trades School Commencement,Phil
adelphia 190
Trade School, English 143
Traditions, Ancient 205
Training at Pratt Institute, Manual. 168
Transfer Bridge, Strength of Truss
in 161
Treatment of Faces 203
Tree, Determining Age of a 165
Tree, Tall White Pine 214
Trimming Joists °

277
Trouble with Electric Bell 109
Truss, Calculating Strains in Roof. . 159
Truss, Cburch Roof 159
Truss, Discussionof the Howe 61
Truss, Form of Roof 206
Truss, Howe 186
Truss in Transfer Bridge, Strength
of 161
Truss, Strength of Steel Hoof 40
Trusses, Wood vs. Iron in Howe. . . . 161
Trussing Building 208
Twelve Hundred Dollar Cottage 209
Twelve-inch Four-side Molder..Sept. xviii
Two-spindle Edge Molder and Shap
er Oct. xx

Two-Story Cottage, Roof Plan for. . . 38
Two-Story Cottage with French
Roof 261
Two-Story Frame House 113" Two-Tenement" House, Design for 186
Two-Thirds Pitch ? What Is 208

Unemployed, Caring for the 2
Uniform Contract 22, 118, 191
Uniform Form of Proposal 118
Union Railroad Station at St. Louis. 254
Unionism, Feature of Trade 94
Unions and Trades Schools, English
Trades 243
Unique English Rectory House 9
United States, Production of Build
ing Stone in 165
Universal Brace Jan. xix
Universal Saw Bench Aug. xix
Universal Wood Worker, Improved,

Feb. xviii
University Building, New 169
University, Rebuilding 191
Unnecessary Delay in Building Con
struction 86
Use. Objections to 140

Use of Octagon Scale 59
Use of Tiles 214
Used, Woods Generally 174

Valley Rafters, Concaveand Convex. 58
Valley Rafters, Cutting Hip and 36
Value of Building Stone, Finding the 256
Value of Laborer in Contract Work.. 124
Valve Wheel, Zero Steam March xviii
Van Cortlandt Manor House 205
Variety of Buildings 49
Various Circuits, Diagrams I lustrat
ion 93
Various Forms of Roof Coverings 260
Various Methods of Roof Flashing.. . 15P
Varnishing 236
Vaults, Round 3
Veneered Buildings, Brick 36
Veneered Dxirs 38, 138
Veneering Press, Heavy Iron Frame,

Sept. xix
Venetian Buildings, Foundation of. . 228
Venice, Construction of Gothic
Palace in 216
Ventilating Churches and School
H >uses 104
Ventilation 25
VentilatioD, Electric 217
Ventilation in Canadian Factories. .. 122
Ventilation, Legal Aspect of 244
Ventilation, Light and ... 76
Ventilation of Dwellings, Automatic. 187
Ventilation of Offices Inadequate.... 2
Verandas. Brick 182
Vibrator Turn Door Bell, New. Sept. xxiv
Vise, Champion Quick Action. .April xx
Vise, Denison Quick Acting. . . July xx
Vises, Rapid Acting June xxii

Wages and Working Rules 73
Wages, Hours of Labor and 69
Wall of Building, Moving Intact
Front 263
Walls 156,228
Walls, Arches in Circular 80, 104
Walls, CobblestoneCellar 60
Walls, Hollow Brick 251, 286
Walls, Strength of 242
Walout, Imitation Black 41
Walnut Tree, Maryland 50
Warehouse, Model 216
Warping Doors 88
Washers. Butts with Ball Bearings.

Oct. xxi
Washington, Fiat H -uses in 200
Water Filter, Packing 208
Water Proof, Making a Cellar 158
Way of Using a Foot Lathe, One 208
Ways, L'abilitv for Detective 256
Waxahachie, Texas, Question of "J.
L. L," of 169
Webster, House of Noah 158
Western Cities, Laws of 145
What Builders are Doing. .10, 33, 57,
83, 106,133, 153, 180,204, 229,

249, 269, 2S1
What Causes Estoppel 256
What Is Thought of the Paper 160
What Is,Two-thirds Pitch 1 208
Wheel and Saw June xxi
White Piue Tree, Tall 214
Why Does He Specify Wire Nails!. . 284
Width of House, Novel Method of
Reducing 157
Wind Out of Timber, Taking 109

Wind Pressureon Tall Buildings. .. 73
Wind Pressures 205
Winding Stairs 1S5
Windmill Construction 87
Window Fastener, Moore's Storm,

Jan. xvii
Window Frame Pocket Machine,

Aug. xix
Window, Framing a Goth'c 17
Window Screens, Motley's Lock for,

March xviii
Windows, Double 154,221
Wine Pr?s-",Design for a 206
Wintbrop House .. 181
Wire Nails, Cut and 79
Wire Nails, Cut vs 186,207
Wire Nail3, Durability of. . . 40, no, 138
Wire Nails, Specifying 206
Wire Nails? Why Does He Specify. . 284
Witte Tool Cabinet Aug. xviii
Woman Carpenter 82
Woman's Hou«e Plan 221
Wonder Tool Holder S°pt. xxii
Wood, Bilan 35
Wood Boring Machine, Improved,

July xxiii
Wood Carver, Aids to the 132
Wood Carving 61, 119, 131,206
Wood Carving, Hints on 269, 278
Wood Carving, Kinds of iao
Wood Carving Tools, Fish Tail. .Aug. xx
Wood Cutting Tool, Roberts'. ..March xx
Wood Generally Used 174
Wood Filler* 297
Wood, Hard 146
Wood Harder than Ebony. ... 268
Wood vs. Iron in Howe Trusses 161
Wood Work, Finishing 116
Wood Work, Painting Interior 30
Wood Worker, Improved Universal,

Feb. xviii
Wood Worker, Solid Frame Variety,

Jan. xx
Woods for Use 119
Worcester, Mass., Frame House in. . 171
Words, Custom and Usage, in Mean
ing of 282
Work and Material, Contract Lien
on Homesteadfor 154
Work Bench, Carpenters' 15
Work on Building Contract, Claims
for Extra 282
Work, Hours of 215
Work of Wreckers 296
Working, Methods of 174
Workingman's House, Floor Plan of a 15
Workingmen's Exposition 1
Workingmen's Home in Germauy,
Philadelphia 32
Working Rules, * agesand 73
Workman, Relations of Employer
and 49, 82
Workshops, New 143
World, Highest Tower in the 167
World's Fair Buildings .74, 160
Wreckers, Work of 296
Wrench, New Adjustable Bit. . .June xxi
Wright's Address, Colonel 25
Writing Desk and Book Case, Com
bination 17
Wrought Steel Shelf Bracket. . .Sept xix

Yellow Pine, Long Leaf 146

Zero Steam Valve Wheel. . . .March xviii
Zinc Roofs Abroad, Laying 45, 235
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JANUARY, 18*34.
BuilderB' Convention.

The eighth convention of the Na
tional Association of Builders, which
will mark the close of the seventh year
of its existence, will be held in Boston
beginning on the second Tuesday of
February. The preliminary work of
organization has been done in Boston
and the coming convention is looked
forward to as the return of the asso
ciation to the place of its birth. It is
proposed to make the meeting an un
usually interesting one in many re
spects. The programme will include
features which will tend to make the
convention one of peculiar value to
the delegates and visitors in bringing
out the benefit to the fraternity of the
experience of builders all over the
country. An address will be delivered
by Carroll D. Wright, chief of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and one of
the best informed men in the country
on the subject of the relations between
employers and workmen. The Master
Builders' Association of Boston pro
poses to make several departures in
the manner of entertaining the visit
ors to the Hub, and has extended an
invitation to all delegates to previous
conventions to be present, whether or
not the organizations to which they
belong are now represented in the
national body. An invitation has
also been extended to all new ex
changes with which the National As
sociation of Builders has held corre
spondence to send representatives, to
whom will be offered all the courte
sies given to the regular delegates.
It is expected that the meeting will
prove a most important and beneficial
one and fittingly mark the start of the
association on another cycle of action.

Foresight Better Than Hindsight.

It is encouraging to perceive in cur
rent discussions of the subject of venti
lation an emphatic demand for the
preparation of plans for ventilation and
heating prior to the commencement of
the construction of buildings. It has
been shown that a large part of the
expense often attending the securing
of good and sufficient ventilation is due
to want of consideration of this ques
tion at the proper time; that is to say,
at the time the rudimentary scheme of
a building is being worked out. The
chosen system of means and appliances
for heating and ventilation should al
ways be decided upon, incorporated in
and form part of the perfected gen

eral plant. When this is done, the cost
of a sufficient supply, as compared with
a largely deficient one, will not be so
great as many have been led to sup
pose.

GeneralApplication.

The force of the above remarks
equally applies to plans for heating ap
paratus for dwellings and other build
ings wherein no special systemof venti
lation, other than afforded by grates,
&c., is intended. The whole category of
extra charges that so frequently come
in with bills for heating work is prop
erly to be laid at the door of architects
who neglect to consider the require
ments for heating in drawing their
plans; or who, if they do consider the
matter, do so without such a practical

knowledge of the heating business as
enables them to properly plan a heating
apparatus, and without the always
easily obtained aid of a competent ad
viser. There is no good reason assign
able why a building should not be de
signed with full reference to its being
properly heated and ventilated any
more than that windows should be
omitted from plans and left to be put
in by the builder, during construction,
according to his own judgment. But
this is exactly what is done, in the ma
jority of cases, with heating apparatus
for dwellings. The building is first
planned, and, as a general thing, al
most completed before the heating en
gineer is called for consultation and re
quested to make plans upon hard and
fast lines necessitated by the architect's
plans; and when some utter impracti
cability is encountered an alteration,
attended with extra cost, is the result.
Such was recently the case in the heat
ing of a large dry goods store, in which
a workroom that required to be heated
was found inaccessible for the purpose
except by an objectionable position of
risers, where they would be not only in
the way of incoming customers, but
greatly mar the effect of the desired
display of goods. To remove this im
practicability an extra cost of about
$500 was entailed. To have avoided
the introduction of such an impracti
cability under the advice of a compe
tent heating engineer and to have se
cured a better job of heating work than
was ever possible under the obstacles
introduced would not have cost over

ISO.

namely : Works, which will include
products of individual workers, small
industries, household work, products
of co-operative societies, &c. ; provis
ions, which will embrace the work of
societies for mutual aid and improve
ment, institutions, models, studies and
material for showing how working-
men live, dress, &c., in various coun
tries, as well as hygiene and bibli
ography in relation to workmen ; and
instruction, in which class will be dis
played all matter relating to industrial
schools and professional schools for
different trades and callings. If suffi
ciently representative in its exhibits,
such an exposition would be eminently
instructive and useful.

Progressof Organisation. ^
The builders of the countty have
demonstrated during the past year their
belief in the value of organization;
for in spite of the depressing busi
ness conditions everywhere, the build
ers have maintained such organiza
tions as were in existence at the be
ginning of the year, and have formed
new associations in many cities where
none previously existed. The filial
bodies of the National Association of
Builders have steadily pursued their
way toward better business methods
and more friendly relations between
employers and workmen. As the pur
pose of the body becomes better known
its influence widens and the builders
in the smaller cities take up the
methods found so beneficial in the
larger communities.

Desire for Organisation.

Workingmen's Exposition.

It is proposed to hold a Working-
men's International Exposition in Mi
lan, Italy, this year, which, if carried
out on the broad lines contemplated by
the promoters, with the co-operation of
the Government, should yield valua
ble results. The exhibits are to be di
vided into three general classes,

The desire for organization is ex
tending all over the country, and build
ers are now enabled, through the
existence of the national body, to
establish new exchanges upon such
lines as will warrant success. The ex
perimental period in the form of or
ganization best adapted to the needs of
the builders— the exchange— has gone
by, and success is practically assured
to every body of builders which takes
up the question of improvement of
the practices which govern the trans
action of their business on the lines
suggested by the association. The bet
ter organization of the employers
throughout the country is making it
self felt in the relationship between
employers and workmen. The troubles
between the two are growing steadily
less, and more easily adjusted when
they do occur. The fact that a con
sensus of opinion can now be obtained
from both sides causes greater care to
be exercised by each in taking action
which affects the other. The employ
ers are more just in the position which
they assume toward the workmen, as
the result of greater study of the re
lations between the two, and the work
men are aware that they now have a
fraternity to meet instead of an indi-
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vidual. as was formerly the case. The
benefit of organization is apparent
wherever it exists in such form as to
insure equitable and fair treatment of
all subjects within its jurisdiction.

Caring tor the Unemployed.

A good deal of serious thought is
being given to the very grave question

of how to take care of the unemployed

during the present winter. In every
community there are many men

who are initiating measures looking

toward relief. Naturally, the differ

ent boards of trade are taking the mat

ter into their hands. While, of course,

local circumstances must govern the

action of such bodies, it would seem
that some interchange of opinions

ought to take place between their rep

resentatives. A good many very im
portant questions of common interest

might be very profitably discussed.

Delegates of the boards of trade of the

great divisions of the country should

assemble at such convenient points as

Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver and

Nashville to exchange estimates of the

magnitude of the misfortunes which

they must soon alleviate, and discuss

the best and safest methods of reduc

ing distress among the worthy to a

minimum. It needs only the invita
tion of a few leading chambers of com

merce or boards of trade to bring

about such gatherings, which might

do so much good.

Collapse of Buildings.

under such circumstances from be
coming ruinous even before they are
finished. Moreover, buildings may
have been built securely, and yet be
rendered dangerous by ill contrived,
ill directed, unskillful or careless op
erations in affecting alterations in the
building itself, or in, or in connection
with, adjoining or neighboring build
ings. ^^^_^
Inadequate Ventilation of Offices.

In an able article contributed to the
Philadelphia Record, Dr. F. A. Adams
touches on the question whether the
large increase of steam heated cffice
buildings, in which the great majority
of rooms have no adequate means for
renewal of the air to be warmed, does
not, in large measure, account for the
prevalence of pneumonia among those
employed in such offices. Many of
these buildings, Dr.Adams remarks,
are admirably constructed to keep out
air, whether cold or hot, this very per
fection contributing to their insalu
brity. In these hermetically sealed
office rooms that abound in business
buildings the steam heats the atmos
phere to a delightfully comfortable de
gree, the occupant breathes and re-
bieathes the air during zero days when
an open window cannot be endured,
the effect being to silently undermine
his powers of resistance, so that when
he goes forth, exchanging such tropical
air for the keen breeze of unrestricted
nature, it happens that, through some
subtle change in his system which has
robbed his lungs ol their power of re
sistance, their capacity to endure the
onset or transition is gone, and the
subtle poison of unrenewed air does its
deadly work in the form of pneumonia.

A writer, in discussing the collapse
of buildings, states that the structures
may be designed with the strictest
propriety and fall down, nevertheless,
in course of erection from defective
workmanship or improper materials ;
or, with the most effective workman
ship and the best and fittest materials,
from being deprived of certain arti
ficial aids before effects, which time
alone will produce, have beenattained ;
or from being carried on in such man
ner as to expose the work to rain and
wind or other atmospheric influences,
without due regard to the assistance
which one part ought to have from
another, or from other parts. Many
sewers have fallen in and tunnels have
failed from insufficient ramming or
punning of the ground above and be
hind the structure ; from the use of
mortar as a setting material either so
moist as to yield to the pressure to
which it may be exposed upon strik
ing the centers, or so dry and friable
as not to adhere to the bricks . Many
arches and vaults have fallen upon the
removal of the centering before even
properly compounded mortar had set,
and very many walls have fallen under
the action of the wind or from undue
pressure by scaffolds, ladders or other
matters, which would not have fallen
if the return wails with which they may
have been intended to be connected in
the structure had been built up with
them. Add, however, to the contin
gencies which may occasion the failure
of well designed structures, the con
sequences of bad structural arrange
ments, of unskillful workmanship and
of undue aiming at cheapness, and
further and extensive sources of dan
ger appear ; since the use of foreign
aids, such as bond timber, straps and
bolts, struts and shores, furnishes the
precarious but only means of holding
together and keeping buildings erected

The Fair Buildings Will Stand.

The World's Fair buildings at Chi
cago will not be torn down and re
moved w summarily as has been ex
pected. The exposition authorities
nave made an agreement with the Park
Commissioners, controlling Jackson
Park, in which the fair was located, by
which the latter releasethe former from
ail obligation to restore the park to its
original condition. The exposition di
rectory will pay the Park Commission
ers $200,000 for the release and relin
quish possession of the park on Janu
ary 1. State buildings are, of course,
not included in the transfer of property
to the Park Commissioners, but all the
great and small structures erected by
the Exposition Company are trans
ferred, including the Administration
Building, Machinery Hall, Mines and
Mining Building, the Terminal Depot,
the Electricity, Liberal Arts, and Agri
culture buildings ; the peristyle and its
annexes of the Casino and Music Hall,
forming the great court of honor,
which in architectural effect has never
been equaled ; the Transportation, Hor
ticulture, Fisheries and Anthropologi
cal buildings; the Art Gallery, the
Convent of La Kibida, the Shoe and
Leather Building, Stock Pavilion, barns,
band stands and pagodas. If any
salvage is realized from the sale
of material in these buildings in the
course of time it will now inure to the
benefit of the Park Commissioners.
They can take plenty of time for this
work and can await a more propitious
period in which to offer the several
structures for sale. When the fair
buildings were in process of erection
the exposition management intimated
that a good round sum would be real

ized from salvage, but that hope was
abandoned long since, and it was
deemed inevitable that heavy loss
would be incurred if the buildings were
torn down during tbe coming year and
the park restored to its old condition.
In the contract just made there is a
stipulation that the city of Chicago may
be permitted to remove the Manufact
ures and Liberal Arts Building, if ar
rangements are made for its re-erection
elsewhere.

New Publications.

Jnigo Jones and When ; ok, the Rise
and Decline of Modern Architect
ure in England. By W. J. Lottie.
Size, 7% x 10 inches ; 284pages. Illus
trated with numerousengravings. Bound
in board covers,with gilt tide title. Pub
lishedby Macmillan & Co. Price, $4.50.

This work, as its title indicates, de
scribes in an interesting manner the
rise and decline of modern architect
ure in England. The author is not an
architect, and he says that the book is
not written for architects, but is
offered in the hope that it may reach
some of those by whom architects are
employed. The matter is treated in
eight chapters, the first of which is
largely introductory in its character,
while the second touches upon the de
cay of Gothic architecture. The third
discusses Elizabethan architecture and
the fourth the beginnings of Palladian.
The fifth and sixth chapters are de
voted to the lives of Inigo Jones and
Sir Christopher Wren, reference being
made to some of the more notable
works with which they were identified.
The seventh chapter relates to Wrens
churches, while the last chapter of the
book mentions the successors of Wren.
The author states that the illustrations
are made largely from plates published
during the golden age of English Pal
ladian, supplemented by photographs,
'•especially of those charming build
ings of the transitional period, which
are to be found in the west country,
and where the bath stone forms such
a ready vehicle for the expression of
poetiy'in stone."

Suburban and Country Homes. Size
»>iX 12inches. Illustrated with 44plates.
Bound in papercoversand published by
William T. Comstock. Price II.
This interesting and well arranged
volume contains designs of houses of
moderate cost, contributed by various
architects, as well as a chapter entitled
'•Suggestions on House Building." by
A. W. Cobb, and an article describing
" How to Plumb a Suburban House,"
by L. D. Hosford. This book, which was
reviewed in our columns not long since,
was originally issued in cloth binding
at $3 per copy, but is now offered in
paper covers for the sum of $1. The
printing and execution are the same as
in the original work, the only change
being in the points named.

The President of the Board of Edu
cation of Boston, in a recent ad
dress, congratulated his fellow citi
zens upon the fact that Boston has her
system of public schools and kinder
gartens, and lately her public school
of manual training ; but what is now
urgently needed, he said, is a school
of practical training in the trades,
such as the Pratt Institute of Brook
lyn, the New York Trade School and
other similar institutions furnish. Bos
ton has now the most favorable oppor
tunity for supplying this deficiency, if
the trustees of the Franklin Fund ad
here to their decision to use that fund
in establishing a trade school for the
benefit of the young mechanics of the
Hub.
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HOUSE AT SOMERVILLE, N. J.
THE
BUILDING which we illus

trate in general view on onr sup
plement plate and in detail by
means of the engravings presented

upon this and the following pages is
the residence of Mr. James Brown, Jr.,
erected a short time ago at Somerville,
N. J., from plans dn»wn by Jacques
Vanderbeek, architect, of that place.
From the specification of the author,
we learn thai the girders employed are
6x8 inches, the sills and posts 4x8
inches, purlins, interior tie beams and
plates 4x6 inches, first and second
tier floor beams 2 x 10 inches and
third tier floor beams 2x8 inches, all
placed 16 inches from centers and all
bridged with 2x3 inch stuff. The hip
and valley rafters are 2x10 inches and
the common rafters 2x6 inches, placed
20 inches on centers. The window and
door studding is 3 x 4 inches and the
filling-in studding 2x4 inches, placed
16inches from centers. All the floor
beams under partitions are double, as
well as all headers and trimmers. The

trimmed in yellow poplar, the hall and
dining room are paneled with quar
tered oak, while the trim of the
kitchen and pantries is Georgia pine.
The trim of the second floor is pine,
natural finish. The main stairway is
finished in quartered oak. The hard
ware employed is antique bronze.
The arrangement of the rooms upon
the principal floors of the house is
readily understood from an inspection
of the floor plans, which we present in
this connection. It will be seen that
upon the main floor is a commodious
hall, out of which opens four rooms,
there being two upon each side. Di
rectly in the rear is the kitchen, com
municating with the dining room

kind are still to be seen in the old
churches of Cologne and its neighbor
hood. The superiority of the Roman
svstem, however, soon led to its ex
clusive adoption, says an English
writer, and it is to be seen in the
crypts and aisles of many buildings of
our own conntry, as in those or the
naves at Durham and Ely and the
transepts at Ely and Winchester, but
in extending this kind of ceiling to the
central avenue many difficulties arose,
not perhaps so much from the in
creased span and hight above the
ground as from the oblong form of the
compartments (those of the aisles hav
ing been square), for the builders'of
this age very properly rejected the

Front Elevation.—Scale,3-32Inch to the Foot.

Ilottte at Somerville,N. J.—Jacques Vanderbeek,Architect.

foundations are of stone to the grade
line, above which brick is employed.
The exterior from sills to plates as well
as the gables are sheetedwith tongued
and grooved hemlock put on diagonally
and covered with building paper. The
first story to the belt course is covered
with 6-inch siding, while the second
story has 18inch pine shingles with
square butts and the gables 6 x 18inch
pine shingles. The gutters formed on
the roof are lined with the best quality
tin. The roof is covered with surfaced
hemlock boards, on which are laid 6 x
18 inch sawed cypress shingles. The
piazza roof is treated in the same way.
With regard to the interior, the
architect states that double floors are
employed throughout the house. The
first floor is of tongued and grooved
hemlock, put on diagonally, upon
which, in the parlor and library, is a
top flooring of clear white pine, while
in the hall and dining room quartered
oak is used, and in the kitchen and
pantries Georgia pine 2}£x J8 inches.
The flooring of the second story and
attic is of white pine 1 x 4}£inches.
The bathroom is supplied with open
work fixtures, with nickel pipe and
trimmings, while the wood work is of
cherry. The parlor and library are

through a conveniently placed pantry.
The latter is supplied with a butler's
sink and hot and cold water. The hall
has a tile mantel, while the dining
room has a large oak mantel with tile
hearth and face. The parlor and
library are also fitted with mantels of
the same finish as the rooms, with
plate glass mantel mirrors made from
special designs. The hall is lighted at
the front with an art glass window on
the platform of the stairs, constituting
an attractive feature. The house is
lighted by electricity and is fitted with
electric bells. The plumbing is com
plete in every particular and the heat
ing is by steam. The house cost about
$8000, and the contract was executed
by James B. Brown of Somerville,
J.

Ronud Taults.

1

At the first dawn of Gothic science,
when the numerous and disastrous
fires among sacred edifices led to the
attempt (first perhaps in the Rhine
valley) to vault them with stone, a
mixture of the Roman and Eastern
methods seems first to have been tried,
and some curious combinations of this

doubly curved groins of Diocletian's
Baths, which, indeed, would have been
quite impracticable over a plan differ
ing considerably from a square. Va
rious expedients were resorted to, and
the only successful one for vaulting
the clerestory with round arches alone
was by making its compartments
square and letting each corre
spond to two compartments of the
side aisle. This is the mode adopted at
the three great Romanesque cathedrals
of Worms. Maintz and Speyer (in the
last of which the diagonal or groin
span is more than 60 feet), and in the
two great abbeys founded by William
I and his queen at Caen, and it seems
to have been intended, but never exe
cuted, in the nave of Durham. We
have no example, however, in England
of a nave with round arched vaulting,
if we except the small massive chapei
in the White Tower of London, which
is a simple vault without groins, and
is not a clerestory, but inclosed be
tween upper aisles, so that there is no
difficulty as regards its abutments.
But the various attempts to overcome
these difficulties would hardly fail to
lead, first to the mixture of pointed
vaults with round ones, as in the
Rhenish churches, and then to the ex-
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clusive use of the pointed form. With- of the work by beginning eath foot of screw gangs to winch the sizes of th»
out detailing the various modes in the arch as if it were meant for an screws correspond. It would appear
which this might happen, and did arch of wider span, so that the two that screws were first made in the va-
happen, as appears from the various curves might meet before attain- rious sizes and then a screw gauge
interesting expedients seen in those ing the horizontal! ty which was made as a standard, and wire used in

First Floor Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot. Details of Main Stairs—Scale,H Inch to Foot.

Rouseat Somemille,N. J.—Floor Plans and MiscellaneousDetails.

buildings, we may observe that, as the dreaded in the crown of the round the manufacture of screws drawn to
chief practical difficulties attached vaulting. conform to this standard gauge. The
themselves to the upper and hori
zontal portions of the round vaults,
nothing could be more natural (in an
age unfettered by pedantic admiration
or classicalprecedents) than to get rid

Numbers of Screws.

screw gauge bears no relation to the
wire gauge, as in the case of screws
the largest number designates the
largest wire, while in the wire gauge

The numbers by which screws are the largest number represents the
of these difficult and hazardous parts known designate the numbers of the smallest size wire.
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Partial Elevation of Pantry Shelves.
—Scale,}4Inch to the Foot.

Section of Door at A A.-
Scale,3 Inchesto Foot.

Detail of Kitchen Trim.-
Scale,H Inch to Foot.

Section of Trim.—Scale, 3
Inchesto the Foot.

A
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A

Elevation of First Floor
Doors.—Scale,H Inch to
the Foot.

Detail of Panel Back andTrim.—Scale,H Inch
to theFoot.

Side(Right) Elevation.—Scale,3-30Inch to the Foot.

Bouseat Somerville,If. J.— SideElevation andMiscellaneousDetails.
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COMPETITION IN FLOOR PLANS.

THE
subject of the twenty-fourth
competition, as announced in a
previous issue of the paper,

covered floor plans for an eight-room,
two-story detached house, adapted
for erection in a suburban or coun
try town, on a lot having a front-

ond floor, where the hall is oftentimes
so arranged as regards size and ap
pointments that it is utilized as a
room. It was also stipulated that" such halls and closets as may be nec
essary for the convenience of the oc
cupants of the house be provided in

that all the plans were to be submitted
to a committee of experts appointed
for the purpose, and from the entire
number ten or more sets were to be
selected, consisting of those regarded
by the committee as the most merito
rious. The number selected was then

Fig. l.—SecondFloor. (No 11) Fig. 3—SecondFloor. (No.63.)
Fig. 5.-Secood Floor. (No.94.)

li^^l
Fig. 2—First Floor. (No.U.)

Fig. 4-Firet Floor. (No. 63.)
Fig. 6.—First Floor. (No.W.)

Competitionin Floor Plans.—Nos. 11,63 and 94.—Scale, 1-16Inch to theFoot.

age not exceeding 83% feet. The
rooms were to be arranged upon
the two floors in a way to utilize
to the best advantage the space availa
ble, the number not to include any
which might be provided in the base
ment or attic. In the sense used the
term "rooms" was meant to cover
living apartments rather than bath
rooms, closets or halls. Where, how
ever, the front hall was enlarged or
expanded so as to be serviceable as a
reception or sitting room, it was to be
counted as a room and not as a hall.
This condition also applied to the sec-

proper connection with the eight rooms
specified."
The requirements of the competition
included the first and second floor
plans of a house containing the num
ber of rooms named above, the draw
ings to be to a uniform scale and each
and every sheet bearing upon its face
a motto, nom de plume or device by
which it could be identified. The
same designation was also to be placed
upon a sealed envelope containing the
real name and address of the compet
itor.
In reaching a decision it was stated

to be engraved and published in the
columns of the paper, so that each
reader might have the opportunity of
expressing his preference as to which
was entitled to the first prize. It was
stated that the award of prizes would
be in accordance with the votes of the
readers, the set of plans receiving
the largest number of votes being
awarded the first prize, $50; the set re
ceiving the next largest number of votes
to be given the second prize, $30 ; and
the set receiving the third largest num
ber to secure the third prize, $20.
The number entering the contest
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has been large, and the committee to
whom was hit rusted the drawings was
called upon to examine nearly 150sets
of plans. These were carefully con
sidered in view of the conditions gov
erning the contest, and 12sets of floor

being entitled to consideration. In
one instance a competitor, submitting
ten sets of floor plans, destroyed his
chances for a prize by writing upon the
paper which bound the drawings to
gether his name and address. In

present a ballot designed for voting in
this competition. It will be noticed
that each set of plans is numbered,
this, however, having no other signifi
cance than an indication of the order
in which the drawings were received

Fig. 7.—SecondFloor. (No. 46.) Tig. 9.—SecondFloor. (No. 5.)
Fig. 11.—SecondFloor. (No. 48.)
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Tig. 8.—First Floor. (No. 46.)

Tig. 12.—First Floor. (No.48.>

Tig. lO.-Flrst Floor. (No. 5.)

Competitionin Floor Plana.—2fo».46, 5, and 48.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

plans selected, these being presented in
this issue for the consideration of our
readers. Although the conditions of the
competition were distinctly stated, the
contestants failed, in several instances,
to comply therewith and the drawings
submitted by them were consequently
thrown out by the committee as not

other cases nine rooms were provided,
where the conditions expressly stipu
lated eight. Something like 15 per
cent, of the total number of plans sub
mitted were thrown out by reason of
non-compliance with the requirements
of the competition.
Among our advertising pages we

at this office. Each reader of the paper
is invited to fill out the blank ballot
with his name and address, and indi
cate by number the set of plans which,
in his estimation, is entitled to*- the
first prize. These ballots in order to
be counted in the decision must reach
us not later than Monday, January 22,
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and no vote will be counted unless it of plans receiving next to the highest and after making up their minds
be upon the published blank. As the numbtr of votes will be given the which set is entitled to the first prize,
•setof plans receiving the largest num- second prize, and the next largest num- cut out the ballot and mail to the

address given on the blank.

Fig. 13.—SecondFloor. (No.2.)

Fib 15.—SecondFloor. (N'o.78.)

Fig. 16.-Flrst Floor. (No.78.)

Nothing so expeditious has ever
been effected in the way of building,
says a London contemporary, as the

■cm-
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Fig. 17.—SecondFloor. (No.65.)

Fig. H.-First Floor. (No.2.)

Competitionin Floor Plans.—Kos. 2, 78 and to.—Scale, 1-10Inch to the Foot.

Fig. 18—First Floor. (No.65.)

ber of votes will be awarded the first ber will decide the question of the
prize, it will be unnecessary for our third prize.
readers to designate their preferences We trust that all our readers will
for second and third prizes, as the set carefully study the plans as published,

erection in eight days of the new
Fountain Temporary Hospital by the
chairman and managers of the metro
politan asylum district on a bit of
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waste ground at Lower Tooting —with
wards all complete, beds for 400
patients, every hygienic and sanitary
appliance, corridors, kitchens and
consulting rooms. This hot haste was
to enable the authorities to cope with
the^ever increasing number of fever
cases that are crowding in upon them.
The hospital is, we understand, already
quite fnil. This important building,
so rapidly erected, is by no means a
small one. Accommodation, apart

Olave, Old Jewry, was nulled down,
the tower and a part of the west wall
were left standing, and in course of
time they were built up into a modern-
looking dwelling. The tower win
dows were filled in with ordinay case
ments, and the little glebe land in
front was partly built upon by red
brick offices. But St. Olave's has been
turned into a rectory house, not a
warehouse, and the office buildings on
the glebe land contain a parish room

commercial purposes, as no bishop
would consent to such a desecration.

Roof Coverings.

In the interior of Ceylon the natives
finish walls and roofs with a paste of
slaked lime, gluten and alum, which
glazes and is so durable that speci
mens three centuries old are now to be
seen. On the Malabar coast the flat
bamboo roofs are covered with a mix
ture of cow dung, straw and clay.
This is a poor conductor of heat, and
not only withstands the heavy rains to
a remarkable degree, but keeps the
huts cool in hot weather. In Su
matra the native women braid a
coarse cloth of palm leaves for
the edge and top of the roofs.

CHAMBER

J

CHAMBER

Fig. 21.—SecondFloor. (No. 83)

Fig. 19.—SecondFloor. (No.66.)
Fig. 23- SecondFloor. (No.38)

Fig. 20.—First Floor. (No. 66.) Fig. 22—First Floor. (No. 83.) Fig. 24.—First Floor. (No.38.)

Competitionin Floor riaru.—Nos. 66, 88and 88—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

from that for the 400 patients afore
said, is provided for 40 "charge"
nurses, 50 assistant nurses and 76
female servants. The architect of
this record breaking building is T. W.
Aldwinckle.

One of the most unique rectory
houses in England is that of St. Mar
garet, Lothbury, which, according to
the Surveyor, has been building for
some little time, and is now nearly
completed. When the Church of St.

for the better working of St. Marga
ret, Lothbury, to which St. Olave
parish is now united. Canon Ingram,
who will occupy the rectory as soon as
it is completed, has taken a very wise
course in insisting on the retention of
the tower. Not only, he explains, is it
a piece of Wren's work and a feature
in this part of the city whose loss the
parishoners would lament, but its ex
istence as an integral part of the house
will forever stamp the building as an
ecclesiastical residence and prevent its
consignment at any future time to

Sharks' skins form the roofs of fisher
men's houses in the Andaman Islands.
The Malays of Malacca, Sumatra and
Java have a roofing of attaps, pieces of
palm leaf wicker work, about 3x2 feet
in size and 1 inch thick, which are laid
like shingles and Jare practically water
proof. The Arabs of the East Indies
make a durable roof paint of slacked
lime, blood and cement. Europeans
sometimes use old sails— made proof
against water, mold and insects by
paraffine and corrosive sublimate— for
temporary roofs.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
TAKING

20of themostprominentcities
of the country, located in widely sep
arate districts, as reflecting the con

dition of thebuilding tradesin thevicinities
in which they are situated, the general
state of the trade may be considered as
greatly depressed.The extremeEast seems
to feel theadversecondition lessthan it is
felt in themiddleStates,which in turn show
lessseriouseffectsthan arefelt in theStates
lying west of the Mississippi. The disas
trous seasonwhich hasbeenexperiencedby
thebuildersis almostuniversallyattributed
to the financial stringency, it being the
statementin nearly all of the cities men
tioned that much work was either with
drawn entirely from the market or sus
pendedfor an indefinitetermbecauseof the
uncertainty of moneyand the reluctanceof
capital to enter into building operations
while things werein sucha chaotic state.
There are at presentslight groundsfor the
belief that the early spring will seea re
sumptionof thenormalamountof building,
although the wonderful power of our
American cities to recuperate from the
mostunfavorable conditionsmustbe taken
into accounton theother side of the ques
tion. The past year has beenremarkably
free from labor disturbances, although
manyemployersare inclined toascribethis
condition to the fact that the many idle
workmen throughout the country pre
ventedthosewho werefortunateenoughto
beemployedfrom striking for concessions,
which theywould have done under other
circumstances. This reasoning is not alto
gethercorrect, for while it may b9granted
certain weight, the true reason is that the
employers and workman are both better
representedin thecharacterof their organ
izations than ever before, and both are
learning the great benefit of prevention
and arbitration over the strike and lock
out Wages have been kept surprisingly
near the regular scalesduring the depres
sion of the past year, and the fact should
elicit greatcredit for the employersof the
country from the fact that they couldhave
beendepressedwith less trouble from the
unions at this time tnan would have been
the caseif therewerefewer workmenwill
ing to work for any amount that would
providea living. Municipal authorities in
nearly all the large cities are striving to
lighten theconditionof theworkingmanby
introducing improvementsfor the purpose
of giving employmentto the idle.

Boston, Mass.
The buildersof Bostonand New England
generally haveall felt theeffectof the de
pression in financial quarters to a greater
or less degree,and the depressionof the
latter half of thepastbuildingseasonis en
tirely ascribedto the stringencyin money.
The total of work donein Bostonlast year
fell fully one-third belowthe average,and
theprospectsfor theopeningof the season
showlittle indication of improvement. It
is estimated that at leastone-thirdof the
work which was projected at the com
mencementof last seasonwaseither post
poned or abandoned,manufacturersand
others being reluctant to build while the
uncertainty in monetary circlescontinued.
There has been no trouble of any impor
tance witn theworkmenduring the year,
•uch disturbances as occurred being too
small to cause serious injury to work in
hand. The arbitration agreement (the
form advocated by the National Associa
tion of Builders) betweentheMasonBuild
ers'Associationand the Bricklayers',Stone
Masonsand Building Laborers' Unions has
remainedin effectiveandsatisfactoryopera
tion throughout the year and continuesto
prove itself fully adequateto the needsof
the situation. The carpenters,through a
conferencewith the employers, have ar
rangedfor an eight-hour day, to continue
in force until spring, when the matter of
hours will again comeup for final adjust
mentfor the season. The MasterBuilders'
Association is in excellent condition,and
hasrecentlyaddeddesirableimprovements
to its building, in addition to a general
renovation. The membersare busily en
gagedin preparingfor theentertainmentof
thedelegatestotheeighthconventionof the
National Association,which will occur in
February, beginning on the secondTues
day. The annualmeetingoccurredon De
cember20,at which the report of thesecre

tary and treasurerwas read, showing the
organizationto be in mostexcellentcondi
tion, the increaseof the surplusduring the
year being over $13.000after appraising
the fixturesand furniture at 50per cent,of
the valueconsideredat thecloseof the pre
vious year, and taking into account such
improvementsas have been made in the
building. The total surplusstandsat about
$61,200.The following officerswereelected
for the ensuing year : For president,E.
NoyesWhitcomb ; for vice-president,C.
EverettClark ; for secretaryandtreasurer,
William H. Sayward ; for trustees for
three years, Ottomar Wallburg, S. Fred
Hicks : for trusteefor oneyear to fill unex
pired term of C. Everett Clark, William
H. Mitchell.

Baltimore, Md.
The generallydepressedcondition of the
building businessthroughout the country
seemsto have beenlittle felt by the builders
of Baltimore. The total of work done
equals,if it does not slightly exceed,the
averageof thethreeor four precedingyears.
Relationshipsbetweenemployersandwork
men are of the mostpleasantand friendly
nature, and there were no disturbances
among the workmen of any importance
during the year. The outlook for the
spring is fair ; but there is no new work
projectedwhich will be commencedbefore
theopeningof theseason. As fast as work
is completedthe contractors are reducing
their forces,which has thrown many men
out of employment,and will probably con
tinue to do sountil the new work begins.
The regular meetingof the Builders' Ex
changewas held on December5, and the
following wereelectedto attend theeighth
annualmeetingof the NationalAssociation,
in Boston, to beheld on February 13:

Delegateat Large,
E. L. Bartlett.

Delegates.
John '1rainor,
E.D. Miller,
A. J. Denson.

Alternates,
H. H. Duker,
Israel Griffith,
IsaacS. Philbert.

The exchange elected to suggest the
nameof Noble H. Creagerto the National
Associationasa successorto the late Hugh
Sissonas first vice-president. E. L. Bart
lett waselected to fill Mr. Creager'splace
as National Director on the latter'selection
to the vice presidency. The delegatesto
theconventionwereinstructedto invite the
National Associationto hold its ninth con
vention in Baltimore. A resolution was
adoptedaskingthecommissionersof thenew
customhouseto specify thatonly Maryland
materialbe used in theconstruction of the
building. The exchange is in excellent
condition, and expectsto senda full dele-

Sation
to the coming National Convention

i Boston.

Buffalo. N. Y.
Building interestsin Buffalo are reported
very dull and with little new work in pros
pect. The total building for theyear just
ended fell one-fifth at least below the
amount done during 1892. Relations be
tweenemployersand workmenare quiet at
present,and promisetn remainso. Early
in the pastseasonthe plasterersstruck for
$3.50for a nine hour day, which wasan in
creaseof 50cents per day ; but after stay
ing out for 13weeksthey returnedto work
at the old rateand hours. During thesum.
mer the stonecutters struck for a weekly
paymentof wages,thepay day selectedbe
ing Saturday The employers refused to
hold any conferencewith men who were
not in their employ, and after continuing
thestrike for sometime themenmadeap
plication for their old placesandweretaken
back. The employersthenentertainedthe
requestof the workmen,and a weekly pay
day wasestablished,although, to obligethe
employers,the day fixed uponwasMonday
instead of Saturday ; the closing of all
banks in thecity at noonon Saturdaymak
ing it inconvenienton that day.
The Builders' Association Exchangeis in
excellentcondition,although thedull times
makeseverythingquiet. At the last quar
terly meeting the following nominations
weremadefor officersfor 1S94,theelection
to takeplaceon January 15, at theannual
meeting:
First ticket : President, Henry Schaefer:
vice-president.Charles Geiger ; treasurer,
Harry C. Parsons ; secretary.J. C. Almen-
dinger. Arbitration Committee: A. A.
Berrick, John Feist and William Savage,
Delegates to the National Convention:

Wm. D. Colllngwood (delegateat largeh
M. J. Byrne. Geo. W. Carter, John A.
Wolsley. Secondticket : President,George
Duehscher; vice-president, George W.
Maltby ; treasurer, George W. Carter ;
secretary,J. C. Almendinger. Arbitration
Committee: E. M. Hager, Geo W. Carter,
A. P. Kehr. Delegatesto the National
Convention: Alfred Lytli (dilegate at
large), E. M. Hager, Geo.W. Maltby, John
W. Henrich.

Cleveland. Ohio.
The buildersof Cleveland have made no
very seriouscomplaints regarding thecon
dition of businessduring the past year.
The amountof building doneis lessthan it
hasbeen for several yearspast,but there
hasbeenenoughwork onhandto keepboth
the contractors and workmen fairly busy.
The Builders' Exchange is in excellentcon
dition and is taking stepsto bring abouta
more active interest in its affairs by its
members and the builders generally. At
the annual meeting of the exchange,held
on Monday, November 20, the following
directorswereelectedfor theensuingyear :
E. H. Towaan,W. H. Fry, J. A. Ritugh,
A. McAllister, R. H. Jeiiks, John Grant,
G. G. Grlese, George E. HeMenriech and
E. W. Palmer, Jr. On the 23dof Novem
ber the new board organized by electing
E. H Towsonpresident; John Grant, vice-
president; G. G. Griese,secretary; E. W.
Palmer, Jr., treasurer, and A. L. Bone-
steel, assistant secretary. The exchange
is in a healthy condition financially and
has great activity among its members,
which embracesomeof the most substan
tial contractors and material men of the
city. A committee of eight has beenap
pointedby the exchange to take into con
sideration the best means for securing
active interest on thepart of everymem
ber of the organization, and to prepare
someplan which will insurethecompliance
of all memberswith the rules and regula
tionsof theexchange. It is proposedto ex
tendan invitation to all eligible buildersin
thecity to becomemembers. It is alsopro
posedto give a seriesof interestinglectures
on the building trades,and otherentertain
ments during the winter, the first oneof
the serieshaving taken place on Monday
evening, December4, after which a lunch
wasserved.

Detroit, Mich.
The builders of Detroit were busywhen
the money stringency was first felt and
werecompelledto suspendoperationsuntil
money grew easier. Late in the season
nearly all of the jobs which were under
way whenthe bard timesstoppedthemhave
been resumed,and it is thought that were
money easier now there would be more
work on hand than there is at present. A
fewnewjobs are beingfiguredon now,and
the outlook for spring is very good. No
labor troubles have been felt during the
year, and there is no indication that there
will bethis season.

Lowell. Mass.
The total amountof building in Lowell
for the past year is about50par cent, be
low the averageof the two or threepreced
ing years. A few of thecontractorsare
busy at present, but the majority have
nothing on hand and there is little pros
pect of any considerableamount of new
work being begunbeforenext season. The
causeof thepresentdepressedcondition of
thebuildingbusinessis theuncertaintyin the
moneymarket,and the reluctance of capi
tal to engage in newventures. In addition
to the unsettledstateof financesthebuild
erswereconsiderablyhamperedduring the
summer by a prolongedstrike of bricklay
ersthat beganin May and lasteduntil Oc
tober, when it was declared off by the
union, withoutgain to theworkmen. Every
thing is quiet in all branchesof the trade,
and there are so many idle menin thecity
that, should the strike be revived, there
would be no difficulty in securing all the
workmenrequired. Therehasbeenno trou
ble in any of theother branchesof the busi
ness during the past year. The Master
Builders' Exchange haspassedthrough its
first experience in disciplining one of its
members,and it is the generalopinion that
theresulthasbeenbeneficialto theorganiza
tion. An effort is at present beingmade
to establishlarger direct benefitsfrom the
Exchange by giving greater preferenceto
memberswhere work is to bedoneor ma
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terial bought and by establishing recog
nizedmethodsof competition.

Milwaukee. Wis.
The following letter from P. L. Peterson,
secretaryof the Builders and Traders'-Ex
change of Milwaukee, to the secretary of
the National Association of Builders, writ
ten at thecloseof the year, showsthecon
dition of affairs among the builders of
that city as it existsatpresent.
Tbebuilding industryof the city of Mil
waukeesofar tbls year,although hampered
by a financial stringency of almost unexampledseverity,hasbeensufficientlyactive
to showthat the outskirts of the city are
maintaining a substantial and healthy
frrowth.

A few largeandattractive build-ngshavebeenerected in the businesscen
ter. Someare at present in the course ofconstruction,viz:
A city hall,whencompleted,at a probable
oostof »700,OTO.
a tederalDuilding for theuseof theGov-
.erntneut at an estimatedcostof *2,i00,000.
St. Caul's Church,at a probable cost of$150,000.
An almshouseat a costof $210,000,and a
few othersmallerstructures. Building, out
sideof thoseenumerated,is at a standstill.
Kroin presentappearaucesIt will bea win
ter of idlenessfor thecontractors. Permits
issuedfor thefirst tenmonthsof 1892repre
sentnearlyor quite2137houses,thevalue of
whichisestimatedatupwardof$4572.S93.Thopermitsfor 1883for thesameperiodamounted
Jo MB housesat an estimatedvalue of $3,8tt2,t«4,showing a decreaseof nearly 23percent, ascomparedwith thepreviousyear. Inorder to giveemploymentandrelievesutfer-inganrtdistress,thecity hasbeenbondingitself to thefull limit providedbythecharter,in payingstreets,fixing gutters and alleys,building of viaducts and in various otherways(lushing public improvements. Somearenecessary,while othersarebeingdoneto
?ive
employment to idle wornmen. In theace of all theseexertions on behalfof thecity thousandsare out of employmentandeeeKingalmsat thehandsof thecharitable.1he year will fall short or expectations

formedat thebeginningof theseason.butresults in theway ofmanybeautitul homes,attractive, businessblocks,imposingchurchesand well paved streets, will demonstratethat this city is keeping pace with othercities. No labordisturbanceshaveoccurredthis year. The condition of affairsbetween•employersandworkmen hasbeenamicable.A great many reductions in wages havebeenacceptedwithout a murmur. Theexisting circumstancesare in ameasuredue tosuchpeacefulsubmissionon the part of the
workmen. "A half loaf is better thannobread. This city has.in tbepastsixmonths,undergonea panicin financeswhich threatenedseriousconsequences.Bankalter bankcollapsed and many substantial businessnouseswerecompelled to close their doors.for wantof financialaid from theseinstitutions. Moneythat wasneededin the transaction of businesswas tied up, and no aid
*i,ould.be had from the surviving banks.
Confidencehasso far beenrestored againthat amorehealthyoutlook, isapparent,andJn due course of time businesswill movealongwith theold time vigor and the past.sadexperiencewill passinto oblivion.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange has
passedthrough theyear in good condition,
although someof the membershave been
seriously affectedby the condition of the
money market. The new home of the
exchange, finished early in last year, has
proved an attraction to thememberswhich
has materially aided in keeping tbe ex
change up to its present standard, and
helped the organization to take its proper
place among the other commercialbodiesof the city.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The conditionof the building businessin
Minneapolis is at present very poor. The
amount of business done in 1893was
.more than 50 per cent, below that of the
preceding year. There wereno strikesor
other labor troubles last year, although
wages have fallen from 10to 25per cent.
.below the regular scale. Thecut of lumber
was very much below the average, and
nearly all themills wereshut down 30days
before the seasonclosed. It is expected
that there will bean unusually large num
ber of idleworkmenin thecity until spring,
as the lumbermenwill put in only about
half as many logsasusual this winter, and
will therefore require lessmenthan under
ordinary circumstances. The Builders' Ex
change is in good condition, and the mem
bers are looking forward to an improve
ment in businessas soonas the building
season opens.

New York City.
The effect of thefinancialdepressionupon
the building interestsof New York City is
exceedingly difficult of computation, al
though approximate figures showthat the

decreasein the amount of work donein
1893from that douein the preceding year
is in the vicinity of 25per cent. At present
businessis quiet and the indicationsfor the
spring are not yet sufficiently sure to war
rant a very hopeful outlook. The number
of workmen in thecity whoareout of em
ployment is very large, and with thefinish
ing of theoutsidework on suchcontractsas
are now beingcarried on the number will
increase. Therewereno large strikes last
year, the labor troubles being confined to
individual employers and their workmen,
and in no way affectingbusinessgenerally.
Tbe mostserious,and which threatenedfor
a time to involve the whole trade, was the
plasterers'strike for ahalf dayonSaturday,
which wasdescribedin thesecolumnsat the
time. Efforts are being made to bring
about the reconciliation of the two boards
of walking delegateswhich practically con
trol all the unions in the city, and which
havebeenat crosspurposes for sometime
past.
The Mechanics and Traders' Exchange is
in good condition, and the wisdom of the
movefrom theold location in Veseystreet
to their new and much more desirable
quarters at 289Fourth avenue has been
fully demonstrated. From the secre
tary, Stephen M. Wright, information is
received that the employersin the build
ing tradesare much betterorganizedthan
ever before. Efficient organizationsof em
ployersnowexist in the following branches
of the building trade : Cabinet workers,
plumbers, building material dealers, blue-
stonedealers,electricalworkers,plasterers,
granitemanufacturers, iron workers, free
stonecutters,marbleworkers,masonbuild
ers, carpenters, stair builders, steamand
hot water fitters, painters and decorators,
slate and metal roofers, tile and mantel
workersand in theUnited Building Trades.
There are other organizationsbesidesthese
connectedwith the building trades of the
city, and themajority of thesehavebeen
in existence for someyears, but they are
all generally in betterconditionnow than
everbefore.

Omaha, Neb.

The building interest in Omahaare in a
very quiet condition,and there seemsto be
little prospectof any improvementbefore
spring. Such large contracts as are still
unfinishedwill soonbecompleted,and little
newwork will be undertakenbefore next
April. The causeof the presentcondition
of affairs is ascribedtothegeneralfinancial
situation throughout thecountry, and it is
thought that the increaseof buildingopera
tions in thespringwill belargelydependent
uponan easiermoneymarket. Last April
a contract for a large hotel was let to one
of themembersof theBuildersandTraders'
Exchange,and the work was carried for
ward with satisfactory rapidity until the
financial stringency caused the owner to
suspendoperations. The owner, it is said,
now desiresto cancelhis contract and have
the plansreflgured. It is thought by tbe
builders that this is a plan to take advan
tageof the present depressedconditionof
material and labor for the benefitof the
ownerand to thedetrimentof the contrac
tor. The character of the work that was
done during the past seasonis best indi
cated by the fact that while the total of
building permitsfor 1892was1356,and for
1893it was 1327—a very smalldecrease—the
difference in the estimated cost shows a
decreasefor last year of over $2,000,000;
theamountfor 1892being$3.500,000.There
wereno labordisturbancesduring theyear,
and there is no indication that therewill be
this year. The large numberof idle work
men in the city has had a tendencyto de
presswages-toa slight extent,although an
effort hasbeenmadeto maintain tbe regu
lar scale. Tbe Builders and Traders' Ex
change has held its own throughtheun
favorableconditions of the past year, and
looksforward to an increasein therangeof
its operationsanditsmembershipassoonas
businessshall resumeits normal tone.

Philadelphia. Pa.

The conditionof the building businessin
Philadelphia at tbe closeof the year is re
portedquiet, the amount of general work
on hand at that time beingsmall. Several
large contracts are being carried on at
present, notably the Bourse, Harrison
buildings, Lorraine apartment houses,
PennsylvaniaRailroad offices.Central High
School building, &c., which provide em
ployment for a large numberof workmen.
The total amountof work done in thecity
during theyear is generallyconcededto be

lessthan that of tbeprecedingyear, thede
creasebeing variously estimatedat from 5
to 25per cent. The conditionof affairs be
tween employers and workmen is undis
turbed, depressionin businessand scarcity
of work having doubtlesspreveotfd the
workmen from makingarbitrary demands.
There were few labor troubles during the
year, and thereis little likelihood that any
will developin the immediatefuture. The
business pro pecta fbr->tfaecoming season
are not very promising. Very little new
work is at presentprojected, and for that
which is offeredthecompetition is so keen
that pricesarebelow theline of reasonable
profit for thebuilder.
Tbe Master Builders' Exchange had a

firosperous
year, and is constantlylmprov-

ng everyopportunity to makemembership
a thing of value and to increase its influ
ence and importance in the community.
On November 15a reception and enter
tainment was given to membersand in
vited guests. The eutire Exchange Build
ing was beautified throughout with floral
decorationsand brilliantly illuminated.
The reception was tendered to invited
guestsonly, admission being obtained by
card, and an excellent opportunity was
affordedthe large numberof visitors to ex
amineall the latestand bestmaterialsand
devicesfor building, as shown in the exhi
bition departmenton the first floor. The
MechanicalTrade School in the basement
wasalso in full operation, tbe boys being
seenat work at all the trades which are
taught in the school.
An orchestrastationedon one of the up
per floorsdiscoursedmusic throughout the
evening. A souvenirof original and unique
design,containingthe musicalprogramme
of the evening,waspresentedto eachguest
at theentrance.
At a meetingof the members of the ex
change, December 7, nominations were
madefor directors and also for delegates
andalternatesto attend tbe next national
convention. Out of the list sevendirectors
and 12 delegates and alternates will be
elected at the January meeting. Those
nominated for directors were Michael Ma-
gee, John Atkinson, Charles G. Welter,
James Johnson, Andrew J. Slack, A. G.
Buvinger, J. S. Thorn, John Byrd, Joseph
E. Brown, William N. Read, F. F. Myh-
lertz, John L. Longstreth. For delegates
and alternates the nomineesare : F. W.
Harris, George Watson, John S. Stevens,
William Harkuess,James Hastings, F. F.
Black, W. S. P. Shields, Peter Gray, R. C.
Ballinger. F. A. Ballinger, C. G. Welter,
A. G. Buvinger, James C. Taylor, David
H. Watte, Albert Reeves,Andrew J. Slack,
Samuel Hart, Joseph E. Pennock, George
F. Payne.

Portland, Maine.

The building interests of Portland have
sufferedgreatly during the pastyear, there
having beenlesswork donethan for many
yearspast. Work in tbe city proper has
been restricted to a very few new build
ings, although the amountof repairing and
remodelinghas been fairly large. Such
dwelling housesashave beenput up have
beenfor tbemostpart framestructures,and
with few exceptionshavebeenerectedout
sidethe city. The employers and work
menhavehad no differenceswhich caused
any hindrance to such work as was in
progress,and wages have been but little
disturbed. The prospectsfor spring opera
tions indicatea bettercondition of affairs,
although there is comparatively little new
work yet planned.

Providence, R. I.
The outlook in tbebuilding tradesat the
beginningof the past year was unusually
bright in Providence,and work continued
brisk until the panic in themoneymarket
made itself felt, when work was delayed
and wagesslightlv reduced. Such jobs as
were then in handhavebeennearlyall com
pletedand tbeworkmen discharged. As a
result therearemanymen out of employ
ment,evenmorethan is usually thecaseat
this seasonot the year. There were no
labor disturbances in thebuilding trades
during tbe year, and the relations between
employersand workmen continuedamica
ble throughout. The total of building
doneas comparedwith former years is ap
preciably less, and the outlook indicates
that therewill bebut little work for several
months The Builders and Traders' Ex
changehavebadaprosperousyearin spiteof
generallyunfavorable conditions,ana is in
goodconditionboth numerically and finan
cially.
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Saginaw, Mich,

The buildersof Saginaw have been kept
fairly busy during the past seasonrebuild
ing theportion of the city which wasswept
away by fire in May last. Sixty blocks,
almostwholly composedof residences,were
wiped out at that time, and over half a
million of dollars hasalreadybeenexpended
in restoringthe homesthat weredestroyed.
The generaldepressionhasbeenfelt by the
builders,however,for competitionhasbeen
excessivelykeen and prices for mert+rial,
particularly lumber, have advancedwith
the demand,and contractshavebeentaken
at such excessivelylow figures that there
hasbeenlittle, if any, marginof profit. In
the businessportion of the city there has
beenlittle or no building done,all work be
ing confinedto theburneddistrict. Knowl
edgeof the fire and the rebuilding of the
burned territory drew large numbers of
workmento thecity, which hasresulted in
there being a great many out of employ
ment. Wages were kept at the regular
scale in spite of the excessof supply of
workmen over the demand. No labor
troublesof any kind occurred during the
year, and nothing indicatesthat thepresent
amicabierelations betweenemployers and
workmen will be disturbed in the near
future.
The Builders' Exchange has not met
regularly during the past year and is at
presentsuffering from lack of active inter
est on the part of its members,and from
lack of conformity to its rules and regula
tions. The latter condition has operated
to the detriment of the exchange,both in
thematter of newapplicants for admission
and lack of interest on the Dart of those
who would have the exchangea benefit to
the fraternity.

St. Louis, Mo.
The building interestsof St. Louis were
in excellentcondition at the beginning of
last seasonand continued active until the
cold wave of financial depression made
itself felt. About July 1businessactivity
beganto declineand from that time until
the closing of the season overvthing was
very quiet. Someprojectedcontractswere
withdrawn from themarket and work was
suspendedon others. The number of idle
workmen in the city was unusually large
and will continue to increase until the
commencementof new work in the spring.
Wages havebeenkept up to the standard

in mostcases,and therehavebeenno labor
troubles of any importance The builders
are looking forward to a good seasonthis
year, as present indications"point to a re
newal of the usual activity in the building
trades. The Ruilders'Exchangeis in good
condition and is steadily growing into
wider recognitionasoneof the important
commercialbodiesof the city. The Board
of Directors held its regular meeting on
December4 and voted,amongother things,
to fix the sum for annual dues at t'45,the
sameas heretofore.

St. Paul, Minn.
The builders of St. Paul have bad less
work on band during the past year than
they havebad f ir over 20 years, and this
depressedconditionin conjunction with the
present season,when all outside work is
abandoned, brings the building business
almostto a standstill. The numberof idle
workmenis large, but not asgreatas might
beexpected,for many left for thevast bar-
vestfieldsof theDakotasduring thesummer
and thencescatteredto othercities. There
havebeenno strikes in the building trades
during the year, and such wages aswere
paidwereup to theusualscale. TheBuild
ers'Exchange has had a trying experience
eversinceit was changed from the usual
form which exists in the other cities to a
membershipcomposedof specialtradeor
ganizations,and a completereorganization
under the old plan is contemplated. The
members believe that the exchangewill
rapidly recover its strength and will re
sume its former importance among the
businessinstitutionsof the city . The indi
cationspoint to a great improvement in
businessover that of the pastyear, as soon
as spring opens.

Waco, Texas.
The builders of Waco have occasion to
feelwell satisfiedwith thecondHon of busi
nessin their city during the pastyear. The
total of work done fell slightly below that
of the precedingyear, but thedecreasewas
not great enough to causeserious trouble.
No strikesor lockoutsoccurred, and wages
remainedat the normal scale throughout
the season. The relationship betweenem
ployers and workmen is friendly, and
there are no indications of any change.
Nine hours is theprevailing day's work in
all branchesof the building trade. The
presentoutlook for the coining seasonis

good, a numberof large contracts, includ
ing an operahouse to cost $100,U00,being
projected. The new Builders' Exchange is
steadilygaining in membershipand is al
readyrecognizedasoneof the institutions
of thecity. The general financial depres
sionbasbeenfelt in Waco, but notseriously;
nobanksweredisturbed,and thedifficulty
in making collectionswas about the worst
featureof its effect upon the building in
terestsof thecity.

Worcester, Mass.
The builders of Worcester seemto have
had an average season in the year just,
ended, and are congratulating themselves
that work was so well under way before
the scarcity of moneymadeitself felt that
nojobs of any importancewereabandoned
or suspended. Thosein thebuilding trades
who felt the financial stringencymostwere
the speculativebuilderswho weredepend
ing upon the banksor moneylendersfor
capital to carry on their work. Somecon
tracts of this characterwerepostponed,but
they were not sufficiently important to-
affect the generaltrade to any seriousex
tent. The wholevolume of business,how
ever, will fall short of that of thepreceding
year, and the numberof unemployedwork
menhas beengreaterthan usual. Wages
have been maintainedat the regular scale
throughout theyear, and theonly decrease
is in the total amount paid to work
men. No strikes or lock oute of any
importance occurred. The Builders' Ex
change has passedthrough the year in
goodcondition,and the membersare tak
ing increasedinterest in the purposesfor
which it exists. Monthly meetingsare now
being held,at which sometopic of general
interestis discussedand an addressdeliv
eredon somesubjectconnectedwith build
ing. At the last meetingthe subjectunder
discussionwas " A Builders' Exchange as
Advocated by the National Association of
Builders, and tbe Duty of Members." The
addresswason thesubjectof architecture,
and was made by C. W. Fisher. At the
next meetingan essaywill bereadbyW ill-
iam E. Coffey on tbe subjectof " Special
Trade Associations." A collation is served
at thesemeetings,and tbe general feeling
of fraternity and fellowship among the
builders is greatly increased thereby.
George Bouchard, for many years past
secretary of the exchange, resigned his
officeduring tbe past month, and Charles
C. Brown waselectedas his successor.

Law in the Building Trades.

Limitation of Action for Extras Under
Building Contract.

Where a written building contract
provides that extras shall be paid for
at such rates as shall be agreed upon
by the parties, the amount due for such
extras is an amount due under a writ
ten contract, though the price was a
verbal agreement, and the statute of
limitation as to written contracts ap
plies to it. —Wilkinson vs. Johnston,
Supreme Court of Texas. 18S. W. Rep.,
746.

Architects' Liability for Leaving Out
Arch.

Where it was alleged, in an action
against architects for breach of a con
tract to furnish good and sufficient
plans and specifications for a theater,
that the plans were defective, in that
they did not require a blind arch which
should have been constructed in the
brick work of the wall over the pro
scenium arch, and the necessity for the
blind arch depended upon whether the
spring of the proscenium arch was
sufficient to enable it to maintain the
weight unaided, evidence that the pro
scenium arch was too flat for such
purpose was admissible though defects
therein were not alleged. The evidence
showing beyond question that the pro
scenium arch collapsed beneath the
weight of the supei incumbent wall —a
result which of itself demonstrated its
insufficiency —and the verdict of the
jury implying that this result would
have been obviated by the interposition
of the blind arch—the architects were
chargeable with a violation of their

contract in failing to include such an
arch in their plans and specifications.
A deviation from the plans and specifi
cations which had no effect whatever
to produce the loss complained of could
have no effect upon the right to recover
for such loss.— Lake vs. McElfatrick.
Supreme Court of New York, 19N. Y.
Sup., 494.

Effect Upon Liens of Oiving False
Receipt.

A material man is not estopped from
seeking to foreclose his liens for mate
rials furnished by him to the contractor
by reason of his giving a false receipt
for the amount due him, to enable the
contractor to obtain a payment from
the owner, where the owner has paid
out no money, and suffered no loss on
account of such receipt.—Washburn
vs. Kahler, Supreme Court of Califor
nia, 31 Pac. Rep., 741.

Enforcement of Mechanics' Liens.
The seller of a certain building
agreed with the purchaser to remove
and completely rebuild it upon a lot
belonging to the latter. The seller then
contracted with a builder to furnish all
materials needed, and to perform the
necessary labor in accordance with the
terms of his agreement with the pur
chaser. The builder failed to complete
the reconstruction of the building as
agreed upon, and also allowed lien
claims to be filed against the property
for materials furnished to him for use
in rebuilding. In an action to foreclose
the liens a mortgage given by the pur
chaser to secure the payment of his
note to the seller for the amount
agreed upon as the price of the com
pleted building was secondary to the

liens of the material men, and
as between the purchaser and the-
seller the latter was liable to the
former for the failure of the builder to
complete the contract. —Bassett us.
Menage, Supreme Court of Minnesota,
53 ft. W. Rep., 1064.

Materials Sold to Contractor.

When materials are supplied under
an ordinary sale on credit to a contrac
tor, and upon his credit only, no lien is
acquired, although the contractor sub
sequently uses them, or a part thereof,
in buildihg a house or improvement for
another party. —Wagner vs. Darby,
Supreme Court of Kansas, 30 Pac.
Rep., 475.

Substantial Compliance tcith Con
tract.

In an action to foreclose amechanic's
lien entered on a contract to do mason
work, plaintiff may introduce as wit
ness experts in the trade, to show that
mason work does not include " plaster
ing and whitewashing." Where a con
tract for mason work to be done on a
building by plaintiff provided that a
certain payment should be made when
the mason work was completed, and
that plaintiff was delayed in his work
on account of the delay of the work of
another independent contractor, which
had to be done first, and plaintiff used
all diligence in going on with the work
after it was possible for him to do so,
and went prepared to finish the job,
when he was ordered off by the owner,
who had put other men on the work,
it was a substantial compliance, and
entitled plaintiff to his payment. —High-
ton vs. Dessan, Common Pleas of New
York, 19N. Y.Supp., 395.
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PLUMBING IN A NEW YORK TENEMENT HOUSE.

THE
enforcement of the plumbing
regulations of New York City
with an impartiality that se

cures to the occupant of the east
side tenement the same protection
from sewer gases as that enjoyed
by residents in the fashionable quar
ters has always been claimed by
the Health Department and the
claim conceded by those who have
had opportunities of forming an
opinion on the subject. If any differ
ence exists between the plumbing work
in the two classesof dwellings it is due
to the use of a more expensive quality
of sanitary appliance with a more
elaborate arrangement of material, but
the application of scientific theories
marks the one as well as the other in
the exclusion of sewer air.
~ The illustrations which we present in
this issue show the arrangement of
the pipes and fixtures in an average
New York tenement of what is known

inside the rear wall answers the double
purpose.
A similar drain pipe arrangement is
made for the front area, the 3-inch
pipe being carried inside the front wall,
trapped and connected with the house
drain on the house side of the running
or front wall trap.
The house drain receives at front
and rear the 3 inch waste pipe from the
sets of apartments on the several front
and rear floors of the building. These
cellar connections are made with one-
eighth bends at foot of rising lines
and through Y-connections on house
drain.
The soil pipe connects with the
house drain about midway in the cel
lar, just inside the light court. There
is an air shaft, size 3x3 feet, provided
for the water closets, and in this air
shaft the soil pipe, which is 5 inches in
diameter, and the vent pipe (3 inches)
are run. Two water closets on each

washout or syphon of the former, with
its brass or nickel plated flush pipe
and its copper lined and cabinet
trimmed cistern, does not more effect
ively remove the contents of the bowl
and seal the trap than the flush'rim
hopper of the latter, with its ironjcis-
tern and lj^-inch flush pipe.
The care of the fixtures subsequent
to their being placed in position has,
however, much to do with after re
sults, and in this respect the plumbing
in the average tenement is at a disad
vantage.

Penny Applied to Nails.

Two explanations are current in re
gard to the use of the term " penny " as
a designation of the size of nails. The
one which is very generally adopted is
as follows: That the word penny is a
corruption of pound. Thus, a 4d nail

Fig. 1.—Cellar Plan, Showing HouseDrain andConne;tions.
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Fig. 2.—Plan of Floor of Tenement.

Plumbing in a New York TenementHouse.—Diagrams Showing Cellar and Floor Plans.

as the "cold water class" —that is,
where there is no range boiler nor hot
water circulation
Fig. 1 shows a ground or cellar plan
of the house drain and connections of
rising lines therewith. The house drain
is 5 inches in diameter, and extends
backward in the cellar to receive the
roof and yard drainage, the former
through the 5-inch leader, the latter
through the 3-inch drain pipe. The
leader is generally of galvanized iron
to within about 5 or 6 feet of the
ground, where it is formed by a length
of cast iron pipe of same diameter,
which is carried through the house
wall into the cellar by means of a
% bend, where it is trapped and con
nected with the house drain. The
3-inch yard drain takes in the surface
drainage of the 10-foot space required
by law at rear of every tenement and
lodging house and discharges through
a 3-inch running trap into the house
drain inside rear wall, as shown.
Sometimes a bend with a 3-inch
opening is used on the leader, in which
case the yard drain is connected there
with, by which means the use of the
3-inch trap is obviated, as the leader

floor discharge through this 5-inch soil
pipe. The rising lines, therefore, in thn
building are one 5-inch soil pipe and
one 3-inch vent pipe for the water
closets, and two 3-inch waste pipes and
two 2-inch vent pipes for the sinks
and washtubs of the front and rear
apartments respectively.
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the
fixtures on each of the floors. In the
two sets of apartments, to be found
front and rear, the tubs and sinks for
use in each set are placed in position
on either side of the dividing partition.
A double Y-branch opening is set in
the 3-inch waste pipe, into which the
wastes from both sets of fixtures dis
charge, the traps of each being prop
erly vented, in accordance with sani
tary practice.
The setting of the water closets is as
closely looked after in the tenements
of the poor as in the homes of the rich.
The enameled iron full S-trap, if set
above the floor, must be calked into
the iron hub, as no other connection is
allowed.
The flushing facilities are the same
throughout, whether in the mansion
or the tenement, and the expensive

was oneof such a size that 1000of them
weighed 4 pounds. It may be remarked
that originally the term "100" when
applied to nails was six score, or 120,
consequently the 1000 was 1200. An
other explanation is based on the fact
that cut nails are comparatively of
recent date, having been first made
in this country, and were introduced
in England as late as 1846. Formerly
all nails were forged, and the price
for forging 1000 l}^-inch nails was
4 pence, or as the term is now used,
4d ; the price fur forging 1000 2-inch
or (ill nails was 6 pence and so on.
As a reason why small nails could
be forged so cheaply it is stated that
children often did the work.

IJnstard Files.

The origin of the term " bastard " as
applied to files is generally explained
in this way : The rough tile was first
made, then the second cut. A demand
for a file between *he two was after
ward developed, which being out of
the regular line was termed bastard.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
One- «lory Flat Roof House.
From L. J. C. , Long Island City, L. I.
—Will some of the many readers of
the paper kindly contribute for my
benefit plans of a one-story flat roof
house having six or eight rooms ?

Design of a Sideboard.
From A. M., Maplewood, Pa.— In
the April issue of Carpentry and Build
ing, "L. J. F.,'Chartley, Mass.,a8ksfor

month, and I am inclined to think that
my brother chips fail to carefully read
the different numbers of the paper as
they get them.

Strengthening a Floor.

From W. B. B., Ansonia, Conn.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building kindly tell me the best
way of strengthening a second floor,
which has a good deal of spring in the

moisture in the joints. I use % inch
stuff from 8 to 5 inches wide, which
makes a very satisfactory floor. I
nail both edges and use pitch and
paint. I put down a floor of this kind
13years ago, and though it has never
been roofed or painted, it is good to
day.

Riley's System of Handralllng.
From A. W.W., Sudbury, Ontario. —
In answer to " W. G. P's " question in

Full Size
Spindle.

I'.nil Elevation. Front Elevation.—Scale,1 Inch to the Foot.

Detign of a Sideboard.—Contributedby "A. M." of Maplewood,Pa.

a design of a sideboard. I send draw
ings of one which are self explana
tory, and will, I trust, prove of assist
ance to the correspondent.

Problem In Groined Ceilings.
From D. F., Philadelphia, Pa.—It" R. S. N.," Minneapolis, Minn., whose
letter appears in the August issue of
Carpentry and Building, will take the
trouble to look up the articles fur
nished by I. P. Hicks on angle ribs, or
those in the May number, he will find
just what he needs. This question is
asked and answered almost every

center ? The room is 14 feet square,
the joists are 2x8 oak, 16 inches from
centers and bridged.

Laving Porch Floors.

FromS. F. B., Wellington, Ohio—
Referring to the letter of " H. H. R.,"
Seaville, N. H., which appeared in the
August issue, I would say I like the
herring bone idea, and will add that I
lay no matched floors unless a customer
insists upon it. I find that a matched
floor, whether the joints are painted
or not, soon rusts out by reason of the

the May issue of Carpentry and Build
ing regarding the system of handrail-
ing presented in the issue for Novem
ber, 1887,by " J. A." of Utica, N. Y.
I will say that the diagrams given by" J. A." are taken from a very old
work on handrailing. I can cheerfully
say, however, that its age does not in
the least impair its usefulness when
contrasted with present publications
on the subject of stairs and handrail
ing, as it is very simple and a knowl
edge of it is easily acquired. I think
for beginners, especially, the present
systems are too complicated. In the
old system referred to no unnecessary
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lines are (riven—everything being very
plain. The volume at present in my
possession is bound in cloth with red
•covers and measures 9 x 11% inches.
The work contains 14 full page plates,
all of which are on the left, while
the text pages are on the right. The
descriptive particulars are full, so
that there is no necessity of turning
over the leaves in referring from the
text to the plates. There are blank
pages between the text and cuts all
through the book. The diagram con
tributed by " J. A." of Utica is to be
found in this work by turning to Plate
8. For the information of " W. G. P."I will state that the title page reads
as follows : "The Workman's Sure
Guide. Being a system of handrail-
ing for which the volume obtained a
first class prize at the Wakefield Indus
trial and Fine Arts Exhibition. By
•Joseph Riley, Leeds. Third edition.
Entered at Stationers' Hall, 1872."

HALL
PARLOR | 7Vx8'8'
12'X14'

■78X86
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Floor Plan of Workingman's House.

arrangement shown in the plan pub
lished in the January number. Now,
it seems to me it would be pretty cold
taking a bath in the winter time in
this bathroom and it would be a big
mistake to be obliged to carry hot
water from the stove through the bed
room to the bathtub, which, necessa
rily, must be done unless there is a hot
•waterboiler. I send a plan which I
think an improvement on both of those
published. It is possible that no one
in this vicinity wants a house planned
as indicated, but, on the other hand,
it may be of use to the correspondent
originally making the inquiry. It will
be seen that I have placed the chimney
so that it can be used from the kitchen,
parlor and dining room, while the posi
tion of the closets will, I think, please
almost any one. The bathroom can be

reached from thebedroom or thekitchen
and heated from thelatter. There is also
a good sized pantry with a place for
a refrigerator. The sink is convenient
to the stove, dining room and pantry.
There is a small entry or hall between
the kitchen and the rear porch, which
cannot fail to be appreciated in both
hot and cold weather.

Carpenters' Work Bench.
From English.— Some of the readers
of the paper have lately asked for
benches adapted for use by carpenters,
cabinet makers, joiners, &c. I submit
a sketch of one which may prove inter-

very sorry for him, but I cannot be
lieve it is quite so difficult in tnis
country to learn a trade as he woum

like us to believe, I feel— in fact, posi
tively know— that this country is un

surpassed by any other in the advan
tages offered in securing a complete

education in any line a boy or man de

sires to pursue. The universities ana

trade schools are unequaled. I came
to this country about 13 years ago

from Germany. It was impossible ror
me there to learn a trade, because
financial circumstances would not

allow. When I came to this country
it seemed impossible the first year, so
1 worked in a brick yard. There were

Floor Plan of \\'orklngnian'*
House.

From J. P. Kingston, Worcester,
Mass.— In looking over the September
issue of Carpentry and Building my
attention was drawn to the floor plan
of a house for workingmen, and as
that shown was given as an improve
ment on the one published in the Jan
uary issue, I turned to that to see
what it was like. Upon examination I
found objections to both plans, one in
particular being that the rear door
opens out of the kitchen. Another ob
jection is, there is no way of heating
the parlor. As far as closets are con
cerned the plan in the September issue
is a great improvement, but as con
cerns the bathroom there is no improve
ment, and I think it worse than the

Carpenters' Work Bench, at Describedby "English."

esting. It is made of well seasoned
beech and fitted with two screws, two
iron stops and a drawer. The parts
are all well made, giving a substantial
and rigid article. The general con
struction is so clearly indicated in the
sketch that a detailed description does
not appear necessary.

Colonial Cottage.

From W. I. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Will some reader of this paper submit
the drawings for a moderate cost six-
room cottage in the colonial style of
architecture ?

Learninjc a Trade.
From A. W., Madison, Wis.— If the
Editor will permit, I would like to ex
press my opinion on a subject dis
cussed in the January (1893)number by" W. B. V." of Newark, N. J., and in
the June issue of the paper by " F. A.
D.," Oakland, Cal. The correspondent
signing himself " W. B. V." of New
ark is in favor of giving the American
boy preference. I say give no boy
preference. If you engage from one
to ten apprentice boys do not ask them
what country they came from, but
give them an impartial trial, regard
less of religion or nationality. The
best boy will go to the front. Further
on the correspondent says : " Force
these foreigners back where they be
long." I believe in forcing them
where they belong, but they do not all
belong " back." If a boy becomes a
man and he is able to work himself to
the front, give him your hand and help
him up, no matter what may be the
country in which he was born. If a
boy sold peanuts and newspapers, or
blackened boots, what difference does
it make? If he is able to work him
self up to be President of the United
States or Governor of any State in the
Union, let him do so. You have the
same equal chance, " W. B. V.," al
though perhaps not the ability, but
why should those who have suffer for
it ? America is a grand, free country,
don't you know.
Now, I would like to say a few
words in reply to the letter of " F. A.
D." of Oakland, Cal., which ap
peared in the June number. I feel

about 20 men engaged there, all na
tions being represented, the writer and
another chap being the only two" greenies." After a year we parted.
One of the men employed was an
American and the last I heard from
him was as principal of a high school
in a Western city. Another has a
grocery store in this city, and another
a clothing store in a lively little town
close by. I learned the carpenters'
trade and enjoy it. The "greeny"
who worked with me I noticed some
days ago standing on a corner trying to
paint the sidewalk with tobacco juice,
and judging by the clothes he wore he
was not in good standing. Further on
in his letter " F. A. D." says : " Ger
mans, Swedes, &c., after carrying the
hod in their own country come out
here as bricklayers." If I were a mas
ter mason I certainly should take ex
ception to that, because a master
mason will see as soon as a man takes
hold of a brick or trowel whether he
is a mason or not. I know it does not
take long to find out whether a man
who calls himself a carpenter is a
mechanic or not. I could turnish sev
eral examples to this effect, but I am
afraid my letter is too long now. I
would advise any and all young men,
if, after serving two years in an archi
tect's office, they get notice that
their services are no longer required,
not to blame the other boys for it,
even if they are English or German.

From W. B. Van H., Neioark, N. J.
— I was very much interested in the
letter of "F. A. D.,-' Oakland, Cal.,
published in the June issue of the
paper. He certainly has had a very
hard time. Now, a German will stick
to a German and a Jew will stick
to a Jew, so I am at a loss to
understand why Americans wi'l not
stick to Americans, as they should.
1will say, without fear of contradic
tion, that American boys in 99 cases
out of 100 are fully 100 per cent,
more intelligent than the foreigners
whom the employers continue to hire
for the sake of saving a paltry dollar
or so a week—mere mechanical slaves.
If" F. A. D." cannot learn his trade
in Oakland he should remember that
there are thousands of other cities in
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finitely better than Oakland, judging
from the account which he gives. I
only hope that some true American in
Oakland will see the account of "F.
A. D.'s" difficulties and give him a
decent show.

Self Supporting Roof.
From J. N. H., New Orleans. La.—
Answering the inquiry of "J. H.,"
Fort Snelling, in the March number of
Carpentry and Building, I submit here
with a design for a roof truss which
will probably meet his requirements.
The truss members are calculated to
carry a roof load of 50 pounds per
square foot, in addition to the weight

the eaves is in keeping with the sug
gestion given in "J. H.V sketch of
the cross section through the building.
I think a prettier finish, especially if a
gutter is required, is that shown in
Fig. 7. But this point, as also the ma
terial to be used in covering the roof,
I leave to the good judgment of
'•J. H."

The hall or lodge room, with ante
rooms, should occupy the first floor.

Denign* for Store Shelving,
Counters, dec.

From J. G. L., North Yakima, Wash.
—Will some of my brother chips
please send for publication, drawings
for shelving, counters, drawers and
sliding sash, such as are used in fitting

Plan* for a Six-Room Home.
From M. J. W., Abington, Ind.—I
wish the many readers of the paper
would give me plans for a six-room
house, one and a half stories in hight.
In the February issue of the paper for
1886,page 23, there is a first floor plan
arranged according to my idea. On
the second floor, however, I want two-
bedrooms instead of three, as the plan
shows ; and still I want a T-shaped
structure with three gables, with shed
roof over bedroom and part of kitchen,
I do not, however, want the shed a»

Fi(r. 1.—General Elevation of Truss.—Scale,% Inch to'tbe Foot.

Fig. 2.—Detailsat A of Previous Figure.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot. Fig. 8—Details at B of Fig. 1.—Scale,X Inch to the Foot,

Self SupportingRoof.—Methodof ConstructionSuggestedby
" J. N. H."

of the truss itself, which is about 2000

Sounds.
This I consider sufficient for

[inuesota winds and snows, as well as
any kind of covering "J. H." may de
sire. Fig. 1 of the sketches represents
a general view of the truss, while
Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 show various details
of construction. Ordinarily the bot
tom chords of such a truss as here
shown would be of iron rods, but the
present construction is based on the
supposition that wooden members, as
shown, can be procured cheaper in
"J. H.'s" section of the country than
the iron rods and necessary castings
for post connections. Should it not
be convenient to procure the chords in
single lengths I would suggest splicing,
as indicated in Fig. 6 of the illustra
tions. The overhang of the rafters at

up a hardware store ? I have been, a
reader of Carpentry and Building for
over three years, but have never seen
any drawings of this kind.

Design for Masonic, or Odd
Fellow*' Hall.

From E. G. M., St. Johns, Newfound
land. — I would like to have some of
the readers of the paper furnish a
sketch or plan of a hall suitable for a
Masonic or Odd Fellows' lodge. The
building should cover a ground space
of 40 x 00 feet, and be two stories in
hight, the basement being arranged for
keeper's apartments. The cost should
not exceed $6000 or $7000 and the
material employed should be wood.

shown on the plan referred to, yet the
shape of the rooms should be the same.
I want it so arranged that a person
can reach the kitchen, dining room and
sitting room from the hall, and also
the two sleeping rooms on the second
floor. I want the sitting room and
dining room each 15 feet square, the
kitchen 12x 15 feet and the bedroom
9 or 12 x 15. The second floor bed
rooms should bei; 12 x 15 feet. I
want the storeroom closet the same as
shown on the plan in the February
issue for 1886; also the back porch and
front veranda. I want a bay window
at the kitchen, but none at the sitting
or dining room, I want the flue in thfr
center portion of the house. My ob
ject in making this request is that
I am told by those who profess to know
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that it is impossible to build a one and
a half story house with two rooms on
the second floor, using as a basis the
first floor plan to which I have re
ferred. I would also like to see a front
and side elevation. I omitted to state
that there should be an entrance to the
cellar from the kitchen. I should like
very much to have my fellow subscrib
ers work out this problem.

would be of benefit and interest to a
good many readers of the paper.

"J. S. Z.'s» Cheap Country House.
From A. A., Hillsdale, Mich.— I
would like to ask " J. S. Z.," Morgan-
ton, N. C, whether in the design for
a cheap country house published in

Combination \\ riling Desk and
Bookcase.

From, P. O. N., Stramsburg, Neb.—
I would like to ask through the col
umns of Carpentry aivd Building for a
sketch of a writing desk and bookcase
combined.
Note.—Our correspondent may be in
terested in the design of a combination
writing desk and bookcase which was
presented in the issue of the paper for
November, 1891. The request that he
makes, however, is likely to interest
others as well, and we trust any one

also how to varnish, stating the num
ber of coats ? When we varnish the
work looks streaky and spotted.

Framing a Gothic "Window.

From A. L., North Port, Ala.—In
looking over the number of Carpentry
and Building for May. 1893,1 noticed
where " C. M. C." of Oakland, Cal., is
trying to explain the method of obtain
ing the length of Gothic window
jambs. I wish the brother would try
again, as it seems to me he has the
thing somewhat confused. He says :
" Let E F equal E D and draw the line
from F to G." Now, I would like to

Fig. 5.—Detailsat D.—Scale,V$Inch to the Foot.

Fig. 4.—Details at C of Fig. 1.—Scale,\4 Inch to theFoot

Fig. 6.—Chord Splice.—Scale,J< Inch to the Foot.

Self SupportingRoof.—Methodof ConstructionSuggestedby "J. N. fl'."

Fig. 7.—Section through Cornice and Gutter.—
Scale,a Inch to the Foot.

Carpentry and Building for August
there should be a door connecting the
dining room with the kitchen. If not,
why not ? and what is the convenience
resulting from its omission ? I would
also like to ask why there are no cup
boards or pantry ? In a general way,
I like the design very well, with the
exceptions above noted.

Cold Storage Buildings.

From A. G. M., Beaver Dam, Wis. —
I have been a subscriber of Carpentry
and Building for five years and am
well pleased with it. In this part of
the country we are building a number
of cold storage houses on a small scale,
but they do not prove a success. I
wish some of the practical readers
would give, through the columns of
the paper, the inside plan of a cold
storage house, as I think the matter

who has been called upon to execute
such work will come forward with
drawings and descriptive particulars.

Finishing Furniture.
From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.—I
have gained a great deal of informa
tion from Carpentry and Building, and
copied some or the designs presented,
especially those relating to furniture,
&c.,but after I have completed the
work it is necessary to varnish the
articles. What I desire to ask is how
to paint or polish furniture, giving a
hardwood finish ? Out in this section
we can build neat furniture, but when
it comes to the part of finishing we
are left, so to speak. The furniture
does not look like city made. I turn
out a great deal in hardwood, but am
not able to give it the desired polish.
Will some of the readers kindly tell me
how to use pumice and rotten stone ;

know how the length E D is deter
mined, and also how to find the angle
at which to draw F G, and so on
all through the diagram. I trusty I
shall be able to seemore light soon.

Striking a Spiral Arch.

From J. A. F., McKinney, Texas.—
In reply to " D. F.," Philadelphia,
who asks how to obtain the twist of a
voussoir of any length, I refer him to
Fig. 8 of my article published in the
August issue for 1893. The bevel at A
will give the twist from the center of
the crown to the springing plane, and
the intervening bevels the intervening
lengths. Working to the center from
both ends will give the bevels for any
length. Twisting handrailing is similar
to the principle involved in the vous
soir. The diagram referred to is so
plain that I think it cannot fail to be
satisfactory.
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Design for a Church. manual training, to which he has de

voted close study.

In one of the issnes of the paper not
long since a correspondent made iu-
•quiry for a design of a small church
adapted for erection in a village or
suburban town. In replying to this
request. Architect F. T. Camp of 114
Nassau street, New York City, has sent
us elevations, floor plan and details of
a small church originally designed for
a Congregational society at Glen Ridge,
N. J., but who subsequently erected a
more costly structure. The drawings
submitted to us have been engraved,
and we present them upon this and the
following pages. The site of the build
ing was a corner with a pronounced
grade slope from the front to the rear,
thus giving considerable space under
that portion of the church where the
choir is located. The cellar can be ex
tended under a part or whole of the
building, as circumstances require,
while the chimney flues are so located
that, according to the way the building
faces, a furnace can be placed in the
cellar to advantage, although stoves
might be used if preferred. The cellar
and front of the tower walls are of
stone, laid with well-pointed joints in
black putty. The frame of the church
is of the ordinary construction, covered
in the usual way with sheeting, build
ing paper and clapboards up to the light
cornice at the spring of the window
arches. Above this line the exterior is
shingled, as is also the roof. The chim
neys are of brick, which above the
roof are of selected color and laid
in cement.
An examination of the main
floor plan clearly shows the posi
tion of the smoke and ventilating
flues, together with the location
of the choir, organ, parlor or Sun
day school room and the pastor's
study. The partition between the
auditorium and the Sunday school
room is composed of "sliding
doors, glazed, their general ap
pearance being indicated in the
view presented on the same page
with the floor plan. The interior
finish of the church is in natu
ral wood, all the trim being
Norway pine, treated with a stain
filler and two coats of good var
nish. In this connection the ar
chitect suggests that the pews and
pulpit as well as the trim around
the platform may, to advantage,
be composed of inexpensive hard
wood, such as ash or chestnut.

Test of Fire Doors

H. Clarkson, manager of the insur
ance bureau bearing his name, of
Topeka, Kan., has been experimenting
with fire doors. The following is an
account of the tests made :

The church as nere presented would
vary in cost according to the section of
the country in which it was erected
and the style of finish emploved. The
author, however, states that/exclusive
of furniture, organ, gas fixtures, &c.,
it could l>eput up in most localities
for about $3500.

The Toledo Ohio, Manual Training
School has opentd for the season with
an enrollment of 300 pupils. George S.
Waite, a former pupil and instructor
at^the school, has taken charge as su
perintendent, in succession to Superin
tendent Mill*, resigned. Mr. Waite is
aaid to be an enthusiastic advocate of

The shutters experimented on were
of small size and consisted of wood
covered with tin and other light metal.
Two thicknesses of mortised boards
with the grain of the wood in the two
sections placed at right angles were
used for the interior and were nailed
tightly together. Several kinds of
covering were tried. One was a single
thickness of black iron, the second
two thicknesses of galvanized iron, the
third one thickness of tin. the fourth
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two thicknesses of tin, the fifth two air tight and the nail heads covered,

thicknesses of tin lined with asbestos, The sample shutters were put into an

O

I
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came out in good shape except one in
which a layer of metal was placed be
tween the wooden layers inside. The
edges and corners of the others were
in perfect form and were not warped,
out of shape. The wood inside was
turned to perfect charcoal, but as it
could get no air did not burn up.
The heat to which the samples were
subjected is hotter than shutters would
receive on a building, for there it
would only be on one side.
The samples were afterward sawed
in two and it was found that the tin
lined with asbestos was probably the
most satisfactory of all. One great ad
vantage, besides its not warping, in
this kind of shutter is that in case of
fire within, the tin and wood can be
cut through with an axe.

"
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Partition BetweenAuditorium and Parlor.

Detign for a Church.—Floor Plan.— Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.—SectionalView.—
Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

and the sixth a single thickness of tin
lined with asbestos.
The outer coverings were all made

The Oldest Dwelling House In New
Jersey.

In a letter contributed to a late issue
of one of the New York evening
papers, E. K. Bird relates some in
teresting particulars regarding what
is described to be the oldest house in
the State of New Jersey. He writes :
The oldest dwelling house now stand
ing and occupied in New Jersey is in.
Hackensack. It was built in 1704,and
although known as the Brinkerhoff
house, the builder of this unique dwell
ing was Abram Ackerman (anciently
Acker-Man), whose initials with those
of his wife Gertrude and their eldest
son, Daniel, are on the date stone in
the eastern wall, with two other stones
engraved in undecipherable hiero
glyphics, by some claimed to be Indian
characters. The Brinkerhoff house
stands on Essex street, near the Poli-
Hy Road, which was the route taken
by the Continental army on its retreat
from Fort Lee to Trenton. *s-^
About a century ago this house was
purchased by Albert A. Brinkerhoff,
whose son Albert married Altia Hop
per, a sister of Judge John Hopper of
Peterson ; she died some years ago at
the age of 83, and the house is now in
possession of her daughter, Hattie
Brinkerhoff, a maiden lady. Every
one of the 15 rooms is fragrant with
the flavor of antiquity. The great
broad hall into which the guest is
ushered after announcing his arrival
on the bright brass knocker runs
through from front to rear. In it are
pieces of solid mahogany furniture, a
tall dresser with its nest of drawers
once filled with cloth woven by the
"mistress of the manse," an oval mir
ror, and a clock reaching from floor to.
ceiling. In the dining room the man
tel is ornamented with a large soup
tureen of the genuine " willow pat
tern," flanked by blue plates 250 years
old. A curious memento of the past
that is jealously guarded by Miss
Brinkerhoff is a round stone weighing
about 10 pounds. For more than a
century this stone, now as smooth as
a billiard ball, served the Ackennans
and Brinkerhoffs as a foot warmer ;
the stone was heated in the glowing
coals on the hearth, and then, wrapped
in a cloth, served its purpose in
sleigh or bed. The building is full of
curious nooks, odd corners, oak chests
with heavy iron fastenings, and com
modious closets. No other dwelling in.
the vicinity so nearly approaches the
poet's conception of "the old fashioned
country seat" with "its antique por
tico." The poplars alone are wanting
to complete the picture ; but poplars
do not live long in Bergen County, as
Judge William Walter Phelps has.
demonstrated by faithful experiment
on his Teaneck estate.

improvised furnace and subjected to
a heat of 1600° for 45 minutes with
very good results. All of the samples

California's Midwinter Fair gives
promise of being a highly successful
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venture. Twenty-five nations have ap
pointed commissioners and will be
represented by important exhibits,
and many of the most striking objects
from the Chicago World's Fair are
being transferred to Golden Gate Park.

floor this iron and silicate cotton con
struction can compete with iron and
coke concrete, or iron and terra cotta,
as to effectiveness or price in ordinary
cases ; but I feel sure that, given con
ditions such as we had, you will find it

this true when the client is a little
stubborn. Oftentimes the architect
thinks he is unreasonable—that he is
asking for the impossible —but, gener
ally speaking, if he only insists he gets
what he wants. Nothing pays so well
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So many applications for space have
been received that the directors are
hard put to it to find accommodation
forlall who desire to exhibit there.

Fire Proofing with Mineral Wool.

We quote the following from a paper
Dy R. Gordon Hyndman, read before
the Royal Victorian Society of Archi
tects:

My partner (Mr. Bates) and I have
made a number of experiments as to the
fire resisting qualities of this substance
(mineral wool), and so satisfied were we
with the results that we determined to
use it for the fire proofing work at the
Australian Mutual Provident Society's
offices in Collins street. In this casewe
had a somewhat awkward problem set
us. We had to fire proof the whole of
the ceiling of the new main office, and
also the attached board room and ac
countant's room, without working from
the top, disturbing the floor above, or
in any way inconveniencing the tenants
who hold offices on long lease from the
company. This being so, we had to
find some fire proofing that could be put
in position from below, and put up dry

(the ceilings and walls having to be
decorated at once), and of no great
weight or cost ; and, last but not least,

a material that would satisfy the build
ing referees. As I said before, after
experiment we decided to make use of
silicate cotton, if allowed by the build
ing referees. I am glad to say that by
practical demonstration we were able
to satisfy these gentlemen as to
the fire resisting qualities of the
material, and obtained their con
sent to the method of using it

,

which I am about to describe. In the
old office building the first floor joists
were supported on 10 x 5 inch rolled
iron joists running from wall to
wall (a span of about 30 feet), the ceil
ing joists of the main office being sup
ported on the lower flangesof the joists,
and on these ceiling joists a lath and
plaster ceiling of the ordinary construc
tion was formed. In order to form the
new fire proof ceiling we removed the
lath and plaster ceiling and wood ceil
ing joists, and inserted new 5 x 4|
inch rolled steel joists between the old
10 x S inch rolled iron joists, and
carried the whole on a new set of gird
ers, and then on the lower flanges below
the iron and steel joists we placed
buckled boiler plate, 3-16 inch, and
in the space thus formed inserted a

packing of the silicate cotton, The
new ornamental ceiling below is formed
of fibrous plaster. I do not for a mo
ment suppose that as a fire resisting

difficult to obtain any fire proofing more
easily handled, effective, and, last but
not least, that will satisfy the building
refereesof the city of Melbourne.

Buildings which architects plan for
their clients are generally more practi
cal than those which they plan for
themselves or which they arrange in
an ideal spirit, says a writer in an ex
change. Floor plans which an archi
tect makes in his office during the ear
lier years of his practice, when busi
ness is not pressing, are rarely as good
as those which are developed with the
assistance of a client. Especially is

as making your architect work —insist
ing on what you want.

An excellent way of painting furni
ture is to rub down the paint, and
every coat of varnish or lacquer, as is

done in carriage painting. The result
is a beautifully smoothed polished sur
face, admirably adapted for drawing
room furniture : it can then be gilded.
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collectively, employers in the various
trades concerned in the erection, con
struction and completion of buildings,
shall be entitled to membership in this
association upon application and ac
ceptance by the Board of Directors.
Not more than one exchange in any
city or town shall be admitted to mem
bership. Individual members of ex
changes thus affiliated shall be con
sidered members de facto of the Na
tional Association.
3. Each delegation must present a
credential signed by the secretary or
president of the association they repre
sent, giving names of all the delegates.
These credentials must be upon the
blank provided for the purpose by the
National Association, and certified by
the national secretary, a copy of which
accompanies this notice.
Issued by order of the

Executive Committee.
W. H. Sayward, Secretary.
Circulars relating to transportation
arrangements, to programme, and
other details of the convention will be
issued as soon as possible.

The Eighth Convention.
CIRCULAR NO. 1.

The following is the first circular of
the series relative to the coming con
vention to be issued from the office of
the secretary.

To all Filial Bodies of The National
Association of Builders:
The eighth annual convention will
take place at Boston, Mass., beginning
Tuesday, February 13, 1894.
1. Exchanges already affiliated are
entitled to representation in accord
ance with the constitution, as follows :

ARTICLE TIL—REPRESENTATION AT
CONVENTIONS.

Each exchange affiliated with this
association shall, at annual or other
conventions, be entitled to representa
tion as follows :
One delegate at large, who shall be
the director chosen at the preceding
convention, and one delegate in addi
tion for each 50members or fractional
part thereof, upon which membership
per capita tax has been paid 30days
prior to the election of delegates to the
annual convention.
Each delegate shall have one vote,
and may be represented by alternate or
proxy.
No delegate shall hold more than one
proxy.
2. New exchanges or associations
desiring representation at this conven
tion may send one delegate for each 50
members in their respective organiza
tions, application for membership be
ing made to the Board of Directors in
accordance with the constitution, as
follows :

ARTICLE III.— -MEMBERSHIP.

Membership in this association shall
be established on the basis of associa
tions or exchanges, as follows :
Properly incorporated or duly organ
ized builders' exchanges, representing,

Entertainment at Conven
tions.

The question of the entertainment
of the delegates to the annual conven
tions has been the subject of more or
less consideration by the National
Association for several years past, and
the consensus of opinion seemsto show
that a greater subordination of the
entertainment features offered the del
egates would be an act of wisdom.
The warm and earnest hospitality with
which the delegates have always been
entertained must always exist, as a
foregone conclusion, but many reasons

Eoint
to the need of greater equality

etween the business of the conven
tion and the entertainment. While
the business of the convention has
never yet been impeded by the various
forms of entertainment that have been
offered, it is the impression in the
minds of many that too great impor
tance is attached to the latter and that
the work done at the conventions has
suffered by comparison with the hos
pitality of the entertainers. Another
considerable feature of the question is
the expense attached to the entertain
ment of a convention on the scale
that has existed in the past. Many of
the smaller exchanges would be de
terred from asking for a convention
on the ground of expense alone, if the
past lavishness in entertainment were
maintained. Considering that the pur
pose of the conventions is first busi
ness and then social, great care should
be exercised to adjust the two elements
in their proper relationships to each
other. It is exceedingly difficult to
restrain the eagerness of the hosts to
give their guests a " good time," and
yet it is imperatively necessary to pre
vent possible ground for the feeling,
by any one, that the

" good time " is
the primary object of the meeting.
It seems peculiarly fitting that the
first step in this direction should be
taken by the Boston Exchange. The
National Association being born, as it
were, in the Boston Exchange, it is
particularly appropriate that a new
mark should be set in such matters as
needreadjustment by this organization.

Another reason why the Boston Ex
change is unusually "well fitted to be-
the first to act in this matter is because
of its financial condition; it holds in it t--
treasury at present sufficient funds to
enable it to entertain the delegates
and others attending the eighth con
vention much more lavishly than
would in any case be wise, without
asking the members individually for a
single dollar. It is the purpose of the
Boston Exchange to avoid large spe
cial entertainment features, such as
have characterized the former conven
tions, and which have resulted in
the individual delegate or visitor-
being lost sight of, and to arrange its
offering of hospitality in such a way
that greater social intercourse will be-
had and a more widespread feeling of
personal acquaintanceship and frater
nity among the delegates will result.
Such preparations as are being made-
for entertainment will combine the
experience of the past conventions and
other large gatherings, and seem to-
promise very favorably for the end in
view — i. e., the establishment of the-
entertainment at conventions upon a
basis which shall in no degree restrict
the expression of hospitality, but
which will in reality increase it, and
which will place it in its proper rela
tion to the business of the meeting, as
well as in a form that will enable the
expense attached to future entertain
ment to be materially reduced.

The Uniform Contract.
It is proposed to make the'consider-
ation of the uniform contract one of
the features of the programme of the
eighth convention of the National As
sociation, and all members of the filial
bodies are urged to prepare and place-
in the hands of their delegates such:
suggestions which from their experi
ence in the use of the form, they con
sider would tend to its improvement.
This discussion is intended to bring
out the value of the form as evidenced,
by its use, and to secure the formula
tion of carefully considered suggestions
to the committee on uniform con
tract ; for action by the National As
sociation can only be recommendatory,
owing to the fact that the committee
having the form in charge is part of a
joint committee established by the
American Institute of Architects and
the .National Association of Builders,
and this joint committee only has
power to amend or alter the contract.
Careful and immediate attention to
this matter is urged upon every mem
ber of the filial bodies to the end that
the discussion of the subject may be-
as thorough as possible.

To Members of Filial Bodies.
The work of the various committees
of the National Association would be-
greatly facilitated if members of the
local exchanges would present for con
sideration any suggestions that their
experience may bring out as worthy
of discussion. All the members of the
filial bodies are earnestly urged to send
to the National Secretary descriptions
of practices and customs that need
improvement, together with any sug
gestions thereupon, that they may be
given to the proper committee or pre
sented to the convention for action.
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK."

SIMPLE BELL CIRCUIT.

IN
WRITING on electrical work
there will no doubt be those who,
without giving the matter a sec

ond thought, will say, " What do we
care about electrical work? That is
entirely ont of our line of business ;
we don't get paid for doing such work
as that." But suppose we look at the
matter in another light. Suppose we
strive to gain all the knowledge we can,
and apply it to our business, don't you
believe we would stand a much better
show of getting paid for something we
are actually doing than something we
have never attempted ?
There are a great many towns and
cities where there are no regular elec
tricians who do this kind of work, and
consequently no one could complain
that you were encroaching on their
calling, and even if yon did, " self
preservation is the first law of nature,''
and we might just as well look the
matter square in the face.
The subject of domestic electrical
work may appear to some as too intri
cate a thing for them ever to master,
because electricity has for years been
shrouded in a sort of mystery, but after
once taking it up you will find it to be
a comparatively simple thing, and the

By "W. A.. "W.
lay out a circuit in the shop, as shown
in Fig. 1; it will give a better idea of
the workings of an electric bell than
any explanation can give.
A is the push button, B the battery
and C the bell. Start from push but
ton and connect a wire to each of the
contact points, cutting the insulation
from the ends of the wire for this pur
pose. Now run one of the wires to the
bell and the other to the battery and
connect with one of the connecting
points on each. Connect another wire
to opposite pole on battery and run di
rect to bell, connecting there with the
other point. Press the button and the
bell will do the rest. Do all the work
on this general plan.
The next step is to go into actual
work, and, as we are working from the
bottom up, we will select an easy job,
that of a new house in course of erec
tion. Suppose Mr. A is building a
house and you have succeeded in mak
ing clear to him the advantages of an
electric over any other kind of bell (if
you have he certainly has ordered one).
The time to do the wiring for this job
is when the house is boarded up and
the partition studding set (before any
lathing is done). Start in at the door
where the push button is located.

A

Domestic Electrical Work.—Fig. 1.—Experimental Circuit in Shop.

writer will endeavor to avoid all tech
nical expressions and use the simplest
terms and explanations in his efforts
to awaken interest in this kind of
work.
In the first place, get theproper tools
to do the work with. Thesewill cost but
a trifle and consist of the following:
A good corner brace (not ratchet, they
are too slow), several sizes of small bits,
one 12and one 24 inch twist point bell
bangers, gimlet about %-inch hole,
combination handle with set of small
tools, rat tail file, small screw driver,
flat chisel for taking up floors, medium
sized hammer, keyhole saw, about 20
feet of flat steel spring wire for fishing
purposes, 10 inches of No. 19 double
jack chain, double pointed tacks, and
an assortment of insulated wire, prices
and descriptions of which will be found
in any electrical house goods cata
logue.
Next procure supplies, which consist
for ordinary bell work of 3-inch bells,
No. 18annunciator wire, a roll of rub
ber tape, push buttons and open circuit
batteries A technical description of
batteries is here unnecessary, as we
buy them all complete and ready to set
np. They are composed of a rod of
zinc (negative pole) and a cylinder or
strips of carbon or porous cup filled
with this material (positive pole), and
5 ounces of sal ammoniac dissolved
(preferably) in soft water. The writer,
however, prefers a battery having a
large carbon surface without the por
ous cup. The direction of the current
cuts no figure in this kind of work, so
all you have to do is to connect the op
posite ends of the circuit to the oppo
site poles of the battery and the circuit
is complete. On receiving the sup-
plie8. if yon are a novice, it is well to
* Copyrighted,1893.by David William*.

Bore a }^-inch hole through the door
casing, about 30 inches up from door
sill and at such an angle that the bit
will come out behind the lath. Now
from the cellar bore a hole that will
bring the bit ont behind the lath.
Next locate the battery, which should
be placed in the basement, unless it is
excessively wet, in which case any
other location, not too dry, may be
selected. Where 12-inch joist are used
all that is necessary is to nail apiece of
board across two of them and set the
battery on it.
The bell should be located so that it
can be heard in any part of the house,
and is usually fastened to a door cas
ing. Bore a hole through the floor be
tween the studding, drive a teupenny
nail where bell is to be fastened, al
lowing a foot or so of slack wire at
the end by wrapping it about the nail.
Run one wire from this point down
through the hole previously bored
through the floor into the basement,
thence to door where the push button
is located. Drive a nail beside the
hole where push is to go and wrap
about the same amount of slack wire
around it that you did at the bell.
Run a wire from push button to where
the battery is placed, and do the same
thing from the bell. The wiring for
this job is now done and all that re
mains when the house is finished is to
put up the bell, battery and push but
ton. In putting up the bell do not cut
off the slack ends of wire, but
straighten them out smooth and wrap
them like a spiral spring around a lead
pencil. Bare the ends of the wire
about % inch and scrape clean and
connect with binding posts on bell.
This leaves all the slack wire for fut
ure emergencies and looks much bet
ter than a straight wire connection.

At the push button the wire cannot
be coiled as at the bell, therefore sim
ply bare the ends of the wire and
scrape clean. Make the connection
and push the slack wire back into the
hole and fasten up the push. Prepare
the battery according to the directions
that will be found on each bell. To
get a good clear ring out of the bell
use two cells of the battery for an or
dinary house circuit. Connect the
wire from the push to the zinc we will
say, though either will do. Coil up a
short piece of wire and connect one
end to the carbon of the same cell, the
other end to the zinc of next cell, and
connect the wire from the bell to the
carbon of the last cell. The job is
now complete and the bell should ring
sharp and clear.

(To he continued.)

Hot Air Heating.

In discussing the subject of hot-air
heating, and the growing interest that
has been taken in the matter by archi
tects, a writer well informed upon all
phases of the heating question says:
Some one once asked when the train
ing of a child should begin, and the
reply of the cage was: ''One hundred
years before the child is born." Possi
bly the training of an architect should
begin at the remote period indicated if
he is to properly fill his important posi
tion, but as that is impossible it is pleas
ing to note that at the present time in
some of our modern universities there
are classes in architecture who are giv
ing attention not only to the construc
tion of buildings, but also to the heating
of the same by the modern systems.
The Interest in this branch of their
work was recently shown by the class
in architecture of the University of
Illinois, at Champaign, by inviting one
of Chicago's leading architects to ad
dress them on the subject. The lecture,
an illustrated one, was received by the
class with marked attention, and has
been recently published and excited no
little interest. While treating of all
kinds of modern heating in an intelli
gent manner, that portion devoted to
the consideration of furnace heat de
servesmuch praise, as it is rarely that
hot air heating is so ably discussed.
Much has been written and said on
hot-water and steam heating, and it is
not difficult to place one's hands upon
valuable data on thesemodesof heating,
but until very recently it was next to
impossible to find anything definite or
practical on hot-air heating. There was
much theory but few facts to be found
in print, and this has had an important
bearing on the future of the hot-air
furnace, for the architect, not finding
anything printed in defenseof themuch
maligned hot-air furnace, has joined
hands with the steam and water men in
abusing it

,

and in consequence many
clients who looked with favor upon fur
nace heat were induced to useother sys
tems.
The influence of the architect is usu
ally sufficient to compel the use of such
appliances ashemay specify, and it is but
natural that the client who has placed
himself in an architect's hands should
follow his advice, for does not the
architect know everything about build
ing ? He certainly should, according
to the ideas of many clients. He should
be posted upon the merits of all the
different materials that enter into the
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construction of a building, and should
be able to tell at a glance the size,
weight and brand of tin plate in a fur
nace pipe whenever he sees it.
Contractors who do business with
architects kDow the limitations of the
knowledge of the latter, and know that
with the different things on an archi
tect's mind he cannot be an absolute
master of the details of all branches of
the building trades, but knowing his
influence they should persistently bring
the merits of hot air heating to his at
tention, and work for his co-operation
in advancing the future of the hot-air
furnace. He can do not a little to in
crease the sales of furnaces, and would
advocate hot-air heating did he know
its advantages in many cases over any
other system in use.

INTERESTING THE CONTRACTOROB
BUILDER.

In many places the carpenter com
bines in himself the profession of archi
tect and builder, and not only furnishes
the plans and specifications, but under
takes the entire contract for the struct
ure, and hence is an important factor in
discussing the furnace business. In fact,
in most towns it would pay the furnace-
man to keep on intimate terms with the
personage referred to, and not allow an
opportunity to pass of putting in a word
in advocacy of the hot-air furnace. By
instilling certain fundamental truths
about hot-air heating into the mind of
Mr. Builder he is gradually awakened
to the importance of having improved
heating in houses which he plans and
erects, and he will soon be talking fur
nace to his clients, with the usual re
sult, an increase in the furnace busi
ness.
It is through the country architect,
contractor and builder (combined) that
we must accomplish an object for which
the furnaceman has long striven, and
that is the incorporation into the plans
and specifications of every house of ad
equate provisions for the heating, which
shall include in the carpenter's contract
the proper channels for the concealed
pipes and also for the registers and
boxes. The practical builder must
surely see the necessity for this, as
much better and more economical build
ing will result than if the channels are
cut after all partitions have beenset. I
have spoken of this in another place,
and have written various articles on the
subject at different times with the hope
that dealers would take up this matter
"dth the architects and builders, and
<ffect the much desired improvement,
and have reason to believe that an im
provement will result.

STOCK PLANS FOR HOUSES.
In conversation with contractors and
builders I find that the great majority
of them use stock plans for their houses,
making such alterations as their cus

tomers may desire, and it has occurred
to me that dealers could advance their
interests by making estimates for build
ers of the cost of heating the most popu
lar of thesestock houses, which builders
could have at their hands when talking
to their clients. These estimates would
be approximate, of course, but with afull
line of furnaces, such as are now made
by a number of concerns, the dealer
could make his estimates elastic enough
to cover both the cheaper and better
grades of furnaces, with a variety of
finishes in the registers and other ma
terials used.
The average builder is a progressive
fellow and does not wish to move along
in the samegroove year after year, and
if his attention is directed to hot air
heating and its adaptability to the
modern home or building I incline to
think that he will show a disposition to
investigate the subject closely, and
dealers will do well to place all possible
information in his hands and aid him to
the best of their ability. Hot air is the
heat for the average dwelling, store,
church or schoolhouse, and the dealer
should state this fact in no uncertain
tones, and especially when the advocates
of other forms of heating are pushing
their wares so vigorously.

A Moorish Pavilion

A handsome pavilion of the Moorish
style of architecture has been built on
the shores of Great Salt Lake, 12miles
west of Salt Lake City, Utah, it being
designed as a bathing resort for the in
habitants and visitors of the place
named. Owing to the shallowness of
the water it was necessary to locate
the buildings some 4000 feet from the
shore, to which they are connected by
a pile bridge over which the trains
run, landing passengers directly at the
pavilion The building is of steel, rest
ing on piles of cedar driven 8 feet into
the bottom of the lake, and which are
rendered secure by the solidif ying ac
tion of the sulphate of soda, into which
they were driven. The building is a
two story structure, the first story be
ing occupied by a lunch room about
143x 251 feet in size, while the second
story is designed for a dancing hall to
accommodate about 1000couples. This
hall is about 118x 251feet in size, sur
rounded by a wide passage for spec
tators. The bath houses, of which there
are 620 in number, are located in
curved wings branching out from the
sides of the main building lakeward.
The baths are to be 9 feet above the
water, and are supplied with fresh water
pumped from artesian wells on the
shore. The total length of the build
ing with wings is 1114 feet and total
width 225 feet. The entire resort is
lighted by electricity, furnished by its
own plant. The structure was built by
Salt Lake capital and workmen, oper
ations being started February 1 and

completed a short while ago. The cost
was $200,000,B. Kletting of Salt Lake
City being the architect.
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" Cloyd's " Flooring Clamp.
A great labor saver for a carpenter in laying crooked andwarped

flooring or in putting on crooked siding. It can be worked with one
hand. No needof a chisel andwasteof time in getting siding or flooring

in place for nailing. "It paysfor itself eachday it
is used."

"Immel" Door Clamp or Vise
Canbecarried from openingto opening
for holding doorsor window sashwhile Ht-
ting samewith the plane. The instant it Is
droppedon the floor it Is readyfor use. 11
maybe folded up so as to take but Utile
spacein a tool box. It is arrangedto hold
thedoor for planing thetop or bottom as
well as the sides, and onedays' use will©?
prove thevalue of It

MFD.BY
THE BUCKEYE

MFG. CO.,
I niiin c in, l.ad.
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Boston'sNew Music Hall.

If the music hall -which it is proposed
to erect in the near future in the city

of Boston is constructed according to

the model recently exhibited the Hub

will be able to boast a structure of
which it may well be proud. It was
designed by an architect who not long

ago visited Europe and inspected the

music halls of the Continent with a
view to incorporating their best feat

ures in the plan. In its architecture it

will resemble the music halls of Vienna
and Leipsic, which are generally re

garded as among the most elegant of

the present time. The stage, semicir

cular in form, will measure 72 feet in

width and 30 feet in depth at the end,

rising' in concentric steps from the

front. .It will be inclosed by a seg
mental arch and half dome, and beyond

this the proscenium arch is not flat, but

opens like the mouth of a trumpet.

The seats are arranged so that the

view of the stage from each is unob

structed. The striking feature of the

architectural plan is the
" ambulatory,"

a corridor which follows the curves of

the rising seats, passing under them

and terminating in two lobbies on
either side nearly opposite the extremi

ties of the stage. All the stairways
from entrances, exits, closets, cloak and

smoking rooms, &c., connect with this
corridor, which when completed will
be ornamented with statuary. The
actual seating capacity of the house is

said to be 2500, and the hall will be
ready for public performances some
time next year.

Heating by Electricity.

If electric heating ever comes into
general use, of which there is at pres

ent no immediate prospect, notwith

standing in special applications it has

been successful, the predictions of those

who have enthusiastically portrayed

its possible advantages over other sys

tems may even in that case lack ful
fillment. It is true that many of the
exacting problems which now con*

front heating engineers in the use of
warm air, hot water and steam as a

vehicle for the transfer of heat will
no longer need consideration, but an-

alagous problems will be presented,
and some new ones will be met with
that perhaps will give as much
trouble or more than the old ones ;

while many of the old ones will re
main almost in their present form,

being independent of the medium em

ployed for conveyance of heat from a

generator to any part of a building.

Ventilation.

No matter what system of heating

may be employed the problems in
ventilation which must be considered
in connection with it will remain
unaltered. For instance, an electric
resistance coil may supplant the steam
or hot water radiator now in use for
indirect heating ; but in any form the
new appliance may assume the prob
lem of getting the requisite quantity
of air to and through it, and thence
conveying the warm air into the space
to be warmed and ventilated, will re
main in all essentials what it is now,
requiring the same special attention
for each case, in order that all the con
ditions favoring or resisting flow of
air for such particular case be taken
into account and provided for. If the
electric heating of buildings ever be
comes a widely used system, the pres
ent problems relating to size, pitch
and support of pipes in hot water and
steam heating will not come in, but
other and new problems related to the
size of conductors and their safe em
ployment will take their place, while
the old ones concerned with amount
of heating surface necessary for any
building, and the proper distribution
of the surface to secure desired ef
fects, will not be materially altered.
Heating and ventilating will, there
fore, continue to be a special branch
of engineering, just as they are at
present. Electric engineering will be
divided up into distinct branches, in

the same way that steam engineering
now is, and the sameprocess of special

izing that has separated marine en
gineering, locomotive engineering and

steam heating from the design and
manufacture of stationary steam en

gines, will inevitably differentiate the
manufacture and erection of electrical

appliances into separate departments.
Only through such a separation can

continued progress in the arts be ex
pected, as is proved by the history of
the last few decades.

The Builders' Convention.

The coming convention of the Na
tional Association of Builders promises

to be one of the most important in the
history of the organization. The pro

gramme presented elsewhere gives an

indication of the volume and character

of the work which will be performed,
and establishes the fact that the con

vention must result in great benefit to
its constituent bodies and to builders

generally. It is the purpose of the or
ganization which will entertain the
delegates and visitors to the conven

tion to so adjust its entertainment that

it shall be subordinate to the business
of the meeting and shall in no wise be
permitted to interfere with the fullest
attendance at the various sessions.

Every precaution has been taken to
insure each delegate having an escort
during his stay in the convention cityr
and every effort will be made to have
the visitors as well as the regular dele
gates attend first to the business of
the convention, and then to sight
seeing and recreation. A new plan
has been adopted whereby the reports
from filial bodies may receive more
than usual consideration before they
are presented for discussion. All re
ports of this character will be printed
and distributed on the first day of the
meeting, and discussion thereupon
will come on the second day, thus giv
ing ample opportunity for every dele
gate to carefully examine the report
from the other filial bodies in the or
ganization before participating in the
discussion. The consideration of the
Uniform Contract is brought forward
for the purpose of establishing in the
minds of the builders of the country
the benefit that the document has con
ferred upon members of the fraternity,
whether or not they are connected
with the exchanges which belong to
the national body.

ColonelWright's Address.

On the afternoon of the second day,
Hon. Carroll D. Wright, United States
Commissioner of the Department of
Labor, will deliver an address on the
" Relations of Employer and Work
man." There is no man in the coun
try, perhaps, who is more familiar with
this subject than Colonel Wright, and
his address will doubtless prove a valu
able addition to the work of the Na
tional Association of Builders in this
particular. The discussion basedupon
Colonel Wright's address looking to
the improvement of the permanent
" Form of Arbitration " will do much
toward establishing in the minds of
the employers and workmen of the
country the singleness of purpose of
the national body, and of the non-par
tisan spirit in which it has been the
custom to handle this subject. The
welfare of the workman is quite as im
portant to the national organization as
is that of his employer, for without
satisfactory relations between the two
the condition of the latter is in con
stant jeopardy.

Leakageof Air.

The porosity of walls and the vast
amount of leakage around door and
window frames are seldom appreciated
by those who talk of stagnant air. Ex
periments with ordinary windows
have made evident a leakage of eight
cubic feet per minute while the passage
of air through apparently tight walls
has been frequently shown by experi
ment. In one instance a room sup
plied with hot air from an ordinary
hot air furnace was tightly closed.
The fire place was stopped up, windows
were packed with rubber molding and
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the door shut. The wood work was
shellaced and the brick work oiled.
A measurement of the air volume en •
tering showed that it was nearly equal
to that when the doors were open. If
the air entered it was obvious that it
must escape somewhere. A second
.experiment was made after five coats
.of paint had been put on the walls and
•ceiling and three coats on the floor.
Still the air entered through the
register in large quantities, in fact its
volume was only 20 per cent, less than
in the former case. Such wholesale
leakage readily explains the cause of
low temperatures in exposed rooms on
windy days, for the outside air press
ure exceeds that within and the cold
air actually leaks through the walls.
Surprise is sometimes expressed that
in many instances no vent flues are
provided when the blower system is in
stalled. This is particularly true of
manufactories, offices and stores.
Nevertheless, a volume of air sufficient
to change the entire cubic contents
once in 10 to 12minutes is frequently
supplied in such buildings and escapes
only through walls and crevices.

Geology and Building.

If we look to the early history of
the most ancient nations we find that
the art of building has attended the
first advance of civilization, and the
use of worked stone has succeeded to
caves in rocks and the rude wicker or
earth work of their common'and early
structures, but the conversion of stone
to the increasing artificial wants of so
ciety was necessarily consequent on
the advance of the mechanical arts
before it could be shaped and applied.
How interesting are the first though
rude efforts displaying practical geol
ogy, says the London Architect. The
bold and noble monuments of the early
ages show the natural vigor of the
human mind untutored in the me
chanical skill and art of later times.
The stupendous monolithal structures
and those early sepulchral monuments
known as cromlechs, cairns and
moats, which abound throughout
Western Europe, were doubtless the
work of a people who, taking nature
for their guide, by prodigious labor
raised and put together, and fre-

?uently
conveyed to great distances

or the erection of their monuments,
the immense stones which, detached
from their native beds, were distrib
uted over the surface of the country.
Most of those stones are of the primary
and crystalline class of rocks, which
from their hardness have resisted the
violence of that disturbing power
which removed them from their mass
and afford us a good knowledge of their
enduring quality. Moreover, the orig
inality and boldness of their applica
tion resulted from minds familiar with
nature's works and untaught in the
arts which, in after ages,accomplished
by skill and the use of smaller sized
materials what theearly agesunskilled
in building could alone express by the
magnitude of the stones. Let us con-
eider the more advanced history of the
principal nations of the earth, and we
shall find that geology has received
great consideration. The architects
and sculptors of Greece and Rome
knew the qualities of their materials,
and if we may judge from ancient
writers and existing remains, gave
considerable attention to them, abound
ing as those countries did iu good ma
terials. In the writings of Vitruvius on
Roman architecture the most particu

lar rules are laid down with regard to
the selection and use of building stones
and the cements employed with them.
How important are the results of their
influence on society. If Egypt, Greece
and Rome had had their principal
structures of a perishable material,
what would we not have lost? What
interest would we now feel in those
countries, or how could we have de
rived the great advantages which have
flowed from them? Good materials
and a right knowledge in using them
have, however, produced a different
rf suit ; and again, what do not
those countries owe to the durabil
ity of their structures, conceived as
they have been in a noble spirit?
Without them Rome of the present
day would be unvisited by the coun
tless thousands whose wealth now
enriches her ; without her buildings
the classic shores of Greece would
gain less of European sympathy ; nor
would the dusky inhabitants of Egypt
occupy such interesting ground but
from the remains of the stupendous
and imperishable monuments of her
past history. Our own kingdom also
possesses proud memorials m the en
during monuments of the Middle Ages.
These indelible landmarks of his early
home the traveler finds deeply im
planted in his mind, and it is difficult
for us to estimate their effr ct on society
in the attachment they cause to our
laws and institutions. Nor do those
venerated and bold structures fail to
excite a powerful feeling in the in
habitants of the New World, who,
though born in a distant land, contem
plate with pride and fervent admira
tion the works of their progenitors.
But the edifices of centuries past,
many of which, even in their dis
mantled state, have withstood the de
structive violence of the elements, will
yet outlive very many of the most
costly structures of the present day,
and until a very recent period so com
paratively few were the buildings cal
culated to endure to any distant period
that future ages, judging by our pub
lic structures, will look upon the people
of the present time as a degenerate
race, and in the erections of centuries
back will contemplate the finest and
most durable monuments of architect
ural skill.

Terror must be the effect of the sub-
blime, not its cause, source or prin
ciple. In this supposed instance of
the sublime in nature, power is evi
dently the cause of that impression —
the intuitive mental perception that
great unknown power has been exerted
to produce this sublime object. It is
the feeling or impression of this vast
power which produces that feeling of
terror allied with and considered the
cause, although in fact only the effect,
of the sublime. This impression of
power received from any great and rare
deviation from the usual makes the
perpendicular more sublime than the
horizontal, the Gothic cathedral than
the Grecian temple, the mountain than
the plain, the cataract than the lake,
the storm than the calm. Unusual
vastness, such as the great extent of
flat country seen from any of the
church towers in Holland, is also an
expression of power and is not without
its grandeur ; but it never reaches the
sublime, because the mind, accustomed
to the sight of extension developed
horizontally, perceives not the prin
ciple of power in it at once. This
sentiment of power may possibly have
something to do even with our impres
sion of the beautiful in natural objects.
The waved line—Hogarth's line of
beauty—is agreeable, and the angular,
broken or jagged line the contrary,
because the one expresses a continuity
of power in its formation, the other a
disturbance or break in the action of
the forming power. The latter would
reach the sublime if the disturbance
or break were on a great scale, indicat
ing vastness of power.

Horizontal and Perpendicular
Effects.

It is curious how differently we are
impressed by expansion in the hori
zontal and expansion in the perpen
dicular plane, says an exchange. Take
a section of Holland spread out hori
zontally before the eye, 4 or 5 miles in
length and 1 or 2 in breadth, and it is
but a flat, unimpressive plain. But
elevate this small, unimpressive paral
lelogram of land to an angle of 60'
with the horizon, and it becomes the
most sublime of natural objects ; it
surpasses Mont Blanc — it is the side of
Cfaimborazo. Set it on edge and it
would overwhelm the beholder with
its sublimity. It would be the Hima
laya Mountains cut down from their
dizziest peak to the level of the ocean
—a precipice so sublime that the mind
would shrink in terror from its very
recollection. Now, why does this sec
tion of land, which would be but a
small portion of the extent of flat plain
under the eye, at once from any little
elevation, such as a dike or a church
tower in this country, pass from the
unimpressive through the beautiful,
the grand, to the utmost sublime, by
matnematical steps, one may say, and
according to its angle of elevation?
The only solution of this fact in the
sublimity of natural objects is that
terror is not, as has been assumed
by Burke and our greatest philos
ophers, the cause of the impression
of sublimity in the human mind.

Influence of Italian Architecture.

In the fifteenth century such was the
reverence of men for the revived works
of ancient literature and science that
the profession of the Italians that
thev had restored ancient classical
architecture on the precepts of an
architect of the Augustan age was suf
ficient to open the way for them all
over civilized Europe. In the course
of that and the following century
Italian architecture, says a writer
in the Architect, was adopted and
Italian architects employed in France,
Spain, Germany, Great Britain and
their respective "dependencies,and now
in the nineteenth century Vitruvius
and Palladio are as predominant on the
shores of the Baltic as on those of the
Mediterranean Sea, though in this
country and in some parts of the Conti
nent their influence is considerably
diminished since the time of Inigo
Jones and Claude Perrault. The Cin-
quecento was later in gaining a foot
ing here than on the Continent, in con
sequence of the existence of a beautiful
national style of architecture, which
our ancestors do not appear to hive
been induced to resign to the barbarian
innovators of the South as readily as
the interjacent nations were to give up
theirs, for which indeed the reason ex
ists in the greater attractions of ours
and the consequent greater difficulty
of inducing the nation to part with it.
The French, though they received the
Vitruvian architecture from the Ital
ians, were patriotic enough, as soon as
they had acquired its principles, to
confine the practice of it almost en
tirely to native architects, in whose
hands it assumed a different character
from that which it possessed in Italy
and became what may be called the
French style of Cmquecento. Its
ecclesiastical structures are less faulty
than are those of the corresponding
period in Italy, but its secular edi
fices are far inferior to those of that
country. The grand palatial style,
which is exemplified in the Farnese
Palace in Rome, never found its way
into France.
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A. SUBURBAN RESIDENCE.

A
COMMODIOUS and conveniently
arranged dwelling, suitable for
erection upon a suburban lot, is

that presented this month by means of
the accompanying illustrations and our
supplemental plate. The house was
built something like a year ago for the
Hon. A. W. Kimmell, from drawings
made by E. M. Lockard, architect, of
Indiana, Pa. The dwelling, it will be
seen, contains ten rooms, and possesses
features of arrangement which cannot
fail to interest a large class among the
readers of this journal. A wide hall
runs nearly through the house, giv
ing communication from the kitchen
without the necessity of passing

a lavatory fitted with basin and closet.
From the architect's specification we
learn that the building has a cellar
extending under the whole area and

6}£feet deep in the clear. It is walled
with flat quarry stone and is finished
above grade with rock faced ashlar in
courses. The cellar contains storage,
vegetable, laundry and furnace rooms.
The sills of the house are of oak 6x10
inches, the balance of the framing
lumber being No. 1 hemlock. The
first and second floor joists are 2 x 10
inches, the attic joists 2x8 inches, all
set 16 inches on centers ; the studding
2 x 4 x 20, also 16inches on centers and
doubled at all angles and openings.

The interior of the house is floored
with poplar, having 2 x %%inch face.
The hall, parlor, library and dining
room are finished with red oak, natural
state, the effect being produced by var
nishing and then rubbing down with
pumice stone and water. The balance
of the interior finish, including the
doors, is of selected North Carolina
white pine in the natural color. «^The
sliding blinds throughout the house
are in woods to match the other
wood work. The parlor has a slate
mantel with tile hearth and is fitted
for natural gas. The dining room has
a wood mantel with mirror, tile hearth
and facings, while the library has a

Front Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

A SuburbanResidence.—E. it. Lockard, Architect,Indiana, Penn.

through any of the principal rooms on
the main floor. At the left of the hall
are parlor and dining rcom, the latter
communicating with the kitchen
through a conveniently arranged pan
try of good size. A feature which will
commend itself to a great many is
found in the sleeping room on the main
floor communicating with the library
at the front and the bathroom in the
rear. The bathroom is also accessible
from the lobby, just in the rear of the
main hall. On the second floor are
five sleeping rooms of large size, each
provided with a commodious closet,
while one chamber has opening from it
a dressing room. Upon this floor is also

The valley rafters are 3x7 inches and
the main rafters 2x6 inches, set 16
inches on centers. The first story is 10
feet in the clear and the second 9 feet.
The entire building is sheeted with
hemlock flooring, laid tight and covered
with Empire sheeting paper, over
which is placed clear yellow poplar
siding. The gables are shingled as in
dicated in the drawings. The roof is
covered with 18-inch black Bangor
slate, laid with 3-inch cover. The
ridge crestings are of galvanized iron.
The exterior of the house is painted
with three coats of lead and oil in a
light olive shade with dark green
trimmings.

slate mantel and tile hearth. It will
be seen from an inspection of the floor
plans that there is a slate mantel in one
of the front sleeping rooms, while the
other has a wood mantel and tile
hearth, all fitted for using natural gas
as a fuel. The bathroom is complete
in its fittings, and has hot and cold
water.
In addition to the graces above re
ferred to, the house is fitted with a
steam heating plant, the Florida boiler
using natural gas as fuel. The house
is finished in a first class man
ner throughout, and cost completed,
we are informed, a little less than
$5000.
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First Floor. SecondFloor.

Side (Left) Elevation.

A Suhurban Residence.—Floor Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.—Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.
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Detail of MainStairs.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot

EXTERIORSIDE

Sectionthrough Doorsat A andC—Scale,3 Inchesto the Foot.

MiscellaneousI)Hails of a Suburban Residence.
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DECISION IN FLOOR PLAN COMPETITION.

THE
COMPETITION in floor plans

for an eight-room house, the decis
ion in which is announced below,
has beenoneof the most interesting

ever conducted under the auspices of a
trade journal. The voting has been of
the most spirited character and the
number of ballots cast largely in excess
of those in any similar competition we
have ever undertaken. The result, as
shown by the votes of our readers, is
one of which the winners of prizes may
be justly proud, although in saying
this we do not wish to be understood
as reflecting at all upon those who
were unsuccessful competitors. The
plans submitted in this competition
and presented in our last issue were of
such a satisfactory character that,
judging from the resulting votes and
the letters received, there was consid
erable difficulty on the part of readers
in deciding which particular set was
the best, and therefore entitled to the
first prize.
An accurate count of the ballots re
ceived up to the close of business on
Monday, January 22, shows the first
prize of $50 to be awarded to the set
of plans designated as No. 2 and con
tributed by Frank J. Grodavent, No.
514 Equitable Building, Denver, Col. ;
the second prize of $30 to the set of
plans known as No. 83 and submitted
by F. E. Skeel of East Eud, Ohio, and
the third prize of $20to the set of plans
marked No. 5, submitted by Oscar
Knox of No. 821Greene avenue, Brook
lyn, N. Y.
The following is a complete list of
the competitors whose plans were pub
lished in the January issue of the
paper, together with the numbers by
which the various sets were desig
nated :

No. 2.—Frank J. Grodavent, 514
Equitable Building, Denver, Col.

No. 88.—F. E. Skeel, East End,
Ohio.
No. 5.—Oscar Knox, 821 Greene
avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
No. 78.—John P. Kinsston, 518Main
street, Worcester, Mass.

No. 65.—J. E. Olmsted, 97 Bay
street, Hamilton, Ontario.

No. 66.—J. A. O'Connor, 50 Tweedle
Building, Albany, N. Y.
No. 94.—Silas W. Smith, Durango,
Col.
No. 48.—George E. Gilbey. 824Bank
street, New London, Conn.

No. 46.—F. G. Lempe, 4427 Lavadie
avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 11.—Charles Schaefer, Jr., 1573
Avenue A, New York City.
No. 63.—E. A. Payne, Carthage, 111.
No. 38.—William MacDonald, Sta-
pleton, Staten Island, N. Y.

Of the entire vote cast, No. 2, the
winner of the first prize, received 15%
per cent. The contest for second and
third places was very sharp and
spirited and the votes cast for the
winners of these prizes fell very little
behind those for No. 2. The percentage
of the entire vote received by No. 83
was a little less than 13-,^,while that
of the vote cast for No. 5, which re
ceived the third prize, was a trifle over
13| per cent. The next sets of plans in
order of popularity were Nos. 78 and
65, each of which received the same
number of votes, being a little less than
1W Per cen*. of the entire ballot cast.
No. 66 was next in order, receiving a
trifle more than lOf per cent. , followed

by No. 94, which had a little more
than 7% per cent. The eighth set of
plans in the order of their popularity
was No. 48, which received exactly 4&
per cent., after which came No. 46
with 4j

r

per cent.; then No. 11with
nearly 2 J per cent. ; No. 63 with a trifle
over 2}£ per cent., while No. 38 re
ceived a little more than \% per cent,
of the entire number of votes cast.
A study of the tally sheet made up
from the ballots cast presents some in
teresting features. It shows that the
bulk of the votes came from three well
defined geographical sections of the
country —namely, the New England
States, the Middle States, and what
may be termed the Central Western
States, embracing Ohio, Indiana, Illin
ois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa and Missouri. The New Eng
land States furnished very nearly 12 1

per cent, of the total vote, while New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
combined, contributed nearly 38 per
cent., the vote of New York counting
for a little over 20 per cent, of this
amount. Taking the central section
above referred to, we find that the vote
aggregated a trifle over 83% per cent,
of the total, of which the State of
Illinois contributed nearly 7 per cent.,
and Ohio nearly 6% per cent. Michi
gan and Iowa each furnished 4.16 per
cent., while the quota of Wisconsin
and Missouri was each 3.35 per cent.
The vote in the remaining States of the
West was very scattering, owing, in
part, no doubt, to the short time our
readers had to study the plans after
receiving the January issue and mail
ing the ballot in season to reach us be
fore the close of business on the 22d of
the month. There was, however, a
creditable showing from California,
Washington, Oregon, Colorado, Ne
braska, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho and
the Dakotas. The Southern States
contributed nearly 8 per cent, of the
total vote cast, while Canada, includ
ing Manitoba, Nova Scotia and New
foundland, contributed 5f per cent.
The set of plans receiving the first
prize was, according to the votes cast
for it, most popular in New Jersey,
that State furnishing nearly 12^ per
cent. New York, New Jersey, Penn
sylvania and Maryland combined fur
nished 30^ per cent, and the New Eng
land States a little over 9 per cent. In
the Western section No. 2 was most
popular in Illinois, that State contrib
uting a trifle over 9 per cent, of the
votes cast for it. Concerning the draw
ings awarded the second prize it is in
teresting to note that No. 83 was most
popular in the Empire State, which
furnished nearly 16% per cent., while
Ohio comes next with 14^ per cent.
The New England States contrib
uted A\ per cent.. New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania together
furnished 24% per cent, and the cen
tral Western section, covering the
States enumerated above, supplied
nearly 45 per cent, of the vote which
was cast for No. 83. Turning now to
No. 5

,

we find that it was equally pop
ular in several sections of the coun
try. New England, New York and
Pennsylvania each contributed a little
over 14% per cent, of the total vote
cast for it, while the central section
supplied a trifle more than 27 per
cent. Canada was well representee!in
the votes for No. 83, and also among
those cast for No. 65. An interesting
feature of the vote cast for No. 78 is
found in the fact that while the New
England States contributed 35^ per
cent., a little more than 23| per cent,
of this came from the State of Massa

chusetts. Still another striking feat
ure of the balloting is found in con
nection with No. 66, which was most
popular in New York State, a little
over 71 per cent, of the vote cast for it

being contributed by readers in the
city of Albany.
As stated in our last issue, there were
received in this competition something
like 150 sets of plans, many of which
possess features of interest and merit
and are deserving of more than passing
notice. Many of the contestants asked
for a criticism of their efforts, and it is
possible that in a future number we
may present for the consideration of
our readers additional sets of plans
submitted in the Twenty-fourth Com
petition.

Painting Interior Wood Work.

Some people seem to think that as
soon as wood is used inside a house
there arises a deadly sin against the
proprieties if it be painted, and hence
all interior wood work should be fin
ished in its natural color and grain.
How can they reconcile the uncompro
mising hardness and coldness with
which an unstained or uupainted piece
of oak or white pine will obtrude itself
into any scheme of decoration consist
ing of soft, warm colors. Says Furniture
and Decoration : It were far better
to stain the wood in harmony with the
general decorative effect—not to imi
tate some other wood, be it under
stood, but to get the desirable color
for harmony with its surroundings.
But really there can be no objection to
good honest paint in soft, flat color, or
in brilliant and polished china gloss if
it be desired. If it be honest to paint
the outside of our dwellings in colors
to please us, what harm can there be
in choosing such colors asmay be agree
able for our inside finish, and boldly
painting the wood work to suit our dec
orative scheme ? This idea is gaining
ground, and the era of varnish finish

is almost ended, or at least the time
when varnish alone was considered to
convey a title to respectability, and
when painted interior wood work was
supposed to be a sure indication of pov
erty and social inferiority, for now even
the richebt and most favored socially
dare to paint their wood work, if it suits
them best to do so.

According to a recent report of
the United States Consul-General at
Rome, it is only necessary to distill as-
phaltic rock to obtain petroleum, which
confirms the opinion of a French
scientist, M. Coquand, to the effect
that asphalt is petroleum in a solid
state, which, rising in the form of
vapor from the depths of the earth,
had instilled itself into the fissures of
calcareous rock. Asphaltic rock is
chiefly found in the district of Syra
cuse, near Ragusa, known as Renazza,
or the pitch country, where there is a
tableland of great extent, the stone of
which is sawn and used for chimney
pieces, door posts and stair cases. The
stone is very easily cut and carved,
but where it contains too much as
phalt it gums the saw, and has to be
sweated or exposed to heat to rid it of
the excess of bituminous matter. Be
longing to the miocene formation,
this rock is in immense heaps in the
midst of molasse, which tends to prove
that the petroleum was deposited in

it at the very moment that the rock
was formed.
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SHARPENING A CORNER CHISEL
By JAMBS FRANCIS.

A
CORRESPONDENT inquired in
a recent issue how best to
sharpen a corner chisel, but he

did not state what kind of a corner
chisel he was using. There are sev
eral kinds and many sizes of each
kind. Perhaps the most common is
the one shown in Fig. 1. This really
is a framing chisel, and is built
correspondingly strong. It should be
ground as shown in the engraving,
with the corner at A showing the
same width of line that the body of

90°, is made at an angle of 60%
or it will cut three-cornered, so to
speak. This is a very handy tool,
but should be properly classed among
the carving tools, and it is not made
in the heavy framing variety. It is
well to have two of these tools exactly
alike save that one is ground on the
outside while the other, like Fig. 3, is
ground from the inside. If you intend
to have only one of these tools (60°)
grind it from the outside, by all
means. Even then it is quite atrick

true, kept wet, and ran at a rather
slow speed.
When a man who has not learned
this lesson attempts to grind the cor
ner chisel shown in Fig. 1, he usually
picks out the sharpest corner on the
grindstone, and soon makes the chisel
look something like Fig. 5. The stone,
of course, does not come to a sharp
corner or point, so it leaves a space at
C. and as the stone, especially the cor
ners thereof, usually wobbles more
or less, the bevels are cut away, leav-

Fig. 1—Eleration and Plan
View of a Corner or
Framing Cbisel.

Fig. 2.—Views of Another
form of Corner Chisel.

Fig. 3.—Still Another Style
of Corner Chisel.

Fig. I.—Tool Ground with
One Bevel Longer than
theOther.

Fig. 5.—Appearanceof Chisel
Shown in Fip. 1 when
Ground by an Inexperi
encedHand.

Fig. 6.—Cbieel with Cor
ner Almost Taken Out.

Fig. 7.—Grinding Down the
End of Cbisel to Make it
True

Fig. 8.—Appearanceof Chisel
Shown in Fig. 5After the
End Has Been Ground
Down.

Sharpening a Corner Chisel.—Illustrations Accompanying Article by James Francis.

the chisel shows at B. This is usually
from t£* to jl 5inch. But how to make
this line is the point to be learned.
Another form of corner chisel is
shown in Fig. 2. It is made exactly
like Fig. 1, except that it is ground on
the outside instead of the inside and
can, therefore, be easily sharpened on
an ordinary grindstone. In grinding
this, as with all other chisels, care
should be taken to make all bevels
clean and true, with one straight
sweep of the beveled side, so that all" monkey faces " and " cat's eyes" shall
be avoided.
Fig. 3 shows another form of corner
chisel. This, instead of being square,

to grind this tool nicely. The bevels
are so long and the sides so thin that
unless great care is taken one sidewill
be cut away more than the other, leav-
a thing which looks something like
Fig. 4. A tool in this condition is
nearly worthless, and should be re-
ground at once, before even an attempt
is made to use it.
The same thing sometimes happens
when grinding Fig. 2 chisel, but here,
as the angle is greater and the metal in
the chisel thicker, there is less chance
of cutting away one side more than
the other. For grinding this tool, and
especially for grinding the one shown
by Fig. 4, the stone should be very

ing them as at a a and 6 6. A tool
ground this way is worse than useless.
Even with great care and a start in
the best possible condition, the corner
cannot be taken quite out, and the
chisel will look like Fig. 6—well
ground, but not ground right. There
is some metal at D which ought not to
be there.
Whenever a tool is ground off so as
to look like either Fig. 4 or Fig. 5, it
should at once be presented endwise to
the stone, as shown in Fig. 7, till the
end of the tool is again made true, as
in Fig. 8. The end grinding need only
be carried far enough to make a clean
edge on the outside of the chisel, there
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fore the grinding can be stopped when
that edge is made whole, as shown.
The notches a and b show where the
former grinding has gouged out the
bevel of the tool.
As to the proper grinding of an
inside corner chisel, it is necessary to
prepare a spscial grinder and then
to keep the grinder for that purpose
alone. A common grindstone may be
used, but an emery wheel is better.
Such a wheel can be run in any lathe
or put on the arbor of any grinder.
The wood working shop nowadays
that does not have its emery grinder
is so far behind the times that it will
not be considered in this article, ex
cept to say that it is a good place to
get away from at once.
Procure a wheel from 5 to 6, or even
8 inches, in diameter, and then get
one of the black diamond stone dress
ers that are in the market.
A stone (emery wheel) can be shaped
or trued up in an ordinary iron work
ing lathe by making ashard as possible
a tool with a very small cutting point,
then running the emery wheel very
slow and turning in the usual manner,
but a black diamond is much better,
for the wheel can be dressed while it
is running at its usual speed, and
without removing it from the arbor
where it is to run while working.
Fig. 9 shows the proper section to
which the wheel should be dressed.
It is a little less than 90 , so that

special slip is needed. If one of the
required section cannot be purchased,
it can be quickly shaped by grinding
on the side of a large emery wheel.
The slips, like the grinders, should be
made with a section having a less
num ber of degrees than the chisels to
be treated.
In all operations, both of grinding
and edge setting, let the process be a
blow and easy one, that the temper be
not drawn or the edge broken. It is
very thin and delicate and will not
stand hard usage. The corner chisel
must also always be tempered rather
soft, so it will not break. True, the edge
will not hold as long, but the greatest
danger of using this tool —that of
breaking off the corners—will belargely
avoided.

Proportion in Architecture

If we ask what are beautiful propor
tions, we shall be told "just" ones;
when, if not satisfied with such eluci
dation, we return to the charge and
inquire what are just proportions, we
shall, perhaps, be further enlightened
by being assured that they are those
which are harmonious and conduce to
beauty. For the human figure and
other animal forms there are standards
of normal proportions, fixed by Nature
herself. But in architecture there is
no immutable standard of proportion

w^rm

Fig. 9.—Sectionto Which the
Emery Wheel Should be
Dressedfor Proper Grind
ing.

."
,

.,:x:k

Fig. 10.—Sectionot
Wheel Showing
Two Cornersfor
Grinding.

Fig. 11.—Form of Tool
SometimesProvided
onGrinding Arbor.

Sharpeninga Corner Chisel.—Illustration* Accompanying Article by James Francis.

the wheel will not cut on both sides
at once. Perhaps the best way for
a man to learn about this is to try
grinding both sides at once, and then
he will quickly find out why that
method doesnot work very well. The
wheel shown by Fig. "10 has the
advantage of presenting two corners
and will therefore require dressing
only half as often as Fig. 9

,

but it will
need twice as much, and Fig. 9 does
not require the shifting of the tool in
order to grind the other side thereof.
Sometimes a tool like that shown
by Fig. 11is already provided on the
grinding arbor. This wheel may and
can be used, but the man who does so
will wish that he had been born before
corner chisels were invented.
The onegreat point is to keep the cor
ner of the wheel very sharp and true.
It is well, therefore, to do most of the
grinding on another wheel, say like
Fig. 10, which has not so much atten
tion paid to the condition of its cor
ners ; then the little bit of metal shown
at d. Fig. 6

,

can be taken off and the
bevel cleaned up with wheel No. 9
.

This saves lots of wheel dressing, for
the sharp corner wears off very fast.
This point is a vital one when chisels
shown by Fig. 3 are to be ground. This
requires a stone with a section some
less than 60°, and such a corner would
.wear off very quickly were it put to
heavy work.
For setting an edge on the corner
chisel after it has been ground a

for any one style, says the London
Architect, much less one applicable to
all styles alike. In the Greek orders
we find the very extremes of propor
tion —such as could not be exceeded
either way without falling into de
formity and disproportion — in the
Paestum Doric, and the slender, com
paratively too slender, Corinthian.
Yut, utterly dissimilar as they are, all
the orders may be said to be admirably
proportioned in themselves, which,
however, instead of at all simplifying
the matter, only renders the subject of
proportion the "more abstruse and per
plexing. The very best proportions
are only relatively good, for differ
ently applied they might be far from
pleasing, or even be absurd— at the
utmost, only average proportions, suit
able for general guidance and for ordi
nary cases; and so far from being abided
by, such average may frequently be
greatly exceeded with the happiest ef
fect. What, for instance,is loftiness but
an unusual degree of hight in compari
son with breadth, or hight exceeding
the usual relative proportion which it

bears to width? To attempt to fix
invariable proportions by rule is worse
than nugatory, since it is positively
mischievous, and detracts from the
privileges of art, rendering that a
merely mechanical process which
ought to be determined very differ
ently. After all, it is the eye which
judges of proportions; therefore, surely
the eyeof the architect —supposing him

to be at all worthy of such name—
ought to be able tb decide what are
pleasing proportions quite as well as
that of other people. And so that they
be pleasing, it matters not at all how
much they deviate from ordinary
routine and its rules. Undue stress is
laid upon proportion because it is gen
erally spoken of as if it were all-suffi
cient in itself alone, and capable of in
suring excellence, whereas it is only
one element of beauty in design. Be
sides which the term itself is usually
understood in only a very limited
meaning, namely, with reference to
that mechanical species of it which
concerns itself with merely parts and
individual members or features, with
out that higher artistic one being in
cluded in the idea of itwhich, regulat
ing the whole of a composition, stamps

it to the eye at once as a captivating
ensemble,all whose parts are in perfect
keeping. That kind of proportion is
quite beyond the reach of rules. Those
who cannot find out for themselves
how to produce it must dispense with
it, trusting that it will never be missed
by those who are content with propor
tion in pieces and bits—by hairbreadth
measures of columns and moldings.

Building Ordinances of Berlin.

The correspondent of a Baltimore
journal, writing from Berlin, gives
the following: "Berlin is the best
managed city in the world, and its city
fathers regulate the style of the build
ings which shall be put up. You can't
build a dog kennel without showing a
design of it at the City Hall, and no
man can put up a signboard on his
own house until he has shown a dia
gram of it and has got the permis
sion of the Government. You can't
put down a pavement in front of your
house without a permit ; and the Gov
ernment watches your building and in
sists that you make your walls just so
thick, while the ceilings must be of a

given hight and the fronts must be of
a uniform pattern. In building the
house you are not allowed to litter the
street with your brick and mortar, and
all the materials must be kept inside
the lot. You have to fence off the
street while the building is going on,
and when your house has reached the
hight of the second story you must
build a roof over the sidewalk to pre
vent the bricks or mortar falling on
those passing below. The building is
done much better than with us, and
much more economically. Nearly all
the mortar is mixed in one place, there
being a mortar company which sells
the material ready mixed to the build
ers, and carries it about in iron wagons
and delivers it just where it is needed.
The Berlin establishment is paying
dividends of 25 per cent, on its capital,
and it sells mortar like coal, at so
much per wagon load or per ton."

A Philadelphia workingmen's
home will, it is said, be built upon the
estate of Emperor William of Ger
many, after plans furnished by archi
tect William T. B. Roberts of the
Quaker City. An architect and en
gineer belonging to the German corps
examined the model house at Chicago,
and, upon returning to Germany, sub
mitted a detailed description of the
dwelling to the head of his department,
who brought it to the attention of
Emperor William, who directed that
the necessary plans be secured and
that a house be built after them on his
estate. Our readers will recall that
the plans of the house referred to were
presented in Carjtentry and Building
for December, 1892.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
BUILDING

INTERESTS throughout
the country are in a very quiet con
dition .-veu for this season of the

year. Very little indication of the future
is yet seeneither oneway or the other, and
the feeling of waiting for whatevermay
turn out is so strong, that it is at present
impossible to predict with any degreeof
accuracy what the seasonmay bring forth.
It is a good sign that buildersgeneially
are hopeful and inclined to expectthat the
beginning of the regular building season
will seean improvedstateof affairs. Every
thing seemsquiet amongthe workmen,and
no disturbance of any importancewas re
portedduring January.

Baltimore, Md.
The building interests of Baltimore are
in a fairly satisfactory condition and the
promise for tbe approaching season is
good. The Builders' Exchange is in excel
lent condition and the members report
everything quiet among the workmen. It
is expectedthat about 5O persons will at-
tend the convention of the National As
sociationwhich will be held in Boston,be
ginning on the 13th inst., and lasting
through the 16tb.

Boston, Mass.
The prospects for the coming building
-seasonare considerablybelow the mark,
but it is expected that considerable new
work will be openedfor competitionbefore
the commencementof tbe season. The
Master Builders' Association is busy mak
ing preparations for the national conven
tion and is perfecting the final details of
the method of raring for their guestsat
that time. At the annual meeting of the
association it was voted that a committee
of five be appointed by the president to
make investigation and secureaccurate in
formation in regard to the unemployed
menwho are usually employedbymembers
of the association. This committee is to
tinrl out whetherany and what men are in
-circumstancesneedingassistanceand to re
port as soonaspossible to tbe association,
with recommendationsas to what may be
done to relieve distressand provide or ap
portion work, to the end that systematic
and effective methodsmay be adopted as
far as its usual contingent of workmenare
concerned to meet existing conditions
among them.
The programmeof the national conven
tion, together with other referencesto it,
appear on tbe Builders' Exchange pageof
this issue.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Therearesomeindicationsthat the spring
will seea liveningupof the building trades
in Cincinnati. Thosewho build housesfor
speculation have abandoned all intention
of putting up any new structures till the
money market comesto a definite settle
ment, but there are people who build for
their own accommodation and these are
tired of waiting. There are many inquiries
about placesamongthe architectsand sev
eral are at work on bona fide contracts,
though few of theprospectivebuilders can
be known till their contractsare let.
Several large residencesare projected,
but as yet there are few indications of
building in the businessportion of thecity.
Tbe Builders' Exchange has elected the
following delegatesto attend the national
convention in Boston : Delagate at large,
L. B. Hancock; delegates,H. E. Holtzinger,
J. Milton Blair, Geo. W. Nieber; alter
nates,GeorgeB. McMiller, John Theobold,
Jacob Freund. A large number of mem
berswill attendthemeetingwith the dele
gatesas visitors.

Chicago, 111.
The following delegatesand alternates
have been elected to attend the national
convention from the Builders and Traders'
Exchange of Chicago : Delegateat large,
John Rawle ; delegates,Chas. W. Gindele,
George Tapper, J. G. McCarthy, W. H.
Mortimer, R. S Haldeman,Wm. Grace, B
W. May, Samuel I. Pope, C. W. Damsier,
E. S. Moss, Louis Berg and Wm. Henry ;
alternates.W. H. Iliff, J. C. McFarland,
Murdoch Campbell, D. G. Plimister. Grif
fith Hunter, Daniel Freeman, M. B. Mad
den, J. C. McMahon, James Bloomfleld,H.
Mueller, J. C. Deacon,John Griffiths. The

building tradesare reported as being very
quiet at present.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The Builders' Exchange of Clevelandhas
electedthe following membersto attendthe
national conventionin Boston: Delegateat
large, Arthur McAllister; delegates,K. H.
Jenks, GeorgeE. Heidenreich,G. G. Griese;
alternates,J. A. Reaugh, C. C. Dewstoe,E.
E. Robbins. It is expectedthat anumberof
othermemberswill attend the convention
as visitors.

Detroit, Mich.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Detroit has elected the following officers:
President, James Meathe; vice-president,
Charles H. Little ; secretary,Joseph Myles ;
treasurer, George Hanley ; directors,
Martin Scholl, Jr., Robert Teakle, Conrad
Clippert, W. J. Burton and Robert Robert
son; superintendent,Benjamin F. Guiney ;
delegatesto theconventionof the National
Associationof Builders, Martin Scholl, Jr.,
and Richard Helson; alternates,GeorgeD.
Nutt and Henry Spitzley; delegata-at-
large, A. Chapoton, Jr. A life sizecrayon
portrait of the late Ira A. Topping waspre
sented to the exchange by tbe Board of
Directors and tbe superintendent. The
rooms will hereafter beopento members
every Friday evening.
Businessremainsabout as it was at tbe
beginning of the year, and the seasonis
not sufficiently advanced to predict tbe
condition of affairs amongtbe builders at
tbe openingof the season.

Denver, Col.
The building businessof Denver, which
was practically destroyed by the panic,
shows signs of picking up. General busi
nessshows an upward tendency,which is
attributed to tbe excellent results which
have followed the efforts of gold seekers.
Large numbers of miners and idle work
men, thrown out of work by the panic,
have taken to prospecting for gold and to
reopeningabandonedmines. Excellent re
turns are thus obtained,partly becauseof
improved methods of reducing ore and
partly becauseof new propertiesof value
beingcontinually discovered.
Tbe Master Builders' Associationhas suf
fered so greatly from the generaldepres
sion that it has been deemednecessaryto
reorganizeupon a plan which will perpetu
ate its existence tor three yearswithout
expenseto the members The money in
the treasury will be made to provide for
theexpensesfor the time mentioned.

Indianapolis. Ind.
New Year's Day was selectedas being
peculiarly fitting for the openingof thenew
quarters of tbe Builders' Exchange of In
dianapolis. By 10 o'clock a.m. over 200
contractors and builders of the city had
gatheredat the new rooms on Ohio street
in tbe old library building. Justus C.
Adams, thesecondpresidentof the organi
zation, presided a- master of ceremonies.
In a short speechhe welcomed those pres
ent to tbehospitalitiesof the exchangeand
then introducedthe president, GeorgeW.
Stanley, whoread an historical addressre
lating to the Builders' Association.
In April, 1866,the contractorsmetat the
court houseand selected Conrad Bender
temporary chairmanand William P. JunR-
claus secretary. Tbe secretarycommuni
catedwith the St. Louis and Cincinnati
exchanges,receivingmuch information. A
visit to Cincinnati by a committeeof seven,
in response to an urgent invitation, also
gave impetus to the formation of the In
dianapolisexchange. Articles of incorpo
ration were issued May 12, 1885,with 24
charter members,and on May 19 John A.
Buchananwas electedpresident,John Mar
tin first vice-president,and B. F. Hether-
ington second vice-president,and a consti
tution and by-laws were adopted. Tbe
last meetingheldat the court housewason
May 26,at which a board of directors was
elected. Tbe next meetingwas held June
9, 1*86,at the permanent headquartersat
31South Pennsylvania street. At tbe Brst
meetingof the Board of Directors William
P. Jungclaus was elected permanentsecre
tary andGeorgeO. Eldrig treasurer.
The exchangehad only 24 membersat
the start, which hassteadilyincreaseduntil
now almost every contractor, builder and
firm that deals in builders' supplies is en
rolled on its membership. Mayor Denny,

Secretary Smith of the Board of Trade, R.
O. Hawkins, E. B. Martindale and Con
troller Trusler, who were present, were
called upon and made remarks. The
•Bald-Headed Glee Club" and W. P.
Jungclaus furnished the music for the oc
casion. Lunch wasservedin oneroomand
punch in another, and a generalgoodtime
washad. The newquartersoffer manyad
vantages over the old rooms, and the
changewill, without doubt, prove a benefi
cial one to the organization. Tbe new ad
dressis 35 East Ohio street. Delegatesto
tbe national convention were electedon
January 12,and it is expectedthat about
20personsin all will attend themeeting.
The businessprospects for the coming
seasonare fairly good.

Kansas City, Mo.
Tbe Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Kansas City, on December20,electee!the
following directors for theensuingyear :
W. A Kelly, A. A. White, John T. Sed-
don, W. W. Taylor, W. S. Halliwell, W. A.
Wilson, A. Sutermelster, A. O. Smith and
W. B. Hill.
On theeveningof the20than informal re
ception was held at which the directors
wereinstalled into officeand the reports of
the secretaryand treasurerwerepresented.
Tbe latter showed theexchangeto begain
ing in membershipand to be in goodfinan
cial condition.
After severaladdressesSecretaryMcDon
ald announcedthat a " pink tea" was wait
ing in anotherroom, and the membersad
journed to partake of a lunch and discussa
bowl of punch.
The Builders and Traders' Exchangu be
gan its existence very inauspiciously on
April 9, 1886,Charles L. McDonald, its
presentsecretary,beingthefounder. B. F.
Swain was the first president. The growth
of the institution hasbeenphenomenal.On
July 1, 1890,the magnificent building, the
presenthomeof theexchange,at thenorth
westcorner of Seventhand Central streets,
was completed at a costof $190,000.The
presentmembershipincludesover 200of the
leading builders and manufacturers of
building material in the city.
At the directors'meeting on December
29,thefollowing officers were elected for
thecoming year : W. A. Kelly, president ;
A. A. White, vice-president : Jerome
Twichell, treasurer ; C. L. McDonald,
secretary. The following were chosenas
the CommitteeonAdmissions: J. II . Swear-
ingen, F. J. Shinnick, W. A. Bovard,
Jacob Welch, Joseph Gastl, William Har
mon, J. A. Tipton, A. F. Roddy, J. A.
Ritzier. Tbe Committee on Rooms will
consist of A. O. Smith, W. B. Hill and J.
T. Seddon. This is Mr. Kelly's third con
secutivetermaspresidentof theexchange.

Lowell, Mass.
The Lowell bricklayers state that their
strike, which was in force during nearly
the whole of tbe past season,and which
wasdeclaredoff about two monthsago for
lack of financial support by the Interna
tional Union, will be resumed in the near
future. The secretaryof the union was a
delegateto tbe recentconvention of brick
layers'unions in Omaha, and it was his
purpose to make an appeal for renewed
financial support. Businessis reported as
being very quiet in the building trades,
with but little new work in sight for the
openingof tbe season. The Master Build-
ars' Exchange is in goodcondition, and has
elected the following delegationto attend
the National Convention : Delegate at
large, D. Moody Prescott ; delegates,Chas.
P. Couant and Patrick Conlon; alternates,
L. F. Kittredge, C. F. Varnum and C. H.
Burt.

Lynn, Mass.
The MasterBuilders' Associationof Lynn
held its fifth annual meeting and banquet
on January 2. The following officerswere
unanimouslyelectedfor the ensuingyear :
President, Frank G. Kelley ; vice-president,
Benjamin H. Davidson ; secretary, Capt.
P. S. Curry ; treasurer, Fred. Stocker ;
board of directors, James Burns, James
Heath andWilliam A. Sperine.
The treasurer's report showed that the
associationwas free from debt andbad$175
in the treasury with which to start the new
year.
The banquetfollowed immediatelyafter
tbe businessmeeting and was attendedby
about 60 members and friends, including
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sevtral prominent citizens as guests. Sec
retary Curry acted as toastmaster and
PresidentKelley satat theheadof thetable.
The toastswerehappily respondedto and a
thoroughly good time was enjoyedby all.

Milwaukee. Wis.
The building interestsof Milwaukee pre
sent no betterprospectsfor the immediate
future than they did last month, although
builders are expecting an improvement
when the season is fairly opened. The
Builders and Traders' Exchange has filed
an amendment to its charter increasing
its capital from $60,000to $70,000
The annual meetingof the stockholders
was held January 8, and the following
Board of Directors was elected: T. R.
Bentley, C. P. Kiudt, Paul Rie6en,Philip
Gross, John Langenbacker, C. G. Forster,
J. J. Quinn, C. Chase, R. G. Wagner, L.
Bierbach, L. J. Mueller. The secretary's
report was referred to an Auditing Com
mitteeof three,with instructions to report
at thenext meeting At the close of the
meetingthe Board of Director* electedthe
following officers: President,T. R. Bent-
ley ; secretary,C. G. Forster ; treasurer,
Philip Gross. No action was taken in the
matter of issuingadditional stock.

New York City.
Builders report business in New York
City as being quiet, with comparatively
little disturbancefrom theworkmen. The
spring is expectedto liven things up and
theopening of the season,it is expected,
will find the business in fairly good con
dition. A bill of the New York District
Executive Committeeof the United Order
of American Carpentersand Joiners, Build
ing Constructors' District Assembly 253,
Knights of Labor, has been introduced in
the Senate by Mr. Sullivan and in the
Assemblyby Mr. Roche.
It proposesto amendchapter385of the
laws of 1870,entitled " An Act to Regulate
the Hours of Labor of Mechanics,Work-
ingmenand Laborers in the Employ of the
State or Otherwise Employed on Public
Works." Theproposednew law will apply
to all mechanics,workingmenand laborers
now or hereafter employedby theState or
any municipalcorporationtherein,through
its agentsor officers, or in the employ of
personscontracting with the State or such
corporation for performance of public
works. All such mechanics,workingmeo
and laborersso employedshall receivenot
lessthan the standardwagesestablishedby
the bona fide labor organizationsof the re
spective trades or callings in which such
mechanics, workingmen and laborers are
employed in each locality wherethework
upon which they are employed is in prog
ress. In all such employmentpreference
shall begiven to citizensof this State over
unnaturalized personp. All contracts are
hereafterto contain all theseprovisions.
The bill, the carpenters' union officials
say.hasreceivedtheapprovalof Mayor Gil-
roy, Richard Croker, William Brookfleld,
Civil Justice Roesch and Police Justice
Martin. Mayor Gilroy aud the Park Com
missioners have proposedsomechangesin
the law for the benefitif theunions, which
have beenagreedto. The Republicans in
the Legislature last year defeateda similar
bill, claiming it wasunconstitutional.
The Commissioner of Immigration has
recommendedthe payment of $350 per
day to carpentersemployed in his depart
ment.
Stephen M. Wright, secretary of the
Mechanicsand Traders' Exchange, has re
cently addresseda circular letter to all the
organizationsof employingbuilders in the
city, recommending the adoption of the
form of arbitration betweenemployersand
workmen advocated by the National As
sociationof Builders, and inclosing a copy
of the same. His effort has already borne
fruit. The Electrical Contractors'Associa
tion is consideringthe advisability of plac
ing the plan in operation. Others are
likely to follow. Mr. Wright has recently
compiled and issueda Hand Book of the
exchange,which is oneof themostattract
ive editionsof its kind ever published It
contains an architects' directory of New
York City and Brooklyn. The regulations
of the Building Departmentand the Build
ing Loans of the City of New York, officers
and regulations of the Department of
Public Works, list of employers'associations
connected with the building trades, by
laws, officers, members, &c., of the
Mechanicsand Traders' Exchange, and the
constitution,declarationof principles, form
of arbitration, Uniform Contract, &c., of
the National Associationof Builders. The

book is beautifully bound,with gilt edges,
and will be a valuable addition to any
technical library.
Notwithstanding the depressedcondition
of affairs, the financial support pledged to
the project of erectinga building to be a
home for the building tradeshasreached
the$100,000point, and the committeehav
ing the matter in charge have issueda
prospectus of the conditions under which
theproject will be put into effect, and in
cluding an estimate of the pecuniary as
pect of the plan. It is proposedto issue
certificatesof membership in the contem
plated exchange (not exceeding 400),at
$1000each,to be limitedexclusively to per
sons actually pursuing a business con
nectedor identifiedwith the construction
or finishing of a building, such certificates
to participate pro rata in the entire net
profits arising from the investment and
be subject to redemption at an annually
fixed value by the organization upon
thedeathof a memberor his retiring from
business.
The financial statementis as follows :

INCOMR.
From rent of offices. $123,000
From rent of exhibit space... SU.IX'O
From rent of basement.Ex
changeandclub floors... . 10.0(H)

$163,000

EXPENDITURE.
Interest on bond and mort-
Kage,$600,000at 4percent.. $24,000
Operatingexpenses 35,000
Taxes,water and incidentals. 25.000
Allowing annual dividendof
6percent.ontOOcertiflcates 20,000

1(14000

Balance $59,000

This leaves a netprofit of nearly $60,000
per annum to beappliedeither to increas
ing thedividend on certificatesor liquidat
ing themortgage. Subscriberswill besoon
called together to effect a permanentor
ganization by the election of officersand
trustees, adoption of by-laws, &c. No
moneywill be called for until a sufficient
sum is subscribedto purchasethe site, at
which time the body will be incorporated
under the statutesof the State.
The Provisional Committee which has
had thematter in charge is as follows :
John J. Tucker, Chairman.
StephenM. Wright, Secretary.
Isaac A. Hopper, Treasurer.

Andrew J. Campbell, Geo.Moore Smith,
Augustus Meyers, Henry A. Maurer,
John J. Roberts, James B. Mulry,
ClarenceW. Gaylor, Jacob S. Browne,
ThomasF. Byrne, Charles A. Cowen,
Edwin Outwater, Warren A. Conover,
Aloazo E. Conover, John L. Hamilton.

Omaha. Neb.
The annualmeetingof the Builders and
Traders' Exchange was held on January
2, with President Vierline in thechair.
The reports of the officersshowedthat
the exchange has prospered during the
year,despitethe financial depression,and
that the financeswerein thebest condition
sincethe beginningof theorganization.
The result of theelectionfor the ensuing
year was as follows : President, Richard
Smith ; vice-president,J. W. Phelps; treas
urer, J. VV. Percival. Directors for two
years: C. W. Hull, Henry Curtis, W. M.
Dodge. Director for one year : J. F.
Smith. Delecatesto the LNationalAssocia
tion : A. J. Vierling and Richard Smith.
Hold-over directors: D. Shane and W. C.
Bui lard.
The secretary's report showed the ex
change to bein excellentcondition in spite
of the severestrain of the past season. The
organization is making an earnesteffort to
maintain itself upon a plane equal to that
occupied by other commercial bodies of
thecity andwith distinct success.The only
labor trouble of thepastyearwassettledby
arbitration, and the relationships between
employers and workmen is at presenthar
monious.
At the directors' meeting, immediately
following the annual meeting of the ex
change,Secretary Wedge wasreappointed
for the ensuingyear.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The conditionof affairs in the building
tradesof Philadelphia remainspractically
unchanged,theamountof work beingcar
ried on at presentbeing lessthan the usual
amount at this seasonof the year. The
plasterers have accepteda reduction of 5
centsper hour, making their wages40cents
per hour, the sameas they were at the be

ginning of ls'.cj Wages in other branches
of the trade have not beendisturbed.
The Master Builders' Exchange has
electedthe following delegatesand alter
nates to the national convention in Bos
ton : Delegate at large, Stacy Reeves;
delegates, Franklin M. Harris, George
Watson, John S. Stevens, William Hark-
ness, James £. Hastingsand F. Ballinger.
The alternates elected were W. S. P.
Shields, R. E. Bellinger, A. G. Buvenger,
James C. Taylor, Ralph Peverley and John
N. (Jill. It is expected that about 50'
visitors in all will accompanythe delegates
to Boston.
Through the instrumentality of George
Watson, chairman of the exchangeTrade
School Committee,an endowmentfund for
the trade schoolsof $10,000has beennearly
completed,and it is hoped that the fund
may be increasedin the near future. The
schools are in a most excellent condition
and warrant every effort that is made in ,
their behalf.

Portland, Maine.
At the annual meetingof the Portland
Builders' Exchange, January 2, the follow
ing officerswereelected:
President, C. B. Howatt ; vice-president,
Henry Jones ; secretary,Charles E. Snow ;.
treasurer, James Miller ; delegateat large,
Wm. H. Scott ; delegate,J. H. O'Neill.
The delegateand delegateat large are to
attend the National Builders' Association
convention,to behelda.;Boston.
After the businessmeeting the party sat
down to anexcellentsupper,about 85mem
bersbeingpresent.

Providence. R. I.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange of-
Providence held its annual meeting and
dinner on December27and electedthe fol
lowing officersfor the ensuingyear : Pres
ident, Richard Hayward; first vice-pres
ident,W. W. Batchelder; second vice-pres
ident, Spencer B. Hopkins; treasurer,
James D. Hudson; secretary, Wm. F. Cady.
Executive Committee: J. J. Mahoney fop
one year; John W. Furlong, William Gil-
bane, Theodore A. Perry, Frederiok E.
Shaw and J. W. Nolan for two years.
National director : W. W. Batohelder
Delegates to national convention : John
T. McGuire, M. Goldrick. Alternates : H.
T. Cate, T. B. Ross.
The report of the secretaryshowedthe
exchangeto be in excellentcondition, with
a balance in the treasury and an increase
in the membership during the pastyear.
At the close of the businessmeeting the
members adjourned to the annual dinner,
at which all enjoyed a pleasantevening.
There weremany toastsand responses,and
the feeling of fraternity amongthemem
bers received additional strength through
theoccasion.

Scranton. Pa.
The Builders' Exchange of Scranton held
its annual meeting January 8 and elected
the following officersfor theensuingyear :
John W. Howarth, president; John Colli-
gan and Charles N. Lord, vice-presidents;
James Collins, recordingsecretary;William
R. Williams, readingsecretary;Thomas E.
Lyddou, treasurer. George W. Finn, W.
R. Williams, Peter Stipp. John Colligan,
Henry Gunster, John Briegel, Board of Di
rectors. D. P. Thomas. GeorgeD. Brown,
Conrad Schroeder, Thomas E. Lyddon,
John Nelson. H. C. Hinman, H. A. Kauf-
hold, Committee on Appeals. Conrad
Schroeder,delegate to the National Asso
ciationconvention. GeorgeD. Brown, dele
gate at large to the National Association
convention.
A copyof the Uniform Contract hasbeen
received by the Scranton Exchange, and
John Colligan, CharlesN. Lord andHenry
Gunster were appointed a committee to
examine the contract and report at the
nextmeeting. Many other matters con
cerning theimprovement of buildings and
the health and safety of the public were
consideredbeforethemeetingdispersed.

St. Louis. Mo.
On January 9 the Builders' Exchange of
St. Louis held its annual meeting. Patrick
Mulcahy and Henry Fuerbach wereelected
to represent the exchangeat the National
Board of Trade which met at Washing
ton, D. C, January 23.
Thomas J. Ward, Charles B. McCormick,
Anthony Ittnpr, Thomas J. Kirby and
William J. Baker werechosenas represent
ativesto the National Associationof Build
ers, meetingin Boston February 13. The'
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nominationsfor officersfor thecomingyear
wereas follows:
President: Jeremiah Sheehanand JamesJ. Fitzgibbon.
For vice-presidents(two to be elected):John W. O'Connell, Wm. Hartman, Adam
Bauer and Patrick Kirby.
Directors (six to be elected): Stephen
O'Connor, John Ratchford, William J.
Baker, Anthony Ittner, James Kearney,
Philip C. Ring. Patrick Rohn, C. C. Jack-
sou,Michael Lane, Bryan Brady andTheo
doreWelge.
Luke McLaughlin, C. S. Ittner and J. P.
McKellegett were appointed by thepresi
dentas judgesof election.
The report of the Committeeon Revision
of Laws was made,recommending several
changes. According to rules, this was
passedover uutil themeetingin April.
The following is the report of the secre
tary:

Balance in treasury December 1.1H92 8159773Receivedfrom duesand initiations, ts.785.00Kent of offices l9"0 00Interest account 'j40.00
Electrical Exchangerents,&c 35.00
Total 81''47K53Expenseslor 1893 '.".'"".'.'.'. 7|ai9.39
Balancein treasury 85,15914

Membersadmittedduring 1893,51; mem

oes
dropped out, 36. Total membership,

Worcester, Mass.
At the regular monthly meetingof the
Builders' Exchangeof Worcester, held latein December,a committee was appointedto considerthematter or entertainingdele-
Katesrrom thenational conventionin Bos
ton. W. E. Coffey reada paper on " Howto Benefitthe Exchange." The matterof a
change hour was very strongly advocatedbT .*"*•Coffey. He also spoke highly of
trade schools and of lectures, essays,&c.,
uponsubjectsof interestto builders.

Notes.
Toledocarpenterswant eighthours. The
painters and their employers are having
trouble over wagescaleand working rules.

The Builders' Exchange of New Haven
held its annual banqueton January 5. The
organization was shown to have a good
balance in the treasury and to have in
creased its membership during the past
year to 93.

The Builders' Association of California
haselectedthefollowing officers:President,
Stephen Doyle ; recording secretary,
William Chatham; financial secretary, M.
C. Lynch; treasurer, C. E. Dunshee;ex
ecutive committee,A.Jackson. S. H. Kent,J. R. Wilcox, George Reichley, J. T.
Hays, E. C. Wordin, R. Currie.

The Builders' Exchange of Norfolk, Va.,
has elected the following officers: Charles
H. Plummer, president; Joseph Edmonds,
8r., vice president; J T. Blick, secretary;
L. T. Blick. treasurer; L. T. Blick, P. F.
McGuire, Joseph Edmonds, Sr., A. F.
Holmesand J. Herbert Williams, trustees.
The Builders' Exchangeof Wheeling, W.
Va., held their annual electionon January
-6, and the following officerswere elected
.for the ensuing year : President, James
McAdams; vice-president,Joseph A. Bod-
iley;secondvice-president,Joseph W. Biery ;
secretary, C. Ed. Scheuerlein; treasurer,
Jacob Morris.
Board of directors: W. A. Wilson, C.
Murray, Herman Hess, J. H. Rosenburg,
A. C. Fisher, B. Klieves, J. E. Clator, L.
Hartong, James McAdams, C. P. Hamil
ton, John M. Emmerth, GeorgeW. Lutz.
Committee on appeals: B. F. Caldwell,
-James McAdams. G. W. Lutz, John W.
Beltz, E. M. Holliday, Alex. Kemple, J. tf.
Rosenburg, William A. Wilson, William
Hare, Louis Harttong.
All outstanding bills wereordered paid,
.and $50 wasappropriatedfor the Citizens'
Relief Committee.
A resolution of tbanks to the retiring
president was adopted, and Mr. Wilson
madea fitting acknowledgment.

The election of officers of the Builders'
Exchange of Pittsburgh for 1894resultedas
follows : Adam Wilson, president; W. R.
Stoughton and W. T. Powell, vice-presi
dents ; H. R. Rose^secretary; T. J. Hamil
ton, treasurer ; W. T. Powell, Samuel
Francies, George S. Fulmer, 8. C. Martin,

board of directors. There was a tie be
tweenCharles E. Pope and W. R. Stough
ton for memberof the Board of Directors,
oneof whom will be chosen by the ex
change. F. Lingenfelser, A. Rasner, Alex.
Hall, J. F. Bruggeman and J. J. Kennedy
wereelectedCommitteeon Appeals.

The following officersof theMasterBuild
ers'Associationof Salem, Mass., havebeen
chosen: President, B. A. Touret ; vice-
president,T. G. Pinnock ; secretary,C. H.
Osborne; treasurer,E. H. Morse ; direct
ors. B. F. Hill. C. B. Balcomb, V. F.
Wheeler, T. Gormanand B. A. Touret.

At ameetingof theNewark, N. J., Build
ersand Traders' Exchange, at 22 Clinton
street,held late in December, the follow
ing officers were elected for the ensuing
year : GeorgeS. Clark, president;George
H. Kingsland, vice-president; Albert C.
Courier, treasurer; William W. Schouler,
secretary; board of managers, James H.
Van Houten, J. W. Dey, Henry Dickson,
ThomasBoyle, Joshua Higbie, H. M. Dore-
musand James E. Maguire; inspectors,
Horace P. Cook,E. Axtell and Peter Boyle.

The Master Builders' Association of
Fitchburg, Mass , haselectedthese officers
for 1894: President, W. C. Carter; vice-
president,Ira Caswell; secretaryand treas
urer, J. S. Starr; trustees,for one year, A.
Wellington. H. B. Dyer; two jears, F. A.
McCauliff, H. E. Jennison; three years,
GeorgeBuckley, J. D. Littlehale.
The National Associationof Builders has
bad occasionto respond to severalrequests
fr jm the newUniversity of Chicagofor in
formation regarding form of arbitration,
rules for apprenticeship,&c.

The builders of Reading, Pa., are agitat
ing the subject of establishinga builders'
exchange. E. F. Keever is oneof the fore
mostin themovement.

The Builders & Traders' Exchangeof St.
Joseph, Mo., is considering theadvisability
of rejoining the National Association. The
organizationhaspassedthrough a periodof
lack of interestupon the part of themem
bers,and is now on the up-hill path.

The builders of Lincoln. Neb., are en
deavoring to form a builders' exchange.
Among the builders who favor the move
ment are C. F. Barris and W. H. Tyler.
An effort of this kind wasmade sometime
ago, but without success.

Builders of Knoxville, Tenn , complain
that competitionand themethodsby which
it is conducted are such that there is no
profit in thebusinessfor any one,employer
or workman. An effort was made some
time ago to form an organizationcomposed
of generalcontractors only, but the effort
failed and the present condition is worse
than before. A movement is on foot to
establisha builders' exchangeon such lines
as will secure the co-operation of all the
buildersof thecity for bettermethodsand
moreharmoniousaction.

The new builders'exchange at Jackson,
Mich., is reportedas being in good condi
tion, having successfullyovercome all the
obstacleswhich besetits path at the time
of its formation.

The Boycott in Pennsylvania.

The following from the Philadelphia
Evening Star of January 2 is an inter
esting description of the facts in the
case mentioned :

The SupremeCourt this morning handed
down an opinion, deciding a question of
great importance in labor circles in this
State. Iu a word, the decision was that
when trad3associationsboycott contractors
and dealers who encourage strikers and
concedeto their demands,and whensuch
associationsextend sucha boycott among
otherdisinteresteddealers,sucha boycottis
legal.
The opinion in the casewas delivered by
Justice Dean,is voluminous,beingfourteen
type-written pages in length, and goesto
the foundation of the commonlaw regard
ing the relationsof labor and capital, the
case was that of GeorgeM. Cote against
Hugh Murphy and others,being an appeal
from Common Pleas Court No. 2 of Alle
ghenycounty, and thedecisionreversesthe
judgment of the lower court.

The defendants were members of the
Planing Mill Association of Allegheny
County and theBuilders'Exchangeof Pitts
burgh, and the different parties forming
this associationwerein thebusinessof con
tracting, building and furnishing building
materials of all kinds. On May 1, 1891,
a strike was instituted among thecarpen
ters, masonsand bricklayersiu thebuilding
trades,bringing about a stoppageof build
ing in Pittsburgh to a largeextent.
The mendemandedthesamewages,with
eight hours'work a day, as they had re
ceivedfor working nine hoursa day. The
employers refused the demand and the
strike ensued. The plaintiff was a dealer
in building materials,and not a memberof
eitherassociation. Some of the contract
ors conceded the strikers' demands and
soughtmaterialsto go on with their build
ing from whateverpersonsthey could.
fbis would have resulted in giving the
strikers employmentanda greatadvantage,
conceding them victory over the associa
tions and permitting them to earn money
toward contributing to the support of the
unemployed strikers. The plaintiff and
six other dealers refused to join the two
associations in boycotting these contract
ors who had concededthe strikers' de
mands.
The associations then declared war
against these dealers, refused to sell them
materialand used their efforts to prevent
other wholesaledealers from selling them
materials. It was alleged that owing to
theeffortsof thedefendants Mr. Cote, the
plaintiff, failed to purchase lumber of
wholesaledealersin Clevelandand Dubois.
The plaintiff brought suit against thede
fendants,averring it wasunlawful andsuc
cessful conspiracy to injure him in his
businessand to interferewith thecourseof
trade by refusing themselvesto sell him
material and preventing othersfrom doing
soby threatsand intimidation.
Under theinstructionsof the lower court,
upon theevidence,the jury rendereda ver
dict in favor of theplaintiff for $2500,which
the court reducedto $1500. Judgment was
enteredand thedefendantstookthis appeal
to the Supreme Court, which reversed the
verdict.

Seasoning Oak.

Oak is one of the timbers that re
quires extra care in seasoning, as its
sap ferments and. beats more quickly
than the sap of any other wood. The
logs, remarks an exchange, should be
sawed as quickly as possible after be
ing cut, or at least after warm weather
sets in. It has been noticed that the
sap exudes to a considerable extent
after the plnnks are sawed, and that it
dries, forming a gummy surface, which
to a considerable extent prevents the
action of the air upon the interior sap.
To overcome this, experiments have
been made by putting the planks into
swinging crates and sinking them in
running water so that they are entirely
submerged. After they have been in
the water two days they are removed
and stood upon end under a shed,
where they are well protected from the
sun and rain, and where there is a good
circulation. In this position they dry
without warping, and much more
quickly than when piled up in the cus
tomary manner, and when seasonedthe
color is uniform.

The strongest timber, says a writer
in an exchange, is known as " bilan,"
or Borneo ironwood, whose breaking
strain is 1.52 times that of English
oak. It is a hard, durable wood of a
dark brown color, turning to a deepred
when seasoned and becoming as black
as ebony on long exposure. It resists
the teredo—the dreaded timber-de
stroyer of the salt water —and the
white ant, and is almost indestiucti-
ble. It also has the property of neither
swelling nor shrinking under any de
gree of dryness or humidity. Its weight
is 60 pounds per square foot, lignum
vitae being 83 pounds, boxwood 80
pounds, ebony 4 pounds and African 62
pounds.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Cypress Flnisb.

From R. A., Billings, Mo.— I would
like some carpenter who has had ex
perience in using cypress for outside
finish to tell the readers of the paper
what success, if any. has attended this
kind of work.

A Good Ink Eraser.
From S. P. G., Stn Antonio, Texas.
—If "J. W. G."of Ravenna, Ohio, will
try a piece of No. 0 sandpaper, half
worn, he will find it a better ink eraser
than broken glass or erasing knives.

Culling Hip and Valley Rafters.
From I. P. H., Omaha, Neb.— It is
with much pleasure that I send a re
ply to " E. G. W.'s" question in roof
framing, which appeared in the March
issue of Carpentry and Building. I
believe " E. G. W." is right in stating
that he has never seen this point illus
trated. I have been a constant reader
of several trade journals for many
years and so far as I know this ques
tion is new, and I for one am glad to
see new questions come up for con
sideration.
Referring to Fig. 1,which shows the
elevation of a common rafter and a

dotted lines show plainly that all
hights on the common rafter and the
hip or valley are made to correspond.
The difference in the thickness of foot
of rafters above the plates is obtained
from the plumb lines A E and a e
crossing the common rafter and hip or
valley on different angles, as shown,
and corresponding to the difference in
pitch. The sketch also shows how
much longer the hip or valley will
have to be cut at the foot to corre
spond with the common rafter.
I have been somewhat lengthy in
this description, because I desire to
cover every point so that all can see
the whys and wherefores of every line
in the diagram. I will now present a
smaller diagram on the same general
plan, omitting many of the lines and
showing how easily the desired result
may be accomplished. Draw a hori
zontal line, as A B in Fig. 2. From
this line draw two parallel lines repre
senting the pitch of common rafter and
also its thickness from corner of plate
to back, as C O. From line A B
square up C E, and draw the dotted
line E F parallel to A B and of any
convenient length. Next draw G H,
representing the pitch of hip or valley,
and crossing E F, as shown. Square
down from I to J the same distance as

work may be put on, but this should
not be done until the frame is in the
position in which it is intended it
shall remain. The brick should be set
about an inch from the sheeting, for
two reasons : In the first place, it
gives an air spaoe between the brick
and sheeting, which is one of the
principal features of brick veneer con
struction. Second, it allows one to
carry the brick work up plumb and
true, independent of the frame work-
Special attention should be given to
the brick work, and it should be care
fully watched to see that it is plumb
and true irrespective of the frame, al
though the latter is important, for if
the frame is not plumb the brick work
will be all wrong.
The method of securing the brick
work to the frame is usually by
employing 20d. or 30d. nails, either
cut or wire. In the case of cut nails
the head is usually too large, so it is
better to use 30d.casing nails, although
if the wire nails are need the head can
be battered down. Sometimes a little
nick in the brick is made with the
trowel, to serve as a rest for the head.
of the nail. The anchors should be
put in each studding on every sixth
course of brick. There are other
methods of securing brick to the stud-

Fig. 1.—Methodof Cutting Hip or Valley KHfter to Line with the CommonRafter. Fig. 2.—AnotherMethodof Doing theWork.

Cutting Hip and Valley Rafters, a» Suggestedby " 1. P. If." of Omaha,A'eb.

corresponding hip or valley, I will try
and make this point plain and easily
understood. All that is necessary is to
show the corresponding pitches of the
common rafter and the hip or valley
on a line with each other. It does not
matter whether we take the whole
length of rafters or only a section, so
long aswe observe the point of keeping
the corresponding pitches of the com
mon rafter and hip or valley correct.
For illustration we will start with a
foot run of one-third pitch common
rafter. Let A B represent the run of
common rafter, 12 inches; B C the rise,
8 inches ; then A C will be the length
on the work line and represents the
pitch of common rafter. Next draw
the parallel lines showing width of
common rafter and the thickness the
same extends above the plate, meas
ured square from the back of the
rafter, as shown by A D. Now take
the corresponding run of hip or valley,
which is always 17 inches to the foot
run of common rafter on roofs of equal
pitch, hence a b represents the run of
hip, 17inches; 6 c the rise, 8 inches, and
a c the length on the work line and
represents the corresponding pitch of
the hip or valley. We will now trace
the corresponding lines, which will
show exactly how to cut the hip or
valley to bring it on a line with the
common rafter. From the run of
common rafter square up to back of
same, as A E, then from run of hip or
valley square up the same hight, as
shown by a e, and the distance meas
ured square across, as a d, will be the
corresponding thickness of hip or val
ley above the plate. The horizontal

E C, which will locate the point
through which to draw the parallel
pitch line of hip or valley. From this
line square across to back of rafter, asJ K, which will give the corresponding
thickness to cut the hip or valley
rafter.

Brick Veneered Building*.

From George F. Barber, Knox-
ville, Tenn.— I notice from an inspec
tion of various issues of Carpentry
and Building that more or less discus
sion has ensued with regard to brick
veneered buildings. This is a subject
in which I am interested, and in call
ing attention to the construction of
brick veneered walls, permit me to
say. nothing is more simple after it is
once understood. The first thing to
be done after laying the foundation,
as shown in Fig. 1 of the sketches, is
to build the frame in the first story
exactly as would be the case if a frame
house was under construction. 1
would use 2 x 5 studding, as they are
a little stronger and stiff er than 2x4,
which are almost universally em
ployed. The success of a brick ve
neered building depends upon the
strength and stability of its walls, and
the foundation should be made so that
there will be no unequal settlement.
If these three points are carefully
guarded against, there is no kind of
building which, in my estimation, will
equal a brick veneered house.
After the frame has been put up.
plumbed and sheeted, and brought to
that position in which it will ever
afterward remain, the brick veneer

ding, as sometimes a wire is bent in a.
circle \\'s inches in diameter and an
eye at the other end, through which
the nail is driven into the studding. -
At other times galvanized iron strips
about \% inches wide and 4 or 5 inches
long, as shown in Fig. 6, are nailed to
the studding and looped on the brick,
holding the mortar secure. Perhaps
the most practical method and most
durable is the employment of nails in
securing the brick to the wood work.
In cold climates we generally cover
the outside of the sheeting with tarred
paper, placing the strips on the wall
horizontally, laying a lath over the
top and nailing often enough to keep-
it down tight, thus rendering the wall
practically air proof.
The brick veneering may be done at
any time after the frame is up. Many
houses are built ready for the brick
veneer, being otherwise finished and
occupied in the spring of the year,
while the veneer is not put on until the
cold weather sets in. Residences, store
buildings, mills and other classes of
structures are erected in this way and
the veneer can be carried any number
of stories desired without danger of
falling. It is necessary, however, that
care be taken that the anchors hold
well to the brick or to the mortar.
All kinds of stone trimmings, such as
caps, sills. &c., of plain or ornamental
design can be employed in this charac
ter of work, the same as in caseswhere
solid brick is used. In sections of the
country where strong winds prevail it
is best to brace the building on the in
side corners by cutting 1x4 pieces,
into the studding, being careful to let
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the bottom end of the brace into the
sill about % inch, also the studding at
the top, malting it secure and immov
able. In this way the brick work will
remain in position for all time.
Referring to the sketches, Fig. 1
shows the method of framing the sills
and the plan of brick at the founda
tions: Fig. 2 represents the method of
puttiDg in window sills and frames;

Fla. 5.

Fig. i.

Fig:.. .

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

air space between the inside and out
side of the house, thus making two air
spaces, one between the brick and the
sheeting and the other between the
sheeting and plaster. This makes the
house cooler in summer and warmer in
winter. In this connection it is well
to remember that what makes a house
warm in winter will keep it cool in
summer. Another advantage is that
it gives the appearance of a solid brick
house at a less cost than solid brick,
while being a little more expensive
than frame. It makes a much drier
house, and is, therefore, in my estima
tion, healthier asa habitation. It will
be found that any method of heating
will prove more satisfactory and more
economical than in a frame or a solid
brick house. This method of construc
tion in cold climates permits the use
of double sash in the windows, giving
an air space between the glass, greatly
reducing the cost of fuel, and the com
fort within is correspondingly in
creased. There will be no such things
as damp walls in a brick veneered
house, although the same cannot be
said of those of solid brick. In this
kind of a building the brick gives
weight to the frame and the frame
gives strength to the brick. In case
of cyclones, solid brick houses are
known to tumble in a heap, crushing

Fig. 6 —OneMethodof SecuringBrick to
the Studding.

everything within, while with the
brick veneered buildings the frame
will be strong enough to carry every
thing away bodily, the sameas with a
frame structure.

Brick VeneeredBuildings.—Sectionthrough
Wall.—Scale,}4Inch totheFoot.

Fig. 3 is a cross section of the window
frame indicating the method of joining
the brick and frame on the outside ;
Fig. 4 shows the plan of joining the
brick to the frame above and the frame
of the joist, as well as the method of
starting the second story frame, and
Fig. 5 shows the construction of the
cornice.
The advantages of a brick veneered
house are that it gives an additional

Proportion.

From H. B. Gallaway. Baltimore,
Md.— In reply to the inquiry of " H.
R. C." in the September number of
Carpentry and Building, in which in
formation is asked with regard to pro
portion, I submit the following : " H.
R. C." must bear in mind that the
whole secret of design in architecture
is summed up in the terms Proportion
and Expression. The difference of one
style from another is merely derived
from the form and proportion of the
openings. Proportion is not confined
to ratios and dimensions, but its influ
ence is felt in the design of carpets,
wall paper and decoration applied to
furniture. We often see patterns ob
trusive and distinctive, owing to the
want of quiet surface : furniture full
of unrestful twists and turns, and carv
ing which distracts rather than pleases,
and all because the artist has not real
ized the sense of harmony and propor
tion between the plain parts and the
ornamental. To study applied design
the student should not confine his

whole attention to examples in the art
he is studying, but have models which
will show him the most agreeable com
binations. In this way he can realize
for himself the proportion between
structures and ornaments that ac

company them. It is in this way that
the stndent will learn the true value
of proportion in the art of design and
not merely regard the hights and
widths of openings, the proportions of

columns and entablatures and apart
ments as the only portions to be recog
nized in architecture. With regard to
the parts that go to make up a build
ing, the following information is

that which I have gathered from
different sources, merely by carry
ing in my pocket a small memo
randum book and noting at the time
the necessary particulars. Taking the
rooms, and beginning with the dining
room, we ask the question, What size
should it be? The table is 3 feet wide.
Persons sitting at the table require a
space 16inches from the table to the
back of the chair. The space for serv
ing between the chair and the wall
should not be less than 30 inches, thus
giving 10 feet 8 inches as the minimum
width, which will not allow for fur
niture against the walls. With regard
to the length of the room, we have 80
inches as the space a person occupies
lengthwise, which gives, with two at
the side and one at each end, a total
length of 7 feet 6 inches, or 8 feet 6

inches if the table has rounded ends.
We can therefore say that a dining
room of the smallest dimensions pos
sible should be 11 feet wide by 12 feet
6 inches in length, having a chimney
in one corner and a sideboard and buf
fet in the other. The parlor should be
square rather than oblong, but having
some marked departure from a strictly
formal outline in the arrangement of
base, &c. The sitting room and library
should be square, so as not to separate
the family into informal groups. The
kitchen will be found more service
able if it is oblong.
The proportion between the width
and hight of single doors is as two is
to five ; that of entrance doors, as one

is to two. With regard to sliding
or double doors, the hight equals four-
fifths of the width, or about one-tenth
greater than single doors. The width
of stile and muntin equals three-sev
enths of the width of the door ; the
bottom and lock rail, one-tenth of the

hight and the molding on panel one-

quarter the width of the stile. The
timbers in a frame house will run in
about the following manner: For light
frame houses the sills should be 6 x 4

inches or 6 x 6 inches ; the joist, 2x6
inches, 16 or 22 inches on center ;

posts, 3x5 inches ; ledger board, 1x6
inches; studding, 2x3 inches. 16
inches on center ; plates, 3x4 inches ;
inside studs, 2x3 inches, and rafters,
2x4 inches, 24 inches on center. In a
medium frame house the sills should
be 6 x 7 inches, 7x8 inches or 8 x 8
inches ; the joist, 2 x 8 or 9 or 10inches,

16 inches on center ; window and door
studs, 3x4 or 4x4 inches; ledger
board, 1 x 7 or 8 inches, or else girt 4
or 5 x 7or 8 inches ; plates, 3x4 inches;
rafters, 2 x 6 inches, and studs, 2x3
inches, 12 inches on center. For a
heavy frame house the sills should be
8 x 8 or 8 x 10 inches ; side girt, 5x8
inches ; end girt, 6x8 inches ; first
floor joist, 2 x 12inches ; second floor

joist, 2 x 10 inches; third floor joist,
2x8 inches ; outside studding, 2x5
inches; inside studding, 2 x 4 or 5
inches; window and door studding,
8x5 inches ; rafters, 2x8 inches ; val
ley and hip rafters, 3x8 inches, and
plates, 3x6 inches.
For common windows the width of
sash is 4 inches more than that of the

glass and the hight 6 inches longer, so
that a two-light wide and a four-light

high window of 10x 12 glass is 2x 4^
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feet. The approximate rule for lighting
is, square root of solid contents of apart
ments equals square feet of glass. In
mortising joists into a header place the
mortise at the center and one-sixth the
depth of the joist. The depth of the
fire place is 12to 15 inches ; the width
of the front 48 to 30 inches ; the back
8 inches less than the front and the
hight 33 to 36 inches.

FlnlsblnK Flue Floors.
From D. M., Fishkill Landing, N.
Y. — I desire to ask some of the practi
cal readers of the paper if they will

five
me information with regard to

lling and polishing Georgia pine
floors. I want something that will
stand constant wear.

Dcalgn for a Sideboard.
From G. N. H., Bristol, Conn. — In
the April issue of the paper I notice a
call from " L. J. F.," Chartley, Mass.,
for a design of a sideboard, and in re
ply I send sketches of one which I
built of native oak. I selected the
finest grain I could get. u«ing no quar
tered oak except in the panels of the
doors. The panels in the top of the
doors are carved with oak stems and
leaves, with acorns attached. Any de
sign, however, can beused for the pur
pose. The legs are 2)4 inches, square,
turned, and 12inches from the floor

end of the panel is IS inches wide and
the top of the sideboard 19inches wide,
with two beads around the edge and
ends. The partitions between the doors
and drawers run down and meet the
bottom with tight joints. The doors are
furnished with locks, and the drawers
are so fixed that when the top drawer
is locked the others are fastened. The
top is of general frame work, the five
panels being in one line of paneling
and the glass frame made so as to plant
on the face of the center panels and
continue down to the top of the side
board. It is fastened to the panels with
glue and round headed brass screws.
The small brackets are fastened to the
glass frame on the outside edge. These
brackets are glued and screwed to the
glass frame from the back side, while
the shelves are glued into the brackets.
There is a chance for a little more carv
ing on these small brackets, as well as
the large end brackets, if additional or
namentation is desired. I had some old
oak which was very dark, and I made
the large brackets of it without any
carving. The top piece, which carries
the spindles, is fastened to the rear side
of the glass frame, so that the spindles
set in a little from the edge of the
shelving. The latter are of i^-inch
stuff, the brackets of ?8-inch stuff and
the outside end brackets of lis-inch
material. The glass frame is 1 x 2
inches in size. I ran a cove on the

Designfor a Sideboard Contributedby " 0. JV //."

line to the body of the sideboard. They
are not exactly, however, like the
drawing which I send. In the end is
also a turned piece running across the
panel and gained in the legs in such a
way as to serve the purpose of a handle
for carrying the sideboard when occa
sion requires. The end panel is of nar
row oak, matched and beaded with
rails and stiles. The same sets buck
from the face of the legs % inch,
which gives plenty of room to grasp
the handle. The piece crossing under
the doors is 214x 2 inches and is framed
into the legs, the bottom resting the
long way and showing the thickness of
the lumber, with }£ inch bead. The

sides of the inside, while the piece
across the top is solid beaded. The or
namental piece is just set in between
the stiles, with dowels in each end, so
it can be taken out at any time. In
fastening the top 1 used two dowels
near the glass frame to hold the back,
and screwed up through the top of the
sideboard into the side brackets. If a
long screw is used it holds the top very
rigidly. The use of the screws is to
separate the top at any time when
necessary, as in the case of moving. I
think that glass in the small panels
would answer very well ; and if I have
the opportunity to make another I
shall try the glass, as I like this plan

better than that where they are built
down to the floor. If my brother chip
has any idea of carving he can display
to good advantage a design on this
style of sideboard.

Roof Plan for Two-Story Cottage*

From E. K., Upper Tract, W. Va —
I send floor plan of a house which 1
expect to build, and desire to ask the
readers of the paper for a roof plan
which will give a neat and attractive
effect. The house is to be a two-story
structure and will be used as a coun-

Floor Plan Accompanying Letter
from "E. A"."

try residence. It will stand on rising
ground about 300yards from the road.
It will be covered with a metal roof.
I hope the readers will send a variety
of roof plans for the building, some
showing a tower over the ball, and
others with this feature omitted.

Smoky Chimney*.

From J. R S., Stonington, Conn. —
Some years ago I built for myself a
house, and soon after moving in it was
found that the kitchen chimney smoked
furiously when the wind came from a
certain quarter. I had the top carried
up several feet higher but the evil was
not remedied. Resort was then had
to two or three ventilators, one of
which proved to work very well. This
continued for about a year, when the
ventilator dropped from the chimney,
and upon examination it appeared to
be nearly eaten through from the ef
fects of the products of combustion
and atmospheric influences. 1 did not
feel like expending more money upon
patent ventilators, but after looking
into the laws which govern the move
ment of air, I simply and effectually
remedied the evil by contracting the
mouth of the flue. This was done by
inserting and cementing in the flue a
short section of 6-inch Akron drain
pipe. Since then I have had no trouble
with gas and smoke. A number of my
neighbors have suffered from thete
things, and are now adopting the plan
which I have described. The reason
for this simple and efficient remedy is
plain enough. By the means employed
the velocity of the current of air at
the mouth of the chimney is made bo
great that unusual winds do not inter
fere with it. I have been a reader of
Carpentry and Building for many
years, but do not recollect seeing any
article dealing with the subject of
smoky chimneys in a manner similar
to that which my experience has
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taught. I send the above in the hope
that it may interest other readers who
may possibly be in the same predica
ment that I once found myself.

Circle on Circle.
From D. F., Philadelphia, Pa.— Some
months ago a correspondent asked for
an explanation of the circle upon cir
cle problem, as given in Carpentry and
Building for November, 1892,by W.
G. Wood of Australia. The system
requires too many patterns to illus
trate it in one article, but I offer an
explanation of the point referred to by
the correspondent named. I have
never cut an arch with the extrados
circle, but have when it was flat. Re
ferring to the diagram which I send,
let Fig. 1 represent the elevation of an
arch in a circular wall and Fig. 2 the

We will now work the joints.
Through K work a draft to be out of
wind with C 2 and work off the wedge
CIK. Through G work a draft to be
out of wind from H' 9 and work the
line E G, the point E being out of
wind with F' 7. Work off the triangle
B E K, the thickness being represented
by X X in the plan. Take part of the
inside curve for the back and work
the soffit. All the other stones are
worked in a similar manner. This
system requires a plan pattern only,
the different points for joints being
found by measurement. There is
another way of getting out a circle on
circle arch the soffit of which runs
right in the wall and does not converge
to the center. If a diagram of such an
arch is desired, I shall be glad to fur
nish it with a full explanation.
Note.— We have no doubt that the

'Circle on Circle.—Diagram Accompanying Letterfrom " D. P." of Philadelphia.

•plan, X X indicating the depth of the
soffit. We will now work stone No.
3 as an example. Square the stone A
B C D for the hight. Project C D
downward, as D' C Connect D' C
with center O. from which the plan is
drawn, when 1 2 and D' C will repre
sent the thickness and width. We now
have the size of stone required. The
next step is to work No. 3 arch stone.
First work D C and then apply the
bottom.pattern 1 2, D' C and work
the face of the stone. We are now
ready to work the joints. From G E
and I drop perpendiculars to cut the
plan at H' F' I. Connect the points
with the center O. Apply the plan pat
tern to D C and mark C 2 from C, I 5
from I, F' 7 from F and H' 9 from H.
Measure up C K and connect I with K,
which will be the line for one joint ;
also H C and connect EG. A part of
the curve E K and G I can be used,
which will be near enough for prac
tical purposes and save the trouble of
face development.

correspondent making the inquiry, as
well as many others, will be interested
in the method suggested by "D. F.,"
and we trust he will favor us with
drawings and descriptive particulars.

Problems In Bridge Carpentry.

From W. I., Mount Vernon, N. Y.—
Replying to the question by "L. H.
H." of Sullivan, Ind., in the December
issue of Carpentry and Building, as to
whether, in the judgment of the read
ers, a sagged bridge timber could be
raised by the method described by
him, would say that the arrangement
shown in the sketch will raise the
girder, as " L. H. H." has a good combi
nation of differential levers. Referring
to the diagram here presented, we will
suppose that between A and B there
is a force acting through the jack
screw of 1000 pounds in the direction
of a, and 1000pounds in the contrary
direction toward b. At Ewe also get

1000pounds downward pressure in the
direction of e, consequently, as the
points C and D are double the distance
from the fulcrums F F that A and E
are, where there is a downward press
ure of 1000pounds, there will be exerted
at each of the points C and D a down
ward pressure of 500pounds, or a total
of 1000pounds. Now, as we have seen
that there is at A an upward pressure
of 1000pounds, and as G is one-half
the distance of A from the fulcrum E,
it will readily be seen that there will
be an upward pressure of 2000pounds
at G, which is resisted by only 1000

Diagram Illustrating Problem in Bridge
Carpentry Submittedby " W. J." of Mt.
Vernon,K. Y.

pounds acting downward at C and D.
Therefore, there will be 1000 pounds,
or the same power that is applied at
the screw, tending to raise the timbers
to a level position.

Chimney Flues and Their Drafts.
From Critic, New York. — It is an
axiom that two things exactly alike
will act identically the same when the
conditions are the same. This is true
of the flues of a residence as of any
thing else, although many builders
will dispute it. If built alike and sit
uated and used in the same way, the
results will be equally good in each
one.
There are, however, many slight
changes or oversights that may. un
known or unnoticed by the builder,
serve as a complete ruination of the
draft of a flue. For example, we have
six houses, each with a single chimney
and a single flue, the latter, however,
with four openings—two on each floor.
In four of the houses the draft is good
and no trouble from soot is experienced ,
while in two soot has accumulated
rapidly. In the first four direct draft
stoves are used in each four rooms
having openings to the flues. In the
unfortunate two only two stoves with
return drafts are used. The brick
work is the same in all, so, evidently,
the heating apparatus or its arrange
ment is at fault.
First examine the apparatus. Any
check in the passage of the smoke and
gas from any heating apparatus means
a loss of heat to the smoke, and (here is
the valuable point) is, of course, re
tained in the room or building. The loss
of heat to the smoke and gas means an
increase in weight. It is not so light
as when hot, and there is less tendency
for it to rise. This makes the draft
sluggish, and the small particles of
carbon and ash that give smoke its
color are carried with greater difficulty
and are to a much greater extent left
in the flue as soot. This is one reason.
Next, examine the arrangement of the
openings to the flue. There are four
in all the chimney?. And here it will
not be amiss to say that nover should
there be a flue with more than one fire
place, and it is best never to have more
than one opening of any Kind below
the roof. In the "good" flues each
opening is filled with an inflow of
warm air and smoke, and each helps
the draft of the others. In the " poor "
flues two openings admit fairly warm
smoke, while the others leak in cold or
cool air, the latter not only not help
ing the draft but seriously injuring the
movement by chilling the air that
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otherwise would rise because it was
warm.
Thus, where at first glance the con
ditions are the same and results dis
similar, we find on examination that
the things themselves are quite dif
ferent.
Leaving the example taken, it may
be suggested that a flue on the inside
of a residence will burn better than
one in an outer wall, and, quite as im
portant, will give a far larger amount
of heat to the building. If a flue is
placed on the outside it should have 8
inches of brick work on the exposed
side, all the way to the cornice. The
interior walls of a flue should not be

the resistance is even more than that
of the square flue, while the volume
is only half.
The man who builds a straight flue
of good brick work above the top of
the house and who has but a single
opening to each flue need have do fear
as to the results, provided his neigh
bors do not interfere.

Strength of Steel Roof Trou.

From H. B. G., Baltimore, Md.—l
send herewith a number of sketches
showing a roof truss, and would like
to have some of the practical readers

that they rust sooner than steel nails,
especially in shingles.
Note.— This question affords the op
portunity for readers who have had.
experience with the use of nails of
both kinds mentioned to express their
views, as well as to describe particular
^obs where these nails were used and
in which the elapse of time has shown
a difference in the results accom
plished. In this connection it may be
interesting to give an instance lately
brought to our notice by a concern
dealing in hardware in New York
State. We are told that something
like five years ago a factory building
had a roof put upon it, the contractor

Fig. 3 —SideView of ShoeShown'
in Previous Flimre.

Fig. 4.—Detail at D of Fig. 1.

Strength of Steel Roof Truss.

over 4 inches, as here the escape of
heat from the smoke means the gain
of warmth in the house. Tight brick
work is absolutely necessary for a good
draft, and it is better, if the surface is
plastered, to coat the outside rather
than the inside. A flue circular in
cross section is the best, and the shape
nearest approaching this is most de
sirable. A square is therefore the
best shape for ordinary brick work,
being 8x8 inches for the usual fire .
place or range. Triangular flues are
the worst a builder can conveniently
make. They have over four-fifths
the wall area, which means propor:
tional loss of heat and proportional
loss of speed, while their cross area
is only half. Besides, the sharp an
gles offer additional friction, and so

of the paper calculate the strains upon
it. both graphically and arithmetically.
In Fig. 1 of the sketches is shown
the diagram of a steel tiuss having
an inclination of 30", a rise of 16
feet 6 inches, camber 18 inches and
weight 3900pounds. Fig. 2 represents
a detail at the joint A in Fig. 1, while
Fig. 3 shows a side view of the shoe
indicated in the previous sketch. Fig.
4 illustrates the joint D : Fig. 5, detail
of joint at E ; Fig. 6, detail at B, and
Fig. 7, detail of joint at C.

Durability of Wire Nails.

From J. R. C. Osirego, III.— Are
wire nails giving satisfaction as to
durability ? I am inclined to think

using steel wire nails on the job.
About a year ago the owner of the
building brought to the firm referred
to a hemlock board taken from the
roof, in which was a cut nail as well
as a number of wire nails. The cut
nail is said to have been as good as the
day it was driven, while the wire nails
were rusted and eaten away to such an
extent that in the case of some of them
there was scarcely anything left. In
fact, the roof was in such shape that
the owner was obliged to renail the
entire surface. It may be that readers
of the paper have met experiences of a
similar character in the course of their
business career, and to them we ex
tend an invitation to write us, discuss
ing the question raised by our corre
spondent.
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PRACTICAL HOUSE PAINTING.
By ARTHUR S. JENNINOS.

THE
carpenter and builder often
desires to employ his own nien in
executing a job of painting in

preference to subletting the work to a
master painter. It is not the intention
to enter into the question of the wis
dom of this course, but rather to give
some information on the subject of
painting in general, and the best
method of executing it. for the use of
those engaged in the building trades,
who will find such knowledge of ad
vantage, whether they employ their
own men or not. That it is economical
to keep property well painted does not
appear to be generally appreciated
among house owners. The most im
portant function of paint is its preserv
ative qualities, and if wood work be
kept well covered with paint, the coats
being renewed as often as is necessary,
there is no reason why the wood—all
conditions being favorable —should not
last for an almost indefinite period.
No practical builder would leave a tin
roof long uupainted, or neglect to give
it a new coat every few years. If he
did not do this the tin would rust and
a new roof covering would be neces
sary. What is true in this case is
equally true with wood and other
work, and in building cheap houses it
should be laid down as a rule, never to
be departed from, to well paint the
work at first with good materials and
to keep it well painted thereafter.

EXTERIOR PAINTING.

It will be convenient to first consider
exterior painting, although many of
the remarks which follow apply equally
to all kinds of paint work. The best
time of the year in which to do paint
ing is generally supposed to be spring
and fall. The hot weather, however,
has its advantages. The pores of the
wood in dry weather are more open
than they are at any other time and
are therefore in a better condition
to receive the paint. Moreover, the
warm weather hastens drying, because
there is a greater quantity of oxygen
in the air. It may be said that there
is the objection to painting in summer
weather that the freshly painted sur
face is likely to become marred with
small flies and other insects which
will adhere to the surface. This ob-' jection, however, is not so real as it
appears at first sight, as flying insects
are just as plentiful in the fall as they
are in the summer. But whatever
time of the year is chosen, in applying
paint to wood work it is necessary that
it should be thoroughly dry, and
therefore after a shower of rain or a
storm, two or three days should be al
lowed to intervene before commencing
operations. When the lumber is not
thoroughly seasoned it is a good plan
to allow a house when finished to re
main a month before applying any
paint. Some people have an idea that
it is best to prime new wood work as
soon as possible. This is a mistake.
Always leave the wood at least a
month if possible and more if con
venient. Knots and sappy places
should then be given a coat of shellac,
which will effectually prevent the
resin and sap from coming through
the paint afterward. By " shellac" is
meant shellac gum dissolved in alco
hol. This may be bought ready made
at any store keeping painters' ma
terials, but it is not difficult to make it
one's self by adding pure alcohol to the
dry lac and stirring until dissolved.
For bad knots nickel leaf may be used
instead of shellac.
The bad places having been shel
lacked and the surface sandpapered
down and well dusted off with a dust

ing brush, it is now ready to receive the
first or priming coat.

THE PRIMING COAT.

The priming coat is the foundation
of the paint work, and although every
practical builder knows the impor
tance of providing a thoroughly strong
and durable foundation for his brick
work or masonry, when he attempts
painting he is often inclined to use any
rubbish that may be called paint, with
the mistaken idea that anything is good
enough for the first coat, which will be
covered up. Not that the carpenter is
the only person to blame in this respect,
as there are many master painters who
are in the habit of forming a priming
of the waste of paint pots instead of em
ploying a material that is especially
adapted for the purpose. The object
of the primer is to force the particles
of which the pigment is composed into
the pores of the wood to give a grip to
the coat, as it were ; just in the same
way as the plasterer on a wall requires
a roughtened surface in order to ob
tain a key. The second object of the
primer is to give a thorough hold and
substantial surface to support the coats
of paint to be subsequently applied.
The importance of the particles of the
pigments entering the pores of the
wood being recognized, it will be seen
that a coarsely ground paint will not
be suitable for the purpose. Perhaps
the best primer is one composed of
very finely ground yellow ocher ; this
is comparatively cheap, and answers
the purpose admirably. Lead mixed
with a little black is often used. Most
of the paint manufacturers make a
special paint for priming, and, as a
rule, it is economical to use it, espe
cially if the workman who is doing the
painting is not very well up in the sub
ject. In England the custom is to use
in best work red lead for a primer.
In applying the primer it is neces
sary to use a good deal of "elbow-
grease "—that is, to rub it in well. Do
not, therefore, employ a man for this
work who is inclined to be lazy, as he
will very likely use his brush more in
the way that varnish should be applied
and will flow the paint on instead of
rubbing it in.
We will suppose now that the whole
of the wood has received a priming
coat and that care has been taken that
no portion has been skipped, even if it
is not exposed to view.
Some so-called painters are inclined
to skip all little edges and places here
and there because they cannot be seen,
but this is a very objectionable prac
tice, because it leaves exposed to the
elements portions of the wood work
that are sure to decay later on. Almost
without exception it is advisable to
commence to apply the paint at the
top. because this saves trouble and the
work may be finished as it proceeds.

PUTTYING.

The next operation is to putty up
holes and cracks. This sounds simple,
but it is of more importance than is
generally supposed. There is on the
market a great quantity of rubbishy
putty made of marble dust, ground
oyster shells, sand, &c., mixed with
rosin oils and sometimes even with
coal oil. Good putty is simply a mixt
ure of fine whiting (chalk) and pure
linseed oil. Some manufacturers add
a little cotton seed oil to prevent the
linseed oil hardening too quickly. It
is difficult to say exactly how good
putty may be distinguished from bad,
but if oil other than linseed is used it
will usually sweat out on the surface
when the keg or can containing it is

left for any considerable time. On
opening a package of pure putty it will
be free from a glossy surface on top.
If the hand be plunged into it, it will
possess a uniform consistency and
smooth feeling when rubbed between
the thumb and finger. Perhaps the
best test is that of smell. Pure putty
will always have the characteristic
odor of linseed oil, while that mixed
with adulterated materials will gener
ally "stink," in the painters' parlance.
The effect of using bad putty is that it
will drop out of the holes and will
sometimes bleach the color out of the
paint applied on top of it.
It has been said that the putty
should be applied after the priming
coat. Such simple advice might be
laughed at by the practical painter,
but the writer has often seen, in the
specifications of even prominent ar
chitects, a clause to the effect that
puttying is to be don« after the prim
ing, as, of course, it should be, or
otherwise the dry wood will soak out
all the oil from the putty and leave it
useless.
Use the putty freely, but do not ex
pect it to take the place of wood ; it
should only be used for filling up
cracks and knot holes. While on the
subject of putty it may be remarked
that in glazing sash, especially those
that are much exposed (in skylights,
for instance) it is a good plan to add
about one-third portion of white lead,
wnich will give a harder and more
durable cement.

NUMBER OF COATS.
Before considering the paint itself a
few words may be said as to the num
ber of coats that should be applied.
In new work three coats should be the
minimum for good jobs and an extra
coat will not be wasted. Sometimes
two coats are given and the result
is poor work. Whatever the color of
the priming coat may be, the color of
the second coat should be as nearly as
possible the same as that of the finish
ing coat. In two-coat work the
primer lunst be similar in color to the
finishing coat. It is advisable to allow
two or three days to elapse between
each coat, but where this is impracti
cable at least that length of time should
be allowed after applying the primer
so that it may become quite dry and
hard. (To be continued.)

It is announced in an English
journal that the house which was
Handel's birthplace is offered for sale.
The house—wherein Handel's spinet, a
clavichord, was discovered—is now
No. 6, in the Nicolai-strasse, on the
large Schlamm, at Halle-on-Saale, and
stands in the midst of extensive
grounds. The buildings are stated to
be in good condition, having been re
paired and decorated, with due regard
for the older portions, at the 200th
anniversary jubilee of the composer.
We understand that the Incorpo
rated Society of Musicians, whose
annual congress will shortly be held,
have undertaken to place tablets
upon houses in London wherein cer
tain eminent composers died.

An English architectural paper says
in a recent issue that an imitation of
black walnut may be manufactured
from pine. To accomplish this, one
part of walnut peel extract is mixed
with six parts of water, and with this
solution the wood is coated. When
the material is half dry, a solution of
bichromate of potash, with water, is
rubbed on it, and the made walnut is
ready for use.
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK.
IN
THE PREVIOUS chapter was
illustrated a simple single bell
circuit. The next step will be a

circuit with two or more bells op
erated from a single push button.
Where a house is too large, or so con
structed that one bell cannot with
certainty be heard in all parts, it is
often necessary to use a number of bells
on one circuit, all of which will ring at
the same time. In a house having a
hall and stairway, and where two bells
will be sufficient, one should be placed
on the casing of the stairway well hole,
so that it can be heard in the front
part of the house both up and down
stairs ; the other should be located in
the rear part of the house.
Fig. 2 shows the method of con
necting bells in multiple arc, and is
considered by many the most satisfac
tory way of operating two or more
bells on one circuit. In this case run
the wire from push button to bell
A. Run a wire from bell B to bat
tery and from battery back to push

bell (which is practically impossible),
the vibrations of the first bell would
interfere with the others, and as a
consequence none of them would ring.
Any ordinary electric bell can be
changed to a single stroke very readily,
as shown in Fig. 5. A and B represent
the binding posts of bell ; C is the
magnet ; D the regulating contact
screw ; E the armature, carrying the
hammer, and F the armature spring.
In the construction of the ordinary
vibrating bell, the current is carried
from the binding post A to the mag
net, and from the magnet to the iron
frame of the bell, thence through the
armature to the contact screw D, and
from there to the binding post B. By
this arrangement the circuit is broken
every time the magnet attracts the
armature by separating it from the
contact screw. The circuit being broken
the magnet no longer attracts the ar
mature, and the spring draws it back
and again brings it in contact with
screw D, whereby the circuit is again

who came to "New Spain" with grants
of land large enough for a principality.
The houses of the masses were built
without a view to comfort or conven
ience. They were hastily and clumsily
constructed, merely as a place where
the pleasure-seeking Spaniards might
eat and sleep. Thev lived out of doors
and returned to their houses only when
there was no other place to go. These
houses were of adode, with coarse tim
bers for the frame work and a tile roof
—an improvement only over the huts
of the Indians. They were of one
story, sometimes whitewashed without,
plastered within and had board floors.
The interior was very rude, the
only furniture being a bench along
the wall, a small center table
and a few chairs of state, plaited
with thongs of rawhide. In an
alcove and in the corners were the
beds, separated by red curtains or board
partitions. No inclosure protected
the house, and little or no attention
was given to gardening or floral adorn-
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Fig. 2—Two Bells Operatedby one Push,Connectedin
Multiple Are.

Fig. 3.—Splice for Connecting
Branch to Main Wire.

Fig. * —Two Bells Operatedby Onepush,Connected
in Series.

Fig. 5.—Methodof Changing Vibrating
to Single Stroke Bell.

DomesticElectrical Work —SketchesIllustrating Multiple Bell Circuit,

button. Connect a wire to opposite
binding post on bell B, and splice to
wire previously run from push to bell
A, as shown in Fig. 2 at C.
To make the splice cut away the in
sulation on the main wire about %
inch and scrape bright and clean, then
cut away the insulation for about 2
inches from the end of splice and
scrape ; wrap this end around the
bared space of main wire tightly,
keeping the coils closely together, as
shown in Fig. 3. This will insure a
good metallic contact and will also pre
vent the splice from oxidizing and
thus destroying the necessary metallic
contact.
To proceed with the wiring, connect
a wire to the other binding post on bell
A and splice to main wire running
from bell B to battery, as shown at
D in Fig. 2. On this circuit three
cells of battery should be used to ob
tain a good sharp ring from the bells.
In Fig. 4 is shown the common (and
the writer believes the best) practice
of connecting bells in series—i. c., wir
ing from one bell directly to the next,
and making all but one single stroke
bells. This latter precaution is neces
sary, as the entire current passes
through each bell, and unless the ad
justment and tension of the armature,
springs were exactly alike in each

♦Copyrighted,1S93,by David Williams.

closed and the armature is again at
tracted as before, and so on.
In order to change a bell of this de
scription to a single stroke, all that is
necessary, as will be seen, is to dis
connect the wire from the contact
screw D and connect direct to the iron
frame in such a manner as will leave
the contact screw D entirely out of
the circuit, as shown by dotted lines
in Fig. 5. By this change, when the
armature is once attracted it will re
main there until released by some
other means, which, in the arrange
ment of bells just described, wonld be
by the one vibrating bell put into the
circuit.

(To becontinued.)

Architecture of Early California.

A correspondent of one of the New
York evening papers, writing of early
California days and the habits and cus
toms of the people, touches upon the
houses they built and in which they
lived. He says the architecture of the
houses of the Spanish and Mexican
pioneers in California was a combina
tion of all tvpes—the Romanesque,
Arabian, Moorish and Grecian. Out of
these grew what is called the Spanish
type. Very few of these ancient
Spanish casas remain. The ruins show
the splendor and comfort of their for
mer occupants— the Spanish grandees

ment of the premises, although the.
brightest flowers grew in the wildest
profusion at their verv doors during
the entire year. Their beds were of
rawhide, stretched lengthwise, and
fastened to head and foot pieces. Fre
quently the door was but a frame cov
ered with rawhide. The houses sel
dom had chimneys; most of the cook
ing was done in the back yard. There
was scarcely any Mexican family so
poor that it could not command the
services of an Indian slave.
This type of house is almost extinct.
A few exist in the remote rural dis
tricts of Southern California, where
the railroad has not penetrated and
the enterprising American has not
been in evidence. The " blue- blood "
Castilians, however, had a better class
of houses. They were of block shape,
and around the inner court was a gal
lery or corridor upon which opened
the rooms. In this court flowers
bloomed, making the soft air fragrant
with varied perfumes, and fountains
played, the sparkling waters cooling
the' air. This type of architecture was
brought over by the grandees from
their native villages in Spain. It is
also seen in the " Spanish quarter " of
New Orleans. These houses were
well supplied with imported furniture
—the covquistadores bringing from
Spain all their possessions excepting
their casas. or castles.



Directory and Official Announcements of the National Association of Builders.
Officers. Discussion of reports from filial Sessions.

President, Ira G. Hersey, 166Devonshire bodies> with th.e object in view of The opening session will be called to
street,Boston, Mass. securing suggestions which wtll lead order at 10 o'clock a.m., Tuesday,

SecondVice-President. Charles A. Rupp, t? improvements in the admimstra- February 13; following sessions will
Builders' Association Exchange, Buf- tl0,n ot exchanges and the more effect- be as voted by the convention.
falo, N. Y. na' carrying out of the recommenda-

Secretary,William H. Sayward, 166Dev- tions of the National Association. Resolutions.
onshire street, Boston, Mass. AFTERNOON session. Resolutions must be presented in

Treasurer, George Tapper, 159La Salle Address on "The Relations of Em- writinS and in duplicate, both copies
street,Chicago, 111. ployer and Workman." by Hon Car- bemS signed by the parties presenting

directors. roll D. Wright, U. S. Commissioner of the same.
Baltimore,Md.... Noble H.Creager. the Department of Labor. »'

Boston, Mass James I. Wdjgatk. Discussion of Mr. Wright's address, All votes, unless otherwise ordered,
Buffalo, N. Y H. C. Harrower. with the purpose of taking action must be announced byithe chairmen
Chicago John R*wle. looking toward the improvement of of delegations.

clevS.-.V.-.V V.'.Lt^rTcAllister °Ur f°rm °f Permanent arbitration. Entertainment »„r,„K the
Denver John D. McGilvray. Friday, February 16, 1894. Convention.

JUUwR..
Joseph Myl.es. morning session. It is the purpose of the MasterSSKz:w; £ jSla's. Ro11call. Bni,d"8* Association of Boston to ar-

Louisville. George L. Smith. Discussion of the Uniform Contract, ra«n»esu,cb
entertainment as it has to

Lowell D Moody Prescott. with the purpose of securing sugges- offer to delegates and visitors in aman-
Milwaukee Henry Ferge. tions as to possible improvement of ner that will avoid the introduction of
Minneapolis Emory F Dodson. the form, it being understood that the ,arSe, events, which would require the

nZ Y nTKrHrtLM«-TRIGHT only action which can be taken by the simultaneous presence of all those at-

rSlade'lDhia Stacy Reeves association is to recommend our dele- tending the convention This method

r^vM&:.V.V.Vw*W?Bl?S«Li«R gates to the Joint Committee on will permit each delegate or visitor to
Rochester .H. H. Edgerton. Uniform Contract to urge the adop- accept the hospitalities offered in an
St. Louis Chas. B. McCormace tion of changes, which, after dis- individual way, and to suit his tastes
St. Paul John W. Maeinson. cussion, may be approved by the and convenience. Committees have
Saginaw John H. Quallman. convention. been assigned so as to provide each de-
Wumington A. S. Reed.

'
legation with special hosts, whose only

Worcester O. R.Kendall. . afternoon session. concern will be the entertainment of
m Report of the Committee on Resolu- their particular guests in the way most

». . . i a • +• * tions and action on same. attractive to them. Souvenir books
fNtltlonal Association Ot Report of Committee on Time and will be given each delegate and visitor,

Kiii|Hpfc Place of next Convention and nom- in which will be found detail of enter-DUllUCIs. ination of officers. tainment plan. No banquet will be
Proerammfi Election of officers. given, but a reception and smoker willrroKramme Naming and election of directors for be tendered the delegates and visitors

of the eighth annual convention, Bo*- 1894. on the evening of the day upon which
ton, Mass., Tuesday, Wednesday and Unfinished business. the convention closes.
Friday, February 13, 14 and 16, 1894, Miscellaneous. Headquarters.
Convention Hall, Mechanics' Building, Adjournment. , «««•«"

at any point between the Parker House Tn*T* 1~' at J? »cl°gk.»-m-: 4n th.e Monday, February 12, parlors 11 and
and Boylston street. General head- r?°m%°Ltfe^a?,ttLB°tlldefS t^T"" 12. Parker House will be open as head
quarters for Monday and Monday

ation, 166 Devonshire street, Boston, quarters for delegates and visitors
evening. February 12,will be at the Jvl?fs- , , , , t throughout the convention.

hI. TWniri™„ «f «S Badges. where delegates and visitors have beenHouse, iremont, corner ot benooi
The ^^ Builders, Assoclation of recommended to locate, and that a re-

'o„h~.. «f n„oin0oc Boston will provide distinguishing turn for lunch between sessions woulduraer OT Business. badges for all the cities represented in therefore consume much time and in-
Tii.N.iuy. February 13, 1894. the convention, and therefore no badges terfere with the work of the conven-

mornino session. need be provided by any of the filial tion, has caused the General Com-

Address of welcome, by Hon. Nathan bodies for their delegates or visitors. mittee on Entertainment to provide a

Matthews, Jr., Mayor of Boston. intermission, collation which will be served m the
Annual address bv the nresident

imermisHoii. rooms immediately below the Conven-

SStaKSSKcie. Pu Thursday, February 15, an inter- tion Hall between sessions each day.
dentials. m^?,10nWlU b

f. made ln.the Programme Entertainment of Ladles.
R of the convention, to give committees
TWwt'nf fvmmittM „„ rro,l0nt^l« an opportunity to meet and consider A committee of ladies has been or-
pX^ii Commlttee on Credentials. mb^ refer/ed to them, and to af - ganized for the purpose of entertaining«oucau. ford deiegates and visitors an oppor- any ladies who may accompany the dele-
afternoon session. tunity to visit places of interest in and gates and visitors. The headquarters

Appointment of committee to report about the city without absenting them- of this committee will be in Parlors 1

time and place of next convention, and selves from sessions of the convention, and 2
,

Parker House, and visiting
to nominate officers for 1894. The regular sessions will be resumed ladies are invited to meet the com-
Annual report of secretary. on Friday. February 16. mittee at these rooms as soon as con-
Annual report of treasurer nallroad Certificates.

yenient atter their arrival.
Reports of standing committees. Transnortation
Reports of special committees. Delegates and others are reminded

iioii»purwuun.

Distribution of reports of filial bodies, that certificates entitling the holder to Application has been made to all
Submission and reference of resolu- return fare at one-third of the regular railway passenger associations for ra
tions, rates are useless unless signed by the duced fare, at the rate of one and one-
_- . . _ . . . ,--. National Secretary and countersigned third fare for the round trip on theWednesday, February 14, 1894. by the ftgent of the railroa(1 com. . < certificate plan." for delegates and

morning session. panies. They should be presented to others attending the eighth annual
Roll call. the secretary for signature at the earli- convention, and the National Associa-
Submission and reference of reso- est possible moment. (See Circular tion has guaranteed the fulfillment
lutions. No. 2 on Transportation.) of the following
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Each person attending the conven
tion mnat purchase a first-class ticket
.at the regular rate from the point of
departure to Boston, obtaining there
with a certificate of such purchase
from the local ticket agent. This cer
tificate, upon being signed by the Na
tional Secretary and indorsed by the
representative of the passenger asso
ciations at the convention, will entitle
the holder to a return fare, over the
same route by which he came, at one-
third of the regular rate.
Tickets for return journey will be
furnished only on certificates procured
not more than three days before the
meeting assembles, nor later than
three days after the commencement of
the meeting, and will be available for
continuous passage only ; no stop-over
privileges being allowed on tickets
sold at less than regular unlimited
fares. Certificates will not be honored
unless presented within three days
after the date of the adjournment of
the convention. It is understood that
Sunday will not be reckoned as a day.
In no case will the reduced rate for re
turn ticket be granted without a cer
tificate properly signed and indorsed as
above, and no refund of fare can be
obtained because of failure to secure
certificate at point of departure.

Notice to Delegates.

All certificates must be presented to
the secretary at the convention for his
signature and to be vised by the
railroad's representative, whereupon
they will entitle the holder to a return
ticket, over the eame route by which
the trip to Boston was made, at one-
third of the regular fare, subject to
the foregoing conditions.
All persons are cautioned that certi
ficates, by which reduced return fare
is obtained, must be used only by orig
inal purchaser, as the National Asso
ciation will be obliged to refund an
amount equal to full return fare for
every ticket found in the hands of any
person other than the one entitled
thereto. Should the National Asso
ciation be compelled to refund any
sums of money for tickets improperly
used, the local exchange whose mem
ber has broken these conditions will
be expected to reimburse the National
Association.

By order of the
Executive Committee.

Wm H. Sayward, Secretary.
N.B.—Delegates in securing tickets
and certificates are requested to pre
sent themselves at the local ticket
offices not less than 30 minutes prior
to the departure of their trains.
Issued from the office of the secre
tary, January 1, 1894.

Hotel Accommodation.

The General Committee on Enter
tainment of the Master Builders' As
sociation have issued the following
letter to all delegates and visitors :
The General Committee on Entertain
ment, fearing that hotels previously
designated may be unable to accom
modate all those whom it is now ex
pected will attend the convention,
suggests the names of the Revere, the
Quincy, and the American House as
down town hotels near headquarters,
and the Brunswick and Vendome as
being nearer the Convention Hall, in
addition to the Parker House, Young's,
Tremont, Adams and Hotel Bellevue,
previausly mentioned.
These hotels are all conducted on
the European plan, and rooms may be
had from $1.50 to $4.00 per day;
special accommodation, however, can
be had from $4.00up to any price de
sired.
Guests will be insured better ac
commodation if they make early ap
plication for their rooms directly with

the hotels mentioned.

The committee will be glad to co
operate in locating the guests.

Wm. H. Sayward,
Clerk of General Committee.

A Phase of Organized Effort.
There is an element in the composi
tion of organizations which is exceed
ingly important, though seldom con
sidered and rarely, if ever, given its
true value, or acknowledged as a fac
tor in the permanency of reforms in
augurated by the pioneers. It is the
incapability of certain members to
thoroughly realize the full inherent
merit of opinions and efforts of others.
The quality and standard of every or
ganization is made up and maintained
by various individuals, in whom there
are varying degress of comprehension
of the ethics of their membership.
There are always some who depend
upon others for the formulation of
their ideas and opinions, and for the
conception and explanation of methods
for securing necessary reforms.
It is an inevitable condition in every
organization where reforms of long
standing customs are sought that the
many depend upon the few. The few
are composed of such members as have
the faculty of analysis and formula
tion, and who by the possession of these
qualities become the inspiration of the
many ; the latter are little given to
the study of principles involved or to
considering where a given course of
action will lead. With a keen sense
of the falsity which exists wherever
wrong customs prevail, the few, after
earnest study of a situation, arrive at
the causes which produce the condi
tion to be reformed and set about de
vising the best means to secure eradi
cation of the evils. Methods are sug
gested and plans are formed to bring
about the desired improvement, and
the many, with a purely theoretical
knowledge of the situation, and de
pendent therefor upon the pioneers,
lend the weight of their numbers to
the project in hand. The clear expla
nation of the situation by the few, to
gether with their earnestness, which
is infectious, creates an enthusiasm
which promises well for the accom
plishment of the object sought. Here
is where the element mentioned makes
itself felt. The many, having no deep-
seated, self evolved conviction of the
wisdom of the cause they have been
led to pursue, lose their enthusiasm
while still retaining their theoretical
knowledge of the result which must
follow persistence in the right direc
tion.
The sanction which universal usage
has given to customs which have grown
into recognition as such through long
neglect carries with it what is to them
ample excuse for continuing in the old
ruts. Custom, no matter how inher
ently wrong it may be, provides a sort
of defense in the minds of the many,
behind which they can retreat and
from which point it is difficult to dis
tinguish between intrinsic right and
what appears best, at the moment, for
their pockets. Through long estab
lished customs it is difficult to see that
injustice is possible of removal, or that
the application of principle and ab
stract right is absolutely certain to
produce the only true condition of
equity. The many, having long yielded
to customs in which they have felt
that somehow they were party to
unjust conditions, accept the opinion
and advice of the few as being good,
and are filled with enthusiasm to se
cure the results promised.
It is rare, however, that the opinions
of another have sufficient weight to a
man who lacks the power of original
conception to become his motives for
action ; their value is not real to him,
and his enthusiasm sooner or later
flags or dies out altogether. His
knowledge of the principles involved

being not of himself, he sees only the
cause and effect, with no true compre
hension of the amount of long, hard
work required before old and erroneous
conditions can have their specific faults
exposed and understood and the value
of newer conditions, founded on prin
ciple, admitted and established. See
ing only the condition requiring re
form, and the results promised by the
methods proposed, his enthusiasm for
reform is likely to be short lived, be
cause he fails to see an immediate
change follow the announcement that
methods of reformation are to be ap
plied. The existence of this quality in
the membership of an organization
should be fully recognized and should
be viewed as one of the conditions to
be met with in all organized effort.
The diminishing of original enthusiasm
should never be a cause for discourage
ment, and should never be accepted as
an indication of futility of efforts at
reform. Its appearance should be
recognized as a natural condition, and
should be the source of renewed effort
on the part of the few to protect them
selves against wrong customs they are
seeking to correcct, and to help the
many to protect themselves against
their own apathy. Universal action is
needed in order to secure reform, and
even universal action is of little avail
without persistence.

Boston Builders' Association.
The remarkably successful adminis
tration of the affairs of the Master
Builders' Association of Boston offers
a most valuable example of the possi
bilities which exist in all similar insti
tutions in large cities. This associa
tion, which has been in existence only
nine years, owns the building which
it occupies, and holds a position in the
business world of the city which se
cures for it full consideration in all
matters which pertain to the building
interests. The property held by the
association has an assessedvaluation
of $250,000,but its actual market value
is much greater, probably over $400,-
000. It was purchased five years ago
and the price paid was $250,000. The
net earnings of the association from
rentals and annual dues of the mem
bers, after allowing ample sums for
repairs on the building, the mainte
nance of the exchange rooms, &c.,
range from $18,000to $20,000per year.
The spirit which actuates the mem
bers of the Master Builders' Associa
tion is demonstrated by the fact that
the sum necessary to meet the expenses
of altering the building into its pres
ent form, which was undertaken some
three years ago, in amount over $80,-
000, was subscribed entirely by the
members, who were secured by the
demand notes of the association. This
floating debt has now been reduced to
$60,000,and it is now proposed to is
sue second mortgage bonds at 6 per
cent., to run ten years, sufficient to
cover all outstanding notes. The ac
cumulation of yearly earnings will en
able the association to meet the second
mortgage bonds at maturity, to reduce
the first mortgage to a minimum
agreed upon, pay a 10 per cent, divi
dend on the capital stock, and have a
surplus at the end of the ten years of
over $60,000,thus leaving the associa
tion in possession of property amount
ing to at least $200,000over and above
all indebtedness. These computations
are based upon a very conservative es
timate, and allow for amore than aver
age vacancy of offices in the building
and for a less membership than now
exists, notwithstanding that there are
from 10to 15applicants for admission
all the time. This condition of affairs
exemplifies what can be done in organ
izations of this character, and demon
strates to the utmost the value in which
membership is held. The admission
fee to the association is $100 and the
annual assessment is also $100.
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LAYING ZINC ROOFS ABROAD.

THOSE
engaged in building opera

tions, andmore especially the mem
bers of the roofing trade in this

.country, have always felt greater or
less interest in the use of zinc for the
covering of buildings, but no appreci
able advance seems to have been made
in the application of the material. We
often receive letters from roofers ask
ing how it should be applied and why
if has not come into use here to some
extent. We would like to have the sub
ject of zinc roofs discussed in the col
umns of Carpentry and Building, for
we think there must be many readers
who have had experience in the use of

ever, I noticed that zinc had to be
treated differently from tin. Standing
seams, for instance, would not hold one
year. In order to get space for con
traction and expansion we employed
different methods, but in no case did
we put the sheets together in long rolls,
but laid each one down separately.
The cross seams were located and sol
dered and fastened down with cleats.
On very small roofs it is customary to
make a wide lock on the sheet length
wise, fasten it down with cleats and
draw a cap like an open round pipe
over the adjoining edges. This style
of roofing is shown in Fig. 1.

about the batten and over the edges of
the tin, as shown in Fig. 3, holding it
securely down, but leaving room, how
ever, for the moving and working of
the metal. After the roof was laid a
machine-made zinc cap, Fig. 4, was
drawn over the battens, as shown in
Fig 5. Fig. 6 is a sectional view
through batten, showing the way the
zinc cap was locked down by the
cleats.
I saw a curious variation of this
style of roof on a royal castle, in which,
instead of raised battens, there were
grooves sunk in the sheeting. The
valley rafters also pitched toward the

Fig- 1.—Methodof Laying Zinc on Small Roofs.

Fig. 2—Roof Batten.

Fig. 5.—Perspective View of SheetsLaid with Batten. Fig. 4.—Cap with Lock.

Fig. 3.—Batten with Cleats.

Fig. 8.—Section through Batten and Cap Fig. 7.—Roof Draining to Center.

Laying Zinc Roofs Abroad.—SketctiesIllustrating Methodof Construction.

the roof abroad and could tell us of
the methods there followed in laying
this metal. We print below an interest
ing account of one style of laying zinc
roofs, as furnished by J. B. Marold of
Saquache, Col., who gives some par
ticulars of the construction, as well as
illustrations of the method of applying
the metal. In the early part of his
letter he discusses the question of ap
plying the material in this country.
Among other things he says :
Concerning zinc roofs, I believe
that the American climate, with its
great variation of heat and cold and
sudden changes, moves the metal more
than the more temperate and even
climate of Europe. Even there, how-

The most common way, however,
and one that always gave good results,
was with the use of battens or strips,
which are screwed on to the roof be
tween the sheets. Fig. 2 is a sectional
view through one of these strips. On
the bottom of the batten a strip of tin
5% inches long and about 2 inches
wide was nailed, as shown in Fig. 3,
the strips serving the double purpose
of holding the sheets and securing the
cap that fitted over the top of the bat
ten. These battens were generally 16
feet long, 2 inches high, IV inches
wide at the bottom and \% inches wide
on the top. When the sheets were laid
and the batten screwed on the sheeting,
the strip of tin referred to was bent

center of the roof, where there was a
large receiver, from whence the water
was carried to the sewer. A plan
view of this roof is shown in Fig. 7 of
the illustrations.

We find the following in a recent
issue of Invention : It was said a little
while ago that an obscure Hungarian
priest was the inventor of lightning
rods, and not Benjamin Franklin.
Now a German Egyptologist, Herr
Heinrich Brugsch, claims that he has
ample proof that the ancient Egyptians
used a form of lightning rod for pro
tecting their temples against discharges
of atmospheric electricity, and that
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Franklin merely reinvented the same
device. But, until he can also prove
that Franklin was aware of what the
ancient Egyptians had done in this
direction, the American is just as
much entitled to be regarded as an
original inventor.

American School Buildings.

"We take the following interesting re
marks relative to school buildings from
a paper read by Walter S. Pardee, at
the Annual Convention of Building In
spectors and Commissioners, recently
held at St. Louis, Mo. After referring
to the growth of the science of educa
tion he takes up the requirements of
modern school buildings as viewed
from the standpoint of an architect and
a sanitarian, and says :
As to the requirements of a sanitary
school building and one best suited to
the needs of children —say, a common
school of 20 rooms : First, it should be
as nearly fire proof as practicable.
Children do not have the strength
and experience of adults and cannot
look out for themselves. If it cannot
be fire proof reduce the fire risk as
much as possible. Wooden partitions,
though often used, should be avoided.
If outer walls are furred it should be
done with fire proof furring. Stairs
should be inclosed in brick shafts, and
the stairs themselves made of solid ma
terial, preferably of hard wood for
both risers and treads, with fire proof
or slow burning construction under
neath them. If floors are of wood on
wooden joist, as they generally must
be, the spaces between the joists should
be cut otf with solid plank in addition
to the usual bridging. On no account
should the floors be raised from the
joists for the purpose of circulating
air underneath unless all parts are fire
proof. Floors should be of good
smooth hard wood, closely laid on an
under floor, and deadenedwith mineral
wool or something as good. Joists
should not run through from wall to
wall, and should be so placed as to
drop out without tearing the wall in
case of fire. The danger from fire can
be considerably lessened by judicious
planning, so that all rooms are easily
accessible to the halls and the stairs.
All exits should be so plainly indicated
that a stranger would have no trouble
in choosing them at once.

LIOHT.

The sanitary school building should
be well lighted. This matter has re
ceived considerable attention from
scientific men. It is claimed than an
ideal system would bring in the light
from the top of the room and distrib
ute it equally throughout. Many ob
ject to this because it appears prison
like ; besides in a building with one
room over another it is impracticable.
Schoolrooms being generally lighted
from side windows it becomes a ques
tion as to number and location. It is
conceded that the light should enter as
near the ceiling as possible, therefore
windows reach to the ceiling or nearly
so.

POSITION OF WINDOWS.

It has been customary to follow the
rule that light should come over the left
shoulder, so as to avoid a shadow on
the desk from the right hand ; but
while this is a good rule it is found
hard to apply it where several pupils
are together, as in a schoolroom, since
that which will be left shoulder light
for one pupil will not be for some other.
In practice an average is struck, and
the windows so placed as to properly
accommodate the greatest number.
With windows on one side only about
one-half the pupils get the left shoulder

light in some degree when they sit
with the left side to the windows. The
other half gets the light chiefly in the
left eye, or more in the left than in the
right. That is a bad arrangement and
prolific of unequal vision. This can in
some degree be lessened by placing the
side windows well toward the rear,
and placing some on the rear as well.
There is then, however, the objection
that the pupils in the diagonal corner
furthest from the light are too much
in the dark.
In a room lighted wholly from one
side, and the pupils placed with back
to the light, some curious facts are
noticeable. First, the same number of
pupils receive left shoulder light, as
in the former case— that is, one-half —
the other half receives the light over
the right shoulder, not a desirable
thing and not to be tolerated unless
there is enough reflected light to dis
sipate the shadow cast by the right
hand on the desk. If there can be such
reflected light, and there is no doubt
about that, it gives the best light I
know of for so many pupils, since as
many get left shouldered light as in
the other way, and none of them get it
partly in front. That this is the best
arrangement for the pupils I think
there can be no question, though upon
the teacher it is especially hard, though
it may be said that the teacher can al
ways move about, while the pupils
must stay where they are.
I think it is common to put some
windows on the side and some on the
end of each room, where it can be
done, though I am inclined to think
the side light the better, if it could be
properly curtained and managed by
the teacher. Whatever the position of
windows there should be plenty of
them.

HEATING AND VENTILATION.

The sanitary school building must
be well heated and ventilated. These
two things can be considered together,
though heating alone used to be the
first and only consideration. The re
quirements call for the right amount
of fresh air and heat, properly intro
duced to the rooms and circulated
therein. Economy seems to call for a
central plant for the supply. One of
the main difficulties to overcome after
a good heating device has been pro
vided is the r roper inlet, exit and cir
culation of the ventilating air in the
schoolroom. Unless this work be prop
erly done the whole plant is a failure,
and it is a fact that much confusion
exists as to the method to be employed.
The problem is made more difficult of
solution because the atmospheric
changes are so rapid and radical that
no single arrangement of the working
parts will answer for any certain time.
Obviously the best way to have the air
enter a schoolroom would be at open
ings all over the floor, and it should
leave at a like number of openings in
the ceiling. That way is not practical
where rooms are over one another, and
therefore the common way of intro
ducing air into the room is "by a single
and ample opening. It is let out by
another. Where these inlets and out
lets shall be placed with reference to
each other and the room itself is a
question in dispute. Much confusion
obtains on this point —perhaps because
people believe it is possible to adjust
the openings to suit all occasions. The
question will be much nearer solution
when this belief is eradicated. In some
rooms the inlet will be found at the
top and the outlet at the bottom ; in
others it will be the reverse. In some
there will be inlets and outlets at both
top and bottom ; in some others the
inlet and outlet on the same side of the
room. In others the inlet will be on
one side and the outlet on the other.

Probably there will be confusion on,
this point so long as the single inlets
and outlets are used.

CIRCULATION OF AIR.

We must have circulation through
the room, and we get it in one of iwo
ways. Either the air may enter cooler
than the room, in which case, if the-
inlet is at the bottom and the outlet at
the top, a fair circulation will be given ,
or the air may enter warmer than the
room, when, if the inlet is at the top
and the outlet at the bottom, a good
circulation may be got.
Since it is a fact that air must some
times enter warm and sometimes cool,
so as to maintain the standard of heat,
it will be seen that neither arrange
ments of openings will answer for
both cases, and the working parts can
not be so fixed as to give perfect satis
faction. If both inlets and outlets are
provided at top and bottom when cool
air is wanted, the floor inlet and the
ceiling outlet cannot be used. But
aside from the difficulty of getting any
one to understand it, it would take one
person's time to watch the thermom
eter and manage the dampers. Pres
ent practice largely adopts the ceiling
inlet and the floor outlet, ignoring the
fact that incoming cool air falls to the
floor, and poor circulation is the re
sult.
This intermittent lack of circulation
is a grave difficulty and hard or impos
sible to be avoided when the inlet is
high and the outlet low, more espe
cially when a room is heated by air
alone.
Some engineers try to prevent notice
being taken of the difficulty by put
ting the inlet at or near the floor.
When the air comes in warm it rises
to the ceiling, distributes, cools and
falls to the floor, leaving at the foul-
air opening. Under these conditions
the air appears to circulate properly,
the only objection being a current of
hot air striking the pupils. The cur
rent of hot air is made less noticeable
by a screen. That is.of course, unnec
essary when the inlet is above. On
the other hand, with the inlet at the
floor and the air coming in cool, there
is and can be little or no circulation
through the room, the air simply en
tering, flowing along the floor, and
leaving at the outlet. This seems to lie
a case of out of sight and notice, out
of mind. The lack of ventilation is
not easily discovered, and thus gives a
fine chance for the professional quack
to show off his system of ventilation,
for with his air meter at the inlet and
the outlet he finds the full volume of
air passing that he guaranteed to fur
nish, and no one stops to inquire
whether that air gets to the proper
parts of the room by circulation.
I believe it would be a good system
to heat the floors evenly, and always
bring the air in cool, provided that the
floor heat could be controlled and un
pleasant drafts prevented.

(To becontinued.)

It would be difficult to convince the-
average man that fir is a stronger wood
than oak, but such has been proven by
actual tests that were made by a fair
and impartial committee appointed for
that purpose, says an exchange. The
timbers used were each 2x4 inches
and 4 feet long, both ends solidly
braced, and the weight applied in the
middle of the span. Yellow fir stood
a strain of 3062pounds, common Ore
gon oak 2922 pounds. Fine grained
yellow fir from near the butt stood a
strain of 3635pounds, and best Michi
gan oak snapped with a strain of only
2428pounds. The tests were made by
the Northern Pacific Railway Com-
pany, at Tacoma, Wash.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING.*
STAR-GROINED CEILING WITH LIERNES
TO COVER THE NAVE OF A CHURCH
OF SAME SPAN AND RISE AS WEST
MINSTER ABBEY.

THIS
PROBLEM was worked out
in the upper classes of masonry
at the City and Guilds Institute,

London. It involved the working of
about 200 stones, comprising spring
ers, ribs, liernes, bosses, and also slabs
for the cells. It is to be noticed as a
peculiarity of this work that the cells
are each made of one single slab of
stone, ready to be pierced with tracery.
To carry out this work as designed,
and to work each stone accurately
from the drawing, involves several in
teresting applications of geometry, and

pair supports the ridge rib half way
between the crown of the nave and the
lateral wall, whereas another pair
bisects the distance between the meet
ing of the diagonal ribs and the apex
of the cross ribs. Every one of these
ribs, with the exception of the wall
rib, is described with one segment of a
circle.
As each rib has to rise to the same
level, and differs from its neighbor in
the distance it has to span, it follows
that each rib has from the very spring
ing an inclination different to that of
each neighbor. Hence arises a certain
want of finish in the intersection of the
ribs at the springing, and also the very
great twist in the surface of some of

Fig. 260. Fig. ML

Fig. 262. Figs. 263,26landC65.

Masonry and Stone Cutting.—Figs. 260to 265Inclusive.

this was the reason for selecting this
problem.
The nave, Fig. 260, of Westminster
Abbey is about 84 feet across, whereas
the distance between the piers support
ing the walls is about 16 feet 6 inches
from center to center. The nave and
the wall arches rise to the same level,
viz., 22 feet 8 inches above their
springing. The crowns of the vaults
are decorated with horizontal ridge
ribs. There is a ridge rib running
along the center of the nave from east
to west, and there are other ridge ribs
crossing from north to south in each
division of the vaulting between the
piers. To support these ridge ribs
there are cross ribs spanning the nave
from pier to pier, wall ribs around the
windows, diagonal ribs crossing diago
nally from one side of the nave to the
other, and carrying the central boss
where the ridge ribs meet. There are
also auxiliary ribs, of which the one

* Continued from page 305, December
issue.

the vaulted cells. To these there is no
objection. In fact, lovers of Gothic
architecture rather admire irregular
ities of all kinds, and plowshare vaults
especially. On the other hand one of
the beauties of Gothic architecture is
the practical reasonableness of its con
struction. Now, there is in the scheme
of the vaulting of the nave of West
minster Abbey a feature which cannot
be defended on that score, and it is the
wish to remedy that defect which hasled
us on to design the ceiling proposed in
our model. We should be sorry to lose
the rough dignity of the present ceil
ing of Westminster Abbey in order to
improve one detail on however rational
a scheme ; but our design will perhaps
illustrate how the architects of old
were led to evolve one style from
another in an everlasting effort to per
fect their work.
The distance between the center of
the nave and the apex of the wall rib is
about 17 feet. Now, it is wise, and,
indeed, indispensable, to carry the
center of this 17 feet long ridge rib so

as to allow constructing the ridge rib
of two stones, each about 8 feet long.
But why carry the center of the nave
ridge rib, which is only about 7 feet
long? Evidently the pair of ribs which
fulfill that function are not constrnc-
tionally required, and are merely orna
mental.
The objection to the present arrange
ment of the ribs in the nave of West
minster Abbey is its obvious incon
sistency. It may be avoided by intro
ducing in the cross vaults several
auxiliary ribs, which would carry the
cross ridge rib in points sufficiently
numerous to allow constructing this
ridge also with stones about 8 feet 6
inches long. That is the principle we
adopted in our design for covering the
nave of Westminster Abbey with a
new ceiling.
It will be observed that in the design,
Fig. 261, 15 ribs start from each pier
instead of the nine which exist in the
actual ceiling. Even with the nine
existing ribs, the intersectipns of the
ribs with one another at the springing
are exceedingly irregular. To obtain
a neat arrangement of all the ribs at
the springing we did two things t
Firstly, we placed all the ribs at exactly
the same distance from one another, so
that all the angles between each pair
of ribs be equal ; secondly, we modi
fied the shape of the ribs in such a
way that they should start at the
springing with the same curve, thus
forming up to a certain level a regular
fan vault Above that level each rib
follows on with a different curve, so
as to reach the ridge rib.
The ribs of the vaulted ceiling are,
therefore, composed of two curves.
The lower part of each rib repeats ex
actly the curve of the wall rib ; the
upper part is a segment of a circle
which has to be tangent to the lower
curve of the rib and to pass through
the point determined on the plan
which it must reach at the ridge.
Now, it would be desirable that the
lower curve which the libs have in
common be carried high up enough to
be above the level where the ribs sep
arate entirely from one another, be
cause in that case the intersections of
the moldings of the ribs would be ab
solutely regular from the springing
upward. On the other hand, the level
to which the lower curve may reach is
bounded by the condition that the
upper curve of no rib can go beyond
being circular at the crown. In other
words, ribs cannot be made to dip-
downward at the crown. The diagonal
rib is the one that differs most from
the wall tib, and therefore the level
for the rise of the lower curve which
will suit the diagonal rib will suit still
better the other ribs.
For this reason we began by drawing-
the diagonal rib, and we took the cen
ter of the upper curve to be exactly
plumb below the the crown. Fig. 262;
shows the geometrical construction for
drawing that rib. Let the circle of
center F be the lower curve of the rib
taken from the wall rib ; let the point
A be the crown of the diagonal rib ;
let the line A Z be the plumb line from
the crown downward. The prob
lem is then to find a point O on the
line A Z, from which a circle may be
struck tangent to the circle of center
F, and passing through the point A.
To do this, carry radius of circle F
from A to M ; join M F and bisect that
line in N ; draw line N O at right
angles to M F ; the point O is the cen
ter of the circle required. Produce F
O to X, and X is the point where the
two circles are tangent.
In Fig. 263we have applied this con
struction to the delineation of the-
diagonal rib. Then, having obtained
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thereby the point X as the highest
point the lower curve of the rib can
reach, we have connected X with the
center F' of the wall rib. As the upper
curves of all the other ribs are to be tan
gent to the lower curve in X, it follows
that the centers of the upper curves of
the ribs will be on the line X F'. To
find the center of the upper curve of
any rib, say the rib C, join the points
X C, bisect this line in P. draw P C at
right angles to it, and the point C,
where the line cuts the line X F , is
the center required.
Figs. 264and 265 show in full lines
the existing curves of the diagonal and
cross ribs of Westminster Abbey, and
in dotted lines the curves of these ribs
to suit our new structure, and it will
be seen that the character of the vault
ing would be entirely changed. In
fact, the diagonal rib would not be
pointed at all, and the cross rib would
be but slightly pointed. Although
the new design is unmistakably Gothic,
still it has some of the characteristics
-of regularity, reposeand breadth of the
old Roman vault. It is, thereby, a
forerunner of the Renaissance.

The Golding Fire Proof Floor.

A series of experiments have been
made lately at a foundry in South
Boston, Mas;., with the Golding tire
proof floor. At the suggestion of
Capt. John S. Danrcll, inspector of
buildings, a section of the flooring in
•questionwas constructed in the foundry
yard. It consisted of a section of sin
gle flx>r arch, with a span of 16 feet,
making a surface of 62 square feet,
resting upon iron girders, which were
supported by four heavy timber blocks
imbedded in the ground and rising
above the surface about 4J feet.
In making this arch, after the form
ing under boards were in place, the ex
panded metal, which is composed of
meshes of steel, was stretched across
and the cement concrete poured in and
leveled up to the required night, the
metal being thus thoroughly imbedded
in the concrete. On this was placed a
single layer of boards. This was left
to set and harden for about three weeks,
though it is well known that it takes at
least as many months for such concrete
to even approach a maximum hardness
and tenacity.
Pig iron was then piled upon
this floor arch t> an amount equal
to 750 pounds per square foot, or
46,500 pounds. Later an additional
weight of pig iron was placed upon the
arch of 9300 pounds, bringing up the
total weight to 900 pounds per square
foot. When the time set for the
exhibition arrived an additional weight
of about 72}pounds per square foot was
put on, which brought the total load of
the section of floor arch up to 60,310
pounds, or about 972} pounds per
square foot of surface.
Under this great weight the arch
began to give, but the movement was at
.first slow, and even when it went down
it was a gradual and easy descent—not
a sudden disruption and a crash. When
its central part reached the ground it
still held together, and its ends did not
leave the supporting iron cross beams.

Cement Concrete.

A writer in one of the English trade
journals gives the following recipe for
cement concrete : For outside work,
cellar floors, stables, cow sheds, pig
geries or dog kennels. Prepare the
ground for the work 7% inches below
the level of the finished work. Break

bricks to pass through a 2-inch ring,
and mix with sharp sand and Portland
cement— four parts brick, two parts
sand to two parts cement. Add water,
and turn over twice. Pitch this on the
surface of the work to the depth of 6
inches, and it is a good plan to have
stakes in here and there the hight re
quired for the work. When this mixt
ure is on, it must be beaten down solid
with beaters.

Sheet Metal Dragon.

The subject of our illustration is a
sheetmetal dragon, made by L. C. Caul,
Beevllle, Texas, and reproduced from a
photograph sent to us with the follow
ing description :
The design was furnished by George
F. Barber, architect, of Enoxville,
Tenn. , and was on a scale of 3 inches

SheetMetal Dragon.

to the foot. The dragon is made of
No. 26 galvanized iron and mounted
upon a l}-inch galvanized rod, and
projects above the top of house tower
8 feet. It is attached to said rod by
steel rods coming through the legs in
such a manner as to permit it to revolve
with the wind, thereby forming a
weather vane. The steel rods enteiing
the legs are met by a flat piece of steel
1} x i inches the shape of the back, to
which it is fastened by screws through
the back, which serves the purpose of
strengthening the whole fabric. The
dragon from tip of tongue to dart on
end of tail measures 12 feet, and is 9
inches in diameter at largest part of
body. The length of time occupied in
making it is impossible for me to state,
as during the time I was at work I was
frequently called off to do other work,
which interfered with steady work upon

his dragonship. Work in my line, tin
and galvanized iron cornice work, in
these parts is yet in its infancy, as we
are in that part of the great State of
Texas that is just now being developed
and coming to the front. In a few more
years these parts will emulate the large
cities in their architectural designs. Al
ready several public houses and banks
have been built that are ornamented
with iron fronts and galvanized iron
cornices, &c.
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Building Operationsin 1893.

Notwithstanding the fact that last
year was one of extreme depression in
business and financial circles, the
amount of building undertaken in
New York City during that time makes
a very favorable showing, all things
considered, when compared with the
figures for the previous twelve months.
By this statement it is not intended
to convey the idea that the total cost
of the buildings projected last year
was greater than that of 1892, but
rather that the decrease was much
smaller than might naturally have been
expected. The returns of the Building
Department of the city show that 2172
buildings, estimated to cost $55,162,953,
were planned last year, as against 2967
buildings, costing $59,107,618,during
1892. This gives for the year 1893 an
average cost per building of $25,397,
which is the highest on record. The
nearest approach to these figures was
in 1890, when the average cost per
building was $21,282,these being the
only years in which the average cost
per building exceeded $20,000. It is
interesting to note in this connection
the variety of buildings planned dur
ing the year under review, as well as
the amounts involved in their erection.

Variety of Buildings.

Of the 2172buildings projected, 699
were flats and tenements, estimated to
cost $15,178,900; 889 were private
dwellings, involving an expenditure of
$10,838,430; 175 were hotels, stores,
churches, office buildings, &c. , aggre
gating a cost of $23,907,400, and 509
were miscellaneous structures, stables,
shops, &c. , estimated to cost $5,238,223.
As might naturally be supposed, the
greatest activity in building operations
was in the months of March. April
and May, when about 50per cent, of the
flats, tenements, hotels, churches and
office buildings were projected, while
in the case of the other varieties some
thing like one-third of the total was
undertaken. The year witnessed the
filing of plans for a number of imposing
structures, some involving an expendi
ture of money running up into the
millions. Prominent among these may
be mentioned the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, estimated to cost $5,000,000;
the Hospital of St. Luke, $1,000,000;
the Manhattan Life Insurance Com
pany's building, $950,000; the Corn
Exchange Bank building, $500,000;the
12-story office building, at Fifth avenue
and Eighteenth street, $650,000, and

the 13-story hotel onWest Forty-fourth
street, $550,000.

Builders' Convention.

The eighth convention of the Na
tional Association of Builders, which
recently took place in Boston, was one
of the most successful that has ever
been held. The true character of the
work of the national body seems to
have been understood by the delegates
better than ever before. Builders who
compose the filial bodies are gradually
coming to understand that the Na
tional Association deals entirely and
solely with the principles which un
derlie the relationships of builders, as

man to man, in all their dealings with
their fellows and with the public.
The distinction between the work of
the parent association and that of its
filial bodies is coming to be better
understood, and the fact is recognized
that the purpose of the former is the
formulation and presentation of
methods for the improvement of ex
isting conditions, while the work of
the filial body is the application of
these plans and methods to the condi
tions as they exist in the several locali
ties. The tendency at the eighth con
vention to consider things which are
primarily within the scope of the ex
change alone was less conspicuous
than at any of the preceding conven
tions and an intelligent understanding
of the character of the work to be done
in these conventions was demonstrated
throughout.

Relations of Employer and Workman.

As was anticipated, the address on
the " Relation of Employer and Work
man," delivered by Col. Carroll D.
Wright,United States Commissioner of
Labor, proved interesting and instruct
ive. Colonel Wright lifted the sub
ject out of the usual limitations under
which it is considered and dealt with
it in a broad and comprehensive man
ner. In referring to compulsory ar
bitration, he took occasion to define
the fact that such a thing was an
anomaly, for arbitration which is com
pulsory is not arbitration. The al
truistic tendency of the times has so
affected the relationship in question
that it would seem no longer to be the
old question of individuals, wages and
hours only to be considered, but the
newer one of each body endeavoring
to secure just and equitable conditions
for the whole.

Favored Mechanics.

The majority of the mechanics of
Philadelphia are in a better condition,
financially, to struggle with hard times
than those of any other large city in
the United States, and probably in the
world. This is largely due to the fact
that there are thousands of small
houses in all parts of the town which
can be bought at reasonable prices. A
small first payment will obtain the

deed, and the other payments and the
interest are so adjusted that the annual
sum exceeds by a small sum the rent
charges. Practically the purchaser is
given his own time in which to pay for
the home. He can pay a fixed amount
yearly, and in addition he can reduce
the principal at any time and by any
sum he chooses. What is of first im
portance is that this system provides
the incentive to economy. He cannot
obtain a home in a city like New York,
where he can obtain apartments at any
desired rate, but in a building he never
dreams of owning, as its value so far
exceeds his means. The difference is
that between small independent houses
and those built on the tenement house
plan. Therefore in times like the pres
ent the Philadelphia mechanic has
some resources, in the shape of real
estate paid or partly paid for, which
will carry him until trade improves.
Having acquired the habit of saving
for a particular purpose, he can now
reduce his current expensesto a greater
degree than if he had never learned
how much a dollar was worth.

Another Imposing Office Building.

Not very long ago we referred to the
great hight of the structure now rap
idly approaching completion on lower
Broadway for the Manhattan Life In
surance Company, making mention of
the fact that when finished it would
measure 348feet from the curb line to
the foot of the flagstaff. This structure
is soon to have a rival in the shape of an
office building, which will occupy a site
a little distance up the street, with a
frontage of 84 feet on Broadway and
extending back 85% feet on Pine street.
The structure will be of unique design,
the style of architecture following that
of the Renaissance. The material em
ployed will be granite, and the total
cost is estimated at about $1,000,000.
The entrance to the structure will con
sist of six massive Greek columns 20
feet high and 4 feet in diameter, be
yond which will be a circular open
space leading to the entrance doors.
A Greek entablature will crown the
columns, while above to the sixth
story the window cornices will be ar
ranged to give a pyramidal effect. On
the Pine street side will besix pilasters
to correspond with the six columns of
the front. On the Broadway side the
pilaster effect will be carried out by
seven rows of windows, rising like the
flutes of a pilaster and carried with
slight interruptions the full hight of
the 20 stories. The first floor of the
building will be occupied as a bank,
the second as corporation rooms, while
the third, fourth and fifth will be
given up to the offices of the American
Surety Company, who are erecting
the building. The upper 15 stories
will be devoted to offices, 20 on each
floor, and so arranged as to open one
into another or to be used separately,
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as circumstances may require. The
architect is Bruce Price, whose aim
in designing the structure has been
to unite strength and simplicity with
tasteful architectural effects.

The Brick Manufacturers'
Convention.

The National Brick Manufacturers'
Association of the United States of
America held their eighth annual con
vention at the Auditorium Hotel, Chi
cago, from the 28d to the 27th of Jan
uary. The famous banquet hall of
the hotel had been fitted with seats for
the occasion, and it made a very fine
assembly room, amply commodious,
notwithstanding the large attendance.
Members were present from all sec
tions of the country. Machinery man
ufacturers and supply dealers were
also out in full force, and many of
them made exhibits in the club rooms
of the hotel. The officers at the open
ing of the convention were as follows :
President, Anthony Ittner of St.
Louis ; first vice president, A. L. Mc
Donald of Louisville, Ky. ; second vice-
president, W. D. Gates of Chicago ;
third vie (-president, B. W. Blair of
Cincinnati ; secretary, T. A. Randall
of Indianapolis ; treasurer, John W.
Sibley of Coaldale. Ala. These officers
constituted the Executive Committee,
with the addition of the ex-presidents
as follows : W. A. Eudaly (1886) of
Cincinnati : D. V. Purington (1887)of
Chicago ; T. B. McAvoy (1889-90)of
Philadelphia ; J. C. Adams (1891)of
Indianapolis : C. B. Pearson (1892)
of Washington, D. C. The Chicago
brick makers presented the members
with a souvenir badge, consisting of a
gold scroll to which a ribbon was fast
ened holding an aluminum medal ap
propriately inscribed.

president's address.

President Ittner called the conven
tion to order on Tuesday morning and
read his annual address. He referred
to the late World's Fair as the great
event of the last year and lauded Chi
cago as the only city that could have
made it the success it was. He pre
dicted that the progress in architecture
and building to which the brick makers
were so closely related would be more
marked in the next decade than in the
last century as an effect of the exposi
tion. Chicago, he said, has refuted
the prediction that after the fair it
would be the deadest city in the
country. It is the liveliest corpse that
any one has seen. He recommended
the establishment of a technical school
for the training of brick makers and
the gathering of statistics on the clay
industries.
Secretary Randall in his report said
the members of the association repre
sent a combined capital of $30,000,000,
and an annual output of $20,000,000.
The total number of brick made last
vear by the 350 members was 3,500,-
000,000.
The Executive Committee presented
a new constitution, which was adopted.
Its principal feature was the enlarging
of the scope of the association by ad
mitting to membership " all persons
interested in brick making.
Resolutions were adopted on the
def.th of Secretary C. P. Merwin of
Berlin, Conn., who died in office since
the last meeting.

NEW OFFICERS.

The annual election of officers was
then held, with the following result :
President, William H Alsip, Chicago :
vice-presidents. Edwin C. McGraw of
Pittsburgh, Frank Stiles of New
Haven, Conn., and A. S. Blaffer of
New Orleans ; secretary, T. A. Ran
dall, Indianapolis ; treasurer, John W.

Sibley, Coaldale, Ala. The newly
elected officers were introduced to the
convention, eachmaking a short speech
of acceptance.
A previously prepared programme of
essays and discussions was then taken
up. Donald McDonald of Louisville,
Ky., said : " Ruskin wrote the ' Ethics
of the Dust,' but the Programme Com
mittee assigned to me the finding of
similar elements in clay and I have the
pleasure of presenting to you ' Ethics
of the Brickyard.' " It was a well
written paper and treated of the re
lations or the brick maker to his fellow
tradesmen.
Frank McAvoy of Philadelphia led
off in a discussion of " The Year's Rec
ord." The financial depression had af
fected the brickmen as well as every
other trade, but its proportion of fail
ures was fewer than in any other in
terest. The last part of the address
was devoted to the year's improvement
in machinery and appliances. Josiah
Miller of Oaks, Pa., the pioneer in the
manufacture of enameled brick, then
presented a technical paper on " Ameri
can Enameled Brick."
In the evening the ." annual pow
wow " was held under the auspices of
the Chicago brick manufacturers, with
D. V. Purington in charge as master
of ceremonies.

Wednesday's proceedings.
The Wednesday morning session was
opened by the reading of an essay on
"Glazed Brick, Their Origin, Value
and Use," by George B. Engle of Chi
cago. Next followed an address by J.
B. McHose of Boone, Iowa, on "The
Brick Maker."
A general discussion, in which most
of those present participated, on
"Profit and Loss in Brick Making."
was led by X. Wittmer of Pittsburgh ;
another on '•Drying Brick " was led
by J. A. Snell of Barrington, R. I ,
and Max A. Th. Boehncke of Centi-
nela, Cal., led the discussion on " Set
ting Brick in Kilns."
According to those who spoke on
the subject of glazed brick there is a
growing demand for that article. Mr.
Griffin, an extensive manufacturer in
this line for eight years, stated that
last year in many factories the ratio of
orders filled to those which were re
jected on amount of lack of facilities
for making the glazed brick in large
qunntitits was one to two.
James Taylor of New Jersev, speak
ing on the same subject, referred to
the various uses to winch white glazed
brick were put, among the most nota
ble being in the construction of tunnels
and subways. He called attention to
the subways of the Illinois Central and
its Twelfth street depot in Chicago,
and pronounced them the best speci
mens of their kind he had yet seen.
The afternoon session was devoted
to the reading of papers on technical
trade matters. The speakers and the
subjects were : A. S. Blaffer. New Or
leans, "Progress of Brick Making in
the South;'' Joseph Fairhall, Grape
Creek. 111.,"Brick Making for Profit
and Glory <?);" W. S. Purington,
Galesburg. III.. "Oil as a Fuel in
Burning Brick;" W. H. Dnffett,
Beatrice, Neb., "Vitrified Paving
Brick." Alex. Neidringhaus led a
discussion on the question: "Is the
Drug Process Suitable for the Manu
facture of Paving Brick ?"
In the evening an elaborate banquet
was enjoyed, and many toasts and
responses were made on subjects con
nected with the trade.

CLOSING FEATURES.

On Thursday Edward Orton, Jr., of
Columbus, Ohio, opened the discussion
of the question " How Can We Secure
Trained Help?" by reading a thought
ful paper which contained such prac
tical suggestions that they were after

ward embodied in a report of the Com
mittee on Resolutions. Capt. S. P.
Crost of North Haven, Conn., read an
essay on " Waste of Fuel in Drying
and Burning," and W. H. Duffett of
Beatrice. Neb., read one on " Vitrified
Paving Brick." The afternoon session
was devoted to " The Question Box,"
and a number of problems of great
practical interest were thus called up
for solution, eliciting an active discus
sion and bringing out valuable points.
After thus terminating the formal
work of the convention, Friday and
Saturday were devoted to sight seeing
under the guidance of the local com
mittee. No action was taken toward
selecting a place for the convention
next year, as that comes under the
jurisdiction of the Executive Com
mittee. ^
Master Builders of Great Britain.

The National Association of Master
Builders of Great Britain held its
thirty-second half-yearly meeting at
the North Stafford Railway Hotel,
Stoke, Staffordshire, on Tuesday, Janu
ary 30.
Owing to the death of Mr. Dennett,
the late president, Stanley G. Bird was
elected to the chair.
The chairman reported that the
usual half yearly statements of hours
worked, state of trade and supply of
labor in the principal towns of the
United Kingdom had beenissued to the
local associations.
With reference to the form of con
tract, the respective committees of the
Royal Institute of British Architects
and the Institute of Builders decided
to meet in conjunction with the solici
tors appointed to arrange the clauses
with a view to settling any differences
that may still remain on the legal
points, so that the matter may be
finally closed.
John Bowen of Birmingham, the
senior vice-president, was elected presi
dent for the ensuing year, and in his
opening speech referred to the severe
loss the association had sustained in
the deaths of their late president,
Robert Dennett, and their secretary,
William Knox. He congratulated the
association on the state of its finances,
and also on the attendance at the meet-
ting, which was the largest he ever
remembered.
T. F. Rider, London, and Jos. Steven
son Jones, Liverpool, were elected
vice-presidents, and Stanley G. Bird,
London, R. Neill, Jr., Manchester,
J. Howard Colls, London, and J. C.
White, Liverpool, were elected hon.
vice-presidents. C. W. Green, Liver
pool, was elected hon. treasurer, and
W. H. Smith, Northampton, was
elected hon. auditor. J. A. S. Hassal
of Liverpool, who was a partner with
the late secretary, was appointed secre
tary.
It was decided to hold the next half-
yearly meeting at Bolton.
Prior to the meeting a number of the
members were conducted through the
pottery works of Messrs. Minton, where
they viewed the whole process of manu
facture.
The Potteries and Newcastle Master
Builders' Association entertained the
delegates at luncheon and tea.

What was supposed to be the largest
walnut tree in Northern Maryland was
recentlv felled on the farm of Col.
Enoch Noyes, near Port Deposit, says
a late issue of a Baltimore paper. The
tree at the butt measured over 6 feet
in diameter and nearly 18 feet in cir
cumference. Its hight was 86 feet.
The age of the tree, according to tra
dition, and close calulation, was nearly
300 years. Colonel Noyes intends to
sell the tree, which he thinks is worth
over $400.
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COTTAGE AT LA PORTE, IND.
THE

SUBJECT of our supplemental
plate this month is the cottage
erected a little more than a year

since for E. Sherwood Martin, at La
Porte, Ind., from plans drawn by
architect George W. Allen of Valpa
raiso, that State. The illustrations
which we present upon this and the
two pages immediately following will
give our readers a very good idea of
the general arrangement of the rooms,
the exterior architectural features and

of the 2 x 10 and the joist is placed
a 2 x 4 piece to sustain the studding.
The first and second floor joists are
2 x 10, placed 16 inches on centers,
while the second floor ceiling joists are
2x8, also placed 16 inches on centers.
The studding are 2x4, and the com
mon rafters 2x6, all placed 16 inches
on centers. The hip and valley rafters
are 3x6.
The frame is pine throughout,
sheeted on the outside from sill to
plate with matched flooring. The first

From an inspection of the floor plans
it will be seen that the space available
is utilized to the fullest extent, there
being upon the first floor four rooms
and bath, besides a commodious pan
try and hall, the latter being arranged
for use as a sitting or reception room.
The hall is reached from the porch
through a vestibule, the latter being
provided with a window, which affords
ample light. The parlor and dining
room are connected by folding doors,
while the opening between the sitting

First Floor.

Cottageat La Porte, Ind.—GeorgeW. Allen, Architect, Valpariso, Ind,—Front Elevation and Section.—Scale, y* Inch to the
Foot.—Floor Plans —Scale, 1-16Inch to the Fool.

the main details of construction. The
building covers a plot 28 feet 6 inches
wide by 35 feet 2 inches in depth, not
including the one story L in the rear,
which is 10x 14 feet. From aninspec
tion of the plans it will be seen that
the cellar extends under the entire
area of the main building, but not
under the rear extension. The cellar
is divided into two compartments,
which have brick floors. We learn
from the architect's specifications that
the foundation walls are of local hard
burned brick 10 inches thick with 2-
inch cavity, built on a shelf at the
bottom. The sills are 2x6. placed 2
inches from the face of the wall. The
joists are flush with the sill, and have
a 2 x 10piece well spiked to the ends,
all as shown in the illustrations. On top

story is covered with clapboards and
the second with California redwood
shingles. The rafters were first cov
ered with surfaced pine boards and
then with the best water proof paper,
upon which were placed Michigan
pine shingles, laid 4 inches to the
weather, being finished at the ridge
with a 2 inch galvanized iron ridge
roll and finial. The porch, it will be
noticed, is finished with a shingle
arch, with galvanized iron roll just
above, while below it is embossed
wainscoting in natural finish. The
small gable above the front roof is
done in rough cast. The exterior of
the first story of the house is painted
ivory white, trimmed in olive green,
while the second story is redwood
shingles in natural finish.

hall and dining room is closed with
portiires. The position of the recep
tion hall, dining room and parlor is
such that they may be thrown into
practically one room if desired. Di
rectly in the rear of the dining room
is a large sleeping room which com
municates with a bathroom. The pan
try opening out of the kitchen is pro
vided with modern conveniences, such
as flour bins, tables, shelves, china
closets, &c. The pantry door is hung
with Chicago spring* butts, double ac
tion. The kitchen has a large sink
with hot and cold connections. The
bathroom is so located as to make the
plumbing of the house compact, thus
tending to reduce the cost. In addi
tion to the usual fixtures, it will be
noticed, there is provided a wardrobe,
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as the sleeping room on the main floor
has no closet.
On the second floor are five sleeping
rooms, with closets of ample size. One
of the features of the house is the door
at the head of the stairs, which is hung

house is selected Georgia pine, finished
with hard oil. The doors are all five
panel, \% inches thick. The pantry,
bathroom and kitchen are wainscoted
3 feet 10 inches high, finished with a
molded cap. The house, which the

Italian Monasteries and Roman

Houses.

Roof Plan.

•f—at*--' f •
1

Fleury observes that in monasteries
we see reproduced the arrangements of
the antique Roman mansion as Vitru-
vius describes it. " The church, which
stands foremost, so as to allow free
access to seculars, occupies the place
of that outer hall the ancients desig
nated atrium, from which was entered
a court surrounded by covered gal
leries, known as the peristyle, precisely
corresponding to the cloisters we enter
from our churches ; whence we pass
into other compartments, the chapter
house answering to the exhedra, the
refectory to the triclinium of the
ancients ; and the garden, usually at
the back of the edifice, is placed also
like that of the antique residence. A
Roman council in 826ordered that, at
tached to the church, should be built
cloisters in which the clergy may dedi
cate themselves to ecclesiastical pur
suits, where there must be one
refectory and one dormitory common
to all '"—a plan apparently intended for
those of the capitular bodies who lived
together under a rule. The primitive,
monastic homes of Italy were almost
all destroyed by the Huns or Saracens
and rebuilt in the tenth century, for
the greater part by German monks
then esteemed as architects ; some it is
supposed (V. Ricci, cap. x.) by an Irish
monk who had attained renown in this

Foundation.

Side(Lett) Elevation.

Cottageat La Porte, Ind.— Foundation and Roof Plant.— Scale, 1-16Inch to theFoot.—Elevation.—Scale,yt Inch to the Foot.

with weights sd as to slide up and
down, the intention being to use it
only in winter, and keep the heat from
the upper hall. The front and rear
stairs are so located as to connect in a
landing half way up, a feature which
is economical both as regards space
and cost. The trim throughout of the

designer states cost to build, exclusive
of furnace, $2,300,was designed espe
cially for the use of an old gentleman
and his wife, who occupy the lower
floor and rent the second story to a
young couple, who use the two front
rooms as parlor and sitting room, and
take their meals at a hotel.

art, Dungallo, as tia name is Italian
ized. Those ancient cloisters were, no
doubt, plain and rude constructions,
but one excellently useful adjunct, the
bath, is mentioned in several monastic
constitutions. The use of this, in
primitive times, was not only advised
but enforced.
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Section of Arch at
A B.—Scale, Xii
Inches to the
Foot.

Detail of Inside Trim.—
Scale,1H Inchesto the
Foot.

Detail of Main Cornioe.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

j

Detail of Inside Trim.—Scale,\% Inoheeto the
Foot.

Detail of Arch andGalvanized
Iron Roll.—Scale,MiInch to
the Foot.

2 x 10

Detail of Sill-Scale, « Inch
to theFoot.

Detail of Main Stairs.- Scale,H Inch to the Foot, Detail of Front Window andWater Table.-
Scale,H Inch to theFoot

MUceUaneoutDetails of Cottageat La Porte, Jnd.
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PRACTICAL HOUSE PAINTING/
By ARTHUR S. JH3N3STINOS.

THE PAINT.

WE
NOW COME to consider the
actual paint. A great differ
ence in opinion exists, even

among the finest painters, as to what
is the best paint ; that is, best as
considered in regard to its dura
bility, cost and- efficacy. Gener
ally speaking, the color of the paint
has little or nothing to do with the
constituents of the paint itself, and al
though this is not exactly correct in
all cases, as will presently be pointed
out, it will be convenient to consider
that the color is added according to
, the tint desired. The best paint is
generally considered to be pure white
lead mixed with oil and turpentine,
color being added if desired. White
lead, however, sometimes "chalks;"
that is, it appears to decompose on the
surface so that it will come off when
the hand is passed over it. Zinc white
is another excellent paint, but it can
not be used by itself for exterior paint
ing, as it is too hard and brittle and
will easily scale and chip. A mixture
of two-thirds of white lead and one-
third of zinc white, or even less, makes
the best paint for exterior purposes, in
the opinion of the writer, although in
special cases it may be desirable to use
other materials. The object of the
oil is to form a binder between the
particles of which the pigments are
composed, while turpentine is added
to thin the mixture and render it of a
consistency to facilitate its application
to the work. About two-thirds of
oil and one-third of turps is the
usual proportion used. Sufficient
dryers must also be added.
In addition to white lead and zinc
there are the earth paints, such as
ocher, that may be used as primers
in oil or by themselves. There are also
metallic paints and various earth col
ors that are used entirely separate from
white lead. Much of the paint ma
terial sold is largely adulterated, and
the practical man should never be
caught by purchasing cheap adulter
ated materials for the sake of economy.
If he desires to have a cheap job arid
thinks it well to add, say a proportion
of whiting to the white lead—and this
is often done, by the by—he will find
it more economical to buy the whiting
and lead separately and mix them him
self.

PCBITY TEST.

It may be useful at this point to give
a test for the purity of white lead
which is so simple that any mechanic
with a little practice may readily make
it for himself. Obtain a piece of char
coal, say 2 or 3 inches square and flat
on one side. With a knife hollow out
a small space as big as a gold dollar ;
then take a little piece of the suspected
white lead the size of a pea and place
it in the cavity. Now take a blow pipe,
or if this is not to be had a tobacco
pipe will answer, using the bowl for
the mouthpiece, and direct a gas jet
upon the white lead. One portion of
the flame will be blue, and this is the
portion that should reach the little
piece of white lead. Keep up a con
tinuous blow for two or three minutes,
when, if the white lead be pure, it will
be reduced to a little bead of metallic
lead that will be seen lying in the cav
ity shining brightly, while if the lead
be adulterated, even with a small per
centage of foreign materials, any
amount of blowing will have no other
effect than producing a cinder like ash.
To use the blow pipe requires some
amount of practice, as it is necessary
»Continuedfrom pBfrc41,Februarj issue.

to keep up a continuous draft. For
this purpose the cheeks should be in
flated and the air breathed in through
the nostrils.

READY MIXED PAINTS.

During the past dozen years or so
the use of ready mixed paints has very
largely increased. Among their ad
vantages is the fact that they are
ready for use and may be applied to
the work without any preparation,
and that they are supplied in a large
variety of tints, so that it is an easy
matter to produce an attractive com
bination of colors. The chief among
their disadvantages is that there is so
much rubbish sold as ready mixed
paint that unless one is well posted as
to which is good and which is bad, it
is very probable that a very common
grade of paint may be chosen. There
is another objection to their use. In
mixing paint for a particular job due
regard must be given to the exact re
quirements. In one case more or less
oil will be required, while in another
it may be advisable to use a special
pigment. Ready mixed paints of the
same brand or grade being alike in
their composition no provision can be
made for these special requirements
and the same paint has to serve for all
jobs alike. It would obviously be in
vidious to mention any particular
brand of ready mixed paints, but it
may be said that there are a number
of good ones on the market that may
safely be used for ordinary purposes.
One of the tests that may be applied is
that of price. It must not be expected
that a good paint can be obtained for
a low price. Some carpenters use
paint that costs $1 or even 75 cents a
gallon and then are surprised when
the results do not prove satisfactory.
The best ready mixed paints cost per
gallon for the ordinary shades con
siderably more than this.

SELECTING THE COLORS.

Whatever kind of paint it may be
decided to use, it is of great importance
that an attractive scheme or combina
tion of colors be chosen. The plainest
house may be made to look pleasing
and attractive by a judiciously chosen
scheme of coloring and even those
structures that possesssome considera
ble claim to architectural beauty may
be made more attractive if the right
colors are employed. The builder who
erects houses to sell or rent should bear
these facts in mind, because if he suc
ceeds in having his houses painted
with good taste he will be sure to ob
tain a tenant or purchaser sooner than
he would otherwise do.
The writer has frequently met with
cases where the architectural beauty
of a residence has been wholly de
stroyed because of a want of taste in
the painting. A house in a Philadel
phia suburb may be cited as an ex
ample. It was a large building stand
ing in a double lot some distance back
from the road and was painted when
built in a fashion that to those who
knew the difference between right and
wrong in such matters was perfectly
hideous. To the public generally it
simply presented a comfortless, insipid
appearance that led them to think that
the builder didn't know his business.
Cold grays had been used in wo tints
with yellow and red in large patches,
but without any taste whatever. Af
ter some five years the house changed
hands and the new owner had it re
painted. He employed warm browns
and reds, introducing into some of the

moldings a little very bright brown
and very bright red. The result wa&
little short of a transformation. The
house that had been so cheerless in ap
pearance was now one of the most at
tractive in the neighborhood. The
architectural features had beenbrought
up to advantage and the builder or
architect received his just praise. In
passing it may be mentioned that the
immediate result in this particular
case was that the neighbors soon com
menced to have their nouses repainted.
It is very much 'easier to impress
upon the reader the importance of se
lecting his colors with care than it is
to give him information as to what is
good and what is bad in combinations.
The task would be rendered easier if we
were able to illustrate our remarks by
the aid of samples of actual color, but
failing in this we must content our
selves with some general hints.
As a rule the beginner at this class
of work will obtain the best results by
using one color for the main body of
the house,with asmany tints or grada
tions as may appear to be advisable
and with a little brighter color used
sparingly here and there. For instance,
a small house with a pitched roof
might be painted as follows : Siding
up to first floor, a bright chocolate
brown ; siding above, very light sienna
brown ; trim, a brown darker than
lower part of siding and with a little
more red in it ; shutters, a lighter tint
of the samecolor : brick work in foun
dations, red ; roof, a reddish brown
that has the appearance of having been
made by mixing the chocolate brown
on the lower clapboards with the red
of the roof.
Houses that are located on elevated
ground and are surrounded with trees
look best painted in the quiet olives
and the warm grays. When a light
olive is used for the siding darker
shades of the same color for the trim
usually produce a good appearance.
As a rule the larger the surface is the
more subdued should be the color
used. In painting the roof care must
be taken not to produce a glaring ef
fect, but a warm color may be em
ployed, because the shingles tend to
break up and tone down the mass of
color, which might be altogether too
strong if applied to a level surface.
Where a house is located in a position
that gives the appearance of being
cold and cheerless the treatment must
be designed to remedy this defect and
render the house warm, bright and
homelike. The following were the
colors used in a case of this kind, and
they proved remarkably successful t
The siding was painted a rather light
sienna, the roof a rich brown, the trim
a dark red brown to which had been
added sufficient lake to give it a dis
tinct contrast with the browns. The
brick work was the usual red.

(To becontinued.)

The Ilaish Manual Training School,
at University Place, a suburb of Lin
coln, Neb., was burnt down on January
29. The building was an adjunct of
the Wesleyan University and was a gift
from Jacob Haish of Oe Kalb, 111.,to
the Methodists of the State of Ne
braska. It was completed two years
ago at a cost of over $60,000, and not a
cent of insurance was carried. The lost
of the building and the valuable ma
chinery It contained is

,

therefore, com
plete, and will prove a serious setback
to the manual training work of the
university.
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Store and Dwelling Combined.

The business block which we illus
trate in this connection is adapted for
both store and dwelling purposes, and
is arranged in such a manner as will
likely prove interesting to those of our
readers who have lately expressed a
desire for plans of structures of this
general character. The building here
illustrated is known as the Horton
Block and was recently erected for the
owner by S. F. Black of Wellington,
Ohio. The front elevation is repro
duced from a photograph of the build-

feet, the latter being filled with small
colored glass. The bay is supported
by two $£x 2-inch bars of iron about
7 feet in length, set on edge, one end
being turned down and bolted to the
under edge of the floor joist.
The parlor, sitting and sleeping
rooms are 9 feet in the clear, while the
pantry and the kitchen are 8J2' feet.
The dotted lines forming the squares
in the sitting, dining and sleeping
rooms, as well as in the bathroom on
the second floor, indicate skylights
which extend 4 feet 6 inches above the
roof, having glass on all sides. They
are fitted with rods for opening and
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Front Elevation.

Storeand Dwelling Combined.—S. F. Black, Architect, Wellington,Ohio.

ing and shows in a faithful manner its
general appearance, while the first and
second floor plans clearly indicate the
arrangement of the rooms. The cellar
under the building is used as a bake
room and oven, the first floor for light
groceries and restaurant or dining
hall, while the second floor is arranged
with living apartments. The latter
consist of parlor, sitting room, dining
room, kitchen, one sleeping room, a
storeroom, bathroom and an alcove
communicating with the main hall.
The partitions on the main floor are
beaded ceiling and can be easily re
moved without defacing the walls.
The bay window shown in the front
elevation has a large light of glass 4x6
feet and one above it measuring 2x6

closing and give ample light and ven
tilation. A detail of one of these sky
lights is presented in the accompany
ing illustrations. The cords A and X
which can be reached from the floor
run up in the corners to a pulley, from
whence they extend to another in the
casing above the center of the sash,
then to the eyes at K K. The cord V
runs down to within convenient
reach. The windows of the sky
lights are opened and closed by
manipulating the cords A, V and
X, the arrangement being such that
one or both windows may be
opened or shut as may be desired.
Close to the ceiling, between the bath
and the store rooms, is a long, narrow
window for the purpose of lighting

the store room, while a hinged sash,
which can be opened or closed by
means of a cord, furnishes light to the
hall. In the kitchen the cupboard is
fitted with small doors above and be
low, while the china closet has doors
above and a case of drawers beneath.
The work table has a tip-out flour box,
a place for a bread board and rolling
pin, one drawer and a small door
below. Above the table is a small
cabinet for spices, &c. The coal room
is ceiled, and five feet above the floor
is a big tank, the position being indi
cated on the plan. The store room is
fitted with cleats and hooks and with
wide shelves above. The hanging
porch at the rear is supported by rods
running up over the walls and bolted
to the roof joist, rods being preferred
for the reason that braces tend to
crowd away from the building. The
whole floor is finished in center molded
Georgia pine.

Architecture in Apartment
Buildings.

Among the papers read before the
Congress of Architects of the World's
Congress Auxiliary of the World's
Columbian Exposition was one by F.
Adolphe Bocage, member of the Cen
tral Society of French Architects, in
which the author discussed the subject
indicated by the title above. Among
other things he said :
In the art of architecture the house
certainly is what best characterizes the
taste, the habits and the morals of a
people. From the first centuries of
the middle ages in France the habita
tion in the country presents a char
acter of defense, while that in the city,
occupying a narrower space from the
necessity of surrounding these towns
with walls as a protection against the
enemy, was obliged to be raised, in
order to find in hight the space want
ing in surface. The same conditions
existed at Rome in ancient times,
where a great number of houses had
several floors, while in the adjacent
neighborhood this method does not
seem to have been followed.
Other large cities in more modern
times can be cited as examples of con
siderable increase in hight, but. hap
pily, for very different reasons from
those given above. I mention espe
cially New York and Chicago. We
believe that for these last their geo
graphical position and the tendency of
commerce to concentrate itself in the
center of towns are the reasons for this
agglomeration. If in Paris we have
not attained these prodigious nights
from love of the sun, the number of
houses of six and seven stories above
the ground floor has increased consid-
erflbly on account of the habit now
generally adopted by Parisians of
living in apartments in the city while
keeping to the old custom for the coun
try —that is to say, private houses.
It was under the reign of Louis XIV
that the period of apartment building
began in Paris. The streets, laid out
at a time when there was no thought
of living at such an elevation, were
sufficiently wide for small houses, but
became too narrow after the change to
higher buildings was made ; and in a
part of old Paris many streets are
found in which air and light scarcely
penetrate. It is well to say that all
those streets and the houses which
line them are condemned and will dis
appear sooner or later.

BUILDING REGULATIONS.

The regulations of buildings which
apply to the reconstructions on en
larged streets are called : Rules for
large and small thoroughfares.
These various regulations form, in
deed, the basis upon which the plans
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of the ordinary apartment buildings
are established in Paris. Observing
now the needs and tastes of the inhab
itants, we will complete this short
study by considering the comfort actu
ally desired, according to the kind of
apartments to be built.
For the most important we have in
view the habits followed in private
residences, the actual patrons for these
being largely composed of wealthy men
who have always lived in their own
residences and now are gradually
adopting more and more the idea of the
apartment for several reasons.
The high price of ground in aristo
cratic quarters forced the owners first
to suppress the garden, which was one
very great advantage of the private
residence, or to have one of restricted
dimensions subject to the indiscreet
curiosity of neighbors or surrounded
by walls of adjoining buildings, some
times 60 or 70 feet high. Moreover,
for further reasons of economy, a small
space of ground was found sufficient
under the conditions of having three
or four stories for the house. But this
offered many inconveniences —the su
pervision of servants was difficult, and
their numbers necessarily increased ;
and also for large receptions the re •

union of several drawing rooms on the
same floor was impossible.
Finally, in spite of the advantages
of individual liberty, the inconven
iences indicated above have been found
sufficiently important to induce many
owners of private residences to give
up their old habits and adopt the better
system of apartments.
We speak of this as a general rule,
notable exceptions still existing, in
in which proprietors can afford ex
pensive gardens and every luxurious
surrounding.
The problem, then, to be solved by
the architect charged with the con
struction of luxurious apartment
buildings, is to suppress the disadvan
tage found in private residences and
to diminish as much as possible the
inconveniences arising from the assem
bling of several families in the same
house.

(To becontinued.)

Influence of Mediaeval Construction.

The combination of masonry and
carpentry in building tended greatly
to the advancement of both ; for, it
being required at times to make them
act independently of each other, addi
tional science and art were necessary,
as the proportions must be retained
that were given to similar works in
which they co-operated. Hence the
wondrous skill evinced in the vaulted
roofs and ceilings, in the towers and
lofty spires of some of our pointed
cathedrals for the one, and the splendid
piece of construction in the roof of
Westminster flail for the other, says
a London architectural paper. To
this point Sir William Chambers, who
was no depredator of the merits of the
Romans iu architecture, says: "In
the constructive part of architecture
the ancients do not seem to have been
great proficients." Then, having re
ferred many of what he calls the" deformities observable in Grecian
buildings" to want of skill in construc
tion, he continues: "Neither were
the Bomans much more skillful ; the
precepts of Vitruvius and Pliny on
that subject are imperfect, sometimes
erroneous, and the strength or duration
of their structures is more owing to
the quantity and goodness of their
materials than to any great art in put
ting them together. It is not, there
fore, from any of the ancient works
that much information can be obtained
in that branch of the art. To those
usually called Gothic architects we
axe indebted for the first considerable

improvement in construction. There the art with which they are J?niM, the

is a lightness in their works, an art taste and ingenuity with which they
and boldness of execution to which the are composed." To this Gwilt, in his
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ancients never arrived, and which the
moderns comprehend and imitate with
difficulty. England contains many
magnificent specimens of this species
of architecture, equally admirable for

edition of Sir William's work, adds in
a note : " There is more constructive
skill shown in Salisbury and others of
our cathedrals than in all the works of
the ancients put together."
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

IMMEDIATE PROSPECT of re
covery of the building businessdoes
not seem to be promised by the

amount of work thus far projected for the
comingseasonand yet a large majority of
the buildersfrom thevarious sectionsof the
country, in attendanceat theconventionin
Boston, were of the opinion that general
businesswould prove to be better than the
presentoutlook warrants. It was antici
patedby somethat the worst of last year's
panic had not yet beenfelt, but theconserv
ative builders are looking forward to a
fairly goodseason. The relations between
employers and workmen throughout the
country are amicable»at present, and no
reports of prospective troubles have been
madeup to the presenttime.

Boston. Mass.
The builders of the country who visited
Boston during theeighthconvention were
greatly pleasedwith thearrangementof the
roomsof theMasterBuilders'Associationand
the facilities for transactingbusiness. The
businesscharacterof the institutionmadea
strong impressionuponall who wereunfa
miliar with what can be accomplishedby a
properly conductedexchange. On Febru
ary 12 the associationwas called upon to
mourn the death of Benj. D. Whitcomb,
its first president. He was a man who
stoodhigh both in public and private life,
and whoseloss is seriouslyfelt by the asso
ciation. The committeeappointed by the
association to investigate the condition of
workmen in thebuilding trades,with a view
to dispensing either labor or charity, has
issuedto themembersof theassociationthe
following questionsin theform of a circular
letter :
1. Are any of the workmen usually em
ployedby you, to your knowledge,in need
of assistance?
2. If you are not informed, will you
kindly make inquiry as to theseworkmen,
and if there are any caseswhere assist
anceis neededreport the sameto the com
mittee at the earliest opportunity ?
It is the purpose of the committee to
provide for all needy workmen who are
worthy.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The annual electionof the Buffalo Build
ers'ExchangeAssociationwas held at the
.exchangeJanuary I5 from 11 a.m. until 8
p.m. During that time a banquet was
served,and the members partook of the
numerousgoodthings which wereoffered.
All enjoyedthemselvesheartily. The elec
tion was themost spirited that has been
held by the association. There were 01
votes cast, of which George Duchscherer
received 50 for president and Henry
Schaefer41. For vice-president,GeorgeW.
Maltby received47votesandCharlesGeiger
44. For treasurer,George W. Carter re
ceived 47 and Harry C. Parsons 44. For
membersof the Board of Directors E. L.
Cook and J. A. Wolsley were tied, and for
.delegatesto the national convention John
Wolsley, GeorgeW. Maltby and John W.
Henrich were tied. The following is the
result on the balanceof the ticket :
Directors—H. C. Harrower, E. T. Cop-
pins, Jacob Reimann, A. W. Day, Adolf
Machwirth, H. Rumrill, Jr., J H. Tilden,
John Lannen, W. L. McClennan.
Secretary—-J. C. Almendinger.
Arbitration Committee—A. A. Berrick,
John Feist, GeorgeW. Carter.
Delegates to national convention—At-
large, William D. Collingwood ; delegates,
GeorgeW. Carter, M. J. Byrne.

Chicago, III.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Chicagoheldits tenth annual meetingon
January 16. The election resulted as fol
lows '.
President, J. G. McCarthy.
First vice-president,James. A. Hogan.
Secondvice-president,E. S. Moss.
Treasurer, John Rawle.

DIRECTORS.
.John Mountain, William Grace,
C. 8. Purlngton, GeorgeTapper.
AlexanderGordon,

INSPECTORSOF ELECTION.
J. H. Brown, N. J. Bigue.
.J. C. Gould,
PresidentC. W. Gindele announcedthat
the collation would not be soelaborateas

usual, as the exchange had contributed
8500of the sumsetaside for that purpose
to the unemployed of the city. This was
greeted with cheers. The president'sad
dressreferred to the entertainmentof vis
itors by the exchange during theWorld's
Fair ; recommendedan outing day each
summerfor the exchange; spokehighly of
the building ordinanceadoptedduring the
year.
The reports of Secretary H. S. Martin
and Treasurer W. H. Mortimer madean
excellentshowing. The exchangehas 600
membersand there is $8000in the treasury.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
The Builders' Exchange of Cincinnati
held an interesting meeting on February
8 to considerthe lien law amendmentnow
beforetheLegislature. After considerable
discussion for and against, it was unani
mously votedto telegraph the Legislature
at Columbusthat theBuilders'Exchangeof
Cincinnati favored the bill. The following
is a summaryof the bill :
The proposedamendmentof Section81S4givesan absolutelien upon the ground,and
thebuildingsorstructurementionedtherein,
to contractors, sub-contractors, material
menandlaborers,andmaking thecontractors, sub-contractors, architects and otherpersonshaving charge of the constructionof any such building the agents of the
owner. It provides that a Hen for labor,
materialor machineryshall not exceedthe
actual value thereof, the intention of this
supplementary section being to prevent
fraud or collusion in regardto thepricesfor
suchlabor,machineryor material. Section3188is amendedslightly, and provides thatthe hensof all personsother than the origi
nal contractor shall be probatedand that
the lien of thecontractorshall bepostponedin paymentto all suchliens. It alsoprovides
for the filing of noticein order to stop thepaymentwherethework is of a public nature,as in such casesthe lien miglit affordno security.
All provisionsinapplicablearerepealed,asthe purpose of the proposedlaw is to giveall contractors an absolute lien on theproperty in placeof a Henupon the fund. Itbeing consideredmore to theadvantageofsub-contractors,materialmen.laborersand
mechanicsto have such absolutelien thanto becompelledto rely upon thestoppageof payment.

Louisville. Ky.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange
of Louisville held an important meeting
February 7at its hall in the Boardof Trade
Building. The by-laws were modified in
sucha mannerthat a stricter enforcement
of the rules can be had and the members
bound closer together in the carrying out
of the objectsfor which the exchangewas
formed.
The annual election of officerswas held
and resultedas follows :
President,GeorgeL Smith.
First vice-president,Edward Spurrier.
Secondvice-president,Paul C. Barth.
Directors (to serve three years), C. T.
Hoskins, S. P. Snead and John E. Carpen
ter.
The exchangeheld a long discussionover
the proposedlicense tax of builders, con
tractors, and the like, as provided by the
new charter. Many of the builders and
contractorsfavor a rather high tax, believ
ing it will keep out irresponsibleparties,
but on the other hand those who have no
competitionin their particular line are for
a small license.

Milwaukee, Wis.
A meeting of the Builders and Traders'
Exchange was held January 22,and after
an extended discussion resolutions were
passedopposingany further changesin the
City Hall plans. The committeeappointed
to draft the resolutionswas composedof
Messrs. Quinn, Forster and Weden. The
resolutionsadoptedwereas follows :
Remlved,That we.membersof the Builders and Traders' Exchange of Milwaukee,opposeall changesin the presentplanof theCity Hall, anddeem it unwise to makeany
change,as it Is costlyand expensiveto thecity.
Restatedfurther. That theplansandspeci
fications heretoforeadopted,approvedand
contracted for shouldbeoarried out to theletter, exceptsuchchangesasareabsolutely
necessaryto makea first-classbuilding.
Rtsnlved That this exchangealsobelieves
that in calling for buildingmaterialsandallapparatusanddevices for public usethere
should be at least three or four kinds of
equalquantitiesor gradesstated,soasto in
surefair andhonorablecompetitionin pub
lic work.

Contractor Paul Riesenopposedthe reso
lutions. Messrs.Quinn, ForsterandDunck
wereappointeda committee to presentthe
resolutionsto thecouncil.

New York City.
The Mechanicsand Traders'Exchangeof
New York helda specialmeeting on Janu
ary 23for the nominationof officersfor the
ensuingyear. The following officerswere
nominated and subsequentlyelected,with
theexceptionof Mr. Wright :
President, Isaac A. Hopper.
Vice president,John Byrns.
Treasurer, Edmond E. vaughan.
Secretary, StephenM. Wright.
Trustees—John J. Tucker, John J. Rob
erts, John L. Hamilton, John J. Donovan,
ThomasDimond, John McGuire, Isaac E.
Hoagland.
Examiners in Departmentof Buildings—
Warren A. Conover,Edwin Dobbs.
Mr. Wright declinedto accept the office
of secretaryagain, theduties of the office
interfering sogreatly with the prosecution
of his private affairs that he felt unable to
continue in office. The retirementof Mr.
Wright from theofficeof secretarywassin
cerely regrettedby themembershiphe had
servedso faithfully anddisinterestedlyand
it is a sourceof satisfactionthat he still re
mains identified with the interests of the
organization. Elliott Smith waselectedas
his successor.
The Mason Builders' Association elected
the following membersto representthem
on the Building and Bricklayers' Arbitra
tion Board: Otto M. Eidlitz, John Snath,
P. Gallagher, H. M. Tostevin, Hugh Getty,
Joseph Schaeffler, James Livingston and
Alexander Brown, Ji.
The bricklayerson theboard areWilliam
Stewart of Union 4; John Doyle, Union 7;
Philip Bauer,Union 11; OwenKing, Union
83; J. H Hambly, Union 34: August Prei-
ble. Union 35; B. F. King, Union 87, and
William Daly, Union 47. Mr. Eidlitz has
been elected chairman and Charles A.
Cowenof the Mason Builders' Association
secretary.
The joint board will draw up the agree
mentfor 1894and passonthechangeswhich
thebuildersare agitating among themen.
The board will also settle all grievances
which may arise during the year. The
board recently settledonecaseof journey
managainst a builder, after four months'
discussion, in favor of the employer, five
journeymenvoting with the builders. The
builderscannotnow join any other combi
nation of bossesin a fight against other
workingmen and the bricklayers are pre
ventedfrom ordering sympatheticstrikes.

Omaha. Neb.
At a recent meetingof the Builders and
Traders' Exchangeof Omaha the uniform
contract was up for consideration. The
clausecontaining reference to work being
doneto the satisfactionof thearchitectwas
criticised and an amendment suggested
making appealtoarbitration possiblewhere
the " satisfaction" of thearchitectrequired
work or material not anticipated by the
specificationsand plans. The following
resolutionwas unanimouslyadopted.
Be it resolved.That in all caseswherebids
are receivedfromsub-contractors or mate
rial furnishers that a preferencebe given
to membersof the exchange,andthat bids
be receivedfrom parties outside the ex
changewith distinct understandingthat a
preferencewould begivenamemberof the
exchange should then meet the competi
tion.

Philadelphia. Pa.
On January 18 the Master Bricklayers'
Association of Philadelphia celebratedits
104thanniversary by a dinner in the Build
ers' Exchangebanquetrooms.
A short businessmeetingwas heldbefore
the dinner, whenthefollowing officerswere
electedto serve during thepresentyear :
President,Joseph B. Hancock; vice-presi
dents, Michael Magee, Richard C. Ballin-
ger; treasurer,John W. Miller; secretary,
Wm. J. Gillingham ; membersof theMeas
uring Committee, John W. Miller, Samuel
Hart, George W. Roydhouse, George P.
Einwechter, Franklin M. Harris, Jr.
The Committee of Journeymen Brick
layers, who werepresentat thedinner, dis
cussedwith a Committee of Master Brick
layers the scale of wages for the ensuing
year. There wasno friction, and the scale
wasfixed at 45centsper hour, the sameas
last year.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Concave [and Convex Valley

HaflerN.

fVomH. G. R.. Allegheny, Pa.— In
answer to " W. W. P.," East Liver
pool, Ohio, whose letter was published
in the July issue, I send a drawing
with the accompanying explanation.
Draw the seat of the common rafter as
A B and the rise A C. Then draw the
curve of the common rafter C B.
Now divide the base line A B into any
number of equal spaces, as 1, 2. 3, 4, 5,
&c., and draw perpendicular lines to
construct the curve C B, as 1 0, 2 0,

MethodSuggestedby " H. G. P.." for Getting
Out Concaveand ConvexValley Rafters.

3 0, 4 0, &c. Now draw the seat of
the valley or hip rafter, as B D, and
continue the perpendicular lines re
ferred to until they meet B D, thus
establishing the points 10, 11, 12,13, 14,
&c. From these points draw lines at
right angles to B D, making 10X equal
in length to 10, and 11 X equal to 2 0 ;
also 12X equal to 30, and so on. When
this has been done draw through the
points indicated by X the curve, which
is the profile of the valley rafters.

Coloring Plaster.
From G. P. S., Leavenworth, Kan.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and ..Building furnish me information
as to how the finishing coat of plaster
is colored or tinted, and which are the
best colors to use ? Cameron's Plaster
ers' Manual gives a number of colors to
employ, but no information as to the
quantity and manner of mixing.

Finishing Hardwood Furniture.
From C. G. P., Monticello, Minn. — I
think I can give "J. C. W.," Pine
Hill, Pa., some information with re
gard to finishing hardwood furniture,
as I make and finish a great deal
myself. I think if he will get " The
Hardwood Finisher" referred to on
page xxxii of Carpentry and Build
ing for January it will help him out.
I would say, however, that after filling

and varnishing the furniture, take
finely powdered pumice stone, moisten
with raw linseed oil and rub with a
cloth. I think if he will follow the
directions given in the book named he
will have no trouble, with a little prac
tice, to make his furniture look as good
as city made.

Design for a Pulpit.
FromK. W. W., Washington, Ind. —
Will some of the many readers of Car
pentry and Building kindly contribute
for my benefit a design for a pulpit of
a character suitable for a neat little
church i

Proportions of Fire Places.
From F. A. F., Helena, Mont.— Will
some one please give me, through the
columns of the paper, the proper depth
and hight for fire places in which and
irons are to be employed ? I desire to
know what should be the depth and
hight of fire places 8 feet wide, 8 feet
6 inches wide, 4 feet wide, 4 feet 6
inches wide and 5 feet wide. There are
very few fire places in this town which
give satisfaction, as most of them
smoke, and I think the fault is in the
depth and hight of the fire place when
compared with its width.
Note.—We referred the above in
quiry to one of the leading grate manu
facturers in this city, who furnishes the
following touching the points raised
by our correspondent : The proper di
mensions of a fire place depend upon
the size of the flue and its form.
Usually the fire place is made 30
inches wide, 30 inches high and
12 inches deep, in connection with
a flue 8x8 inches. A safe rule for
regulating the size of the flue in its
relation to the fire place is to make its
area one-eighth that of the product of
the width and hight of the fire place in
inches. Thus a fire place 4 feet wide
by 4 feet high, giving an area of 2304
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Proportions of Fire Places.—Fig. 1.—
Proper Form of Flue Construction.

inches, should have a flue area of 288
inches, or about 17inches quare. This,
however, is only a general rule, appli
cable more particularly to high fire
place openings. Smaller fire places, as
the 30 x 30 inches, will work well with

a flue area less than one-tenth of the
area of the fire place opening. A mat
ter not less important than the size of
the flue is its shape where it joins the
fire place. No flue is a good one which
does not slope at an angle of 45° from.

Fig. 2.—Incorrect Shapeof Chimney Flue.

the horizontal line. While the smoke is
hot it should reach the narrowest or
smallest part of the flue, and that point
should not be over 20 to 24 inches
above the top of the fire place. Thus
Fig. 1 shows the proper form for a flue,
while Fig. 2 represents a bad form.
There would be few complaints of
smoky fire places if builders gave
proper regard to the shape of the flues,
and never was this caution more neces
sary than it is at present, when corner
fire places are so much in vogue. Some
masons think that if they make a flue
very large all danger of bad draft may
be avoided, but this is a great error.
There is as great danger in making a
flue too large as in making it too small.
A flue should be no larger than is nee-

'

essary to carry off the greatest volume
of smoke that is made by the fire. If
larger, eddies or counter currents are
formed which greatly impair the
draft.

Elevations of the Prize Winners
In the Floor Plan Competition.

From W. P,, South Boston, Mass.—
I trust some of the readers of the paper
will give front and side elevations, to
gether with details for the three sets
of floor plans awarded prizes in the
XXIVth Competition, and presented in
the issue for January.

Design for Bookcase.

From W. A. M., Mifflingburg, Pa.—
Will some reader of the paper please
send for publication a design for a book
case?

forPlans
From C. H. C
Mich. —I would like to ask some of th
readers of the paper if they have an

Grist Mill.
Sault Ste. Marie
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plans of grist mills of about 50 barrels
per day capacity. I have beena reader
of the paper nearly five years and have
found in it practical information on
almost everything in the building line,
but do not recall anything relating to
grist mills.

Design for a Sideboard.
From S. D. T., Demorest, Ga.— I send
inclosed a rough sketch or two of a
sideboard which may possibly prove of

trust therefore our correspondent will
forward the drawings to which he re
fers.

I *.- of the Octagon Scale.
From D. E. B., Fort Worth, Texas.
— I have been a constant reader of the
paper for two years and have never yet
asked a question through its columns.
I now make bold to inquire if some of
the readers of the paper will explain
the octagon scale on the tongue of the

face of the timber, measuring each
way from the center lines. The points
thus obtained will be correct for the
gauge lines. The rule always to be ob
served is as follows : Set off from each
side of the center line, upon each face,
as many spaces by the octagon scale as

Design for a Sideboard.—Fig. I.— Front and End Elevations

interest to some of the readers of the
paper, especially those making inquiry
for articles of this character. Fig. 1
of the sketches represents a front and
end elevation showing the general ap
pearance of the completed sideboard.
At A is a V-shaped line, the diamond
being completed with a dot in the cen
ter. The side pieces of the back are
fluted where the lines show. The pan
els are beaded and around them and
the glass the edge is stop-chamfered.
The main portion has one drawer at
the top and doors below, with a shelf
in the center, as shown in the elevation.
I think it would be an improvement to
make two small drawers instead of one
large one. In Fig. 2 of the sketches is
shown a section through the molding
at the top. The back is of i^-inch
stuff. The sideboard is constructed of
Georgia pine of handsome grain and
makes a nice piece of furniture.

steel square, as I think it would benefit
many carpenters as well as myself. I
think Carpentry and Building a grand
paper. I have all the plates and have
hung them in the choice places of my
home.
Note.— In answering the inquiry of
our correspondent we would say that

Fig. 2.—SectionthroughMolding at Top

of Sideboard.

the timber is inches square. For tim
ber larger in size than the number of
divisions in the scale, the measure
ments by it may be doubled or tripled,
as the case may be.

Carpenters' Work Bench.

From G. N. H., Bristol, Conn,— lam
an old reader of Carpentry and Build
ing, and take the liberty of sending a
rough sketch of a bench which I built a
year or two ago. I find it very handy, as
it can be readily taken apart and moved
from place to place. It very often hap
pens that a bench is wanted in one
place and then in another part of the
house, wherever the work may be, and
in moving this bench it is only neces
sary to tip it over on its back, unscrew
a turn buckle sufficient to unhook it
from the eye, give the sides a kick, and
the whole thing falls over on the floor.
Then pick up any part desired and
move it where it is needed. There are
only five pieces to the whole bench, and
it is unnecessary to take off the bench
vise or the bench hook. The side pieces
are bolted together in such a way that
they can be handled very nicely and
readily moved about. The bench which
I made, and which is shown in the ac
companying sketch, is 9 feet long and
3 feet wide, which is wide enough for
two men touse. The width is also con
venient in making frames for windows
and for work of a similar character.
The top is nailed fast to both end
pieces, making it rigid. I put in a mid
dle support, just catching it on the
sides. The latter I grooved in order to

Henneries and Piggeries.
From G. M. B.,Barnesburgh, Ohio.—I would like to hear from some of my
brother chips in regard to the subject
-of henneries and piggeries. I am often
called upon to build them and will, if
the readers desire, send drawings of
some I have erected.
Note.—The subject of henneries has
.received more or less attention in the
past volumes of the paper, but has not,
by any means, been exhausted. We

Carpenters' Work Bench as Made by " G. N. H.1

the use of the octagon scale is as fol
lows : Suppose it is required to reduce
a square timber, say 12x 12inches, to
octagon shape. In the first place, draw
a center line along each face, which,
necessarily, will be (i inches from the
several edges. With the compasses
take 12of the divisions in the octagon
scale on the face of the tongue of the
square, and set off this space on the

allow a rest to slide in for holding up
the opposite end of the stuff from the
vise. This slide is made of oak J„ "x 10
inches, with J^-inch tenons on the ends
to follow the %-inch plowing in the
side pieces. Outside of this is a trian
gular piece of wood J8 inch thick,
and of whatever size may be desired.
It is hung by a bolt through a top
corner and allowed to swing up and
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down, according to convenience. It
fastens with a wooden pin having a
flanged head. On the outside of the
triangle is a plate of iron about 3 inches
wide, screwed fast to the side to form
a flange in which the Jg-inch stuff may
rest. When working heavier material
the latter will rest on the edge of the
iron. A number of holes are bored in
semicircular form so that as the trian
gular piece is raised the pin may be put
through it and into the proper hole,
thus holding the piece at the proper
angle. The sides of the bench are made
of oak and the legs of chestnut, al
though most any kind of wood will
answer the purpose. The legs are
gained in % inch on both side pieces in
such a way that they are locked firmly
together. Two bolts are put through
each leg, top and bottom, and the con
struction is strong enough to stand al
most anything. There are no braces
to the bench, nor does it need any, as
when the rods are hooked and turned
up the whole thing is strong and rigid.
There are only two rods, one at each
end. The ends of the cross pieces show
through the sides, as will be seen from
the sketch. I have used this bench for
cabinet purposes and found it satis
factory. In case one desires to clamp

with smaller stones and spawls, laid
almost dry, and leveled with mortar
in order to secure a good bearing for
the next course. Continue this process
until the work is completed. This is
the suggestion of a practical cobble
stone man of 30 years ago.

Tool Chest Construction.

From J. L. L., Waxahachie, Texas.
—The first thing a carpenter or joiner
needs is a suitable collection of tools
for his trade, and the next thing he re
quires is a practical tool chest. Car
penters' tools should be well kept and
cared for, and with this fact in view
I have devised a plan for a tool chest
in which there is a place for every
thing needed, with each tool in its
place. I constructed the chest which
I shall describe about a year ago and
am well pleased with it, owing to the
fact that the tools cannot become
badly mixed. The plan, so far as I
know, is original and meets the ap-

venting leakage, while b represents a
receptacle for a spirit level. This chest
I consider the most convenient of any
I ever saw, as one may get from it any
tool required without the necessity of
hunting all through the chest for it,
or moving the other tools out of its
way. To reach the back of the base
section, or the space designated as a
' ' catch all," it is only necessary to take
out one of the bottom drawers. With
this exception there are no tills to be
lifted out and in, as is the case with
tool chests as ordinarily constructed.
If any of the readers of the paper de
sire further information concerning
this chest I shall be glad to hear from
them.

Fig. 1.—Showing ChestOpen,with Coverof SawRack Fig. 2 -Vertical CrossSection.
Removed.

Tool Chest Construction.—Cuts Accompanying Letterfrom "J. L. L.," Waxahachie,
Texas.

anything to the bench it is only neces
sary to attach the thumb screw along
the side and screw the article fast.

Joining Sash to Iron Columns.
From J. S. Z., Morganton, N. C.—l
would like to ask through the columns
of Carpentry and Building if some of
my brother readers will send to the
editor for publication drawings show
ing the best way of joining bulk eash
to iron columns in store fronts.

Cobble Stone Cellar Walls.
From L. D., New York. —In reference
to the inquiry of " S. A. S." Barton,
Vt., which appeared in the June issue
of Carpentry and Building, I will say
that cobble stones laid in cement mor
tar will form good walls, but they are
more difficult to build than others. An
excessive quantity of mortar should be
avoided, especially in damp weather.
No more than about 3 feet in hight
should be constructed the same day, as
it is necessary to give the mortar a
chance to set. If this is not done the
wall is likely to bulge. The outside
and inside faces should be carried at
the same time, thus giving a better
bond, as the short and long stones will
bind in each other. The lines should
be put up at the same hight and every
course should be leveled off. The in
side of the wall should be well filled

Froval
of all who are familiar with it.

send a few sketches, Fig. 1 showing
the chest open, with the cover of the
saw rack A removed, while Fig. 2 is a
vertical cross section indicating the
various divisions. The saw and level
rack is placed in the front top section,
the cover to which may be worked in
slides or on hinges. The letters BBB
represent drawers, which may be par
titioned with very thin material into
different apartments for the reception
of chisels, try and bevel squares, bits,
gauges, &c. : C is a catch all for such
things as planes, specifications, sand
paper and work-suit, and D is a recep
tacle for tools of general use, such as
bench planes, headers, molders, mal
lets, hammers, &c.
The chest is made in three parts, the
first being the bottom or base section,
which is the entire width of the chest
and half its hight, as shown in the
sketches ; the second is the back top sec
tion, screwed on the base in a substan
tial manner, and being the receptacle
for the drawers, as shown, while the
last is the top front section, hinged to
the top of the back section, as clearly
indicated in Fig. 2 of the cuts. This
allows it to fold or swing back on top
of the rear section, as indicated in
Fig. 1. The front section is provided
with overlapping edges, snugly fitting
all around. In Fig. 2 of the sketches
d shows a groove in the rabbet of the
back section for the purpose of pre-

ITIaklng Blue Prints.

From R. C, Cramer Hill, N. J.— I
have been reading Carpentry and
Building for several months and am
well pleased with what it contains. I
would like to further increase my
knowledge by having the following
questions answered, if some of the
readers will kindly take the trouble to
do so : How are blue prints made,
and is it an easy or a difficult process?
Also is it expensive and can a carpenter
make his own prints ?
Note.—The process of making blue
prints is neither an expensive nor diffi
cult one, and any person of average
intelligence can do the work in such a
way as to meet ordinary requirements.
Without attempting to anticipate in
any way the replies which our readers
may see fit to send, we offer the fol
lowing remarks as likely to prove in
teresting to the correspondent above :
In making a blue print the first thing
is to secure a supply of ferro prnssiate
paper, which may be obtained from
any large dealer in photographic or
artists' materials. If our correspond
ent is unable to conveniently obtain
the paper he can make it with com
parative] j' little trouble. Almost any
white paper of good quality may be
employed for the purpose. This paper
may be prepared by subjecting it to a
sensitizing solution, made by taking 1
ounce of citrate of iron and ammonia
and 4 ounces of water, and mixing it
with 1 ounce of red prussiate of po
tassium and 4 ounces of water. The
two solutions are mixed in equal
quantities and to an amount sufficient
to sensitize the paper required for im
mediate use. The solution may be
applied to the paper with a sponge or
flat brush, or, if convenient, the paper
may be floated in the solution, the
latter plan being generally considered
the better way. After this has been
done the paper should be dried in a
weak light. The paper prints better
when fresh, and it would be well,
therefore, for our correspondent to
prepare his paper only as required for
use. In this connection we would
suggest that the citrate of iron and
ammonia be kept in a dark bottle from
air and light. The paper should be
stored in a dry place and be entirely
shielded from daylight before being
used and while putting it into the
printing frame.
After the paper is ready for use and
a print is desired the printing frame is
placed upon the table and the back
board removed. A negative, with the
film side up, is then placed upon it and
a piece of ferro prussiate paper with
its colored side toward the film put in.
The back part is then placed in position
in the printing frame and fastened by
slipping the springs attached to it under
the buttons screwed on to the frame.
The printing frame is then exposed in
a place where the sunlight will fall di
rectly upon every part of the front. It
is thus placed in order to make the
print equally intense in every portion
and is left for from 15 to 30minutes or
longer, according to the strength of
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light and the intensity of the negative.
In order to ascertain if the exposure is
sufficient the frame may be removed to
a place where the light is weak or sub
dued, one half of the back part opened
and the paper bent back in order that
the print upon its surface may be seen.
If it is clear and distinct the paper may
be taken out and placed in a pan of
clear water, where it should be left
until the whites of the print are clearly
brought out. The paper being no
longer sensitive maybe dried wherever
most convenient. The paper should
soak from 15 to 30 minutes, when it
may be taken out of the pan and
washed a few seconds in water. After
the print is dry it may be neatly
trimmed and mounted upon cardboard
if desired. If the printing frame con
taining the paper is not exposed long
enough the picture will very likely
have a pale blue instead of the indigo
hue desired. If what should be white
in the picture has a blue tint it indi
cates over printing or that the picture
was exposed to a bright light before
the paper was washed.
The blue print can be conveniently

at the line of the long valley at the
right it broadens to nearly double the
width with which it starts and termi
nates a short distance from the ridge of
the front gable. The correspondent also
sends a solution like that shown in Fig.
3 and states that the idea in either case
is to have the walls of the tower high
enough so that its cornice will clear the
main roof of the house.

From H. I. P., Omaha, Neb.—Reply
ing to " W. B. S.," Flemington, N. J.,
I would say that he has something of
a problem in roof framing and I send
what I consider the best way out of
the difficulty. Referring to the sketch,
Fig. 2, it will be seen that all hips and
valleys are run on an angle of 45°with
the plates, except the hip A and the
valley B. These are the only ones
necessary to vary from the square.
By varying these points as shown in
the sketch the roof can be framed
without any particular difficulty or
any feature that would be detrimental
to its appearance.
Note. — A solution similar to the

insist on gaining the camber by
lengthening the beams. I trust that
the practical readers will take up the
matter and send the editor some in
teresting letters for publication.
Note.—The suggestion of our corre
spondent is a timely one, and although
the Howe truss has been illustrated and
described at length in some of the
earlier volumes of the paper, there are
now many readers who were not sub
scribers at that time and who, no
doubt, will be interested and instructed
in a discussion of the subject. We
trust, therefore, that it will be taken
up and considered at such length, as it
has interest for the readers of this de
partment.

Driving; Mill".

From McD., Mount Morris, III.—We
had a Kentucky man in our crowd at
one time, who contended that a nail
driven slowly with many strokes
would hold better than one driven
home with two or three strokes of the
hammer. He also stated that in grind
ing a plain bit it was well not to put

Fig. l.—MethodSuggestedby "8. B. C." Fig. 2.-The Way " H. I. P." would do theWork. Fig. 3.- Plan Recommendedby " W. C.W."

Framing a ComplicatedRoof.—Illustrations Made from SketchesFurnished by Different Correspondents.

written on by using a solution of com
mon soda thickened with gum arabic.
Adding the soda to red ink will give a
fluid by means of which a brilliant red
line may be made on the print. From
these suggestions we think our corre
spondent will be able to make blue
prints which will serve his purpose.

above is furnished by "J. N. H. " of
Galveston, Texas.

Framing a Complicated Roof.

FromS. B. C, Middletoicn, N. Y—
In the July number of Carpentry and
Building " W. B. S.." Flemington, N.
J., asks for suggestions relative to a
roof plan. I send a sketch, Fig. 1,
showing my idea of the best method of
framing the roof. If the chimney can
not be made to come out at the flat
square place in the center of the roof, it
may be tinned over and any one from
the ground would think it a short
piece of ridging.
Note. — A correspondent, "J. C.
McD." of Manchester, N. H., carries
the idea suggested above a little further
and makes a deck take the place of the
short ridge running toward the front of
the building. The deck starts very
nearly on a line with the ridge of the left
gable about as indicated in Fig. 1 of
the sketches, but is a trifle wider; then

From W. C. W. , New Orleans, La.—
In reply to the inquiry of " W. B. S.,"
Flemington, N. J., whose letter ap
peared in the July issue of the paper, I
inclose a sketch, Fig, 3, which is self
explanatory.
Note.—Similar solutions of the prob
lem are furnished by " F. H." of Os-
born, Ohio ; " F. L." of Elkhart, Ind. ;" F. C." of Junction, N. J. ; " C. W.
M." of Indianapolis. Ind. ; " D. J." of
New Westminster, B. C ; " Tramp" of
Denver, Col. ; " C. E. E." of Boone,
Iowa, and " J. C. McD." of Manches
ter, N. H.

Discussion of the Howe Trass.

From C. E. B., Norfolk, Va.—l notice
in the December issue of the paper
some problems in railroad work and
think that a discussion of subjects like
the Howe truss, for example, touching
construction, the proportion of span to
load and giving the camber, would be
interesting to many subscribers of the
paper. I have seen carpenters build
these trusses who knew nothing of
spacing the angle blocks, and would

much weight on the bit, as it would be
likely to crush the grit of the stone.
I would like to know what members of
the craft think of such teachings now
adays.

Wood Carving.

From S. R. McC, Washington, Ind.
—I think the subjects of jack and hip
rafters have been about exhausted, and
I would like now to have some one
give a few lessons in wood carving,
stating what tools to purchase in order
to accomplish neat work.
Note.—If our correspondent has the
early volumes of the paper hewill find
in them several articles relating to the
subject of wood carving. In the July
issue for 1879is the first of a serial en
titled " Self-Instruction in Wood Carv
ing," which is continued in the August
and September numbers for that year.
In the issue of September, 1880,is an
other article, illustrating and describ
ing the tools employed in carving,
while in the volume for 1881there is a
series consisting of five articles treat
ing of the subject in a more advanced
stage. There are doubtless many read
ers who are not in possession of the
early files of the paper and were not
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subscribers at that time. For their
benefit we trust the subject will be
again taken up and discussed from a
practical standpoint. There are many
engaged in this particular branch of
industry who could furnish a great
amount of valuable information, and
we hope they will come forward with
letters for publication.

ble that so many face plates will be
needed in the floor, and the registers
connecting the exhaust ducts with the
ventilating flue should be properly pro
portioned in size to the beating regis
ters. The necessity of the stove in the
ventilating flue may or may not be felt.
As our correspondent suggests, the plan
is subject to further comment.

A Heating System.

J From G. P., Victoria, B. C.—l in
close you a rough copy of my plan for
heating and ventilating a school house,

Details of an Incubator.

From W. C, Sew York City.— I
would like to ask if any of the readers

Vertical Cross Stction of Building Showing Heating SystemEmployed 6|/"G. P."

and would like your opinion of it and
that of your readers.

Note.—No description coming with
the sketch, some desirable information
is lacking from which to form an opin
ion. The idea conveyed by the sketch
has considerable merit, and if properly
carried out in detail the work should
prove satisfactory. The damper in the
cold air box is so arranged that the out
side air can be temporarily shut off,
and by closing the ventilating registers
at the same time the air will circulate
through the building and furnace until
the desired temperature is reached.
The registers should then be openedand
the damper arranged to take air from out
of doors. A janitor in charge of such
a system should have strict orders never
to run it on the circulating plan when
the school is in session. It is itnproba

cnn 'furnish for publication details of
a good incubator having special refer
ence to ventilation and regulating ap
paratus for temperature. I also desire
to ask if it is intricate for the average
carpenter to make when the appartus
named can be bought.

Estimating Cost of Buildings.
From H. E. P., Saco, Maine. — I
would like to know the quickest and
best way of estimating the cost of a
building and trust some of the practi
cal readers of the paper will take an
early opportunity to enlighten me.
Note. — Our correspondent asks a
question which is not altogether easy
of satisfactory answer for the reason
that methods of estimating the cost of
buildings vary not only with the lo
cality, but with the individual as well.
Therefore, a plan which would be

considered rapid and satisfactory for
the purpose by a builder or contractor
in one part of the country might not
be so regarded by those working in
another and widely remote section,
and yet the general conditions be
practically the same in both. This
may arise from the fact that in one
case the builder estimates by the
square, another by the piece, while a
third employs a scheme differing from
either of the others. All have their
devoted followers and all give results
which in the end are regarded as en
tirely suitable for the purpose. While
there is no recognized method which
may be said to have been universally
adopted for estimating the cost of
structures there is probably more uni
formity in custom at the present day
than there was a few years ago, owing,
no doubt, in a large measure to the
general discussion of the subject in
our columns and to the expressions of
opinion which have been presented on
the part of those practically engaged
in the building trades. Our inquiring
correspondent will, however, find
many valuable suggestions touching
the question of estimating by care
fully perusing the early numbers of the
serial article entitled, " The Builders
Guide " commenced in Carpentry and
Building about two years ago and
later published in book form. The
subject, nevertheless, is one which
admits of broad discussion and we
hope our readers will freely express
their views for the benefit of all who
may be interested.

Plan of Sleeping Rooms.

From W. C, Stapleton. N. Y —I
have often thought when examining
house plans that it would be a good
thing if architects when designing such
would cut out to scale a piece of
black paper 6 feet 6 inches by 4 fe*t 6
inches and place it in different posi
tions in the bedrooms, as they would
then see at once whether or not the
design was good or bad. One sees so
many drawings of bedrooms, but on
examination finds no place for the bed
unexposed to drafts. It would be well
in connection with such plans to draw
straight lines from windows to doors,
and then see if the bed can be placed
so that it shall cross none of these
lines. More attention to this would
often insure better health and perhaps
save life.

Cobblestone Houses.

From R. G., Chicago, III.— I have
been a constant reader of the paper
for some time, and would like to see
more plans of the kind shown in a
recent issue, illustrating a cottage at
Brunswick, Ga. I would like to see
the plan of a house of low price and
modern design built of cobble and
field stone, showing in what shapes the
material could be used to the best ad
vantage, on a farm, for example. I
think it would be very valuable to
many readers of the paper.

Self Supporting Roof.
From G. M. B. . Naresburg. Ohio.—
I have been a silent reader of Car-fjentry
and Building for several months and
have gaiued a great deal of informa
tion. One objection I have to the
paper is that it does not visit me often
enough—I mean that it should be a
weekly instead of a monthly. 1 will
say that the self-supporting roof given
by '"J. N. H." of New Orleans, La.,
in the January number is excellent. I
notice it is for a brick or stone build
ing, and I would ask the correspondent
how he would connect the chords with
a frame structure; also, how he fastens
the angle blocks, and what is the cost of
such a truss ?
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CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS.

THE
eighth annual convention of
the National Association of Build-

- ^ ers opened its first session in Bos
ton on the morning of February 13, and
in spite of arigorous old fashioned New
England snow storm the roomy ball
was well filled with delegates and
visitors.
The opening address, which was to
have been delivered by the president of
the Master Builders' Association, was
delegated to the secretary owing to
the inability of the president to at
tend. The secretary extended a cor
dial welcome, touched briefly upon the
purposes of the meeting and intro
duced Nathan Matthews, Jr., Mayor
of the city of Boston, who extended
on behalf of the city a hearty greeting
to those attending the convention.
The Mayor paid a high tribute to the
character of the .Master Builders'
Association and the estimation in
which it is held and in which its mem
bers stand among the citizens of the
.city. His honor's remarks were brief
and to the point and were very cor
dially received.
President Ira G. Hersey, of the Na
tional Association, next delivered his
address, of which the following is a
summary •:

President's Address.
The president opened his annual ad
dress with a reference to the fact that
the Eighth Convention of the National
Association had brought the organi
zation back to the city in which the
preliminary work of its establishment
was performed.
As to the character of the work, he
showed that it was primarily educa
tional and that its tenets were the ad
vocacy of the appliance of principles
of equity and honor to the transaction
•ofthe builder's business in all its phases.
He said, "That the recommendations
of the National Association had been
prepared with the view to being di
rectly applicable to the practical affairs
of builders anywhere and under any
given condition.
"The National Association lays down
no law ; it only asks that the builders
•of the country shall adopt for their
own betterment the wisdom of all as
represented by the delegates at the
yearly meetings.''
In reference to the work of the past
year, particularly, after complimenting
the National Association on the num
ber in attendance as being indicative
of the condition of affairs among
builders, he alluded to the fact that re
trenchment of expense in conducting
the association wae at the beginning of
the year considered necessary, and that
with the elimination of certain features
of the work of previous years the as
sociation now finds itself with about
the same balance in the treasury as
with which the year opened.

COL. R. T. AUCHMUTY.

He referred feelingly to the loss by
death of Col. Richard T. Auchmuty,
the only honorary member of the asso
ciation, as being a national loss as well
as a personal loss to every citizen of
the country who is in sympathy with
trade education of American boys. He
said : " No eulogy of mine can hope to
express the love and gratitude felt for
him by the building fraternity of the
country, which the magnitude of the
work and the gentle greatness of the
man so justly earned for him. He was
a man who, though not strong in body,
dedicated his life to the interests of the
American boy. Let us be thankful
that he was spared to see help come to
the cause which he had so long upheld

single handed, and to know that the
spark cherished by him had kindled
like impulses in another, thus placing
his school upon a permanent basis—a
fit monument for a noble man." He
also referred toucbingly to the death
of Vice-President Hugh Sisson of Bal
timore, and of the directors, N. B.
Hussey of Omaha and James Boland
of Buffalo.

EARLY CONDITIONOF BUILDING TRADES.

In commenting upon the condition
of the building fraternity at the time
the National Association was organ
ized it was stated that no means ex
isted for establishing universal customs
of securing joint action for the eradi
cation of pernicious practices which
had grown to be considered excusable
through long custom, and that such
local organizations as existed at that
time were in a more or less inefficient
condition. From thesesmall and almost
unknown local bodies there have been
awakened organized and strengthened
institutions all over the country, until
to-day there is a strong effective work
ing exchange in nearly all cities of
prominence in the country. These
organizations have become acknowl
edged factors in their several locali
ties, whose judgment and assistance
in creating plans for the public ad
vancement are more and more sought
after as their capability and willing
ness to cope with, these questions be
comes apparent. In pointing out the
value of organized effort the president
used a most excellent simile in the
World's Fair at Chicago, showing con
clusively how necessary organization
was to the carrying on of any great
project. In support of the statement
that the local organizations have been
benefited by the work of the National
Association, it was shown that material
progress had been made by many of
these organizations in the direction
of acquiring property and establish
ing permanent homes for themselves,
equipped with every modern appliance
which can be suggested for the com
fort and convenience of the members.
The property acquired already, to
gether with such other similar under
takings as are now in progress, will
represent a value of over $3,000,000in
vested by organizations in their homes.
The president congratulated the or
ganization upon the result of its work
as regards the establishment of the
uniform contract adopted by the
National Association of Builders in
conjunction with the American Insti
tute of Architects.

APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

In referring to the apprenticeship
system, he said : " Perhaps the two
great drawbacks to the advancement
of the mechanical and building trades
are the decadence of the apprentice
ship system and the unrestricted im
migration of foreign labor. In regard
to the first, we have, without doubt,
in trade schools the correct solution of
the problem. The public school sys
tem in adopting manual training has
gone as far as it legitimately can, but
we should not look for help in this di
rection. All building exchanges should
sanction and assist in every way possi
ble the establishment of trade schools.
To this end I would recommend that
our standing committees be added to
by the appointment of five who will be
given this subject for their special
work. Upon the settlement of the
second problem, to my mind, rests
largely the success or failure of the
first. It is an indisputable fact that
flooding of our mechanical trades from
other countries has a very demoraliz

ing and degrading effect on the trades
themselves. So mnch so, in fact, that
tradesmen (who in many cases were
themselves immigrant*) show a re
luctance to have their sons learn trades,
and thus be thrown in contact with
these undesirable elements—elements
which show a constantly increasing
unwillingness to adopt American ideas
or assimilate with the American peo
ple. Until these conditions can be
regulated, restricted or prohibited and
the American workman protected
against this free trade in foreign labor,
it will be impossible to enlist the
American boy in mechanical callings."

FORM OF ARBITRATION.

In touching upon the " form of arbi
tration " recommended by the National
Association, he pointed out one of the
obstacles to its more universal adop
tion as being the distrust which has
been engendered between emplovers
and workmen as the result of long lists
of arbitrary acts on either side. He
said : " That it was conclusively, how
ever, that the adoption and steady
growth in favor of the form had con
tinued until no fairminded man was
unwilling to adopt the principles of
arbitration as the fairest and wisest
means of settling all misunderstand
ings. The provision of this form that
boards be appointed in advance of pos
sible differences between employers
and workmen before the heat of dis
putes had warped their judgment, he
stated, is showing conclusively the
wisdom of its recommendations ; but
it was his opinion that too frequent
meetings of such boards, without spe
cial subjects to consider, would tend
to create a tendency to magnify and
distort minor issues into undue prom
inence, and would be likely to defeat
the purpose for which the board was
created. He urged the formation of
special trade associations in connec
tion with the various exchanges, and
that they should work in unison with
the central bodies, of which they
should all form a part. By this means
the humiliating spectacle of organiza
tions, with a common end in view,
working apparently at cross purposes
would be avoided and harmony and
effective action substituted.

PROFIT SHARING.
The question of profit sharing, which
had been suggested at previous con
ventions, was, in his opinion, impracti
cal of application to the building busi
ness under the present competitive
system. Such other prominent mat
ters as have been considered by the or
ganization from time to time, show un
mistakably a steady, healthy tendency
toward the adoption of higher aims
and methods, and in closing he said:
" However thoroughly we may discuss
these subjects in our conventions, and
however wise our recommendations,
they fall flat and will accomplish noth
ing if not supplemented by earnest,
thoughtful and persistent effort in the
filial bodies throughout the year. "

COMMITTEE OX CREDENTIALS.
The following gentlemen were ap
pointed a Committee on Credentials :
J. Milton Blair, chairman, Cincinnati.
John S. Stevens, Philadelphia.
Arthur McAllister. Cleveland.
James B. McCormack, St. Louis.
John Rawle, Chicago.
StephenM. Wright, New York
The report of the committee, as fol
lows, was presented after an interval,
during which the credentials were ex
amined : " Your committee would re
spectfully report that they have ex
amined the credentials submitted to
them and find that there are 24 ex
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changes represented by 93 delegates, 28
of whom are directors."
The representation was as follows,
including the delegates at large :

Baltimore 4
Boston 7
Buffalo 4
Chicago 13
Cincinnati 4
Cleveland 4
Detroit 8
Indianapolis 8
Lowell 3
Lynn 2
Milwaukee 4
New York 7

Omaha *
Philadelphia 7
Portland. 3
Providence 8
Rochester 3
St. Louis 5
St. Paul 2
Saginaw 2
Syracuse 2
Wilmington 2
Worcester 3
Waco 1

After the submission of the report,
credentials were received for two dele
gates from the Minneapolis Exchange,
making a total of 95 delegates present.

The names of delegates and their
alternates, as indicated by the cre
dentials, were as follows :

BALTIMORE.MO.

Delegates. Alternates.
E L. Bartlett HermanH. Decker
John Trainor Israel Griffith
Alex. J. Denson IsaacS. Filbert
E. D. Miller

BOSTON,MASS.
James I. Wingate
Parker F. Soule John T. Mainland
Isaac N. Tucker Henry A. Root
Wm.H. Mitchell IsaacP. Woodbury
Cyrus T. Clark DavidMcintosh
SamuelFarquhar Walter S. Sampson
John F. Ilurkel S. Fred Hicks

BUFFALO,N. T.
H. C. Harrower
GeorgeW. Carter Alvln W. Day
John A. Wolsley CharlesF. Mensch
John W. Henricb Wm. Schumacker

CHICAGO.ILL.

John Rawle
Cbas.W. Gindele.

Chairman
J. G. McCarthy
GeorgeTapper
Wm. H. Mortimer
R. S. Haldeman
Wm. G'ace
B. w. May
C.W. Dameier
E. S. Moss
SamuelI. Pope
Louis Berg
William Henry

Wm. H. Iliff
J. C. McFarland
MurdochCampbell
D. G. Phinlster
G. Hunter
D. Freeman
M. B Madden
J. A. McMahon
James Bloomfleld
Herman Mueller
J. C. Deacon
John Griffiths

CINCINNATI,OHIO.
F. G. Neiber
Henry E. Holtzinger Geo.B. McMiller
J. Milton Blair John Theobold
James Harwood Jacob Freund

CLEVELAND,OHIO.
Arthur McAllister
R. H. Jenks J. A. Reaugh
Geo.E. Heldenrelch C. C. Dewstoe
G. G. Griese E. E. Robbins

DETROIT,MICH.

Joseph Myles
Martin Scholl. Jr. GeorgeD. Nutt
RiohardHelson Henry Spitzley

INDIANAPOLIS,IND.

Wm.P. Jungclaus
ThomasJ. Morse James E. 8hover
CharlesWehking Justus C. Adams

LOWELL,MASS.
D. M. Prescott

CharlesP. Conant L. F. Kittredae
Patrick Conlon C. F. Varnum

C. H. Burt

LYNN,MASS.

P. S.Curry
Andrew J. Mace
James Burns
J. W. Haskell

MILWAUKEE,WIS.

Garrett Dunck
H. J. Sullivan
R. J. Coogan

Henry Ferge
Henry Kimpel
E. J. Roberts
Lewis Clas
Ernest Hilgen

NEWYORK.N. Y.
S. M. Wright

IsaacA. Hopper Henry M. Tostevin
Geo.MooreSmith Henry A. Maurer
Andrew J. Campbell GeorgeJ. Wills
John L. Hamilton Wm. T. Pitch
James Thomson John McGlensey
John J. Donovan James B. Mulrey

OMAHA,NEB.

Richard Smith A. J. Vierling

PHILADELPHIA, PA-
Stacy Heeves

Franklin M. Harris Wm. 8. P. Shields
GeorgeWatson R. C. Balllnger
John 8. Stevens A. G. Buvinirer
Wm. Harkness JamesC. Taylor
James Hastings Ralph Peverley
F. A. Ballinger John N. Gill

PORTLAND,MAINE.
Wm. H. Scott

J. H. O'Neil GeorireSmith
Chas.E. Snow ThosS. Laughlin

PROVIDENCE,R. I.

W. F. Cady
John T. Magulre
M. Golrick

W W. Batchelder
H. T. Gate
Thos.B. Ross

ROCHESTER,N.Y.

J. J. L. Friederich
John Luther

W. H. Gorsline
F. P. Stallman
F. C. Seltz

8T.I.OCIS,MO.
C. B. McCormack

ThomasJ. Ward ThomasF. Hayden
William J. Baker Patrick Rowan
Anthony Ittner CharlesC. Jackson
ThomasJ. Kelly P. I. Moynlhan

William Rhodes

ST.PACL,MINN.
J. W. Makinson
Geo.J. Grant
Paul Haupt

SAGINAW.MICH.

M. Winkler J. H. Quallman
SYRACUSE.N. Y.

Luther S. Merrick Chas.Merrick

WILMINGTON,DEL.
A. S. Reed
Henry A. Millen
GeorgePhillips

GeorgeH. McCall

WORCESTER,MASS.

O. W. NorcToss
Geo.H. Cutting

O. S. Kendall
Franklin B.White
Chas.A. Vaughan

WACO,TEXAS.

J. B. Browning

The report of the committee was
followed by a roll call and an adjourn
ment for the noon intermission.
The provision of an elaborate lunch
on the floor immediately beneath the
convention hall was thoroughly ap
preciated by all in attendance, and the
cordial spirit in which the delegates
were received and their needs provided
for was manifest in the good comrade
ship which was particularly conspicu-

TUESDAY AFTERNOON.
The first business of the convention
was the appointment of the following
committee to report time and place of
next convention, and to nominate offi
cers for 1894.

COMMITTEEON TIME AND PLACE, ETC.

Boston.
Baltimore.
Buffalo.
Detroit.
Milwaukee.

Parker F. Soule,
E. D. Miller,
H. C. Harrower,
Joseph Myles,
Henry Ferge,

Immediately following the appoint
ment of this committee, Mr. Trainor
of Baltimore read the following reso
lution, adopted at the regular quarterly
meeting of his exchange held Decem
ber 5, 1893:

Bmolved, That our delegates to the
eighth annual convention of the National
Association of Builders, to be held in Bos
ton, Mass., on February 13, 1894,be in
structedto convey to the National Associa
tion the hearty and cordial invitation of
this exchangeto hold its ninth annual con
vention in thecity of Baltimore, otherwise
known as theMonumental City.

Mr. Trainor proceeded to make an
eloquent appeal in support of the reso
lution and was seconded by able re
marks in corroboration of his assurance

and hospitality by Mr. Ballinger of
Philadelphia, president of theNational
Master Painters' Association. This
resolution was referred to the Com
mittee on Time and Place, and the
secretary proceeded to make his ad
dress.

The Secretary's Report.

The annual report of the secretary
covered the ground very thoroughly,
partaking as it did more the nature of
an address on the conditions as they
exist in the building trade, and the
character and effect of the work of
the National Association in its effort
to formulate and apply principles of
truth and equity to the affairs of the
builder. Taking the fact that the
eighth convention was held in the city
where the National Association was
born as an opportunity for review, he
stated at the outset that it was his pur
pose to deal less than usual with the
detail of the work of the past year : and
more with causes-and results as indi
cated by the experience of the associa
tion; also to discuss the needs and
methods of administration for the im
mediate future. Beginning with mem
bership, he stated that since the last
convention two new organizations
had secured affiliation— Scranton, Pa.,
and Waco, Texas— while exchanges in
Butte City, Mont., Chattanooga, Den
ver, Louisville, Peoria, San Antonio
and San Francisco had dropped out.
The defection of Butte City, Chatta
nooga, Peoria and San Antonio was
owing to the dissolution of the organi
zations in'those cities, while the reason
for the withdrawal of the Louisville
Exchange was not given. The San
Francisco Exchange, after paying its
assessment for the year, stated that its
great distance from the majority of the
country and the fact that many con
ditions exist in California which ob
tain nowhere else, coupled with the
great expense necessary to representa
tion in the annual conventions, caused
it to withdraw, believing, however, in
the great good the national body was
doing. After touching upon the fact
that many new exchanges have been
formed under the advice of the
National Association, and many others
have continually sought its support,
the secretary stated a case of specific
benefit from the work of the National
Association, which was secured by a,

member of the San Francisco Ex
change, which was of more value than
the expense of affiliation of his associa
tion with the national body would have
amounted to in 20years.

SPECIFIC BENEFITS.

This is a remarkably good illustration,
said the secretary, of the failure of indi
viduals to realizethe indirect value spring
ing from associatedeffort, and which could
not be gained to anything like theextent
through individual effort. Individuals as
individuals are exceedingly listless in their
efforts for, or interest in, other individuals,
and their scopeof effectivework is likewise
narrow and restricted. It is only through
that entity which we call organization,or,
as I prefer to designateit, associatedeffort,
that it becomespossible to make the ex
perienceof the individual largely available
and so lift and benefitgreatnumbers. The
man, therefore, who is not willing to help
his class,by and through suchmeans,even,
at a little cost of time and money to him
self, is narrowly blind to his own interests
as well as selfishly unmindful of the good
of others.
This much I have thought wise to say
under thegeneralheadof membership,for
it is the failure to comprehendthe true re
lation, import and value of our acts and
services as a national or central body
which militatesagainstour usefulnesswhen,
it reachesto the extent of lopping off one
member after another until nothing re
mains.
Furthermore, I desireto call attention to
the possibility that we may not have yet
discoveredthebestand surestway to make
it evidentto all organized bodiei?of build
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ers that if they wish to participate in
benefitsthey must contribute proportion
ately in time andmoneyand experienceto
the commonfund, from which we all draw
again in someway or other sooneror later,
though we may fail to mark the time or
way.

STATISTICS.

The statistics gathered daring the
year on the lines suggested by the
Committee on Statistics show a total
of organizations in the United States,
so far as recorded, that are by nature
allied to building to be 736, a net in
crease of 15 over the preceding year.
This increase includes 11builders' ex
changes, all founded through the in
formation and advice of the National
Association. In referring to the con
dition of affairs among the filial bodies,
the secretary stated that there seemed
to be a lack of earnestness and activ
ity in applying the recommendations
or the National Association. In this
connection he said :

The wisest recommendations are prac
tically uselessunless those for whosebene
fit theyare preparedtakepainsto put them
into operation and test their efficiency;
and no onehasa right to declare the Na
tional Association does no goodif its pre
cepts—which are the essenceof the best
judgment of manyminds from many quar
ters—are ignoredby thevery organizations
theywerepreparedtoadvantage,andwhich
are theonly agenciesthroughand by which
theseprecepts can be operated and their
value demonstrated.
The National Association lives and acts
only for thegoodof its constituentbodies.
It has no life of its own to cultivate as a
separateexistence. It is but the piece of
machineryneedfulto keepup the tone and
poiseof themany parts that centeron it to
get a commonimpulseand a uniform move
ment.
The mistakeis oftenmadein thinking of
such central body of concluding that its
existence is of someconsequenceto itself,
and to consider that whateveris doneby
its constituent or filial bodies for its sup
port is a contribution to its personaland
peculiar benefit and advantage. Nothing
was ever further from thetruth, for such
bodies as our National Association exist
but to producea betterstateof things for
their various parts and have no axes of
their own to grind, no purpose but the
betterment of the individual membersof
their various families. Yet it is only as
the whole is fed and nourishedthat the in
dividuals can be benefited, for unless the
reservoir in which are collectedfrom many
sources the thousandrills of experiencebe
furnished with the means to filter and
distill the knowledge that flows to it, and
providedwith the ways andmethodsand
power of distribution, then no good can
come to the individuals who havewith so
much labor constructed the same and
createdthe storagechambers. I can think
of no bettersimile of the National Associa
tion than to speakof it as a great settling
basin in which many streams pour their
waters, there to be preserved, treated,
purified, sothat the floodmay be returned
in a statemorefit and safefor usefor the
very individuals whofirst turnedthe water
to a certain spotfor the purposeof refining
it and gettingthe bestout of it In all the
processeswhiih lead up to this final good
the basin itself receivesuo benefit, expects
no benefit. It was not built for that pur
pose; it was only preparedthat it might
help and protectand strengthenthosewho
contribute to its wisedesignandpermanent
establishment. But what would we say of
a people who, after having createda res
ervoir and filled it with water, and opened
out from it conduits that it approvedof as
safeand healthful, should thenpersistently
refuseto profit by the work done,and con
tinue on in the old ways, drinking and
using the contaminatedwaters,letting the
pure streams run to wasteunnoticed and
uncared for « Yet that to us seemsto be
toomuch the record amongtheconstituent
bodies of this National Association. The
need for consulting togetherwith theend
in view of devisingsafeandpropermethods
which all may follow to securerelief from
harrassingand injurious conditionswasat
the outset declared,and is still fully con
ceded, but it is quite asneedful—nay, it is
imperative—that the various parts should
carry out their share of the programme,
elsethe whole is a labor lost. For any con

stituent body to exclaim, as is too apt to
be the case,that the National Association
is no good, that it has not producedand
secured the reform which it declaredfor,
when the real default is in theconstituent
body itself, because it never applies the
remediesor carriesout themethodsrecom
mended, is unfair, unreasonableand un
true. It is asabsurd as to summona phy
sician to prescribe for a patientand then,
after neglectingto carry out thedirections
he gives,declare the doctor to beno good
becausethe patient either fails to improve
or grows steadily worse. The National
Association might again be likened to a
grand consultation of physicians, who
diagnose the case laid before them,delib
erate upon the best methodof treatment,
and then leavethe patient in thechargeof
nurses to carry out the treatment. If the
nurses pay no attention to their instruc
tions, give noneof the medicine,omit the
applications, make no effort to do what
they have been recommendedto do, but
perhaps do just the opposite,and the pa
tient does not recover, who is to blame,
the doctorsor the nurses?

FINANCES OF FILIAL BODIES.

One of the causes for the existing
conditions mentioned was attributed
to the low state of the finances of the
filial bodies ; but the secretary stated
that if the local exchanges furnished
and equipped their rooms and provided
for the comfort and convenience of
their members they could properly
assessa sum for yearly dues that would
not only prevent a depleted treasury
but _should have eome dignity and
significance. In this connection he
added :

It is the plain duty of exchangesto so
order their affairs in thematter of yearly
dues that their treasuriesshall always be
in a condition to successfully resist the
fluctuationswhich are sure to come every
few years,for there is no time whenbusi
nessmenneedsomuch to be in closetouch
with eachother as in times of businessde
pression,no timewhenthey need so much
thecheer and strengtheningof associated
effort as when times are hard and their
sharp pinch threatens to dull themind to
the finer conceptionsof honorable practice
and truer methods in the conduct of busi
ness which we are striving to attain to and
which wecannotafford to have put at haz
ard by temporarydisastersor depressionin
business.In hard timestheexchangeshould
be the rallying ground of those who are
.in its membership; here, if anywhere,tbey
may expect to get strength for thedaily
need; here they should gather for mutual
help, and if somefall by the way, asmay
beexpected,then the ranks shouldclose up
until shoulderto shoulderagain the line is
unbroken.

MEMBERSHIP.

In speaking of the tendency of ex
changes to accept as members any one
who can pay the dues, the secretary
laid great stress upon the importance
of using rigid discrimination in elect
ing new members. " It is quality and
not quantity which makes for the
good, the strength and permanency of
all associations." If there is one prin
ciple more necessary than any other
to the well being, the value, the per
manency, the effectiveness of builders'
exchanges, it is selection in member
ship. Good results in exchange work
cannot be secured unless the best ma
terials available are used in its con
struction and that which is unworthy
and unavailable unflinchingly thrown
aside.

VARIOUS MATTERS.

Brief allusions were made to mis
sionary work and exchange buildings
and the condition of the use of the
Uniform Contract was shown to be
much greater than ever before. The
form of arbitration being in statu quo
it was only touched upon, owing to
the prospective discussion of the sub
ject later in the programme. Under
the head of publications the printing
and distribution of the report of the
last convention, fresh supplies of the

code of practice, form of arbitration »
the issue of bulletins to individual
members of the filial bodies, the dis
tribution of a large number of copies
of the Uniform Contract and printed
recommendations as to its use were all
described. A description of the meth
ods and risumi of the work done
through the columns of Carpentry and
Building was given, showing that this
portion of the secretary's duties has
been productive of large and signifi
cant results. In reference to this part
of the work, he said :

By means of the monthly publication,
in a reputable and reliable journal of its
tenetsand recommendations,the National
Association hasbecomewidely known as a
wisecounselorand a careful advisor ; it is
recognizedas the fountain of the best con
clusionsdrawn from the experienceof the
bestbuilders of the country, representinga
selection from many organizations scat
tered through widely different localities.
Both employersand workmenoutsideof its-
filial bodieshaverecognizedthe wisdom of
its recommendations,and requests for spe
cific information and expressionsof ap
proval have been received from each.
Workmen haveappealedto it to urge the
formation of organizations of employers;
they have requested information as to its
form of apprenticeship,and have offered
hearty co-operationin its form of arbitra
tion. Employershave soughtits advice as
to the bestlinesuponwhich to formorgani
zations ; haveasked for its code of prac
tice, its form of arbitration, its Uniform
Contract, beside innumerable queries to
the secretary upon particular points of
information. These, being outside of the
cities representedin the National Associa
tion, have beenalmost entirely dependent
upon the matter published in the columns
of Carpentry and Building for informa
tion as to the characterand work of the or
ganization.

A high tribute was paid to Carpen
try and Building on the score or its
constituents and the excellence of the
reputation which it bears among all
its readers.

EARLY HISTORY.

In closing the review of the year and
taking up the subjects necessary to be
considered as affecting the immediate
future of the organization, the secre
tary alluded to the formation of the
national body in Boston, and the-
motives which led up to the prelim
inary conference which resulted in the
formation of the organization.

BASIS OF ORGANIZATION.

The premises taken by the National
Association at the time of its forma
tion were shown to be correct, and the
existence of evils which need correc
tion and the great need of an inde
pendent advisory body to formulate
principles of action for the guidance of
all pointed out. Presuming that the
valuable character of the work of the
National Association was unques
tioned, the Secretary said :

I think it will be readily admitted that
the National Associationfound itself con
fronted at the start with a gigantic un
dertaking. The conditionswhichwerepre
vailing among builders in the narrower
limits of cities, which render them sus
piciousand jealousof oneanotherto anex
tent which I have heard acknowledgeda
thousandtimesof " hating theother feller "
andpassinghim unnoticed on the street,
were present in larger degree and with
more marked significance in the wider
rangeof the country from East to West,
from North to South. In addressingitself,
therefore,to the removalof this feeling of
aloofnessas a ground work for future oper
ations, it wasof the first importancethat
the builders in the various parts of the
country should become acquainted with
each other, in order that they might dis
cover that they were not dangerouslydis
similar or unworthy of friendship. To this
endthereseemedto beno better avenueof
approachthan through gatheringsof com
paratively large delegationsfrom the local
bodieswherea comparisonof views and ex
perienceswould be sureto leadto that mut
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ual confidenceand sympathywhich adds
somuch to the strength of thosewho are
working for similar ends. Eight times,
counting the present gathering, havewe
met together,and thesemeetingshavepro
duceda result in this short time such as
would not have beenproducedunder ordi
nary and pre-existing conditions in 5O
years, if at all. One great end has been
achievedfor all time, as far as this country
is concerned,namely,theentireeradication
of the feeling of jealousybetweenbuilders
in sister cities, and the substitution there
for of a feeling of friendliness and confi
dencewhich extends the haud of welcome
to a fellow builder wheneverheapproaches
the asylumof his brother builders underthe
safeguardandsignof thegreat brotherhood
comprehendedin the affiliation of the Na
tional Association.

CONVENTIONS.

In referring to the annual recurrence
of the conventions and the fact that
the majority of the great questions had
been " threshed out," he said :
Might we not benefit our whole interest
more by not running the risk of exhaus
tion through indulgencetoo often in large
and comparatively frequent gatherings,
which were imperatively necessaryin the
early stagesof our history to producethose
important and fundamentalchangesin the
body politic of the building fraternity to
which I havereferred.
Following this trend of thought, the
secretary said :
I believe not only that it will be safe,
but that it will bemuchmorefor thewel
fare of the filial bodiesfor whomthis cen
tral council exists and labors, to haveour
grand delegateconventionsbiennialor even
triennial rather thanannual. It will bebet
ter, I am convinced,not to subject theprin
ciples which we have clearly definedand
firmly announcedand recommendedto the
danger of disturbancewhich is always pos
sible when thesamesubjects are rehashed
over and over again by large assemblages,
brought togethertoo often,and perhapstoo
superficially informed to act wisely or re
frain from acting. Theseprinciples should
begiven a fair chanceto permeatethrough
and through the operativebodieswhich are
to apply themand benefitfrom their estab
lishment,without running the risk of be
coming altogether distasteful by reasonof
constant tinkering.
Under such a change aswas suggested
the various phases of the work of the
National Association would more than
.ever imperatively demand the perma
nent continuance of the executive de
partment with added duties and in
creased powers to meet the larger and
more responsible position it would oc
cupy. This new order of administra
tion need not be so expensive as the
present method of operation.

MONTHLY BULLETIN.

In referring specifically to the ex
pense he said :
For instance,while I shall recommend,if
my generalsuggestionin regard to less fre
quent conventions be adopted, that a
monthly bulletin of informationbeissuedto
all membersof all filial bodiesfrom the sec
retary's office,which will of course,make
an expense not previously incurred, this
will beoffset by thesavingof printing and
distribution of annual reports, always a
considerableitem. The fixedchargesunder
this new systemcan bevery materially re
duced,alsoby a reduction in thesalarypaid
to thesecretary. This will bevery proper,
for the larger strain upon the vitality of
brain and body of thesecretary, incident to
the creationand safe conductof the asso
ciation through its early life, will be over,
and thedemandupon his time and original
thought will begreatly relievedthroughthe
absenceof the necessity to be constantly
preparing for and then constantly recover
ing from the convention work. The work
will systematizeitself more perfectly, and
much of thework under the neworder can
be delegatedto his assistants. In short, it
will be possible to make his work more
oversight than absolutelypersonal,asithns
largely been in the past. In view of these
possibilitiesof reduction under the regime
suggested,I believe that the annual assess
ment could be reducedto ?2 per capita.

The secretary did not wish to be un
derstood as believing that as much or
even more money than had been spent
in the past could not be used to very
great advantage.
These conclusions are largely based
upon three assumptions: 1. That the
spirit of friendliness and confidence be
tween the groups of builders in the
various cities of the country, soneces
sary to our purpose, has become firmly
established through the means we have
adopted, and cannot now be shaken.
2. That the general principles of sub
jects that come within the range of
treatment by our national council
have been thoroughly considered, have
been carefully prepared and placed in
the hands of filial bodies in the form of
methods by which the principles can
be applied, and time is now needed by
these operative bodies to establish these
reforms and practices recommended,
aided and stimulated by constant over
sight and watchfulness of the execu
tive arm of the national body but not
unduly hurried or hindered by too fre
quent legislation. 3. That the rapid
movement of all affairs in thesemodern
times makes a longer period than a
year between general gatherings es
sential, so that one meeting shall not
tread too closely upon the heels of the
preceding one. The longer interval
will make the meetings still more
prized and interest in their social feat
ures will not be lost by their becom
ing too common of occurrence.

SCOPE OF BULLETIN.

In referring to the bulletin the secre
tary recommended that it be issued
monthly and in sufficient numbers to
supply each member of the filial bodies
and should convey arguments in rela
tion to all the principles for which the
National Association declares itself,
repeated over and over again in new
ways and from different points of view
until they become fixed and definite in
the minds of all, and thus more fully
and correctly to carry out the idea that
the National Association is in the best
sense an educator. It should also be
the means of directly conveying to each
member of each affiliated exchange, in
a convenient form to preserve for ref
erence, instances of methods pursued
and practices existing in the conduct
of business which are harmful and to
be avoided, lessons to be learned from
the experience of others in their varied
relations with owners, architects, pub
lic authorities, &c., &c. It should be
the constant servant and counselor of
the individuals entitled to it. It should
be the channel through which our con
stituency would learn correctly all
facts in relation to the attitude of or
ganized workmen or organized em
ployers.
In this connection it may be well to
say that the frequently recurring dis
cussion, in a bulletin which would
reach our entire fraternity, of the rela
tions of employers and workmen,
coupled with ever increasing reasons
for following a tried and successful
method of solution of the difficult prob
lem, such as wo have formulated, will
produce as far as we are concerned a
thousand times the effect that re
sults from the spasmodic appeals of
economic writers on this subject in
the magazines of the day, appeals
which are painfully theoretical at
best, from the fact that the writers
are not in touch with the practical
difficulties with which we are familiar,
and usually leave us in the air. lack
ing, as they almost invariably do.the
power to suggest a practical, com
mon sense method of procedure to
take the place of those which they con
demn. Many other valuable features
were suggested as being capable of in

corporation into the bulletin. The ex
pense attached to its issue was stated
as nominal when compared with the
results and would in any case save a
large portion of the money now spent
in other forms of printing.

PERMANENT SECRETARIES.

In closing, the secretary toucheo.
upon his personal belief in the impor
tance of every exchange having a per
manent and able secretary to fulfill
the duties of the administration of
such bodies, and said :

I still believe that there is large oppor
tunity for local bodies to be of benefit to
their members by devoting more time to

Sutting
into practice the preceptsof the

lational Association. I still believe there
are a multitude of waysyet unexplored,by
and through which the active operation of
the associate power comprehendedin our
exchangeswill be wielded for good if we
keepup our principle of hammering away,
regardlessof disappointment and discour
agement
I have never been discouragedby any
failures of the filial bodiesto advancealong
the lines of improvementand safety which
the National Association has marked out.
I have neverlost faith in the ultimate ad
vancement of the building fraternity of
this country by virtue of the investigations
we have made and the policies we have
urged asa means by which the individual
shall beregeneratedand the mass shall be
purified.
Standing at the close of one epoch in
our history and at the openingof another,
surroundedby theevidencesthat our labors
haveproducedalready the noble result of
cementing in bonds of social friendship
and business amity thousandsof builders
from oneendof thecountry to the other,
furnishing thus a stable foundation on
which to proceedwith the superstructure,
which needscareful study and slow prog
ressto perfect its details,we may well say
that although we cannot hope to see the
completion of the building, that though
our eyesmay never rest uponthe glittering
pinnaclesthat someday will crown the fin
ishedwork, we still may dwell with satis
faction on the thought that our patient
effort was not without somereward, and
that upon our care and devotion,our will
ingness to proceedslowly and not expect
too much for ourselves, the safety and
beauty, the harmonyand the permanency
of the structuredepend.

Oh ! builders of theworld's greattemples,
Seek not to grasp the full, completed
prize ;

He builds as well who lays the deepfoun
dation.
As he who capsthe turret in the skies.

TREASURERS REPORT.

The report of the treasurer, George
Tapper of Chicago, which immediately
followed that of the secretary, showed
a balance in hand of over $1300. The re
ceipts for the year were $9889.01, in
cluding a balance of $672.90 carried
forward from the preceding year, and
the total expenses were $8511.62. The
report was referred to an Auditing
Committee consisting of Arthur Mc
Allister of Cleveland and Stephen M.
Wright of New York City.

UNIFORM CONTRACT.

John S. Stevens of Philadelphia
then made report for the Committee on
Uniform Contract, as follows :

Your Committee on Uniform Contract
begleaveto report as follows :
Sincethemodificationsmadein thestand
ard form by thejoint committeein October,
1892.therehasbeena manifest increase in
the useof the form. It is apparent that
buildersandarchitectsgenerallyarebecom
ing morefamiliar with the form itself and
moredeeplyimpressedwith the importance
of a uniform blank. It is not claimed by
the committeethat the form is perfect, as
indeedit would befoolish to do so, for it is
evident that time and use will develop
points where improvement can be made,
and in the handsof a joint committeerep
resentingboth interests,the documentwill
undoubtedly be from time to time judi
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ciously amended,until it morenearly ap
proachesperfectionthan at present. The
committeefeel that on the whole it is such
a great advance over pre-existing forms,
and its increasing use is such a complete
recognition that theprinciples upon which
it is framedaretrue and safe,eventhough
someof its provisionsmay not yet exactly
meetthe full requirementsof business,that
wemay well begratifitd with thepositionit
has alreadygained and safely trust to the
future to correct defects now existing. It
hasbeenthoughtwise at this conventionto
h»ve ihe contract openly discussed,with
the view of obtaining suggestionsfrom the
delegatesat largeonpointswheretheymay
think improvements desirable. In the
earlier conventionsit wasnot thought wise
to proceed in this manner, for the reason
that the principles upon which the exist
enceot sucha document restedmight pos
sibly be injured by vigorous attacks upon
someof theprovisions of the documentit
self, but now that the principles upon
which thedocument is founded have been
so completelyand repeatedly approved,it
will undoubtedlybe advantageousto hear
from oneandanothertheir viewsastowhere
defectsmay possiblyexist and wherein the
form may be improved. It will, however,
have to beborne in mind that the power to
changethe documentis only vestedin tbe
joint committee,and the only proper out
comeof discussionwill berecommendations
to our representatives on tbe joint com
mittee. These recommendations should
not assumethecharacter of instructions.
Confidentof the great benefitwhich has
resulted from establishing this standard
blank, the committee sincerely hope that
nothing may bedone except to enhanceits
popularity and moregeueraluse.
(Signed.) Geo. C. Prussing,

Join 8. Stevens,
A McAllister.

lien LAW.
The Committee on Lien Law sub
mitted a majority and a minority re
port. The former advocated the aboli
tion of all lien law except in so far as
it protected the interests of the work
men. The minority recommended the
National Association of Builders take
such action with its filial bodies as
would secure the enactment of just
and equitable lien laws, for the protec
tion alike of builder and owner. Con
siderable discussion followed the pres
entation of the reports, and the im
possibility of establishing a uniform
lien law, in addition to the variety of
sentiment on the subject, finally led to
the introduction of a resolution by Mr.
Stevens of Philadelphia that the matter
be laid upon the table and the com
mittee discharged from further con
sideration of the subject.
After the introduction of a large
number of resolutions, which were
referred to the Committee on Resolu
tions without reading, the convention
was adjourned for the day.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
The delegates assembled promptly,
and the first business of the morning
was a motion that all resolutions which
had been presented and referred to
the committee be read, and that all
resolutions to be presented be read be
fore being referred to the committee.
Resolutions on the death of Hugh
Sisson of Baltimore, first vice-presi
dent, and N. B. Hussey of Omaha, and
James Boland of Buffalo were passed.

COL. R. T. AUCHMUTY.

Several delegates spoke to the reso
lutions and extended remarks were
made upon the following resolution to
the memory of Richard T. Auchmuty.
the founder of the New York Trade
Schools :
Whereas, The National Association of
Builders mourns the death of Richard T.
Auchmuty with a depthandsinceritywhich
no words could hopeto express; and
Whi reas. In the founding andmaintain
ing of the New York Trade School and in
endowing others, Richard T. Auchmuty
hasconferreduponall young menwho de

sire to follow mechanical pursuits incalcu
lable benefitsof preceptandexample,point
ing out the way for others who may fol
low; and
Whereas, It is theearnestdesireof every
memberof the filial bodies to offer some
tribute to his life and work ; to make some
sign which shall indicate the deep senseof
appreciationof his life long, self sacrificing
and fruitful effort in tbe causeof education
for the "American boy ;" to extol, with
tamest hearts,thetrue aDdconsistentgreat
nessof theman, tbegentlesimplicity of his
nature ; the tendernessand magnitudeof
bis love for theboys of our country, which
knew no limitations, and which gathered
all to its shelterandencouragementtoshare
with him bis life and his possessions: and
Wh'rras, He has conferred distinction
uponus by acceptingan honorary member
ship in this association,therefore
Hesalved,That the National Association
of Builders, assembledin theeighthconven-
tion, offer this preamble and resolutions,
inadequate though they may be, as a
tribute to Richard T. Auchmuty, and asan
expressionof tbe great and enduringsense
of losswhichbisdeathhasinflicted and as a
mark of fervent gratitude to his memory,
to his characterand to his work ; and be it
further
Resolved.That these resolutions become
a part of tbe records of this convention;
that a memorial page in the official report
besetapart in his honor, and that they be
sentto his family as expressingrespectful
sympathy at their irreparable loss.

Reports of Filial Bodies.
The following is a summary of the
reports from filial bodies, upon which
considerable discussion was based and
which was intended to help the local
exchanges to profit by the experience
of sister organizations. These will ap
pear in full in the official report, to
gether with all discussion thereupon :

BALTIMORE. MD.

The report from the Builders' Ex
change discussed the condition of the
building trade at present and the effect
of the stringency of last year upon the
members of that organization. Every
thing had moved along quietly and it
was the opinion that the building in
terests in that city had been less af
fected than in many others.
An effort has been made to have
proposals for contract work opened at
a specified time and in the presence of
the bidders, with the prospect of suc
cess at no distant date.
No labor troubles of any character
were reported as having occurred dur
ing the year.
The Uniform Contract was reported
as being used in a majority of cases
and the organization had no sugges
tions to make for its improvement.
A tribute was paid to the late Hugh
Sisson, who was president at the time
of his aeath, resolutions in regard to
which appear elsewhere in this report.
A resolution which was passed in
the exchange was presented to the con
vention, extending an invitation to
hold the ninth annual meeting in that
city.

BOSTON.MASS.

The Master Builders' Association of
Boston was shown to be in excellent
financial condition, with an increased
surplus over that of previous years.
The gain for 1893was $13,000. During
the year the floating debt of the asso
ciation, consisting of notes held by the
members, to cover the expense of re
constructing the building, was funded
into second mortgage bonds, bearing
interest at 6 per cent. The administra
tion of the affairs of the association,
while being exceedingly liberal, is such
as to enable it to meet all its obliga
tions on the first and second mortgages,
pay dividends on its capital stock
and have a surplus of cash on hand,
at the end of ten years, which time the
second mortgage bonds are to run, of
$65,000. The total surplus of the asso

ciation at that time will aggregate
about $175,000. The membership has
been maintained at about the average
which has existed for the past two or
three years. Owing to the depressed
condition of business affairs there has
been a larger number of failures among
the members than during any other
three years of its history. It was noted,
however, that almost all failures were
the result directly of hard times rather
than bad business methods. In refer
ring to the recommendations of the
National Association it was shown that
the form of arbitration was still in
successful operation with the Mason
Builders' Association, but that its use
had not been adopted by any other of
the special trades. The Uniform Con
tract has been used to a greater ex
tent than ever, and it is now on sale
by all stationers who keep supplies
of legal documents. The code of
practice has never received official
indorsement by the association, but
has been considered at various times in
pursuance of an effort to secure its ap
plication to the business affairs of the
members, and a committee has recently
been appointed to take the matter un
der consideration.
It was stated that the application of
the Franklin Fund to the permanent
establishment of the trade school has
awakened much interest in the sub
ject, and the association has offered
hearty co-operation in the project.
The report also stated that a number
of matters which it was considered de
sirable for the National Association to
discuss would be presented later in the
programme in the form of resolutions.
The report concluded with a hearty
welcome to the delegates and visitors
to the eighth convention, and a re
newal of its recognition of the value
of the principles declared for by the
national body.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Buffalo reported a total membership
of 190, a net gain of 18 during the
year.
The financial condition was shown
to be as follows :
Cashon hand,general fund $2,243.62
Coshon hand,membershipfund. 6,711.59
Furniture and fixtures 1,500.00
Disbursementsfor 1898 4,014.97

In theStock Company.
Value of exchangebuilding and
site $200,000.00
Receiptsby rents 19,800.00
Expense, interest,taxes 12,252.50
Net earnings $7,547.50

The net earnings represent more
than 10 per cent, upon the capital
stock during the year. A resolution
was adopted amending the code of
practice, to prevent bidders from ac
cepting proposals to bid when work
was asked for in two ways—namely, as
a whole and by different trades.
The exchange has assisted the lum
bermen in adopting a grading list for
white pine lumber ; and discussed meth
ods, principles and practicability of
quantity surveying as it exists in Eng
land.
In public affairs it has participated,
by request of the Bureau of Streets,
in fixing regulations to govern the
placing of building material upou the
streets and various other matters.
The report of the amount of building
done in Buffalo during the year shows
a total estimate of $7,500,000,a decrease
of about 12 per cent, over the preced
ing year. Fully 80 per cent, of the
work done was carried on by the mem
bers of the exchange.
At the beginning of 1894work in the
building trades was practically sus
pended. There were two strikes dur
ing the year, one being that of the
plasterers, asking for an increase of 5%
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cents per hour —89 cents, which lasted
13weeks without effect, the workmen
returning to work at the old wages,
83% cents per hour, the other being
that of the stone cutters for payment of
wages every Saturday. The matter
was settled by having a weekly pay
day on Monday, it being impossible to
accede to the demand without great in
convenience to a number of the em
ployers, as banks close in Buffalo at
noon on Saturday. In ten competitions
bids were opened in the exchange
rooms, and four members have been
paid liquidated damages for estimates
where work was not given to the
lowest bidder. The Uniform Contract
has remained in general use, and it
was reported that it had been adopted
by the Board of Public Works for all
contracts in the Bureau of Building.
The most friendly feeling exists be
tween the architects and builders, and
the code of practice, with an excep
tional case now and then, is in general
use. Out of 55 meetings called during
the year only one was postponed for
lack of a quorum. The building owned
by the exchange has proved of im
mense value to the organization in
many directions, and the stock is at a
premium, with none for sale.

CHICAGO. ILL.

The Chicago Exchange reported hav
ing removed to new quarters and the
adoption of the Australian ballot sys
tem in all elections. The City Council
of Chicago formulated a new building
law during the year, to which the ex
change proposed 32 amendments, all of
which were embodied and passed. One
of the features of this ordinance is an
examining board before which in
spectors of buildings are brought and
thoroughly examined before they can
be lawfully appointed. The Builders
and Traders' Exchange is represented
in this board and also in the Committee
of Three, forming a board of arbitra
tion for the settlement of disputes re
garding the construction of buildings
and their safety. Reference was made
to the World's Fair and the condition
of labor during the construction of its
buildings. The Uniform Contract was
reported to have gained ground and a
tribute paid to the late Col. Richard
T. Auchmuty of the New York Trade
School.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The report from Cincinnati rehearsed
the conditions of the past year and
showed that the builders had been af
fected by the great decrease in the
volume of work done as compared with
that of previous years. Fealty was
expressed to the National Association
and its work, and it was recognized
that to derive any benefit from affilia
tion with the national body its recom
mendations must be accepted in the
spirit in which they are presented and
a vigorous effort made to comply with
the same. There were no strikes or
lockouts during the year with one ex
ception; the Journeyman Painters ask
ing for more wages, but returning to
work at the old scale after five weeks'
idleness. The report closed with the
statement that the project of erecting
a building was still in sight.

DETROIT, MICH.

The Builders and Traders' Exchange
of Detroit had a prosperous year, and
the members are full of confidence and
courage for the year to come. The
renting of an entire building, which
they now occupy, has centralized the
building interests of the city, and
the recently added feature of a sort of
club room on the top floor has resulted
in strengthening greatly the mutual
friendship and confidence among the
members. The report recommended

the adoption of the $2per capita tax for
the national body.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

While the builders of Indianapolis
felt the general depression of the past
year, the organization held its own, al
though there had been no actual gain
in numerical strength. Owing to the
hard times, the project for erecting a
building has been postponed. The
quarters of the exchange have been
removed to 35East Ohio street to the
advantage of the organization. The
offices in the new rooms are all occu
pied by the members of the exchange,
which comes within $1.77of paying the
rent. Several social entertainments
were reported as being thoroughly suc
cessful.
The Uniform Contract is gaining
ground, although some of the archi
tects still prefer to use the forms pre
pared by themselves. The delegates
to the last convention urged upon the
exchange the advisability of formally
adopting the document as the official
contract of the exchange. A circular
letter to such effect was submitted to
the architects with request for reply ;
with two or three exceptions prompt
responses in favor of the form were re
ceived. The feeling in the exchange
now is that necessary steps should be
taken to bring the form into actual
use, peaceably if possible, and forcibly
if need be.
It was reported that under an act of
the Legislature of 1891,a tax was as
sessed for the maintenance of a trade
school in the city. Early in 1893a site
was purchased and plans have already
been submitted for the buildings ; the
work was awarded to a member of the
exchange. The building when com
plete will cost about $200,000, exclu
sive of the ground ; work will be com
menced at once. Wages in a majority
of the trades have declined about 20
per cent, as the result of general de
pression ; this is regarded as only a
temporary condition.

LOWELL, MASS.

The Lowell Exchange reported a de
crease of 13 in membership during the
past year and various causes were as
signed for the falling off. Building
interests of the city were stated as ex
ceedingly depressed,with few contract
ors busy at present.
The strike of brick masons, which
was reported in these columns during
its existence, was alluded to. The
necessity of absolute unity of action
on the part of the members, in order
that the exchange may properly ac
complish its objects, was pointed out.
The death of John H. Coggeshall.
secretary of the exchange at the time
of the last convention, was noted as a
severe loss to the exchange.

LYNN, MASS.

A small falling off in membership
was reported from Lynn, and the mem
bers were stated as anticipating a re
newal of the average amount of work
during the coming season. Allusion
was made to such prominent buildings
as had been erected during the year,
which indicated a great improvement
in the character of the work done.
The estimated cost of new buildings
in 1893was $2,250,000,or $466,000more
than in 1892.
The social features of the year were
referred to as being particularly satis
factory, and the position of the ex
change in reference to lien law again
stated.
A hearty invitation to delegates to
the convention to visit their organi
zation before returning home was ex
tended by the members of the Lynn
Association, and a tribute was paid to
the National Association and its work.

MILWAUKEE, wis.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange
of Milwaukee took great pride in stat
ing that its members had secured a
building, which has been occupied since
May. A uniform form of proposal,
previously printed in these columns,
was referred to, and the purpose of the
exchange to press the matter during
the coming year was stated.
In the face of general conditions
throughout the year, especially as ex
isting in Milwaukee, the record of
work done was considered satisfactory.
No trouble was had with the workmen,
several cases have been ref ered to arbi
tration and the process has the hearty
approval of the organization. Prospects
for the future were reported as being
brighter.

NEW YORK CITY.
The report of the Mechanics and
Traders' Exchange of New York be
gun with greetings and the reaffirma
tion of fealty to the National Associa
tion and its principles.
The change of location which took
place in April from the old quarters in
Vesey street to more commodious and
centrally located rooms at 289 Fourth
avenue, has resulted in benefit to the
organization.
The plasterers' strike, a description
of which was printed in Carpentry and
Building at the time, was referred to
and its specific conditions stated. In
the opinion of most conservative build
ers, the coming year will be unusually
devoid of activity. A most thorough
effort has been made by Secretary
Wright to secure the universal adop
tion of the Uniform Contract. Refer
ence was made to the great work of
Colonel Auchmuty in the maintenance
of the New York Trade School, and it
was stated that from the meager be
ginning of 35 only a few years ago,
there are now 575boys taking a course
of training in this institution.
The project of erecting a building
has reached the $100,000point, nt which
time the provisional committee will
take action looking to the permanent
establishment of the building trades
exchange and the election of officers
and the board of management therefor.
The total amount of building was
$55,000,000.as against $59,000,000for
the preceding year. This may be
caused by the fact that numerous large
contracts were signed during 1892. It
was suggested that if the present
stringency should continue in the build
ing trades serious results might follow,
it being stated as obvious that the pres
ent stagnation in building, if long con
tinued, would naturally result in the
unsettlement of the present rate of
wages.
A resolution under this head as
showing the action of the exchange,
and was to the effect that certain bund
ers in the city and building supply
dealers were willing to reduce the cost
of building by dividing their profits
and reducing wages and allowing dis
count from regular prices. This move
ment is, however, at a standstill ; it
has been seriously considered by sev
eral branches of the trade.
A large majority of the organiza
tions of employers, contractors in every
line of building business, are members
of the Trades Club, which institution
confers the greatest benefit upon its
members.
The exchange finds itself year by
year more fully recognized as one of
the influential commercial bodiesof the
city and for more than three years has
been affiliated with the State Board of
Trade.
In closing the report states :
We cannotbut commendthe far-reaching
wisdomof thefoundersof the National As
sociation, and as, year by year, the good
resulting from its annual deliberation is
evinced by the inculcations of batter
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methods and sounder principles, a conft
•denceis inspiredas to the future successof
its efforts for the general bettermentof
the building industry in thenation, and we
feel that the time and moneyemployed in
its upbuilding hasbeenof inestimable ben
efit in the sustainingof so noblea purpose;
and without desiring to make any in
vidious distinction, we cannot close this
record without an expression of our pro-
foundest gratitude to the National Sec
retary, William H. Sayward, whose inde
fatigable, systematic and comprehensive
efforts have so largely contributed toward
the successof the National Association; to
him, as well as to everyofficerandmember
of the body, weextendour brotherly salu
tations.

OMAHA. NEB.

The Omaha Exchange was reported
as being financially sound and that in
creasing care as to applicants for mem
bership, with a view to select only the
best elements among the builders, is
being exercised. The two classes, cor
porate and non-corporate, have been
merged into one. There has been no
.occasion to call on the Arbitration
Committee during the year. All
branches of business were affected by
the financial depression, but none
more so than the building trades, the
inspector's report showing a falling off
•for the year of nearly 50per cent. The
code of practice, practically identi
cal with that of the National Associa
tion, while formerly in successful
operation, seemsto have been recently
ignored in some cases by both archi
tects and builders. A serious condi
tion of affairs was evidenced in the
complaint against owners by contract
ors because of the tendency on the
part of the former to ask for refiguring
of bids received for work. This is
pursued in diverse ways, and is an
effort to reduce bids below their orig
inal amount. Some plan was desired
to meet theseconditions.
There has been no trouble during the
year with the workmen. The exchange
is in better condition financially than
ever before, being out of debt and
having a fair balance in the treasury.
An amendment to the Uniform Con
tract was suggested in defining what
the limits of interpretation as to satis
faction by the architect and increasing
scope of arbitration. Attendance dur
ing the 'change hour has been satisfac
tory throughout the year.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

With a greeting to the National As
sociation and a statement of the appre
ciation of membership therein, the
Philadelphia Exchange stated in its re
port that the net inci easeof assets dur
ing 1893was nearly $7000and a state
ment of the total receipts and expendi
tures in form of a summary was pre
sented.
The Mechanical Trade School shows
an excessof expenditures over receipts,
its deficit, however, being paid by con
tributions in cash from the exchange
and trade organizations and by the
donation of materials from members
and others. A proposition to incorpo
rate this school in the Industrial Art
School, by which its identity would be
lust, was emphatically declined. The
establishment of similar institutions
•.wherever possible urged upon the at
tention of sinter exchanges. The ex
hibition department continues its pros
perity and has a record of visitors
which averages 350per day.
In regard to various trade organiza
tions, the journeymen have been satis
factory and all differences between
employer and employee have been
amicably settled without strikes, ex
cept in the case of the journeymen
plasterers, which strike was reported
in these columns at the time of its oc
currence. An interesting note in the
report showed that 172,256 separate
•and distinct properties were assessed
. as a proof of the oft repeated assertion

that Philadelphia is the "City of
Homes."
An entirely new building ordinance
was reported as having been passed
during the year, and a special com
mittee from the exchange assisted the
City Councils in framing the bill ,which
was duly passed by the Legislature of
1893.
The report concluded with an ex
pression of appreciation of the good
accomplished by the formation of the
National Association of Builders, and
a congratulation upon the fact that the
organization was among the first to re
spond to the call from Boston, which
resulted in the organization of the Na
tional Association.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Builders' Exchange of Portland
stated that business was unusually
quiet during the past year. The con
dition of affairs was indicated in the
report by the statement that some of
the architects used a blank form of
contract demanding the principal
contractor to give, in his bid , the names
of his sub-contractors and the contract
price, also requiring the contractor to
be responsible for the shrinkage for
one year. It was stated that the Uni
form Contract was not used in Port
land.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The past year was reported by the
Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Providence as having been an exceed
ingly busy one for all members of the
exchange, business being reported as
excellent during the year. The total
amount of work shows an increase
of $300,000 over that of 1892. The
general depression was somewhat
felt and some jobs were postponed ;
wages were slightly decreased, but
most of the work in hand was pushed
to completion. There has been no
trouble with the workmen in the
building trades since the last conven
tion.
The matter of the omnibus clause in
specifications, to wit : "That all work
must be done, materials furnished and
labor performed necessary to complete
the work whether such materials and
labor are mentioned in the specifica
tions, contracts and agreements or
not," was taken up and thoroughly
considered, and a committee of five
is to be appointed to confer with the
Rhode Island Chapter of Architects,
who have been requested to appoint a
committee of like number for the pur
pose. The Uniform Contract has at
tained general use. A hearty invita
tion was extended to members of the
National Association to visit the Provi
dence Exchange at any time.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The Rochester Exchange stated that
while the amount of business during
the past year had been less than usual
there had been but one failure among
the members. About a year ago a
rate of wages was fixed by the Arbi
tration Committee for journeymen
masons before it was realized that the
depression was likely to occur. The
rate fixed, however, was strictly ad
hered to by the members, although
many idle workman offered their serv
ices for much less than the established
rate. The financial condition of the
exchange was never better, and al
though the membership has not in
creased, the additions have equaled the
number that for various reasons have
seen fit to withdraw, have toned up
the organization and resulted bene
ficially. The attendance at 'change
hour has fully demonstrated that the
members appreciate the opportunities
afforded by the exchange for facilitat
ing the transaction of business.
A most excellent description of the
value of organization and the benefits

of the National Association was pre
sented.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

The St. Louis Exchange stated that
business during the past year had been
fair in spite of the scarcity of money,
and membership has been increased
on a sound basis. Allusion was made
to the death of several prominent
members during the year.
The amount of building for 1893
shows a falling off of over $4,000,000
as compared with the amount in 1892.
Several recommendations were pre
sented to the National Association. A
uniform fee was advocated for arbi
trators when called upon to arbitrate
fire losses as relating to the destruc
tion of buildings. A clause of the
code of practice relating to liquidated
damages for bids submitted where the
lowest bidder failed to receive the con
tract was urged.
The furnishing by the Government
Supervising Architect of plans and
specifications of Government build
ings to all exchanges was urged for
consideration. The appointment of
legislative committees in the various
exchanges to look after legislation and
the appointment of officials by munici
pal corporations, &c. A meeting of
the secretaries of all filial bodies to be
called by the National Secretary during
the year was recommended. A code
of laws for governing relations be
tween architects and contractors in
their business dealings with each other
was suggested for reference to the Joint
Committee on Uniform Contract, with
a request that the code of laws be
framed and reported to the next con
vention.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

The exchange was reported as hav
ing taken a fresh start in reorganiza
tion, and as looking forward to suc
cessful operation in the future.
It was suggested to change Arti
cle V of the Uniform Contract by strik
ing out all words after the word" architect " in the last line and insert
ing in place thereof, " An appeal from
their decision may be made to arbi
trators, as provided in Article III of
this contract."
Also, an amendment to Article III
by striking out " twenty-four hours"
and inserting in place thereof the
words " three days.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Exchange of Wilmington was
reported to be in good condition. It
was reported that a uniform code to
govern the measurement of masonry
had been established, and that this
code had been enacted as a law of the
State. Copies of this form of measure
ment may be had from the secretary
or from the secretary of the National
Association.
The volume of business for 1893
shows a decrease over that of the pre
ceding year. The necessity for the
adoption of the code of practice is
greatly felt by all builders, there being
no definite custom for the government
of the relationship between themselves
and the architects.

WACO, TEXAS.
The new exchange at Waco, Texas,
submitted a report showing that the
members appreciate the value of or
ganization, and are earnestly endeavor
ing to establish uniform practices and
methods which shall secure greater har
mony among all builders and those
with whom they come in business con
tact.
HOURS OF LABOR AND WAGES.
The request of the committee for in
formation as to the hours worked and
wages paid in the various trades in the
different cities resulted in the follow
ing statements, which were incorpo
rated in the reports from filial bodies :
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BALTIMORE,Ml>.

Hours
worked

Trader per day.
Carpenters 9
Stone cutters.. . . 8
Stone masons 9
Plasterers 9
Painters 9
Plumbers and gas
titters 9
Sasb, door and
blinds 9
Bricklayers, union 8
Bricklayers, non-

Wages
per
hour.
Cents.

48

M

union

Wages
per
day.
82.50

"i'.oo""'
3.im
2.60

3.00

1.5083.00

3.50(3.4.00
BOSTON,MASS.

Carpenters,outside8 28@30
Carpenters,inside . 9
Bricklayers .. .8
Stonemasons 8
Painters 9
Plasterers 8
Ironworkers 9
Granite workers 9
Freestoneworkers. 8
Copper workers 9
Plumbers 9
Roofers 9
Building laborers... 8

30H33
42
42
S3
4)
211

in"
n

BUFFALO,N. Y.

8275

4.on
3 (JO

Stonemasons 9
Bricklayers 9
Plasterers 9
Lathers By yard. .
Hodcarriers 9
Stonecutters 8
Marbieworkers 10
Tile workers 9
Quarrymen 10
Diggers lu
Common laborers.. 9
Carpenters.millmen 9
Carpenters,rough.. 9
Carpenters,finishers9
Painters,house 9
Painters, gralners.. 9
Painters, fresco ... 9
Painters,decorators»
Painters,sign 9
Plumbers 9
Steamntttei s 9
Gas Otters 9
Helpers, steam ut
ters' 9
Helpers, plumbers'
andgasfitters' 9
Paperhangers.. .By
roll
Tinsmiths 9
Electricians 9
Roofers,slate 10
Roofers, composi
tion 10
Roofers,gravel 10
House smiths and
bridge builders... 9
Stained glass 10
Wire workers 10

BO
:w
331*
2K>
WK
44

S3110
3.00

I. 5O

Per week :

Per week:

15@25 .

3.00
300
2.75

6.00

3.00

-II
20

28
25®80

2.2-5
2.00
3.00

CINCINNATI,OHIO.
MBricklayers 8

Carpenters,outside
hands . 9 am

2.50

$1.50

8.00

CLEVELAND,OHIO.
Stonemasons 9
Bricklayers 9
Plasterers .... 9
Lathers 9
Hodcnrrlers 9
Carpenters, rough 9
Carpenters,regular 9
Carpenters,finishers 9
Stonecutters 8
Housepainters,general 9
Gralners 9
Fresco 9
Sign 9
Decorators 9
Plumbers 9
Gastitters 9
Helpers 9
Slate roofers 9
Composition 10
Gravel 10
Diggers 9
Generalcommonlaborers..10

DETROIT,MICH.
Wages
per
hour.
Cents.

NtW YORK CITY".

Hours
worked

Trades. perday.
Masons 9
Laborers 9
Stonecutters 8
Stonemasons. ..9
Carpenters 9
Plumbers and fit
ters 9
Painters 9

4(1

26Q30
aota.45
40
2peryd.
I5\Si2ii
I5@20
KU^2TU

3fK5>45
27*
4H
4.".
40
60
42H
30
10

25
25
26
105(15

Wages
per
day.

*3.50fa»4.50
1.5G@2.0J

3.50
""

2.00®3.00
2.00tf?,4.50
1.75&3.00

LOWELL,MASS.
Average

Hours wages
worked perHour,
perday. cents.
out-

Wages
paid
by

Planing mill inside
or benchhands... 9
Planing mill ma
chinehands 9
Cornicemakersand
tinners 9
Iron workers »
Painters t
Plumbers,firstclass.9
Plumbers, second
class 9
Plasterers 8- 45
Stair builders 9 33!^36i.
Stone cutters ... 9 ^^
Stonemasons 9 40

INDIANAPOLIS,IND.

*i@30

25@33H

2.V330 2.25m12.75
1 .W3 on
L\.Ol
3.50

3.00

3.OMgis!25

"3.00'
"

Wages
Hours per
w. rked hour.

Trades. per day. Cents
stonemasons 8 45
Stone cutters 8 45
Bricklayers 8 50
Hod carriers 8 28(830
Pninteis 8 80
Carpenters 8 30
Carpenteis, foremen 8 35@40
Plasterers 8 45
Tinners 8 27H<ai32^
Mantel setters 8 40
Slaters 8 30
Ironworkers 8 22'....i,.v<
SinceSeptember1wagesin themajority of
the tradeshavedeclinedabout 20per cent.,
broughtaboutby the hardtimes, which Is
regardedasonly temporary.

CHICAGO,ILL.
Stonemasons 8 50
Bricklayers 8 60
Plasterers .... 8 60
Lathers 8 50
Hod carriers 8 22
Carpenters 8 35
Stonecutters 8 55
House nainleis, general.. . 8 30
Gralners K 87V6
Decorators 8 37H
There have beennostrikesof importance
during the pastyear.

9&10 25
10

Carpenters,
side .
Carpenters,inside
Strum andgas Ut
ters,outside V
Steamand gas fit
ters,inside.. 10
Cast and wrought
Iron wo r kers,
outside 9 30
Cast and wrought
Iron workers, in
side 10
Brick masons 9
Stonemasons . .9&10
Plasrerers 9
Roofers 10
Metal workers,
outside 9&10 25
Metul workers, in
side 10 25
Plumbers 9 30
Painters 9&10 25

211

88

25

2:,
in
:u
so

hour,
day.

hour.

day.

hour.

hour,
hour,

hour andday.
hour,
day.

hour.

hour,
hour,
hour.

LYNN,MASS.
Hours
worked Wages
perday. perday.
9 $3.75
2.5u

2.T5
3.7-,
1.25
8.50
8.00
8.80
8.00
375
1.75perM.

Wages
per
day.

*l.75
30040
20325or
2,5330
20325
25@80

85on an average.
3.0033.50

20©23

Masons
Tenders b
Carpenters, Msh and
blindmen 9
Plumbers 9
Helpers 9
Painters 9
Granlteeutters 9
Stonemasons 9
Slaters .. . ., 9
Plasterers 9
Lathers 9

MILWAUKEE,WIS.
Wages

Hours per
worked hour,
per day. Cents.

Masons 8 40345Masons,cut rate
Marons'hodcarriers
Carpenters,outside. 8
Carpenters,inside
Painters, bouse 8
Painters, decorat
ors
Plumbers 8
Tinners 8
Galvanized iron
men 25
Iron men 10 2.50
Cut stonemen 8 3.50
No strikesor labordisturbancesof anykind
during theyear.

MINNEAPOLIS,MINN.
Carpenters 10 25
Brick masons. . 9 45
Stonemasons 10 80
Stonecutters 8 50
Plasterers 8 40
Plumbers 8 40
Steam and gas fit
ters 8 40
8laters 10 30
Housepainters 8 25
Prescopainters 8 35
Commonlaborers $1.75
All skilled workmen in the different
branchesof thebuilding trades are paid by
the hour in this city.
Sash,door,blind andmill menare not first
classmechanicsand thereforedo not receive
very largepay. They ate paid by theweek
on an averageof $10.50for ten hours per
day.
There have beenno strikes in any of the
building tradesduring the postyear.

Wages
Hours per Wages
worked hour. per

Trades. per day. Cents. day.
Cabinetworeers. . 9 83.00
Plumbers ..8 3 75
Bluestoneworkers 8 4.00
Electric workers... 9 3.00
Plasterers 8 4.00
Granite workers.. 8 400
Freestoneworkers. 8 4.50
Marble »orkers ... 8 4.00
Masons 8 50
Carpenters. .. 8 3 50
Stair buildeis 8 3.50
Sasband blinds 9 3.25

3.50&.400>
Painters 8 3 50
Decorators 8 4.0035.00
Roofers,inside. .. 8 325
Roofers,outside.. , 8 8.75
Tile andgratemen 8 4.00
Iron workers 9 3.50
Overtime is paid for in most trades at
double rates.

OMAHA,NIB.

Hours
worscd in
summer.
8
.. 8

Trades.
Stonemasons
Bricklayers
Plasterers »
Lathers II
Hod carriers 8
Carpenters 9
Roughcarpenters 9
Regular carpenters 9
Finishers 9
Stonecutters 8
General bousepainters 8
Grainers 8
Frescopainters 8
Sign painters 8
Paperbangers 8
Decorators 8
Plumbers 8
Steamfitters 8
Gasfltters 8
Helpers 8
Tinsmith, general 8
Roofers.
Slaters
Composition
Gravel .. . ..
Diggers
Commonlaborers.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Hours Hours Wages
workedworked per Wages
per per hour, perCents, day.Trades. day. week.

Masons, brick-
45
80 . ..

Plasterers 8 45
40

Roofers 9 83.00
30

Granite 50 37
Freestone work
ers 80 42
Mill men, bench

.... 22><K:.'..
Mill men,machine
work 10 25®32H ...

POHTLAND,MAINE.
Wages

Hours per Wages
worked hour.

Trades. perday. Cents. day.
Carpenters, mill
men 10 82.C0aver.
Carpenters,outside9 20
carpenters, inside. 9 28

Masons 9
84

Plumbers 9 25
Ironacdmetal work
ers 9 18
Pa uters 9 U

PROVIDENCE,R. I.
Carpenters 9 20®27LS

Plasterers 9
30335
85040

Plumbers .9
20M.25
30<cr,4O

82.50384HO
20($30

eocheste
15@17
a, n. y.

40
Masons'helpers .10 17H
Carpenters, ins.de

31

ard mill men .. .10 25

Housesmiths ...10
86

»2..->0
Marbleandtilemen.9 32
Galvanizedironand

20
28Plumbers 9

Pdiuters 9 28
ST. LOUIS,MO.

Carpenters,outside8 35®10Carpenters, plan
ing mill, inside....10 *2.2M$3.0
Bricklavers 8 55
Stonemasons. . . 8 50
Painters 8 2.50
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Plumbers 8
Gastitters 8
Plasterers 8 50
Galvanized Iron
men 8 25@80
Stone cutters 8 60
Slaters 8 40@45
Stair builders, out
side 8 35SH0
Stair builders, in
side 10
No strikesor lockouts.

ST. PAUL, MINN.
..10Carpenters.. ..

Bricklayers. V
Stone cutters 8
Stonemasons .... 10
Plumbers 8
Plasierers 8
Painters 10
SteamOtters
Cornice makers 9

20@30
45
50
25@<0

91

C3.50
3.U0

2.00®3.75

$8.50
3.00
2.50@300
1.50@2.5U

Mill men—namely,workmen in manufact
ure of doors, sash, blinds, moldings, &c.,
work tenhoursandarepaidby the hour.

SAGINAW,MICH.
Carpenters,inside..9
Carpenters, out
side 9
Plasterers ... 9
Stonemasons 9
Bricklayers 9
B rlcklayers,
pressed 9
Paper hangers 9
House painters 9
Prescoers 9
Slaters 10
Tinners 10
Plumbers 9
Mill men 10
Sash, door and
blindmen 10
One mill, both
classes 9
Lathers 10
Hod carriers 9
Laborers 9&10

25

22
nr,
35

CO
»2.00@«2.26
2.00
2.26<ffi2.50
2.00
2.00
2.60
2.00

2.00

2.00
8.00
1.50ft.2.00
1.25@1.50

WILMINGTON,DEL.
Bricklayers 9 45
Masons 9 »3.50
Plasterers » 3.00
Laborers 9 25
Carpenters 9 25@80
Stone cutters 9 8.50
Painters 9 25
Plumbers and
steamDtters 9 28@30
Gasfltters 9 28
Helpers B 13
Tinners 10 25
Diggers l'l lZVa
General labor 10 10
Inside, or shop,
hands. in sum
mer 10 20@25Inside, or shop,
hands,in winter. 9 20®25

WORCESTER,MASS.
Excavators and
stonemason'sla
borers 9 194-9
Stone matons 9 . $3.00®$400
Brick masons 9 86l-9@4i^
Rooters and con-
oreters 9 225-100
Plumbers 9 2.f0@8.25
Steam and gas
pipers 10 2.0n@3fi0
Tinsmiths 10 2.50@3.00
Carpenters, out
side 10 25
Carpenters,inside.. 27J4
Manufacturers of
insidefinish,mill
men 10
Wagespaidbythedayandof greatvariety
of prices.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
The afternoon session was devoted to
the consideration of the relation of em
ployer and workman and the form of
arbitration advocated by the National
Association. Col. Carroll D. Wright,
United States Commissioner of Labor,
delivered a most interesting address on
the subject, treating the question on
broad and comprehensive lines. The
altruistic tendency of the times has
changed the relation of employer and
workman from a t-imple question of
wages and hours to one in which
equity and justice to either side must
be conceded, and in which the rights of
each, as to a voice in the settlement of
conditions under which the relation
ship shall be maintained, must be
recognized. Compulsory arbitration
was, in the speaker's opinion, a misno
mer, there being no such thing as com
pulsory arbitration. The moment ar
bitration becomes compulsory it ceases
to be arbitration and is taken out of the
realm of voluntary effort at the peace

ful solution of questions at issue and
placed in a condition which nullifies
the meaning of the word. A sequential
conclusion of the operation of com
pulsory .arbitration would be death to
industry. The address was listened to
with marked attention and was very
cordially received. A vote of thanks
was extended to the speaker and the
address ordered printed as a part of
the proceedings of the convention.
The discussion of the form of arbi
tration advocated by the National Asso
ciation which followed resulted in a
further demonstration of the truth of
the principles upon which it is founded
and the passage of a resolution reaf
firming the wisdom of its use and urg
ing the filial bodies to make direct
application of its operation to the vari
ous trades represented in the several
organizations.

FRIDAY MORNING.
The morning session was (riven over
to the consideration of suggestions for
the improvement of the Uniform Con
tract. There were many suggestions
presented, some of which indicated a
lack of sufficient consideration of the
extent of the operation of the form,
for upon explanation they were found
to be already incorporated in the con
tract. Several delegations advocated
the extension of the limits of arbitra
tion to cover specifically all points
upon which differences might arise.
The form was very thoroughly dis
cussed and a number of suggestions
were referred to the committee, with
instructions to present the same to the
joint committee at the first oppor
tunity. None of the suggestions were
of a radical nature, but were directly
in the line of improvement of such
clauses as already exist in the form.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
The first business of the afternoon
was the report of the Committee on
Resolutions. The resolutions, pre
sentedwith the recommendations of the
committee are as follows :
A resolution presented by James
Hastings of Philadelphia for the re
duction of the expense of the National
Association to an amount which would
be covered by a $2 per capita tax was
favorably reported.
A resolution asking the National
Association to give moral support to
any action by any exchange in its
eff "»rtsto improve the lien laws was
favorably reported.
The committee reported unfavor
ably upon a resolution looking to the
consideration of the value of the En
glish method of quantity surveying.
The following, presented by Provi
dence delegation, was reported favor
ably by the committee :

Whereas, The following clauseoften in
cluded in specificationsis an injustice to
contractors. " If anythine is accidentally
omitted either from the plans or specifica
tions that is necessaryto completethe job,
it is expectedthat thecontractor will fur
nish it free of charge."
Resolved,That it is the opinion of this
conventionthat theaboveclausebestricken
from specifications.

The committee reported unfavorably
on the following resolutions :
That an effort be made to secure the
opening of bids in the local exchanges
by the secretaries in the presence of all
bidders.
That members of filial bodies give
their exchanges as their only business
address.
That a permanent board of arbitra
tion between contractors and architects
be established in each city.
Favorable report was made on a
large number of resolutions, of which
the following are the more important :

That a Committee on Trade Schools
of five be appointed.
That a committe of five be appointed
to consider the question of immigra
tion. This resolution, after an ex
tended discussion by the delegates, was
laid upon the table.
Future reports from all committees
to be printed and distributed to all
filial bodies 60 days prior to conven
tions.
"When an entire contract has been
let to one contractor, all dealings with
the sub-contractor by the architect
should be carried on through the gen
eral contractor.
That the inherent rights which be
long to the workmen and those which
belong to the employers can only be
established through joint considera
tion by the two.
That filial bodies be urged to secure
means for participating in the framing
and administration of building laws
in their various cities.
That all filial bodies be urged to use
the most rigid discrimination in ad
mitting applicants to membership.
That a uniform form of proposal be
adopted in conjunction with the ar
chitects by all filial bodies.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.

The following resolutions were
passed without being submitted to the
committee :
Resolved, That suchbuilders' exchanges
asdesireto participate in the genera) ad
vantages contributed by this body to the
building fraternity at large, who from
financial weaknessare unable to affiliate
with the National Association as such,and
therebypartake of all such benefits,shall,
upon the paymentinto the treasury of this
body of the sum of $50 per annum, be
granted the favor of all such information
and aid as the secretary may be able to
afford them; but shall not be permitted
the full privilege at suchconventions,or a
vote therein ; and suchshall beknown and
recognized as corresponding exchanges
only.
Whereas, The presidentin his annual re
port has recommendedthat this bodytake
such action as shall result in the appoint
ment of a regular standingCommittee on
MechanicalTrade Schools; therefore,
Rtsolved, That the incoming president
and his successorsin officeshall beempow
eredand instructed to appoint from among
themembersof the severalexchangesaffil
iating with this body a standingcommit
tee,consistingof five, to take and recom
mend to this body suchaction relating to
trade schoolsas they shall deemproper.

COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION.

The Legislative Committee made a
report, which was adopted, as fol
lows :
The Legislative Committeebegsto report
that in viewof theactionof this convention
in carrying forward the time of the next
conventionto October,1895,thatspecialac
tion will benecessaryto providethe associ
ation with necessaryfunds for the conduct
of its businessand recommendsthat the
following orderbepassed.
Ordered, That the per capita tax upon
theconstituentbodiesof this associationfor
this current year, 1894,bedueimmediately
after the closeof this convention and be
payablewithin 60daysthereafter, andtbat
the per capita tax for the year 1895bedue
on January 1,1895,and be payable within
60daysthereafter.

(Signed)Edward E. Scribner,
Chairman.

REVISION OF CONSTITUTION.

The special Committee on Revision
of the Constitution made the following
report, which, after discussion, was
adopted.
The special Committee on Revision of
the By-Laws respectfully reports having
given thematter careful consideration,and
would submit the following amendmentto
the cons'itution, which in ibe judgment of
your committeeseemswiseand judicious :
Amend the secondparagraph of ArticleIII by insertingafter the word "exchange"
on thesecondline thewords, "possessingan
actual membershipof not l*ssthnn20."
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Amend Article IV by adding to the
secondparagraphthe following :" And theyshallmeetat leastoncein each
calendar year, such meeting to beupon a
call issuedby theExecutive Committee."
Amend the sixth paragraphof Article V
by making it readas follows :" Thepresidentshallappointthefollowing
committeefrom themembersin goodstand
ing in any filial body."
Add to Article V the following new
paragraphs:" In theeventof failure of any memberof
thesecommitteesto beelectedasa delegate
to a convention held during his term of
office,thesaid member shall be entitled to
a seat in such convention and shall be
recognized and privileged to discuss any
subjectsreferred to thecommitteeof which
hemay bea member. Such membershall,
however, in his capacity as a committee
man bedebarredfrom speakingin conven
tion upon other than the subjects men
tioned,exceptupon invitation of the chair,
and shall in any casehaveno vote." The first namedpersononeachcommit
tee appointed shall be its chairman until
otherwisedirectedby said committee."
Amend Article VII by striking out the
word " annual" in the first paragraph,and
inserting after theword " held" the word
biennial."
Add to Article VII a new paragraph, as
follows :" No filial body shall be entitled to repre
sentation in excessof membershipupon
which the pro rata asst>ssmenthas been
paid."
Amend thesecondparagraph of ArticleIX soas to readas follows:" This assessmentwill bedueonJanuary'l
of each year and must be paid within 60
days thereafter."
In concluding its report the commit
tee desired to remind the delegates that
any discussion of the amendments
which it recommended must be en
tirely tentative, as no action can he
taken until the next convention, inas
much as the constitution now requires
that all amendments must be pre
sented to each filial body 60 days be
fore the convention which considers
them.

TIME AND PLACE OF NEXT CONVENTION.
The Committee on Time and Place
of Next Convention and Nomination
of Officers made the following report :
Youf committee would respectfully
recommend that the next meeting of
this association be held on the third
Tuesday of October, 1895,in the city
of Baltimore, and nominate the follow
ing officers for election at this conven
tion :

OFFICERS.
President, Noble H. Creager of Bal
timore.
First vice-president, C. A. Rupp of
Buffalo.
Second vice-president, James Meathe
of Detroit.
Secretary, William H. Sayward of
Boston.
Treasurer, George Tapper of Chi
cago.
The report was accepted, and upon
motion the secretary was instructed to
cast one ballot for all officers, which
being done by Assistant-Secretary
Harkness of Philadelphia, the president
declared the officers as nominated
elected.

LIST OF DIRECTORS.

The various officers each responded
to a call from President Hersey, and
the convention proceeded to the elec
tion of directors for the ensuing year,
with the following result :
E. L. Bartlett Baltimore.
E. Noyes Whitcomb . . .Boston.
~W.D. Collingwood Buffalo.
William Grace Chicago.
Geo. F. Nieber Cincinnati. •
Arthur McAllister Cleveland.
Alex. Chapoton Detroit.
Geo. W. Stanley Indianapolis.
E. S. Fobs Lowell.
J. S. Pool Lynn.
H. J. Sullivan Milwaukee.
Geo. Cook Minneapolis.
Stephen M. Wright. . . .New York City.

J. Walter Phelps Omaha.
Stacey Reeves Philadelphia.
Wm. H. Scott Portland.
Thos. B. Ross Providence.
H. H. Edgerton Rochester.
Wm. J. Baker St. Louis.
Geo. J. Grant St. Paul.
Luther H. Merrick... Syracuse.
A. S. Reed Wilmington.
Chas. A. Vaughn Worcester.

The per capita tax was fixed, by vote
of the delegates, at $3after an extended
discussion and in the face of the rec
ommendation of the Board of Direct
ors. The vote stood 45 for $8 and 41
for $3 per capita. Suitable resolu
tions or thanks were passed to the
Master Builders' Association for its
boundless hospitality ; to President
Hersey for the excellent manner in
which he had presided, and to the
press of the city for courtesies ex
tended. The convention then ad
journed.

New Publications.
Sound Sense in Suburban' Architect
ure. By Frank T. Lent, Architect.
Numerousillustrations by the author ;
98 pages; bound in board coverswith
gilt sidetitle. Publishedby theauthor.
Price $1.

In offering this work to the public
the author states that after an experi
ence of 12years, largely filled up with
the designing and superintending of
some200suburban residences in differ
ent parts of the United States, it seems
to him that a straightforward, brief
and practical little book on the subject
of inexpensive country houses would
be of great servici to those about to
build. It is natural, therefore, to find
the volume consisting of a collection of
hints, suggestions and bits of practical
information for the use of those con
templating the erection of houses of the
character named. The work is divided
into six chapters, the first and second
of which relate to the planning and ar
rangement of a house ; the third dis
cusses the question of drainage; the
fourth takes up the water supply and
heating ; the fifth refers to the draw
ings used for the illustrations in the
pages and the sixth deals with specifi
cations of various kinds.

Foundations.

No foundation is more ineligible for
a heavy structure than one that is
rocky, says a writer in an English
trade journal, especially if the rocks
are in smalt masses, or if a sufficient
surface is offered of onemass, in strata
which dip considerably ; in the former
case, from the rottenness of the soil in
which rocks are generally bedded and
which consists for the most part of
their detritus ; and in the latter, from
the liability of stratified rock to crack
and slip, against which no precaution
is available. Dry gravelly soils, again,
are not only loose and infirm, but are
exceedingly liable to vacuities of vari
ous extent, which are hardly suffi
ciently provided against by piling ; wet
gravel is generally more compact and
may be better trusted both with and
without piles. A deep compacted sand
will be found firm if a sufficient sur
face of it be embraced by the footings,
which should be wider in that than
most other cases. In large and deep
beds of alluvial deposits the heaviest
building may be laid with security, if
precautions be attended to for the
equal distribution of the pressure
throughout. The city of New Orleans,
in a delta at the mouth of the Mississ
ippi, rests on a bed of mud, which is
held together by a bonding of trunks
and arms of trees, but on a broad level
bed below. Here the only precaution

taken in erecting a structure of the
greatest magnitude is to make the
trenches for the walls wide and level,
and to floor the whole of their surface
with thick planks properly bonded ;
on these the footings are laid, and if
any settlement occurs it is of the whole
edifice and no injury accrues to any
part of it at any time. Clayey and
chalky soils are generally understood
to form the best natural foundations ;
in these, under ordinary circum
stances, no preparation is required,
though for very heavy and unequally
pressing works, such as bridges, which
are placed on piers made as small as
they possibly can be, piling has been
considered a necessary precaution. In
deed, except perhaps on an extensive
horizontal bed of firm compact rock,
no foundation can be considered better
than that afforded by piling in a deep
clay.
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The Building Outlook.

One of the most cheerful prospects
in the trade situation is in the direction
of building operations. Seldom has
the future looked brighter for those in
the building trades than at this time.

There were indications of this not long

ago, when architects' offices were re

ported to be again filling up with work.
But what was then to some extent a
matter of mere promise now seems act
ually nearing fulfillment. Building
permits are being taken out in large
numbers in the leading cities, and con
tracts are getting into the hands of
builders. In the city of Chicago the
records for the month of February
show building permits granted for al
most as great" a frontage and nearly as
high a total value as in February of
last year. This is particularly signifi
cant from the fact that in the spring of
1893building was very active in that
city among those who were making
preparations for the World's Fair.
Few cities at that time were asbusy in
the building line asChicago. If prepa
rations for building there are now on a
scale but little below that of last year,
it augurs well for a very important
branch of trade on which many other
branches depend.

moderation in Building.

The character of the permits now

being taken out in the cities shows
quite a change. Fewer large struct
ures are in prospect, but the great
bulk of the buildings projected are
houses of moderate size, good store
buildings and a sprinkling of ware
houses and factories. Builders will
consequently be more generally em
ployed by the greater number of sep
arate contracts, and the ordinary me
chanic is likely to find employment of
a more steady character than when
large structures are being rushed to
-completion as speedily as possible.
There has probably not been so fa
vorable a season for making improve
ments of this character for 20years.
All kinds of materials are lower than
ever before known in this country.
Builders are anxious to obtain work,

and, generally speaking, workingmen
are even more anxious to get to work

because many of them have had noth
ing to do for a long time and have
either exhausted their resources or

soon will do so if they do not speedily
find employment.

Wages and Working Rules.

The contracting carpenters and their

employees in Omaha have set the

building fraternity an example that

could be followed to good advantage

by the builders in every city in the
country. During the idle months in

the winter, when the amount of

business on hand was small, the car

penters and their employees have often

conferred with each other for the pur
pose of mutually assisting in the es

tablishment of wages, working rules,

&c., for the coming year. Voluntary
effort on the part of each, at such a

time as this, is calculated to secure the

desired results. Each side is equally

desirous of establishing mutually satis

factory conditions, which may be ac

cepted as final and binding, and upon

which both can base their calcula

tions for the ensuing year There is

less likely to be heat and personal

feeling than when the two parties are

confronted with the necessity of im
mediate settlement of somedifference,

which has already, no doubt, produced

a feeling of antagonism. The example

of the Omaha carpenters is also a good

one from a business standpoint, aside

from all consideration of its humanity.
The contractors are in this way en
abled to know exactly what their work,

so far as the labor is concerned, will
cost and to bid for it with a feeling
that the price is not likely to be altered

even while their bid is being accepted.

It is, for the same reason, equally de
sirable for the workman, as it shows
him before the season opens the scale

that has been fixed. Wages are much

less likely to be depressed if a scale is
adopted by the majority on both sides

than would be the case if each con
tractor was at liberty to figure his

labor on a sliding scale, governed by

the closeness of competitien, for in the

latter case the employer might be

tempted to bid low and then cut wages

to fit his bid.

Wind Pressure on Tall Buildings.

The wind and snow storm, which vis

ited nearly every section of the country

late in February, was particularly se
vere in Chicago, and subjected its tall
buildings to a trying ordeal. Ac
cording to reports which reach us

through the daily press, tests made

during the storm in connection with
several "sky scrapers" showed that
buildings erected after the latest

method are capable of standing any

wind pressure that is likely ever to be

brought to bear on them. In a wind
that blew from 70 to 80miles an hour

and exerted a pressure of about 85

pounds to the square inch the Monad-

nock Building is said to have varied
from ^r of an inch at the north end,

which is constructed of solid masonry,

to -jV of an inch on the south end,

which is of steel frame work with light

walls. The variation of the Pontiac

Building was tV of an mcn and tnat of

the Old Colony ^ of an inch.

Reformative Industrial Education.

The New York State Reformatory, at
Elmira, which was established by act

of Legislature in 1876,has long been-

taken as a model institution of its

class. Its objects, as officially set forth,

are to " take charge of males between
the ages of 16 and 30, convicted of fel

ony and not previously convicted of

crime." and "to prevent them from
committing crime, to secure their self

support and to accomplish their ref

ormation." Among the agencies util
ized for this end, one which is con

sidered of the first importance is a

very complete system of trade classes,

in which the prisoners are given a val

uable industrial education, designed to

send them forth into the world, at the

expiration of their terms of detention,

equipped with the means of earning an

honest livelihood and so becoming

useful and independent members of

society. From a neatly gotten-up little

book, printed and published in the re
formatory, we learn that no less than

1615 inmates received instruction in

the trade classes of the institution dur

ing the year 1892. Of 672men received

during the 12months over 600 had no

trade, while of 338paroled during that

period all except 47went out to work

at trades learned during their incar

ceration.

Trade SchoolIn Elmira.

The trade classes are held during the

evenings in buildings specially adapted

for the work and equipped with all

modern facilities, while the tuition is

given by expert instructors in the

various trades. About 37 different

classes are taught. Among thosewhich

have the largest number of pupils are

the bricklaying and plastering, mold

ing, plumbing, carpentry, painting,

tinsmithing and brass-finishing trades.

As a proof of the thoroughness of the

instruction imparted it is pointed out
that all the work of these trades re

quired inside the reformatory in recent

years has been carried out by the in
mates, who have acquired their indus

trial capacity within its walls. The
good thus done in sending young men,

who were never hardened criminals,

out into the world at the expiration of

their terms of detention with the
means of self-support at their fingers'

ends can hardly be overestimated.

Under the old penal systems a resi

dence in prison meant, in the majority
of cases, the ruin of a youth, who too

often became on his release a recruit

in the great army of loafers and crimi

nals, whereas under the Elmira sys
tem he has every incentive to work

out his redemption and gain his lost

position through the medium of the

trade knowledge that has there been

put into his hands.
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World's Fair Buildings.

The South Park Commissioners, who
now own the Chicago World's Fair
buildings, were evidently greatly sur
prised at the bids they received for
those structures on March 10. From
common report, contractors gener
ally were expected to demand a bonus
for the removal of the buildings, on
the ground that it would cost more
to remove them than the material
could be sold for. But when the bids
were opened, it was found that the
buildings were considered of some
value. Taking the highest bids on all
the buildings, the commissioners would
have received $36,596. This threw a
new light on the subject. It was at
once believed that if the buildings were
worth somuch they were worth a great
deal more, and the bids were, there
fore, incontinently rejected. Efforts
will now be made to sell the several
structures at private sale, in the hope
to realize more. This is a case in
which bidders injured their chances by
bidding too high. They should have
asked a bonus for removing each build
ing. The Park Commissioners, it will
be remembered, have been paid $200,-
000 by the World's Fair Commission
ers to take the buildings off their
hands, and the latter thought they had
made a good bargain by getting out of
the cost of removing the buildings,
which they feared might exceed that
amount.

Historic Mansions.

Among the many buildings remain
ing to connect the Hackensack of the
nineteenth century with the first be
ginnings of the town, says E. K. Bird,
the antiquarian is apt to linger longest
and with greatest gratification in the
Washington Mansion House, which
stands facing the Green on Main street.It is a large three-story building (the
original two stories of rough stone),
with a double portico along the front.
In 1776it was the private residence of
Peter Zabriskie, then a prominent
citizen and patriot, who had as his
guest for some days General Washing
ton at the period of his retreat from
Fort Lee. The building retains many
of its ancient peculiarities of construc
tion, including a few of the old double
doors and the tiled lining of fire places
in two rooms. The tiles are 75 in num
ber, and are in excellent condition ;
the illustrations are all taken from
Bible subjects — the temptation of
Joseph, the wicked children and the
bears, Jacob stealing the blessing in
tended for Esau, the finding of Moses,
Samson bearing away the gates of
Gaza, Jonah entering the whale's
mouth (feet foremost), the Roman sol
diers casting lots for the Saviour's
vesture, David and Goliath, Daniel in
the lion's den. with other . equally
familiar incidents of sacred history are
presented with startling literalness.
The tiles in the parlor are in brown
tint ; those in room 19are blue.
The Mansion House was, many years
ago, a relay station for the Albany
stage line, and one of the last drivers
of the old four-in-hand, Richard Dore-
mus, is a grizzled resident of Hacken
sack, living with an interesting family
of descendants in one of the stone
houses that form such interesting
features in the landscape.

Adjoining Mr. Doremns, who is but
a block north of the Mansion House on
Main street, is the ante-revolutionary
stone mansion originally owned and
occupied by the first Adam Boyd,
whose family was connected by mar
riage with the Schuylers. The building,
modernized with a French roof and in
part devoted to trade, was once the
scene of lavish hospitality and was a
social center for an extended district.
The colonial mansions are all on
Main street, which was the original
turupike and only public highway run
ning north and south from Hoboken
to Albany on the west side of the Hud
son. So in walking north along this
business thoroughfare another block
brings you to the residence of Mrs. A.
D. P. Gilbert. This was the best ex
ample of eighteenth century architect
ure in Hackensack, as it was origi
nally the home of one of New Jersey's
most distinguished citizens, Dr. Peter
Wilson, the scholar and patriot. The
capstones of the first floor windows
are inscribed, one with the name" Peter Wilson, Anno. 1787," the other" Catherine Wilson," his accomplished
wife. The ground now occupied by
the Hackensack Library was origi
nally the site of Dr. Wilson's Academy,
which some of his friends endeavored
to have chartered as a college, the suc
cess of the enterprise being frustrated
by the refusal of the Doctor, then and
for seven years a member of the State
Legislature, to support it personally.
In 1783Dr. Wilson was appointed to
revise the laws of New Jersey up to
that date ; subsequently he was Pro
fessor of Languages and of Greek and
Roman Antiquities in Columbia Col
lege, New York City.
Another of the "old landmarks" is
known throughout Bergen County as" the Vanderbeck House," standing on
the east side of Main street, in the
busiest part of the town, near the New
York, Susquehanna & Western Rail
road depot. The west end of the build
ing stands to the street, from which it
is separated by a deep lawn. To the
east the grounds run off into the border
of the river. There is but one other
inhabited dwelling in New Jersey
known to be older than this, and it too
is in Hackensack. Some years ago a
large stone was removed from beside
the entrance door to a position over
the modernized parlor fire place. The
stone bears the inscription in old style
rude letters :

AD 1717VB.
IVDB. EVB
PIVDB

This lettering represents Isaac Van
Der Beck, Eva, his wife, and Paul,
their son. The Van Derbecks are a
numerous and sturdy family in Hack
ensack. "Aunt Sally" Herring, a
great granddaughter of Isaac Van Der
Beck, lives in the old homestead, at
the age of 85. with great-great-grand
children. A few years ago, when the
marriage of a great-great-great-grand
child of Isaac invested the house with
new life, considerable changes were
made in the interior arrangements.
The most difficult task on this occasion
was that assigned the masons, to open
a new doorway through the 2-feet
thick wall. It was a laborious task
which had to be accomplished with
hammer and chisel, the mortar that
held the stones together resisting with
the tenacity of a granite block. Every
thing about the building is equally
substantial —the massive beams of
polished oak, the heavy half doors,
with rude hand made iron hinges and
latches, the broad mantels, deep win
dow seats and heavy oak frame work,
bear no kinship to the cottages that
mark the present day architecture in
the newer part of the town.

Expansion of Chimneys.

It does not often happen that facili
ties are afforded for exact measure
ments to be made of the expansion
and contraction of a factory chimney.
It is generally admitted that boiler
chimney shafts should not be attached
to the walls of any important building
on account of the risk of cracking the
walls by the expansion of the heated
brick work, but it is not very easy to
obtain reliable information respecting
the amount of such expansion, and
some persons have doubts whether
brick work really expands or contracts
when heated, says a writer in one of
our English contemporaries. An un
usual opportunity of making measure
ments on this point has recently oc
curred at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The
boiler chimney of the college was
erected five years ago, and has been in
constant use during the interval. As
originally constructed it stood alone
60 feet from the college building, 99
feet high from the concrete foundation,
and 90 feet from the ground level. To
thehightof 33 feet from the ground
an internal fire brick flue was con
structed, with an air space of 3 inches
between it and the shaft. The upper
57 feet of the shaft was built of stock
brick only, and had a uniform diame
ter of 6 feet 2 inches externally, while
the internal flue increased from 3 feet
11inches to 4 feet 8 inches in diameter,
the strictly cylindrical character of the
exterior giving the chimney the ap
pearance, when looked at from a dis
tance of 50 yards or more, of being
trumpet shaped, and larger at the
top than at the bottom. During the
last few months a casing of orna
mental brick work has been erected
around the chimney, but independ
ently of it, so that the casing of
the shaft forms one of four octagonal
turrets surrounding the Royal Jubilee
Exhibition Tower, and guarding the
principal entrance to the college quad
rangle. The near completion of the
brick work surrounding the chimney
afforded the opportunity of observing
from the top of the casing any move
ment of expansion or contraction of
the chimney itself. As the boiler fires
are generally drawn or allowed to die
out on Saturday afternoon and re
lighted on Monday morning, the chim
ney has an opportunity of cooling down
during about 40 hours, and observa
tions made from the top of the casing
wall showed a contraction of the
chimney of 5 mm, or 2 inches, during
that time. As the surrounding wall
was still about 6 feet below the top of
the chimney when the measurements
were made, and as the first 83 feet of
the shaft remained practically cold on
account of the air space between it
and the central flue, it may be taken
that the length of brick work in which
the expansion took place was about 50
feet. According to this, a shaft 100
feet high should expand 4 inches when
in use. The measurement was only of
a preliminary character, made for the
purpose of determining whether it
would be safe to allow the decorative
work at the top of the turret to rest
partly on the outer casing and partly
on the internal flue, and the result
showed conclusively the desirability of
keeping the chimney shaft entirely in
dependent of any other structure. It
remains to determine the temperature
of the inner and outer portions of the
brick work when the chimney is at its
highest and lowest temperatures. It is
probable that the expansion observed
would have been 50 per cent, greater if
the chimney had been allowed a longer
time to cool down.
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DESIGN OF A BRICK AND STONE CHURCH.

THE
church edifice which we illus
trate this month by means of our
supplement plate and the engrav

ings presented upon this and the pages
which immediately follow, was erected
at Forest Hill not long since from
plans prepared by architect H. Gal
loway Ten Eyck of Newark, N. J.
There is a cellar under the rear por
tion of the building which is devoted
to kitchen, boiler room and coal bin.
the foundation walls being of stone
laid in cement mortar. The front of
the building as well as a portion of the
sides and the tower are constructed of
broken ashlar of Belleville brown stone

theater form, with a seat for each per
son. The auditorium has a seating
capacity of about 300 persons, which
number can be increased to about 506
by throwing open the doors of the
parlor and infant class room.
It will be noticed from an inspection
of the floor plans that the arrangement
of the building is convenient, the re
quirements in the case of sociables,
festivals, &c. , having received special
attention. The auditorium may be
reached through the vestibule at the
front of the church, or those arriving
in carriages can enter from the side, as
shown on the plan. The building is

decorations, the second more ornate>
and sometimes a third, called waiting
rooms. It is to these different rooms
that visitors according to their rank
are admitted and obliged to wait.
These different antechambers estab
lish, with galleries, the communica
tion between all the rooms of the
apartment ; a special passage for the
servants is often placed parallel to
the passage .for the family that leads
to the chambers.
In apartments of less importance,
one or two antechambers with pas
sages form the communication between
the different rooms, which are all

Front Elevation.—Scale,3-32Inch to theFoot.

Design of a Brick and StoneChurch.—H. Galloway Ten Eyck, Architect, Newark, N. J.

20 inches thick. The remaining por
tions of the outer walls are 8-mch
thick, faced with selected Hackensack
brick, laid in red mortar. In those
places where brick is employed in the
outer walls the building was framed as
though it was to be a frame structure,
and then the brick filling and facing
was done. The roof is sheeted diag
onally with 1-inch hemlock boards and
covered with slate. There are two
rows of 6 1 10 inch girders on brick
piers under the first-floor joist, the lat
ter being of spruce 2 x 10 inches, and
placed 12 inches on centers, bridged in
each span with 2x4 bridging. The roof
and ceiling beams are 2x8 inch spruce,
while the trusses are open timber work,
the exposed parts being of yellow pine
and the balance of rough spruce.
The floors are of yellow pine, as are
also the trim and wainscoting. The
side walls are sand finish tinted in
water colors. The ceiling is panel
work of yellow pine, and all the interior
wood work is natural finish. The pews
are arranged -in circular or amphi-

beated by steam, and cost to erect in
the neighborhood of f10,000.

Architecture in Apartment

Buildings.*

ARRANGEMENT OF ROOMS.

Generally, these large apartments
are divided into two parts, the one for
family use and the other for occa
sions of ceremony ; the former includ
ing a parlor, dining room, several bed
rooms and closets, bathroom, pantry
and kitchen ; the latter comprising
antechambers, large dining room, sev
eral drawing rooms, billiard room,
smoking room, boudoir, &c.. with
every convenience necessary for easy
communication.
In these luxurious apartments there
are usually two antechambers, the
first for the servants, with simple

*Continued from page36,March issue.

lighted and ventilated directly from
the streets or large courts.
In these apartment buildings a pas
sageway for carriages is reserved, with
an apartment for the concierge (or
janitor) near the entrance ; this passage
gives access to the court of honor in
which the carriages turn. The stables
have their entrance on this court and
front often on a court of service, which
is used for the washing of horses and
carriages. Sometimes these stables
are underground.
In the carriageway is a vestibule
entrance, reached by several steps,
which gives access to the apartment
of the rez de chatissie or ground floor,
and to a second vestibule which forms
the entrance to the principal stairway.
This stairway, built of iron and mar
ble or stone, or more simply in wood,
is more or less monumental and richly
decorated according to the importance
of the apartments, but in all cases is
considered a subject for decoration,
and the electric or hydraulic elevator
for the use of all the apartments is in
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closed in a special place apart from the
stairway.
^TTo avoid the meeting of servants in
the principal passageway, a passage
for service is sometimes made with
direct access to the street and leading
to the servants' stairway placed at the
back of the bouse and leading to the
antechambers of the various kitchens
and to the servants' rooms on the top
floor. In connection with this stair
way is a hydraulic freight elevator
going from the cellars to the highest
floor, for the usa of all the apartments.
An electric or hydraulic letter carrier
starting from the concierges apart
ment leaves letters and papers in a box
placed in each of the apartments. A
telephone is often installed in the
apartments, or more frequently in the
concierge's apartment for the use of
all.
A furnace, heating all the rooms of
the different apartments except the
bedrooms, is placed in the cellar under
the care of the coneierge.

LIGHT AND VENTILATION.

We will say nothing about the ma
terials of construction nor of interior
decoration. We think that in finishing
by some remarks on certain laws in
regard to light and air in apartment
building in Paris we shall have attained
the object proposed by the title of this
paper.
This consideration is important from
the standpoint of hygiene, and laws on
this subject are rigorously applied to
tenement houses, as well as to larger
apartments, though, as to the latter,
the exactions of tenants exceed the re
quirements of law.
The city regulations strictly forbid
the lighting of a habitable room— that
is, one large enough to hold a bed,
from a court measuring less than 200
square feet in a house 60 feet high. In
general, custom as well as the law re
quires that not only the rooms of the
upper stories, but all those of the lower
stories, even to the ground floor, shall
have sunlight. In this connection I
will refer to another regulation rela
tive to the bight of the houses.
The highest house which can be
built in Paris, and this only allowed on
streets not less than 65 feet wide, must
not be higher than 65 feet, including
the attic. The mansard roof above
must be within an arc, the radius of
which cannot exceed 80 feet ; this by
way of increasing the space for the
passage of light and air. Nothing, not
even a molding or a gutter, can be al
lowed beyond this line. After the
building is finished a special supervisor
of the city examines the work, and can
order its demolition if it has not been
executed in conformity with the regu
lations of the city.
These laws, necessary for public
hygiene and for the cheerfulness of the
streets, have their inconvenience from
a purely artistic standpoint, as they
are the cause of the monotony of
facades of apartment buildings in
Paris. Their silhouettes being uni
form, the talent of the architect has
to struggle against this drawback in
order to produce an original effect in
this kind of construction. His com
pensation lies in the fact of his entire
liberty in matters of detail and in
terior decoration.
The regret I have just expressed
in thinking of the severe regulations
of Paris must be followed by my con
gratulations to my American confrh-es,
whose unfettered imagination has pro
duced such remarkable works in so
short a time.
My duty calls me to make a report
to the Ministry of Fine Arts of France
and to the Societe Centrale ; it will
be inspired by my admiration for the
beautiful results obtained from this
liberty in art which is the privilege of

Foundation Plan of Reir Portion of the Bulldiog.
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America, and also by the cordiality
with which my confreres have received
my efforts.

was said when fans came into use, and fact shonld be a strong argument for
talk of 1200cubic feet of fresh air per its adoption over the country,
hour per pupil was made, that it might The sanitary school building must
be very well and quite necessary that properly dispose of its waste. I de-

American School Buildings *

INLETS AND OUTLETS.

It is hard to say where the inlets and
outlets should be placed to satisfy all
conditions, but I have advocated put
ting the inlet high and the outlet low,
though I am quite ready to change
should a better way be found.
The general plant
that is to furnish the
heat and ventilation
in a sanitary school
building must be am
ple to do its work. It
must be durable,
cheap to put in and
cheap to maintain.
Furnaces furnishing
hot air, steam plants
and hot-water plants,
with numerous modi
fications and partial unions, are
the principal kinds used ini school
buildings. For years the furnace did
good duty, and it still holds its place,
at least in the smaller class of build
ings. Its first office was^probably that
of heating, though it was made so that
it had to furnish ventilation in order
to heat. When steam first came into
use its work was entirely that of heat
ing, and for a time schools heated by
steam were a long way behind those
heated by furnaces. Necessity soon
compelled the use of indirect radiators
to heat air for ventilation. This system
had quite a run, and is still used,
though it gradually loses favor as
better methods come up.
The marked advance in ventilation
dnring the last few years has been the
adoption of a fan or fans run by power
for sending the air to the rooms. In
furnace heated buildings the only
method of creating suitable currents
was by heat, and in order to induce
currents in the foul air shaft it was
connec ed with the smoke stack, the
heat of which caused the current. In
steam heated buildings coils were used
in addition to the smoke stack. It has
been recently discovered, however, that
the heat used to create currents in the
foul air shaft would be of more service
in running a fan to do the same work.
Hence fans are in common use. There
is a difference whether one fan or two
shall be used. I am of the opinion
that with our ordinary leaky rooms
two do the work better than one,
though there is room for argument on
that point.

HEATING APPARATUS.
From the old form of steam plant
have sprung many modifications.
There is one that heats entirely by
steam coils placed in a fresh air room
in the basement, the air being blown
to the rooms by a fan. At present I
favor the adoption of a'central steam
plant, running direct ^radiators to the
rooms, an indirect set of radiators to
heat the fresh air, a fan to blow it into
the rooms and an exhaust fan to take
it out. In a cold climate it works well ;
in fact, I do not see how it would be
possible to get so good results from any
other method. In warmer places than
Minnesota I suppose the hot air system
would be sufficient.
This steam system has its faults and
can be much improved, especially as
regards details of arrangement. While
being somewhat more costly to put
in than the indirect method, it makes a
very low record for fuel —a good point
in any plant. Contrary to expectation,
it has been found cheaper to run and
fully ventilate than to run the old
■team plants without ventilation. It
• Continued from page46,February issue.
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we have this fan ventilation, no matter
what it cost for fuel. That the fuel
bill would be increased no one doubted ;
nevertheless, it has decreased, and this

clare for first class plumbing, without
hesitation, where sewerage connectiott
can be had. Where it cannot be had
and cesspools are impracticable, I ant
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not so certain what to say. There is a
choice among dry closets, crematories
and out-of-door privies. As to plumb
ing, it has been often and justly con
demned. It has been the cause of
much sickness and death. Whatever
it has been, the day has come when a
plumbing job can be made practically
perfect, so that it can be fully recom-

is being wisely turned to more sanitary
contrivances.
Along this line it maybe well to say
that the recent crematory closet seems
to be somewhat in advance of the old
dry closet. It has at least the merit of
not being connected with the rooms,
so what odor there is. not going up the
stack provided for it, is not likely to

on which I have dwelt could be
handled more effectively. I have
spoken of things that do not come
within the present scope of the duties
of a building inspector. The subject
of school buildings is not a new one to
me, for I began the investigation long
before I left the ranks as building in
spector of Minneapolis. At that time
I had it in mind to enlarge the duties
of the office, so that it should include
the oversight of public school buildings
as regards all the points mentioned,
and I here take the opportunity to en
treat you as a body that you will use
your best efforts to get the pubjic
school buildings of your various cities
under the control of your office in so
far as relates to sanitary requirements.
School sanitation is far too loosely
managed now, and there are far too
many selfish interests at work that
ride roughshod over the rights of the

JACK RAFTER CROSSBRACE

Section of Paneled Celling

mended for any kind of building. In
our modern school building nothing
can be better than our best known
water closets, with slate or glass
urinals.
However, there are schools where
plumbing cannot well be had. There
seems to be a demand that all toilet
rooms shall be inside the building.
This demand I believe to be just, pro
vided the inside toilet rooms can be
made quite sanitary ; the demand
ought to be complied with. But here
is the difficulty. The problem seems
nearer solution than it did years ago,
but there has been great injustice done
in the attempt to get a safe device.
The principle of the dry closet and the
crematory is either to dry or burn the
sewage. There has been a dry closet
in use more or less where the privy
vaults were in the basement but wholly
unconnected with any other part of the
building. This seemsto have met with
fair success, at least in that it does not
admit odors to the schoolrooms, but it
costs a large amount of fuel and has no
great run.
Thera is another dry closet in which
the privy vaults are connected with
the schoolrooms by means of hollow
wooden floors and partitions, though
sometimes this connection is made
through direct ducts. This bold step
was evidently taken to save fuel, and
though the whole device was carefully
arranged and it possessesmany taking
points, I believe it is inevitably doomed
to condemnation as an unsanitary de
vice. No privy vaults connected di
rectly or indirectly with the school
rooms ought to bevipheld for amoment,
for, although the draft may be made
to go the right way some of the time,
it will occasionally back up from the
privies into the rooms, and no such
thing should be tolerated. If outside
privies could not be used it would be
better for a scavanger to stand at the
basement door with a cart and remove
the contents of vaults daily or hourly,
than for the public to tolerate such a
thing. Happily there is a strong senti
ment against this device, and attention

Sectionthrough the Truss Over the
Sliding Doors.
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get into the rooms. I have not seen
the crematory closet tried, but it seems
to promise well. The only difficulty I
can foresee is in the disposal of the
urine, which will accumulate in un
pleasant quantities unless the greatest
care is taken. It has Been suggested
that outdoor privies be used, warmed
if need be ; but the need of personal
control while the children are in the
toilet rooms by janitor and teacher is
a strong argument in favor of the inside
safe closet, if such can be found.
There are numerous other points that
could be touched upon in the sanitation
of a good school building, and the ones

school population. To-day our schools
are the prey of unscrupulous heating
and ventilation quacks. Boards of edu
cation, well-meaning enough in their
way, are their dupes. Understand me
as saying there are many honest and
competent heating engineers, but we
need protection from the dishonest
ones. In fact, in a matter that means
everything to our children and poster
ity, some competent body should have
control. Such a body would justly bar
out every man whose system is not the
best to be had. Remember that this
is not a question of who makes the best
presentation of his system, but who
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has the best. At present there seems
to be no competent body that has au
thority to investigate and pass judg
ment in these matters. Why should
not the cities take up the matter
through the inspectors of buildings?

The Prairie Sod House

"The sod house of the Eausas and
Nebraska plains is following the buf
falo and antelope into the land of
legends," said William F. Arbuckle of
Topeka to a representative of the
Washington Post. ' 'A good many of
the queer structures are still standing,
and in some instances are yet used as
human habitations, but most of them
are utilized as stables for horses or
cattle and are slowly crumbling away
to become indistinguishable in their
original earth. When I first went
West, years ago, my father took up

on top of the other, until the required
hight was reached. It was arduons
work, and I remember what a lot of
excitement there was when my father
and my brother Lem started off early
one morning to go after the ridge
pole and rafters that were to sup
port the roof. They took only the
running gear of our small wagon and
I cried like a good fellow when they
started off because I thought they had
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the acres as far as his eyes could reach
in what is now Eastern Nebraska.
There was not a tree in sight of the
knoll he had selected as the spot upon
which his residence should be erected,
and the nearest place lumber could be
secured was 60 miles away. He put
up a small tent in which to cook and
eat— the family slept in the wagons—
and, with my brothers and a hired man
to help, set abont making a house.
The thick sod was cut from the prairie
in slabs about 2 feet wide by 3 feet in
length, and on the side of the knoll,
where an excavation had been made
n its side, these slabs were placed, one

broken up my pet vehicle. They were
gone nearly a week and reached home
in the middle of one night after their
journey of 120 miles. They had
brought a long, round piece of timber,
like a slender telegraph pole, with nu
merous other smaller pieces, and my
mother nearly had a fit of delight when
they proudly displayed a door and two
window sashes, with a bundle of glass
for thelatter. There was greatrejoicing
when that ridge pole was put in place
and the rafters run down from it to
rest on the sod walls, and then came
the laborious task of putting on the
sod roof so that it would keep out the

rain and snow. At last it was com
pleted and we moved in. The house
had four rooms, which was unusual for
such structures, and its two windows
soon made it known all over that sec
tion of the West as the ' Shack with
the Glass Eyes.' There never was a
more comfortable building erected
than a sod house. They are not all
damp, as one would suppose, and are
warm as you could desire in winter,
while in summer they are the most de
lightfully cool places imaginable. But
they are rapidly disappearing now, and
when you see one you are sure to find
near it a modern cottage with its
windmill, just as you do out at our
place. "

Cat and Wire Nails.

An interesting description of an ex
tended series of experiments made by
F. W. Clay to determine the holding
power of nails is given in a recent is
sue of Engineering News. Accompa
nying the article are tables, diagrams
and cuts illustrating in a forcible man
ner the tests which were applied to the
different sizes and kinds of nails under
various conditions. The conclusions
arrived at are in some particulars so
different from prevalent ideas regard
ing the most desirable form for nails,
also of the relative value of cut and
wire nails for effective use, as to excite
the interest of all having occasion to
use such goods. The following con
clusions have been selected from those
given in the article referred to as of
interest to our readers :
Cut nails are superior to wire nails
in all positions.
The main advantage of a wire nail is
in its possessing a sharp point.If cut nails were pointed their effi
ciency in direct tension would be in
creased by about 30 per cent ; wire
nails without points have but half of
their ordinary holding power.
The tenacity of wire nails, at least,
decreases with time, but not so fast,
probably, when expostd to the weather.
The nail's surface should be very
slightly rough, though not granular ;
should not be galvanized or otherwise
made smooth, and should not be
barbed, and especially the barbs should
not be sharp and angular. Barbing
decreases the efficiency of cut nails
about 32 per cent.
Nails should be wedge-shaped in
both directions where there are not
special dangers of splitting.
The holding power decreases with
time.
Nails are always strongest when
driven perpendicular to the surface of
the timber.
When subject to impact, nails hold
less than one-twelfth the strain they
can stand when weight is gradually
applied.

Metal Plated Lumber.

One of the latest things in the way
of so-called fire proof material for
building purposes is "metal plated
lumber," the invention of a Balti-
morean. The method pursued is to
take a piece of lumber of any desired
shape or length, together with a strip
of thin sheet metal to correspond, and
run them through a simple machine,
formed mostly of rollers, which folds
the metal skin tightly around the lum
ber. Thus prepared, it is claimed that
the lumber is specially adapted for use
in the construction of doors, flooring,
partitions, stairways, freight and pas
senger cars, granaries, refrigerators,
&c., &c. It is claimed to be not only
fire, but water and rat proof. The cost
is said to be not much more than a coat
of good paint, or about 1 cent per
square foot, «nd it can be cut and
nailed like ordinary lumber.
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ARCHES IN CIRCULAR WALLS.1

THERE
are many forms of arches

which may be constructed within
circular walls, and itmay bestated

that almost any form of arch which can
be built within a straight or plane sur
face wall can also be made in a circular
wall, provided geometrical principles
are strictly observed in the projection
of patterns and in the execution of the
arch. It is not, however, the purpose
to give here an essayupon this subject,
but rather to show and explain clearly
and simply the methods by which the
patterns are projected and the stones
cut to their proper shape for the two
arches most frequently met with. The
first is the cylindrical arch—that is,
the arch having a cylindrical soffit, as
in an ordinary arch—and, second, the

right angles, thus making the opening
at the inside face the same width as at
the outside face. Also in the cylin
drical arch the joint lines at the soffit
are each parallel to the center line or
axis, as shown projected by B 6, C c,
&c.,of Fig. 1.

THE RADIANT ARCH.

In the radiant arch the joint lines at
the soffit radiate toward a common
axis, as shown by lines A o, B 6, &c.,
in Fig. 7. This necessarily makes the
opening at the inside face smaller than
at the outside face, for it will be noticed
the length A F is greater than af. Fig.
7. The joint lines at the soffit of each
arch are in all cases parallel to the

plane surface joints have been pro
jected. At Figs. 5 and 6, which are
the sections of joints B 2and D 4 of the
cylindrical arch, the reader will notice
the angles made by the soffits with
the faces are more acute than the
angle made by the face with soffit
shown at Fig. 11, which is the section
of the joint C 8 of the radiant arch.
In order to bring the stones to their
required shape in the most expedious
manner, and from the smallest possi
ble quantity of material, we have first
to project bed and facemolds, templates
containing the proper curvature, and
twisting rules to give the proper twist
at the face and joints. We shall in
explaining the methods by which the
several patterns are projected assume

CYLINDRICAL

ARCH
RADIANT
ARCH

Fig. 3 Fi0-V Fig. 10 Fig. 9

Arches in Circular Walls.—Diagrams Relating to Cylindrical and Radiant Arches.- Figs. 1to U, Inclusive.

radiant arch, at the soffit and exterior
surfaces of which all level lines radiate
toward a common axis. The outside
faces of these arches are very similar,
but at the soffits, sections at joints and
the inside faces, the arches are differ
ent, even supposing them to be con
structed within the same circular wall
and to have the same width of opening
at the outside face.
The methods by which the several
patterns are projected also involve
separate principles, for it is possible to
be enabled to construct the one and
yet be entirely at a loss as to the meth
ods to be employed in order to con
struct the other arch. By closely ob
serving the diagrams represented in
Figs. 1 to 11,which are orthographical
projections of the arches named above,
the reader may clearly see the differ
ence between the cylindrical and the
radiant arch. The soffit of the cylin
drical arch is, in a manner, formed by
one cylinder piercing a larger one, the
axis of each cylinder being placed at

* Copyrighted,1898,by Ed. W. Hind.

?lane
which contains the spring line,

'hey are, therefore, level lines, and,
although in the radiant arch the open
ing at the inside face has become less
than that of the outside, yet, at the
crown of arch F /, Figs. 8, 9 and 10,
the soffit becomes level. This will be
understood by an inspection of the dia
grams.
The joint lines at the outside and in
side faces of the cylindrical arch are
radial lines, and radiate toward the
axis or center line.
In the radiant arch the joint lines at
the outside and inside faces are in
some casesmade square to the curve of
the soffit at the point where the joint
line at soffit intersects the curve at
outside and inside faces, thus forming
a winding surface. In other cases the
joints are made square to the curve of
the soffit, found at the center point of
the joint line through the soffit which
belongs to the joint. By this method
what are known as plane surface joints
are formed. These are more expedi
tiously worked than the windingjoints.
In the diagrams, Figs. 8, 9 and 10, the

utter ignorance on the part of the
reader of any knowlege whatever of
this subject, and shall avoid all techni
calities and use as far as possible the
every day language of the workshop.

FACE MOLDS FOR CYLINDRICAL ARCH.

Let Figs. 12 and 13 be the plan
and elevation of the arch furnished
by the architect. These have to be
enlarged to the full size, and the
face molds developed from them. To
do this, first, at a convenient part of
the drawing board draw a line of
an indefinite length as the center line,
and at any point, as O, Fig. 13, draw
tee base line at right angles to it and
produce it to the left of center line,
as shown. With O as center, and
radius equal in length to that of the
half opening of the arch when meas
ured at a line square to the center line,
as at the opening line A' G, Fig. 12,
draw the soffit line A F. Make A 1
equal to the depth of the arch stones at
the face, and with radius O 1 draw the
curve of the exterior surface 1 6.
Now divide the soffit line into the
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number of parts corresponding to the
number of stones the arch may con
tain, in this case nine, and through
the points obtained draw the radiating
joint lines B 2, C 3, &c.
Now, using any point on the center
line as center and a radius equal to
that of the outside face line of wall,
draw the curve H F'. Make F' /
equal to the thickness of wall, and
draw the inside face line/1. In the
example presented here the arch stones
go through the wall and show clean at
outside and inside faces. From A,
Fig. 13, draw a line parallel to center
line through the plan, as A a, Fig. 12.
Through the point A' where this line
intersects the outside face line, draw a
line square to the center line, as the
opening line 1 Q. From B, C, 4, D, E,
5 of Fig. 13, produce lines parallel
to the center line through the plan, as
shown at B 6, C c, &c., Fig. 12. From
1, 2, 3, Fig. 13, extend parallel lines

the wood, keeping one edge of the hole
in the paper exactly to the edge of the
hole cut in the wood. He will find the
paper to be short— that is, the hole in
paper does not reach to the other edge
of the hole in wood, although both
have been made by the same bit and
are of the same size. The reader will
also notice the holes are of the same
diameter when measured on the
straight part of wood. At any point
on the base line, as at F, Fig. 14, erect
a line square to the base line. Make
F E and F 5 at the right and left of F
equal to F' E' and F' 5' of Fig. 12. Make
5 D, D 4, 4 C, &c., of Fig. 14 equal to
5' D , D 4', 4' C, &c., of Fig. 12, and
at the points obtained erect lines square
to the base line. From B 2, C 3, D 4,
&c., Fig. 13, draw lines parallel to the
base line, intersecting the lines drawn
square to base line at B and 2', C and
3', D and 4', &c., Fig. 14. These are
the points through which to draw the

level lines. Therefore the points b',2',c
'

3 , &c. , will be setoff at ahight from the
base line equal to the hight the cor
responding points in Figs. 13 and 14
may be from the base line. Through
the proper points draw the curves and
joint lines.

DEVELOPMENT OF SOFFIT.

In cutting a rock face arch it is
necessary to ascertain the proper pitch
ing or cutting lines at the soffit and
exterior surface, these having to con
form to the curvature of the wall.
Also in a molded arch a great amount
of time may be saved in cutting the
several stones if templates are pro
jected in order to give the cutting lines
of the members at the soffit. The
pitching line for the rock face arch and
the templates mentioned above may
very readily be obtained if we develop
or stretch out the curves of intersec
tion. To do this, draw a line of an in
definite length, as shown at a f, Fig.
15. Make a b, b c, c d, &c., equal
to A B, B C, C D, &c., Fig. 13. (In
order to transfer these lengths ac
curately, A B, &c., should be sub
divided, as the chord of the arc A B
is necessarily shorter than the length
of the arc. At the points obtained
erect lines square to a f. Now make
F' F, E' E, &c., Fig. 16, equal to F F,
E' E. Fig. 12, and through the points
obtained draw a curve, which will
be the development of the curve of
intersection at the outside face. Make
F'/. E' e, &c., of Fig. 16equal to F' /,
E' e, &c.. Fig. 12. Through points
obtained draw the curve of intersec-

Fig. 16

Fig. 15

Arches in Circular Walls.- .Diagrams Relating to Face Mold* of Cylindrical Arch and ShowingDevelopmentof Soffit.-
Figs. 12to 16,Inclusive.

to the opening line only, meeting it at
the points 1, 2, 3. With A' as center
and-1. 2, 3 as radii draw arcs to the
outside face line, meeting it at 1', 2', 8'.
From these points draw lines through
the plan parallel to the center line,
meeting the inside face line at 1,, 2,, 3,.
By adopting this si -npie method we
are at one operation enabled in all
cases to project a uniform depth of
arch stone at the outside face. Other
wise had the lines been produced to
the outside face line, as shown at 1 H,
the arch stones would necessarily be •
come much deeper at the springing
than at the crown of arch, and the
length A' H when measured around
the curve will be found greater than
from A to 1.

OUTSIDE FACE MOLDS.

In order to obtain these we have to
develop or stretch out upon a plane
surface the space occupied by the arch
in the circular wall. The reason for
doing this will be very readily under
stood from the following illustration.
Let the reader get a circular piece of
wood and with an ordinary bit at any
point bore into it a hole, keeping the bit
at right angles to the wood. Then
with the same bit cut a hole into a
piece of paper. Fold the paper around

developed curves of soffit and exterior
surface. Also draw the joint lines
through the intersections correspond
ing to the points. They are drawn
through at Fig. 13. In practice we
may not at all times be enabled to
produce lines parallel to base line from
the elevation into the projected face
molds, owing perhaps to confined space
on the drawing board. Having set off
the lengths F E 5,&c., and erected the
lines square to base line, procure a rod
or straightedge and on it set off the
lengths 2' 2, 3 3, B' B, &c., Fig. 13.
Transfer these lengths to their corre
sponding perpendiculars at Fig. 14and
through the points obtained draw the
curves and joint lines as explained
above. Now draw the plumb and
level lines on face molds, as shown.
Their use will be fully explained in the
directions for cutting the arch.

INSIDE FACE MOLDS.

At any convenient part of drawing
board draw a base line, as 1,5,, Fig. 15.
and at any point, as /, erect the center
line square to it, and transfer the
lengths /e, /5, &c., at the inside face
line, Fig. 12, to base line, and erect the
perpendiculars, as explained above,
for the like operation. As before
stated, the joint lines at the soffit are

tion at the inside face. In a rock
face arch if after the soffit be cut and
the joint lines marked on it at their re
spective positions, the development of
soffit for the stone in question be
placed on it at its proper position, the
pitching line may then be marked at
face by one operation. In a molded
arch, set off from F E D', &c., Fig.
16, the required depth of sinkings
when measured from the face along
the joint line of soffit. Through the
points obtained draw the curves. These
will in like manner give the cutting
lines at the soffit for the respective
members. By this method the curve
of intersection at the exterior surface
may also be developed, in order to give
the direction of pitching line at the
several stones.

(To becontinued.)

A correspondent of one of the
London architectural papers writes
under recent date that while remov
ing the earth around some old build
ings in the Islington portion of his dis
trict, a wall was found to be resting on
a piece of timber, which was carried on
four whales' jaws and hollow trees,
such as were once used as water pipes.
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Relations of Employer and

Workman.*

Colonel Wright opened his address
by saying that " a generation ago the
discussion of the labor question was
exceedingly restricted ; it meant a dis
cussion of the question of wages and
working time. To-day the ramifica
tions of the question involve every
feature of industry, of social relations,
of temperance and of politics; it is
psychological and sociological, because
these sides comprehend the whole of
it. In defining the relationship of cap
ital and labor to each other, he de
clared that their interests are mutual,
but not identical. The interests of the
two cannot be identical, in the nature
of things ; they are reciprocal. The
fact that in the divine plan of nature
no two things are exactly alike, and
that man is the only medium of creat
ing uniformity, means much in the
labor question, for it compels the
recognition of the difference of men's
minds ; while units differ, interests dif
fer, and the knowledge of this differ
ence provides the methods and means
for establishing harmony among the
parts. Difference does not necessarilv
involve discord. The spirit of altru
ism, which leads each man and each
body of men to seek to do something
for every other body of men, as dis
tinguished from the individualism of
the past, is what makes great asso
ciated effort for the relief of conditions
successful to-day. It is this altruistic
tendency of the times, which it is im
possible to evade, which brings us
from what the political economists
call status, to the condition of con
tract ; or from a status fixed under
the influence and customs of society
and industry to one of contract where
each man is at liberty to make such
contract as he chooses with his fellow
man. The one diflSculty of this con
dition of contract so far as the work-
mgman is concerned is that he is not
always at liberty to make such con
tract as he chooses, because he is
bound by economic conditions out of
which he cannot reach. Freedom of
contract, which is an expression be
longing to this age, does not always
mean what it says. The employer,
trained and experienced in business
practices, and independent in his posi
tion, suggests the terms of contract
and he who seeks to benefit thereby
(the workman) must accept, because
under the present condition of industry
he cannot reciprocate in suggestion ;
for if he does then comes trouble. If
the two parties cannot reach the high
plane of independent contract then
comes the strike, the lockout, &c.

COMMERCIAL SYSTKMS.
All these questions, however, have
nothing todo with commercial systems ;
they have only to do with the minds of
men, and emphasize the fact that the
question is one of psychology rather
than of economics. When men are able
to recognize this principle then will they
be able to reach conclusions which
shall broaden and elevate the whole
question into one worthy the consid
eration of the best minds of the age.
Statecraft wherever civilization ex
ists is striving to solve the problems
which grow out of industry. The so
lution can only come when every man
recognizes the rights of every other
man, and is willing to meet him half
way in the adjustment of the rela
tions with each other. In the search
for this solution some of the best and
broadest men of the age are advocat-

*Summaryof anaddressdeliveredbyHon.
Carroll U. Wright. United States Commis
sionerof Labor, befoietbe tilthth conven
tion of the National Association of Build-
era.

ing what they are pleased to call" compulsory arbitration."

COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.

The speaker explained this as a
"court or board of reference, to which
disputes must be referred," and stated
that compulsory arbitration is a mis
nomer, a thing which does not exist.
As soon as arbitration is made com
pulsory it ceases to be arbitration and
becomes something else. The com
pulsory system aims to accomplish
something moral and economical by
force, which means death to industry.
The speaker proceeded to present the
sequential conclusions of the effect of
compulsory arbitration, pro and con,
from the point of reference, to the exe
cution of the findings of the board by
the officers of the State, showing con
clusively that the State might greatly
simplify the obtaining of the same re
sult by the enactment of laws fixing
the price of labor and commodities
and compelling compliance therewith.
In either case the result would be the
death of industry and the wiping out
of the whole social fabric, which de
pends almost entirely upon the success
of industry. Compulsory arbitration,
if such a thing could exist, would mean
the extinction of all freedom of con
tract and the destruction of all respon
sibility, moral or otherwise, on the
part of the individual.

CAPITAL AND LABOR.

In seeking to remove the antagonism
which exists between the two forces
which are essential to production,
capital and labor, the two have been
too often considered personally ; that
capital means one man and labor
means another man subject to the first.
The two should not be compared in
this sense, the terms should be used
economically and ethically : they are
two forces each essential to the produc
tion of property, each having its func
tions and each having its rights and
privileges. They are relations which
cannot be entirely separated, but all
the different relations should be fully
recognized. The only principle by
which the different views on the sub
ject of production can be harmonized
lies in the organization of each force
on such a plan that each shall recognize
the rights, the dignity and the privi
leges of the other. It requires good
men and good action upon the highest
moral plane to recognize all the rights
of another man. It requires that we
should bring into our practical daily
work some of the essentials of the
broadest religion, which means in this
sense the great moral principles which
shall recognize the elevation of the,
whole people and not simply the tem
porary advantage of any one class.
While the study which the mechanics
of this age have been giving to econom
ics and ethics may be crude, it has
developed an intelligence, in spite of
the fighting spirit which still exists,
that is remarkable, and has estab
lished in the public mind a knowledge
of the justice of two sides involved
which cannot be eradicated. This
senseof justice recognizes the power
and privilege of every man to seek
the best for himself that can be ob
tained.

CONCILIATION.

Colonel Wright referred to concili
ation as a desirable preface to arbitra
tion, where each party meets the other
in that, friendly spirit which should ex
ist between employer and workman.
He cited a number of cases to show
that careful treatment of the situation
by the employers, when differences
with the workmen arose, would serve
to avoid strikes and disturbances which
would beserious if brought to the point
of open breach.

The builders of the country were
complimented on being" the first to
grant the shorter work day, and
the first to introduce other move
ments which add to the dignity of the
workman and of the employer. In
closing, the speaker said : " If there is
anything to be gained by concessions
without forfeiture of principle, if there
is any benefit to be gained to the indi
vidual by elevating him morally and
intellectually, it is the duty of indus
try everywhere to do it ; it is the duty
of industry to see that every man who
works for wages is a free born man,
who can make his contracts and sug
gest the terms thereof as freely as the
man on the other side. If out of the
various systems of relief proposed,
which are only ameliorative and not
conclusive, there can grow up a new
system of industry by which the iron
law of wages can be removed, by which
society and industry can each bear its
burden cheerfully, then there will
come an age when industry will be
more prosperous than ever, when there
will be freedom from harsh economic
laws, entanglements, antagonisms and
industrial wars. Until that time all
that can be done is to help bring out a
better system, better understanding,
better freedom of contract, until the
old rule, which was from status to con
tract, be reversed and progress made
from contract on to a higher status.
This is the acme of the whole altruis
tic principle of the age, the establish
ment, not of the millenium, but of
better conditions."

A Woman Carpenter.

One of the Western trade journals is
authority for the statement that Miss
Sophie Christensen of Copenhagen has
decided to take up her residence in
Chicago. She is a daughter of a re
tired captain in the Danish army and
some years ago, at the age of 20, she
determined that she would not wait
for a husband to support her or be de
pendent on her father"s limited income,
but would learn how to make her own
living. After some difficulty she found
a carpenter and joiner who was willing
to accept her as an apprentice and
bound herself to him to learn the
trade. Soon she displayed great apti
tude for the work and having just
completed her apprenticeship has been
admitted as a full member of the
Joiners' Guild, at Copenhagen, by a
unanimous vote. In accordance with
a sensible custom which prevails in
Denmark, Miss Christensen had to
submit a specimen of her own unaided
work before being accorded the com
plete honors of the guild. She made
an artistic self closing bookcase, the
beauty and finish of which commanded
the admiration of every member of the
guild. The young woman, who is now
26 years old, thinks Chicago will be
the best place in which to make a liv
ing and thither she will soon start.

The new hospital just completed at
Sing Sing, N. Y., as the gift of Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Cochran, stands
on high ground, commanding an ex
tensive view of the Hudson River. The
building, which is L-shaped, measures
200feet in length by 75 teet in width.
It is three stories and basement in
hight, the exterior walls being of
granite with trimmings of red brick.
The heating will be by steam and hot
air and the lighting by gas and elec
tricity. The architect of the structure,
R. H. Robertson of New York, has
given special attention to the fire proof
qualities of the building, which will
possess all the known improvements of
service in caring for the sick and in
jured.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

PROSPECTS in thebuilding trades
of Baltimore seem to be bright at
present,and considerable activity is

already observedamongthe builders. The
larger portion of work now planned ap
pears to be in the residenceportion of the
city and in the suburbs. But little new
work is anticipated in the businesssection
beyondthat alreadyprojected.
Among the buildings proposed to be
erected,some of them to be commenced
soon, are : John Hopkins Medical School,
Knights of Pythias Hall, Maryland Gen
eral and Lying-in Hospitals, adjoining the
Baltimore Medical College: addition to
Notre Dame Institute, addition to 8t.
Mary's Seminary, electric power housefor
City and Suburban Railway Company,
passengerdepots for the Belt Railroad at
Pratt and Howard streets,Bolton lot and
other pointson the line of theroad.

Boston, Mass.
The presentoutlook for the coming year
in the building interestsof Bostonindicates
that the seasonwill openquietly with about
the averageamountof work in themarket.
The condition of affairs among the work
men in thedifferent tradesis free from dis
turbance, although there is considerable
complaint onthescoreof lack of work. The
carpentersare now working eight hours, as
has been previously announced,under an
agreement with the employerswhich was
reachedthroughamicableconferenceof the
two. The bricklayers and stone masons
have recently held their annual meeting
with the employers by meansof the joint
Committeeof Arbitration, for the purpose
of adjusting the conditions under which
work shall beperformedduring the coming
year. Everything was settled in a mut
ually satisfactorymanner, with theexcep
tion of the wages,the fixing of which was
postponeduntil about April 1. The joint
agreement under which this action was
taken is working with great satisfaction to
all concerned.
The Master Builders' Association has re
ceived, since the national convention,
many expressions of appreciation from
other local exchanges,of the delightful
manner in which their delegateswereen
tertained during the meeting. The con
vention has already produced a manifest
increaseof interest in the work of the Na
tional Associationon thepart of the Boston
builders, which promisesto redoundto the
benefitof the local association.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The MasterPlumbers'Associationof Buf
falo recentlyentertainedthedelegatesto the
New York State conventionof plumbersat
theBuilders' Exchange. Theentirebuilding
was brilliantly lighted and in theexchange
room, which was beautfully decorated,an
entertainmentwas given asa " starter" for
the evening. About 800 peoplewerepres
ent, including the visitors, membersof the
local associationof masterplumbers,mem
bers of the Builders' Exchange, Mayor
Bishop and anumberof others. The whole
affair wasan unqualifiedsuccess
The last businessof the convention was
the selectionof Troy as the next placeof
meeting and the electionof the following
officers: President,William J. McDermott,
New York ; vice-president,Henry E. Wei-
ber,Kingston ; recordingsecretary,Charles
Schloesser,New York ; financial secretary,
Horace F. Westcott, Albany : treasurer,
William Reid, Rochester;delegates-at-large
to State convention, Messrs. Callahan of
Jamestown, Barnesof Troy, Collinsof New
York ; delegates-at-largeto national con
vention, J. A. Rossman of New York and
Charles Geigerof Buffalo.
The apprenticeshipproblemwas referred
to the incomingLegislative Committee.
The Builders' Exchange is reportedas be
ing in excellentcondition, and themembers
are looking forward to a revival of business
at the beginning of the season. Chas. A.
Rupp, oneof theprominentmembersof the
exchange, and first vice-president of the
National Association of Builders, hasbeen
recentlyappointedPolice Commissionerof
thecity of Buffalo.

Chicago, III.
Early in February thecarpenters on the
ChicagoStock Excbaugebuilding wereno
tifiedbythecontractorsthat a cut in wages
would be made from 30 to 25 cents per
hour. The mendeclinedto accept the re

ductionand a compromiseof 27^centswas
offered,which was also refused. After a
period of consideration the carpenters
struck against the reduction. At the time
of the strike thecarpenterswerebeingpaid
5centsper hour less than the scale agreed
upon by the Carpenter Builders' Associa
tion and the Carpenters'Union. The con
tractors offered to arbitrate the matter,
but the men refused, alleging that such
action would be arbitrating the result of
arbitration. After an attempt to fill the
placesvacatedby the strikers thecontract
ors were compelledto capitulate owing to
the fact that thecarpentershad turned the
matterover to theBuilding Trades'Council
for settlementand the council had called
out all other tradesemployedon thebuild
ing. When a general strike was declared
against the building, thecontractorsimme
diately concededthe demandof the car
penters,but were thereuponinformed that
certain demands by the other workmen
must begrantedbeforeany workmenwould
be permitted to return . The contractors
finally yieldedeverything and the men re
turned to work. The following are the
conditions of settlementwith the carpen
ters :
Wages shall be placedat 35cents as the
minimumper hour. No discriminationshall
bemadeamong the men who were called
out—all shall return to their respectivepo
sitions. A stewardmust be allowed on the
Job. and the businessairent must be ad
mittedwhenever he wishes to inspect the
job. All carpenters employed, including
foremen,must be membersof the union,
thesuperintendentaloneexcepted.

Oneof the largest carpenter contracting
concernsin the city was waited upon by
the representativesof the union shortly
after the settlementof the Stock Exchange
strike and requestedto pay theworkmen
the agreed scale, 85 cents per hour. The
requestwas immediatelygranted.
The masonsand bricklayers through the
joint board composedof committeesfrom
the Mason Builders' Association and the
union, have adjustedtheir wages,working
rules, &c , for the current year. There
werebut few changesmade from the con
ditions which prevailed last year ; wages
remainedunchanged.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The annual election of officers of the
Builders' Exchange took placeon March 5.
The entire Independentticket with one ex
ceptionwas elected. The following are the
new officers:

President G. F. Nieber.
First vice-president E. E. Locke.
Second vice-president..Dennis Flaherty.
Secretary F. Lawson Moores.
Treasurer Wm J. Tanner.

DIRECTORS.
Amos Tooker. Henry Wagner.
John Theobjld. Silas Snodgrass.

Thomas Lee.

ARBITRATIONCOMMITTEE.

J. C. Harwood.
J. R. Hancock.

H. B. Lucky.
C. R. Brown.

F. McManaman.

The annual report showeda balance of
about $1000,a deficit of over $300 in the
past year. During theafternoon an invit
ing lunch was spread. After the election
therewere several speechesby the newly
electedofficers, several vocal solos, &c.,
the entire affair resolving itself into the
jolliest meetingever held by the builders
of thecity.
The Master Cut Stone Mason Contract
ors' Associationhasreorganizedagain and
includesthe yards of three cities. George
Hummel has beeu elected president and
Joseph A. Byrnessecretary.
The Master Stair Builders' Association
has electedH. W. Schmidt president and
John Kramer secretary. Daily meetings
for the present will be held at 11a m. in
the Bavaria Building, Court and Walnut
streets.
Mattersarequietwith themill bands,and
seeminglythe samewith theowners. Car
penters'unionsare keepingquiet, but it is
well known that unlessagreementsare en
tered into very soon there will be uncer
tainty in contracting circles. Both sides
are in a quandary as mattersnow stand.
It is claimedby certain contractors that
membersof theunionshaveviolatedagree
ments,andon theotherhandthecarpenters
insist that the contractors are to blame.

The seasonwill soon open and it looksas
though thehammerand sawwill liequietly
in the tool box, unlessthecarpenters'terms
are compliedwith.
Suit was filed in the Superior Court,
March 7, by the Morrison & Snodgrass
Company against M. A. Clements and
otherstoenjoin interferencewith theirbusi
ness. The employeesof theconcernwent
out on a strike on February 5. It isalleged
that the defendants are intimidating the
employeesof the companyand preventing
themfrom working. Also, that they are
interfering with thecompany'sbusinessby
their acts,and that their actsare an inva
sionof therigbtof freelabor,and unlawful.

Lynn, Mass.
The MasterBuilders' Associationof Lynn
held their regular meetingat the rooms,18
Andrew street,on March 6 After routine
business was transacted, reports on the
outlook for businesswerediscussedby the
members,and thegeneralopinionwas that
businesswas going to begood,not only in
Lynn, but all over tbe country.
The Swampscott High School is to be
built by membersof the association,and
there is to be a new library building in
Nahant which is likely to be built by Lynn
men,and thenew public building will come
later, so that confidenceseems to have

The Boardof Directorsmadetheir report,
which showed the organization to be in
first-classcondition.
A voteof thankswastenderedtheMaster
Builders' Association of Boston for their
fraternal, friendly and morethan generous
treatmentextendedto the Lvnn delegation
during their attendanceat the convention
of the National Associationof Builders of
the United States.
A vote of thanks was also tendered to
thecommitteein chargeof the Lynn dele
gatesfor their fraternal treatment during
theconvention and the excellentcondition
in which they sent the delegatesback to
Lynn after a four days'campaign.

New York City. N. Y.
Aside from the usual casesof differenco
between individual employers and the
unions, the building trades of New York
City seem to be in amore than ordinarily
tranquil condition, promising well for the
openingof the spring building season. The
amount of work at presentbeingcarried
on is indicated by the statement that
nearly if not quite half of the workmen
in the building tradesare idle. The wages
of thosewho are at work are, however,be
ing kept up to the union scale, and the
workmenare anxiously looking for the be
ginning of thebuilding season,in the hope
that conditionswill be improved.

Philadelphia. Pa.
At the annual meeting of the Master
Plasterers'Company the following officers
were electedto servefor theensuing year :
President, James T. Allen; vice-president,
W. H. Albertson; secretary, J. Turley
Allen; treasurer, Charles H. Reeves, and
measurers. William H. Albertson, J. W.
Reeves,C. H. Reeves,A. G Buvinger and
Charles B. Noblitt.
The Painters and Decorators'Association
haveelectedSelectCouncilman F. A. Ball-
lnger president, 8. W. Rudolph vice-
president,Joseph B. Scattergoodtreasurer,
Francis F. Black secretary, Charles H.
Fowler financial secretary, and Alfred
Shur, Frank A. Nichols and Charles Abel,
(\ippr*t"or*s
The Master Builders' Exchange have
elected Franklin M. Harris president, to
succeedWm. H. Albertson, and re-elected
William Harkness secretary.

Portland, Maine.

The monthly supperof the Builders' Ex
changewasheld in February in theassocia
tion's room in the First National Bank
building. About 30 members and guests
were present. The exchangeappointed a
committee consisting of President C. B.
Howard, F. H. Fossett,J. C. Stevens,F. A.
Tompson. Charles E. Snow, Geo. Smith
and A. D. Smith, to frame an ordinance
governing the erection of buildings, to be
submitted to the City Council. A resolu
tion was adoptedrequesting the Board of
Fire Underwriters toappointa committeeto
confer with thecommitteeof the exchange
regarding the proposed ordinance. The
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Portland Exchange begins the new year
free of debt and with a Keen interest in its
welfare felt by themembers.

Providence. R. I.
Themembersof theBuilders andTraders'
Exchange of Providence, B. 1., recently
held a special meeting at their rooms
on Custom House street, to consider the
subject of building specifications. A con
siderable number were present,and the
matter was discussed very fully and at
much length. The report of thecommittee
appointedat theprevious meeting,consist
ing of Messrs.Furlong, Hathaway, Phillips,
Markbam and Hemingway, was finally ac
cepted, and another committee,consisting
of Richard Haywood, George R. Phillips,
John W. Furlong, H. M. Hemingway and
11" Hathaway, was appointed to conferwith the RhodeIsland Chapterof Architects
upon this matter and report at the next
meeting.

Rochester, N. Y.
President H. H. Edgerton was absent
from the annual meetingof the Builders'
Exchange, and First Vice-President T. W.
Finucane performed the dutiesof that of
fice. The meetingwaswell attended.
Secretary J. H. Grant read his annual
report, and also the report of TreasurerJ. E. Summerhays,who was absent. The
reports showed that the organization was
in a prosperousconditiou.
Thesedirectors were re-elected for five-
year terms: P. P. Stallman, John J. L.
Friederich, John A. Smith, Frank Miles.J. B. Pike was electeda director iu place
of F. L. Heughes. William H. Gorsliue
was chosena director of the National As
sociation of Builders. The officersof the
exchangewill be electedat a future meet
ing of the Board of Directors.

St. Louis. Mo.
At the annual meeting of the Builders'
Exchangeof St. Louie thefollowing officers
wereelectedfor the ensuingyear:
President, Jeremiah-Sheehan.
First vice-president.Adam Bauer.
Second vice-president, John VV. O'Con-
nell.
Directors—Stephen O'Connor, Wm. J.
Baker, James Kearney, Anthony Ittner,
Philip C. Ring and Michael Laine.
Committeeon Arbitration— P. J. Moyni-
han, A. H. Haeseler,Thomas Mockler EdJ. Ryan, H. C. Gillick, Fred. Steinkamper'
F. B. Berglar, Wm. H. Swift and Augustus
Pullis.
Committee of Appeals-H. Thompson,
John Tierney, George Sauerbrunn, John
Meyerscough, John J. Fletcher, John F
Reardon, Thomas P. McKelleget, George
M. Burke and James S. Dowling.
The builders of St. Louis are expecting
an improvement in the condition of the
building businessas soon as theseasonis
fairly opened. The amount of new work
projectedis lessthan is usual at this time
of theyear, but it is expectedthat work
which was postponedlast year during the
panic will beresumed.
At the lastmeetingof theBoard of Direct
ors of the Builder*' Exchangea communi
cation was received from the St. Louis
Chapterof theAmerican Institute of Archi
tects, requestingthat theexchangeappoint
a committeeof five to conferwith like com
mittees from the Engineers' Society, the
Merchants' Exchange, Real Estate Ex
change,Mechanics'Exchange, the Mercan
tile Club, Union Club, St. Louis Club, Uni
versity Club andCommercialClub, making
a joint committee of 50. The committees
will confer uponthesubjectof wideningtue
streetsand forming boulevardsin the busi
ness part of thecity.
A specialcommittee has beenappointed
to submit a plan wherebymembers of the
exchangemay receiverepirts as to the title
of property upon which buildings are to be
erected. Heretofore builders have in a
great many casesexperiencedconsiderable
difficulty in collecting money on houses
built, owing to the title of theproperty be
ing vested in parties other than those
with whom the contract was made. The
committeewill report a plan whereby the
membersof the exchangemay know to
whom the property belongsbefore work is
begun.

Washington, D. C.
The Builders' Exchange of Washington
recently elected its officers for the en
suing year. The exchangecomplimented
its efficientofficersof the pastyear by a re
election with an accord so heartily ex
pressedthat it leavesno roomto doubt the
popularity of themenwith themembersof

the organization. Theseofficersare as fol
lows : President, Henry A. Jones ; first
vice-president, Thomas Norwood ; second
vice-president.Albert Stepban jsecretary,
Thomas J. King ; treasurer. William C.
Morrison ; directors, J. W. Thomas, John
Lynch, T. V. Noonan, Michael Shea, Rob
ert Clarkson, C. A. Langley, L. A. Little-
field, J. R. Galloway, Thomas P. Stephen
son. James Nolan, William O'Connor and
A. L. Phillips.
Immediately after these elections had
beenmadeand declaredby SecretaryKing
themembersmarched in a bodyto Worm-
ley's, wherea collation was served.

St. Paul, Minn.
St Paul buildersare anxious that Build
ing InspectorGauger'splan to abolish the
feefor building permitsshall becarried into
effect. At a recent meetingof theBoard
of Directorsof the Builders' Exchange the
following resolutionwas adopted:
Remlved.That the action of the building
inspectorin recommendingthat thepayment
of fees for building permits be abolished,
meetswith the heartiest approval of this
body,aswedeemthe enforcement of their
paymentand unjust discrimination against
the builders tends to lower the recorded
value of structures erected and improve
mentsmade.

Worcester, Mass.
At the lastmeetingof the Builders' Ex
change of Worcester new bv-laws were
adopted, and C. D. Morse,J. "H. Pickford
and G. H. Cutting elected trusteesfor two
years. The openingof the building season
promises to be quiet, with less than the
usualamountof building to beundertaken.
The trades are all quiet so far as labor
troublesare concerned,and thereseemsto
beno prospectof unfavorable change.

SINotes.
The workmen in the building trades of
Bangor, Maine, have been making a
united effort, by means of a petition to
the employers,to securea nine-hour day.
With few exceptions the employershave
agreedto therequestoftheworkmenand a
nine hourwork day in all tradeswill doubt
lessbethe result.
The builders of Bridgeport, Conn., have
formed a Builders' Exchange, electingC.
L. Chamberlain president and W. L.
Savage secretary. About 33 of themost
prominent buildersof thecity haveidenti
fied themselveswith themovement,andthe
neworganizationgivesgoodpromiseof suc
cess.
Building in the Northwest is reported
quiet, with little activity manifest. The
amountof work projected in St. Paul and
Minneapolis is far below the average,and
at theheadof Lake Superior everything is
still awaiting theopeningof the season. At
Duluth the Board of Trade has decidedto
build a building to cost $250,000,which is
the largest contract likely to be let at the
beginningof theseason.
TheBuilders'Exchangeof La Crosse,Wis.,
hasdisbandedand distributed its treasury
balanceof $300among the members. In
ternal dissention is stated as the causeof
theabandonmentof theorganization.
The Builders and Dealers' Exchange of
Mobile, Ala , celebrated its first anni
versary March 7 by a banquet In its
roomsonSt Michael street. The association
is in a flourishing conditionandhasa mem
bership exceedingSO,representingseven-
eighthsof the builders and dealers in the
city. Among the guestswere Hon. C. L.
Lavretta, Mayor-elect; W. T. West, secre
tary of the Commercial Club, and Colonel
Price Williams, Jr., judge of the Probate
Court. The officersof theassociationare :
A. M. Quigley, president: H. G. Kearns,
vice-president; N. K. Ludlow, secretary;
N. Phelan, treasurer.
Letters of regret were read from Mayor
Rich, Messrs. Cawthorn, Watkins, Fonde
and Pillans. Speecheswere madeby Hon.
C. L. Lavretta, ColonelP. Williams, Capt.
Adriau Dure, T. W. Nicol, Wm. Marsh,
Secretary N. K. Ludlow, W. T. West,
President A. M Quigley, Daniel Harrison,
andmembersof thepress.
Thebuildersof New Haven, Conn.,expect
a general revival of businessin all lines as
soon as the seasonopens, as there are a
numberof large contracts in the handsof
thearchitects. The membersof the Build
ers' Exchangeare considering the advisa
bility of erecting a building to be owned
and occupied by the organization. The
plan comprehendsthe investmentof $100-,
000. The exchange recently gave a

"smoker" and collation to its members,
which was a most enjoyable affair. The
delegateswho attendedthe National Asso
ciation as the guestsof theMaster Builders'
Associationof Bostonmadea reportof their
trip, and thereweremany speeches,toasts,
&c.
At the annual meeting of the Builders'
Exchange of New Bedford, Mass.,officers
for the ensuing year were elected as fol
lows : President. Z. B. Davis ; vice-presi
dent. Clarence R. Sherman ; secretary,
Charles O. Brightman ; treasurer, Charles
8. Paisler ; board of directors, William B.
Jenney, Charles G. Randall, Francis T.
Akin, E. F. Penney, Davis W. Holmes.
It is statedthat owing to the depression
in businesstherewill probably bea general
cut in wagesin thebuilding tradesof Pitts
burgh, Pa., this season. Wages of car
pentersand paintersare reportedashaving
beenreduced. Efforts are being made to
adjust wages.&c., sothat a permanentcon
dition of affairs for the seasonmay be se
cured.
The young exchangein Salem,Mass.,has
demonstratedthe need of its existencein
the successit hasattained as an organiza
tion. The 'changehour bos been changed
from between 11.80and 12.30to from 11
until 12o'clock a.m. A Master Plumbers'
Association has beenformed.
At the annual meeting of the Toledo,
Ohio, Builders' Exchange, officers were
electedas follows : President, R. G. Bacon:
first vice-president,H. E. Brown ; second
vice-president, Joseph Hunter; directors,
Richard Kind, J. W. Lee, Joseph Pheils,
W. M. Davis, John C. Romeis and J. L.
Cresswell.
At theannual meeting of the Builders'
Exchangeof Toronto, Canada,in therooms
of theassociationat 8 Victoria street,the
electionof officersfor 1894resulted as fol
lows: President,William Gears (re-elected);
first vice-president,William Park; second
vice-president,George Oakley (re-elected);
treasurer, David Williams. The following
wereelectedasa boardof directors: J. Al-
dridge, J. Thomson, William Booth, James
Craig and H. Martin.
A strenuouseffort was recently madeby
the Builders' Exchange of Washington,
D. C , to revive the building businessby
reducingthe costof construction. The field
wasvery thoroughly canvassedby the ex
change,and the majority of the contractors
and dealersin building material agreed to
reducethe cosi of work and supplies for a
given period. Unanimousaction by all con
cerned,including the workmen, could not
besecured,and theeffort fell through. The
exchangehasbeenseekingfor sometime to
bring aboutthe establishmentof a board of
appealfrom thedecisionof the building in
spectoror the dUtrict, and the movement
hasat last beensuccessful. This board of
appealswill becomposedof onememberof
theAmerican Institute of Architecture, one
memberof the Associationof Fire Under
writers, two membersof the Builders' Ex
change,and the Engineer Commissionerof
thedistrict.
A Builders' Exchange has beenformed
by the builders of Windsor, Ont., with D.
Willis Masonas secretary. As soon as the
articles of incorporation are granted the
exchangewill elect permanentofficers,di
rectors,&c.

The Eiffel Tower, built wholly of
metal, is an example, and a good ex
ample, of a step in the direction which
architects will be driven to follow in
future, says a late issue of the Pall
Mall Gazette. The great railway sta
tions, exhibition buildings, and other
structures of steel, concrete, paper and
glass, which the needs and inventions
of our day have called into existence,
show which way flows the stream of
tendency. The new building material
has come to stay. In another century
houses may not merely be built with
steel girders ; they may be made of
metal frames bolted together, and grip
ping walls of papier mache. Then the
age of the tent will return. A man
will buy his house from a manufact
urer and will hire a site to set it up on.
When he moves from one place to an
other he will take his home with him.
Building leases will die a natural
death. Towns will wander about, and
a great many curious results will
arise.
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CORRESPONDENCE,
Cold .Moras)' Building*.

From M. S. A., Battle Creek, Mich.
— In reply to " A. G. M.," Beaver Dam,
Wis., I submit the following in the
hope that it may be of interest to the
readers of the paper : Cold storage
buildings should be divided into three
stories— namely, cooler, ice box and
icing deck. The outside walls should
be insulated as shown in Fig. 1 of the
.accompanying sketches, referring to

pdcba

fedcba
Pig. 2.—Partition BetweenSalesroom

andCooler.

& M. ; 6, a layer of paper ; c, another
course of J^-inch D. & M. ; d, 4 inches
of sawdust, and e, a layer of ?"a-lnch
D. & M. placed between the joist on
strips nailed to the same.
Fig. 4 represents a section through
the ice box and icing deck floor. The
floor is made as follows : Referring to
the cut, A is a course of 'g D. & M. ;
B is slushing made of builders' felt,
laid in tar and tarred on top before the
floor A is put down ; C is a course of
Js-inch D. & M. ; D is a 2-inch air
space ; E, a course of 7-g-inchD. & M. ;
F, 4 inches of sawdust ; G, paper ; H,
Jjj-inch D. & M. ; I, strips nailed to
joist to support the floor H, while J
represents joists and K. L and N two
courses of Jg-inch D. & M. with paper
between.
Referring to the sime figure, a, b. c
are two courses of %-inch D. & M.
with paper between ; d is a piece the
same thickness as the joist, placed di
rectly over the same and having a

nailed to each of the studding to keep
the ice from rolling into the gutter ; 5
is a piece of 2 x 12inch stuff placed
against the studding to hold the out
side of the gutter.
The insulation shown in Fig. 1 of
the sketches should run from the top
of the cooler floor to the bottom of the
icing deck floor. Doors should be-
placed in the icing deck floor at con
venient intervals for filling the ice box
and made to correspond with the floor
into which they fit. They should be
beveled on the edges and a piece of
rubber the width of the thickness of
the door run entirely around them,
thus insuring a perfectly tight joint.
The hight of the first story will be a
matter of convenience to the user, but
the hight of the ice box should be
about 7 feet from the strips 1, 1 to the
under side of the icing deck floor. The
arrows in Fig. 4 indicate the circula
tion of the air, and it will be noticed
that the opening from the cooler to

F\g. 3.—Sectionof CoolerFloor. Fig. 4.—Section through the Ice Box and Icing Deck Floor.

Cold StorageBuildings.—Illustrations AccompanyingArticle by "if. S. A

■whicha is a furring of 1x 2 inch strips
fastened to the brick wall vertically,
and placed 16inches from centers ; b is
a course of %-inch D. & M. flooring;
•c,a layer of building paper ; d, a course
of y$ D. & M. ; e, a 1-inch air space
made by nailing on 1x2 inch furring; /,
a course of J^-inch D. & M. ; a, a layer
of paper ; and h, a course of Jg-inchD.
& M. laid vertically. If a salesroom is
required in connection with the cooler,
the partition between the two may be
made as indicated in Fig. 2 of the
sketches. It consists of 2 x 4 inch
studding, set 16inches on centers and
filled in between with sawdust. Then
on each side of the studding is a layer
of paper, represented by/; a course of
% D. & M., as indicated by e ,■a 1 inch
air space made by furring and indi
cated by rf
,
a courseof "i D. & M., indi
cated by c, a layer of the paper 6
,

and
a course of Jg-inch D. & M. laid verti
cally, indicated by a. In Fig. 3 is shown
a section of the cooler floor, which is
made as follows : a is a course of % D.

taper of about 1
4 inch to the foot ; e is

a galvanized iron pan running the
whole length of the ice box and having
a gutter, 6

,

at the side of sufficient
size to carry away the drip from the
ice ; /, a, h are two courses of /s-ifch
D. & M. with paper between ; i is a

3
-

inch air space ; j, k, I are the same
as /, g, h. while to is a piece the same
as d

,

placed on the joist to produce the
required pitch of the paD.
Where it is not necessary for the
bottom of the joist to be level, the out
side end may be raised sufficiently to
produce the desired pitch to pan, thus
doing away with the piece m. Still
referring to the same figure, 1

,
1 are

strips or 3 x 4 inch stuff set on edge
and running the entire length of the
ice box. They should be divided into
sections of 8 or 10 feet in length and
put in loosely, as it is sometimes neces
sary to clean the pan ; 2

,
2 are 2x3

inch blocks about 4 feet long, nailed to

d between each piece 1
,

to hold them
in place ; 3 and 4 are pieces of 2 x 4

the ice box is larger on one side than
on the other. Where a wooden build
ing is desired, the outside walls may
be made similar to Fig. 2

,

adding to
the outside a course of clapboarding.
Doors through the insulation should
be made to correspond with it as nearly
as possible, with beveled jambs and
fitted with rubber, as in the case of
the icing deck doors. Single sash win
dows are preferable, set three in a

window, as shown in Fig. 1.

The ice should be packed in the ice
box as closely as possible, as it lasts
much longer. I think I have given all
the explanation recessary, but will be
pleased to answer any farther ques
tions through the columns of the pa
per. I have seen several coolers built
on the plan here described, and all are
giving satisfaction.

Finishing Furniture.

From H. C. R., Haickeye, Iowa. —
Should friend " J. C. W." of Pine Hill,
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Pa., whose letter appears in the Janu
ary issue, use a good varnish brush
(camel's hair), \% inches wide and %
inch thick, to apply the varnish, being
careful not to spread too thick, there
will be no trouble in the direction
which he mentions. Two coats will
be sufficient. I would suggest, how
ever, in this connection, that a good
book on the subject of painting and
hardwood finish would be handy.

Bridge of 75 Feet Span.
From F. C, Grand Rapids, Mich. —
One of my customers desires a bridge
of one span, 75 feet long, and does not
wish me to make a lattice bridge. Will
some of the practical readers of the
paper send a drawing of a truss suita
ble for the bridge ?

An Interesting Problem.

From O. I. O., Brookfield, Mo.— Hav
ing noticed replies to " O. L. W.," Dal-

H
18.4696

6.530\ B
C

8.8388\
An Interesting Problem.—Fig. 1.—Method

of Solution Suggestedby " 0. 1. 0.,"
Brookfield,Mo.

las, Texas, whose interesting problem
was presented in the July issue for last
year, I would say that unless the cor
respondent understands logarithms he
will be benefited in one case only, so I
send a solution by which he may solve
any building and any number of open
ings. Referring to the sketch Fig. 1,
let A B represent the width of the build
ing, 25 feet, and G H and H B the sides
required. Since H B is one half of
G H, I produce H B to E, making B E
equal to one-half of A B, or 12*£ feet.I square B E, taking half the product
and extracting the square root, which
gives F E, or 8.8388 feet. Now addFEtoD F, which is equal to A B,
giving D E, which is equal to 33.8388
feet. I then have the proportion :
FE:DE::BC :AB.
or 8.8388 : 33.8388 : : BC : 25.
Now multiply the extremes 25 x
8.8388= 220.9700-*-33.8388= 6.530, or
BC = 6.530feet.
Square B C, double it and extract
the square root, which will give the side
B H, which equals 9.2348feet. G H is
equal to two times B H, or 18.4696
feet.
Now,"0. L.W." can solve any width
building by making a proportion by
extending the triangle and treating the
lines of which he has the dimensions
the same as to solve the unknown lines.
Almost any one can work in propor
tion. The above reduced to feet will
give:
C B = 6 feet 6|f inches.
H B = 9 feet 21$inches.
GH= 18 feet 5|g inches.

las, Texas, submits a problem and
sketch and desires a solution. I sub
mit the following : Referring to the
drawing, Fig. 2, let the three equal
spaces be represented by x and the
base and perpendicular of the triangle

Fig. 2.—SketchAccompanying Letterfrom
" G. M. Y."

by y. Then 2a-+ y = 25 feet and x*
= 2y\

x = ^/<2y*= \AUy +
Substituting this for x in the first
equation we have
2.8280 + y = 25 feet, or

25 feet
8.8282/= 25 feet, or y . .- 6.53.

3.828 +-
Now, 25 - 6.58 + = 18.46, which is
the distance represented by 2.r, and

A8-^ = 9.23 feet = x.
2

Acoustics of Buildings.

From M. B., New York City. — I am
an old reader of Carpentry and Build
ing, and would like to ask the readers
for information on the subject of
acoustics.
Note.—Our correspondent will find
in another column an article on the
subject mentioned which will no doubt
answer his question satisfactorily.

Learning a Trade.

From G. H. M., Hart, Mich.— I have
just been reading the letter from" A. W." of Madison, Wis., and it ex
pressesmy ideas exactly. I would like
to add that there is a difference in ap
plication between the American born
and the foreign born, and although
the American is generally quicker to
take up new ideas, the foreigner is
more tenacious of his ideas ; but no
person, whatever has nationality, can
become master of his trade (car
pentry) in six months or 12 months,
as many seem to think, nor in

framing of braces, rafters, &e., to say
nothing of stairbuildintiT Or iandrail-
ing and the numerous other angles and
circles *.hat occur in our every day
work, is it not geometry applied ? I
would advise every young man who is
desirous of learning the trade to inform
himself on every point and in every
way that he can both by study and
observation. He will find many to
lend him a helping hand, if not in
cities, then in country towns, where
there are not so many to be jealous of
a new hand, and where he will find a
greater variety of work with just as
good mechanics as in the larger cities.
My motto is, ' ' Let the best man win "
whether he is American or a foreigner.
The American can win if he chooses.
I will back him against the world.
All he wants is steadv application and
he will "get thar." I am foreign bora
myself.

Unnecessary Delay In Building
Construction.

From W. H. L., Cohoes, N. Y.—l
would like very much to have the
readers discuss the question, Why is so
much time wasted in putting up a
building? It seems to me that the
time wasted amounts to as much as
that actually worked. The mason
waits for the material, the carpenter
waits for the mason and the metal
worker waits for both. They, in turn,
are all waiting for the architect, or
the owner, or the weather, or a holi
day, or money, or something else.
What can be done for pushing a build
ing along smoothly without delay?
Note.—The question raised is an im
portant one to the members of the
building trades and we trust our read
ers will follow the suggestion of the
correspondent and discuss it in its
various phases.

Notching Raiters.

From S. McC. Prices Branch, Mo.—
In the issue of the paper for March,
1893, " E. G. W." of Elgin, 111.,asked
for a rule by which to cut the notch in
hip and valley rafters. In the sketch
which I send herewith will be found
my method of doing the work. The
common rafter is shown raised on a
wall plate and the hip rafter raised on
a plate at the corner post, with dotted
lines running from the different points

SketchSubmittedby "8. McC," ShowingMethodof NotchingRafters.

From G. M. Y.. Woodbine, Iowa. —
In the July number of Carpentry and
Building for 1893" O. I. W." of Dal-

any longer time unless he has first
thoroughly mastered the underlying
principles of that trade. He must
understand the elements of geometry,
for carpentry is nothing else than prac
tical geometry. I have heard some of
our brother chips say, " Oh, that is all
fudge. No one ever studies geometry
to learn a trade." I would ask someof
those fellows, What about common

of the common rafter to correspond
with the points of the hip rafters
These show that X X of the hip must
be the same as X X of the common
rafter. The bevel to be used to obtain
the line X X of the hip is taken at B,
which needs no explanation. At the
projection of the hip rafter it will be
seen at a glance that if we cut to the
dotted line F F we will have to work
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the bottom edge valley shape so as to
bring the center up to the line A A. If,
however, we cut square through on
the line A A, it will be in line with the
bottom of the common rafters and the

Elanceer
will come to the center of the

ip and be on a line with the bottom
of the common rafters. The hip cut
by this method will need no backing,
which is labor thrown away.

Wind mill Construction.
From F. K.. Louisburg, Wis.— In
reply to the request of " W. H. A.,*'

try steel wind mills and towers are so
much used that the day of the wooden
tower andmill has almost passed. Steel
mills and towers are much more dur
able than wooden ones and are also
run with less wind. The bill of ma
terial for a 36-foot tower, which is here
illustrated, calls for 4 good posts, 9
feet long, 4 pieces, 4 x 4, 20 feet long,
and 4 pieces, 4 x 4, 18feet long, for the
corner posts ; 26 pieces, 1x6 and 16
feet long, for braces, ladder and plat
form ; 5 pieces, 2x4 and 16 feet long,
for platform and ladder ; 8 bolts, A% x
% inches.with washers, for splice bolts ;
8 bolts, 12x 1% inches, with washers,
to bolt to posts; 14 pounds lOd nails,
3 pounds of 20dnails, 2 pounds of 8d
nails, the latter for the platform, and
2 pounds of 8d wrought nails to nail
the cross braces at the crossing.
Referring to the accompanying
sketches, Fig. 1 represents an elevation
of the tower, Fig. 2 a plan view of the
platform, while Fig. 3 is a top view of
the tower. In this connection it may
be interesting to give the directions for
erecting a 36-foot tower, being those
given in connection with the mills
made by the Woodmanse & Hewitt
Mfg. Company, Freeport, 111. In the
first place, splice the corner posts, lay
ing them side by side and squaringthem
off to length. Nail a piece at top, mak
ing top on two of the corner pieces of
the tower 8inches from outside tooutside
of timbers. Next space off the posts
for the braces, marking square across
the four sticks at once, according to the
distance given in the cut. The third
mark (65 inches from top of sticks for
10-foot mill, 74 inches for 12-foot mill)
is for bottom edge of platform sill,
the secondand third marks being for the
top edges of the horizontal girts. In
building any hight of tower, always
bring this brace to within 4 feet of the
ground, and put the platform sill at
the distance from the top here given.
The intermediate crosses can be varied
according to hight of tower. Lay out
two of the sticks in the form of an A.
Spike on the platform sill, first spread
ing the corner posts so that the distance
at bottom of platform will be 18inches

pa
fr-a—H

Fig. 3.—Top View of Tower

Fig. 1.- Elevation of 36-FootWind Mill Tower. Fig. 2.

-2 21-)

-Plan View of the Platform at
theTop of Tower.

Wind Mill Construction.—SketchesSubmittedby " F. K." Lonisburg, Wis.

who asked in the December issue of
the paper relative to details and speci
fications for erecting a wind mill tower,
I submit the inclosed matter^for his
consideration. I would say, however,
that the top of the wind mill tower
should be made according to the kind
of mill wanted, as some differ from
others. The specifications which I
send are intended for a mill that has a
bed plate 8 inches wide. I would say,
however, that in this part of the conn-

outside to outside. Spread the bottom
of the A 9 feet and nail a temporary stay
lath to hoi d it in place. The rule for the
bottom spread in all towers is one
fourth the hight, which makes the posts
bow inwardly about 6 inches from a
straight line. Tack on the girts, bring
ing the upper edgeto themarks as before
stated, and use each of these girts as a
pattern by which to cut the other three,
two of which should be cut 2 inches
longer than the pattern, to allow for

lapping over the ends of the other two.
Cut the diagonal braces, using the first
cut as a pattern to cut the other seven
by which belong to the same section of
tower as pattern. To get the length of
the diagonal braces, measure across be
tween the horizontal girts diagonally
from one corner to the other, and rack
the corner posts until the distance from
one corner to the other each way is
equal, then scribe on diagonal brace.
Proceed in the same manner with each
section in the tower, observing the fol
lowing : That the diagonal braces
should all be of uniform length and cut.
The two braces that form the cross on
each of the four sides of the tower
should be exactly alike, and the tower
posts racked out or in to accommodate
the joint.
After making one side of the tower
turn it over, then make second side,,
laying on top of first. Then raise
second side so that top of tower is 8
inches square outside of timbers, and
at top edge of platform is 18 inches
square outside of timbers. Then nail
on second and third girts, springing
the tower so that each side is just the
same. Finish the platform as shown
in cut. Now saw off the top of the
tower (where the bed plate goes) per
fectly square : then fasten plumb line
in center at the top. Now raise the
tower, and before bolting to posts,
plumb the tower so that center is over
pump, then bolt tower to anchor posts,
putting them in ground at least 5 feet,
with cross anchors at bottom. The
anchor posts should be at least 6 inches
in diameter at top and 9 or 10 feet
long. Put the bed plate on top of the
tower, and level with spirit level ; then-
put on the main castings, put in guide
plate and see that the center of the
hole in the guide plate is on a line
with the center of the bed plate. Put
on the vane and wheel last.

Development of an Ogn' Hip
Rafter.

From F. H. T., Arorf7i Topeka, Kan —
I have been patiently waiting for some
of the correspondents to take issue with
the article published in Carpentry and
Building for January, 1893, entitled
'• The Builder's Guide— Art of Roof
Framing," by I. P. Hicks. The por
tion to which attention is called re
lates to the development of the shape
of a hip rafter of ogee pattern. I have
up to this time refrained from under
taking the task, under the impression
that some one would prove the method
therein delineated and described to be
correct. In the April issue for 1893,
" J. A. S. ," of Portland, Ore. , in answer
to " A. G. B.," of Duluth, Minn., gives
a correct method of development, al
though it does not show the principles
involved in its execution. Referring
to either of the two methods, the points
of division on the working or pitch
lines are of equal hight from the base
line as regards corresponding fig
ures or letters in the common or hip
rafters. Consequently, the points of
intersection of perpendiculars from
these division points with the con
tour of the hip or common raft
er must correspond, and lines drawn
from these division points intersect
ing the lines of contour parallel with
the base will bear the relations with
the common rafter and hip as 12
to 17. Any lines diverging from these
points of division to contour other than
perpendiculars will not be equal. In
order to exemplify the correctness of
the theory here advanced, let any
reader work out a solid molding to de
sired form. Then saw off square one
end of it and the other to the re
quired miter. After this has been done
divide the width of the base into any
number of parts by gauge marks along
its length and square up from these
gauge points the two ends. He will
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find that corresponding perpendiculars
will be equal. Next divide the per
pendicular side with gauge lines in the
same manner as the base and square
across the ends parallel with the base.
It will then be found that correspond
ing lines bear to each the ratio of 12
to 17, thus showing the fallacy of the
method delineated by Mr. Hicks. I re
main open to conviction if my theory
does not prove what is stated—namely,
that none but perpendicular lines are
equal to corresponding lines in the de
velopment of the curved hip.

Another Ink Eraser.
From James F. Hobart, Brooklyn,
N. Y. — In recent issues of Carpentry
and Building " J. W. G." and "S. P.
G." recommend as good ink erasers
broken glass and half worn sandpaper.
They will do the work, but better re
sults may be obtained by using a bit of
rubber that has been prepared for
erasing ink by having incorporated
with it during the process of manu
facture fine emery or other abrasive
material. Separate pieces of ink eraser
rubber can be had, or there may be
purchased at any stationer's neat bits
of polished wood with a piece of ink
eraser projecting from one end and an
ordinary pencil eraser from the other.
After using the ink eraser it is well to go
over the work with the ordinary rub
ber, in order to remove the grit that
may remain.

Veneered Doors.

From R. B. A., Jewett, Ohio.— I
would like to ask some of the many
readers of the paper the best way to
make veneered doors, and what, in
their opinion, will make the best core—pine or hardwood. I would also
like to know what is the best glae for
the purpose. I have some doors of
this kind to make, and would like to
know what the practical readers of the
paper have to say on the subject.

Figures on Lumber Rules.
From R. C, Cramer Hill, N. J.—Will some reader of the paper explain
for me the figures on the rules used in
lumber yards ?
Note.—The rules employed vary to
such an extent that it would hardly be
possible to describe in the space availa
ble all that is implied by the question
of the correspondent. If he will kindly
indicate what particular rule he has
in mind, it will no doubt facilitate ob
taining the information desired. We
submit the question, however, to our
readers, in the hope that they will dis
cuss it as suggested.

Warping Doors.
From F. K., Oridley,Ill.—I would
like to ask through the columns of
Carpentry and Building if there is any
way of preventing doors from warping,
and can they be restored to their proper
position when badly sprung ? About a
year ago I fini-hed a job of cypress
doors, which was as fine a lot as I ever
bung. Now some of them are badly
warped, and one outside sash door does
not shut in the jamb at the top at all.
The outside doors are 2 feet 10inches by
6 feet 10 inches and \% inches thick:
Note.— We doubt if our correspond
ent will be able to restore the doors to
a satisfactory condition without con
siderable trouble and expense. He
might possibly overcome the difficulty
to some extent by steaming the doors,
and then placing them in clamps until
thoroughly dry. This, however, will be
a somewhat expensive method as re
gards time and labor, and may not be
justified by the results. We think the
easiest way out of the difficulty will

be to supply new doors, and if our cor
respondent wishes to avoid the same
trouble, it would be well to have the
doors made of two or more thicknesses
of material something after the man
ner in which drawing boards are pre
pared. The question is one, however,
which is likely to furnish interesting
discussion on the part of our readers,
and we submit it to them for their
consideration.

How a Furnace Job was Managed.
From A. S. R., Philadelphia.— A
short time since I was called upon to
put a heater in a house which had but
one flue, and that stopped at the sec
ond floor. It was necessary to heat the

:-
.

the second floor. This gave me a chim
ney and hot air flue, which heats the
front bedroom and dressing room. I

then made a register box from a joint
of 10-inch pipe, placing a 10-inch floor
register near the east wall of the build
ing. I ran an 8-inch pipe from the
heater to register, continuing from the
same box with a 7-inch pipe to the din
ing room, connecting it with a 9-inch
floor regi&ter. There is no cellar un
der the dining room. The inclosed
sketch will show how the pipes were
run.

Durability of Shingles.
From G. A. W.. Utica, N. Y.—l de
sire to ask the practical readers of

1
!FRONT :•
.

BED [
ROOM

14'*15' I
I
:

8x10^
*"'. Lt\

wI
DRESSING ROOM

9'X 11'

8 x10
Reg.

STORE

14' X 25'

10'Rag.

DINING
ROOM

10'x14' i

9'Reg.

store and dining room on the first floor
and the front bedroom and dressing
room bn the second floor. The cellar
was so arranged that the heater had to
be set about 10 feet from the front of
the building, which faces the south,
the back of the heater being against
the west wall. The cellar being very
shallow it was necessary to cut the
heater down to get an elevation, but I

could not get enough to run a pipe from
the heater direct to the dining room.
To continue the flue to the cellar I used
an 8-inch pipe, which was inserted in
the bottom of the flue. I then con
nected this with the hot air pipe from
the heater, which was also 8-inch,
with a T joint, leaving a 5-inch hole in
the head at the bottom. I then ran a

5-inch pipe inside of the 8-inch pipe
above the cut off above the register on

the paper which of the following
varieties of shingles will last the long
est on an ordinary roof : pine, spruce,
hemlock or cedar.

Building a Rowboat,

From E. H. F., Palm Beach, Fla.—
In the August number of Carpentry
and Building for 1891 is an article by
Henry J. Geilow on building a row-
boat, which I consider very good so
far as it goes. The author, however,
does not tell how to plank the boat.

I have just finished a boat from his
plans and had no trouble until I began
to plank it. I would be glad if some of
the readers would instruct me on this
point and also give a plan and de
scription of a 16-foot v-bottom sail
boat, cat rigged.
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COTTAGE OF MODERATE COST.

THE
NEATLY ARRANGED two- and also by means of a slide in the inches ; the first and second floor joist*
story cottage which we illustrate panjtry. The front door can be reached 2 x 10 inches, placed 16 inches on cen-
herewith was designed by F. Carl from the kitchen without passing ters ; the second story ceiling joist 2 x

Pollmar of Petoskey, Mich. There are through other rooms, a feature to be 16, placed 16 inches on centers ; the-

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Section.

I"
I NOTEXCAVATEDIKMI

Foundation. First Floor.

Scaleor Floor Plans, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

SecondFloor.

Cottageof Moderate Cost.—F. Carl Pollmar, Architect,Petoskey,Mich.

three rooms upon the first floor of the commended in houses of moderate rafters 2x6 inches, placed 2 feet on
building, with an equal number of cost, as well as in the case of those in- centers: the studs 2x4 inches,
sleeping rooms on the second floor, volving a greater outlay. placed 16 inches on centers, and
The kitchen is so placed as to com- From the architect's specification the plates 2x4 inches, double. The
municate directly with the dining we learn that all framing timber is to door and window studs are also to
room by the door shown on the plan be of sound hemlock, the sills 6 x 10 be doubled and all floor joists are to
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have a row of cross bridging. The
partitions are to be of 2 x 4 inch stuff,
placed 16 inches on centers, and all
corners are to be mide solid before
lathing. The wood shed sills are to be
2x6, double, and rest on cedar posts ;
the studs and rafters are to be 2 x 4
inches and the attic joists 2x6 inches,
placed 2 feet on centers. The outside
of the frame, including the wood shed
and the roof, is to be covered with Jg-
inch hemlock boards, dressed on one
side. The roofs are to be covered with
16-inch cedar shingles, laid 5 inches to
the weather. The gables are also to be
shingled as shown by the elevations.
Casings, cornice frames, &c., are to
be of white pine, the porch columns and
pilasters of elm and the porch to be
ceiled overhead. The walls are to be
covered with No. 1 clear and thor
oughly dry beveled basswood siding

work is to receive two coats of paint of
such tints as may be preferred.

ESTIMATE OF COST.

The author of the design furnishes
the following estimate of cost, which
is likely to be of interest in this con
nection :

Excavation $20.00
Masonwork 195.00

Carpenter work :
Cedar posts and 12,700feet
hemlocklumber $95.00
14K M shingles 36.00
2,8.i0feetsiding 34.00
1,900feet flooring 35.00
2.400feet finishing lumber.. 50.00
Turned work, moldings,&c. ^2.00
Doors, windows and hard
ware 90.00
Labor 220.00

582.00

to the extent of twice its width in
length ; in other words, a double
square. This simple law has been
adopted in many' buildings with uni
form success. When a room is as high
as it is wide the voice has to travel
nearly twice the distance to the ceil
ing that it has to the side walls, and
the consequence is that the auditory
receives the second word from a
speaker in a direct line before the re
verberation of the first word has
reached it from the ceiling.
Sax, the celebrated student and
writer on the science of acoustics, says
an exchange, published an illustrated
article on the construction of opera
houses and auditoriums, in which he
has given to his ideal for perfect acous
tic effects the form of a paraboloid or
egg. The stage, which occupies the
minor point of the egg, is naturally

Cottageof Moderate Cost.—Side {Right)Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

4}£ inches wide, laid with at least 1
inch lap. Under these boards is to be
placed building paper, which is to ex
tend under all casing, frieze, &c. The
exterior wood work, exclusive of roofs,
is to have two coats of paint, all wood
work being primed as soon as put up.
The tin work is to have a coat of min
eral paint and a coat of lead and oil.
The interior finish of the house is to
be of white pine, the casings and base
in parlor, dining room and main hall
being as shown in the detailed draw
ings. The other apartments are to
have plain bevel edge casing and
base. The kitchen is to be wainscoted
8 feet high with natural beaded ceiling,
finished with a neat cap The doors
are to be of white pine and 13» inches
thick, except all pantry and closet
doors, which are to be ljs inches thick,
and sliding doors, which are to be \%
inches thick. The treads of the main
stairs are to be \ys inches and the risers
ya inch thick. The interior wood
work of the parlor, dining room and
main hall is to be filled and then
finished with two coats of hard oil. In
the remaining apartments the wood

Plastering 89.00
Fainting 90.00
Tinners' work 24.00

Total $1,000.00

Acoustics of Buildings.

Like the laws of all other sciences,
those which regulate the transmission
of sound are most simple. They de
pend entirely upon proportion. To the
hight of a platform or bench add the
hight of a person sitting or standing,
and to this one half the width of the
room. These three dimensions —viz..
the hight of the platform, the hight of
the speaker and half the width of the
room—being added together, should
be the hight from the floor to the ceil
ing. The voice of a person speaking
from this position will strike the two
side walls and the ceiling at the same
moment of time. Reverberation is
thus reduced to a minimum, and the
result of repeated practice shows that
this rule is perfectly successful, even

smaller than the auditorium. It takes
up the sonorous center, and the sound
waves or light waves are equally dis
tributed throughout the hall and pene
trate to every point. The adoption of
this plan of building is just now
strongly urged upon the contractors
who have in hand the rebuilding of the
Opera Comique of Paris.
In his description, Sax insists that he
can construct an immense auditorium
which will seat not less than 20,000
spectators. While this figure may
seem at a glance incredible, the reader
need bat remember that ancient Rome,
with a population of 1,200,000,con
tained 32 theaters. Among these de
voted to the drama, the Balbus and
Marcellus theaters seated each 31,000
and 30 000 people. The Scaurrus, the
largest and handsomest theatre which
has ever existed, accommodated 80.000
spectators, and was ornamented with
360columns and 3000statues.
In view of this the plan proposed by
Sax seems by no means out of propor
tion with the shape which he urges
architects to give to future buildings
devoted to music and the drama.
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Details of Cornice of Front Porch —Scale,

% Inch to the Foot.

Section of GableCornice.—
Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Details of Main Cornice.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

$55/ Details of Front
Porch.- Scale, H
Inch to theFoot.

•Sectionof Belt Course— HeadCasingof Windows
Scale,Hi Inchesto the In Front Gable.—Scale,
Foot. 1H Inches to the Foot

SECTIONOF
S| BLOCK

iDetail of Water Table.—
Scale,\yi Inches to the
Foot

CornerHoards.—Scale,1^
Inchesto the Foot.

Porch Spindle.—Scale,1H
Inches to the Foot.
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Section of Hand Rail.—
Scale,1% Inchesto the
Foot.
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Detail of Door Frames.—Scale.1Inch to
the F«ot.
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Detail of Window Frames.
—Scale,1Inch to the Foot.

Elevation of Main Stairs.—Scale,% Inch
to the Fo-r.

MiscellaneousDetails of Cottageof ModerateCost.
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PRACTICAL HOUSE PAINTING/
By ARTHUR S. JENNINGS.

A
FEW WORDS may be said as to
the proper method of painting
houses built in the Colonial style

of architecture. The custom is to
paint this class of residence in white
and yellow, and because this pro
duces a good effect in Colonial houses
the style of painting is used on build
ings for which it is wholly inappro
priate. A structure need not be
strictly Colonial to look well when
painted in this style, but it should at
least be of simple outline and have box
cornice and molded trim. It is not
necessary to use pure white ; a warm
gray— that is, a gray to which has been
added a little yellow —is much to be
preferred. The yellow may be bright,
but it must not be glaring. For this
reason it is advisable to add ocher to
the chrome yellow to tone down the
brightness of the latter. The shutters
may be very dark olive green, but as
these extreme contrasts are somewhat
difficult to the inexperienced to suc
cessfully deal with, a dark brownish
yellow may be used instead, if desired.
In painting Colonial work it should be
remembered that broad effects should
be produced and no attempt should be
made to indicate dt-tail, as, for instance,
in picking out the balustrades. The
carpenter or builder who desires to ob
tain good combinations of color may
use the color cards sent out by the
mixed paint manufacturers as adver
tising matter to great advantage.
Some of these manufacturers supply
suggestions for painting houses of va
rious styles. In one case a card is used
having on the left hand a small per
spective of a residence, the principal
parts. of which are numbered. On the
right hand of the card are stuck sam
ples of the colors that are recom
mended for use in something like the
proportions they would be employed
in. Thus the color intended for the
siding is a large piece, while that in
tended for the sashes is a very narrow
strip. The effect is good, and an idea
of how the house will look may readily
be obtained from these cards. As a
rule, the paint manufacturers are will
ing to assist in the selection of colors,
and the reader who does not feel very
sure of his own ability is advised to
communicate with some of the adver
tisers in Carpentry and Building.

MIXING COLORS.

Having selected the tints and given
full consideration to a harmonious
whole, it is now necessary to mix col
ors of the tints required, unless ready
mixed paints are to be used, in which
case selection by numbers is all that is
required.
It is impossible for us to give any
thing like a complete list of colors or
tints and how they may bemade, but a
few of the principal ones may be re
ferred to. First a few general hints
may be useful. Commence by thinning
down the base, such aswhite lead, to a
consistency a little thicker than re
quired when it is to be applied ; also
thin down each of the colors to the
same consistency, keeping each sepa
rate. If it is a cold day take care that
the oil does not chill. Add one color
at a time, not all at once, and take
care to mix well together. Some col
ors, such for instance as Prussian blue,
are very strong and a very little goes a
long way ; in these cases it is better to
have the mixture too light than too
dark, because it is easy to add a little
more color, but impossible to take any
away. Always strain the paint before
using. To produce olive brown add

»Continuedfrom page54,March issue.

lemon chrome yellow to raw umber as
a base ; for olive green add equal por
tions of Prussian blue and lamp black
to lemon chrome ; for sage green use
white for a base and add medium
chrome green and a little lamp black.
Willow green is produced in the same
way, adding a small quantity of willow
green, black, or raw umber. BroDze
greens may be obtained by adding
lamp black to extra dark chrome
green. Grays of various shades are
obtained by adding Fiench other to
white for a base, more or less of the
ocher being added according to the in
tensity of the shade required. The
color known as " old gold " is obtained
by mixii g together white, medium
chrome jellow and ocher with a little
touch of burnt umber. For stone color,
white is used for a base, to which is
added medium chrome yellow and
burnt umber ; this produces a tint of
the yellow drab order, and a great va-
liety of different tints may be obtained
by employing a varying quantity of the
colors. Chocolate color is produced by
adding carmine to burnt umber. To ob
tain browns and brown drabs use Vene
tian red for the base and add lampblack
and ocher ; a little white may be added
if desired. Brick color is obtained by
taking yellow ocher for a base and col
oring up with Venetian red. For lead
color, take lamp black added to white,
which produces a good lead color, but
a little Prussian blue may be added if
necessary. Grays of all shades are
produced simply by adding lamp black
to white ; French gray is produced in
the same way, but a very little ultra
marine and carmine are added. The
bright brick red sometimes used for
interior decoration is made by mixing
burnt sienna, veimilion and umber,
lighting up with yellow ocher. In
painting on old work the same opera
tions will be performed as those de
scribed for new work excepting, of
course, that the primer will be omitted
and the old painted surface will be
thoroughly cleaned and rubbed down
before the fresh paint is applied.
Sometimes an excellent painting job
will be obtained by thoroughly clean
ing down the old surface and applying
a single coat, using lighter or darker
shades of the old colors if it is desired
to change the general effect.
Having now considered the painting
of wood work, we will take up other
materials.

PAINTING BRICK WORK.

A good job of painted brick work
gives considerable satisfaction, as it
will last for many years, and always
looks neat and clean. The first thing
to be done is to thoroughly clean down
the surface by vigorously rubbing it
with a fire brick and then to apply the
priming coat. This may consist of
glue size and Venetian red, mixed in
the proportions of ten to one, or oxide
of iron paint mixed with boiled linseed
oil, and a little drier may be employed.
The priming coat should be well
brushed out and be rather thin when
applied. When this coat is thoroughly
dry and all the joints and cracks
puttied up with putty to which has
been added a little Venetian red, the
second and third coats are then applied.
These consist of Venetian red and raw
linseed oil mixed with as much drier
as may be necessary, and considerable
turpentine, especially in the last coat.
It will be remembered that the object
is to produce a perfectly flat surface—
that is, one without gloss. To effect
this but little oil must be used for the
last coats. The final coat is made
by mixing brick dust with Venetian

red and ocher, using varnish [and'tur-
pentine, but no oil. The brick ^dust
gives a rough surface that is very like
that of the bricks themselves.
Having completed the wall it is now"
necessary to paint in the joints ; this may
be done either in white or black paint.
A long straightedge is used and the
horizontal joints are painted in by
means of a little brush made for the
purpose, called a seamer, and it is weU
to have a gauge so as to get the hori
zontal joints exactly the same distance
apart ; it is alf o very necessary to take
care that the joints themselves be
unifoim in width. TJsethe biush fully
charged with paint and draw it quickly
and firmly. When all the horizontal
joints have been painted in, the up
right joints may easily be painted in
by means of a " header ' brush without
a guide excepting a gauge to mark the
length of the bricks. In painting these
joints it is generally considered the best
plan not to paint directly upon the
mortar joints, but a little below them ;
the object of this is to get a uniformly
straight line, and the surface of the
brick is more likely to give this than
the more or less irregular surface of the
mortar. We do occasionally see cases
in which brick work is painted in oil '
colors with a glossy finish, but this is
not at all desirable, and flat surfaces
are always the most attractive in ap
pearance. It must not, however, be
supposed that the oil may be omitted
from the first coat ; if this were dene
there would be no binding material to .
keep together the pigment.
It is necessary to remember that a
brick wall must be thoroughly dry be
fore paint is applied, otherwise it will
scale off and produce a very unsightly
appearance. When painting thosewalls
that are subject to an efflorescence on
the sur Iace this fact must be particu
larly borne in mind. If the wall be
perfectly dry and the surface is cleaned
off before the paint is applied there
will be very little chance of the efflor
escence again appearing, because the
paint will form a water proof protec
tion.

TIN ROOFS.
The method of painting tin roofs has
already been referred to in the columns
of Carpentry and Building, but it may
be added that on no account should the •
tin be allowed to become rusted. The
proper way is to clean the surface of
the tin by applying freely benzine with
amop or rag, scraping off the rosin and
taking care that the surface is thor
oughly clean, then apply two or three
coats of metallic brown ground in lin
seed oil, giving at least one coat on the
under surface of the tin and two on the
upper surface.

(To becontintied.)

At the recent meeting in Boston of
the Building Inspectors' Association, a
Mr. Brophy, speaking on the subject
of " Electricity as Applied to Light
and Power," said that " wires carrying
a heavy current should never be placed
between floors or partitions, or where
they will be dangerous to occupants
of buildings, but should be run where
they may be easily reached for repair
ing, yet out of the reach of the occu-
pants. In incandescent lighting care
should be taken that the wires are
properly provided with safety plugs
and th it they should have a sufficient
air space around them. Neither should
they be placed too close together. I
wish to call attention to the impor
tance of impressing upon architects
and builders the necessity for pro
viding in their plans for a system of t
electric lights and motors."
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK.*
IN
Fig. 6 is shown a single bell
circuit having three pnshes, lo
cated at front, side and rear

•door. Fig. 7 shows a circuit with
two bells and three pnshes, the bells
being arranged as described in Chap
ter II. Both bells ring from either
push. In Fig. 8 is shown an arrange
ment of bells, which is frequently
very convenient, whereby either bell
can be used at pleasure. This arrange
ment is particularly desirable for phy
sicians or any one likely to have night
calls. By using a two-point switch, as
shown at A, either bell can be thrown
into the circuit. Thus, by placing the
regular door bell, say, in the hall, an
other can be placed in the chamber.
By throwing the switch over from

Soint
1 to point 2, as shown by the

otted lines, the hall bell will be

to attract more attention from those
gathered about the board than from
the servant for whom it was intended.
The fittings for dining room bells can
be purchased in combination so as to
be operated by the foot pressing a push
in the floor or by a neat little spring
clamp push button provided with ten
yards of flexible silk conducting cord,
which can be slipped on the edge of the
table by the side of the hostess and
pressed by the finger without attract
ing the slightest attention from any
one.
Another very useful little instru
ment is the electric buzzer. In places
that are usually very quiet and where
the ringing of a bell would be an an
noyance, or where a person requires,
for instance, to be called away from
his desk without attracting any par-

L©J
Fif. 6.—SingleBell Circuit with Tbree Pushes.

buildings of this class in ascertaining
the safe bearing power of soils.
Among such buildings are those
erected on the Columbian Exposition
grounds, at Chicago, and those for the
international exhibition at Paris a few
years ago, and in both cases essentially
the same test methods were employed
with the view of checking the dimen
sions to be given to the foundations.
In the Paris tests, which may well
be taken for the purpose of illustra
tions, says the Mechanical News, a per
fectly level surface in the form of a
square, with sides 118 feet long, was
first prepared. On this were placed
four rectangular cast iron blocks, 1
foot 8 inches square, the distance apart
being 11feet 8 inches from center to cen
ter, and these spaces were bridged by
girders constructed of T-irons. These
girders were then loaded with T-irons,
the number and weight of which were
carefully noted. At the end of 11
hours the weight on the girders had
reached a total of 143,928pounds, and
indications of settlement became vis
ible. The pressure on the surface of
the ground was at that time 7311tons
per square foot, in which was included
the weight of the blocks and girders
in addition to the superimposed load.
The experiment was then abandoned
until the following day. It was then
found that the settlement had in
creased during the night to an amount
varying between 10}^and 11 inches.
The experiment was then resumed and

q
HgP

Fig. 7.—Two Bells and Three Pushes. Fig. 8—Throwing SeparateBells into Circuit by 8wltch.

DomesticElectrical Work.—Diagrams Illustrating Various Circuits.

thrown out and the chamber hell
thrown into circuit.
This arrangement will, no doubt,
suggest numerous uses to which it can
be put to advantage besides that just
described. Where it is intended to
awaken a sleeping person an automatic
drop should be used, which, when the
push button is once pressed, automatic
ally closes the circuit and keeps the
bell ringing until the person intended
to be awakened again hooks up the
drop. When using the automatic drop
an extra wire must be run so as to
make a complete circuit without the
push button after the bell has once
commenced ringing. When the auto
matic drop is not used simply omit the
wire B and connect C to D, which
makes the arrangement first men
tioned.
Among the many uses to which elec
tric bells can be put, their use in the
dining room should not be overlooked.
By its use a servant may be called to
the table without attracting the slight
est attention, quite a contrast to the
old fashioned clanging bell placed di
rectly on the table and which is likely
* Copyrighted,1893,by David Williams.

ticular notice, the buzzer is invaluable.
It operates on the same principle as an
electric bell. A popular instrument
of this kind can be purchased in the
shape of an old fashioned beehive, not
larger than 8x3 inches and which can
be adjusted to emit a musical and
pleasing hum instead of the harsh rat
tling sound which some of the earlier
instruments of this kind made. In
looking over the catalogue of any first-
class dealer in electrical house goods
a wide awake person will find a multi
tude of things which he can bring to
the attention of customers with profit
to himself and pleasure to the pur
chaser.

{Tobecontinued.)

Testing for Foundations.

In this era of big and heavy build
ings, the question of foundations is an
all important one, as upon its satis
factory solution the stability of the
whole structure depends. It is inter
esting, therefore, to recall the methods
which have been used with typical

the load was increased up to 209,776
pounds, at which the experiment was
abandoned, as some of the blocks had
then sunk completely out of sight,
leaving the girders to be supported
directly on the surface of the soil.
The conclusions arrived at were that
the ground at this spot was capable of
resisting a load equivalent to 5.43 tons
per square foot, and that it was to
tally incapable of bearing a load
amounting to 8.14 tons per square
foot. There was, therefore, very lit
tle left to guess work in proportioning
the foundations.

The Goshen City School Board of
Goshen, Ind., contemplate the erection
of a modern four-room ward school
building, which is estimated to cost
between $6000and $7000. The struct
ure will be of brick with stone trim
mings, and finished on the inside with
hardwood. It will be heated by fur
nace and will be equipped with venti
lating closets. The building will be
put up under the superintendence of
Architect J. A. Arthur of the place
named.
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OFFICERS.

President, Noble H. Creager of Bal
timore.
First vice-president, C. A. Rupp of
Buffalo.
Second vice-president. James Meathe
of Detroit.
Secretary, William H. Sayward of
Boston.
Treasurer, George Tapper of Chi
cago.

LIST OF DIRECTORS.

E. L. Bartlett Baltimore.
E. Noyes Whitcouib Boston.
W. D. Collingwood Buffalo.
William Grace Chicago.
Geo. P. Nieber Cincinnati.
Arthur McAllister Cleveland.
Alex. Chapoton Detroit.
Geo. W. Stanley Indianapolis.
E. S. Foss Lowell.J. S. Pool Lynn.
H. J. Sullivan Milwaukee.
Geo. Cook Minneapolis.
Stephen M. Wright New York City.J. Walter Phelps Omaha.
Stacy Reeves Philadelphia.
Wm. H. Scott Portland.
Thomas B. Ross Providence.
H. H. Edgerton Rochester.
Wm. J. Baker St. Lotus.
Geo. J. Grant St. Paul.
Luther H. Merrick Syracuse.
A. S. Reed Wilmington.
Chas. A. Vaughn Worcester.

Committees.
The committees for the ensuing year
will be appointed by the President dur
ing the current month and will be an
nounced in this department in the May
issue of Carpentry and Building.

Convention Report.
The official report of the eighth con
vention will probably be off the press
before the next issue of Carpentry and
Building reaches its readers, and will
be distributed as usual from the secre
tary's office to the exchanges, the dele
gates who attended the meeting, the
directors for the current year and mem
bers of all committees.

A Feature of Trade Unionism.
The following example of the man
ner in which, in some of the large
cities, the employe is occasionally
made to suffer through factional dis
cord between trades unions, when he
is in no way concerned or to be blamed
in the matter, is taken from a late
issue of the New York News :
The 21union carpenterswhowere struck
against by the Board of Walking Delegates
yesterday on the new Produce Exchange
Annex are indignant, and haveretaineda
lawyer to look after their interests. They
assert that there is a conspiracy against
them.
The menhavedrawn up a long statement
giving their sideof the story. It is to the
effect that Delegate Schultz of theUnited
Brotherhoodof Carpentersand Joiners did
not live up to the constitution of the
BrotherhoodDistrict Council whenhe first
ordered them on strike. A clause in the
constitution says that no strike shall be
ordereduntil an effort has first been made
to settlethe grievancewith the boss. The

carpenterssay that Delegate Schultz never
tried to settle the grievanceaboutwages,
and whenthemenstruck theydid not even
know the reason.
The men have consulteda lawyer, and
they now threatento go backto work, and
if theyareinterferedwith by theboard they
say they will go to thecourts and getout
an injunction restraining the board from
ordering a sympatheticstrike. In spiteof
this threat, however,the strike took place
yesterday.
The 21carpentersalsoclaim that all this
trouble is solely for the purposeof throw
ing them out of a job so that personal
friendsof thedelegatesmay securework.

Character of Organizations.

Builders generally, in discussing the
character and work of the National
Association of Builders, are prone to
consider the organization in a relative
light and to compare it with other or
ganizations with which they are
familiar. The methods of operation
of other organizations which deal only
with a particular branch of business
are so familiar to the majority that
it is difficult to place the proper valua
tion upon the work of the National
Association without basing the stand
ard of value upon a comparison with
the results achieved by other organiza
tions. The latter, in the building
trades of the country, deal with the
conditions affecting only one branch,
and occupy in it, the position of execu
tor for the purpose of applying
methods and practices operative only
in the business of that trade. The
meetings of such organizations are for
the pnrpose of informing the members
upon specific questions which affect
the_ trade ; methods of construction,
action of materials under given condi
tions, &c. The existence of such
organizations is of great importance
to the trades which they represent, for
they come into actual contact with the
conditions which prevail in a given
trade, and are the instruments by
which reforms and improvements are
secured.
Separate trade organizations create a
preconceived idea as to the character of
associated effort which makes it diffi
cult for many to comprehend wherein
the National Association of Builders
differs from other organizations acting
in the same general field. Carrying
out the simile just used, its character
might be epitomized as that which
gives point to the "instruments by
which reforms and improvements are
secured." Its work is entirely the for
mulation of principles upon which its
filial bodies and the separate trade or
ganizations of the country may base
their action. It has nothing whatever
to do with the mechanical part of
building, methods of construction, &c. ;
it lives only to find and show to the
builders of the country the true princi
ples which underlie their business re
lationships with each other, with their
workmen and with their clients. The
finding and formulating of these prin
ciples comprehends their preparation in
such form as shall make them applica
ble to the business of eachseparate trade.
The results of the work of the National
Association are given to the builders in
such form and so stripped of preten
tions phrase, so reduced to simplicity,
so axiomatic that they seem but the

natural outgrowth of reason and the-
instrumentality of their presentation
is lost to sight. By the very nature of
its work the association frequently
fails to receive its due of credit from
the less thoughtful ones who profit by
its existence, for such persons absorb
the principles uncovered by its recom
mendations, and, because of their sim
plicity and naturalness, forget the
source from which they were received.
Action has been made possible num
berless times In local organizations
because of the knowledge afforded the
members by the work of the National
Association, and yet that knowledge
has been so unostentatiously conveyed
that it has been accepted as the result
of experience in many cases and the
formulator left unconsidered in the-
resnlt. .

ORGANIZATIONS CONTRASTED.

The difference in the character of
the National Association of Builders
from that of other organizations is
aptly put in the following from T. A.
Randall, secretary of the National
Brick Manufacturers' Association,
which appeared in a recent issue of'
the Clay Worker, of which Mr. Ran
dall is the editor :

The National Association of Builders is
somewhatdifferent in its organization and
methodsfrom theN. B. M. A. The former
is essentiallya delegatebody, and its ex
ternal relationswith architectsand others
with whom its members do business is
morespecific and tangible than is the case
with the clay workers. Furthermore, its
work is not of that technical character
which affordssucha distinguishing quality
in our association. It dealsmoreparticu
larly with businessmethod;, local organi
zation and affairs of that generalnature.
To say that theassociationhasdonea good1
work in introducing the Uniform Contract,
systematizing methodsof arbitration, and
in a broad way making the businessof
building a better, safer and moresatisfac
tory one, is stating what every one ac
quainted with the history of this associa
tion already knows. It is a wonderful ex
emplification of the power of trade and
businessorganization.

At the World's Columbian Exposi
tion there was exhibited a plank 16-
feet 4 inches in width, which was re
garded as something of a record
breaker in its line. At the Midwinter
Fair, held in San Francisco, Cal., is a
plank 16feet 8 inches wide and 7 feet
in length. The section of log from
which it was cut was set endwise on
the carriage, and the immense plank
dropped with a band saw. It is un
doubtedly the widest plank ever sawed.,
as some of the biggest planks produced
have been hewed out.

The clients of a certain architect re
quested him to design for the house he
planned for them a revolving sideboard,
to be circular or oval in shape, with a
double front, one front in the dining
room and the other in the butler's
pantry. By this arrangement itis sup
posed that dinners can be served with
greater convenience and rapidity. On.
one side the waiter may arrange his
dishes in the sideboard after each
course, while the butler, who is on the
pantry side, puts the food for the next
course in place, all ready to serva.
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Economizing Shop Space.

In every well ordered shop one of the
first essentials is to have a place for
everything in the way of tools and ap
pliances, but where space is limited
no little ingenuity is necessary to ac
complish this ana yet have everything
so arranged as to be readily accessible.
This applies with special force to such
things as awkward ladders and un
wieldy scaffolding, which are difficult
to store away in such a manner that
they can be reached in a hurry. A cor
respondent tells below how hemanages
in a shop where space is limited. He
says :
I present herewith, for the consider
ation of jour readers, my method of
storing ladders and scaffolds from 20 to
28 feet long. As the space in the shop
was limited, a novel idea cameto mind,
namely, to make the necessary hooks,
bands and rollers, and store the ladders
or scaffolds underneath the floor beams,
or, in other words, hang them beneath

1, indicates a stationary hook made of
A1 'i inch band iron, twisted half
way around, as shown, and screwed fast
to the wooden beam. M is a twisted
hook fastened to the beam with one
long wood screw, which acts as a pivot,
and allows the hook to be swung out
ward when desired. To hang a long
ladder, say 25 feet in length, the brack
ets D and D and hooks M and L would
be placed about 20 feet apart. To slide
the ladder between the ceiling with
hardly any trouble whatever proceed as
follows : Raise one end of the ladder up

Law in the Building Trades.

I

Fig. 3.—SpruceLifter.

Right of a Sub-contractor to File Lien.
The right of a sub-contractor to file
a lien upon a building is not affected
by a default on the part of the prin
cipal contractor in failing to keep his
agreement with the owner, norj by an
agreement between the owner and
principal contractor, subsequent to the
one under which he began work, and
of which he had no notice, wherein
the principal contractor undertakes to
deliver the building to the owner free
of all liens.—Cook vs. Murphy, Su
preme Court of Pennsylvania, 24 At.
Rep., 630.

Recovery Without Architect's Certifi
cate.

Under a building contract, making
payment conditioned on the architect's
certificate that the work has been sat
isfactorily done, a certificate can be
properly demanded, and recovery had

FLOORLINE
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FLOORLINE
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Fig. 1.—Front andSectionalViews of a Ladder Hanger, Hung Crosswiseto the Beams.

FLOORLINE
FLOORLINE

HINGED

Fig. 2.—Fiont andStctionulViews of a LadderHanger, Hung Parallel to the Beams.

EconomizingShopSpace.—Illustrations ShowingMethodof SuspendingLadder Hangers.

the ceiling. The illustrations herewith
presented will show how this was accom
plished. In Fig. 1 is shown the front
and sectional views of a ladder hanger,
the ladder being placed at right an
gles to the beams. A, in the sectional
view in Fig. 1, indicates the woodan
beam ; B, the sectional view of the ,»

s

x 1J inch band iron bracket, which is

screwed against the beam A as shown ;

D and D show the front elevation of
the brackets, screwed to the beam C.
The width of the ladder J being known.
the brackets D and D are spaced ac
cordingly, so as to allow the ladder or
scaffold play room to slide in or out, as
shown. E represents a |-inch iron rod
placed through the brackets D and D as
shown.
By boring or drilling two £-inch holes
at each end of the rod E, two pins, H
and H, are placed in it to prevent the
rod from slipping out of the brackets
when putting up the ladders. Before
placing the rod E through the brackets
a f-inch gas pipe (inside measure) is

flipped over it
,

as shown at F, and
forms a roller, which lightens the work
of sliding the ladders in place. L, Fig.

from the floor until it rests upon the
pipe F

, Fig. 1, then raise the other end
of the ladder, being careful always to
press toward the pipe F, asthe tendency
is to slide out ; now, holding it up at
arms' length, obtain a spruce slat ljs

3 inches in thickness and long enough to
reach the ceiling, have a groove cut in
one end of the slat, as shown in Fig. 3,

and placing the groove under one of
the rungs of the ladder, raise it slowly,
always pressing toward the pipeF, until

it sets in the stationary hook shown at

L in Fig. 1 ; now press the hook N for
ward by means of a strip of wood to
the position M, which securesthe ladder.
When taking down the ladder or
scaffold the same operations should be
performed reversed. Fig. 2 shows the
front and sectional views of a ladder
hanger, the ladder being hung parallel
with the beams ; whereas in Fig. 1 the
ladder is hung at right angles with the
beams. The only change required in
this case is that the brackets shown at
D and D in Fig. 2 require twisting, as
shown, and the hook shown at M in
Fig. 2 must be hinged so as to allow it

to work back and forth.

on refusal thereof, only where there
has been a substantial compliance with
all the terms of the contract, and there
remains nothing further to be done in
relation thereto which it is practicable
and reasonable to require to make the
job a finished and complete one.—
Craig vs. Geddis, Supreme Court of
Washington, 30 Pac. Rep., 396.

Material Lien in South Dakota.

A sub-contractor who furnishes ma
terials, lumber or labor, not to the
owner but to the contractor for the
erection of a new building, under
the provisions of sections 5469,5470,
Comp. Laws, can acquire and enforce
a lien on the building and on the in
terest of the owner of the real estate
on which the building stands, to the
extent of the value, or the price agreed
to be paid by the contractor for the
material, lumber or labor furnished.
It is not the contract between the
original contractor and the owner
which supports the lien under the
statute, but it is the use of the ma
terials and work upon the premises—
the putting of them into the building
and attaching them to the freehold—
whereby the owner is benefited by
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them, which entitles the party furnish
ing them to a lien to the extent of their
value.— Albright vs. Smith, Supreme
Court South Dakota, 51 N. W. Rep.,
590.

Mechanics' Lien on Electric Light |
Plant.

An electric light company who have
a franchise to occupy the street of a
city with their poles, wires and lamps,
and are engaged in furnishing light to
the peopleof the city, are not so distinct
ively public in their nature and oper
ations as to exempt their property from
the application of the mechanics' lien
statute. —29Pac. Rep. affirmed. Badger
Lumber Companv vs. Marion Water
Supply, Electric Light & Power Com
pany, Supreme Court of Kansas, 30
Pac. Rep., 117.

Construction of Building Contract.
In a building contract it was stipu
lated that in case of the failure or un
reasonable delay of the contractor to
provide the necessary labor and mate
rials to complete the work by a certain
time, in the judgment of two archi
tects named, then the other party to
the contract might, after three days'
notice, provide other labor and mate
rials and complete the work. The
contractor could not lawfully be
stopped from proceeding with his
work in constructing said buildings,
upon the judgment of said architects,
where the judgment of one was based
solely upon what the other had in
formed trim, and not upon his own
examination of the premises and a
proper inquiry into the facts constitut
ing such default on the part of the
contractor. He was entitled to the
benefit of the joint judgment of the
architects, based upon a full knowledge
by each one of the facts which con
stituted such default, especially where
the examination of the condition of
affairs called for a personal examina
tion of them as a condition precedent
for the exercise of the discretion and
judgment of each architect. —Benson
vs.Miller, Supreme'Court of Minnesota,
57 N. W. Rep., 943

Intermediate Cause of Injury
Disregarded.

A firm of contractors and builders
were engaged in performing certain
work upon a building. In connection
with this work they erected a derrick,
which was held in position by means
of "head" or "back "ropes attached
to the building, and a guy rope extend
ing through the derrick and across the
street in different directions, the ends
being fastened to posts on the opposite
side. Their work being tempo
rarily suspended, this derrick was bor
rowed from them by another con
tractor, for the purpose of putting in
place some lintels upon the samebuild
ing. In using the derrick, the one who
borrowed it did not detach the guy
rope from the post to which it was
fastened across the street, nor was it
otherwise changed, except slightly in
direction, from time to time, by loosen
ing the back ropes as the derrick was
moved one way or the other along the
front of the building. He completed
the work in about lour hours during
one forenoon, and replaced the derrick
in the precise position, as nearly as pos
sible, it occupied- when he borrowed it,
tightening the guy rope and leaving it
as he found it. Four days subsequent
to the return of the derrick the pro
jecting hood of a dairy wagon came in
contact with one end of the guy rope,
and the driver was violently thrown to
the ground, receiving fatal injuries.
Suit was first brought against the man
who borrowed the derrick to recover
damages on account of the alleged
negligence causing the death, but upon
trial of the cause verdict and judgment

were given in his favor. Afterward
suit was instituted against the first men
tioned firm, basing the same on their
alleged negligence in connection with
the guy rope, and a trial took place,
resulting in verdict and judgment for
the sum of $4500. Where a sufficient
and independent cause operates be
tween the wrong and injury, resort
should be had by the sufferer to the
originator of such intermediate cause.
But when there is no intermediate
efficient cause, the original wrong must
be considered as reaching to the effect
and proximate to it. The inquiry,
therefore, always is whether there was
any intermediate cause disconnected
from the primary fault, and self oper
ating, which produced the injury.
What is the proximate cause of an in
jury—whether it be the original negli
gence of one party or the intermediate
negligence of another party —is ordi
narily a question of fact for the jury, to
be determined from the minor asso
ciated facts and circumstances. Com
pensatory damages for negligence
causing death are the estimated ac
cumulations of the deceased during
the probable remainder of his life if he
had not come to an accidental death,
having reference to his age, occupa
tion, habits, bodily health and ability.
—Hayes vs. Williams, Supreme Court
of Colorado, 30 Pac. Rep., 352.

A Fallen Celling.

Bslow we give a letter from a corre
spondent which contains some useful
information:

The following experience in replacing
a fallen ceiling may be of interest to
some of your readers: The hallway in
an ordinary city dwelling one morning
was found to be littered with a tot of
plaster that had fallen from the ceiling
above. Appreciating the wealth of
dirt that would accumulate in putting
up a new plaster ceiling, a search was
made for some more suitable material.
In visiting the houses who make a spe
cialty of interior wood decoration it was
found that anordinary strip ceiling with
a hardwood finish, put up complete,
would cost from 50 cents to 60 cents a
square foot, and if something more or
namental and elaborate was desired, of
a panel character, the cost would ap
proach $1.75 per square foot. The next
search was for something of the Lin-
crusta Walton or papier machi order,
and here it was learned that it would be
necessary to replaster the ceiling pre
vious to the use of any such material,
and after the ceiling was plastered, the
cost of material, the labor of putting up
and the cost of decorating would make
such a ceiling cost from 35 cents to 50
cents a tquare foot.
The search was continued for some
thing in sheet metal, which was found
to be adaptable without any labor be
ing spent on the old ceiling. What
were called furring strips would be re
quired to be nailed to the j >istsand
wood work, and the sheet metal panels
would be fastened to these furring
strips, saving all the labor and dirt in
tearing down the old ceiling, and the
claim was made that after it was in
place all joints would be covered, so
that the ceiling would be of the same
finish as if it had been of molded
plaster and frescoed. The designs
seemed to be almost unlimited in vari
ety; borders and friezes with coves and
cornices provided everything that could
be desired for such a purpo3e. With
all this variety to select from it was
found that a ceiling put up, decorated
and finished complete, would cost from
15 cents to 25 cents per square foot, ac

cording to the character of the design
and distance of the building from the
dealer's shop. An argument in favor
of the metal ceiling was that the Lin -
crusta Walton would be permanently
destroyed if a fire occurred in the room
above and the water soaked through,
and the same was true of wood. It
was also stated that cracks and warp
ing from the ordinary heat of the house
were sure to follow the use of a wood
ceiling. A fire in the room above with
a metal ceiling might destroy its finish
from water, but repainting would leave
it in as good condition as in the first
place, while a considerable fire might
occur on the floor below without pass
ing beyond the metal ceiling.
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Evening Classes.

As the season of evening class in
struction draws to a close there must
come to many a young man who has
profited by it a clearer realization of
his opportunity in life. He will see
that what he is and what he may be
'depends almost entirely upon his own
-exertions. He appreciates more fully
than ever before not only the pleasure
of possessing knowledge, but perhaps
even now has learned how it profiteth
-aman to be wise. But a man can no
more acquire knowledge by a mere re
ceptive process without exertion of his
own than he can gain strength without
exercise. Thanks to the generosity
and the foresight of individuals and
various organizations, there can now
be obtained in almost any town or
city of moderate size evening class in
struction in at least the rudiments of
an education, and that without ex
pense to the pupil, while in the larger
<ritiesfree courses may be attended in
drawing, the higher mathematics,
manual training and designing, and
such other instruction may beobtained
as will thoroughly equip an ordinary
mechanic for a responsible position.
Doubtless many a draftsman or head
•designer can trace his progress back
to a humble beginning in an evening
drawing class. But even this general
instruction is being supplemented by
more detailed courses in certain de
partments, either in day or evening
classes. To a young man who has his
•evenings to himself there can be no
reasonable excuse if he lacks a fair
rudimentary education. It all depends
upon his own determination and per
sistency.

SelfEducation.

Even to the young man deprived of
the advantages of evening class in
struction there is still an opportunity
to perfect himself by home study.
True it is that such study is difficult,
progress is far less rapid and there is
much more excuse for failure than is
the case when the student is subject to
the encouraging influence of others
studying with him under competent
instruction. But on the other hand,
once mastered, the subject is his by
right of conquest who wins single
handed. It is impressed on his mind
as it could never be had the struggle
been less severe. Success in home
study is, to a large degree, measured
by regularity and method in all that is
.done. One hardly appreciates the loss

(if such it can be considered) of giving
.half an hour a day to study, and yet in
a year—Sundays and holidays excepted
—this foots up the equivalent of about
20 days of eight hours each. Enough
time, it is evident, if taken in the ag
gregate to very considerably increase
one's store of knowledge. It is related
that John Tyndal's success began with
his determination to devote all of his
spare time to study, and so earnest was
he in this effort that he arose for this
purpose at five on the morning of the
first day after he made this resolve and
continued so to do for many years.
One of the benefits of home study lies
in the fact that it is generally impossi
ble to proceed to more advanced study
until that in hand has been mastered,
so that there is a continued incentive
to perfection in each day's work.
Above all things the course of study

should.be clearly mapped out and per
sisted in. There should be no cursory
reading, no skipping or slighting be
cause the matter is not clear. There
likewise should be no attempt to begin
the course with studies too advanced.
Arithmetic must be fully compre
hended before algebra is attempted,
geometry should be at least reasonably
well understood before a course in
drawing is entered upon, and to those
who desire to study the languages
English grammar is a first requisite.
Books can be purchased at reasonable
rates, and but few are required at a
time by the home student, so that the
real expense of his study need not be
great.

Instruction by Correspondence.

As something between the evening
class instruction and unaided individ
ual home study there are gradually
arising correspondence schools and
courses of study conducted entirely by
correspondence. The remarkable suc
cess of the Chautauqua circle in a line
and by a method somewhat similar is
evidence of the possibilities of an ex
tension of the method. University
extension is destined to do much along
the higher lines of study, while less
pretentious courses are likely to be
presented to the mechanic and the
artisan. Such a plan is that of the Cor
respondence School of Mechanics,
which furnishes text books of its own
preparation, conducts the instruction
by mail and awards a diploma or cer
tificate upon passage of the requisite
examinations. While it is extremely
difficult for a student under such a
method to properly present in writing
to the instructor the points that puzzle
him, and perhaps as hard for him to
understand the explanation that is
written in reply, nevertheless there is,
1, a direct benefit in the necessity of
clearly stating upon paper the existing
difficulty ; 2, a consequent indirect in
struction in English composition ; and,
3, an advantage in having the in
structor's reply permanently recorded

where it can be read and reread until
the meaning is clear. Of course, such
instruction by correspondence cannot
be furnished without charge, but in
the case of such schools or courses as
are already in operation the expense
is by no means excessive. In fact,
the cost of an education by any one of
the three methods here presented
should not, and to a determined young
man will not, be a serious hindrance.
If he is sufficiently resolute to attempt
and persist in a course of study hewill
somehow, even by serious self denial
in other things, set aside the means to
accomplish the end he has in view.
He will make of himself a better, a
nobler, a wiser and a more capable
man.

American Ideas Abroad.

The builders of Glasgow, Scotland,
are endeavoring to establish a builders'
exchange as the term is understood in
the United States upon the lines fol
lowed by such organizations in this
country. Early in March a meeting of
representatives from the various
branches of the building trades met in
Trades Hall, Glasgow, for the purpose
of listening to an address on builders'
exchanges by Col. J. R. Bennett, and
to take preliminary steps in the estab
lishment of an exchange. The speaker
explained that- during a recent visit to
the United States he had observed the
satisfactory and efficient operation of
the exchanges, and set forth the gen
eral lines and principles upon which

they are founded. He outlined the
constitution of one of the principal ex

changes here and advocated the crea

tion of an organization of a similar

character. Subsequent action by the

Glasgow builders indicates that the
value of the American form of organi

zation has been recognized and the

benefits to be derived therefrom ap

preciated sufficiently to warrant the

establishment of an exchange.

Manual Training Schoolat Cleveland.

The new building which is to accom

modate the Central Manual Training
School, in Cleveland, Ohio, was re
cently thrown open for use. Its inte

rior arrangements and general design
are after plans prepared by the princi

pal, William C. Skinner, to whose un
wearied efforts a large share of the

credit for its erection is due. The
building is of white sandstone, hand

some in appearance and surmounted
by a high tower. It is divided into
three general subdivisions on the

two main floors and in the base
ment, and a large number of win

dows afford perfect illumination to the

various classrooms. Among the de

partments on the main entrance floor

is that of wood working, which in

cludes a pattern shop containing 25

lathes of latest design. This shop will
accommodate 25 boys at one time, and

four classes will be taught in a day.
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The machine shop, equipped with en
gine lathes, planers, shapers, drillers,
milling machines, &c., is on the same
floor. The second floor contains the
carpenters' shop and drawing room,
each of which will hold a class of 25
boys at a time. The smiths' shop oc
cupies one-half of the basement, with
a score of modern forges. The other
half is given up to the power, heating,
lighting and ventilating apparatus.
The heating and ventilation are well
provided for. A large fan run by a
small auxiliary engine draws in the air
from outside and through a screen
which separates from it the particles
of dust. The air is then passed
through a system of steam pipes,
which heat it to the desired tempera
ture before it is sent through the build
ing.

Mediation and Conciliation.
An effort is now being made in this
city which, if carried into successful
operation, is likely to prove of no little
benefit to employers and workmen in
all branches ot business. A number
of persons, all of whom, by nature and
familiarity with the practical applica
tion ot economic principles to the re
lationship of employer and workman,
are peculiarly well adapted to the pur
pose, have formed what is called the
New York Council of Mediation and
Conciliation. Among the members
are Bishop Henry C. Potter, president ;
John E. Bogert, secretary ; Hon.
Seth Low, Edward King and C. R.
Lowell. Two other members from
the building trades will probably have
been added by the time this issue
reaches our readers. The objects of the
council, as set forth in its constitution,
are to promote amicable methods of
settling labor disputes and the preven
tion of strikes and lockouts generally.
The council is not to constitute itself a
body of arbitrators, except at the ex
press request of both parties to a dis
pute, signified in writing. The coun
cil is to be composed of five members
and shall have power to enlarge its
number or to fill vacancies. This proj
ect is eminently practical and follows
the line that has already proved so
beneficial in other localities. The
standing of those who compose the
council is a sufficient guarantee of the
quality of the work it is capable of
undertaking. The purposes declared
are a recommendation in themselves
and should secure for the council
plenty of opportunity to demonstrate
the wisdom of conciliation and the
need of intelligent mediation between
employers and workmen.

Local Building Operation! in March.

It was hardly to be expected that
building operations this spring would
make anything like a favorable show
ing as compared with the work pro
jected in the corresponding period of
last year. But the figures are not at
all discouraging. In fact, the returns
of the Building Department of this
city for the month of March show that
there is considerable activity in the
building line and that not a little new
work is contemplated. Superintend

ent Brady reports that during the
month named he approved plans and
specifications calling for the construc
tion of 241new buildings, involving a
total estimated cost of $3,523,520,and
for alterations to 231 structures Of
various kinds, at a total estimated ex
pense of nearly half a million dollars.
For the month of March last year ap
plications were approved for *,he erec
tion of 306new buildings, estimated to
cost $6,273,270, and for alterations to
be made to 271buildings of varying
descriptions, at a total estimated cost
slightly exceeding $800,000. These
figures indicate that the amount of
building projected in the month named
was a trifle more than half that for the
same month of last year.

Evening Classesfor Mechanics.

The Young Men's Institute of New
York, Y. M. C. A., located at 222 and
224Bowery, New York, is an institu
tion doing splendid educational work
in the line of instruction and assist
ance, in both general and technical
knowledge, to the young mechanics
of the city, by means of evening
classes which are growing in impor
tance every year. They have been
found to fill, in a very satisfactory de
gree, the educational requirements of
a large number of young men em
ployed in various trades, who are anx
ious to widen their knowledge or sup
ply the deficiencies in their early men
tal or mechanical training. During
the seasonof 1893-94,just brought to a
close, 635 young men have availed
themselves of the advantages offered
by the institute for a very small fee.
These youths have had the choice of
11 different courses of study, which
include such valuable practical sub
jects as freehand, mechanical and
architectural drawing, carriage draft
ing, penmanship, bookkeeping, short
hand and typewriting, arithmetic,
steam engineering and electricity, and
it is a gratifying circumstance that so
many young mechanics have embraced
the opportunity. The mental and
moral value of such work as is being
carried on by the Young Men's Insti
tute is obvious.

Unlit to Sell.

Not very long ago there appeared in
an issue of Harper's Weekly an article
dealing in such a way with the subject
indicated by the title above, that it
is of more than passing interest to all
connected with the building trades.
It reads as follows :
When any one, knowing whereof he
speaks, says of a house, " It was built
to sell," the term condemns that house
as completely in the minds of persons
of intelligent experience as the de
tection of a grievous flaw in the title
to a piece of real estate would con
demn that property. No one wishes
to buy real property unless the title be
entirely perfect. This is the case, not
withstanding the fact that the pur
chaser in possession may be able to de
feat all efforts to dispossess him. But
a flaw in a title is a dreadful agency
.of depreciation. The owner of such
property has difficulty in borrowing
on it ; he has even greater difficulty in
selling it. And so with a house built
to sell. It gets less valuable all the

time, and the owner has ec^atpersonal
experience of that gratifying increase
of wealth that Mr. Henry George calls
the "unearned increment.'' And yet
nearly all the houses in any rapidly
growing town were built to sell.
Such is the case in New York and
such has been the recent case, we are
told, even in so ancient a city as Rome.
It seems almost incredible that the
building speculators should in these
days have flourished in the Eternal
City, but such has been the fact ; and
this fact has not been at all to the ad
vantage of the town in which the Pope-
and the Italian King hold rival courts.
In New York, in Chicago and in Brook
lyn these speculators, with their houses
built to sell, have done very great harm
in many different ways. They scamp
their work in every possible way in
which, by so doing, any expense may
be avoided and thereby they defraud
the ultimate purchaser. But besides
this they work a great wrong in show
ing to artisans and mechanics that
money can be safely made by dis
honesty. When an artisan is no longer
permitted to take a pride in the in
tegrity of his work, his labor not only
loses its nobility, but a good share of
its respectability.

FAULTY CONSTRUCTION.

Houses built to sell are not only con
structed in defiance of good morals,
but nearly always in opposition to good
taste. The effort appears to be to con
fine the expense of building to those
parts that will show, to those parts
that will attract the notice of ignorant
purchasers. And in their roguery
these building speculators appear to be
wise, for singularly enough such houses
appear to sell most readily. But th«
purchaser has the beginning of his ex
perience sadly and soon. The plumb
ing is defective, the flues will not draw.
He hires mechanics to correct these
faults. Then he learns that the plumb
ing is cheap and insufficient and that
the flues are not large enough. A little
while ago a lady paid $35,000 for a
house near West End avenue, New
York. The house was tastefully de
signed and skillfully arranged. It was
a pretty little house and was advertised
by the building speculator as a " bijou
house." There were places for open
fires in each room—tiled fire places—
and the good lady laid in a quantity of
hickory logs against the cold weather.
When the nipping frost cameshe lighted
her fires ; they would burn a little, but
the smoke came out into the rooms
instead of going up the chimneys.
One day she saw the architect passing
and called him in. He listened to half
her plaint, and then coolly told her
that the fire places were not made for
fires, but for ornament, that the flues
were too small, and that if she must
have fires she would have to use gas
logs, and then he gayly went his way.
Now this lady had been moved no
little in making up her mind to buy
the house by the presumed fact that
she could have open fires in all the
rooms. When she took further advice
she learned that flues could have been
properly constructed in the first place
by an increased expense of $200; for
her to do it would cost $2000. This
was as plain a case of heartless rob
bery as though the building speculator
had raised the black flag of piracy and
had taken her money by force.

THE REMEDY.
But the purchasers have a protection
before if they have no remedy after
the transaction. It is an easy thing
to employ an architect or engineer- to-
report on the character of the con
struction, just as we employ a lawyer
to examine the title. Without such
advice it is a safe rule to decline to
buy any house that has been built to
sell, for building to sell means more
frequently than not building to cheat.
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RESIDENCE AT SOUTH BEND, IND.
LOCATED

upon a commanding site,
20 feet above high-water mark
and overlooking the St. Joseph

River, stands the private residence
which is the subject of our supple
mental plate this month. The build
ing was completed not long ago for
Lucius Hubbard of South Bend, Ind.,
from designs furnished by O. H. Dir-
ham, architect, of that place. The floor
plans show in a very comprehensive
manner the general arrangement which
has been followed, while the eleva
tions and details give a good idea of

covered with Pennsylvania block slate
in cut patterns for half the area, while
the remaining portion is plain. The
walls are sheeted outside with I16D.
& M. stuff put on diagonally, while the
inside walls are sheeted with 1x6-
inch material, closely fitted and made
continuous from sills to rafters. All
the outside walls are sheeted with
Monahan's double ply parchment and
finished with 4-inch beveled lap siding
of clear poplar. The siding extends
to the second -story window sills,
above which point dimension shingles,

woods with linings of 1 x 6-inch D. &
M. white pine laid diagonally. The
finish of the vestibule, front ball and
stairs is in quarter sawed white oak,
the parlor in mahogany, the library,
dining room and chamber over the
front hall in cherry, the second-story
ball and front chamber in plain sawed
red oak, the east chamber in black
walnut and the chamber over the din
ing room in hard maple. The kitchen,
butler's pantry, rear stairs, bathroom
and rear bedroom on" the second floor
are finished in long leafed Southern

Front Elevation.—Scale, '* Inch to the Foot.

Residenceat South Bend, Ind.—0. 11.Dirham, Architect.

the construction and appearance of
the building. From the architect's
specifications we learn that the found
ations are of field stone, rock faced
ashlar above the grade lines, while the
partition walls in the basement are of
brick, 8 inches thick. The first and
third floor joists are 2 x 10 inches, the
second floor joists 2 x 12 inches, the
ceilings in the two stories cross furred,
12 inches between centers, while the
studding is 2 x 4 inches, doubled at
all necessary places. The rafters are
2x6 inches and the hips and valleys
2 x 10inches, doubled. The chimneys
have all flues lined with glazed flue lin
ings, those portions above the roof
being of pressed brick. The roof is

in plain and cut patterns, are em
ployed.
It will be seen from an inspection of
the floor plans that four large rooms
and a hall, together with commodious
pantries, are provided upon the first
floor. The main stairway rises from a
reception hall, while a rear flight is
easily accessible from the kitchen,
thus permitting servants to reach the
second-story rooms without passing to
the front of the house. On the second
floor provision is made for five sleep
ing rooms, a bathroom and ample
closet rodm, while in the attic, or
third story, is a sleeping room, work
room and laboratory. The floors in the
first and second stories are of hard

pine. The third story is finished in
soft woods and painted. All hardwood
finish is in the natural wood color and
polished. The doors throughout the
building are staved and veneered. All
the principal rooms have plate and
ornamental glass. The residence here
illustrated is piped for gas and wired
for electric lighting. The plumbing
fixtures are first-class throughout ana
the heat is supplied by a Howard fur
nace. The cost is given at $8,500.

Architects and others who keep in
advance of the times insist, says the
Philadelphia Record, that stone will be
more extensively used next season than
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everj before for residences, the craze
for mottled and colored bricks being
on the wane.

[.Remodeling the Front of a City
Dwelling.

A piece of work which is a credit
both to the architect designing it and

e by b
all inthe cost is not an all important con

sideration. The architect in the case
was Manley N. Cntter, who gives the
following particulars of the work done
and the manner in which it was carried
into execution :
Briefly stated, the work to be done
was the removal of all such parts of
the old front as were not to form a

new windows in fourth story and ceil
ing and walls made straight ; new
cornice and balustrade for bay win
dow and taking down, rebuilding and
repairing chimneys, skylights, parapet
walls and tin roofs ; the building of
the new front with St. Louis yellow
brick V% x 12 inches and Connecticut
brownstone ; rebuilding the face of
the side walls above the roof as far

Basement.

Third Floor.

SecondFloor.
First Floor.

Residenceat South Ben'', Ind.—Floor Plans.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

the contractors executing it was per
formed last summer in connection
with a private dwelling in the resi
dence section of this city, not far from
the lower end of Central Park. The
contract was executed in a little less
than two months and is a good example

part of the new one ; the recutting of
the basement stone work, the area
steps and walls : modifying the stoop
foundations ; constructing an entirely
new stoop portico, new entrance steps
and railings ; recutting and recarving
the entrance door ; new iron roof.

back as the rear line of front chim
neys ; repainting the sashes, window
frames, cornice and roofs, and erect
ing scaffolds and protecting all ex
posed portions of old building and ad
joining properties.
The work was commenced July 1 by
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covering the entire area, basement and
front stoop with 2-inch plank, taking
down the front portico and shoring up
the front to the third floor ; then an
unusually strong scaffold was erected
across the entire front from the base
ment to abont 10 feet above the roof,
the top protecting the workmen from
sun and rain. This scaffold was se
curely tied and braced, and all made
of large joists and heavy plank, bolted
and screwed together, made so as to be
easily taken apart. This was necessary,
mb the scaffold was constantly being
changed to meet the requirements of
the work. The next step taken was to
remove all the top weight possible,
shoring up from the scaffold all such

third story was complete. During this
period the carving was progressing and
the basement was recut, the new en
trance steps and rails were put in
place, the new iron roof and the upper
side walls were built. Then the top
balustrade and cornice were put np,
the chimneys rebuilt and all repairing
about the roof done. During this time
the new portico was put up, the paint-

cluding extensive repairs and alter
ations, was $42,039.98; done under
ordinary conditions the front could
probably be erected for $28,000. Con
sidering the lavish expenditure on the

I
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parts as required it. While this pre
liminary work was being done tbe
brownstone and brick work of first
story was removed and replaced with
new stone and brick, which had been
made ready during the preliminary
work, the drawings having been suffi
ciently advanced to permit this. The
second story was done in the same
way. The third and fourth stories
were started at the same time, and
when the fourth story was finished the

ing done, the front cleaned, the scaffold
removed and the new front was com
plete on September 1, 4fi davs from the
day the first brick was laid, without
entering the house except in a part of
the fourth story and without accident
to the workmen. The men worked
rain or shine and overtime, but no
night work. During this time there
were three tornados, but by care taken
with the shoring and scaffold no acci
dents occurred. The entire cost, in-

rest of the house and the large size of
the front —being about 80feet high and
33 feet wide with bay window —the
minimum cost was obtained.

In the days when coal was not so
common as it is now, it was the cus-
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tom throughout Aberdeenshire and very simple plan. Every morning fuel was needed. The -peat wasnot so
elsewhere in the north of Scotland to during the winter each boy was obliged much a gift to the teacher as an
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heat schools—and private houses, too, to bring to school a peat turf. The actual payment in kind instead of in
for that matter — by burning peat, peat was piled in a stack, from which fee, or in cash, for the heating of the
The schoolmaster got his peat by a it was taken to the fire place whenever schoolroom.
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Details of Window Frames.

Bracket for Overshot

MiscellaneousDetails of Residenceat South Bend, Ind.—Scale,1 Inch to theFoot.
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ARCHES IN CIRCULAR WALLS.*
SEMI ELLIPTICAL ARCH.

IN
Fige. 17, 18 and 19 are shown the
half plan, elevation and outside
face molds for a semi-elliptical

arch, the exterior bounding surfaces
of which are horizontal and vertical
planes, or, as they may be termed,
plumb and level surfaces. The face
molds for this arch are projected in
the manner already explained, as are
also the face molds for any arch
having a cylindrical soffit, no matter
to what order the curve at soffit
may belong, and from the explana
tions given above the figures will be
very readily understood. In the plan,
Fig. 17, the thickness of arch stones
is shown at F/, as in this example
they do not go through the wall, the
arch being backed up with brick,
so that in developing the inside face
molds the lengths f e, e 5, &c., at the
line/1,, are set off along the base line
instead of the lengths given at the
line H I, which in this case is the brick
line. Also notice the plumb and level
lines are in all cases drawn at the out
side face molds.

JOINT OR BED MOLDS.
In Fig. 21 is shown the elevation of
an arch having a cylindrical soffit,
situated in a circular wall, of which
Fig. 20 is the plan. In this figure R A
shows the half opening, and I / the
thickness of wall at center line. The
elevation is divided at A B, U D, E F,
&c., to correspond to half the number
of stones the arch may contain —in this
example seven. A B. C D, &c., are
equal to the width of the arch stones
at the outside face. Having drawn
the plan and elevation divide A B into
any number of equal parts, as 1 2,
and with R as center draw the arcs
1 7 and 2 8, cutting the joint lines C
D and E F at the points 3 4 and 56. To
project the bed mold required for the
bottom bed A B of the springer, ex
tend A, Fig. 21, into A, Fig. 20, and
with A as center and A B as radius
draw an arc, cutting the outside face
line at B', thus making A B , Fig. 22,
equal to A B, Fig. 21. From A and B
draw lines parallel to center line, cut
ting the inside face line at a b. The
section A a, b B, Fig. 22, is the re
quired mold for the bottom bed A B.
In order to make the operation —that is,
the revolving of the point B around A
as a center— clearly understood, it
should be stated that had a line been
drawn from B, Fig. 21, parallel to cen
ter line it would cut the outside face
line at S ; then A S would be much
wider than A B, C D, &c., of Fig. 21.
If the point D, Fig. 21, be also pro
jected into Fig. 20 in like manner, and
the patterns, &c., be developed and
the stones cut to the data given, we
should have an arch constructed
which, when viewed from a certain
point at the center line produced,
would present to the eye of the spec
tator the appearance shown in the
elevation. That is, the arch stones
at the outside face would appear to
be of an equal width and the width
as then seen at A B would appear to
be equal to I J. Yet this arch, when
viewed from other points either at the
left or right of the center line, would
present a very different appearance.
This is noticeable if the arch be situ
ated in a wall having a very quick
curvature — that is, the curve of outside
face be drawn by a short radius. By
rotating all points which may be pro
jected into the spring line between
the points A B around A as a center
into the outside face line, and project
ing the patterns from the data given,
we are enabled to construct an arch
the stones of which at the outside face

♦Copyrighted,1893,by Ed. W. Hind.

will be of an equal width. In the ex
ample here presented the points 3, 4, D
at the joint line C D, Fig. 21.projected
parallel to center line into 8', 4', D' at
the spring or opening line, are in like
manner to be revolved around A as a
center, cutting the outside face line at
3,4, D of the plan. To project the bed
mold for the joint C D, carry C, Fig.
21, parallel to ctnter line to C c, Fig.
20. Draw C D" square to C c, and from
the points 3, 4, D drop lines parallel to
center line, cutting C D" at 3", 4", D".
In Fig. 23 draw C c. making C D"
square to it. Let C 3" 4" D'' equal C
34 D of Fig. 22. With C as center
draw arcs as shown. Now make 3" 3,
4" 4, D" D equal to 3" 3, 4" 4, D" D of
Fig. 22. Through 3 4 D draw lines
parallel to C c. Make D d. 4 4'", 3 3".
Cc equal to D d, 4 4", 8 3". C c of
Fig. 22. Through the points obtained
draw the developed curves of outside
and inside faces. The section C c
d D will be the required pattern for
the top bed of springer, and the adja-

several projections of the points 1, 2,
6, 8, &c., at section Fig. 81—that is.
make K 6. K 8. K 8, &c.. equal to
9 8, 6 6, 5 5. * 1, Fig. 31. With the
center by which the curve of outside
face line is drawn describe arcs from
each point, as shown at 1 1, 3 3, &c.,
of Fig. 29.
To develop the pattern required at
bottom bed of springer, proceed as fol
lows : With A as center, and A 4,
A 5, &c., as radii, draw arcs, cutting
the outside face line at 4, 5, 7, &c.
From these points drop lines parallel
to center line, cutting the arcs 11, 33,
&c., at 1 2, 8 5, &c. The lines drawn
from A and 4 give the length 1 2, Fig.
32, of the sinking corresponding to
1 2 3 of Fig. 31; likewise the lines
drawn from 4 5 give the length 3 5,
Fig. 32. of the sinking corresponding to
8 5 of Fig. 31. Trace the curve
through the intersections given at 5, 6,
7, 8 and join 8 10 and the section is
complete.
To develop the section required at
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Arches in Circular Walls.—Figs. 17 to 19 Inclusive.—Half Plan, Elevation and
OutsideFace Molds for Semi-Elliptical Arch.

cent joint of No. 2, at the joint line
C D. In like manner Figs. 24 and 25
may be projected.
The molds projected as explained
above are those required for arches hav
ing a clean or a rock face. In the rock
face arch the curves give the direction
of pitching line, and in the clean face
arch the direction of cutting line,
which, together with the developed
soffit and exterior surface patterns,
give the direction for cutting the clean
race. Figs. 29 to 34 show the method
of projecting the patterns for an arch
having a molded face required in or .
der to give the direction of cutting
lines of each member at the several
joints. A very simple section has been
chosen, shown in Fig. 31. This is called
the square section, and is obtained by
a plane passing through the center of
keystone, for then, as before explained,
the faces and point are square to each
other. We will assume the plan and
elevation to be drawn, as before ex
plained, for an arch having a clean
face ; then placing the face of section
parallel to center line, and the soffit
line square to the center line, as
shown m Fig. 31, mark on the square
section. Divide the curved member at
any convenient point, as 5, 6. 7, 8.
Project these with the angle points of
the section, as 1. 3 2, 1011,&c., into the
center line : with R as center describe
the arcs 11 11, 9 9, &c. Now, from K,
at the center line of plan, set off the

joint G H of Fig. 30, proceed as fol
lows : From G 4, 5, 6, &c., drop lines
parallel to center line, G and H being
produced through the plan, cutting the
inside face line at the points g" h". The
lines produced from 4. 5, 6. &c., are
drawn to intersect the arcs 1 1, 3 3, 8 8,
&c., of Fig. 29, which are drawn from
corresponding points in Fig. 81 ; thus
4 is projected into the arcs 3 8 and 1 1,
meeting them, as shown at the points
3 2, while 5 is projected into 5 and 6
into 6, &c. Now draw G H' square to
G a". Fig. 29. In Fig. 34 draw G g",
making G H' square to it ; set off G
4', 5', 6', &c.. equal to G 4, 5, 6, &c.,at
joint line G H, Fig. 30. Make G 1,
4' 3, 4' 2, 5 5, &c.. equal to G 1, 4' 3,
4' 2. 5' 5, &c., of Fig. 29. Through the
points obtained trace the required sec
tion. The curved lines joining 1 2 and
35should bedrawn parallel to the curve
of outside face line, shown by dotted
line H G in Fig. 34. In like manner may
the sections required at the several
joints be developed, noticing that all
points projected into the spring line
R B between the points A B are to be
rotated around A as a center into the
outside face line. It will also be
noticed that in this example a check,
or rebate, g n m, Fig. 31, is drawn ;
also that a line, K" A' X, is drawn
upon the plan square to the center
line. We nave in this drawing as
sumed the window or door frame, as
the case may be, to be a straight one,
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similar to the frame which may be
built into any ordinary arch having a
straight face, and that K K" is the
distance the frame requires to be set
back from the face at the center line.
Now K" X being drawn through K"
square to the center line gives the pro
jection of the cutting line at the soffit
for the check in question.
To project the check at the bed
molds, proceed as follows : In Fig. 34
make G g equal to G g of Fig. 29 ; 4
of Fig. 34 being the projection of n m
of Fig. 31. By producing 4 parallel
to G g" we obtain the development
corresponding to m n of Fig. 31. Draw
g 4 square to G g, and the development

fi
r 4 4" of the required check is obtained.

In like manner the check may be pro
jected upon the several patterns.
In order to cut the separate stones
of which the arch may be constructed
in an expeditious manner we require,
in addition to the developed soffit and
bed molds already shown, other tem
plates. Fig. 27 shows a template, the

lines joining E' e, d D, Fig. 20, the
perpendicular night of which requires
to be equal to C F, Fig. 21. Stones of
the shape given in the plan admit of
their being plugged, or sawn one out
of another. First cut the soffit as for an
ordinary arch stone. To do this the No.

1 templates are brought into use, and
after having first roughed out the soffit
to the direction of the curve G E when
placed in a position square to the
element of the soffit, cut clean drafts
to the curve of No. 1

.

Do this in
such a manner that when the two tem
plates are placed parallel to each other
and to lines square to the element of
the soffit, the points K K being placed
over an element, as K. Fig. 35, the
curvature at the drafts will after one
or more trials coincide to the curve of
templates when the top edges P Q

are out of wind. What is meant is

clearly shown in Fig. 35. The line
K is drawn in such a manner as to
form an element of the soffit, the di
rection of the line being obtained by

which gives the width of soffit. The
bottom bed may now be cut
to the direction given by G H,
No. 2. Mark on the bed mold for
the joint in question, then cut drafts
at the exterior surface to the direction
given by the curve L M, No. 3, and
mark the lines from bed patterns,
applying No 8 square to the joints.
The exterior surface may readily be
cut in the same manner as the soffit.
Mark on the developed pattern for the
exterior surface in question. We have
now a line around the stone. If the
face is rock this line gives the direc
tion for pitching off the rock ; if clean

it gives the direction of cutting line.
Cut a draft around the stone to its di
rection ; then applying the straight
edge parallel to plumb line C F, the
face may be readily cleaned. At Fig.
37 is shown the manner by which the
soffit may be cut when the rough face
is square to the joint, and Fig. 36
shows the manner by which the beds
and soffits are cut to the direction

itg. 36
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Arches in Circular Walls.—Figs. 20 to 37 Inclusive.—Diagrams Showing Manner of Cutting the Stones.

.curve G E being drawn with a radius
equal to that by which the curve of
the soffit in the elevation is drawn.
The curve requires to be a few inches
longer than the one at the soffit of
the stones to which it is to be applied.
The outside of the template P Q is
straight, and may be drawn at any
convenient distance from the curve.
Two No. 1 templates are to be made
exactly alike, and the point K requires
to be marked at the center of each
curve. Fig. 28, or No. 2, shows a tem
plate commonly called an arch square.
The blade G H is straight and radi
ates toward the center, by which the
curve G E may he drawn. Fig. 26
.shows a template, the curve L M being
drawn by a radius equal to that of
the exterior curve B J.

CUTTING THE STONES.

The size of rough stone through the
wall, say for No. 2

,
is shown by the

setting a bevel to the angle D E' e
, Fig.

20. The points K K on the templates
are placed exactly over this line and in
such a position as to be square to the
line, as shown at A C and B G. Then
when the drafts coincide to the curve G
E, when the top edges are out of wind,
the proper direction at drafts is ob
tained. Applying the straightedge
parallel to K K. the soffit may very
readily be cleaned. Now mark on the
soffit mold, placing the edges of the
pattern parallel to K K. The direction
of the cutting lines required at joints
may be obtained by placing No. 2 to
the square lines A C and G B and mark
ing on the rough face the direction
given by G H. Cut the beds to the
direction given and mark on the de
veloped bed mold for the beds in ques
tion. If the top bed has been cut first
turn the stone and then cut the soffit
to the direction given by No. 2

. then
mark on the developed soffit mold,

given by template No. 2
. If the soffit

be cut first, cut the beds to the direc
tion given by radiating blade G H,
when the curve G E is placed square to
the joint lines at the soffit. When the
bed is cut first, the soffit is cut to the
direction given by curve G E, when
G H is applied square to the joint line
at the surface of the beds. When the
soffits are checked as at Fig. 31 to re
ceive the frame, the developed soffit
will give the cutting line, and the
check may be gauged from the soffit to
the depth required. In like manner,
if the frame fits against the inside face
of arch, the soffit mold gives the re
quired width and cutting line at soffit.
When the face of arch is molded, cut
the stones as above, after marking on
the bed molds. When the face is clean
and of a much larger surface than the
soffits or beds, it will be more expe
ditious to eut the face first.

{To becontinued.)
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

THE
generaloutlookin Bostonfor theap
proachingseasonis lesspromisingthan
it appearedearlier in theyear. New

work comesinto themarket slowly, and the
amount now open to competition is less
than theaverageat this season. It is stated
that only about 70 per cent, of the work
menare now employed. The BostonBoard
of Underwriters is considering the adop
tion of the following :
That the rule in relation to the valuing of
buildings he changed so that the master
builders,whoare to makean estimateof the
amount of insuranceto be guaranteedin
lieu of the useof tbe80per cent. Insurance
form, may n.vthe amount at what in their
opinion isBOper cent, of tbe true value at
the timeof making theestimate,insteadof.
as is now thecase,at the full value.
That policiescannot be held open await
ing a reduction in rate,but musthewritten
at tbe rate in force at the time the insur
anceapplies.

The trade school for apprenticesin the
plumbing trade, which has beenin opera
tion under the auspices of the North End
Union, is accomplishingan excellentwork.
The classes are required to study 16
different kinds of work in the regular
course,and after this hasbeen fulfilled ad
ditional work of an ornamental or less
ordinary character is given to the appren
tice. No apprentice is admitted for less
than a full course. Materials are supplied
without costabove tbe tuition fee,which
is *10. Tbe following, taken from an an
nouncementof the North End Union iu
referenceto the school,gives the position
of the apprenticewhen be has completed
his studies:'' The courseof studyismadeprogressive,
from the simpleto the complex,each step
overlappingthe next,and by thiscoursethe
pupil is enabledto acquire theprinciplesof
any trade more intelligently and in less
time than by the ordinary apprenticeship
system." It will be understoodthat thegraduate
of a trade schoolis not a full fledged jour
neyman. Facility and speedof execution
must beacquired by practice in tbe trade
itself. The tradeschoolis not a mill where
journeymen are ground out, but a place
wherethescience and practice of a trade
are fully taught by instructors selectedbe
causeof their skill in their own craft and
their ability to impart their knowledgeand
skill to others Thetradeschoolmovement
demandsthat as the various learned pro
fessions are taught in special schools, so
shouldcarpentry, bricklaying and plumb
ing be. Labor is dignified and elevatedin
proportion to tbe amountof skill and in
telligence put into it."

Baltimore, Md.
Reports from the builders of Baltimore
show thebuilding trades to be in goodcon
dition, as compared with that which pre
vails in many of theotherlargecities. The
membersof the Builders' Exchange are
nearly all busy and very little complaint
is found with thesituation. Thenew build
ing which is beingbuilt asa homefor the
exchange is rapidly nearing completion
and the membersare looking forward to
occupying it not later than June. Tbe
building is located in the most desirable
part of tbe city and is fitted with every
modern convenience,particular attention
having beengiven in its designandarrange
mentto the needsof theexchange.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
The Builders' Exchange of Cincinnati re
cently indorsedthe plan of having a local
Board of Arbitration to which shall be re
ferred for settlementall difficulties between
employersand employees. The local board
will probably beorganized immediately to
settlethe differences between tbe planing
mill owners and tbe hands. A committee
wasappointed to examine certain legisla
tive bills and act thereon.
The building outlook is summedup by
the members of the exchange by stating
that there are a great many bids being
made for the constructionof small dwell
ings, with the prospectof a seasonof about
the sameamountof building asat this time
last year.
The carpenters' union of Covington
wantedthe employersto sign an agreement
for 37centsan hour, to go into effectnext
year, but they would not agree to this.
They signed tbe scale in force last year,

which is 83) ĉentsan hour, or $3 for nine
hours. This to be in force for oneyear.

Chicago. III.

The building trades of Chicago are at
presentverymuchdisturbed,therebeingdif
ferencesbetweenemployersand workmen
in nearly every branch of tbe business. On
April 1 fully 10,000 men, representing
plumbers,painters, brick makers,machin
ists, brass, steeland iron workers, wereon
strike for higher wages or against a re
duction ordered by their former employ
ers. All the membersof the Journeymen
Plumbers' Association, from 12C0to 1500,
were out and several hundred members
of the Junior Plumbers' Association had
joined them.
The plumbersrefused to accepta reduc
tion in their wages from $3.75to $3.25and
$3a day, with a proportionatereduction in
the wages of the junior plumbers. The
plumberswerealsoasked to provide their
own furnacesin future. This is their first
greatfight siuce1836,whenthey struck for
an eight-hourday and won in less than an
hour.

The Brotherhood of Painters and Deco
rators sometimeagoadopteda new sched
ule of wagesfor this year. This provides
for a raiseof 5 centsan hour. The present
rate of pay is 30centsan hour and tbemen
want it raisedto 35cents.
The provisionsare as follows :
Eight hours shall constitutea day'swork
(betweenthe hours of 8 am. and 5 p.m.),
after which hour, in the eventof overtime,
work shall ceasefor at leastSOminutes.
All overtime shall bo paidat the rate of
time and one half, except Sundays,Christ
mas, New Year's Day. Thanksglvlrg Day
and Fourth of July. Those days shall be
paidat therate of doubletime.
The minimum rate of wages shall be 3)
centsper hour until April 1,1895.
The Central Building League,which is
composed of employers in the building
trades,hastakenaction looking toward a
general lockout in all thetradesexceptthat
of masonry. The bricklayers and stone
masons' union is under agreement with
the employersbasedupon the form of ar
bitration advocatedby theNational Asso
ciation of Builders, and the union has no
relationswith theother unions of thecity.
In the Builders and Traders' Exchange tbe
more prominent members seemed to be
averse to the lockout proposed by the
league,and protestedstrongly againstsuch
action as beingunnecessary.The plumbers
and painters, in both of which trades a
strike was in force,weremosturgent in fa
vor of a lockout. The general opinion
amongthemoreconservativeof the build
ers wasthat the lockout would fail for lack
of support,as there appearedto bemuch
differenceof opinion asto themeritsof the
action. If the- league lockout becomesuni
versally operativetheNo-Rent Association
proposesto put its principles into action,
which is to order its membersto stop pay
ing rent during the time they are kept out
of work by the boycott.
The fight of the bosses seemed aimed
wholly at the Building Trades Council,
claiming that it has inaugurateda system
of " sympatheticstrikes," which, if allowed
to continue,will bedestructiveto thebuild
ing industry or thebuilding contractors of
all the trades. In other words, the council
is composedof painters,plasterers,plumb
ers and allied building trades,and if any
oneuniongetsintotroublewith itsemployer
and strikes,all the other tradesback it up
and withdraw their men from work in the
eventof theemploymentof non-unionmen
te replacethe strikers.
The bossessaythey havebecomewearyof
thesetactics, and having been tutored by
the TradesCouncil havecombinedfor their
own protection—hencetheCentral Building
League.
Building operations continuedwith una
batedvigor up to the first week in April.
The total proposedcost, as indicatedby the
building permits, for the week mentioned
exceeded$1,000,000,as did the returns for
the precedingweek.

Detroit, Mich.
Secretary Guiney of the Builders' Ex
change of Detroit says mechanics in the
building tradeswill havea busyseason. A
large amountof building has been started
to take advantageof the low price of ma
terial.

The carpenters'unions of tbe city, which
have been more or lessdisturbed by fac
tional disputesfor the pastthreeyears,are
trying to establisha harmoniouscondition
in which united action can betaken for tbe
general welfare. One of the conditions
which, it is claimed,hasbeentheoutcome
of the lack of harmony is the exceedingly
low wages which prevail at present. An
effort is to bemadeto havethewagesin
creased. The bricklayers are seekingthe
restoration,on May 1,of theold wagesof
$3.50 per day. The men confidently ex
pect to securethe increasewithout serious
opposition.

Indianapolis. Ind.
About April 1theIndianapolis carpenters
struck for an increasein wages from 27}^
centsto 30centsper hour. About 1200men
were affected, and the contractors claim
that there are plenty of non-union men
willing to work. In speakingof the strike
ConradBender,secretaryof theCarpenters*
Associationand a prominentmemberof the
Builders' Exchange, said :

We are getting along all right, and have
more menthan we knowwhat to do with.
Wearewilling topay25cents an hour, but
will not pay 30. The statementmadeby the
men that we agreed to restore the scale
April 1is false. They declarethat thescale
wassuspendedfor thewinter becauseof the
hard times,ani that a mutual understand
ing existedto theeffect thatweshouldgive
themtheoldpriceagainin tbe spring. Cer
tain of tbecarpenters during the postwin
ter forced oneof thecontractors to pay 30
cents an hour. If such an agreementex
isted theywere tbe first to violate it, not
we.
The bosses,although they havetaken no
formal action in tbe matter, insist on the
classificationof workmen. They claim that
the inferior workmenare in the majority,
and that they brought on the strike, desir
ing to profit at theexpenseof the first-class
workmen,whomthecontractorsare willing
to pay30centsan hour.

New York City. N. Y.
The building trades of New York City
have beendisturbed during the pastmonth,
by factional disputesamong theworkmen.
About April 1the Board of Walking Dele
gatesordereda strike of all workmen on a
certain job. The delegaterepresentingthe
Brotherhood of Carpenters refused to or
der his men out, and thereupon was sus
pendedby the board. The latter then or
dered strikes on every job upon which
Brotherhood carpenters aere employed,
thus involving all tbe other trades to a
greateror less extent. After calling into
requisition the servicesof several promi
nent gentlemenasarbitrators, and seeking
to secure a settlementof somekind, the
board and the Brotherhood finally ar
rangedthematteramongthemselves.Con
cessionswere made on both sides, and
nearly all themenare at work again.
The subscribersto thefund for the erec
tion of a building, to beowned and occu
pied by the Building Tiades Exchange,
met at the rooms of the Building Trades
Club on March 30. The meeting waswell
attended,and action taken resulted in the
following announcement:

It was unanimously adoptedasthesense
of the meeting that the schemeshould be
prosecutedwith increasedvigor, and a de
terminedeffort madeto carry it forward to
ultimate success;for such purpose it was
decidedto postponethe permanentorgan-
iz.ttion of thebodyuntil a meetingwhich Is
to beheldon theUuthinst , andin themean
time theunder-mentioned,beingthe present
subscribers,were constituted a Committee
of the Whole,with an earnest requestthat
eachonesecureat leastone additional sub
scription prior to thecontemplatedmeeting.
With the impetusalready given to this un
dertaking, notwithstandingthe discourage
ments of a severe financial depression,
coupled with the usual apathy toward
any progressive movement, it Is possible
from thepreseutnucleus to very soonhave
an organization that will be thoroughly in
keeningwith themagnitudeof the building
industry in this city. It may requirefrom
eachsomesacrifice of time, and perchance
somepersonalcomfort, but when suchis to
result in the furnishing of a permanent
home,andsecuringof theprestigeto a com
mercialinterestwith which weall areso in
timatelyassociated,whyshouldwehesitate?

The namesof the subscribersto this fund
wereaddedto the foregoing, and included
someof the mostprominentbuilders in the
city.
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The members of the Building Trades
Uubrecently presentedSecretary Stephen
M. Wright with a beautiful bronzeasa tes
timonial of appreciation of his untiring
servicesin behalf of theclub and the entire
building fraternity.

Philadelphia, Pa,
At a recentmeetingof theMaster Build
ers Exchange of Philadelphia, Franklin M.
Harris, the new president,was introduced
by William H. Albertson, the retiring officer, and upon taking thechair solicitedthe
cordial supportof everymemberof theex
change. SecretaryHarkness read a com
munication from themanagersof theChilds-
Drexel memorial fund, suggestingthat the
memorial be a huge hall or building, in
which a board of arbitration is to sit to
hear complaints of all kinds, with a view
toavoiding strikes, lockoutsand other sim
ilar difficulties. The proposedhall is to be
under thecareof themunicipal authorities.
After the preliminary businesshad been'
dispatched President Harris announcedas
the subject for discussion,"The Benefitsof
the Nations! Association of Puilders."
Stacy Reeves. John S. Stevens, James J.
Ryan, Pol. Thomas Flood, John R. Wig
gins. J. Tnrley Allen, William S. P. Shields,
GeorgeWatson. John AtkinsoD, Joseph B.
Hancock, William T. Leslie and David H.
Watts took part in the discussion,which
was by far tooone-sidedto beexciting. It
was thebestattendedandmostsatisfactory
conference meeting of the exchangeheld
sinceits organization.
The building tradesare quiet at present,
it being reportedthat not morethan 60percent, of the workmen are employed.
Everything seemsto betranquil amongthe
workmen, with nothing to indicate any
probabledisturbancein the near future.

St. Louis. Mo.
The carpentersof St. Louis are seekingto
securetheestablishmentof a uniform rate
of wages with 40 cents per hour as the

minimum. Several small strikesoccurred
during themonth,but did not becomegen
eral or involve any other trade.
Repnru from the Builders' Exchange in
dicatethat organization to be in excellent
condition, and the membershoping the
building seasonmay provemoreprofitable
than it seemcto promiseat present.

Notes.
The builders of Carthage, 111.,are at
work on the preliminary stepsto the for
mation of an exchange. M. Flynn is
oneof thosewho are mostinterestedin the
movement.

The builders of Peterborough.Ontario,
have applied to the secretary of the Na
tional Associationof Buildersof theUnited
States for information as to thebestman
ner in which to set about the organization
of an exchange.

The Builders' Exchange of Bridgeport,
Conn., has adopted the by-lawsof one of
the filial bodiesof the National Association
of Builders, and will establish itself anew
asan organizationof value to the builders
of that city.

The exchangeat New Haven bas recently
bought a nroperty uponwhich it proposes
to build a homeof its own. The Wilmintr-
t-onExchange is also looking for a placeto
build.

The membersof the Builders' Exchange
of Springfield, Mass , met recently at the
Board of Trade rooms. They discussedthe
lien laws as referring to mechanics,and
favoredgiving themenwho furnishedma
terial for building the same chances to
make liens as the mechanic" possess. A
hill to carry out this ideawill beput before
the Houseat Bostonby partiesin that city.
The exchangewill takehold of thebuilders'
departmentof the Board of Trade and im
prove it in every way. incorporating as
many new ideas in the builders'and archi

tects'lines as possible. They will havean
exhibit of bricks, tile, &c., at the roomsas
soonas thematerialscan becollected.

The Master Carpenters' Association of
Oermantown, Pa., bas electedthe follow
ing officers: President, John D. Caldwell;
vice-president.Thomas W. Wright; treas
urer, A. S. Tourison; secretary, William
Garvin ; correspondingsecretary, William
C. Wright. It was stated at the meeting
that the t>estof feeling now exists among
thebossesand their men,and that the for
merare sincerelydesirous of betteringthe
interestsof the employees.The outlook for
spring and summer work, according to
statementsmadeby severalof thebuilders,
is encouraging,although thereis not much
on the boardsat present.

The Master Builders' Associationof Foil
River haselectedthe following officers for
theyear 1S94: President, John J. Murphy;
vice-president.C. H. Sears; secretary,John
Crowe; assistantsecretary,Albert Wagner;
treasurer, John J. Highlands.
Muncie, Ind., bricklayers are trying to
secure45cents per hour, last year's rate.
They haverefused35cents.

Fifteen hundred bricklayers in Bellaire,
Ohio, and vicinity are on strike against a
reductionof wagesfrom 40to 30 centsper
hour.

The carpentersof Montreal havesecured
a reductionof working hours to nine per
day. The wagesare 20centsper hour.

The stonemasonsand the hod carriers of
Wheeling, W. Va,, areboth having trouble
with theemployerson accountof reduction
in wages. The bricklayers are helping the
stonemasonsin their oppositionto a reduc
tion from 40toSOcentsper hour.

The lathersof Clevelandhave adopted a
minimum scaleof $2.50per day, and a con
tract price has been agreed upon at 2%
centsper yard.

A Notable Barn.

There has just heen completed at
Rhinebeck, N. Y., a barn which, in its
way, is probably the most notable in
the country. It belongs to ex-Vice-
President Levi P. Morton and is situ
ated on his stock farm at the place
named. In August, 1893, the struct
ure was destroyed by fire, since which
time the new barn has been built, em
bodying many improvements which
were not found in the old building.
The present barn is 297 feet long, 65
feet wide and 50 feet high, with an L
89 x 52 feet in size. The barn includes
besides three 500-ton silos, each 47 feet
deep, a tool and engine room, labora
tory and bathroom, grain bins and
ample hallways. There are also 120
common stalls and 46 box stalls on the
main floor, with an equal number in the
basement. The bays above the stalls
accommodate 400 tons of hay without
covering over the corridor and the
grain bins will hold 20 carloads of
grain. The basement is lighted and
aired by windows running to the bot
tom, while the air is kept pure by
means of box ventilators, running
from the basement and out of the roof
lanterns. These ventilators are also
used as chutes to convey the hay from
the loft to the main and basement
floors. The ventilation for the main
floor is by opening lantern sash. 78 in
number, and areattached to a shaft run
ning the whole length of the lantern,
while a perpendicular shaft runs down
to the main floor, operating six sash at
a time.
In constructing the barn, which was
erected by Ackert & Brown of Rhine-
beck, from plans drawn by architect
Dudley Newton of Newport, R. I.,
250,000feet of yellow pine timber and
250,000feet of spruce were required as
well as 310,000cedar shingles to cover
the roof and sides above the brick
walls. It required 330.000 brick in
addition to those which were available
from the old barn. The building is
box frame and gave steady employ

ment to 100 men, 70 of whom were
carpenters. 10masons and 20 laborers.
The main floor of the barn is made
of 2 x 9 spruce, tongued and grooved,
laid with planed side down. To this
was applied a coating of tar. which in
turn was covered with three-ply tarred
paper and then another coat of tar.
Upon this was laid the finished floor,
consisting of 1} x̂ 5-inch tongued and
grooved spruce. The basement bottom
is made of concrete 6 inches thick
with brick piers to accommodate
chestnut sleepers which support a
2-inch floor of spruce where stalls are
put in. fitted up the same as on the
main floor.

New Publications.

Greenhouse Construction. By L. R.
Taft. Professorof Horticulture and Land
scapeGardening at th« Michigan Agri
cultural College. Illustrated with 118en
gravings: size,5 x ~\4inches; 20*pages.
Bound in cloth. Published by Orange
Judd Company. Price, $1.50.

This volume is referred to by the
author as a complete manual on the
building, heating, ventilating and ar
rangement of greenhouses and the
construction of hot beds, frames and
plant pits. Mr. Taft has made at the
Michigan Experiment Station a care
ful comparative test of the various
methods of building, glazing, ventilat
ing and heating greenhouses, which he
was able to dowith scientific accuracy
by reason of his 15 years' experience
in greenhouse management, combined
with a large experience in greenhouse
construction and a careful study of the
methods employed by the leadingflower
and vegetable growing establishments
in the larger American cities. The
work is divided into 29 chapters, cov
ering in detail the various topics sug
gested by the opening sentence above.
Some of the illustrations are half tone
engravings from photographs of act
ual greenhouses and forcing establish

ments, and these, in connection with
the text, are likely to prove of no little
interest and value to those having to
do with work of this kind.

Guide and Assistant fob Carpenters
and Mechanics. By H. G. Richey.
Size, 6% x 9V inches; 177pages; illus
trated with 201engravings. Bound in
boardcovers. Published by William T.
Comstock. Price, $2.

The scope of this work is largely in
dicated by its title. Its pages present
a number of geometrioal and practical
problems likely to arise in the every
day work of the carpenter, together
with quick and easy methods of solu
tion. The use of the steel square is
described, while tables showing the
strength and weight of materials,
methods of framing employed, recipes,
&c., constitute features of interest and
value to members of the trades ad
dressed. The last chapter, of which
there are 20 in the book, is devoted to
legal forms of various kinds, ending
with a glossary of terms used in archi
tecture and building construction.

Penny as Applied to Nails.

Referring to the explanation that
the word "penny" is a corruption of
"pound," so that a 4d nail was origi
nally one of such a size that 1000 of
them weighed 4 pounds, a correspond
ent of the Ironmonger, London, says
that this explanation is new to him, and
instead of it, gives one entirely differ
ent. He states that his grandfather,
father and himself have been makers
and sellers of nails for at least 100
years, and they have always understood
that by 6d nails was meant the size of
nails that could be sold at 6 pence per
100,and in confirmation of this theory
states that up to this dav they keep
2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d. lOd, 20d, 24d nails,
which they retail in small lots at these
prices per 100nails counted out.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Length* of Braces.

From M. D. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.— In
the September number for 1893"J. C.
W." asks for a method of obtaining
the length of braces and how to cut
roof timbers without a draft or square
root, &c., as indicated by his sketches.
At A, Fig. 2, he shows a " 3-foot run
brace," the length of which he finds by
applying the square from 12to 12 three
times. This much he understands.
Taking this, then, as a starting point,
I will say that the sameprinciple in the

and twelfths of an inch, so we may
assume that inches represent feet and
twelfths represent inches. Now, lay
ing on the square (to the corner of the
timber if sawed, or to the line if hewn)
with 4 of the short blade and 12 of the
long blade on the line, the short blade
gives the first bevel at Y. Make a
point at 12 on the line and move the
square up until 4 on short blade comes
to first point. Apply the square in this
way 12 times. The last point gives
the exact length of the brace ; and by

Fig, a.—DiagramShowingwhereto Mark
Angles in Previous Figure.

Fig. 1.—Portion of End Bent of a Barn Frame,Shoving Methodof Finding the Lengths
andBevelsof Braces,Leaners,Roof Timbers,&o.,with the SteelSquare.

Lengthsof Braces.—Illustrations Made from SketchesSubmittedby "if. D. 8."
Pittsburgh, Pa.

use of the steel square, with somemod
ifications, may be applied in determin
ing lengths and finding bevels for
braces, leaners, rafters, &c. Having
for some years followed heavy framing
in nearly all its phases. I will try briefly
to explain the methods successfully
used by myself and others of "layiDg
out " timber.
The sketch, Fig. 1, embraces all the
problems submitted by ''J. C. W. ," with
some additions.and represents a part of
an end bent of a barn frame. B shows
a brace with a lean of 4 feet, extending
from the center of cap sill below to the
stress beam above, a distance of 12
feet, and intersected at regular inter
vals by a 4 x 4-inch railing. The first
problem then is to lay off with the
square a leaner brace with a run of 4
feet and a rise of 12 feet.
The divisions on one side of every
good square are duodecimal, inches

reversing the square to the same point-
and marking, we have the bevel.
The location and lines for the mor
tises for the railing are obtained in
the same manner. Suppose that, for
convenience, we divide the 12 feet
space into three equal parts : then
from sill to center and from center to
center will be 4 feet. The fourth and
eighth points made in laying off the
length of brace will be the centers of
mortises for the railing. The remain
der of the process of laying out the
face lines is obvious. Now. in laying
out the railing the space is 14 feet
from "out to out," as we say, with
the leaner standing in the center of
the cap sill. Deducting the thickness
of the outside post, and the one-half
thickness of the leaner (4 inches), we
have 6 feet left —the exact space be
tween on this line. Now, as we have
already learned, the leaner inclines

just 4 inches in 1 foot of hight, so at
the first 4-foot mark, it will require a
railing 6 feet -f- 1 foot 4 inches (four
times 4 inches), or 7 feet 4 inches, long
on the center line ; and for the top rail.
which centers on the eighth point, it
will require a railing 7feet 4 inches ^

f- 1

foot 4 inches (four times 4 inches again),
or 8 feet 8 inches long. By subtraction,
the short lengths on the other side may
be obtained.
Before taking up the next problem,

I will say to " J. C. W.," or any of the
readers of Carpentry and Building,
that if the principle involved in the
foregoing demonstration be thoroughly
mastered, then he will be able to apply

it successfully in that which is to fol
low or in cutting any brace or rafter
where the lines are parallel or at right
angles. There are some modifications
of the rule which it might be well to
note here. It often is possible to ab
breviate the operation by doubling the
run ; as in the instance above, we can
take 8 inches and 24 inches, and of
course apply the square one half as
many times for the same result. Or
suppose, as is often the case, that the
run was fractional parts of a foot or
an inch, say 4 feet 6 inches in a hight
of 10 feet 5U inches. Take 4A
inches on the short end and 10'^*
inches on the long blade, or double,
and we have 9 inches on the short blade
and 20f J inches on the long blade, &c.
The second problem submitted by
"J. C. W." is to lay out the roof
timbers of a barn without a draft.
Now, I would have him regard the
sketch accompanying this explanation
not as the process itself, but rather as
the verification or proof of the method.
In demonstrating the method of gain
ing the lengths and bevels for the roof
timbers, I have assumed that the
sketch, Fig. 1. represents a part of a
bent of a building 48 feet wide, and
that the roof is quarter pitch ; also,
that the center of the rafter A on one
side is the point from which we deter
mine the position of the roof stool, a
line let fall from which cuts the tie
beam at right angles and also divides
one-half of it into equal parts or crosses

it at the point F, 12 feet from the out
side H. The plate being 8 inches, and
allowing 2 inches more for depth of raf
ter at O,we have for the hight at A one-
half of 12feet, or 6 feet, to which we add
10 inches, the hight through the plate
and rafter at O, or 6 feet 10 inches,
which is A F. We proceed to lay out
the purlin post C, which is 8 x 8

,

and
for convenience in illustrating we will
suppose it to be 1 foot longer than
is necessary. The whole plumb hight
as we have already seen from tie at F

to A being 6 feet 10 inches, and as the
roof is- quarter pitch, the run will be
3/; inches on the short blade and 0 j 2

inches on the long blade. Proceeding in
the samemanner asdescribed before.we
apply the square with these points on
the line or angle, marking along the
short blade, which gives the heel cut X.
Apply the square in this way 12 times,
or treble the run to 10T8jinches on short
blade and 20tajinches on long blade, and
apply one-third of 12, or four times,
and the last point will correspond to A
in the sketch. But we must allow for
the depth of rafter and thickness of
purlin plate. Some allowance should
be made also for sizing of rafter, so
we assume the plumb cut of rafter to
be 6 inches at A, and before we remove
the square, drop back 6 inches from A
and make a point at L. Now, with the
awl remaining at this point, lift the
square and measure down the timber
and parallel with its face 8 inches,
which is the thickness of the purlin
plate. Square across at this point and
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we have the line for the top or shoulder
cut of the purlin post. While here we
will locate the mortise for the back
brace. The distance across the post at
X we find is 9 inches, and keeping in
mind that this is a quarter pitch roof,
it will require twice 9 inches, or 18
inches, for our imaginary line to pass
from A through the face of post to D.
In practice, lay the square with the 18-
inch point to A and tne9 inch point on
the angle of the post, and the angle of
the square gives D, the face and loca
tion of the mortise for the back brace.
The whole plumb hight from F to A
is 6 feet 10inches, but from A to D is
1 foot 6 inches, so we have for the run
of the back brace 6 feet 10 inches less
1 foot 6 inches, or 5 feet 4 inches. If
we set the brace at an angle of 45'
with the tie, the cut at E is a square
miter. In relation to the tie, the pur
lin post or line X A is at an angle of
68° and E D is 45°. Subtracting, we
have 18 for the angle at D, or one-
fifth of the quadrant (90°),or a cut re
quiring 4 inches on the short blade and
12 inches on the long blade. It only
remains now to lay out the tie beam.
For convenience, in practice, I would

the information give an example show
ing the method of working it out.

Cold Storage Buildings.
In the letter published last month
from "M. S. A.," Battle Creek, Mich.,
descriptive of cold storage build
ings, a slight error occurred in the
fourth line from the bottom of the mid
dle column, page 85. The text should
have read ••2,2, are 2x8 inch blocks
about 4 inches long," &c., instead of 4
feet long, &c.

Taking Wind Oat of Timber.

From A. W. W., Sudbury, Ontario. —
In answering the question from
"H. P. F.," Lapel, Ind., who asks how
to take the wind out of timber, I will
endeavor to present a plan which en
tirely does away with plumb spotting
the timber, which, especially in hewed
stuff, causes a loss of valuable time.
Referring to the sketches, Fig. 1shows
what is called a wind bate. In taking
the wind out of timber, two wind batts
are required. This wind batt consists
of a piece of board ^x4 inches and

small loop in the line. All four sides
of the timber may then be lined with
out moving the scratch awl. In taking
the wind out of timber in this manner
considerable time is saved, as one man
can take it out of wind and line it
without other help.

Trouble With Electric Bell.
From R. P., Huntsville, Texas.— I am
in trouble with electric bells, one
single stroke and the other vibrating.
The difficulty is that I cannot get a
blow hard enough. The vibrating is
not as strong as the other. I have
eight cells of dry battery and the ham
mers are on No. 14brass wires. The
size of the magnets is 1 inch in diam
eter by \% inches long. The core of
the magnets is ,7,,-inch in diameter.
Do you think the magnets too small,
and if so, how can I make them
stronger ? I want to know if in Fig.
5in Carpentry and Building for Febru
ary the small spring shown just below
the one marked E that strikes the
contact screw is of much use. The
spring seems to be of no use in the vi
brating beil, as it lies flat. On the

Fig. 1—A " Wind Batt.

a*
Fig. 3.—Showing " Wind Batts" Applied to a Pieoeof Timber.

Fig. 4.—End of Timber,ShowingAwl
Scratch Along Bottom Edge of
" Wind Batt."

Fig. 2.—Pieceof Timber with the " Wind " Taken Out andLined.

Fig. 5.—ShowingPosition of Steel
Squareon End of Timber.

Taking Wind Out of Timber.—Illustrations Submittedby "A. W. W."

trace a line across the face of the tim
ber at F, and in this case just 12 feet
from the outside of building or H.
This point corresponds with or is the
point in fact where our imaginary line
A F passes through. Measure off to
the right 5 feet 4 inches to E for the
face or toe of the mortise for the back
brace. Measure off to the left 3 feet
5 inches to X, which is the face of the
mortise for the purlin post C. After
having read the foregoing, " J. C.W.,"
or any other amateur, will see that to
lay off the rafter the square is applied
12 times from O to A with the points
6 inches and 12 inches, or six times
using the points 12 inches and 24
inches. Experience has shown that
this method, while reliable enough
where the process is thoroughly under
stood, grows more intricate aswe depart
from any regular pitch, as from one-
quarter, one-third, or one-half pitch,
and that, after all, in cutting a roof, it
is better to have a suitable board at
hand on which to make a sketch or
draft.

Figuring Stone Work.
From Carpenter, Baltimore. Md. —
"Will some of the prattical readers of
the paper give a method for figuring

vthe number of perch of stone in a
foundation wall, and also the number
of perch of masonry in a foundation,
say a wall 27 x 8 feet, 6 inches by 1
fobt, 6 inches thick ? I should be glad
to have the correspondent supplying

about 18 inches long. The edges of
the batt must be made parallel to each
other. Then a line is drawn down the
center, leaving 2 inches on each side
of the line, as shown in the sketch.
The brad awl is then stuck through
the bottom half for the purpose of
fastening to the end of the timber.
The wind batts are then stuck on the
ends of a piece of timber as shown in
Fig 3 of the sketches, half the batt pro
jecting above the timber. The opera
tor then sights over the upper edges of
the batts and moves either end until
the edges coincide. He then takes the
scratch awl and marks across the bot
tom edge of the batts at each end of
the timber, as shown in Fig. 4. This
completes one side. The rest is easy,
as in the other side the wind is taken
out by means of a steel square as in
dicated in Fig. 5. Place the inside
edge of the tongue of the square even
with the line made by the wind batt,
the outside edge of the blade being
even with the smallest place on the
outside of the timber. Mark with a
scratch awl down inside of the blade.
Move the square up 2 inches on the
timber and mark through to the top of
the timber. The latter is then out of
wind and the operator will proceed to
line it, as shown in Fig. 2, which rep
resents a stick of timber with the
wind taken out and lined. Stick the
scratch awl in the end of the timber at
the point where the plumb lines cross
each other, the awl being through the

single stroke bell there is no spring. I
have had these bells worked on three
times at an electrical establishment
where they were made, but with no
good result—simply a loss of time and
money.

Answer.— We assume from our cor
respondent's letter that his bells are
connected in series, and that the whole
current passes through each bell.
Eight cells of battery are entirely too
much and are liable to burn out the
contact points on the bells. The resist
ance of the magnets should be about
the same on each bell to have them
work properly —in other words, there
should be the same size and amount of
wire in the coils of each bell. The
size of his magnets appears to be
right, provided they are properly con
structed. The small contact spring
should be substantially the shape
shown in the cut, as referred to. Both
bells should have these springs, as they
not only admit of a more delicate ad
justment, but also prevent the adjust
ment being deranged by the hammer
like blows of the armature on the
screw. Four cells of battery, if in
good condition, should furnish an
abundance of power to operate these
bells. Never connect batteries of dif
ferent makes together. Take four of
the cells and test them. If our
correspondent has no galvanometer
this can be done with an ordinary
electric bell. Connect it by means
of short wires to the battery. If
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it rings sharply the battery is all
right ; if it does not, test each bell
separately in the same manner, to dis
cover which one is to blame, as one
weak bell in a battery of 50 would de
stroy its working power. If the bat
tery proves all right, close the circuit
and try the adjustive screw on the vi
brating bell. Turn it back until the
magnet will scarcely attract the arma
ture, then reverse and turn the screw
up slowly, and when the proper adjust
ment is reached the bells should ring
clear and regular. If this does not
remedy the trouble, test the bells sepa
rately. If all else fails, try connecting
the battery in multiple arc—that is,
connect all the negative elements with
one wire and all the positive with the
other. The bells may be wound for a
quantity current rather than intensity.

Plan of Stable.
From C. D., New York City. —I send
inclosed sketch showing plan for stable
in answer to the inquiry of " W. K.
T.," Houstonville, Pa., whose letter
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appeared in the issue for August last.
The sketch is so clear that very little
explanation is necessary.

tive durability of cut steel and wire
nails is up for discussion. I think
either will rust quicker than the old
iron nails " we used to have. " I quit
using cut steel nails for outdoor work
some years ago, because I thought they
rusted away very soon. I laid sawed
pine shingles on a large roof in this
city, using 4d cut steel nails and em
ploying two nails to every shingle.
Within three years the nails began to
rust in two in the middle and the
shingles to drop down. In five years
the roof was recovered with tin. It
was rather a steep shed roof and had a
Southern exposure. One great objec
tion to cut steel nails is the tendency
of the heads to fly off. Herewith 1send
samples of cut steel nails and wire
nails taken today (February 6) from
the bottom band of my shop sign,
which is just nine and a half years
old. The cut nails (steel) were driven
up through the band in the signboard,
while the wire nails were driven down
through the band into a 2 x 4, on which
the sign rested. The 4d steel nails held
the wall brace at the top of the sign.
These cut nails are steel and are like
any cut steel nails I have ever seen
after being out in the weather five
years. One of the wire nails is nearly
as good as new, but why I do not
know.
Note.—The nails sent us by the cor
respondent above are so thoroughly
eaten away by rust that with two ex
ceptions they are in small pieces. The
two named are intact as regards the
length, but one of the wire naiU is
badly eaten from its head half way to
the point, in one place it being so
nearly eaten through that a little effort
breaks it. The other wire nail, which
is the one specially referred to by the
correspondent, is in fairly good condi
tion, considering the number of years
it has been in use.

Durability of Wire Nails.
From F. C F., La Porte, Ind.—I
have been a subscriber to Carpentry
and Building for a number of years,
and take great pleasure in reading the
notes and queries from brother chips
the country over. I wish to speak
my piece about wire nails. One car
penter asked about their rusting out
on shingled roofs. I would say that
they have not been used here long
enough to satisfactorily answer the
question. I will, however, ask, What
are wire nails good for to the carpenter,
anyhow? They will split the wood
when driven near the end sooner than
a cut nail, and they will not stand a
last blow if the board is a trifle
warped, because they lose their grip.
For toe-nailing they are a fraud, and
will raise a studding from the sill if
you try to draw on them. For build
ing board sidewalks, the heads will
serenely bob up to the extent of %
inch in a few months, not to mention
a carpenter's hands being as black and
greasy as a machinist's, leaving finger
marks all over the wood work, while the
carpenter's nail apron is punctnred by
them until it resembles a hedgehog.
Let the cut nail fellows reduce the
temper in their nails so that the heads
will not fly off when driven home and
carpenters will go back to them.

apart. The front is about on the same
principle as a rolling top desk. It rolls
over a very small circle, but moves on
trucks, so that it works very easily.
It drops on the back part between two
partitions. When the photograph was
taken there were 122tools in the cab
inet. The rack which holds the chisels
moves to one side, and back of it is an
equal number of gouges.
Note.—From the photograph sent us
by our correspondent we have made
the engraving presented herewith,
which clearly shows the position of
the various tools and the general pro
portions of the cabinet.

Filch of Roofs.
From H. P. C, Prentice, Wis.— In
looking over the May number of Car
pentry and Building for last year I
notice several replies to " G. A. L ," in
regard to the pitch of roofs. I am

Tool Cabinet.
From J. F. P., Portland, Maine.— I
have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building for a number of years, and I
have seen presented a good many ideas
in regard to tool chests. I have a tool
cabinet in place of a chest, which I
think much better for a man who in
tends working any length of time in
one place. Ofcourse, if a manismov-

Pifch of Roof».—Diagram Submitted by
" //. P. C."

prompted thereby to send my ideaf
which is roughly conveyed oy the
sketch inclosed. " O. L. W." of Dal
las, Texas, says that he has found it
the rule to express the pitch of a roof
as the fractional part of the span.
Now, I claim it is the fractional part of
a quarter circle, as shown in the sketch
which I send. I do not wish to criti
cise, but I would ask " F. E. C." of
Marion, Ind., what pitch he would call

Tool Cabinetof "./. F. P.," Portland, Maine.

From G. W. B., Cincinnati, Ohio. —
I am glad the question of the compara-

ing about a chest is far better. Think
ing, perhaps, that some of the readers
of the paper might be interested in my
cabinet, I inclose a photograph show
ing its appearance when opened. It is
made of white wood and so put to
gether that it can be easily taken

a 5. 7 or 9 inch rise ? Most workmen
claim that one-half pitch is an angle of
45°. Will some one tell why this rule
will not work from the horizontal to
the perpendicular? In this part of the
country workmen are asked to cut the
rafter at an angle of 25°, 35" or 40°, aa
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the case may be. " A. W. W." sends
a sketch published in the May number
showing a one-third pitch to be 34°.

Design of a Hennery.

From S. C. C, Altoona, Pa.— The
poultry house illustrated in the ac
companying sketches was constructed
for John Lloyd of this place, and de
signed particularly with regard to
warmth, light and freth air for the
several varieties of fancy chickens on
his farm in the vicinity of Altoona.
The building, as will be seen from the
plan view, covers an area 12 feet 6
inches by 30 feet, and has a hight on
the square of 8 feet. Fig. 1 represents
the front elevation. Fig. 2, plan ; Fig.
3, a side or end elevation ; Fig. 4, a

building was constructed the same as
the right, which is shown in the illus
trations. The building is lined up to
the square hight, 8 feet, and is heated
by steam pipes running under the
floor four times the length of the build
ing. The contract for the structure
without steam pipe was about $250,in
cluding three coats of paint.

CrltlcUm of Floor Plan* of an
Ulcht-Koom Iloune.

From J. P. Kingston, Worcester,
Mass. —While I was satisfied with my
position in the Floor Plan Compe
tition, I cannot help thinking there
were others smarter than myself.
They have caught on to an idea of
which I did not think, else I might

on the first floor and 32 feet on the
second floor. No. 83, the winner of
the Second Prize, is 30 feet wide on
the first floor, and that not counting
the back steps ; while the second floor
is 31 feet, and so on. until we come to
the First Prize winner, which meas
ures 28 feet in width. No. 78 is 26feet
wide. All the above measurements
do not include any cornices or projec
tions of any kind ; and as before re
marked, I cannot see how the com
mittee could take some of them into
consideration for a lot 33 feet 4 inches
wide. It is more than I can compre
hend. ^
Personally I had four other plans
submitted, none of which measured
over 26 feet wide and less—and, by
the way, the plan I doted on most was

Fig. 1.—Front Elevation.
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sectional view, and Fig. 5 a detail of a
corner post. The partition which
makes the passageway is built over the
nests and in the middle of the partition
is a screen door. The wire netting
employed is galvanized and has a 2-inch
mesh. Adjustable posts are set on the
inside for extra partitions to separate
fancy breeds. The manure catch is
builc of Js-inch boards covered with
sheet iron. The nests are so built that
eggs or fowl may be taken out from
tne passageway and a sliding door ar
ranged to be pushed down in front of
the entrance to the nest, so that the
hen, if necessary, can be secured with
out getting into the coop proper. The
door to the nests, as shown, is hinged
at the bottom. The design here pre
sented was intended for a house to be
placed against a barn, but was changed
so as to be separate and apart from the
o thers ; therefore, the left end of the

have planned differently. It was in
putting the house on a corner lot, as
1 cannot see how some of them could
be used otherwise, judging from the
scale measurement. How any judges
could select some of the plans is a puz
zle to me. For instance, take No. 63.
I find it measures 34 feet on the first
floor and the second floor 33 feet, and
this without allowing for any cornice.
How can such a house set on a 33-foot
4-inch lot ? Either the owner would
be obliged to borrow land from his
neighbors, construct a tunnel, or go
through his house to get to the back
yard. The next widest one I find is
No. 65, measuring 33 feet. It had the
same number of votes as the one sub
mitted by me, and it was only 26 feet
wide. No. 46 is 31 feet on the first
floor and 32 feet 6 inches on the sec
ond floor. No. 5. the winner of the
Third Prize, is 30 feet 6 inches wide

Fig. 5.—retail of CornerPost.

not selected at all. It was marked" Exchange." I was more than Pur-
prised that it was not chosen when No.
2 and No. 78 were so nearly alike. It
may be that the engravings are not
made strictly to a ,'j-inch scale, and I
am in error as regards the measure •
ments I have mentioned. If so, I ask
pardon of the committee.
Now, about the prize plans. I want
to congratulate F. J. Grodavent on his
success, as his was one of the best
plans published, but I cannot say it
was better than my own. Mine had all
the conveniences his possessedand was
2 feet narrower, leaving so much more
of the lot vacant. I am sorry G. E.
Gilbey, the owner of No. 48, did not

fe
t a prize, as he certainly deserved it.

tad he only put a little more room in
one or two of his chambers, it would
have been one of the best, and then
there would have been left 5 feet 4
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inches of the lot. The next best plan,
I should say, was No. 66, possessing
good rooms and being only 27feet, thus
leaving sufficient space to enter the
house without trespassing on neigh
bors' land.
I should like to ask all who voted for
Nos. 83 and 5 if they took into con
sideration the width of the lot, or if
they put a rule on the plans to see how
wide they were. I do not see how
either could be built within 1 foot 6
inches of the line on one side, and that
would not leave room enough to do
the work on it, and then how much
room would there be left on the other ?
Not enough to carry a basket of coal
or put in a barrel of flour. The first-
floor plan of No. 83 is good, but the
second floor is very poorly arranged.
I cannot seemuch to commend No. 5.
The plans of Nos. 94 and 11are even
better than it or No. 83. In this State,
and in fact all the New England States,
they do not have lots less than 40 feet
wide and most of them are 50 feet, so
we do not often come in contact with
the difficulties experienced by building
on such narrow lots. This, I think,
accounts for so many votes from these
parts for my plan.
In reference to the plan submitted
under the nom de plume " Exchange,"
to which I have already called atten
tion, 1 would be pleased to see it pub
lished in Carpentry and Building in
the near future. Some may think I
am finding fault because I did not get
a prize. Not so ; for I was awarded
first prize in the Competition for $1000
Houses, and am satisfied with that. I
also take into consideration the fact
that the plan which received the most
votes was almost a duplicate of mine,
which, with the vote I secured, goes
to show that my plan was very popular
and as good as second best anyway. I
hope to hear from a number of the
readers of Carpentry and Building on
the merits of the several plans, as in
my opinion it will result in much good.
Note.—After a perusal of our corre
spondent's letter, one is very apt to get
the impression that the prime object
of a floor plan competition instead of
being the most convenient and eco
nomic disposition of the rooms, is that
arrangement which will give the great
est amount of space between the build
ing lines and the sills of the house
intended to be erected. It is perfect
ly obvious that in a building planned
to occupy nearly the full width of
the lot, larger and more airj- rooms
can be provided than where the dwell
ing covers but half or two-thirds the
space, for a gain in area about the
structure must, necessarily, be at the
expense of the rooms within. Just
what constitutes a proper ratio be
tween the width of a house and the
lot upon which it is erected, seems,
however, to be a debatable point, judg
ing from the drawings submitted in the
competition under discussion. In fact,
our correspondent states that in his sec
tion it is usual to have the building lots
not less than 40 feet in width, while
most of them are 50 feet, which it can
be readily seen would allow fur a com
modious dwelling based on the plans
published in the January issue, and still
leave considerable open space on all
sides. In other sections of the coun
try, especially in this vicinity, it will
be found that many suburban resi
dences come surprisingly close to cov
ering the entire lot, for where ground
space is so very expensive the width of
the site is usually but little, if anv, in
excess of that of the house. It is
therefore reasonable to suppose that
the sets of drawings contributed in the
XXIVth Competition were fairly rep
resentative of the customs and practice
prevailing in the localities from whence
they come. This being the case, it is
evident that what is regarded as satis
factory in one section is wholly out of
keeping with the views of those resid

ing in some other part of the country.
Individual preference might decree
more space between the house and the
building lines than was indicated in
some of the plans presented in the
issue for January, but there was
nothing in the conditions of the con
test to determine what this space
should be and the committee had no
discretion in the matter. So long as
the original drawings came within a
strict interpretation of the require
ments of the contest, and possessed
features of merit snfficient to warrant
a place among the selected twelve, the
committee had no justification in
throwing them out on the ground of
width. With regard to the scale of
plans, we may be permitted to state
that it sometimes happens, in the proc
ess of printing engravings, slight dis
crepancies occur which, in the case
of drawings to so small a scale as ^
inch to the foot, would readily account
for apparent inaccuracies in the pub
lished matter.
Our correspondent expresses sorrow
that the author of the set of plans des
ignated as No. 48 did not add a little
to the size of some of the rooms
on the second floor, and thus improve
his chances for securing a prize. We
are free to say, on behalf of the Com
mittee of Judges, that this remark
would apply with equal force to sev
eral sets of drawings which, if slightly
modified by their authors, would have
entitled them to a much higher rank
than they took in the final decision.
The committee, however, as stated
above, had no power to change or sug
gest, but basing their decision on the
merits of the case selected 12 sets
and left the readers of the paper to set
tle, by their votes, the question of the
several prizes. This they did in a way

plans, but favored -No.2 themore on
account of the arrangement of the first
floor and the facility with which par
lor, library and dining room could be
thrown into one when necessary.
Both plans, however, were popular
with our readers, as may be judged
from the aggregate vote cast for them.
We are glad to know that Mr. Kings
ton is satisfied with the hearty indorse
ment which his efforts received at the
hands of the readero of Carpentry and
Building, and to assure him that his
record is one of which he may justly
be proud.

Heating Greenhouse with Hot
Water.

From Olivek Twist. —Hot water heat
ing, like every other business,has its dif
ficulties, which can only be overcome
by experiment and thought. The diffi
culty in the casewhich is described and
illustrated was to continue the circula
tion of hot water past a doorway in a
greenhouse which is heated by wall
coils. An annex had been made to the
greenhouse, and the hot water boiler
then in use being thought too small to

properly heat it, in addition to what it
already bad to do, it was decided to
make a water back similar to that
shown in Fig. 8, which represents an
elevation and plan. It is made of five

Fig. 8.—Plan andElevation of Auxiliary
Heater.
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Fig. 1.—Section through Building, Showing
Methodof Passingthe Door.
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Fig. 2.—Plan of Greenhouse.

Heating a Greenhousewith Hot Water.—Illustration* Accompanying Letter from
"Oliver Twist."

which indicated careful study of the
plans presented and a thorough ap
preciation of the work of the committee.
Our correspondent also congratu
lates Mr. Grodavent on his success,
but seems to consider the plans receiv
ing the first prize no better than his
own, more especially as his possessed
all the conveniences of the prize win
ner, and were " 2 feet narrower, leav
ing so much more of the lot vacant."
All things being equal, we are inclined
to the opinion that more votes would
be cast for a plan showing reasonably
large and airy rooms, with little or no
open space at the sides of the house,
than for one in which the size of the
apartments had been sacrificed for the
sake of more room outside. Without
attempting to explain why more votes
were cast for No. 2 than for No. 78,we
can offer a hint, derived from letters
received from many of the voters in
the contest. Not a few of the writers
expressed a liking for both sets of

pieces of lj-inch pipe, connected with
elbows and headers, as showD. being 5

feet long. This is placed in the fur
nace at an inclination of about -J inch
to the foot at or near the top of the fire
box. This supplies about 600 feet of

1 inch pipe, arranged in wall coils five
pipes high, as may be seen by reference
to Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 2 shows a plan
of building in which can be seen the
location of boiler. Fig. 1 shows the
method of getting past the doorway
A 1| inch pipe is taken from the bot
tom of the header and continued down
to and across the floor, then up and into
the bottom of the header on the oppo -

site side of the door. From the top of
each header is taken a |-inch pipe,
which runs up to a hight somewhat
above the level of the expansion tank,
to allow for expansion of the water
without overflowing. This plan gives
entire satisfaction.
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TWO-STORY FRAME COTTAGE.

THE
accompanying engravings rep
resent elevations, floor plans and
details of a two-story frame cot

tage intended for erection near the
seashore and designed by Henry F.
"Wenzel of Waterbury, Conn. The
cellar extends under the entire house,
the underpinning being cut granite
with vertical joints. The hight of the

pieces 18 inches in diameter. The
bathroom and kitchen are wainscoted,
as shown in the details.
The author states that the cottage is
designed more especially for summer
boarders, and is so arranged as to ac
commodate from 25 to 30 at a time.
The sleeping rooms on the second floor,
which are five in number, are well

lighted and ventilated, and each has
opening from it a commodious closet.
The situation of the bathroom is also
such that it is readily accessible without
interfering in any way with the other
rooms on that floor. The attic is not
wholly finished, but can be trans
formed at any time, at small expense,
into a number of sleeping rooms.

front Elevation.

Section.

first story is 9 feet in the clear and of
the second story 8 feet. From the spec
ifications we learn that the first floor
joists are 2x9 inches, the second floor
joists 2x8 inches and the third floor
joists 2x7 inches— all 16 inches from
centers. The sills and cross sills, 4x6
inches ; the studding, 2x4 inches ; the
posts, 4x4 inches : the plates, 2x4
inches, doubled, well spiked together,
and on each studding ; while the raft
ers are 2 x 7 inches, placed 2 feet from
centers. The exterior face of the frame
.work is covered with hemlock sheet
ing, put on horizontally with all joints
cnt on the studs. Over this is placed
building paper, which, in turn, is cov
ered where indicated on the drawings
.with cedar shingles 5 x 18inches, laid
6 inches to the weather. With the ex
ception of the shingles the exterior is
treated with coats of white lead and
pure linseed oil.
The interior of the house is finished
with a hard white coat of plaster, the .
parlor and vestibule having a small
plaster cornice overhead, while all of
the rooms are provided with picture
molding. The parlor, sitting and din
ing rooms also have plaster center
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First Floor. SecondFloor.

Two-Story Frame Cottage.—Henry F. Wenzel,Architect, Waterlmry, Conn.—Elevation
and Section.—Scale,% Inch totheFoot.—Flans.— Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.
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Side (Left) Elevation.

Side (Right) Elevation.

Two-Story Frame Cottage—Elevations.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.
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Foot. Detail of Wainscoting.—Scale,H Inch
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Detail of Gable.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Cornice.—Scale.H Inch
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PRACTICAL HOUSE PAINTING/
By ARTHUR S. JHSNISTINOS.

FINISHING WOOD WORK.

THERE
is so much wood work at the

present day finished in what is
termed natnral finish — simply

stained and varnished —that it becomes
a problem of importance to know how
to finish it to the best advantage. Tak
ing ordinary pine, the first thing to be
done is to apply something that will fill
up the pores of the wood. Shellac is fre
quently used for this purpose and is
now employed for good jobs, but its
expense stands in the way of its being
used largely. Liquid wood fillers are
now almost exclusively employed for
ordinary work, and if a good filler is
used excellent results are obtained at
a comparatively small cost. It may
be explained that a liquid filler really
consists of a coat of varnish to which
has been added some pigment that will
fill up the pores of the wood. Silex
is sometimes used; also corn starch.
A single coat of liquid wood filler is
applied to the wood to give a substan
tial surface or filler and a coat of var
nish at the same time. The surface is
then lightly rubbed with sandpaper
and as many coats of varnish applied
as may be thought necessary—two
coats usually giving a good surface.
It is not a bad plan to add about one-
third of the liquid tiller to the second
coat of varnish, although this is not
very frequently done. The staining
of the wood may be done at the same
time as the first coat of liquid filler is
applied, this material being manufact-
tured in various shades under the title
of " liquid filler and stain combined."
The closer grained hardwoods may be
finished in the same way, but the more
open grained woods require the •appli
cation of what is known as the paste
filler. This may be purchased ready
made, and is thinned down with a lit
tle turpentine and applied with an old,
worn brush. After being allowed to
dry on for a few hours, all the paste
filler that remains on the surface is
scraped off with a hardwood scraper,
leaving the pores of the wood com
pletely filled. It is necessary to take
care to remove as much of the filler as
possible, as any that may be left on
the surface will cause a very un
sightly mark. A coat of shellac may
be applied on top of the filler, and then
as many coats of varnish as may be
desired.
Some painters prefer to make their
own paste filler, and the following
recipe is intended for such : Mix to
gether corn starch and boiled linseed
oil, to which has been added a little
japan dryer, until a thick paste results.
Reduce this with turpentine to a work
ing consistency. If the filler is to be
applied to a light colored wood no
color will be necessary, but for dark
ash or chestnut a little sienna may be
added, and for walnut, umber and a
little Venetian red. As soon as the
filler is applied it is well to go over the
surface with a broad bladed square
ended putty knife, as this will force
the filler well into the pores of the
wood, and by it may be removed dur
ing the same operation any surplus
filler that remains on the surface.
Some painters are in the habit of
using glue size for priming wood work
that is desired to be finished in natural
finish. The writer has seen an archi
tect's specifications in which glue size
was called for in very high class work,

and the architect, by the by, was gen
erally looked upon as a man of consid
erable practical knowledge. Glue size
is entirely unsuitable for the purpose,
not because it fails to give a good sur-

•Continued from puje92, April issue.

face for the varnish, but because it is
liable to be affected by variations of the
temperature. In hot weather it is too
brittle for the purpose, and a blow ac
cidentally given to the wood work will
cause a section of the varnish to chip
off owing to the brittle undercoat of
glue. In (lain])weather it is also found
to give uupleasant results.

FLOORS.

The method of finishing floors pre
sents a somewhat difficult problem, es
pecially where they are located in such
positions as to be subjected to great
wear. The finish for floors in painting
material* may be conveniently divided
into three—paint, stain and varnish
and wax. The best paint for the pur
pose is made of finely ground yellow
ocher mixed with litharge, emery and
boiled oil. The work should be primed
with oil and ocher, mixed very thin
and well brushed in, and then the
paint be applied, allowing plenty of
time between each coat. Two or even
three coats should be given, finishing
with a coat of elastic floor finish. The
proportions of materials used with the
paints may be as follows : 3 pounds of
ocher, 1 pound of color of emery and
1 pound of litharge ground in oil. This
mixture should be added to one part
of quick rubbing varnish and one part
of boiled oil ; turpentine may be used
for thinning, if necessary. Another
good paint for floors is made by mix
ing white lead and zinc white in the
proportions of two of the former to
one of the latter. In this case it is
necessary that ample time be allowed
between each coat ; in fact, the effi
ciency of the paint depends largely
upon the time given to it for drying.
Ocher or other color may be added if
desired. Many of the paint manufact
urers produce special floor paint,
and some of it is very good. The
simplest way of finishing a floor
by means of stain is to buy the stain
ready made, giving a single coat, rather
lighter in tone than is required for the
finish ; then putty up cracks and holes
with a putty to which some of the
stain has been added ; then give
another coat of stain, and when this is
thoroughly dry one or two coats of
Tarnish. The varnish used for this
purpose is specially made to resist the
action of water, and it is very neces
sary to remember that ordinary var
nish will not answer. A still simpler
plan is to add a little asphaltum to
boiled linseed oil ; the asphaltum gives
a slight brown tint to the oil, and the
result is a good surface, although not
s0 good as one that has beenvarnished.
Hardwood floors are best finished
with wax, beeswax dissolved in tur
pentine being used. This is applied
freely with a brush after the wood is
filled and polished with a long bristled
brush specially made for the purpose,
weighted with lead. On the Continent
of Europe, where wax polished floors
are seen in a state of perfection, the
custom is to wax them as frequently
as once a week. A little of the wax is
applied and then a brush is affixed to
each of the operator's feet, who waltzes
over the surface with great dexterity,
producing a high degree of polish
with great rapidity. For such floors
as receive an application of wax it is
well to leave a little of that article be
hind with the owner or tenant in or
der that he may polish them himself
occasionally.
Another method of finishing hard
wood floors, and a very good one, is as
follows : First fill the pores of the
wood with a paste fillpr similar to that
already described. Then scrape off

superfluous filler with a wooden
scraper, putty up holes and cracks
with a litharge putty and when dry
apply a coat of elastic varnish thinned
with turpentine. Then apply a little
wax with a piece of muslin and polish
with a piece of burlap or other suitable
fabric. Prepare the wax as follows :
Take two cans, one larger than the
other, place some water in the outer
one and put the smaller tin into it, as
though to melt glue. Shave off bees
wax with a sharp chisel into the inside
can and cover the shavings with tur
pentine. Set on a warm stove until
the wax is dissolved and the mixture
is of the consistency of butter, when it
is ready for use.

MEASURING FOR PAINTING.

Plain painting is usually measured
by the square yard or by the square of
100feet, and varnishing is measured in
the same way. Posts, balustrades, &c. ,
may be counted at so much each, and
cornices, lined work, &c., by the foot
or yard run. The following hints will
be useful in estimating : Two coats of
paint require from 6 to 9 pounds of
paint for every 100 square feet. 7
pounds being about the average. The
third coat requires about 3 pounds
more. The first coat on new wood
should have from 6 to 7 gallons of oil
to the 100pounds of lead, while the
second coat should have about 5 gal
lons. A gallon of linseed oil weighs
7'i pounds, and estimating that the
work will take 6 gallons of oil to 100
pounds of lead, every 100 pounds of
lead will make 145pounds of mixed
paint, the ground pigments for tinting
perhaps making it 150pounds, or 20
gallons. These figures are based on
the rules given by an old painter of
extensive experience and may be relied
upon as being accurate. The same
authority says, on the question of how
much time to allow : " The amount of
surface which one man can cover in a
day depends upon circumstances. To
such an extent is this the case that I
have known a man to work as hard to
do 200feet of work as he did at another
time on other and very plain work to
paint 1800feet, the difference being that
in the latter case he used his ' locomo
tives ' more. On the average of plain
ordinary work, probably 1000 feet is
about as much as most men will do.
I speak, of course, of the day of ten
hours."
In measuring blinds take the super
ficial area and add one-half ; allow 1
inch for maldings, % incn 'or beads
and 1 inch for cutting edges.
Measure brick work solid and de
duct one-half of openings.
Measure lattice work solid and
multiply by one and a half to three,
depending upon the class of work.
Of two colors in sashes, allow half
extra ; edges of shelves to be measured
three times.
Ballusters one and a half and three
times measurements.
For cleaning off new work add 3 per
cent, to the whole bill.
All work done over 2 miles from the
city limits and under 3 miles, add 5
per cent. ; over 3 miles and under 4
miles, 8 per cent., and over 4 miles.
10per cent.

Architects and others who keep in
advance of the times insist, says the
Philadelphia Record, that stone will
be more extensively used next sea
son than ever before for residences, the
craze for mottled and colored bricks
being on the wane.
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK/
IN
[installing a system of burglar
alarms, it should be born in mind
that it is both safer and more

agreeable to scare a burglar off
than to fight him off, and the sys
tem that will most successfully
accomplish this comes the nearest
to being perfection; at least, that is
the writer's view of it. Another
point to look after carefully is to con
ceal all wires, batteries, &c. Knowing
full well that the average burglar is
possessed of a great deal of ingenuity
and cunning, too much importance can
not be attached to this part of the work.
The writer has found burglar alarm
systems installed in quite pretentious
dwellings where the battery was set
on a shelf at the head of the cellar
stairway, and the switch placed on the
inside of the cellar door casing, with no
connection on the cellar door or win
dows. A burglar entering this house
through the cellar would at once divine
the object of this battery and switch,

persons to guard against. He is watch
ing your every movement, sneaking in
as you go out and sneaking out as you
come in, leaving no trace behind him
except the loss of what he has pilfered.
But this electric matting watches his
footsteps arid gives warning of his
presence. This is placed under the
carpet, and no sign of it is visible on
the surface. It can be put in front of
doors, under windows, in the center
of the room, on the stairway ; it can be
so placed that it will be impossible to
step from one room into another with
out causing an alarm. In order to
make the scaring off plan more effect
ual, where gas is used an automatic
electric gas burner may be included in
the circuit in each room, so that at the
first attempt to enter the house the
gas is automatically turned on and
lighted, and it is safe to say that any
burglar will take to his heels with the
ringing of a boll in the house and the
light of a gas jet flashing in his face.
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DomesticElectrical Work,—Fig. 9.- Burglar Alarm Circuit.

and if he was possessed of the slightest
reasoning power would, before pro
ceeding further, disconnect these and
keep silent the obuoxious bell. A
system installed in this manner is sim
ply ridiculous. It is worse than none
at all, for 'while the occupants are
sleeping in fancied security a burglar
may be ransacking the bouse, and next
morning burglar alarms in general will
becondemned as useless "fakes." The
writer cites this case in order that the
beginner in this class of work may
guard against committing a like
folly.
The battery, annunciator and switch
should be located in the chamber occu
pied by the head of the house. The
battery and switch can be placed in a
closet which opens into this room only,
so that nothing but the annunciator
need be seen, and in no other part of
the house should the slightest suspi
cion of a burglar alarm be visible. In
addition to the ordinary door and
window connections, electric burglar
alarm floor matting may be used. This
is an article that beats the craftiest of
burglars or sneak thieves. The latter
is perhaps the hardest of all dishonest

Copyrighted, 1893,by David Williams.

Fig. 9 shows a burglar alarm circuit
with five connections. The heavy
lines indicate the battery wire and
the light lines the return wires. The
dotted line indicates the wire running
from battery to annunciator to oper
ate the continuous ringing attachment
(with which every burglar alarm an
nunciator should be provided). A is
the annunciator and B the battery.
Where more than one opening is con
nected from the same room all the re
turn wires from that room should be
spliced together and but one wire run
to the annunciator and connected to
the name or number corresponding to
the room.
A switch must be connected to the
battery wire so that it can be switched
off to permit of the opening of doors
and windows during the daytime. For
window connections there is perhaps
none better than what is known as the
ventilating window spring. It pos
sesses the advantage of permitting a
room to be ventilated in warm weather
without interfering with the alarm. By
raising the window a little higher than
it is intended to be left and then draw
ing it down to the desired bight, say.
for instance, so that a man cannot
crawl through without moving it. the

alarm is in proper position. The win
dow can at any time be closed entirely
without in the least disturbing the
alarm, but the slightest upward move
ment of the window closes the circuit
and sets off the alarm.
The burglar alarm system just dis-
cribed is the one usually adopted for
nearly all classesof buildings, but there
are cheaper as well as more expensive
systems. A cheap, and at the same
time very serviceable system, may be
installed in the following manner :
Make a complete circuit about the
building with the wires. Use an ordi
nary electric bell (a large size, how
ever). Start one wire from the battery,
the other from the bell, terminating
their ends in one of the connections.
Now from each door or window con
nection run one wire and splice to the
return, and one to the battery wire;
then running a wire from the battery to
the bell completes the job. This makes
a very inexpensive alarm, and will in
dicate an attempt at housebreaking
just as effectually as a more expensive
system, the only inconvenience being
that there is nothing to indicate in
what part of the house the attempt is
being made.
The most perfect, and in some cases
almost indispensable, system is the
combination annunciator and auto
matic clock work cut out. With this
instrument the system may be so ar
ranged that where servants or others
arise earlier than the family the clock
work automatically cuts out the de
sired sections at any hour it is set for,
so that doors or windows may be
opened in such parts of the house with
out disturbing any one where the an
nunciator is located.

iTo hecontinued.')

A Curious Law.

A late issue of one of the leading
architectural journals of London, Eng
land, contained an item to the effect
that for something over 40 years
" builders, and especially contractors
for painting, would appear to have
broken an act of Parliament. This
strange fact was discovered by Dr.
Thomas, the coroner for the Padding-
ton district. At an inquest held on
January 2, on the body of a laborer
who fell from a window sill while en
gaged in removing a ladder, the cor
oner pointed out that ordering a man
to stand on a window sill was illegal.
Section 28 of 10 and 11 Vict., c. 89,
enacted that 'every occupier of any
house or other building, or other per
son who orders or permits any person
in his service to stand on the sill of any
window, or upon any house or build
ing within the said limits, is liable, un
less the window be in the sunk or base
ment story, to a penalty not exceeding
40 shillings (|9.60), or, in the discretion
of the justices before whom he is con
victed, to be committed to prison for a
period not exceeding 14days, and any
constable by virtue of this act shall
take into custody without warrant,
and forthwith bring before _a justice
any person who, within Mb view, com
mits any such offense.' The coroner
could not decide whether the act ap
plied to all England, to London alone,
or to the provinces ; but there was no
doubt that the prohibition was on the
statute book. The builder who had
employed the man said he could not
understand how work was to be done
under such conditions ; and as the act
has been allowed to fall into desuetude,
it would appear as if the authorities
were also of that opinion."
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OFFICERS.
President, Noble H. Creager of Bal
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Resolutions Adopted at the
Eighth Annual Convention,
Held In Boston, February
13-17. 1894.
The following resolutions will be is
sued from the office of the secretary to
all filial bodies and to such, other or
ganizations as may be desirous of ben
efiting by the same:

CODEOP PRACTICE.
Resolved,That all filial bodiesbe recom
mended to urge the use of the " Codeof
Practice" upon thearchitectsin their sev
eral cities, and that the architectsbeasked
to specifically state their objection to its
adoption, wherever objection exists, in
order that their position in thematter may
bedefinedand n basisestablishedfor future
consideration of the " Code" by the Na
tional Association.
Resolved,That for the purposeof facili
tating the improvement of the " Code of
Practice" advocatedby the National As
sociation,all filial bodiesberecommendedto
fully discussthe form and report their con
clusionsto the National Secretary, to form
the basisof future actionon thepart of the
national body.
Resolved, That a clause be incorporated
in the " Code of Practice " recommending
to the architectsthe justice of openingall
bids at a specifictimeand in the presence
of bidders.
Resolved, That the following clause be
addedto the " Codeof Practice :"
Where an entire contract hasbeenlet to
onecontractor all dealings, by the owner
or by bis agent,thearchitect, with thesub
contractors should be conducted through
the general contractor.
Resolved, That all filial bodiesbe recom
mended to secure some recognition from
their various city governments in the ad
ministration of their sundry building laws,
to the endthat thebuilders may co-operate
in the establishmentand maintenance of
safe and equitablebuilding laws.

EXCHANGEADMINISTRATION.
Whereas, The magnitude and character
of the work carried on by the builders of
the country is suchas toentitle thebusiness
to a place besidethat of any other avoca
tion in rank and dignity, and
Whereas, The standardof the fraternity

is bestconservedby the reputation of the
organizationswhich professto representits
best elementsand interests,and from the
personnel andmethodsof which the public
must form its opinion of theestimationin
which the builders hold themselvesand
their calling: therefore,
Resolved,That all filial bodies be urged
to use the mostrigid discrimination in the
admissionof members,requiring reputation
for honesty, skill, honorable dealing, as
prerequisites to membership,and that the
advantageof quality overquantity in mem
bership he earnestlyrecommendedto their
consideration.
Resolved, That each exchangebe recom
mended to appoint a committeewhosespe
cial duty shall be to watch theactionof the
Legislature in their various States, and to
combinewith thesimilar committeesof sis
ter exchanges in the sameStatesin oppos
ing legislationprejudicial to theinterestsof
the buildersand in assisting all legislation
looking to thecorrectionof existing evils.
Resolved,That the experience of every
localexchangewhich employsa regular per
manentsecretarywarrants theNational As
sociation in recommending to every filial
body that it secure the services of a com
petentsecretarywhoseterm of officeshall
be permanent and whose salary shall be
such as to enablehim to devotehis entire
time to prosecutingthe interestsof the ex
change.
Resolved,That all filial bodiesbo recom
mendedto urge theestablishmentof organ-
i/iu i<.usamong the separatetrades repre
sentedin their membership,for the adjust
mentof suchregulationsand rules for guid
anceas affectonly the separatebranchesof
the business.
Whereas,The standingof a builders' ex
changein thecommunity in which it exists
dependsuponits moral toneand reputation
for requiring, as prerequisiteto member
ship, skill and honorable dealing on the
part of its members,and
Whereas,The value of membershipin an
exchange is largely dependent upon the
reputationwhich the organizationbears in
the communityand theconsequentprestige
conferredby connectionwith it ; therefore,
Resolved,That any member being pos
sessedof information regarding infringe
mentof theby-laws and rules and regula
tions or dishonorable practice on the part
of a fellow memberwho fails to makecom
plaint of the sameto the administration or
to the proper committee,is in his conduct
asdetrimental to the best interests of the
exchangeas thememberwhohasbrokenthe
rules and regulations by which he has
boundhimself to abide.

'CHANGE HOUR.
Resolved,That the " 'Change" hour is not
advocatedasa regular daily meetingof the
membersof an exchangeat which attend
ance is requested,but is an opportunity
providedby the organization for transact
ing theentire businessof the day, in so far
asconcernsaffairs betweencontractorsand
sub-contractors, and between contractors
and dealers in building materials, leaving
the rest of theday free to bedevotedto the
prosecutionof the practical part of fulfill
ing contracts, " work on the job," &c.
Reso'ved, That it is theexperienceof all
filial bodies, which have established the
same,that a full attendanceof themembers
during the '"Change" hour is one of the
surest methodsof establishing thebenefits
of theexchangeform of organization as a
businessinstitution for businesspurposes.
Whereas, There is more or less general
complaint from the filial bodies of the
National Association that attendance of
members at regular meetingsand during
the '"Change" hour is small; therefore,
Resolved,That filial bodies which have
not already established the custom be
recommendedto hold all regularandspecial
meetings during the '"Change" hour, in
order that the membersmay be helped to
form the habit of visiting the exchange
roomsduring the regular hours designated
for daily meetings.

THE UNIFORMCONTRACT.
Resolved,That theNational Association
of Builders urge upon all its filial bodies

which havenot already done sothedesira
bility of definitely adopting the Uniform.
Contract as theofficial form recognizedby
the organization,and that appropriate^-
nouncement of the fact be made to all
architectsin the vicinity.

ARBITRATION.
Whereas, The National Association of
Builders advocatestheestablishmentof the
relationshipbetweenemployersand work
men upona basisof justice and equity and
recognizes that each have certain rights
which are inalienableand which shou'dnot
be questionedor assailed; therefore,
Resolved,That the inherent rights which
belongto the employersand those which
belongto the workmenare incapableof be
ing fixed by eitherside alone,and can/>nly
beestablishedthrough joint consideration
by the two.
Resolved,That for the purposeof facili
tating the improvementof the " Form of
Arbitration" advocatedby the National
Association, all filial bodies be recom
mendedto fully discussthe form and re
port their conclusionsto theNational Secre
tary, to form the basisof future action on
thepart of the national body.
UNIFORMFORM OP PROPOSAL.

_Whereas, Oneof the filial bodiesof the
National Associationhasdemonstratedjthe
possibility andfeasibility of establishingin
connection with the architects a uniform
form of proposal for furnishing material
and performing labor incident to theexe
cution of building contractsin conjunction
with thearchitects,and
Whereas, The establishmentand use of
such a form would facilitate the transac
tion of the building businessand simplify
theconditionsof competition; therefore,
Resolved,That the National Association
of Builders recommendto all its filial bodies
thedesirability of establishingsomemethod
of uniformity in this particular assuggested
by the following example.

FORM OF PROPOSAL.
AdoptedandRecommendedfor GeneralUse
by the Builders and Traders'Bicbange
of Milwaukee,Wis.

NOTICE.
This bid is given upon the following express

conditions,viz.:
1. All bidsare to bemadeknown upon'the
awarding of contract or within five ..days
of the openingof thebids.
2. It is expresslyagreedby the bidder that
hewill make contract for the price named
in bis bidwithin ten daysfrom thespecified
timeset for receiving bids.
3. Where the owner or agent demandsa
bond from the contractor the contractor
shall beentitled to a bond from the owner
or agent for the prompt payment of the
sums named in the contract, and for the
faithful performanceof such other condi
tions and terms asmaybeset forth in said
contract
4.Thecontractorshall be entitled to 5per
cent,on all materialsfurnishedbythearchi
tect, owner,or agent,uponwhich materials
theundersignedhasbid andcontracted for.
To Architects:
Theundersisnedproposetofurnishall theXA-
TERIALnndtoperformalttheLABOR
requiredfor the workof a M
tobebuiltfor Mr in accordancewiththe
plansandspecifications,for thesumof

Dollars. (I )
Dollars. (» )
Dollars. ($ )

Remarks
Name

Address

LIEN LAW.
Whereas, The lien laws of the various
Statesdiffer materially, and the conditions
existing in the various Statesare somuch
at variance; therefore,
Resolved,That it is inexpedient for the
National Associationto attempt any legis
lation on this subject ; but each exchange
connectedwith the National Association is
recommendedto examinecarefully the lien
law now existing in its State, and whereit
is not satisfactory to endeavor to secure
such changesas may, in the judgment of
theexchange,seemdesirable.
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Supports for Sagging Drawers

A simple yet effective device for pre
venting drawers from sagging when
they are pulled out is illustrated in the
accompanying engravings, which, with
the descriptive particulars following,
are taken from one of our English ex
changes, and therefore represent for
eign practice. Fig. 1 shows the de
vice as used in connection with a
drawer which approaches the square
in shape, the strips A A being attached
to the framing or casing, while B B
are pivoted to the bottom of the
draw through a slot. Of course it
is understood that it is not desirable to
attach one of these supports, or uphold
ers as they are called by the writer in
our contemporary, to a small drawer
or to one which is not intended to bear
heavy loads. The rails or supports
are made of hard wood and neatly
pivoted. Metal rails are much better
than the wooden ones, but the carpen
ter will prefer to use the latter, espe
cially as metal ones cannot always be

out in cardboard, and taking one of
the forms described, experiment as to
the best position to pivot the rails.

Wood Carving.

Some of our readers who have been
making inquiries recently with regard
to wood carving are likely to be in
terested in a paper on the subject read
by J. Daymond before the January
meeting of the London Architectural
Association. The paper was addressed
more particularly to those studying
for their profession rather than to
architects in practice and was pro
fusely illustrated by specimens and
plaster models, photographs, and also
by practical examples executed by
workmen at a bench beside the lectur
er's table. The speaker first referred
to the great antiquity of the craft of
the wood carver, and called attention
to the wonderful collection of speci
mens of wool carving to be found at
the South Kensington Museum. In

Fig.1.—Showing Position of Supports
when Drawer Is Closed.

Fig. 3—Supportsfor aWider Drawer.

Fig. 4.—Position of Supports with Drawer
Partially Open.

Fig. 2.—Position of Supports when
Drawer is Open.

Supports for Sagging Drawers.

easily obtained, while wooden ones can
easily be manufactured.
When the draw is pulled out, the
rails assume the position shown in Fig.
2 of the engravings. In the case of
long, narrow drawers the treatment is
a little different, and is indicated in
Fig. 3. The inner ends of the rails A
are pivoted to a wide middle rail,
which is fixed in the framing or casing
inclosing the draw, while the outward
ends, B B, are pivoted to the bottom
of the draw through a slot. When
the draw is pulled out, as shown in
Fig. 4, the rails are forced toward each
other, as indicated in the engraving.
When the draw is pushed back in
place the reverse action with regard
to the rails takes place. It will be
thus seen that no matter to what rea
sonable extent the drawers are pulled
forth, the rails are always partially
under them and partially within
the' casing, and that if the rear
portion of the drawer always remains
within the casing, the weight of the
drawers will not break the rails, but
will rest horizontally upon them. The
pivot heads are sunk flush with the
rails, which can be done by widening
a portion of the slots in the latter.
The author of the article from which
the above particulars are taken sug
gests that full size patterns be cut

treating of the practical part of the
subject he said :
The wood for carving should be the
best of its kind, free from knots, shakes
or other defects, as the specification
always mentions, well and naturally
seasoned, that which is baked, steamed
or seasoned by any artificial means be
ing harsher and more brittle under the
tool, or, as the carver says, " without
any nature in it." Unless the work is
small in detail, the wood should not
be too hard to produce the best re
sults. Take oak, for example ; if the
wood has hard fibers running through
it, like most of the American species,
it-is much more difficult to work, and
prevents one using the tools with free
dom. Figured woods, again, most of
which figure is produced by the change
in direction of the fibers, are difficult
to finish. The carver has to continu
ally change the direction of his tool,
which prevents those happy effects
and twists on the face of a piece of
foliage or ornament, which seem to
suggest themselves naturally if the
course of the tool were not impeded
by the different directions of the grain.
To obtain clean-cut work the carver
must cut with the grain, much as a
boy who whittles a stick with his knife,
or a joiner planes a board with his
plane. The piece of padouk has been

faced with a metal plane, a cut has
afterward been made upon the face
with a flat gouge ; yon will see that
one-half of the cut is clean, while the
other is against the grain. The piece
of mahogany has also the same defect,
which increases the difficulty of cutting
the work clean. A piece of carving
cut against the grain is seldom satis
factory ; it can be done, but to dig a
piece of ornament out of the end of the
grain is a very vexatious proceeding,
and withal expensive. Take a simple
illustration : An impost cap, carved
with egg and tongue, if worked by tho
joiner in the solid, the returns are end
wain, and the ornament must be cut
against the grain or fiber of the wood.

WOODS FOR USE.

A piece of good Riga wainscot is the
best wood for architectural carving
(but it is now very scarce, and the Hun
garian oak is the best substitute); the
grain is not too strong, and one can
deal with it with more freedom than
any other wood. Mahogany is varia
ble. Some kinds are very good, others
very indifferent, the Mexican and Afri
can, for instance, cutting very much
like cork—that is, it will not stand
against the tool. The harder kinds of
Cuba and Spanish mahogany are rather
more expensive working, especially if
figured. Teak is a good wood for carv
ing ; it wastes freely, or perhaps we
should say the surplus wood is easily
removed and the work shaped readily.
Another advantage possessed by teak
is that when used for purposes where
the material is cut away more in some
parts than others—as, for instance, an
animal terminal or very bold panel out
of 6-inch or 4-inch plank —it is more
likely to stand than some of the other
varieties of wood. Its only fault is
that the grit in it dulls the edge of the
tools rather quickly. Walnut is a fairly
good wood for carving, the American
being the easiest to cut. The English
is very close and firm in the grain, and
some of it very hard. The American
walnut is rather remarkable for show
ing a whiteness on the surface of the
wood after it is finished if viewed in
certain lights. On turning the wood
round the whiteness is reversed. This,
of course, disappears if the wood is
polished. Italian walnut carves very
well if straight in the grain. Satin-
wood carves well, and being light in
color, the work is effective. Pine is
less expensive to carve, but it is easily
damaged if used for undercut work.
Lime tree is a splendid wood for carv
ing, but soperishable that one can only
recommend it for temporary use, such
as patterns for metal casting, for
which it is admirably adapted, al
though some founders prefer mahog
any for the purpose. Kawrie pine cuts
well, but has the reputation of shrink
ing lengthwise in addition to across
the gram, a fatal defect for joiners'
work that cannot be provided against.
It is quite enough to have to contend
with the ordinary shrinkage in wood
without the shoulders of framing
showing an open joint when the work
is finished. Some samples of bass or
American whitewood cut well, some
very badly. English cedar and pear
tree are also good woods for carving.
Pitch pine is unsatisfactory. The
darker portions of the fiber are hard
to work. It develops shakes when the
wood is cut into, and if very dry it is
harsh and short under the tool. In
fact, pitch pine and yellow deal axe
nearly at the bottom of my preference
of woods suitable for carving. Sequoia
(the red wood from the mammoth
trees of California) is simply bad, and
it is well nigh impossible to get any
life into the work. It cannot be cut
clean across the grain, and dulls the
tool almost immediately. Cork is al
most preferable. Most of the Austra
lian woods, yarra and others, padouk
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wood from Burmah, are all very indif
ferent for the use of the wood carver.

TOOLS FOR CARVING.
The tools next claim our attention.
They require to be of the very best
steel and well tempered. The shapes
seem to have varied very little through
the centuries ; some found in the
Pyramids and now in the British
Museum are similar in shape, but made
of copper or bronze, to the tools of the
present day. A wood carver requires
a set of flat gouges from \i inch wide
to \%i inches ; a set of quicker section
gouges, called "fluters," though used
for many other purposes than fluting ;
some flat tools of varied widths called" firmers ;" small quick section gouges
known as"veiners," though the less
they are used for putting veins on the
faces of leaves the better for the ap
pearance of the work. V-shaped tools,
called " parting tools,"' are also neces
sary- Besides all these, a certain num
ber of similar tools, but bent instead
of being straight, are required. These
are necessary to take up the cutting in
the hollows or undercuts where the
straight tool would stick into the grain
of the wood. There is also a variety
°..?01 knowl1 as the "macaroni,"
which is of doubtful utility for ordi
nary work. A set of oil stones ground
to tit the various sections of the gouges
and called slips is indispensable ; a
leather strap prepared with tripoli,
similar to a razor strop, for putting a
nne edge on the tools after sharpeningwith the slips is also necessary. Small
wheels are used to clean out the inside
or concave surface of the bent tools.A mallet of wood, lead or iron, bench
screws, clamps for holding the work
and a pair of compasses, make a fairly
complete list. All wood carvers' tools
require to be carefully sharpened and
kept in good order, if the work is to
be cleanly and well finished. We may
note that the tools are generally
sharpened by rubbing both sides, and
not as joiners' tools, with cutting edge
at one side. For soft woods the tools
must be sharpened at a more acute
angle than for the harder varieties. To
distinguish the tools from one another
as they lie upon the bench, the carver
uses wood of various colors and shapes
for the handles of them. Those not in
use are generally kept in a small chest
containing a quantity of small drawers
or trays. On the table are specimensof carvers' and joiners' tool?, showing
the different methods of sharpening.
The bench must be kept free fromgrit if we wish to preserve a good edtce
upon the tools.

e

KINDS OP WOODCARVING.
The simplest and most inexpensive
kind of wood carving is that in which
the outlines of the design are first setin from the face of the wood, and a
gouge or other tool then being used
to make a sloping cut to meet it,
thereby taking out a chip or piece
without leaving any rough places or
awkward corners to be cleared out af
terward. This description of orna
ment is used very frequently on Jaco
bean furniture and old chests ; some
spandrels of the Gothic period are also
examples of this kind of treatment.
The faces of acanthus leaves in the
enriched moldings and some of the
capitals of the seventeenth and early
part of the eighteenth centuries are also
worked in a similar fashion. This
treatment obviates grounding out the
ornament, which must be done in ordi
nary work, such as a spandrel or panel
showing a background.

CARVING A PANEL.
We will now describe the method of
carving an ordinary panel or spandrel.
The joiner has rebated the wood all
round to the depth of the groundwork
for the carving : if it is a large panel

he has glued it up, in this case taking
care to put the tongue in joint far
enough back to prevent us cutting
into it ; a precaution which, I am sorry
to say, is not always observed, to the
obvious detriment of the work, especi
ally if the cross tongue is of deal in a
hardwood panel. We sketch or paste
a tracing of the design to be carried out
on the wood, and proceed to cut away
the parts that are to be the ground of
the panel, afterward using a tool
known as the "old woman's tooth "
to rout out the wood to the required
depth. Care must be taken during this
part of the work that no cuts made by
the chisels or gouges in forming the
outline should go below the surface of
the ground. In hurried work this is a
very common occurrence, and fre
quently shows much if the work is af
terward polished. This seems a very
mechanical proceeding, but it is the
general method ; one reason is that
when the face of a piece of wood is
roughly cut away it is difficult to
sketch upon, therefore the carver likes
his outline set in first, that he may be
able to keep to his design. When the
panel is grounded, the finest skill of
the craftsmen is called into play to bal
ance the masses in the design, decide
the parts that are to be in high relief,
in contrast with those near the ground,
and generally to arrange the projec
tions so as to produce the best effect.
In fact, this part of the work tests the
ability of the workman to the utmost
degree, and shows whether he is a
skilled craftsman or merely one of
those who, unfortunately, never seem
to be able to master their craft, and al
ways require a model or copy, which
they reproduce with more or less suc
cess. After the panel is roughed in, if
possible, it is advisable to put it on one
side for a short side ; it is good for the
material, for, after cutting away one
side of a piece of wood, it is well for it
to be laid by. It is also frequently
good for the design ; when taken up
again to finish the work faults are less
likely to be overlooked than if the
carving is finished off without inter
val. The outlines are generally cleaned
up first, then the ground finished to
them, the face of the work being the
last part to receive our attention. Here
again the craftsman has an opportu
nity to show his ability, or otherwise.
The groundwork of panels is some
times stamped to give a matted effect
and bring out the ornament, but it is
not a desirable treatment, giving a
common appearance to even good
work. The best finish for the ground
is that of a slightly undulating but
smooth surface.

yTobecontinued.)

At the commencement exercises of
the New York Trades School, recently
held at First avenue and Sixty-seventh
street, this city, 328 young men were
graduated, who have chosen the build
ing trades for their life work. Among
the number there were 154 plumbers,
this being the largest class ; carpentry
came next, with 57 ; bricklaying. 45 ;
house and fresco painting, 35 ; black-
smithing. 14; sign painting, 10; plas
tering, 10, and stonecutting 3. The
exercises were attended by relatives
and friends of the graduates and
friends of the school.

One of the results of the Inter
national Congress of Education in
Chicago last summer is the organi
zation of the Manual Training Teach
ers' Association of America, to secure
the development of manual training in
the educational system of the United
States. At a meeting held in Cincin
nati recently the association was for
mally organized, the plan and scope of

the association were considered and a
constitution was adopted. The officers
of the association — Geo. B. Kilton,
Springfield, Mass., president; Geo. 8.
walte, Toledo, vice-president, and
Geo. Robbins, Frankfort. Ky., secre
tary and treasurer—constitute the Ex
ecutive Committee, which is now mak
ing arrangements for a summer meeting.
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Rotable Building Operations.

The building operations which have
lately been projected or are at present
under way in this city are notable in
many instances, not alone for the vast
sums of money involved, but for the
hight to which many of the structures
intended for office purposes are being
raised. From the amount of work of
this kind in view the impression pre
vails in some quarters that the erection
of buildings containing hundreds of
rooms is likely to be overdone, but so
long as there exists a demand for well
appointed offices there will be found
capitalists and corporations ready to
invest in such structures. Another
reason for activity in such building
operations is found in the prevailing
conditions, which are probably more
favorable to undertakings of this
character than have existed for many
seasons, and the opportunity is being
improved by moneyed men in a way
not only to return them a fair profit
on their investments, but to reflect
credit on the metropolis. Immediately
after the first of May workmen in
many localities on Broadway and
streets adjacent thereto began tearing
down old buildings and making prep
arations for the erection of new ones
which have been planned to cost, ex
clusive of the value of the land on
which they are to be placed, many
millions of dollars, and these figures
do not include the smaller or cheaper
class of business structures, scores of
which are under way or in contempla
tion. Among the more important
enterprises may be mentioned a 20-
story building for the Presbyterian
Board of Missions at the corner of Fifth
avenue and Twentieth street, to cost
$1,000,000; a 16-story structure on
Broadway and Greenwich streets, ad
joining the Washington Building, to
cost $1,600,000; a 12-story building on
Elm street for the New York Life In
surance Company, to cost $1,000,000:
a 10-story edifice on the east side of
Washington Square for the Uni
versity of the City of New York, to cost
$1,000,000; the 20-story building for
the American Surety Company on
lower Broadway, reference to which
has previously been made in these col
umns, to cost nearly * 1,000,000,besides
many others ranging in cost from
a quarter of a million dollars upward
and covering warehouses, churches,

hotels and theaters.

American Tract Society'sBuilding.

One of the more notable of these

structures, to make room for which

the old buildings on the site have al

ready been torn down, is that of the

American Tract Society, at the corner

of Nassau and Spruce streets. The

main portion of this building will ris«
24stories above the sidewalk and will
have a frontage of 100feet 7 inches on

Nassau street by 94 feet 6 inches on

Spruce street. The first five stories

will be of light colored stone, while
the remaining portion will be of brick,

with terra cotta ornamentation. One

of the interesting features in connec

tion with the building is the founda
tions, which will be commenced 36 feet
below the level of the street and will
involve the sinking of 2000piles. In
order to carry the weight away from

the neighboring walls and to give a

sufficient spread to the foundations, a

system of steel girder cantilevers will
be constructed at the south and east

elevations. Another feature is the lat

ticed girders to be introduced to carry

the brick work between the different

stories and to give to the structure a

rigidity which would not otherwise be
secured. On the sixth, tenth, four

teenth and eighteenth stories the front

masonry will be supported by steel
girders, which will depend in turn for
their support on the steel columns.

The structure is to be made as nearly

fire proof as possible, and above the

fourth floor there will be accommoda
tions for 600small offices, so arranged

that each may be made part of a suite.

The top floor will be occupied as a res
taurant. The architect is R. J. Rob
ertson and the cost is placed at $1,000,-

000. It is expected that the work will
be completed and the building ready

for occupancy before May 1 of next

year.

The Mason Builders.

The experience of the Mason Build
ers' Association of New York City and
eight unions of bricklayers in adjust

ing wages and working rules for in

terests as great as those represented,

should be conclusive evidence that

strikes and lockouts can be avoided if
both sides will agree to do their part.
Unions and associations of employers

should think twice before ignoring the

example thus given them, for what is
possible in a city like New York, with
its great interests, must be possible

elsewhere. The form of the agreement

may not satisfy either employers or

workmen of other cities, but the fact

that an agreement has been reached at

all between an employers' organization

on one side and eight unions on the other

demonstrates beyond question that the

two hold in their own hands the power

to prevent disastrous struggles which

often result in great suffering and

loss. It is not to be supposed in the
light of the present strained condition

of affairs that harmony will be accom
plished without an effort and some

failures. Both sides must help to find

the ground upon which the two can

stand side by side, each in the con

scious possession of its rights.. The

only means by which employer and

workman can learn what belongs to

each is by joint amicable consideration.

Nothing can be finally established by

either side acting alone. Builders in
all branches of the business and in all
localities would do well to profit by

examples of this character.

Spreadof Sanitary Legislation.

The wave of sanitary legislation that

is sweeping over the United States is

a most encouraging and excellent sign

of the times. A few years ago it
would not have been thought possible

that so many cities would so soon

have adopted measures regulating the

plumbing and sanitation of houses.

Of course, there have been rules gov

erning this work in the principal
cities for some years past, and it is not
to the spread of such laws among the

cities of the first magnitude that we

allude. It is the permeation of the
spirit of sanitary reform into the small

cities and towns throughout the entire

country that awakens surprise and ad

miration. In fact, so general has been
the adoption of laws of this sort that

it has been almost impossible to keep
track of the places that have followed

in this line of reform. It is natural to
ask the cause of this sanitary revolu

tion which has been sowide sweeping,

and we think it will be generally ad
mitted that the body largely respon

sible for the good work is the Master

Plumbers' Association of the United

States, acting upon legislators through

the various local associations. For
this work they cannot be too highly

praised ; and it is evident that, with
the still further spread of the organi
zation among smaller towns and re

moter parts of the country, there will
be a corresponding spread of sanitary

legislation that will conduce to the
health, happiness and material welfare

of all people.

The Lowest Bidder.

The fact should be recognized by all
contractors in the building trades that
every time they submit to unfair con

ditions of competition they are openly

inviting future unjust treatment, and
at the same time permitting the whole

plane upon which the business is
transacted to be lowered without pro

test. Granting that the contractor

knows when he is unfairly treated, his

submission to injustice is virtually a
statement that he knows his rights

have been violated, and is willing to
transact business under conditions

which he admits are unfair, hence

dishonorable. A contractor who sub
mits without protest to the loss of a
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contract through injustice participates
in the wrong equally with the per
son through whose methods the con
tract is lost. The contractor who loses
a contract through neglect to claim
and protect his rights helps to prolong
the continuance of unfair and dishon
orable practices, to which the building
business is particularly susceptible
under the present form of competition.
Such a contractor adds also to the dif
ficulty of establishing fair and honor
able conditions of competition, for the
more firmly injustice becomes fixed by
laxity and neglect the more difficult
becomes its eradication. In another
part of this issue an example is given
of the way in which the rights of the
lowest bidder are sometimes treated,
resulting in personal loss and damage
to the whole building fraternity.

The Building Trades Exchange.

New York City seems destined, at
last, to have a builders' exchange that
shall be "up to date" in every particu
lar, and which will not only be emi
nently practical and beneficial, but
will place the organization which rep
resents the building contractors of the
metropolis before the country in a
proper light. The need of a builders'
exchange is greater the larger the com
munity, and although the contractors
of New York City have not yet famil
iarized themselves by practical experi
ence with the benefits of such an
organization, there is not the slightest
doubt as to the result of the present
undertaking. The Building Trades
Exchange, owning and occupying a
$1,000,000property, will command the
respect not alone of the members but
of the community at large as well. A
concentration of the live contracting
interests into one locality, and the
identification with an enterprise which
will reflect credit upon all who are in
any way connected with it, will in
evitably produce an improved condi
tion throughout the fraternity which
could be obtained by almost no other
means. As a financial investment
alone, membership in the new organi
zation would be a good thing, and
when successful financial relationships
are coupled with other substantial
business and social benefits, the success
and character of the organization de
pend only upon those having its man
agement in charge. The preliminary
committees and the officers have done
earnest, hard work to place the under
taking on its feet, and are deserving of
great praise for the conscientiousness
and disinterestedness with which they
have labored.

a uniform appearance with the ordi
nary surface of the wall. In other
cases there is amolded archivolt, whose
width varies from an eighth to a tenth
of the opening of the arch. A drop
ping keystone is generally used, but
this very much injures the simplicity,
and consequently the beauty, of the
arch, and should be avoided. The
most graceful average proportion for
arcades is that the opening be twice
the width of the pier, and twice its
own width in bight to the crown of the
arch.

Chimney Construction.

The practice of the Italian school in
the composition of arcaded ordinances
may be generally followed with ad
vantage, says the London Architect,
except in mingling and confusing
them with columnar. The pier is based
by a deep square plinth, and sur
mounted by a square or molded cap or
impost, the upper surface of which U
the base line of the arch. In rusti
cated work the radiating stones of the
arch show their joints, and are cut to

In a very interesting article which
has been running through late issues
of one of our contemporaries, F. E.
Kidder, the well-known engineer, pre
sents some remarks on chimneys and
their construction which are entitled
to consideration on the part of build
ers generally. Among other things he
says :
In planning brick chimneys the prin
cipal points to be considered are the
number, arrangement and size of the
flues and the night of the chimney.
Every fire place should have a separate
flue extending to the top of the chimney.
Two or three stoves, however, may be
connected with one flue if it is of suf
ficient size, and the kitchen range may
be connected with the furnace fine
without bad results, and often the
draft of the furnace will be benefited
thereby. For ordinary stoves and for
a small furnace an 8 x 8 flue is suf
ficiently large if plastered smooth on
the inside, but it is generally better to
make the furnace flues 8x12 inches
and also the fire place flues, except for
very small grates.
The best smoke flue is one built of
brick and lined with fire clay tile, or
else a galvanized iron pipe supported
in the middle of a large bnck flue.
When the latter arrangement is used
the space surrounding the smoke pipe
may be used for ventilating the ad
joining rooms by simply putting regis
ters in the wall of the flue.
Smoke flues are sometimes made
only 4 inches wide. Such flues may
work satisfactorily at first, but they
soon get clogged with soot and fail to
draw well, and should never be used
unless it is impractical to make the
width greater. More flues smoke or
draw poorly on account of the chim
ney not being of sufficient hight than
from any other cause.
A chimney should always extend a
little above the highest point of the
building or those adjacent to it, as
otherwise eddies may be formed by the
wind which may cause a downward
draft in the flue and make it smoke.
If it is impractical to carry the chim
ney above the highest point of the roof
it should be topped out with a hood,
open on two sides, the sides parallel to
the roof being closed. The walls and
withs (or partitions) of a chimney
should be built with great care and the
joints carefully filled with mortar and
the fines plastered smooth on the inside
with Portland cement, both to prevent
sparks or air from passing through the
walls and to increase the draft. Chim
neys were formerly plastered with a
mixture of cow dung and lime mortar,
which was called pargetting, but this
mixture is now seldom, if ever, used.
Portland cement is not affected by heat
and is the best material for this pur
pose.
In building the chimney more or
less mortar and pieces of brick are
sure to drop into the flue, and a hole
should be left at the bottom, with a
board stuck in on a slant, to catch the
falling mortar. After the chimney is
topped out the board and mortar

should be removed and the hole bricked
up. If there are bends in the flue,
openings should be left in the wall at
those points for cleaning out any
bricks and mortar that may lodge
there. The outer wall of a chimney
should be 8 inches thick, unless a flue
lining is used, to prevent the smoke
being chilled too rapidly. During the
construction of the building the archi
tect or superintendent should be care
ful to see that no wood work is placed
within 1 inch of the walls of a flue and
that all the flues are plastered their en
tire hight.

FIRE PLACES.

To secure a good draft the throat
or lower opening of a fire place flue
should be small, so that no air may pass
through it without first coming into
contact with the fire and being
thoroughly warmed. To accomplish
this the back of the fire place should be
brought forward and a heavy sheet
iron damper should be arranged to
slide back and forth and so regulate
the draft as desired.
There are several forms of iron backs
for fire places that are provided with
sliding dampers for this purpose. The
draft in a fire place is also affected
by the hight of the fire place opening
above the grate, which should not ex
ceed 24 inches, the usual hight of the
opening above the hearth being 29 or
30 inches. Where there are fire places
the bottom of the chimney is generally
built hollow, so as to receive the ashes
from the grates above, and flues should
be provided for ashes to pass through.
A cast iron ash door should be built in
the bottom of the ash pit to permit of
removing the ashes. The hearth is
generally supported by a trimmer arch
springing from the chimney and rest
ing against a header framed in the
floor. The space above the arch is filled
in with concrete and leveled off with
cement to receive the tile. The facing
of a fire place should project 4 inches
beyond the rough breast so as to bring
the grate forward as far as possible, as
the further the grate projects into the
room the more heat it will give out.

Ventilation in Canadian Factories.

In his annual report, recently issued,
Dr. C. I. Samson, sanitary inspector for
the Province of Quebec, Canada,
makes some pointed remarks on the
obstacles interposed by the workmen
themselves to the introduction of any
efficient system of ventilation in the
factories and workshops of that sec
tion. He says : In this matter it is
especially the workman's prejudices
that we have to deal with. If we ask
the latter what are the sanitary defects
of the workshop where he is employed,
ten to one he will answer, " there are
drafts." This constitutes the great
source of disease, in the minds of the
workmen. Therefore, no sooner does
one attempt to open a ventilator to
renew the air in a room than 20 arms
are raised to close it. With such
notions the working of any sys
tem of ventilation becomes a diffi
cult problem to solve. I have seen
snction pipes reaching above the roof
which were stuffed with rags. At
another place a ventilating apparatus
was put up at the suggestion of my
predecessor so as to draw off contami
nated air from the center of a large
room ; all the pipes are still set up,
but great care has been taken to cut
off their communication with outside
for fear of drafts. The workman does
not sufficiently appreciate the sanitary
physician's part in industry, and this
hinders the efficiency of the service.
That notions of hygiene should be dif
fused among the people is the problem
to be solved.
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DESIGN OF A LOW COST BRICK HOUSE.

MANY
of our readers have made

inquiry in the recent past for
designs of brick dwellings of

moderate cost, and in response to these
suggestions we this month present
plans, elevations and details of what
may be designated as a low cost brick
house. The plan affords a very good
idea of the general arrangement of the
rooms, most of which, it will be noticed,
are upon the main floor of the house.
The supplemental plate shows the ex
ternal appearance of the house as
viewed from the front and side. The
illustrations here given represent the
residence erected not long since in the
city of Denver, Col., for P. H. Caylor,

and china closet are of quarter sawed
Texas hard pine 3\4 inches wide, the
other floors being "first and second"
Southern yellow pine. The front porch
floor is composed of white pine \%
inches thick and 3 inches wide, the
strips running full length across the

J
torch. The flooring is laid with white
eadat all j oints. The inside wood work
is of clear white pine, finished in nat
ural color. There are wood cornices
over the door and window openings in
the main rooms, the latter having wood
picture moldings on all sides. The
doors are made with ogee stiles and
ogee raised panels, but instead of being
the regular stock patterns the panels

are put in full width of the door be
tween the stiles. This is clearly shown
in the illustrations on page 126. The
hardware employed is bronzed plate
butts for the doors, brass faced locks
and bronze plated trimmings. The
bathroom and kitchen are wainscoted
and finished with surbase. The house
is piped for hot air furnace, bronze
plated registers being placed in the
parlor and dining rooms and japanned
registers in the other rooms. The
dwelling is also piped for gas and wired
for electric lights. The plumbing is
first class, all fixtures being trapped
and ventilated, the vent pipes in all
cases extending through the roof. The
discharge from the kitchen sink is di
rect to a grease trap on the outside
of the building. The trap is 30 inches

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot. Attic and Uoof Plans.

tha plans being drawn by Grodavent
Brothers, architects, of the place
named. The house covers an area 25x
40 feet in size and has a cellar 7 feet
in the clear under the rear portion.
The first story is 9 feet 10 inches and
the attic or second story 7 feet 4 inches
in the clear. The outside foundation
walls are of brick, 13 inches thick
up to grade, above which they are 9
inches thick to the wall plate. The
front is faced with red pressed brick
and the other facing walls with stock
brick, all laid in white mortar. The
first-floor joists are 2 x 10 inches, the
second- floor or attic joists 2x6 inches,
the rafters 2x4 inches, the hip rafters
2x6 inches and the studding 2x4
inches, all placed 16inches on centers.
The studding is doubled at all open
ings and made solid at all corners. The
roofing boards are 1x6 inches, spaced
for 16-inch shingles. The latter are of
California redwood, laid 4% inches to
the weather. All valleys are laid close,
with tin shingled in with each course
of shingles. The hips are double
shingled with 4-inch dimension
shingles. The doors and windows be
low the cornice line have cut stone
sills and brick arches. The windows
in the first story have box frames with
pockets and the sash are hung upon
pulleys with weights and cord. The
window frames in the circular bay
have heads and sills made on a true
circle with the bay.
The floors in the kitchen, pantry

Foundation.
Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

First Floor.

Design of a Low Cost Brick House.—GrodaventBrothers, Architects, Denver, Col.
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in diameter and 40 inches deep, is made
of hard brick and cemented water
tight, the top being covered with a
single flagstone 2% inches in diameter,
placed 6 inches below grade. The dis
charge from the grease trap is through
vitrified sewer pipe direct to a •cess
pool. The latter is A% feet inside diam
eter and 16 feet deep. It is made with
hard brick, a single brick thick, and
finished with arched top and 20-inch
manhole, which is covered with a
2-inch stone, placed 1 foot below grade.
An outer building was included in the
contract and was built with 9-inch
brick walls and shingled roof. It was
5 feet 6 inches wide and 10 feet long,
with an ash pit at the end 5feet 6 inches
by 3 feet 6 inches. The main building
gives a fuel room 4 feet by 4 feet 9
inches, the walls being 8 feet 6 inches
above grade. The building is situated
on an alley, and has a door to receive
the fuel and also a door to the ash pit
at the ground level from which the pit

of a man's labor on any given work.
Some contractors contend that skilled
laborers at advanced prices pay better
than hiring indiscriminately any and
every class of men who present them
selves for labor work. In hiring un
tried laborers much can be saved by
having a live foreman who is good at
forcing the men to work ; yet there
are men of so stupid a disposition that
getting work out of them is next to
impossible. A contractor of wide ex
perience says that he can, by intuition,
tell in a short time just what men are
capable of doing, and that he can de
tect a shirk in snort order ; as soon as
he finds a man inclined to shirk, that
he discharges him at once, and finds
that it has a salutary effect upon the
others. In ditch digging he marks off
equal spaces and watches the work
done by each, giving the men fair play
at steady digging, and if he finds some
men continually behind, he either cuts
their wages or hires able bodied men

The Flamboyant Stylo.

Flamboyant resembles in many re
spects our Perpendicular or Tudor
architecture, says the London Archi
tect, but exhibits many very marked
differences when we compare it with-
that style. Thus we have, in both
these styles, pinnacles crocketed,
finialed, grouped and formed into
niche canopies ; surfaces covered with
molded panels, pierced parapets ; and,
as we advance, Italianized members
and arrangements make their appear
ance in both. But while the Tudor
style has the four-centered arch pecul
iar to it. the Flamboyant has the three-
centered and the horizontal line arched
at the ends. It is also far more com
mon in the French than in the English
style to have in various situations a
multitude of niches filled with statu
ary, and especially in the hollow mold
ings of arches. The lines of Flamboy
ant paneling and tracing are not by

Design of a Isyw CoatBrick House.—Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

can be cleaned. The architects state
that the contract price of this house
was $2186,including screens for win
dows and outside doors, but exclusive
of the parlor mantel, the latter being
furnished by the owner and selected
from stock patterns. It has tile hearth
and facings.

Value of a Laborer In Contract
Work.

There is no article that enters into
contract work of so uncertain value as
that of labor, says a writer in the East
ern Contractor. In all the multitudi
nous things to be done on a large con
tract, labor is one of the most important
for various reasons. The conditions
of every kind of work change so that
labor values cannot be accurately
gauged. The times of year in which
work is done, the class of work, and
the experience of the laborer at the
different kinds of work, all make a
case where the discrimination of the
contractor must come into play to ar
range a system of gauging the value

in their places. The difference in the
amount of labor that one man can per
form, compared with another of about
the same physical strength, is in the
same ratio when one accounts for the
payment of the two men that from 10
to 60minutes loss per day on a laborer
would foot up in the course of a week.
In employing a large number of men,
day in and day out, there is no doubt
a great variety of difference in the re
sults of the labor performed, and tho-e
results depend very largely upon the
study that employers and foremen give
to the subject of labor. The less of
10cents per day on a man's labor does
not apparently amount to much ; but
on 100men it is $10. Now, 10 cents
is a small amount to reckon as differ
ence in value of one over another, for
25 cents would be nearer the mark.
One can see when he pays close atten
tion to the labor on his contracts
where one contractor comes out ahead
of another by close attention to labor
details. Quantities and qualities of
material in contract work can be
valued to the penny, hut labor can
not.

any means distinguished, as those of
the Tudor times with us are, by the
universal predominance of perpendicu
lar lines. On the contrary, they run
into peculiar flame like forms, from
which the name has been taken. Some-
of the features of the Tudor and the
Flamboyant styles which most deviate
from the Gothic of the better times
probably indicate in both a nearer ap
proach to the period of the revival of
classical architecture ; as polygonal
pedestals and abacuses with concave
sides, the prevalence of hollow pro
jecting moldings filled with flowing
strings terminated by lines of coronal
points above, and lines curved and
broken in various ways, substituted
for the straight sides of the triangular
heads of pinnacles. The superiority
in richness and variety appears to be
on the side of the French style—at
least we have nothing which can be-
well compared with the richest mem
bers of their work ; especially their
portals with free tracery hanging like
an edging of lace from the border of the-
arch, and the arch moldings completely
replaced by lines of canopies and statues .
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Section through Dormtr Window.—Scale,% Inchito
the Foot.

Section through Building.—Scale,H Inch to
the Foot.

Detail of HeadCasing.—Scale,3 Inchesto
the Foot.

Front Porch.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Low Cost Brick Bouse at Denver Col
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ARCHES IN CIRCULAR WALLS.
FACE MOLDS FOR RADIANT ARCH.

THE
radiant arch was briefly men
tioned in the issue for April, sev
eral illustrations being presented

in connection therewith. We now take
up the question of face molds for a radi
ant arch, the solution of the problem
shown in Figs. 38 to 42 inclusive ex
plaining all that it is really necessary
to know for a complete understanding

Now, with the radius by which the
outside face line was drawn and with
A as center, cut the center line at H :
with H' as center draw the outside and
inside face curves, as shown at G B
and ;/ b. Fig. 38; bisect G g. and with
fH'as radius draw the center curve
v w. Now. with H A, Fig. 38,as radius
and with H as center, draw the curve
A D G, Fig. 39. Now divide it as
shown at C, D. E, &c., to correspond to •
half the number of stones the arch is
to contain. At each point draw a tan
gent to the curve, W W being the
tangent at C and the line X X being
the tangent at D, &c. From the points
C, D, E, F, Fig. 39,draw lines parallel
to center line, extending them to the

line element of the soffits which be
long to the joints at C, D, E and F, Fig.
39.at which the normals are to be pro
jected in order to construct a plane
surface joint. The points W and X'
are the horizontal projections through
which the tangent plane passes, re
quired in order to give the direction of
the above mentioned normals.
To obtain the vertical projection of
the normals proceed as follows : At
any point of the center line, as H,
Fig. 40, draw H X; square to it set
off H 1, H 2, H 3, &c., equal to 1' 1,
2' 2, 8' 3, X', and 4' 4, W', Fig. 88.
Through 1, 2, 3, 4draw lines parallel to
center line ; make 4 C, 8 D, 2 E, 1 F,
H Z and H Y equal to C C, D D, E E,

Fig. 42.
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Arches in Circular Walls.—Figs. 88 to 42 Inclusive— Face Molds for Radiant Arch.

of the construction of face molds for
any arch in a circular walL We will
explain first the construction of face
molds when the convex surface G B',
Fig. 88, forms the outer wall. We
shall assume Fig. 38 to be the half
plan as furnished by the architect;
the half opening of the archway to
be equal to HA, and the elevation
of the arch to correspond to that of

a semicircular arch in a straight
wall. Draw the center line, Fig. 38,
and square to it lay off H A, making

it equal to the half opening of arch.

* Copyrighted,1898,by Ed. W. Hind.

opening line, meeting it at F, E. D, C.
These are points through which the ele
ments of the soffits are to be projected;
theref ore.through each point draw lines
radiating toward H', meeting the ont-
side and inside face curves as shown at

F /, E' e, D' d, C c, and the center
curve at 1

,
2
,
3
,

4. Through 1
,
2
,
3
,
4

draw lines parallel to opening line,
meeting the center line at 1', 2', 3', 4'.
From W and X, the point of the opening
line at which the tangentf lines intercept
it, draw lines radiating toward H', that
from X meeting 3

'
3 at X', that from

W meeting 4
'
4 at W'. The points

1
,
2
,
3
,
4 are the centers in the right

F F, H Z and H Y, Fig. 39. Through
the points obtained at C, D, E and F

draw lines parallel to base line H X.
Join W C, X D, E Y and Z F by right
lines, which give the projection of the
required tangents. Now draw C 5

square to C W , D 6 square to D X, &c.
This gives the projections of the re
quired normals. We may state that
the normals as now projected are not
the mathematically correct normals
to the elements at which they are pro
jected. They are, however, near
enough correct for all practical pur
poses.
In Fig. 41 is shown the developed
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outside face molds. To project these
draw F' B indefinitely, making G' G
square to it ; setoff G' F', F E', E' D'
&c., equal respectively to G F', F' E',
E' D' on the outside face line, Fig. 38.
At each point obtained draw lines
square to F' B ; make C C, D' D. E' E,
&c., equal to the night of correspond
ing points from the opening line in Fig.
89. Through the points obtained at
A, C, D, E, F and G draw the de
veloped curve of the soffit ; also
through these points draw lines
parallel to F' B. We have now to pro
ject the normals C 5, D 6, &c., Fig. 40,
into their respective positions in Fig. 41.
To do ihis proceed as follows : With
the width of the arch stones at the out
side face (in this case A B, Fig. 39)as
radius, and C, D, E and F, Fig. 40, as
centers, draw arcs cutting the nor
mals and the lines produced through
each point, as shown at r 5, a 6, &c..
Fig. 40. Now with same radii — that
is, the width of the arch stones at the
outside lace—and A, C, D,&c., as cen
ters, Fig. 41, draw arcs. Make ro, q 6,
P 7 and o 8 equal corresponding
lengths in Fig. 40. We have at this
one operation ascertained not only the
direction of joint lines, but also the
points B 5, 6, 7, 8and 9, through which
to draw the developed curve at the ex
terior surface, required in order to have
a uniform width at the face of arch.
Draw the joint lines and trace the
curve through the points, as shown ;
also draw the level and plumb lines
parallel to F' B and G' G, which will
complete the drawing.

INSIDE FACE HOLDS.

To develop the inside face molds pro
ceed as follows : Diaw / B. Fig. 42,
indefinitely ; make g 9 square to it ; set
off g f, f e, e d, &c. , equal to corre
sponding lengths in the inside face
curve, Fig. 88, and at each point erect
lines square to/ B. We have already
shown that the elements at the surface
of the soffit are level, therefore the
hight of any point at the inside face of
the arch at the soffit will be at the
same hight from the horizontal plane
as a corresponding point in the element
at the outside face As H A, Fig. 39,
F' B, Fig. 41,H X, Fig. 40,and/B, Fig.
42, are in each respective drawing the
vertical projections upon the horizontal
plane, the hight of a corresponding
point from the base line is made equal
in each figure. Understanding this,
make c C, d D, &c., equal the hisrhts
from base line of corresponding points
in Figs. 39 and 40, and through the
points obtained draw the developed
curve of the soffit. Draw lines through
each point parallel to base line/B, and
transfer normals in the manner ex
plained for a like operation in Fig. 41.
As the elements of the exterior surface
radiate toward the axis H, Fig. 39, in
the manner the elements of the soffit
radiate, as explained above, we have,
in order to develop the curve of the
exterior surface at the inside face mold,
to first ascertain the horizontal projec
tions of the elements in question. To
do this, notice first in Fig. 41 that the
plumb lines produced through 5, 6, 7
and 8 intersect the level lines produced
through CD, E F, at v, u, t, n (the same
result may be obtained in Fig. 40, as
shown), by setting off C V, D' U,
E' T and F' S at the outside curve,
Fig. 38, equal to the corresponding
lengths in Fig. 41. Then through each
point draw lines radiating toward H'.
The lines thus obtained on the plan, as
shown at V », U u, T t, S s, are the
horizontal projections required of the
elements in question. In Fig. 42 set
off / s, e t, d u, c v, equal to corre
sponding lengths on the inside face
curve, Fig. 38, and through each point
draw lines parallel to g G. As the ele
ments are level and 5, 6, 7 and 8, Fig.
42, are the projections of the elements
at their proper hights from the hori

zontal plane, then by drawing lines
through these points parallel to / B to
intersect the verticals drawn from v, u,
&c., as shown at v", u", t" and a", we
obtain the points through which to
draw the developed curve of the exte
rior surface. Draw the curve through
these points. It will be noticed this
curve intercepts the normals, as shown
at the points 10, 11, 12 and 13. The
lengths of v' 10, u" 11, &c., measured
vertically show the difference in the
level of the arris at the joints of the
exterior surface between the extreme
points at joint line of the outside and
inside faces.
This simple method gives a uniform
width to the face stones, both at the
inside and outside faces of the arch.
The developed patterns are shown in
Figs. 41 and 42, which represent the
outside and inside face molds.

Painting Seaside Houses.

A paper was recently read by Paul
Brazo before the Master Painters' As
sociation of New Jersey on " Seaside
Painting," and among other things he
said :
• I will relate what I have observed,
experienced and practiced for the past
13years on the ocean front at Long
Branch. In the first place, we have
to contend with a great amount of
dampness and fogs, which always
leave a residue of sait on the surface
of the work to be painted or otherwise
treated. So it follows we must be
on the alert to know that the work is
perfectly dry, especially new work. It
was only after I had several jobs badly
blistered and spoiled that I concluded
to seek a remedy, and my remedy was
this : To leave all piazza ceilings, floors
and clapboards under piazzas and
porches until 10 o'clock or later in
the day, if possible to do so. I have
followed this rule and have had no
trouble in that direction since.
As to the salt on the surface of the
work, where it was practicable and the
work was not hurried, I had it washed
thoroughly a day or so before apply
ing the priming coat. I then primed
with pure lead, used thinnings com
posed of one -third turpentine and
two-thirds raw oil, with % pint of
good japan to the gallon, in shade of
color as near to the finishing color as
possible. My object in keeping the
priming the same shade as finishing
is that it makes the work more solid,
and as the priming coat has to stand
at least three days or more before ap
plying the finishing coat, and it gen
erally makes its own color, or, in other
words, the priming darkens, it follows
where we put on finishing there is just
enough difference to 1e perceptible and
comfortable to work over without
showing brush marks, &c.
I have also observed that a combina
tion of pure lead and French zinc is
the best, using good japan and raw
oil only as a binder. For finishing
coats, the zinc and lead should be in the
proportion of 25 per cent, and 75 per
cent, pure lead—no pulp lead—as we
have all the moisture on the surface
that is necessary. At all times I use
the French zinc, for the reason that it
does not contain sulphur to such an
extent as our American zinc, conse
quently does not bleach any coloring
matter so quickly.
I particularly avoid using ochers or
other earth paints, except in priming
coats, for i have observed that all
buildings where ocher was used as a
stainer, no matter what grade it was
or what lead was used in combination
with it on the sea coast, were in all
cases attacked w,ith the painter's worst
enemy, mildew, particularly when
painters were foolish enough to use
boiled oil as a means of conveyance.
On the contrary, I have observed that

lead, zinc, chrome yellow and their
kindred pigments, with raw oil and
japan as a binder, are not molested by
mildew, and that they wear longer,
hold their luster better, and instead of
bleaching in spots and mildewing, will
wear uniform ; in fact, grow darker
in course of time, and in all cases give
your customers good satisfaction.
I have noticed that all. or nearly all,
of those who came here from the cities
or from towns away from the coast use
boiled oil, and that all of their work
goes wrong in the first six months,
and makes a difficult job for the
painter who follows them to do good
work.
A word about shellac work in our
damp air may do some fellow crafts
man good. Do not do any shellacking
in the early morning. If you must do
it in damp weather or in the early part
of the day, have your men take a piece
of cheese*cloth, dampened with raw
oil, and rub dry, and the work will not
turn white, as I see some of the cot
tages at present which I have been
called in to remedy ; that is, if you can
not varnish immediately after shellack
ing, or if a shellac finish only is re
quired.

Boston's New Theater.

The new theater of B. F. Keith in
Boston has recently been completed
and is regarded as one of the hand
somest in the country. The proscenium
arch is 34 feet square and the stage 45
feet deep, the latter being equipped
with the latest improved appliances.
There are 350 automatic sprinklers
with full equipment of stand pipe and
hose, roof hydrants and two large
automatic steam pumps. The theater
is surrounded by tire walls, has an as
bestos curtain for the stage opening
and 18exit doorways. The system of
heating is novel in the extreme, hot
air being forced into the space beneath
the floor of the auditorium, which is
perfectly tight and of fire proof con
struction, and then rises through the
hollow chair legs, flowing out through
perforations in them. The seating ca
pacity is 3600,there being 761 orches
tra chairs and 429 balcony chairs.
Electricity is utilized in all parts of the
structure and the lighting is an im
portant adjunct to the chief decorative
effect. The electrolier in the center is
beautifully wrought in the shape of &
vine made from solid metal covered
with embossed jxipier machi and
finished in antique ivory, with a relief
of solid gold leaf. It is 42 feet long
and contains 180 incandescent lights.
The electric lighting plant in the base
ment includes three dynamos of an ag
gregate capacity of 4100 lights. The
interior decoration of the theater is on
a very handsome scale and is a combi
nation of the Romanesque in architect
ural effect with the decorative ideas
which mark the reign of Louis XV.
The new theater cost about $600,000.

A circular staircase of white mar
ble, with a richly carved balustrade
that winds and winds till it reaches a
floor where a stained glass window in
the roof throws down upon its wide
steps an ever changing light of rain
bow colors, is not the dream of an art
ist, but the reality that an architect
has made fast in a beautiful new house.
To light the lower part of this stair
way at night, a life sized marble figure
upholds on her shoulders a large and
very graceful candelabrum of bronze.
A stately library that grew in the brain
of the same architect restores black
walnut to favor among the trees and
people of fashion. The wood is used
for the richly carved concave ceiling,,
for the paneled walls, the bookcases
and the floor, which looks like a sheet
of dark and shining water.
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Estimating Material and Labor in Building Construction.

By P. HICKS-

THE
work of planning, designing
and erecting buildings is of such
a nut urc as to appear to be prac

tically -without end, while books of
neat and artistic structures, giving
elevations floor plans, cost and general
information in regard thereto, have
been issued to such an extent that it
would seem there was nothing more
to be presented in the direction indi
cated. Without attempting, therefore,
anything new in the way of designs,
we will proceed with the consideration
of the subject of practical estimating.
We have had plans in endless variety,
ranging in cost from a few hundred
dollars up into the thousands, and
having had occasion at different times

mate that the sum total is $940,which
includes lumber and carpenter work
and sometimes a part of the hardware
—the nails, for instance. Now, con
sidering that these estimates are fre
quently from 10 per cent, to 15per
cent, too low, where is there a carpen
ter who would not be more or less con
fused and liable to be misled in the
given estimate, unless he had some
practical system by which he could
single out the cost of labor from that
of the material ? By thoroughly going
over the plans and specifications in de
tail an estimate of the labor may be
found, but in no other way.
The plans, specifications and detail*
must be thoroughly consulted in mak-

Sectlon.

Ettimatlng Material and Labor in Building Conttruction.—Elevation and Section.—
Scale,% Inch to theFoot.—Plant.— Scale, 1-16Inch to theFoot.

actual plans, and if we can pre
sent some practical designs which
will be useful otherwise than as ex
amples in estimating, then they will
answer a double purpose and meet the
requirements for which they are in
tended.
Not wishing to repeat what has al
ready been published in " The Build
ers' Guide," we will merely take one
table* therefrom, which we will use as
a basis for prices of labor in making
the estimates of carpenter work on the

Foundation.

to estimate material and labor from
designs appearing in books and pa
pers, found in most cases that the
printed estimate was placed at too low
a figure. We are free to acknowledge
that it is very difficult to give in con
nection with a design a detailed es
timate, the sum total of which will be
acceptable figures in different local
ities, where varying prices for material
and labor are sure to exist. The point
which causes more or less confusion in
prices is the listing together of ma
terial and labor in the estimate. Ma
terial and labor should be listed sepa
rately, particularly that of lumber and
carpenter work. Both should be so
listed that they may be readily cal
culated at prices to suit different lo
calities and a different grade of work
if the occasion should require it. The
author believes there is a better form
of making estimates than that gener
ally furnished with printed plans. For
example : Suppose we find in an esti-

ing an estimate, but for practical esti
mating material should be listed sepa
rately and first. If this is properly
done the work of estimating the labor
will be found much easier, and the es
timate, although it may be somewhat
longer and have a few more items than
the one in which things are lumped off
in a heap, as it were, will be more
clearly understood by all interested.
If changes in prices are necessary they
can be readily and understandingly
made by any contractor or builder in
any part of the country. In ' ' The Build
ers' Guide, " published in these columns
in the volume for 1892,was presented a
practical system of estimating mate
rial and labor, while in the present in
stance it is our aim to show how
that system may be easily and suc
cessfully carried out.
To illustrate and prove the adapta
bility of this method to all parts of
the country nothing can be better than
a few examples of estimating from

First Floor.

designs given in this connection, leav
ing the readers to make such changes
in prices as to them may seem suitable
for the locality in which they live.
TABLE OF PRICES FORESTIMATINGLABOR.

Framing and laying floors,
persquare $1.30to $2.65
Framing, sheetingand sid
ing, per square 2.25to 3.25
Framing and setting parti
tions, per square 60to .90
Framing, sheeting and
shingling roofs, per
square 2.30to 3.65
Hips and valleys each 75to 1.50
Shingling belt coursesand
gables,persquare 2.00to 3.50
Cornice, per lineal foot 10to .15
Corner casings,per lineal
foot 04to .06
Gutters, per lineal foot 06to .10

* SeeCarpentry and Building, page157
June, 1802.
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Porches,per lineal foot 2.00to 4.00
Window frames complete
in building, each 2.66to 20.00
Door frames complete in
building, each 2.70to 20.00
Sliding door* complete in
building 13.00to 30.00
Folding doors complete in
building 3.75to 5.50
Wainscoting, per square... .90to 2.70
Wainscoting cap,per lineal
foot 02to .05
Sinks 2.00to 10.00
Bathrooms, finished com
plete 7.00to 21.00
Putting down base in
houses,per lineal foot 03to .05
Finishing pantries 3 00to 40.01
Cellar stairs, very common 300to 5.00
Pl&instairs 20.00to 3500
Front stairs 80.00to 150.00

In the table of prices there are given
two sets of figures, offering a wide
range of prices. This is necessary to
meet the requirements of different jobs,
or various classes of work, and the
contractor can use his own judgment
in discriminating on prices to suit the
time, place and work he has in view.
The rates,in the first column of figures
are those taken in estimating straight,
plain work, the prices increasing as
the work becomes more complicated
and of a better class.
We will now present plans and de
tails for the first estimate. Specifica
tions Are customary with all plans, but
as they are usually more to specify the
quality of material used and workman
ship employed than they are for speci -
fying the amount of material and la
bor, we will make them very brief in
this case. The amount of material and
labor is necessarily figured from the
plans and details, the quality being de
termined from the specifications, hence
the amount of material and labor is the
first consideration in making an esti
mate. First learn to estimate the
proper amount of material and time
for labor, and the establishing of prices
corresponding to the quality of mate
rial and workmanship called for in the
specifications will soon become an easy
problem. Specifications are necessary
in order to estimate work understand-
ingly and without guessing at many
parts of it ; but, as we have stated, a
brief specification will suffice in this
case.

SPECIFICATION IN BRIEF.

Size and style of building, 22 x 30,
one-story frame, cellar under back
part, as shown on foundation plan.
Foundation walls to be 8-inch brick
wall, as shown in section. Cellar wall
to start from bottom of cellar, other
walls to start from top of ground.
Chimney to start from cross wall, as
shown on plan.
Plastering to be two-coat work trow
eled down smooth for papering.
The frame work to be of good
quality of pine. Sills 6x8, floor
joists 2x8, studding 2x4, ceiling joists
2x4, rafters 2x4, collar beams 1x6,
and all joists, studding, rafters and
collar beams to be placed 16 inches
from centers.
House to be sheeted, papered and
sided and have shingled roof. Front
porch to have tin roof and ceiled un
derneath with % beaded ceiling. Plat
form at back entrance to have pluin
railing around, as shown on side ele
vation. Front gable to be finished with
beaded ceiling above window, as shown
in elevation and detail of front gable.
One window to be provided in each
gable. Window frames to be made in
the usual manner and all, except the
two in the attic, to be hung with cord
and weights.
Blinds not required.
The flooring to be of good quality of
matched pine. The attic to have a
floor of common sheeting through the
center, 10feet wide and full length of
building.

Inside finish to be plain hard pine of
such designs as are generally kept in
stock.
Hardware to be of good quality and
of the usual kind in general use.
Painting to be two-coat work of lead
and oil colors for outside work. Inside
to have three coats of hard oil finish.
All work throughout to be executed

in a substantial and workmanlike man
ner, and the entire design to be carried
out in accordance with the plans and
details.
Enough has now been given to en
able any ordinary mechanic to ac
curately estimate the cost of material
and labor required for the construction,
of this cottage.

ESTIMATE OF MASONWORK.

05yards of excavating, at 30cents $19.50
9,300hrick laid in wall, at $10per M .• 93.00
27lineal feetof chimney, at $1per foot S7.00

$139.50

ESTIMATE OF LUMBER.
Feet

3 pieces6x 8, 22feet long, sills 264
6pieces6 x 8, 16feet long, sills. 384
22pieces2 x 8, 22feet long, floor joists 688
132pieces2 x 4, 10feet long, outsideand partition studding 858
40pieces2 x 4, 20feet long, gable studding 520
32pieces2 x 4, 16feetlong, plates 852
24pieces2 x 4, 14feet long, ceiling joists 216
24pieces2 x 4, 10feet long, ceiling joists 156
48pieces2 x 4, 18feet long, rafters 676
12piecesI x 6, 16feet long, collar beams. 06
8 pieces2 x 6, 14feetlong, porch joists 112
14pieces2 x 4, 14feet long, porch ceiling and rafters 126

Total 4,298
4,208feetframing timber, at 617
1,700feetsheeting,outsidewalls and attic floor, at 617
1,100feetsheeting,for roof, at 616
10,000shingles,at 83.50
1,500feetbeveledsiding, at 62%
250poundsof straw boardpaper,at 2 cents
800feet% finish, cornice, iamb casings,stairs, &c., at (35
420feet1J^ finish,outsidecasings,steps,columns,&c., at 640
176feet33 înch crown mold, porch andmain cornice,at 2;*'cents. . .42feet2-inchbedmold for porch,at \% cents
3 pieces2x 10,14feetlong, porch friezeand door sills, at 640
2pieces2 x 0, 16feet long, window sills, at 640
40feetwater drip for frames,at 2 cents
800feet6-inchflooring, main floor, at 620
180feet4 inch flooring, porch floor, at 625
140feet% beadedceiling, porchceiling andfront gable,at 625
210feetlineal of 8-inchhard pinebase,at 5 cents
400feet lineal of 5-inch hard pine casing,at 3 cents
24plinth block, 5 x 10,at 10cents
38corner blocks,5 x 5, at 8 cents
144feetparting stops,at 1cent
144feet1-inchwindowstops,at 1cent
32feet3%-inchwindow stool, at 3 cents
144feet2-inchdoor stops,at 1%cents
24feet thresholds,at 4cents ■
1 front door 2 feet8 inchesby 7 feet, \% inchesthick
2doors2 feet8 inchesby 6 feet8 inches,\% inchesthick, at 62.15
5doors2 feet6 inchesby 6 feet8 inches,\% inchesthick, at 82
9windows,22x 30,two-light, at 8180
2 cellar sash,10x 12,two-light, at 80cents

873.06
2*.90
17.60
35.00
37.50
5.00
28.00
16.80
4.40
.63
2.76
1.28
.80
16.00
4.50
8.5*
10.5O
12.00
2.40
3.04
1.44
1.44
.96
2.16
.96
8.50
4.30
10.00
16.80
1.60
- 8346.28

ESTIMATE OF HARDWARE.

30pounds20-penny wire nails, at 82.40 80.72
100pounds10penny wire nails, at 2 50 2.50
150pounds 8-penny wire nails, at 2.60 3.90
50pounds 6-penny wire nails, at 2.70 1.35
35pounds 4-penny wire nails, at 2.90 1.01
40pounds10-pennywire finish,at 2.70 1.08
60pound* 8-penny wire finish, at 2.85 1.71
20pounds 6-penny wire finish, at 8.10 .62
5 pounds 4-penny wire finish, at 3.40 .17
8pairof butts,atl5 cents 1.20
1 front door lock 2.00
7mortiseknob locks, at 75cents 5.25
200feet of sash cord 1.00
28window weights,196pounds,at IX cents 2.94
7sashlocks,at 15cents 1.05
24wardrobe books 50
150feetof roofing tin, laid, at 8cents 12.00

ESTIMATEOF CARPENTER'SLABOR.

Framing and laving floors, 8squares,at 81.30 610.40
Framing, sheetingand siding, 14squares,at 82.25 31.50
Framing and settingpartitions, 6 squares,at 60cents 3.60
Framing, sheetingand shingling roofs, 10squares,at 82.30 23.00

15.84
1.92
80.00
5.00
16.80
8.70
2i. eo
6.80
3.00
8.00
5.00
1.50

132feetof main cornice, at 12cents.
48feetof corner casings,ct 4 cents—
20feet lineal of front porch, at $1.50.
Back platform and railing
7window frames complete,at 82.40.
2window frames in attic, at 81.85..
8door framescomplete,at $2.70
210feetof base,at 3 cents
Finishing pantry
Making cellar stairs
Making attic stair*
Making two cellar frames,at 75 cents

$182.16
Plastering, 355yards, at 25cents ... 88.75
Painting 45.00

Total estimate $840.64
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To many onr estimate may seem
somewhat lengthy, but there is nothing
difficult or complicated in making out
an estimate in detail as above and it
has a good many special advantages, a
few of which we will mention :
1. Estimates given with plans in trade
journals are almost invariably too low,
but if the estimate is either too high
or too low, by referring to the estimate
in detail one can readily determine the

telligent estimate—one that tells the
whys and wherefores—than to jump at
conclusions and perhaps sacrifice from
$10to $50 for two or three hours' extra
time in estimating ?
The estimated cost of cottage is
$840.64. By dispensing with the cellar
this could be reduced to $775.
Our estimate for carpenter's labor is
libera), and if desired the prices could
be cut something like $30on the job,
leaving $150 for the work. But who
will claim that $30 is too much for a
contractor to make on the carpenter
work, when it is sure that he has al
ways to take some chances in doing
the work ? Without doubt, there are
many carpenters who would bewilling
to undertake to do the work given in the
estimate for $125; but to all such
we would say : Consider well the
estimate in detail, go through
with every item separately, and
carefully sum up the amounts.
What seems like plenty too often
proves little enough and it is a
very easy matter to get left, es-

Wood Carving. *

CARVING AN ORNAMENT.

We will next take a length of mold
ing, egg and tongue or leaf enrichment,
for example. First space out the orna
ment, then mark the outline upon it
and set it in as we did with the panel.
The groundwork is next picked out and
the face afterward carved, the more
projecting parts being finished last. If
egg and tongue, the shell is set in, the
egg shaped and finished, the tongue
being carved afterward. We may re
mark here that full size sketches of
egg and tongue or other moldings as
given us are often very deceptive. The
enrichment is generally drawn on the
molding in elevation, probably looking
fairly broad or otherwise in correct
proportion, but when developed on the
actual molding it becomes quite differ
ent, and really works out very much
narrower than was expected. If these
sketches are set out for short breaks,
it is evident we must either alter the

Detail of Front Gable—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Cornice.
Scale,H Inch to the
Foot.

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Estimating Material and Labor in Building Construction.

parts that are over or under estimated
and make the proper corrections.
2. If it is desired to cut down the
expense of material the estimate will
show just what can be done and what
cannot.
3. In the estimate of lumber it is in
dicated what each item is for, and if
the correct amounts are not given they
are easily discovered and corrected. It
will also show where it is possible to
reduce the estimated quantities.
4. In the estimate of carpenter work
it shows the carpenter just the parts
of construction he can afford to cut
rates on and just about how much;
and if he has to cut rates, as in close
competition, he can cut rates and know
pretty nearly what he is doing, which
is a great deal better than to jump at
conclusions and cut rates indiscrimi
nately.
There are many advantages in this
method of estimating which will be
readily seen by those who are engaged
in the work. Supposing that it does
take a few hours longer to make the
estimate, is it not better to have an in-

pecially when it comes to cutting
rates, as in eases of close competition.
In concluding this part of the sub
ject, we take the liberty of expressing
the hope that the readers of the paper
will criticise and suggest, to the end
that all may be heard.

The plans of Architect Ernest Flagg
of 54 Broad street, this city, have been
accepted for the new capitol of the
State of Washington, at Olympia.
There were 189competitors. The plans
call for the erection of a building to
cost $1,000,000.

The section of a redwood tree, 32
feet long by 23 feet wide, which was a
feature of the Interior Department's
exhibit at the World's Fair, is to stand
on a concrete foundation now nearly
completed in the Agricultural Depart
ment grounds in Washington. The
interior of the tree has been removed
so as to leave a circular chamber 16
feet in diameter, and in this hollow a
small museum will be established.

arrangement or execute the work to a
different proportion than that shown
or intended. Gothic strings and space
ornaments are sometimes cut in the
solid and sometimes applied in both
old and modern work. If applied with
an intervening space between the
carved portion and the cavetto back
ground, there is a lightness of effect
and more shadow than can be obtained
if they are worked out of the solid
stuff. The section for a carved mold
ing is an important point ; if it contain
deeply sunk hollows the carving must
be done with bent tools, which in
creases the time required for its execu
tion. The model for an architrave
similar in section to those at Hampton
Court Palace, but with simpler detail,
is a good example of its kind ; but flat
ter sections are much more economical
to work.

CAPITALS.

Capitals generally should be pre
pared with the grain of the wood ver
tical for carving. If the grain is hori-
* Continuedfrom page120,May issue
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zontal, as for Ionic caps with angle
volutes, they mnst be glued up at the
miters or angles, otherwise two sides
have to be carved endwise in the grain.
If the caps are of any size they should
be built up. Take a Corinthian cap,
for instance : a good method is to glne
up the bell in sections, with angle and
center scrolls in the same pieces of
wood ; if for a column, have the bell
turned. The scrolls and husks can
then be carved and well undercut, or
pierced if preferable ; the lower tiers of
leaves being absent, there is more room
to get at the undercut parts. The
leaves for lower part of cap are shaped
and carved separately, being after
ward glued on and screwed from the
back or inside. It is also convenient
to build up the abacus in pieces, and
if properly put together with dowels
and well screwed to the cap, the whole
will stand better than if cut from a
solid piece of wood, even if such could
be procured large enough for the pur
pose. The Corinthian caps on the
choir screen at St. Paul's Cathedral
are built up in a similar fashion to that
just described. If the caps are exe
cuted in the solid, the probability is
that roughing out and exposing fresh
parts of the wood to the action of
the air will cause the outer parts of
cap to shrink rapidly, so that splits or
shakes develop themselves, which,
after a time, may or may not close up
again. It sometimes happens if the
shakes are filled up they will split up
the cap, acting as wedges when the
inside parts of the wood shrink.
AIDS TO THE WOOD CARVER.

The endless or band saw and fret
cutting machine are valuable aids to a
wood carver when the outline can be
cut or pierced before the work is
shaped or roughed out—cresting or
tracery, for instance. The small ter
minals on the table will demonstrate
this. One is as it comes from the saw,
the next with the superfluous pieces
knocked away and the third roughed
out. This method is sometimes adopted
for work with abackgrouud, (specially
if in high relief. The outline or the de
sign is cut with the saw, being after
ward glued upon a background and
well screwed from the back, or, if for
painted work, fastened with fine nails
or brads from the face as well. The
carving is sometimes done before and
sometimes after being placed on the
background. By this means the opera
tion of grounding is saved, but the per
fectly level background is not so
artistic looking as the slightly undulat
ing one produced by the first method
described. It is almost needless to say
that the design must be thoroughly
thought out before the fret cutting is
begun. The large console on our left
was cut to the outline before being
carved ; the surplus wood is thus easily
removed ; it is then roughed out and
afterward finished as described in the
case of a panel. The enriched three-
quarter column was first made out
with deal to complete the circle, then
turned and carved. The moldings
forming the cornice and those round
the panel in satin wood were prepared
with the aid of machinery, then tuitered
up and fitted by a joiner, the joints
carefully marked and protected ; the
pieces are then carved before the
moldings are glued up, the miters be
ing finished off afterward. The wood
carver always prefers his work in
small pieces. As a rule, he lays and
fixes it on the bench before him,
whereas the stone carver, if possible,
puts his work up in front of him. It is
rather remarkable that in those cases
where the craftsman is both a stone
and wood carver he puts the stone up
in front and lays the wood down before
him. The explanation is that the
stone carver does most of his work,
even when finishing, with a mallet or

hammer, whereas the wood carver,
hampered by the grain of the wood,
has more power over and a freer use of
his tools by having the work below
him.
CARVING WORK IN POSITION.

Wood carving executed in situ is
always much more expensive than if
done on the bench before the work is
put together. Cutting tracery is part
of the wood carver's craft, though it is
often left to the mercies of a joiner,
who gets as much as possible done by
a machine, which takes all the spirit
out of the cusps, the pockets and
miters being sometimes wonderfully
and sometimes fearfully worked after
ward. Simple quarterfoils on the
table show the difference in the appear
ance of plain cusping when worked by
hand and by machine. Those worked
by hand stand up and have a crisper
effect than the one taken off to a dead
level by the machine. The slightly
varied section of the molding as
worked by hand is also better looking
than the mechanical hollow which runs
with unfailing regularity through the
machine work. While speaking of trac
ery we may mention that among the
small models will be found some ex
amples of carved cusps and termina
tions. An interesting .branch of wood
carving is the preparation of models
for metal work. These, if very small,
such as bows for keys, are made of box
wood, the larger patterns of lime tree,
pear tree or mahogany. This work re
quires considerable skill and judgment
in order that the pattern may lift from
the mold without damaging it. All
undercuts must be avoided and the
effect obtained without them in ordi
nary work for obvious commercial
reasons. It is often necessary to make
the pattern in several pieces in order
to draw it out of the mold. They are
sometimes cored or worked out at the
back to the thickness of metal required
and sometimes solid, at the discretion
of the founder Into the province of
designs for wood carving it is not my
intention to enter, but it is desirable
that they should be worked out on
paper, or amodel made, that the crafts
man may cut into the wood without
hesitation, or as we say, '•without
having to feel his way." He should
be able to mentally see or imagine the
effect of his work when finished, be
fore or while roughing out the subject.
Figures always require modeling be
fore being carved, unless they are to
be in very low relief, in which case a
skilled carver can produce good effects
with the aid of a careful drawing.

POLISHING.
Concerning polishing, as a rule,
some polish is required to protect
wood against changes of temperature,
and to keep it clean or bring out
the color. If left from the tool or
plane somewoods soon show the dirt
very much, especially in this city of
ours, and therefore some protection is
necessary. But let there be as little
polish used as possible. It is generally
applied with a brush and needs great
care, for at the very best it spoils the
appearance of the carving, for a time
at least, and certainly in no case does
it improve the work. It is generally
disappointing when oue sees their
work for the first time aftor being
polished. Teak is a satisfactory wood
from this point of view, it being a
good color and standing well without
polish. A good treatment for oak is
to have it fumed in a chamber with
ammonia, afterward finishing with wax
polish.

During the excavations conducted
at Delphi by the French School of
Archaeology the caryatides and the
frieze of the Temple of Apollo were
reported to have been found.

Law in tbe Building Trades

Mortgages of Fixtures.
A building erected on the land of
one person by another may be mort
gaged as personal property if it was so
erected under an understanding or
agreement that it might be removed at
any time. Apparently, such a build
ing would be a fixture and would not
be removable. The legal effect of put
ting it on another's land is to make it
part of the freehold, and to sustain a
mortgage of it as personal property an
agreement of the parties controlling
the legal effect of the transaction must
be proved. If the mortgagor after
mortgaging such a building remove it
to other land which be subsequently
purchases, and then mortgages the land
to another with the buildings and fixt
ures thereon, but the latter mortgagee
has full knowledge of the prior chattel
mortgage, this will have priority over
the mortgage of the land. If tbe owner
of the land purchase such building
after it has been mortgaged, the lien is
not thereupon extinguished. Buildings
erected under an agreement with the
owner of the land to convey it to the
builder upon his paying a certain sum
within a limited time are not strictly
personal property, but they are fixt
ures and constitute a part of the realty.
The builder has an equitable interest
in the realty, and not a pure ownership
of the buildings as chattels, and there
fore a mortgage by him of the build
ings should be recorded as a mortgage
of real estate and not asachattel mort
gage. Where a building has been
erected by a tenant whose lease gives
him the right of removal at the expira
tion of the lease, this right must be
exercised within a reasonable time, and
one who has taken from him a chattel
mortgage upon the building acquires
no better right than the tenant had,
and cannot remove the building after
the tenant's right of removal has ex
pired.

Bond to Discharge Mechanic's Lien.

Where the statute relating tomechan
ics' liens provides that a lien may be
discharged by the owner of the prem
ises or the person against whom notice
of lien is filed executing a bond with
sureties, conditioned for the payment
of any judgment which may be ren
dered against the property, no recovery
can be had on such bond until the
lienor, by an independent action, shows
that he had a lien which he could have
asserted against the property but for
the giving of the bond.—-Brandt vs.
Radley, Supreme Court of N. Y., 28
N. Y. Supp., 277.

Bights of Parties in Sale of Property.
Where one sold a house, taking in
payment money and a house on another
avenue, and at the same time the pur
chaser agreed that if, on the sale of the
latter house, he should realize more
than he allowed for it, after deducting
repairs and the expenses of sale, he
would pay such surplus to him, the
seller had under the agreement an
equitable interest in such house, and
if the purchaser, on selling it, took
other property as part of the price,
without the seller's consent, he was
accountable to him for the valuation
at which such other house was taken,
though he afterward sold it for a less
sum.—Maguire vs. Richards, Supreme
Court of N. Y., 25 N. Y. Supp., 1117.

Malicious Interference with Contract.

An action will not lie against one
who maliciously, but without threats,
violence, fraud, falsehood or benefit to
himself, procures a breach of contract
between others.—Boyson vs. Thorn,
Supreme Court of California, 33 Pac.
Rep., 492.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
BUILDING

INTERESTS are generally
quiet throughout the country, with
a less amount of work in courseof

-construction than was the case at this
season of last year. There are no re
ports of excessivedepression,but the best
which cometo hand do not indicateasitua
tion in excessof normal, so the total may
be safely consideredas below the average.
The mediumsizedand smaller cities seem
to bemoreaffectedthan the large cities,for
in the latter the amountof work seemsto
hold up in asurprisingdegreewhenthescar
city of largebuilding investmentsat thepres
ent time is considered. Workmen in Chi
cago seemto besufferingmorethanthoseof
any other of the large cities,and thereason
seemsto be lack of harmonyamong them
selves and between them and their em
ployers. The amount of work projected
early in the seasonwas very satisfactory,
but much of it now seemsto have dis
appeared.

Boston, Mass.
Building is quiet at present,the amount
of new work in bandandprojectedbeingcon
siderably lessthan theaveragefor this sea
son A serious fire destroying property
covering an area of about 15 acres in the" South End" occurredonMay 15,and was
followed by another large one on the 17th
in the wholesaledistrict of the city. This
will doubtless cause new work to come
into the market beforevery long. The dis
trict coveredby the fire first mentionedwas
built up mainly with frame dwellings,
stores, factories,&c., and was included in
the last revision of the fire limits. It will
be impossible now to build anything but
first or secondclassbuildings in the burned
district, and the character of that part of
the city will be very much improved.
There is little disturbanceamongthework
men, although the Central Labor Union is
endeavoring to do away with the system
of letting municipal work by contract, and
is trying to havethe city employ all labor
direct, thus giving the workmen in wages
what is now supposedto go to the con
tractor asprofit. About May 10 the cor
nicemakers lockedout their workmen on
account of their refusal to sign individual
contracts. On March 1, 1898,the master
cornice makersand the CorniceWorkers'
Union entered into an agreement stating
thehours of labor that should constitute a
day's work for the ensuing year ; also the
rate of wages. This year the representa
tives of the union endeavoredto securethe
signatures of the employers to a similar
agreementfor one year. The master cor
nicemakers, insteadof signing, met their
employeeswith a counterproposition. Since
March 1 the matter was in controversy
until early in May, wheneachemployeewas
asked to sign an individual contract. As
this virtually meantsevering their connec
tion with their union the menrefused. As
a consequenceevery member of the trade
employedin Boston,with the exceptionof
five men,waslockedout.
The situation at thehourof goingto press
is unsettled,and suchwork asis beingdone
hasbeengiven to non-unionmen.
While this issuewasin theprinter'shands
the trade school,under the supervisionof
the North End Union, gavean exhibition
of the work of the plumbingclass. The fol
lowing announcementindicatesthe nature
of the occasion:
The directorsof theNorth End Union, de
siring to give recognition to tbe faithful
work done by tbe pupils of the plumbing
school,will closethe term with an exhibi
tion of thework accomplished,onWednes
day evening.May 28,with severalshort ad
dressesby friends of tbe school:

Samuel B. Capes,
Formerly president of the Boston School
Board.
William H. Saywabd,

Secretary of the National Association of
Builders.
William G. Mitchell,

Presidentof tbeStateAssociationof Master
Plumbers.

Kev. Charles G. Ames.
Tbe work of the pupils will beon exhibi
tion for anhour beforethespeaking,which
beginsat 8o'clock.

Arrangements were made for the cele
brationof a " ladies'night" on May 29,the
first entertainmentever given by theMas
ter Builders'Association for the benefitof
theladies. The programmeincludedmusic,

acollationandavarietyof entertainingfeat
ures. A pleasant timewas anticipatedby
all, and a full accountof theeventwill be
given in the next issue. During the past
month the association received a mag
nificentengraving by Sartain after a piint-
ing entitled " The Iron Worker and King
Solomon." Tbe engraving is set in a very
graceful black iron frame, and the whole is
thegift of John S. Stevensof Philadelphia,
an ex-presidentof the National Association
of Builders and oneof tbe prominentmem
bers of the Philadelphia Exchange. The
engravinghasattracted universal admira
tion.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Tbe Builders' Exchange Association, the
organization in whose name the building
occupiedby the exchangestands, held its
annual meeting recently. The following
trusteeswereelected: CharlesA. Rupp, H.
C. Harrower, Alfred Lyth, John Feist,
GeorgeW. Carter, A. A. Berrick, Henry
Schaefer,Jacob Reiman, Emil Macwirtb.
Tbe trusteesimmediatelyheld a meeting
and electedthe following officers:
Charles A. Rupp, president.
H. C. Harrower, vice-president.
Alfred Lyth, treasurer.
J. C. Almendinger, secretary.
Buildijg Committee: John Feist, George
W. Carter, A. A. Berrick, Henry Schaefer
and Emil Macwrith.
Businessis reportedasbeingin a fair con
dition with prospectof improvementin the
near future. No trouble hasoccurredwith
the workmenthis spring, and it is antici
pated that none of a serious nature will
transpire in thenear future.

Baltimore, Md.
The builders of Baltimore are well satis
fied with the condition of business as
comparedwith that in many of the other
cities. Baltimore builders have felt the
depressionof the past seasonvery lightly
and have nearly the average amount
of work on handat present. The members
of the Builders' Exchange are anxiously
looking forward to the completionof tbeir
newhome, which is now rapidly nearing
completion. It was hoped that the build
ing would be finishedsufficientlyfor occu
pancy by June 1, but it wasdecidednot to
attempt to occupy the new homeuntil it
was fully ready. The character of tbe
building, together with its location, will
give a prestigeto thebuilderswhich could
begainedin almostno other way. The ex
changewill be boused in a building of its
own, arranged for its specialuseand for
builders'officesand locatedin themostde
sirablepart of thecity, andmust inevitably
feel the benefit that sucha positionin the
businesscommunity must bring. As soon
as tbe building is ready the exchangewill
takeup its newhomeand a full description
of the building will be given in these
columns.

Chicago, III.
Building in Chicagois comparativelyact
ive, consideringthe fact that thedifficulty
in establishing a settled condition among
theworkmenhas beensogreat. The pros
pect for the season'swork was at best
belowtheaverage,and recent labor trou
blesare reportedashaving beenfelt in the
withdrawal of some of the projectedwork
from themarket. The painters'and plumb
ers'strikesof two monthsagowhich prom
isedto involve thewhole building interests
of thecity havecometo nothing permanent
or satisfactory. Continual threats of gen
eral strike or lockout are beingmade,and
work meanwhile is being carried on in a
more or less unsatisfactorycondition. It
hasbeenstatedin thedaily press that the
plumbers have returned to work at $3.75
per day, and that the painters havebeen
concededthe35centsper hour which they
demanded. Information from the more
conservative of the employersamong tbe
builders indicatesthat much of theuncer
tainty is due to the failure of theemployers
to act in harmony.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The Cleveland carpenters are making a
strongeffort to establisha fixed minimum
wageand securesomecertainty astowhat a
day'swork will bring. At presentthecarpen
ters are working for all sorts of wages,
from 15.centsper hour up, and all are dis
satisfiedwith the condition of affairs. The

majority seomto want 27J ĉentsper hour,
although many are willing to work for 25
cents
The lathers have made an agreement
with tbe employers, whereby the work
men shall receive a fixed per cent, of all
work done under contract. In former
years the contractors and journeymen
worked independently,but it is the in
tention this year for the contractors to
take thework at a certain figure and the
workmen to receive a certain per cent.
They decidedto make the contract price 2
centsper yard, which took effect on May
1. This makes tbe journeymen's wages
average$2.25or 8250 per day.
The tinnersare dissatisfiedon accountof
an effort that is being made to changea
day'swork from nine to ten hours without
a corresponding increase in wages. One
firm of tinners havealready done this and
othersthreatento follow.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis carpentershave beenmak
ing an effort to secure30centsper hour as
averagewages,and struck work in support
of their demand. Tbe contractors had no
difficulty in securing all the men they
wanted, and the strikers thenreducedtheir
demandto 27^centsper hour. The strike
was a failure, and theunionmenare again
at work at such wages as they can get.
Good menare paid at least30cents. The
carpentersare trying to establishan organ
ization of contractors from among them
selves,and intend to bid for work in com
petitionwith the regular contractors. Tbe
brick masons are now in conferencewith
their employers seekingthe adoption of a
fixed scaleof wages.
The Builders' Exchange is in good shape,
with themajority of themembersbusy.

Lowell, Mass.
The following officerswereelectedby the
Lowell Master Builders' Exchange at the
annual meeting.
President.F. L. Weaver.
Vice-president,P. Conlon.
Secretary, Charles P. Conant.
Treasurer. GeorgeH. Watson.
Directors : F. L Weaver, P. Conlon,
CharlesP. Conant, GeorgeH. Watson, W.
H. Kimball, P. O'Hearn, P. B. Quinn,
GeorgeH. Kirby, Robert Goulding.
Theannual reportsof theofficers showed
the organization to be in good financial
conditionand holding its own as to num
bers. An excellentlunch wasservedat the
meetingand the membersenjoyed the oc
casionthoroughly.

Milwaukee, Wis.
At a special meeting of the Milwaukee
master carpenters,held'at the Buildersand
Traders' Exchange,the following resolution
wasadopted:
Remlved,By tbe mastercarpentersin as
semblyconvened,that eight hoursshallcon
stitute a day's work, and that the lowest
scaleof wagesto bepaid to carpentersshall
beZHi centsperhour for tbecomingseason.
That thisagreementbe and remaiu in full
force and effectuntil the next regular con
ference,to beheld the first week In Febru
ary, 1895.
Two years ago the carpenter unions of
thecity demandedthat theminimum rate
per hour befixedat 25cents. After a pro
longed strike the organizations were suc
cessful, and that rate has governed as a
minimum basisfor compensationuntil tbe
present time. That is to say, it hasbeen
the nominal basis,but asa matterof fact
carpenters,bothunion andnon-union,have
beenworking for much lower wages—in
someinstancesfor $1.25per day.
The resolution was thoroughly discussed
by theunionsandtbescalefinally accepted.
It is now expectedthat tbe carpenterswill
work through the seasonwithout break on
account of wages, unless the employers
shouldfail to live up to the scale.

New York City.
The building trades of New York City
are steadilyimprovingandatpresentprom
ise much bettor than the earlier season
seemedto warrant. Tbere is comparatively
little troubleamongthe workmen,although
the low price of brick as comparedwith a
year ago and a consequeutreduction in
wages led to a general strike amongbrick
yard laborersalong the Hudson River.
The project for creating a modernex
change, which has been frequently men
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tioned in thesecolumns,has taken definite
shape in the formation of the Building
Trades Exchange. The methodof proced
ure by which the necessaryfunds tor the
undertakingweresecuredhas beenprinted
in thesecolumns,and is proving assuccess
ful asthemost sanguine could hope. The
following officershavebeenelected:
President.John J. Tucker.
.Vice-president,Edwin Outwater.
Secretary,StephenM. Wright.
Treasurer, Isaac A. Hopper.
The following gentlemenhave beenap
pointeda committeeto selecta site for the
building:
Charles A. Cowen, CharlesT. Galloway,
Henry K. S. Williams, TheodoreW. Morris
and Ronald Taylor; and asaCommitteeon
Building, Messrs. Augustus Meyers, Geo.
Moore Smith, Matthew C. Henry, John J.
Robertsand James B. Mulry.
A new prospectus of the " Builders'
Building " hasbeenissued,which setsforth
the need of some adequate headquarters
for the builders of the city, and describes
themethodof raising the $400,000,which it
is proposedto invest in a propertywhich
shall representa valuation of $1,000,000.
It is earnestlybelieved that the project,
evenasa financial proposition,will receive
a hearty response,for therecertainly can
beno questionas to the security when"it is
consideredthat with a property ready for
occupancyvalued at $1,000,000the state
mentwould beas follows :

INCOME.
From rent of offices 8123.000
From rent of exhibit space.. 80,000
From rent of basement,ex
changeand club floors 10,000

$Jf3,000
EXPENDITURES.

Interest on bond and mort-
gage,$600,010at 4per cent. $44,000
Operatingexpenees 35.000
Taxes,waterand incidentals. 25,000
Allowing annual dividendof
5 per oent. on certiorates
andstock 20,000

■104,'00

950,000

This leavesa net profit of nearly $6O,CO0
per annum to beapplied either to increas
ing the dividend or liquidating the mort
gage.
The subscriptionshadpassedthe $100,000
point before the organization took place,
and the present condition of the list war
rants the assumption that the entire
amountnecessarywill be available by the
time thesite and building are settledupon.
At the lastmeetingof theMechanicsand
Traders' Exchange Stephen M. Wright,
on behalfof thedelegatesto the recentcon
vention of the National Association of
Builders, verbally reportedat considerable
length the doings of the convention, and
availed himself of the opportunity to set
forth in proper light the immenseadvan
tages to the building fraternity of thean
nualassemblagesof the National Associa
tion as well as what had beenaccomplished
through its efforts in the pastyearsof its
existence.
The following resolution was unani
mously adopted:
Revived,That the MechanicsandTradeis'
Exchangeof New York extendsIts warmest
thanksto the Master Builders' Association
at Hostonfor the generoushospitalitiesex
tendedto its delegationwhile attendingthe
annua)conventionof the National Associa
tion of Builders.
When theregular businesshad beendis
posed of. President Hopper invited Hon.
CharlesW. Dayton, the postmasterof the
city, to addresstbeexchange. The speaker
took for his subjecttbe needof tbebuilders
making their influence better felt in the
community, as they certainly were a com
mercial interest which should not feel
ashamedof their calling, but rather should
beproud of their positionwhen they real
ized their important part in the construc
tion of themagnificentedificesof the city.
He closedwith thethought that recognition
of thedignity of the builders'calling could
bebestsecuredby the erectionof a sightly
building of their own, such aswasalready
contemplated,and hewas gladto learn that
theprojectwaswell underway. It is the in
tention of PresidentHopper to invite some
prominentpersonto addressthe exchange
on some important topic at each of its
meetings.

Omaha. Neb.
The building business in Omaha is very
quiet, and thepresentoutlookis not flatter
ing for the season'swork. Somenewbuild
ings are underway, but the total amountis
far belowthe average of past years. At
the recent meeting of the Builders and

Traders' Exchange, the first since the
national convention, the report of tbe
delegates,Messrs.A. J. Vierling and W. M.
Dodge,was presentedand listened to with
marked interest. SecretaryWedgereadthe
resolutionsadoptedby the convention and
it was intendedto discussthe same,hut
the hour being late it was decidedto call a
specialmeetingfor thepurpose.
The exchangeis in good financial con
dition and the daily attendanceat 'Change
hour is steadily improving. -A tasty lunch
wasservedafter thebusinessof themeeting
was over, and the members thoroughly
enjoyed the friendly meetingand recess
from businesscares. The carpenters have
made a demand for 30centsper hour to
take effecton June 1 and eighthours per
day ; overtimeto bepaid for at the rate of
timeanda half, and none but union men
employed. The carpenter contractors do
not objectto paying goodworkmen30cents
per hour, but will probably decline to pay
30centsasa level price for all workmen.
Many of thebest carpenters want to work
nine hours and the difference among the
workmenmay preventany serious trouble.
Therewill be little objection on the part of
the employersto conceding the eight-hour
day.

Philadelphia, Pa,
Tbe first regular planked shad dinner of
thePhiladelphiaMaster Builders'Exchange,
at Gloucester,on May 5, was a great suc
cess. The builders and their visitors from
othercitiesleft Walnut streetwharf after 2
o'clockand steamedup to Cramps'shipyard
and then down to LeagueIsland, giving all
a fineview of the harbor, and passing the
schoolship"Saratoga"andthebeautifulnew
warship "Columbia." Arriving atGloucester
at 4 o'clock, theparty, augmentedby other
member*and guestswho came down on
separateboats,sat down to dinner. There
wereupward of a hundred at table. Presi
dent Franklin M. Harris presided, and in
openingcalledattentionto thefact that the
active buildershad a right to shut up shop
oncein a while and gooff to enjoy the good
things of life. He welcomedtbe guestsand
introduced W. 8. P. 8hields to speak for
theBuilders'Exchangeof Philadelphia. Mr.
Shieldsmadea stirring addressin theinter
est of Philadelphia, and was followed by
President J. V. Snedekerof the Trenton
Builders' Exchange. The other speakers,
as called, were J. Hampton Moore of the
Public Ledeer, J. R. Jones, presidentof
the Stylus Club; T. Henry Martin, James
Hastings, R. G. Kennedy, SelectCouncil
man Thomas B. McAvoy, GeorgeE. Vick-
ers. Chief Eisenhowerof the Bureauof City
Property, Robert W. Lesley, Select Coun
cilman F. A. Ballinger, James E. Lennon
and David A. Woelpper,ex-presidentof the
exchange.
The Journeymen Bricklayers' Protective
Associationhasmadean offer of $23,000for
the two properties adjoining Bricklayers'
Hall on North Broad street,with a view to
enlargingtheir presentbuilding.

Rochester, N. Y.
The bricklayers and carpentersof Roch
ester are unable to satisfactorily adjust
their differenceswith their employers, and
a strike by the masonsis the result. The
brick masons struck on a contract which
brought them into contact with the stone
masons. The masons say the contractors
had no right to employstonecutterson the
job, as all the work wasof a nature which
comeswithin tbescopeof themasons'trade.
The constitution of tbe Union of Stone
Masons, Bricklayers and Plasterers con
tains tbis clause:
Stonemasons'work shall consistof laying
all rubblework, cutting nil shoddies,includ
ingall rock facedashlar,jambsand corners,
andsettingall cut stonecut in yardbystone
cutters,whenthesameis coveredby stone.
The work on tbe job is going on, hut the
matter hasnot yet beenadjusted. The car
pentersare working hard to geta uniform
wagescaleadopted,and would have struck
onMay 1bad they felt that they possessed
sufficientstrengthtoassuresuccess.
Tbe Builders and Building Supply Deal
ers' Exchange is in good condition and is
steadily securing a firmer footing in the
estimation of the business community as
one of tbe solid and beneficialinstitutions
of thecity.

St. Louis, Mo.
The Builders' Exchange of St. Louis is
making a mostpraiseworthyeffort to bring
about harmony amongthe building trades
of that citv. A committee, consisting of
W. J. Baker. Patrick Mulcahey, T. F.
Hayden, Patrick Rowan and Philip G.
Ring, has been appointed to present the

form of arbitration advocatedby the Na
tional Association of Builders to all the
labor organizationsin thecity and to urge
its favorable consideration. Copiesof the
form, togetherwith a circular letter, have*
beensentto all the unionsand to the Build
ing TradesCouncil. The form was favor
ably receivedby thecouncil, andtheBuild
ers' Exchange is now awaiting a report
from that body. The exchangeis alsocon
sidering the manner in which its annual
outing shall be spent,a committeehaving
been appointed to report on the subject.
Businessis reportedasbeinggood,with no
strikesof any importance in forceor pros
pect.

Notes.
Covington, Ky., carpenters have de
mandednine hours and 80 cents per hour,
and from present indications are likely to
succeed,as part of the contractors have
granted therequest.

Contracting carpentersof Montreal, it is
reported,have been requestedto sign the
following agreement,which explainsitself.
Where employershave failed to sign their
workmenhave struck :
To whomit mayconcern:
No.-

Montreal, May,1H94,
I, tbe undersignedemployer of journey
mencarpenters and joiners, do fully agree
to tbedemandsof the Brotherhoodof Car
pentersandJoiners.
Thedemandsare as follows :
1 Theminimumrate of wagesshall be 20
centsan hour.
2 That theworking week shall consistof
54hoursor ninehoursa day,
8. That all timeovernine hoursa dayor 54
perweekshall bepaid at the rate of time
anda half. I do herebybindmyselfto faith
fully abideby thesaid condition until May
1,1805.
Signed for tbe Brothethood, Executive
Committee, President, ; Secretary,

Signed for the Contractor, Witness, Mr.
, street , No. —.
The union bricklayers of Scranton, Pa ,
havestruck for 40cents per hour, which is
an increaseof 5 cents per hour over the
present scale. The contractors have de
clined to accedeto their demand.
Though thebricklayers on theUniversity
of Illinois Engineering Building at Cham
paign, 111.,have beenreceiving$4.50for 10
hours work, they madea demandon May
5 that the time bereducedto eight hoursor
they would strike. The contractorspaid off
the whole force, which stopped the work
until anotherforceof mencould besecured.
Tbis is the secondstrike which hasoccurred
on the building.
The strike of the stonemasonsof Wheel
ing, W. Va., for an advance in wages,
which was inaugurated some weeks ago,
has been settled,the masons receiving35
cents an hour. No settlement, however,
has been made with the demandsof the
stonecutters, but thematter is said to be in
a fair way to an adjustment.

The builders of San Francisco heldan an
nual reunion on April 25in the roomsof
tbeBuilders' Exchange, 14Post street. The
occasionwas celebratedbya banquetof tbe
most thoroughly enjoyablecharacter. The
following brevity from the Chronicle's re
port of tbe affair laconically describestbe
feast: "Tbe president's opening address
wasbrief and to thepoint. He said : 'Gen
tlemen, we are hereto eat and drink and
enjoy ourselves while the band plays.
There is a ttrong man amongus to pull the
corksand there are plenty of good things
to eat. Let no man neglecthimself.' And
no mandid."
During the last week in April the car
pentersof Richmond, Ind., struck for 30
cents per hour without gaining their de
mand. After 800 men had been out of
work for about a week the strike was de
clared off and suchworkmen as could re
turned to work.
The Builders' Exchange of Winnipeg,
Man., held its annual meeting April 30.
The membershiphasbeenlargely increased
and the associationhas in its membership
all the principal builders and contractors
in the city. Several amendmentsto tbe
constitution and by laws weredeemedad
visable, and noticeof motionwasgiven to
that effect, which will come up for con
sideration at the next regular meetingon
May 14. Tbe treasurer's report waspre
sented, showing a balance of $600to the
credit of theassociationin the bank. Tbe
election rf officersfor the ensuingyear re
sultedas follows :
J. A. Girvin, president; E. Cass, vice-
president; J. G. Latimer, treasurer; H.
McConuck, secretary.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Plans for Carpenter 'Shop.
From Yankee, Popasquash, R. I.
—Somemonths ago a correspondent in
Illinois asked for plans showing the
arrangement of machinery in a car
penter shop, since which time I have

Carpenter'sShop.—Fig. 1,—Firtt-Floor
Plan.

not seen an answer on the part of read
ers of the paper. While I have noth
ing of my own to suggest, I would
call the correspondent's attention to a
letter published in the issue of the
paper for September, 1889, in which
the writer describes a carpenter shop
which he designed and submitted
sketches indicating the arrangement
of the equipment. If the Illinois cor
respondent making the inquiry has not
back numbers of the paper to which
he can refer, it is possible the editor
will republish the matter in question
for the benefit of all concerned.
Note.—We take pleasure in comply
ing with the suggestion of " Yankee,"
and present herewith the two floor
plans of a carpenter shop submitted
by " M. F. B." of Waterloo, N. Y., to-

lished, and thought I would take the
present occasion to forward floor plans
of a carpenter's shop which I have de
signed. The size of the shop is 24 x
40x18 feet. It is sided with grooved
siding and paper and sheeted inside.
The cost of the shop was about f850.
The tools, foot power machinery, cases,
work benchesand cupboards cost about
$800more. Referring to the sketches
which 1 inclose, Fig. 1 is the ground
floor, in which is shown the position
of the work benches, cupboards, turn
ing lathes, buzz saws, mortise ma
chine, grindstones, saw horses and
other articles contained within the
building. Under the stairway I keep
my coarse tools, such as ropes, pulleys,
crowbars, boring machines, &c. Fig.
2 represents the second floor of my
shop, with the position of the various
tools, benches,- &c., clearly indicated.
The platform shown at the front of
the shop I use for drying articles that
have been painted. I make use of a
very convenient carpenter's tool cabi
net, the drawers in which I use for
chisels, bits and small tools of similar
description. I also employ a con
veniently arranged case for screws,
nails, &c."

Tool Client Construction.
From F. M. D., Newport, Vt.— I have
been reading Carpentry and Building
for the past year or more and find it
very instructive. I have read with
deep interest the articles on tool chests
and found many good points. With

Design for a Stable.
From J. E. S.,Sparland, III— For
the benefit of " W. K. T.," Houston-
ville, Pa., who asks in a recent issue of
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Fig. 3—Second-FloorPlav.

gether with such portions of his letter
as relate to the drawings." I have been much interested in the
building plans which have been pub-

Sectionthrough Tool Chestat Arranged
by " F.M. D."

one exception 1especially like the chest

S
resented by "N. E. O'C," Porter's
[ills, but if he wants a tool that is in
the bottom of a drawer he is obliged to
lift out a tray to get it. The correct
chest has no trays in the tills. The
sketch which I inclose herewith repre
sents an end view of a chest built a
year ago last winter, which suits me
the best of any I have yet seen. The
inside of the chest measures 3 feet 2%
inches in length, 1 foot 10f2'inches in
width and 1 foot 8*4 inches in depth.
The body of the chest is made of pine
trimmed with brown ash, the cover
being of ash with three raised panels.
The chest is bound with gun metal
corners made for the- purpose. Refer
ring to the sketch, a represents the
saw till ; b, a till fitted for levels, both
of which draw out so as to get at the
space marked d, which holds tools not
often used. The tills marked c c c c
are for all small tools in daily use. The
space marked </is for molding plane',
&c. ; e, for holding planes and such
tools as are not conveniently placed in
the drawers. The portion/ is made to
slide out and will hold boring ma-
chines,adze, working clothes, &c. Now
close the cover, give the Griffin combi
nation lock a turn, and the tools are as
safe as though they were in a bank
vault.

PUMPWATERTROUGH

rvmnii
' HARNESSROOM

Plan of Stable Contributedby
" J. E 8."

Carpentry and Building for a plan
showing convenient arrangement of a
stable covering an area 84 x 40 feet,
I submit the accompanying sketch,
which may prove of service. The ar
rangement of the stalls, harness room,
&c., is so clearly indicated that a de
tailed description appears to be un
necessary.

Development of an Ogee Hip Rafter.
From H. D., New York City. — In re
ply to an attack made by " F. H. T."
of North Topeka, Kan., on a method
of ogee rafter development by I. P.
Hicks, I feel obliged to defend the
method shown by Mr. Hicks. There is
no fallacy whatever connected with it,
and a simpler method could not, in my
estimation, be devised. I would fur
ther state that a method which is O K
needs no one to come forth and prove
its correctness, and the correspondent
" F. H. T." is probably on the wrong
track.

A mathematical Problem.
From Tramp, Denver, Col.— I sub
mit for solution the following prob
lem : As shown in the sketch, there
are three circles of equal area, the cir
cumferences of which just touch, as
indicated. They inclose a space, a, the

Diagram Tlluttrating Problem Submitted
by " Tramp.'"

area of which is 130,680 square feet.
What I want to know is the diameter
of the circles and also the distance
from the center of each circle to the
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center of the space a, as well as the
method for figuring it.

Strength of Steel Roof Trues.
From H. D., New York City.— In re-
>\yto "H. B. G." of Baltimore, Md.,
send inclosed a graphic solution of
the strains in the members of a roof
truss submitted by him in the Febru
ary number of the paper. As the cor
respondent fails to state the distance
between the trusses, my results will be

plyI se:

C-5 = 10.8 tons, which equals the
strain on the rafter from C to B.
D-7 = 8.7 tons, which equals the
strain on the rafter from D to C.
1-M = 13 tons, which equals the
strain on the tie rod from E to B .
.I-M = 11 tons, which equals the
strain on the tie rod from B' to C.
6-M = 9.8 tons, which equals the
strain on the tie rod from C to D'.
The rod A A' has no other function
than supporting the weight of the tie
rod from E to B' and could be con-

2 Tons ,

2 Tona pj 2 Tom

FTr !lTr<
Fig. 1.—Skeletonof Truss. Fig. 2.—Strain' Diagram.

Strengthof Steel Roof Trust —Diagrams Accompanying Letter from
" H. D "

based on the assumption that the
trusses are 12 feet apart. The load on
each will then be, taking 40 pounds
per square foot of roof surface, about
16 tons, including the truss itself.
There will be 2 tons weight acting on
each of the points indicated by the ar
rows shown in Fig. 1, and 1 ton rest
ing on each abutment. The solution
is as follows : Draw a skeleton dia
gram of the truss to any convenient
scale, and letter the points of intersec
tion of the members as shown. Now,
in another diagram, Fig. 2, draw a
vertical line, E F, to represent 16 tons
by any convenient scale, and lay off
the various weights, as E A = 1 ton,
A B = 2 tons. BC = 3 tons, &c. Now
lay off a point on E F of Fig. 2 mid
way between G and D and call it M.
Now draw the line A-l of Fig. 2 par
allel to the rafter, Fig. 1. Through M
draw a line parallel to the tie rod to
intersect the first line at 1. Through
1 draw parallel to A B, and draw par
allel through B (Fig. 2) to intersect at
3. Now draw the vertical 3-4, inter
secting 1-M. Draw 4-5 parallel to B
C of Fig. 1, and through C draw a

earallel
line to intersect at 5 of Fig. 2.

•raw the vertical 5-6 to intersect
1-M. Draw 6-7 of Fig. 2 parallel to
C D' of Fig. 1, and intersect with D-7
of Fig. 2. Draw the vertical 7-8, and
intersect with a line drawn through G
of Fig. 2 parallel to the right hand
rafter. This completes the diagrams
of strains, and will give them on the
members of one-half the truss. There
being no moving load, the other half
is strained to the same extent.

Referring now to Fig. 2, we get the
strains on any member by measuring
the lines by the scale used in repre
senting tons :
A-l = 15 tons, which equals the
strain on the rafter from A to E.
1-3 = 2.15 tons, which eauals the
strain on the strut A B'.
3-4 = 1 ton, which equals the strain
on the tie rod B B'.
4-5 = 2.7 tons, which equals the
strain on the strut B C.
5-6 — 2 tons, which equals the strain
on the tie rod C C.
6-7 — 3.5 tons, which equals the
strain on the strut C D'.
7-8 = 6.8 tons, which equals the
strain on the tie rod D D'.
B-3 = 13 tons, which equals the
strain on the rafter from B to A.

veniently omitted in this case. By
way of criticism I would say that
" H. B. G.'s" method of joining his
rod and struts is very poor, especially
al C of his Fig. 1. There would be a
tendency to badly distort the joint.

Durability of Shingles.

From G. C, Mount Sherman, Ky. —
I would like some of my brother cbips
to tell me which variety of shingles
will last the longer without painting
—prime spruce or 8-inch clear butt
pine?

A Smoky Fire Place.

From J. A. S., Fairfield, Iowa.—I
was much interested in the article on
the proportion of fire places in Carpen
try and Building for March. It is a fact

A SmokyFire Place.—Fig. \.—Front View,
Showing Flue.

that half of the grates in this town
smoke, and some of them that have the
smallest flues work the best, so that I
think it is not so much the size of the
flue as the way the grate is connected
to the flue and the shape of the flue at
the grate connection that causes the
trouble. The question Is

,

How ought
the grate to be connected with the flue
and what should be the sizs of the

opening that leads to the flue to make

a good draft for soft coal or wood ?

For an ordinary sized fire place which,
has a front opening 24 x 30 or 30 x 30
inches, what is the best proportion or
shape for the opening to the flue ?

Should the opening be over the front or
the back part of the grate ? I inclose

a drawing of a grate that is located in
the corner of a room which has about 1

foot of space between the back of the
grate and the flue. Fig. 1 showa a
front view of the grate and the shape
of the flue over it. Fig. 2 shows a sec
tional view of the grate and the open
space behind the grate. This grate
smokes when burning either wood or
coal, and I would be under obligations to
some reader of Carpentry and Building
who can suggest a way to make it work
well without smoking. As will be seen
by the sketches, the smoke flue is 7 x 7

,

Fig. 2.—Sectional View.

and at the top of the grate it is 7 x 20
and gradually tapers into the flue above.

Area of a Circular Root*.

From G. H., Narrowsburg, N. Y.—
In the October issue of last vear " D.
L. W."of Madalin, N. Y., asks how to
obtain the area of a roof of circular
form. I notice that you have given
him rules for finding the area or the
base, but as there is perhaps an eleva
tion, as in the case or a tower roof, the
correspondent would then require the
surface of a cone. The rule for this
form of roof would be, multiply the
circumference of the base by one half
the slant hight.

Cement Cellars.

From W. A. L., Keyser, W. Va.—I
would like to know how I can build a

cellar in low, clayey ground where
drainage is impossible, and yet keep
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out the water. I used 40 barrels of ce
ment in a little cellar last season, but
the water still fonnd its way in. It
seemed to sweat in all around the side
walls and I finally gave up in despair. I
used Cumberland cement. Would any
preparation of coal tar stop the leak ?

Felt and Gravel Roofing.

From Oliver Twist, Owen Sound,
Canada. — In Carpentry and Building
for July, 1893, " W. B. W." of St.
John, N. F., wishes to know how to
make tight a chimney or skylight on a
flat roof with % inch fall to the foot,
cevered with felt and gravel or with
three-ply felt. I notice no one as yet
has given him the information, so I

get under it. Now lay another thick
ness of felt immediately over the first,
sticking it well down in order to in
sure a good start. For a three-ply
roof, if the felt is 30 inches, leave 10
inches exposed to the weather after the
manner of shingles.
In Fig. 1of the sketches is illustrated
a method of flashing against a fire wall
or around a chimney. The course of
brick is allowed to project ll£ inches
beyond the face of the wall . as indicated
atA. Thefeltisleftlongenoughtoturn
up underneath this as shown. A gal
vanized iron flashing is then fitted with
1 inch turned into the seam of brick,
all as clearly indicated at B of the
sketch. In Fig. 2 is shown another
method. In this case a 4 x 4 scantling

pleted commence at the top with a pail
of pitch and swab and cover every inch
of roof and flashing with the pitch.
When this has set hard, geta few boards
up on to the roof on which to rnn a
wheelbarrow to distribute the gravel,
commencing as before at the top. With
a pail of coal tar and swab cover a few
square yards of roof, then spread
the gravel into it, repeating this opera
tion until the whole surface is covered.
In many cases the tar is not used, but
it is an excellent preventive against
cracking of the pitch in cold weather.
In some places it is customary to nail
wooden strips 1x2 inches along the
edge of the eaves, leaving a space of ft
inches every 2 feet for waterways.

Fig:.3—Diagramof Piece of Kelt
for Flashing Around Chimneys
or Skylights.

Fig 5.—DiagramShowing How
to Cut and Bend the Second
Piece of Felt.

Fig. 1.—One Way of Flashing Against
a Fire Wall or Around aChimney.

Builders and Harmony In
Bnil dins.

From A. A. W., ML Angel, Ore.—
Lately perusing Carpentry and Build
ing, I founa in it a question which
every carpenter, or man who wants to
be a builder, is supposed to know by
heart. I think it is a great mistake for
any man to be called a builder be
fore he has learned bis trade. It is not
so easy to become a good carpenter
or builder as many perhaps think,
but sometimes a carpenter or builder
makes money, and then, again, it is a
clean trade. The man watches closely,
and the first chance he gets to work
with a carpenter —sometimes he could
be called a wood butcher —he takes it.
He works a few weeks and then calls
himself a builder. Afterward he thinks,
' 'I can learn the rest out of Carpentry
and Building." The consequences of
such an education are seen all over the
country —more perhaps out here in the
West than in the East.
With regard to the physical strength
of houses and cottages, it seems to me

Fig. 4—Showing the Pieceof Felt in
Position.

Fig. -•- Another Methodof Flashing.

Felt and Gravel Roofing.—Illustrations AccompanyingLetterfrom
" Oliver Twist."

Fig. 6.—Appearanceof Work with theSecond
Piece of Felt in Position.

hope the following will be of service to
him. In order to make a good roof of
this kind it is necessary to have it well
sheeted with sound lumber, an even
surface without knot holes being de
sirable. If there are any, cover them
up by nailing over them pieces of tin.
When boiling the pitch have the cover
to fit the pitch pot close at hand, as the
pitch is liable to catch fire, and the
only way to extinguish the blaze is to
smother it by putting on the cover.
Before applying any of the pitch to the
boards unroll the felt half way across
the roof, in order to see that it is run
ning parallel with the eaves. Then
roll it up again. Let the felt project
about 2 inches over the eaves. While
oneman applies the pitch along the
eaves of the building, covering the
boards for about a foot up the roof and
along the inner edge of the roll, the
other man rolls the felt into the hot
pitch, following the first man as closely
as convenient. Be sure that the first
layer is stuck well to the roof, so that
the wind will have no opportunity to

is sawn diagonally and placed at the
intersection of the wall and the roof.
Another scantling 2x4 inches is built
into the wall, affording a nailing place
for the strip C, which is usually ordi
nary lath, to hold the felt in place.
To flash chimneys and skylights, the
only difficulty is at the corners. After
having turned the felt up around them
as indicated at B, Fig. 1, cut out a
piece of felt as represented by Fig. 3,
cutting down the solid line and bend
ing at the dotted lines. After this has
been done apply it with hot pitch in
the manner indicated in Fig. 4 of the
cuts. In the next place cut out a piece
similar in shape to that indicated in
Fig. 5, cutting on the solid line at the
corner and bending at the dotted line.
With more hot pitch stick it immedi
ately on top of the previous one, so it
will present the appearance indicated
by Fig. 6. In flashing around wooden
skylights, leave a saw cut into which
a galvanized iron flashing may be
turned like that in the case of the seam
of brick in Fig. 1. After this is com-

they are built to do for bright days
for as soon as a storm comes on they
look very different. It is for this rea
son we have so many cases of house
burning, due, without doubt, to poor
chimneys. It is true when the wind
shakes a house the chimney or flue be
comes cracked, or sometimes so moved
as to invite conflagration. If a house-
and roof are not well constructed how
can a man expect such a roof not to
leak after a storm, even though the
roof might be well shingled? More
over, it seems to me that few buildings
are put up in this country after a regu
lar style. In the more common private
houses, called cottages, we find little
else than windows and gables, but
never in one and the same house a
window like unto another. Such
things as windows should be more or
less uniform. To my eye. it does not
look well to see in the lower story
a double window and just above it in
the second story a single one, or as I
saw once, only a half size window ; and
again, an arch above windows and
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doors. We sometimes find in the
same house Roman, Early English and
straight and shouldered. I consider
it a miracle that the Roman and ogee
style mixed together on the same build
ing is yet to be found, but perhaps
there may be some in existence. Much
more might be said about this matter
of style, but I consider it more impor
tant to say something about the knowl
edge of practical carpentry. First of
all, a man who intends to become a
builder must have by nature some
idea of buildings and be endowed with
good common sense. In the next place,
to thoroughly learn his trade he must
study elementary geometry, which is
the principal thing for mensuration.
He must know something of descrip
tive, constructive and mechanical car
pentry and also something about
physics. In addition to all this he must
study drawing, so as to be able to un
derstand a plan, and before he ever in
tends to do business in building he
should fully comprehend the steel
square. Aman who doesnot understand
the steel square cannot be called a car
penter, for he does not know the use of
nis own tools. Every man, therefore,
who intends to do any business in the
building line should first go to school
and learn what it is necessary to know
and afterward engage in practical
work. It will then become easy for
him to achieve reputation as a builder,
and he will do more good to the coun
try and less damage to the people, who
.are already too much imposed upon.

c
3

fig. 1—Position or Screw
Holesin HingesasNow
Made.

o

vor of wire nails for siding, but I take
it all back now, and do not use or spec
ify them for any purpose, for I see no
good in them.

Veneered Doors.

From H. H. D., Newburgh, N. Y.—l
have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building for several years and find in
it many hints about the trade, as well
as much useful information. I think,
however, some of the correspondents
are not as explicit in their answers as
they might be, but I take great inter
est in what they have to say. With
regard to the question of " R. B. A.,"
Jewett, Ohio, whose letter appeared in
the April number, I would say that
dry white pine makes as good a core
as any for a veneered door. If hard
wood is employed there is no use to
veneer a door, as it can be made
double— that is, use one of each kind,
fasten the two together with clamps
and glue and then use screws, driving
them in far enough so that the hole
may be plugged with wood of the same
kind as the door. This is called a" built up door," and is much better
than the veneered or solid one, as it

Screw Holes In Butts.

From I. S. C, New Orleans, La.—It
strikes me as a little singular that none

0 !
i

o

RBT. CASINO

A

Pig. 2.—Position Sug
gestedby " I. 8. C."

Fig. 3.-Butt for a lK-Inoh
Door.

irons hot, or if water cans are used,
fill them with water which is boiling
hot.
We will now veneer the door. The
latter can be glued up like a " regular"
or driven together, trued up and
cleaned, but not sandpapered. Drive
it apart and veneer each piece sepa
rately, after which the door can be
glued and wedged before the edges are
veneered. The cauls should be made
to suit the width of the stiles and of suf
ficient length to fit the parts where
used. They should be true and straight
on the surface next the veneer. Every
thing being ready, heat very hot the
piece of veneer to be put on. then with
a brush quickly spread the glue on the
core, after which lay on the veneer,
tack it in place, put on the cauls and
clamps, set them up hard, and make
sure that all parts of the veneer are
pressed tightly down to the core. Take
up the next piece and treat it in a sim
ilar manner, and so continue until all
the pieces are veneered on one side.
When the glue is hard on the first
piece reverse it and veneer the other
side in the same manner, so continuing
until all the work is done. Drive and
clamp the door and clean the veneer,

U jk'door-
=1

2

O

.-%.-J
RBT. CASINO

Fig. 4.—Butt for a Hf-Inch Door.

Screw Holes in Butlt.—Diagrams Submittedby " I. S. C." of New Orleans,La.

of our manufacturers pay much atten
tion to the position of the screw holes in
hinges. Instead of running in nearly
a straight line they should run out and
in at least % inch full from center to
•center, in order to firmly hold in the
edge of the casing and jamb. As they
are now holed in nearly all hinges the
screws run as indicated in Fig. 1,
while they should run asshown in Fig. 2.
Our door casings are % inch thick, and
the doors run from \% to \% inches
thick. This gives % inch on the jamb
for the 1%-inch doors and 1 inch on the
jamb for the 1%-inch doors. In large
butts two holes should come in the
jamb and two in the edge of the casing,
as shown in Fig. 4, while in the smaller
butts there should be one hole in the
jamb and two in the edgeof the casing,
asin Fig. 3. If some manner of holing
could be adopted to remedy the present
insecure manner the manufacturers
would very soon obtain a monopoly of
this market. The larger hinges should
be holed % inch full from center to
center, as indicated in Fig. 4, which
represents the butt for a 1%-inch door,
while Fig. 3 shows the buct for a \%-
inch door.

Durability of Wire Nails.
From S. F. B., Wellington, Ohio.— A
few years ago I said a great deal in fa-

will not warp. Doors made in this
manner can be of one kind of lumber,
or each face of the door can be of a
different wood. The tenons should
not come through the stiles.
To treat a door with thin veneer and
do it right is a pretty hard job for one
who is not used to the business, as the
veneer is apt to let go from the core
and blister. The best veneer for doors,
&c., is }^to % inch thick. It is much
easier to work than thin veneer and
gives greater satisfaction in all cases.
In order to veneer a door " R. B. A."
needs clamps, cauls, hot irons or water
cans for moving over the surface of
the veneer to keep the glue from set
ting too fast and until the cauls and
clamps are in place and screwed up
tight ; a few veneer tacks and suffi
cient extra weight handy to put on the
cauls where the clamps do not give it
an even pressure on the lock rail. Use
good glue and cook it well —until the
water is boiled out of it. Get out the
veneer of the proper size for stiles and
rails, making allowance, however, on
the stiles, for mitering the veneer on
the outer edges of the door. The shop
should be at a high temperature when
veneering is to be done. Stand or lay
the pieces of veneer close to the stove
so they will become very warm, while
the door is placed on the bench and
the tools gathered together. Have the

using a sharp scraper, but no sand
paper. A No. 0000glass paper can be
used after the scraping is done. Do
not rub across the grain. In fitting the'
doors allowance must bemade for twice
the thickness of the veneer and the
plate for hinges, &c. "R. B. A." will
find strong dark glue the best. In or
der to tell good glue take a piece be
tween the fingers and bend it. If it
does not crack or fly to pieces, but
bends tough, showing no signs of
snapping, it is a glue that will hold if
properly cooked. A copper steam
heater is, in my estimation, the best
for glue. A little vinegar added to the
glue will prevent its setting too fast,
but it dries slowly.

Lumber measurements.

From Tramp, Denver, Col.— I would
like to have some of the readers en
lighten me on the subject of lumber
measurements. Suppose, for example,
there is a round log 12feet long and 18
inches in diameter at the small end,
which is sawn into boards 1 inch thick
by means of a gang of saws. Each
board is then edged on an edger, so that
the edges are square the entire length
of the boards, the latter being the
same width at each end. Suppose each
saw makes a kerf } .-

,'

inch thick, and the
narrowest board counted not be less
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than 4 inches wide. How many square
feet, board measure, would the log
make and how is it figured? I would
also like to know how many thousand
shingles there would be in 100 blocks
12 inches in diameter, the butt of the
shingle being % inch thick, the top
y, inch thick and the saw kerf -f

a

inch. No shingle less than 3 inches in
width is to be counted ; also how is it

figured out ?

Plans for a Five-Room House.
From Arnold Miller, Owensboro,
Ky. —In reply to the inquiry of "A.
A. N.," Lafayette, Ind., I send the
floor plan and front elevation of a five-
room cottage, one story in hight. The
foundations are of brick and the body
of the house is weather boarded, while
the front gable and roof are shingled.
The hight of ceiling is 10 feet and the
length of the studding 12 feet. The
house has three coats of plaster inside
and three of paint outside. The ar
rangement of rooms is clearly shown
on the floor plan which I send. The
house throughout is finished inside in
what is known as fluted casing. A
veranda which extends along the front
and side of that portion of the house
used as a front hall constitutes an at
tractive feature.

and the painters put on the last coat of
paint while the carpenters are trim
ming the verandas, porches, building
the outside steps, &c. In this way we
progress, and when the stairs are
framed and the sliding door partitions
set, for they are the last partitions,
the plasterer has most of the building
completed with asbesto cement. We
then begin at once the inside finish.

I can say for 'this method, it is prac
tical, beneficial, and rapidly becoming
universal. I believe it would produce
favorable results in any other section

if practiced as it should be. It must
be remembered that in a job as above
described the contract is so arranged
as to make prompt delivery of all ma
terial.

Note.—This question was discussed
in the March issue of the paper, and
some remarks were presented in an
swer to a correspondent which may

Economy of Time In Building.
From H. W. W., Washington, Ind,
—In reply to " W. H. L. " of Cohoes,
N. V.. 1 could make more important

Grinding Plane Bits.
From L. E. McG., Woodford, Tenn.
— I noticed in the February issue
of the paper an article by James
Francis, written in answer to a corre
spondent making inquiry about grind
ing corner chisels. It was very inter
esting to me. as were also the numer
ous other articles which have appeared
in the journal since I have been a

subscriber— a period of about two
years. There is one thing, however,
which I ' would like to have Mr.
Francis or some other correspondent
explain. Some mechanics claim that

a jack plane bit should be ground very
rounding on the corners, so as to pre
vent them from staving up the surface
o: the timber being dressed. My ob

Main Floor Plan.—Scale,l-'.BInch to the
Foot.

J'lans for a Five-Room House.—Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Fool.

suggestions on the economy of time in
building than I would be allowed
space for in this popular journal, con
sequently I sball just give a dim out
line of the method adopted by us
"Hoosiers." The owners most always
have their drawings and specifications
before the carpenters are ready for
them, and if the house is to be built
by the day, the carpenters in most
cases are at work as soon as the
masons. By the time the masons have
completed their part of the founda
tions the carpenters have the essential
part of the building framed, and raise
it so rapidly that the masons can com
mence the chimneys and flues in a few
days. By the time the flues, &c., are
up the roof is decked. The roofers
now execute their part of the work,

servation and experience go to show
tbat a bit ground upon that principle
furrows the lumber being dressed, and
by that means causes a greater amount
of labor while finishing or leaves the
lumber in a ridged condition. I leave
the subject to those who profess to
understand it, and trust they will take

it up for discussion, to the end that all
opinions may be expressed.

Snort Method of Estimating.

From J. B. W., Muncie, Ind.— I

would like to hear from some of the
craft in regard to estimating. I want
something short, showing pretty nearly
what the building would actually cost
without the necessity of itemizing
everything.

prove of interest to "J. B. W." It is
there stated that the question is not
altogether easy of satisfactory answer,
owing to the fact that methods of esti
mating the cost of buildings vary, not
only with the locality, but with the
individual as well. A plan, therefore,
which would be considered rapid and
satisfactory in one part of the country
might not be so regarded by builders
in another section. Our inquiring
friend will doubtless find much that is
of interest and value to him in this
particular line by referring to the
serial article, entitled, " The Builders'
Guide," which was published during
1892 and the early numbers of last
year. It is also possible that the ar
ticle in the present issue may prove of
service to him.
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Steel in Building Construction

The rapidly increasing favor with
which steel is now regarded as a ma
terial for general construction, and
the position which it is ultimately
likely to hold, render a study of its
nature and possibilities of more than
ordinary importance, saysS. H. Davies
in a recent issue of one of our foreign
exchanges. The various substantial
advantages which may be gained by
its use, in the matter of greatly in
creased strength, and consequent sav
ing in "dead load," together with the
greater facility in handling, make it
more than likely that it will ultimately
supersede both cast and wrought iron.

OBJECTIONS TO USE.

The greatest drawback at the present
time to the general employment of
steel is that the Board of Trade regu
lations prohibit a greater workmg
ctress than 6}£ tons per square inch.
This amounts to an increase of only
about 30 per cent, over the 5 tons al
lowed for wrought iron, whereas if
care is taken to procure the best mate
rial, it may safely be regarded as 50
per cent, stronger. In the case of the
Forth Bridge, this regulation was not
insisted upon, and a working stress of
7% tons was allowed.
Another objection to the use of steel
is that under ordinary circumstances
it corrodes more quickly than wrought
iron, and very much more so than cast
iron. The comparative liability to ox
idation has been given as follows : Cast
iron, 100; wrought iron, 129; steel,
133. Considerable variation may be
caused, however, by the different cor
roding agents acting upon the material.
A formula is given in Molesworth's
"Engineers' Pocket-book," together
with a table of the coefficients for the
several agents, from which the results
likely to occur under the various cir
cumstances may be accurately arrived
at. The fact should be borne in mind,
however, that the result is to some ex
tent dependent upon the quality of the
metal. Mild steel will in every case
corrode more rapidly than hard steel.

TERMS OF SPECIFICATION.

In specifying for steel for ordinary
roof and girder work, it is usual to in
sist that the metal shall be capable of
sustaining a minimum tensile stress of
28 tons per square inch and a maxi
mum of 80 ; that the elongation in a
length of 8 inches shall be 20per cent..
and that the contraction of area at
point of fracture shall be 40 per cent.
In addition to these requirements the
limits of elasticity snould be fixed at
15 tons, and the specific gravity (which
in the case of steel is a fairly reliable
test) at 7.9. With regard to the advis
ability of specifying the chemical
composition and process of manufact
ure, there is at present some difference
of opinion. In the report recently pub
lished by the committee appointed by
the Society of German Engineers, it is
stated that ' ' the physical properties
afford a sufficient index to the compo
sition of the metal, and the result de
pends not only on the quantitative
identification of the component sub
stances, but also upon their mechani
cal combination." Further, respecting
the method of production, '•the com
mittee are of opinion that the speci
fication must be limited to such general
normal conditions for the identification
of quality as can indubitably be con
formed to, and that any minute limita
tions are technically impracticable,
without result, and commercially in
jurious." On the other hand, the Aus
trian Society of. Engineers and Ar
chitects, after an elaborate series of
experiments, have arrived at the con
clusion that Siemens steel (basic proc

ess) is indisputably the best material
for engineering purposes.

QUALITY OF STEEL.

The quality of steel generally used in
construction is mild steel, containing a
percentage of only 0.85 to 0.60 of car
bon. The desirability of employing a
softer material, even at the sacrifice of
strength, in positions where vibration
takes place, needhardly bppointed out.
Hence the advisability of fixing a
maximum as well as a minimum
strength.

STEEL KIVETS.

The fact of the shearing strength of
steel being only about three-fourths
of its tensile strength, whereas in
the case of wrought iron the one is
equal to the other, would make it at
first appear that iron rivets are slightly
stronger than steel, and it is by no
means an uncommon thing to see it
stated that iron rivets should be em
ployed in steel structures on account of
this superiority. The statement, how
ever, is not well founded. The shear
ing strength of steel may be regarded
as 512 tons per square inch as against 5
for wrought iron ; in addition to which
the fact must beborne in mind that the
ultimate shearing strength of wrought
iron rivets when used in steel plates is
reduced from 22 to 16tons per square
inch. The great objection to steel
rivets is that, when fixed by band, the
heads frequently split and fly off, as
they do not retain their heat so long
as iron ones, and the metal when
worked at a blue heat is always unrelia
ble. This rapid loss of heat is fully ap
preciated in rivetingsteel plate boilers, as
the spring of the plates having less time
to act upon the metal while in a soft
condition, the holes filled with steel
rivets are less likely to "weep" than
those filled with iron ones.
The shearing strength of steel rivets
being smaller than the tensile strength
of the plates, joints will require a
larger rivet section than would be re
quired with iron plates—the necessary
section being proportional to the qual
ity of the plates : consequently, the
saving which is effected in the number
of covers owing to the larger sizes in
which steel plates can be procured
compared with iron, is to some extent
neutralized by their greater length.
The proportions of steel rivets should
be larger than those usually adopted
for iron ones.
Before leaving the subject of rivets
it is, perhaps, as well to mention that
in calculating rivet sections for either
iron or steel it is unwise to allow for
the full working strength of the rivets,
and, in actual practice, steel should be
taken at 5 and wrought iron at 4}£
tons, for the reason that the stress fre
quently acts upon a group of rivets,
some of which have to sustain a much
greater stress than others.

ANNEALING.

The effect of annealing upon steel is
the same as upon wrought iron. It
increases its ductility while lessening
its tensile strength. It therefore fol
lows that though very useful for hard
tteel, it is, as a rule, unnecessary for
the softer varieties. Steel plates %
inch thickness and over should, how
ever, be annealed after punching, by
which means the loss in strength and
ductility is restored. Plates under this
thickness do not need this precaution,
the loss of strength being compara
tively little.
In caseswhere punching is absolutely
necessary and annealingcannotbe done,
the holes should be punched with a
smaller diameter than required, and
then reamed out.

CLAUSES OF SPECIFICATION.

The following clauses taken from a

specification prepared in the Govern
ment offices will be found useful in
specifying for steel work.
Strength and Quality.— The steel
shall not fracture under slowly applied
tensile stresses, or with elongation.
less than are shown in the following
table against each variety respectively :

Tensile stress.
Tons per
squarelnch.

Steelplates,bars, i ,,,„ .,..i
angles,teeaand {S?„

. :2 .-
channels jMln. «j
Steeljoists \mZt»\

J Max.30(
lMln.27)

Elongation
in Mnch
length.

Per cent.

Steel for rivets
and bolts

20

20

25

Plates, Bart, etc.—Strips, 2}£inches
wide, cut lengthways or crossways.
heated uniformly to a low cherry red.
and cooled in water of 82° F.. must
bend double in a press to a curve with
an inner radius equal to one and a half
times the thickness of the sample tested
without showing any signs of cracking.
Rivets and Bolts. —Steel rivets must
bend double, when cold, on a radius
of half their diameter, and when hot
must close double, without cracking,
and bolts must bend cold to 90° on a
radius equal to their diameter, and
when hot must bend double on a radius
half their diameter, without cracking.
General Forge Test.—Plates, angles,
tees or other sections shall also stand
such forge tests, both hot and cold, as
may be sufficient, in the opinion of the
inspecting officer, to prove soundness
of material and fitness for the service
intended.
Treatment of Steel.—All plates, bars,
&c., required to be bent are to be bent
cold if practicable. If the whole can
not be bent cold, as little as possible is
to be heated. When plates, bars, &c.,
have been heated, no work is to be
done upon them after their tempera
ture has fallen to " blue heat," say
400°to 600"F. Should this limit be
reached, the work must be reheated,
and is not to be hammered cold on any
account. Plates or bars which have
been much worked hot, and which
have been reheated, must be after
ward annealed, such annealing being
done simultaneously over the whole
piece when possible.
Castings, Annealing and Testing.—
All steel castings to be carefully and
thoroughly annealed by keeping them
at 1700 F. for 24 hours, and then
gradually cooling without being ex
posed to the air. Completed castings,
may be subjected to a percussive test,
those weighing over 15hundredweight
each to drop 12 feet, and those under
15 hundredweight to drop 15 feet
without breaking, on to an iron slab
firmly bedded. One casting in 50 may
be tested.
In addition to the above, clauses re
lating to the following points should
be inserted :
1. Hydraulic riveting to be done
wherever possible.
2. Members to be so placed that the
fibers will run in the direction of the
greatest strain.
3. All bending which may require to-
be done is to be effected by crushing,
and not by hammering.

Abchitects Thomas & Rapp, Chi
cago, have received instructions from
the Board of Education of South Erans-
ton, 111., to rebuild the school house
recently destroyed by fire. The build
ing is to be heated with steam and
furnished with the latest improvement* .
in ventilation. It will cost about $40,-
000.
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL WORK.'

TO
BECOME AN EXPERT at run
ning wires ia buildings already
finished it is necessary to study

closely the general construction of

buildings. It is very essential to be
able to determine beforehand where
and what sort of obstructions we are
likely to encounter in attempting to
wire a building, and perhaps nowhere
else has the electrician a better op
portunity for the display of skill and
ingenuity than in wiring an old house
and leaving scarcely a trace of his
work behind him. It seems at times
a very difficult matter indeed to get
a certain wire into a certain place
without tearing up floors or disfiguring
the wood work of a house, but by
the exercise of a little patience and
perseverance it can usually be accom
plished.
We will begin with an ordinary door
bell and let the push button be placed
on the door. This is not usually the
case, but is sometimes required. It
frequently happens that an old fash
ioned door bell is taken off to make

frame until the open space back of the
plastering is reached. The drop line,
with piece of chain or lead weight
attached, should be lowered from the
upper hole, and with a piece of
wire, with a small hook at the end,

enough of the line should be fished
through the lower hole to permit an
other piece of line to be tied to it.
To the ends of these lines the wires
must be fastened. By driving a wire
finishing nail through the floor along
side of door frame we can easily locate
the spot from below. From here a |-
inch hole should be bored diagonally
through the sill, so that it will comeout
in the space behind the plastering.
Through this hole the drop line, with
wires attached, must be fished. The
bell, which should be placed against a
partition, presents less difficulty in wir
ing; it is only necessary to bore a hole
where the bell is to be located, put in
the drop line, drive a nail as before, to
locate the place, bore a hole from be
low and fish it out. This makes a very
neat job if properly executed. The
hinges of the door acting as a part of

conveniently be reached with a fishing
wire and draw the line through here,
and so on until the fixture is reached.
All holes should afterward be neatly
plugged up, giving the plugs a coat of
shellac varnish before driving in to pre
vent them coming out. Where, for

fishing purposes, holes are bored
through plastered walls that are

papered, three sides of a small square
should be cut in the paper and the

paper dampened a little so that it can
be loosened and turned back. When
done the hole should be filled with

plaster of paris and the paper pasted
back, thus obliterating all traces of the
work done.
In lightly built houses it is often
found easier to take off the baseboard

molding and run the wires under it.
Care should be taken, however, to
break off all old nails, as any attempt
to drive them back would be almost
certain to injure the molding.
When it is necessary to run wires be
tween floor and celling crosswise to the

joist, the first thing to do is to locate
their centers. Prom the centers bore

Fig. 10.—Fishing for Wires.

Fig. 11.—Section of Partition, Showing
Methodof Wiring.

DomesticElectrical Work —Illustrations Showing Methodof Running Wires in Finished Buildings.

room for an electric bell, but in doing
this an ugly looking hole is left in the
door, which must be covered up some
way, and we naturally look to the elec
tric push button as the most suitable
thing to help us out. The neatest way
of wiring a door is to bore a i-inch hole
from the hinge side Into the door until
it intersects with the hole left by the
old bell. With a floor groover cut a
groove on the edge from the hole just
bored to the lower hinge and another
to the upper hinge. It is best to re
move the door from its hinges, take off
the hinges and file bright on the back
side around one of the screw holes.
Bare the end of the wire and lay a few
turns of it so that it will come in contact
with the spot filed bright and around one
of the screws. Lay the wires along the
grooves on the edge of the door, driv
ing a staple every 5 or S inches. Be
sure to drive these deep enough so
that none will project to interfere with
the closing of the door. Run the wires
to the push button through the J-inch
hole previously bored and connect In
the usual manner.
Proceed in like manner for the parts of
hinges and door frame. Bore f inch holes
from back of these through the door

•Copyrighted, 1893,by David Williams.

the conducting wire leaves the door
free to be taken down and also obviates
the unsightly slack wire running from
door to frame.
Where a job requires a general
wiring, such as gas lighting or annun
ciator work, the building must be well
studied before starting out, so as to
avoid as much as possible all serious
obstructions. The first story of a
building seldom presents any serious
difficulties in wiring. In a two-story
building it is usually found much easier
to run a wire from the cellar to the
garret, where we aregenerally permitted
to woik with hammer and tongs, as
there is nothing to disfigure, and it is
an easy matter to branch off to the
various fixtures and drop down from
above. Where it is necessary to run
wires between ceiling and floor the cir
cuit, if possible, should be so arranged
that these wires will run parallel with
the joist. A small hole just large
enough to let the drop line through
should be bored so as to reach into the
partition below. Let the drop line
down and fish out in the cellar, attach
the wire to this and draw It up. Drop
part of the line back into the hole again.
Next bore a hole through the floor in
the direction in which the wire is to
run and as far from the first hole as can

i -inch holes each way In the form of an
inverted V, and work from one joist to
the next with drop line and fishing
wire, as shown in Fig. 10.
In old houses where partitions are di
rectly under each other it is an easy
matter sometimes to drop a line from
garret to cellar. In the modern house,
however, it is not such a simple job, as
we usually find a 2 x 4 plate on top of
the studding underneath the joist, and
another 2x4 sill on top of the floor on
which the upper partition studding
rest. In Fig. 11 is shown a method of
passing obstructions of this nature.
The ocstructions met within a finished
building are of such great variety that
space will not permit of a description,
or even mention of them all. But
enough has been shown and described
to indicate the general plan adopted for
doing this kind of work, and by exer
cising a little ingenuity no serious diffi
culty should be experienced in reaching
almost any part of a house with a wire.
Where wires are run exposed 'on base
boards, door or window casing they
should be drawn taut and well stapled,
and last, but not least, never, under
any circumstances, run more than one-
wire under a staple; it is dangerous
practice and is sure to cause trouble
sooner or later.
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Tampa, Fla., May 7, 1894.
W. H. Sayward, Sec'y.
Dear Sir: Pleasesendus a copy of the
Uniform Contract advocated by the
National Associationof Builders,andoblige,

Yours truly,
McGbcein & Jay,

Architects.

Requests for the form and other
association printed matter are being
constantly received by the secretary
from localities remote from any filial
body, thus showing that the work of
the association is steadily widening
its area.

m>

Committees.
Immediately following the names of
the directors on this page will be
found the members of the committees
for the ensuing year, as appointed by
the president. Members of the filial
bodies are urgently requested to for
ward suggestions for committee work,
either to the chairman of the commit
tees or to the National Secretary.

An Example.
The following is a fair sample of the
requests which are continually being
received by the National Secretary,
and indicates the range covered by the
association :

The Rights of the Lowest
Bidder.

The following letter from a member
of the Builders' Exchange of Minne
apolis to a contractor in that city is
self explanatory, and is made public
for the benefit of bidders who may find
themselves in the same situation. The
case is one which should command the
attention of all the filial bodies, and an
effort should be made to insure honor
able treatment for the sub-bidder in
all such cases. The treatment of one
contractor by another should be hon
orable and fair in every particular,
especially in cases where a general
contractor bids for an entire contract
and solicits sub-bids from other con
tractors, who are thereby subjected to
treatment similar to that in the case
cited. The practice of " hawking "
bids cannot be too severely condemned,
and no possible excuse can be made for
failure to award sub-contracts to the
lowest invited bidder. The action of
Brown, Howard & Co. in seeking to
secure a precedent for the benefit of
the fraternity is commendable, and
every such effort to establish clearly
what is morally as well as legally right
must result in profit to builders every
where.
Dear Sir —We address you regarding
the glasscontract for rebuilding the Syndi
cateBlock of this city, whichweunderstand
you have let to another firm, which we
claim is not in accordancewith your agree
mentwith us. You requestedus to give you
figures on this job, and came yourself to
our officefor same,and in the presenceof
witnessesstatedthat if wewere the lowest
bidders,and if you got the contract, that
we should furnixh the glass. You also
statedthat you wished our bid to include
all theglassin the building exceptthe sky
light glass,and we accordingly submitted
you a completeestimatefor all theglass, as
per plansand specifications. We are con
fident that our bid wai the lowest that you
or any of theother contractors had up to
the time that this contract was awarded
you. After we heard that you were the
successful bidder on this contract, the
writer personally saw you the following
morning and asked you if we were the
lowest bidders,to which you would give no
satisfactory answer, instead resorting to
excusesandevasions,sayingthat you " had
not checkedup the sizesas yet," &c., and
that you "had not as yet signed any con
tract yourself, and that you would not say
anything definiteuntil you had done so."
I told you I wasgoing East that night and
was very anxious to have the matter de
cided,and you claimedthat you could not
do anything about it in so short a time ;
but in the ofiire of Messrs.Long & Kees

you distinctly and repeatedly stated that
you would not do anything in thematterof
letting this contract for glass until my re
turn from tneEast, which I told you would
ba in abouttwo weeks This promise was
clearly violatedby you, andyou did let the
contract before the time you distinctly
statedyouwouldnot. Now whatweclaimin.
this matter is that j/oudfrf useour bid, and
had you not doneso it is very doubtful if
you would havesecuredthecontract,as the
differencebetweenour bid andwhat webe
lieve to havebeenthenext lowest was al
most,if not quite, equivalent to the differ
encebetweenyou and thenext highestbid
der of thegeneralcontractors. We believe
that your entire coursein this matter teas
exceedin,ly unfair and dishonorable,and
that you used our bid and since have
"hawked" It around, and, owing to a
decideddeclinein glassthe past few weeks,
havesucceededin making a few dollars by
not awardingus thecontract,as youagreed
to do if we werethe lowestbidders.
We claimand are ready to prove that we
are legally and morally entitled to this or
der. You will rememberthat during my
absenceyou came to our office and stated
that you had out of-town figures at a cer
tain price,and before several witnessesof
fered to give us the order if we would re
duceour figures. Now, if we werenot the
lowestbiddersoriginally, this wascertainly
a very peculiar transaction for a man pre
tending to dobusinessonasquarebasis. On
this occasionweallege,and will attemptto
prove, that in order to induce us to lower
our original bid, you misrepresentedfacts
and made statements that were untrur.
We believethat such methodsas you have
pursuedin the above case are detrimental
to the business interest of honest general
contractorswho treat their sub bids fairly,
as well as being rank iujustice to sub-con
tractors giving figures as we have doneto
you. We shall certainly endeavorto enforce
what webelieveto be our legal rights in
this matter, but aswe haveno wish to take
any technical advantagesof the law, and,
if possible,would beglad to avoid the ex
pense of litigation, believing that the
amountmightbe appropriatedto betterad
vantage,weaccordinglymakeyou the fol
lowing proposition:
We arequite willing to leave the entire
matter to arbitrati >n,you selecting three
personsfrom whomwe chooseone.and we
naming threepersonsfor you to selectone
from, and the third to be appointed by
Messrs.Long & Kees, or by theother two,
as you may prefer,each party having the
privilegeof examininganywitnessrequired,
underoath; to havefull power to demand
any books or testimony of any kind that
could be used in a regular court of law.
The arbitration to be held in the Builders
Exchange roomsor any public placethat
may be preferred by you. We agree to
prove to the satisfactionof the abovear
bitrators that we were the lowest bidders
for the completealass for this blockat the
time you put in your bid, and that we are
entitled to receivethe contract from you.
If wedo not prove this, weagree toforfeit
chect of #100to any charity that the ar
bitrators may deembest. In any casewe
will pau theentire expenseof the arbitra
tion andhaving the proceedingsrecordedin
shorthand. If we do proveour statements,
we are to receivesuchdamagesasthear
bitrators may award We will also make
any minor modifications to this proposal
that may seemfair and just. Our reason
for proposing arbitration, rather than re
sort to thecourts, is that we would sooner
givemoneyto the poor than to pay samein
court expenses,which would, in any event
cost useachmorethantheproposedmethod.
This proposalis subject to your accept
anceany time up tothe 28thinst.. not hear
ing from you by which date weshall place
matter in our attorney'shands for prompt
attention. If wehavewrongedyou in any
way iu our statementof this matter, yon
shall alsoreceivedue acknowledgmentand
apology from thewriter
Awaiting the favor of a reply, we re
main, Yours faithfully,
(Signed) Brown & Haywood Co.,
C. W. Brown, GeneralManager.

As weconsiderthis questionof vital im
portanceto thebuilding trade generally, it
is our intention to make public this letter
and your reply to same. B. & H. Co.
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An English Trades School.

The Borough Polytechnic Institute of
London. Eng., was the first established
under an act of Parliament passed in
1891 to encouragetechnical education in
Great Britain. It wasopened in Septem
ber, 1892,by the Earl of Rosebery, the
present Prime Minister of England, with
well equipped classrooms, halls, labor
atories and offices for the efficient con
duct of the general technical education
and recreative advantages which it was
designed to provide for the working
men and women of the South London
district, in which It is located. Its
courses of instruction cover a very wide
field, embracing the teaching of sub

jects to suit all trades and classes, thus
aiming to promote greater industrial
skill and general knowledge among the

by stimulating his mental faculties as
well as his manual capacity.

NEW WORKSHOPS.

The trade classeswere at first housed,
as a temporary measure, in the original
institute building, until adequate ac
commodation and facilities could be
provided. They soon outgrew the space
there at their disposal, and it was de
cided to at once erect new workshops
for the trades In a separate building.
This was done, and the shops were com
pleted and opened for use in March of
this year. The plan view, presented
herewith, gives a good conception of
the arrangement of the different shops.
All, with the exception of the brick
layers' and bookbinders', are top lit
with lantern lights, the side sash s
being hinged to open for ventilation.

Indian Mortar.

The lime used in India is peculiar
and is called " khunkur." It is picked
up in the beds of rivers and small
streams after the rains, and is found
sometimes in isolated beds ; but gener
ally it is in detached masses composed
of pieces of about the size that stone
is broken for metaling roads. It is of
a light gray color, and is burnt in the
usual way, either in heaps or in kilns,
the latter being preferred, and the per
centage obtained is generally about 55
per cent. The mortar used is generally
made of 1 part of lime to 1% parts of
"soorkee," which consists of brick
pounded and passed through a sieve of
eight meshes to the inch. This mortar
is of the best description, being hy
draulic, and setting almost better in
water than out of it. No sand is found

Plan View of an English Trades School,Showing thePosition of the Various Workshops.

younger working people of the British
metropolis.

TRADE CLASSES.

Among the principal educational de
partments of the institute are the classes
for practical and theoretical instruction
in various trades. These include carpen
try, plumbing, sheet metal working, en
gineering, blacksmithing, pattern mak
ing, bricklaying, bookbinding, &c. In
struction is only given to those already
engaged in these trades, and is arranged
to supplement the training of the factory
or workshop and not to supersede it.
For this reason no student is admitted
for trade training only, but is expected
to join at least one of the science or art
classes, such as the elementary science
classor the classesin practical geometry
or technical drawing, which are open
on nights other than those devoted to
trade instruction. Thus it is intended
to give the mechanic anall round train
ing which will help him in his trade,

They cost $15,360 to build and nearly
$6000 to equip. The students of the
trade classesassisted in the work of fur
nishing and fitting them ; sheet metal
workers, carpenters, bricklayers, &c.,
contributing their labor and skill with
good effect.

PROGRESSOF TRADE TRAINING.
The new and more capacious accom
modation thus provided enables the
managers of the institute to largely de
velop and extend the work of the trade
classes, which have been found to meet
a very pressing need in South London.
Eighteen months of work have shown
that the advantages offered are eagerly
grasped by the class for which they
were intended. The entries in the
trade and technical classes for the first
session were 497. la the last session—
October, 1893, to May, 1894—they
numbered 701, an increase of 264, and
the prospects are that the next courses
will be still more numerously attended.

in India sufficiently sharp for making
mortar, hence the use by the natives in
the first instance, and now by Euro
peans, of brick dust, as it may _be
called, in place of sand for making
mortar.

Architects Beers, Clay & Dutton,
Chicago, have designed for John R.
Geary a four-story apartment house to
be built on the east side of Okenwald
avenue, south of Forty- fourth street.
The interior will be divided into eight
apartments of seven rooms each and be
heated by steam.

The magnificent new ststion of the
Pennsylvania Railroad at Broad street,
Philadelphia, is approaching comple
tion. With its vast train shed and gen
erally splendid appointments the sta
tion makes one of the finest railway
terminals in existence.
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Practical Arbitration.

The agreement between the Mason
Builders' Association and the brick
layers' unions of New York City, given
below, is decidedly interesting as an
example of the value of joint arbitra
tion between employers and workmen,
because of the character of the partici
pants. The impression which an ex
ample conveys to the mind depends
upon its quality, and the example in
this case offers convincing proof of
the practicability of arbitration un
der all circumstances, because it in
dicates successful operation under con
ditions sufficiently exacting to consti
tute a test which should be satisfac
tory to all fair minds. The agreement
proves the fact that employers and
workmen (in a city where unions and
organizations are most complete and
powerful) believe joint arbitration to
be the best means of establishing upon
a fair basis the relationship between
the two.
The mason builders and the work
men's unions have been under an agree
ment of some form with each other for
eight years, and although there has
been occasionally some difficulty in se
curing a mutually satisfactory adjust
ment of affairs, a decision once reached
has always been binding. The text of
the agreement for 1894is here given in
order to extend the value of the exam
ple by showing others what may be
followed or improved :

New Yore, May 1, 1894.
It is hereby agreed to by the Mason
Builders' Association of New York City
and the Bricklayers' Unions Nos. 4, 7, 11,
i>S,34, 35, 87 and 47 of New York City
membersof the Bricklayers' and Masons'
International Union :

I.
That the wages of the bricklayers from
May 1,1894.to May 1, 1895,be50cents per
hour, eight hours, six days in theweek,and
that the hoursof labor befrom 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., with onehour for lunch.

II.
The unions, as a wholeor singleunion,
shall not order any strike against themem
bers of the Mason Builders' Association,
collectively or individually, nor shall any
numberof union menleavetheworks of a
memberof theMasonBuilders' Association
beforethematter in disputeIs brought be
fore the Joint Arbitration Committeefor
settlement.

III.
That no memberof the unionsshall be
dischargedfor inquiring after the cards of
the menworking uponany job of amember
of theMason Builders'Association,nor will
the walking delegate be interfered with
whenvisiting any building under construc
tion.

IV.
Except in casesof extremenecessity,no
work shall bedonebetween7and 8 o'clock
a.m. and 5and 6o'clockp.m on six daysin
the week,and all overtimeshall bepaid a
double rate. Overtime meansall time be
tween 5 p.m. on Saturday and 8a.m. on
Monday ; also all time between5 p.m. and8 a in. on other days, and the following
legal holidays : Washington's Birthday,
Decoration Day, IndependenceDay, Labor
Day and ChristmasDay.

V.
That the members of the MasonBuild
ers' Association shall do their own flre-
proonng.
Each bricklayer must be provided with
a kit of tools, consistingof a trowel, brick
hammer,hand hammer, level, plumb rule,
boband line, and chisel.
If he is discharged for lack of tools,he
will beobliged to wait until payday for his
wages.

VI.
That all cutting of masonry or flreproof-
lng be done by those best fitted for the
work, and that themembersof the Mason
Builders' Association make the selection;
but light brick work cutting with hammer
and chiselshall be doneby bricklayers.

VII.
That the bricklayers be paid every two
weeksbefore5.30p.m., Saturday; pay time
to closeon Thursday evening.

VIII.
That no complaintsfor waiting time areto beconsideredby the Arbitration Board,
unless a man has been laid off for more
than eight hours ; after which time heshall
havea right to demandhis wages.

IX.
That the Arbitration Committeemeeton
the fourth Thursday in every month,or at
thecall of the Chair on either side ; and
that the secondThursday in January be a
specialmeetingfor the considerationof the
yearly agreement,which must besignedon
or beforeMarch 1, to takeeffect from Mar
1to May 1. '

Otto M. Eidlitz, Chairman,
James Livingston,
Joseph Schaeffler,
Alex. Brown, Jr.,
P. Gallagher,
John Snaith,
Henry M. Tostevin,
Hugh Getty,
34. J. H. Hambly, I
4. William Stswart, j
7. James Gough,
11.Otto B5hm.
33. Owen King,
35. John Grix.
37. Benj. F. King,
47. Wm. J. Daly,

land should not profit by our experi
ence, as have their brethren of Aus
tralia.

For
Mason
Builders'
Associa
tion.

For the
}. Bricklayers'

J Union.

I

The Glasgow Builders' Exchange

We mentioned in these columns last
month the fact that a movement was
on foot among the builders of Glasgow,
Scotland, looking to the formation of
a builders' exchange upon much the
same lines as those followed bv such
organizations in the United States.
Recent issues of the foreign trade
papers contain the information that
the movement has been successful, re
sulting in the organization of the
Building Trades' Exchange for the
city and district of Glasgow. The
association has a capital of £10,000di
vided into 1000shares of £10 each, and
the membership is to be of a corporate
and non-corporate character. The
Executive Council consists of 21mem
bers. At a recent meeting Sir William
Arrol was elected president and W.
M. Cunningham secretary.
The memorandum of association of
the exchange is almost identical in
purpose with the by-laws of some of
the more prominent American organi
zations, the objects sought being,
among others, the provision of suitable
rooms for daily meeting of members
with the purpose of ultimately acquir
ing property, the promotion of uni
formity in contracts, commercial
usages, &c., to acquire and disseminate
business information, to regulate the
examination of applicants, and to grant
certificates of competency or other
diplomas to such applicants, to pre
scribe the qualifications of candidates
for admission to the benefits of the
exchange, to adjust controversies and
misunderstandings arising out of trade
transactions between members of the
exchange and others, and to promote
the settlement, by the arbitration of
members of the exchange, of all d's-
putes arising out of contracts entered
into under the rules of the exchange ;
to adopt suitable means for enforcing
against members the awards of arbi
ters issued in pursuance of the imme
diately foregoing purpose, and to pro
mote such legislation as may be neces
sary for giving effect to the objects of
the association, or for furthering the
interests of the said trade.
Builders' exchanges have demon
strated their practical necessity in this
country, and out of their existence have
grown improved conditions in every
branch of the building trades. They
have raised the tone of the whole fra
ternity, and have set in motion ma
chinery which will go on improving
the conditions under which the busi
ness is transacted. There is no reason
why the builders of Scotland and Eng-

The houses from the corner of Pine
street to the United Bank Build
ing along Broadway, this city, have
just been torn down for the purpose of
erecting ou the site the 20-story edifice
for the American Surety Company,
reference to which was made in these
columns some time since. At the cor
ner of Pine street was an old five- story
building that has a history. Half a
century ago, and even later, it was the
retail store of John Anderson, the to
bacconist. About midway of the win
dows on the second story, exactly at
the corner of the building, could
be seen the iron eyelet which held
the statue of Sir Walter Raleigh,
which statue was taken down by
J. M. Layman in 1872 and replaced
in front of John Anderson & Co.'s to
bacco factory in Liberty street, where
it is still to be seen.
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Building Restrictions.

The past few years have witnessed
great advances in the enactment of laws
designed to so control the erection of
buildings as to render them in every
way safe for the occupants. Scarcely
a city of any size can now be found
that does not possessa code of building
laws, while sizes of timbers, thick
nesses of walls, provisions for escape in
case of fire, as well as precautions to
prevent fire itself, are all to be in
accordance with the said laws. In the
larger cities competent inspectors have
laid upon them the duty of enforcing
the laws, and, as a rule, in a some
what less efficient manner, the mat
ter receives attention in smaller
municipalities. The subject of heat
ing in its relation to legal protec
tion against fire is of no little in
terest in this connection. Much of
the good legislation in this line has
been at the instigation or through the
co-operation of the fire underwriters.
They are certainly in a position to ac
curately judge of the practical effi
ciency of any arrangements that may
be legalized, but too frequently their
good judgment has been outweighed
by exigencies of politics. Thus many
laws of this character bear the marks
of the influence, politically applied, to
make the restrictions agreeable to per
sonswho look only for the cheapest but
not the best way in all things.

Diversity in Building Laws.

As a consequence there exists to-day
a surprising diversity in the laws re
lating to the installation of heating
systems. It is obvious that only one of
them all can be exactly right, and yet
the variety is to a certain extent ex
cusable when we consider that in many
cases the law makes the arrangement
more than safe enough, and hence
differs from those which approach
nearer the danger line. Nowhere is
this more noticeable than in the matter
of permissible distances between heat
ing pipes and adjacent wood work.
Even a superficial inspection of the
building laws relating to hot air pipes
in some of the principal cities of the
country will serve to clearly show this
wide diversity. Thus, in Boston the
law reads that all hot air pipes shall be
1 inch from the wood. The sameholds
true with steam pipes, and this dis
tance must be maintained with either
hot air ot steam pipes unless the wood

work is protected by metal casing or
by stone or earthen ring. The laws in
Providence and St. Louis are substan
tially the same.

Laws of Western Cities.

In Chicago, however, we find the
other extreme. Here the hot air con
ductors, if placed within 10 inches of
the wood work, must be made double,

with at least yz inch air space between
the two. Steam pipes, on the other
hand, need be kept only 2 inches from
wood unless protected. Chicago, like
many other cities in the country, dic
tates the material to be used in the
construction of its pipes—in this case
IC or IX bright tin. Under the law,
literally followed, galvanized iron can
not be used. Of course it is, however,
and the crudeness of the law thereby
illustrated. The Cleveland restrictions
are nearly the same, except that the
steam pipe distance is increased to 6
inches, and the Milwaukee law is iden
tical with regard to hot air pipes.

MemphisBuilding law.

Memphis has an elaborate series of
restrictions. It dictates that all brick
or stone hot air shafts shall be lined
with tin pipes, something very desira
ble, it must be admitted, but entirely
unnecessary, as a matter of fire protec
tion, under all ordinary conditions.
Elaborate arrangements are required
in the case of all flues ; thus it is neces
sary, under the law, that all metal flues
or pipes for the conduction of heated
air shall be inclosed with 4 inches
thickness of hard incombustible mate
rial, except in the case of horizontal
pipes, which must be double, the inner
one 3inches from the stud, with j^i-inch
air space between itself and the water
pipe. In addition, the inside faces of
the exposed stud must be well lined
with tin plate and the outside with iron
lath or slats. Horizontal hot air pipes
must furthermore be kept 6 inches be
low floors or ceilings if they are un
protected, or 3 inches if protected by a
metal shield. Hot air pipes passing
through partitions must have 4 inches
of brick insulation or else a double col
lar of metal with 2-inch air space and
holes for ventilation. Steam pipes may
be placed within 2 inches of wood work,

or within 1 inch if protected by a metal
shield. New York City has a code of
regulations practically identical with
that of Memphis. Cincinnati makes
the required distance of steam and hot
air pipes 6 inches from uuprotected
combustive material, but makes all ar
rangements subject to approval of in
spector. Detroit limits the distance to
3 inches. Denver requires metal flues
to be double or wrapped in incombus
tible materials if not placed in stone or
brick walls. San Francisco has a sim
ilar law, which specifies that the double
pipe shall have }£inch space filled with
fire proof material.

Opportunity for Bevision.

Many more examples might be given,
but enough has been shown to indicate
that there are either most reckless
risks taken under some of the laws, or
else the safeguards prescribed in others
are practically unnecessary. Notwith
standing the numerous experiments
that have been made, it is still an open
question just how far removed wood
work must be from steam and hot air
pipes to avoid danger by fire. Of
course this uncertainty is largely due
to the conditions under which the
pipes are installed and the system is
operated, and a distance that is safe
where there is ample ventilation around
the pipe may become dangerous when
the pipe passes through a partition
and opportunity is given to overheat
both air and wood work. It would
seem that the most practical method
of revising existing laws which have
proved unsuitable would be to care
fully and exhaustively study the laws
of other municipalities in connection
with the reports of the fires occurring
within their limits. The inspectors,
the fire department and the under
writers are all supposed to express,
when possible, their knowledge or
belief in the cause of a fire, and the
extended examination of such reports
must serve to show the adequacy of
existing laws. In connection with the
celebrated trial of the Chicago anarch
ists, the judge gave us in a single

sentence the spirit that should rule in

all law making : " The law is common
sense." Most truly is common sense
called on to establish the perfect and

comprehensive building laws that are
necessary in every community to pro

tect its citizens, so far as may be

possible, from all danger through im

proper construction of their dwellings,

their factories, and their places of
amusement, instruction and worship.

Builders' Methods.

One of the principal reasons why the
building contractor has so much

ground for complaint in the methods
prevailing in his line of business is the
laxity displayed in permitting an in
justice to be done him without protest.

When the average contractor finds
objectionable requirements in specifi
cations, or in the demands of other
contractors, he says not a word lest

the objection prevent his opportunity
for obtaining the work. He is aware

that many of his brother contractors
occupy the same position and he there

fore knows that others would be likely
to accept irksome conditions from

the same fear as that by which he

is governed. If he didn't take the
job as it was, some one else would.
Failure to reject all unjust conditions
has resulted in the establishment
of a general opinion that any amount

of injustice may be done a contractor,

and hewill stand it through fear that a
protest may throw the work to some
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one less scrupulous than himself.
To the apathy with which the con
tractor accepts unfair conditions and
requirements is attributed the sole
cause of the injustice.

Co-OperativeHousekeeping.

Some time ago we called attention
to a plan of co-operative housekeeping,
doubtless suggested by Bellamy's
"Looking Backward," the scene of
the scheme, if we remember correctly,
being laid in Denver. The plan is now
to be tried again, this time in Hyde
Park, Chicago, the originator being,
it is said, a lady who for some years
has been perfecting a scheme for model
houses. The site chosen is to have
erected upon it 44 houses of pressed
brick and stone, tastefully constructed
and the architecture varied, so that one
may dwell behind a Venetian, a Span
ish, Renaissance or a Romanesque
front. The houses are to be of several
stories, but none more than two rooms
deep, in order that all shall have the
necessary light and air. In the cen
ter of the plot is to be a large
two-story building, under the roof
of which will be gathered the kitchen,
laundry, cold storage plant and the
machinery for the heating and light
ing. In the second story are to be a
kindergarten, circulating library and a
hall for amusements. The different
houses are each to be connected with
the central building by telephone and
electric conduit, the latter so arranged
as to convey hampers for the meals to
and from the kitchen. These hampers
will be constructed of some non-con
ductive material so that they will re
tain the heat. There will also be a cen
tral dining hall for those who wish,
or where large dinners may be given.
Each house will have a lawn in front,
while in the rear will be a playground
with provision for croquet and ten
nis. We understand that the scheme
has attracted such attention that the
Illinois Chapter of the American In
stitute of Architects has invited the
originator of the scheme, who is lately
from Denver, to address them on the
subject.

Factory Hours in England.

William Mather, Member of Parlia
ment for the Gorton Division of Lan
cashire, and the senior member of the
firm of Mather & Pratt (Salford Iron
Works), has made a report of the ex
perience of his firm in the first year's
experiment of giving his employees an
eight hour day instead of nine hours,
without any reduction in wages. Mr.
Mather, whose works employ a large
number of hands, reports that the ex
periment has proved in every respect a
complete success. The output of the
works has beengreater than ever before,
without an increase of expense, despite
the reduction of hours. The 1200
hands employed in the works have
worked cheerfully in double shifts
during times of pressure upon the
works, due to large orders, but they
have never beenpaid, nor have they ex
pected overtime, the reduction of the
regular hours and the retention of the

regular wages offsetting that. Converts
to the eight hour system, Mr. Mather
says, have invariably been permanently
woo over. Mr. Mather has furnished
the government with full details of the
working of the experiment in the Sal-
ford Iron Works and recommends its
adoption, even tentatively, in the gov
ernment arsenals, dockyards and other
public works.

A Curious Japanese Dwelling.

A unique structure at Yokohama
owes its existence to Dr.W. Vander Hay-
den, and has now successfully with
stood the cold, heat and earthquakes of
a year and a half. The walls are built
of hollow glass bricks filled with solu
tion of alum, which intercepts certain
heat rays but allows light to pass.
These hollow bricks, or boxes, rest
upon cast iron supports, and the space
between them—made as small as pos
sible—is filled with felt. The roof,
which is flat, is supported by cast iron
pillars. Glass panee, with strips of
rubber between them, form the hori
zontal ceiling, and over this is a thick
layer of ashes, above which is a ce
ment covered frame work of wood.
The roof is thus made an effective non
conductor of heat. No light passes
through it, of course, but the walls are
totally translucent and allow more
light to enter than is received by any
other kind of dwelling. Suitable ar
rangements provide for ventilation and
drainage.

Long Leaf Yellow Pine

At a recent meeting of the Engineers'
Club of Philadelphia, E. R. Keller
presented some interesting remarks
relative to the results obtained in the
Government investigations of Ameri
can timbers, now in progress under
the supervision of B. E. Fernow of the
Forestry Division. The investigations
have been productive of some very
valuable results regarding long leaf
yellow pine, and Mr. Keller described
in detail the apparatus and methods
used by Prof. J. B. Johnson in testing
logs to determine cross breaking of
large and small beams ; tension ; com
pression—endwise and cross grain :
shearing, and the properties of full
size columns. The results of tests of
this wood were given and the follow
ing deductions by Professor Johnson :
The long leaf pine timber is specially
fitted to be used as beams, joists, posts,
stringers in wooden bridges, and as
flooring when quarter sawed. It is
probably the strongest timber in large
sizes to be had in the United States. In
small selected specimens, other species,
as oak and hickory, may exceed it in
strength and toughness. Oak timber,
when used in large sizes, is apt to be
more or less cross grained, knotty and
season checked, so that large oak
beams and posts will average much
lower in strength than the long leaf
pine, which is usually free from these
defects. The butt cuts are apt to be
wind shaken, however, which may
weaken any large beams coming from
the lower part of the tree. In this
case the beam would fall by shearing
or splitting along this fault with a
much smaller load than it would carry
without such defect. These wind
shakes are readily seen by the in
spector, and sticks containing them
are easily excluded, if it is thought
worth while -to do so. For highway
and railway wooden bridges and
trestles, for the entire floor system of
what is now termed mill or slow
burning construction, for masts of

vessels, for ordinary floors, joists, raft
ers, roof trusses, mill frames, derricks
and bearing piles ; also for agricultural
machinery, wagons, carriages, and es
pecially for passenger and freight cars,
in all their parts requiring strength and.
toughness, the long leaf pine is pecul
iarly fitted. Its strength, as compared
to that of short leaf yellow pine and
white pine, is probably very nearly in
direct proportion ,to their relative
weight, so that pound for pound all
the pines are probably of about equal
strength. The long leaf pine is, how
ever, so much heavier than these other
varieties that its given strength for
given sizes is much greater.
A great many tests have now been
made on short leaf and on loblolly
pine, both of which may be classed
with long leaf as "Southern yellow
pine," and from these tests it appears
that both these species are inferior to
the long leaf in strength in about the
ratio of their specific gravities. In
other words, long leaf pine (Phius
Palustris) is about one-third stronger
and heavier than any other varieties
of Southern yellow pine lumber found
in the markets. It is altogether likely
that a considerable proportion of the
tests heretofore made on "Southern
yellow pine " have been made on one
or both of these weaker varieties.

Expansion of Girders.

A writer on strains in girders, refer
ring to the amount of movement of iron
girders due to expansion and contrac
tion under extreme variations of tem
perature, observes that for iron and
steel the coefficient or rate of expan
sion is nearly 1 inch for 100° F. of
heat for every 100 feet in length.
Thus a girder 60 feet in length will
expand ^ inch for 100° increase of
temperature and contract the same
amount for 100° decrease of temper- .
ature ; or a girder 75 feet long will
vary Jfa inch or % inch, for a va
riation of 100°. He says : "In order
to provide for all contingencies it is
the general practice to allow for a vi
bration of 100°F. , or amovement equal
to 1}£ inches for every 100 feet in
length." A girder 60 feet long will
therefore require to have an allowance
for movement in the moving end equal
to A inch or 1 inch, the other end be
ing fixed. It is only necessary to put
the rollers under one end of the girder,
so that the movement of the girder
may be at that end only.

Hard Wood.

A recent issue of the Timberman
contains the following legal decision
in regard to what constitutes " hard
wood." A certain man had a contract
with a railroad company to deliver
"hard" cord wood and he delivered
poplar in part fulfillment of the con
tract. The railroad company objected,
but the contractor won his case in
court in consequence of the judge's
decision that botanically any tree that
had a leaf as distinguished from a
needle was a hard wood, regardless of
what the actual texture of its fiber
might be. This is, as far as we know,
along a new line, but it is strictly in
accord with other decisions based upon
the technical and commercial nomen
clature of the wood. There may be no
particular reason for saying that Lom-
bardy poplar, or basswood, or cotton-
wood is a hard wood, but such it is
commercially, as decided by the courts,
and those dealing in timber may as
well understand it. If this new decis
ion, based upon botanical considera
tions, is sustained it will merely add
strength to the old position.
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STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION FOR DWELLINGS.

OUR
readers are doubtless more or
less familiar with the methods
employed in putting up office

buildings and business blocks by what
is known as "skeleton frame" con
struction, in which an iron or steel
frame work of columns, girders and

in this form have yet found their way
to any appreciable extent into the con
struction of private dwellings, but it is
doubtless only a question of time, for
it is well known that many of the
reasons which have led to the intro
duction of these materials into mag-

private dwellings has been brought to
our notice by the structural depart
ment of the Illinois Steel Company of
Chicago, 111., where a strictly fire
proof residence is now in course 'fit
erection, and which is expected to
mark the beginning of a new era for

SteelFrame Constructionfor Bvoellings.—Residenceof
W. B. Reid.—Beers, Clay <

fc

Button, Architects,

Chicago, III.

Vertical Section.

joists carries the loads to be supported
independently of the stone or brick
walls with which the metal is generally
incased. This system is becoming more
and more extensively employed in the
larger cities of the country, for the
reason that it permits of the use of
thinner foundation walls than would
otherwise be the case, while at the
same time adding to the fire proof
qualities of the buildings. It cannot
be said, however, that iron and steel

nificent office buildings and business
blocks apply with almost equal force
to the more palatial city residences.
This is especially true just now, when
the very low price of steel is stimulat
ing its use in the smaller classes of
buildings where wood would no doubt
continue to be employed if there ex
isted a great difference in the cost of
the two materials.
The first application of the "skele
ton" system to the construction of

this type of buildings. Contractors
and builders generally cannot fail to
be interested in seeing how steel con
struction can be employed in this way,
and we therefore take pleasure in
presenting herewith the elevations,
floor and framing plans, and miscel
laneous details of the building in
question. The residence is that of W.
H. Reid and represents the design of
Beers, Clay & Dutton, architects of
218 La Salle street, Chicago. The
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house faces directly west and is con
structed with brick walls, on the in
terior of which lj^-inch furring tiles
are used. The front of the basement,
steps and platform are of granite,
while the porch and all the trimmings,
including cornices, are of a delicate
cream colored terra cotta. The front
bricks are of cream color, laid in
Flemish bond with white mortar. The

of cast iron columns and steel girders.
On this side the basement wall is of
brick, and supporting the iron columns
are three 65-pound rails, each 4 feet
long. On page 150we show a section
through the old and new walls at
column No. 2, looking toward the front
of the house. The 8-inch wall indi
cated is supported upon the beams run
ning parallel to the old party wall,

and on the interior with stamped steel-
All the stair stringers are of cast and
wrought iron.
The basement windows, north ele
vation windows, the rear windows in
the second and third stories, as well as
all the basement and rear balcony
doors, are to have plain or ornamental
iron guards. There are also to be iron
guards over the two skylights. The

Side(Right)Elevationof Dining BoomExtension.—Scale,l£ Inch to theFoot.

SteelFrame Constructionfor Dwellings.

Vertical Sectiontakenon theLine
A A of the Elevation.

porch post 10 feet long is in one piece
of terra cotta. All the floors and the
roof are supported upon steel beams
varying in size from 9 to 15inches,
according to the load they are required
to carry. In the plans which we give
on pages 150and 151,showing the iron
framing, the various dimensions are
given together with the weights of the
beams.
Adjoining the site of this building
on the north was an old partv wall,
and here it was necessary to make use

and by surrounding them, form a fire
proof covering. In order to hold the
brick work of the rear bay and the
walls above, a construction of columns
and steel beams is employed.
The rear portion of the third story,
as will be seen from an inspection of
the partial elevation of the dining
room extension on this page, is to be
used as a large balcony. All the posts
and other parts for this balcony are of
cast iron, thoroughly braced, and
covered on the exterior with copper

front porch railings and fences will be
of ornamental wrought iron.
The floors of the house are built ac
cording to the improved fire proof sys
tem of the Expanded Metal Fire Proof
Construction Company, which may be
briefly described as follows : Between
the I beams of the building, running
transversely, are channel iron arches
ranging, according to the weight the
floor is to sustain, from 3 to 8 feet apart.
Between the channel irons are placed
wood centerings, leaving the channel
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arches and I beams exposed. These
arched ribs or haunches are first filled
with concrete, over which expanded
metal is laid, crossing the arches and
covering the false flooring. Above these
concrete is placed to the required thick
ness. As soon as the concrete is set the
false flooring and other wood work is
removed from beneath, leaving a sys
tem of steel and concrete arches and
flats of concrete having imbedded in
their under side a continuous layer of
expanded metal.
All the partitions of the house are
of 3-inch tile, the roof and rear balcony

skylights and basement door lights.
The plumbing will be first-class in
every respect, and will consist in part
of porcelain bathtubs and onyx slabs
for bowls. There will be a complete
system of call bells, speaking tubes
and annunciators, and also conduits
and wiring for electric light and tele
phone.
The heating will be done by means
of hot water, and in this connection it
is interesting to note the method of
running the pipes. These are laid in
slots built in the exterior walls, next to
which, and under the window seats,

form a good idea of the method of con
struction employed. The house here
shown, as may be inferred from the de
scription, is not a cheap one, and will
cost in the neighborhood of $37,000.
Owing to the fact that it was necessary
to construct a portion of the north wall
of iron, and having a plan that gave
parallel walls and no recesses or irreg
ular lines, the architects found that
to substitute steel beams in place of
wood joists cost about $2000 extra.
The architects of this house have also
designed and erected many notable
buildings in various parts of the conn-

Foundation. First Floor.

SteelFrame Constructionfor Dwellings.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16Inch to thr Foot.

floor being covered with 6 x 6 x Js
inch glazed tiles, imbedded in Trinidad
asphalt. The basement floor is of con
crete laid on the ground, and this in
turn is covered with a wood floor. All
ceilings are of metal lath and cement
mortar.
The finish of the interior will be of
mahogany, curly birch and white oak
painted, the latter being four and five
coats of enamel paint. The floors will
•beof strips of quarter sawed oak 158
inches wide. Tiles will be used for
bathroom floors and wallp, kitchen
wainscoting and the lining of the air
shaft. Wire glass will be used for

are placed the radiators. One of the
great difficulties experienced in the
plumbing was in connection with the
pipes. On account of the large size
of the soil pipes, waste pipes, revent
pipes and hot and cold water supply
pipes, the architects were compelled
to resort to double thick partitions,
leaving a pipe space between and rais
ing the bath and toilet room floors one
step.
The floor plans, which we present on
page 149,clearly show the arrangement
of the rooms at the several stories,
while the framing plans on the follow
ing pages will enable our readers to

try, and may be justly considered
pioneers in this new field.

The American House Beautifnl.

In referring to the homes of Amer
ican business men and contrasting
them wifh the stately and the cottage
homes of his own land, a writer in a
late issue of All the Year Round pre
sents the following views, which may
prove interesting to many of our read
ers :
We Englishmen are proud, and
justly so, of the stately and the cottage
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homes of our land. There is nothing
like them elsewhere in the world, for
they possesspeculiar features of their
own—the former in their antiquity
and their associations, the latter in
their own beauty and that of their sur
roundings. But the great mass of us
live neither in stately homes nor in
cottages, and of our residences—exter
nally, at any rate—we have very small
reason to be proud. Now, as the
Americans have no stately homes of
our English type, with the exception
of the fine old colonial residences of
Virginia and New England— and as
their cottage homes are modern, prac
tical and consequently ugly, and, as
we have said, there is a wealth of re
finement in many American minds,
they have succeeded in making the
villa residences of their big city sub
urbs the most beautiful in the world.
I call them " villa residences," despite
the fact that many of them are man
sions in size and feature, because they
are the homes of business men. The
town residences of American business
men are beautiful internally, but

SectionthroughOldandNew(North)Wallsat
ColumnNo. 2,looking toward the Front
of the House.—Scale,H Inch to thefoot.

Vertical Longitudinal Section.
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Framing for SecondFloor. Framing for Third Floor.Framing for First Floor.

SteelFrame Constructionfor Dwellings.—Plans shotting Iron Framing; also Longitudinal Section.—Scale, 1-16Inch to thefoot

being in streets and rows they neces
sarily lack the external features which
induce us to select the suburban home
as a type of the American House Beau
tiful.

ORIGINALITY IN DESIGN.
In a survey of these the first fact
which strikes the eye of the stranger is

the extraordinary fertility of the Amer
ican architectural brain in original de
sign. A family likeness pervades all
London suburban houses, be they
north or south of the Thames. If there
be one pretty house, there will be
scores exactly like it all around : but
until within the past very few years the

London suburban builder reared as
fast, as cheaply, and, in consequence,
as inartistically as he could, with the
result that the very great majority of
London suburban houses are absolutely
hideous. But in an American suburb,
let us say for example, Brookline, near
Boston, a suburb extending over miles
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of hill and dale, and planted thickly
with houses, it may be asserted that
not half a dozen buildings are exactly
alike. The straining after the original
and the striking has, of course, resulted
in the erection of a few monstrosities,
and of some houses more eccentric than
pleasing in design, but the general aver
age is exceedingly high. In this general
originality of house design I seem to
see a far greater instance of the much
vaunted American liberty and inde
pendence than in any of the political
and social institutions of the country.

After we have surveyed the exteriors
of the houses and proceed to their in
teriors another new fact strikes us, and
this is how very much better the dif
ferent classes of American business
men are housed than are their corre
sponding grades in our own country.
Shop walkers, counter men and good
artisans go home every evening to
houses which in England would not be
deemed unworthy of city men of good
position. The taste in furnishing and
decoration may not always be as good
as the houses themselves, but there is

3-
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Hoof FramingPlan.—Scale,1-16Inch to
theFoot.

Elevationof Sideboardin Dining Room.—Scale.% Inch to thefoot.

North Elevationof ReceptionHall with Sectionof Stairway.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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nothing corresponding to what may be
called our London "genteel villa resi
dence," and the bank clerk, instead of
huddling in one yellow brick box in a
long row with a big name shuts him
self up for the evening in his own little

or to the production of so great an
effect.

What is claimed to be the largest
single stone ever quarried is said to

completed is to be 10 feet square at
the base and 4 feet square at the
top. The apex will be about 5 feet
long and tapered to a 6-inch tip. This
obelisk is 10feet longer than the largest
of the Egyptian obelisks.

T
About 100,000,000feetof lumber were
cut in the Maine forests the past win
ter, as compared with 130,000,000 feet
a year ago. The lumbermen complain
that the unprecedentedly mild weatherof
March took all the snow out of the
woods and greatly hampered the haul-

—

r

WOODBACKS

IRONBRACKET

c

Partial Elevationof Sitting RoomMantelandBookCasesat its Left.

detached castle, which contains on a
small scale all the accommodation and
many more of the conveniences of an
English gentleman's house. As we
rise higher in the scale we reach the
American House Beautiful, as distin
guished from the American House
Magnificent.

Partial Front Elevationof Kitchen Cupboard.

Bernini as an Architect.

A writer in one of the London trade
journals says that the greatest archi
tectural genius of the seventeenth
century was Bernini, whose name is
generally associated in architectural
history with that of his contemporary,
Borromini, as a corrupter of the style.
He was sculptor and architect, and de
signed several churches, palaces,
fountains and other works at Rome,
among which may be noticed the
palaces Barberini and di Monte Ci-
torio, the churches del Noviziato de'
Gesuiti and Gandolfo, the college of
the Propaganda, and the fountains of
the Piazza Navona, the Piazzas Bar
berini and di Spagna, the colonnade of
the Piazza di S. Pietro, and the great
staircase between the church and the
Vatican. Bernini has sometimes dis
played the highest art in the arrange
ment of light and ia overcoming diffi
culties of situation, and his effects are
occasionally inimitable. His style pre
sents more licenses than absolute er
rors or abuses, and his graces and
elegances go far to atone for his many
faults. The porticoes forming the
Piazza di S. Pietro, though they were
calculated to make the want of col
umnar beauty and relief in the church
itself more painfully felt than before,
are in themselves one of the finest
creations of Italian architecture. Col
umns had never before in modern
times beenemployed in such profusion,

Elevation of Butler's Pantry.

SteelFrame Constructionfor Dwellings.—MiscellaneousDetails.—Scale,
% Inch to theFoot.

have been taken recently from a quarry
at Houghton Point, near Ashland,
Wis. This monolith, of Lake Superior
brown stone, is 115 feet long, and when

ing of the logs to the landing places.
Consequently quantities of lumber will
be held over for another jear before
reaching the market.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
A SUMMARY of theconditionsprevailing in the building tradesin thedif
ferent sectionsof the country seems

to showthat thework at presentunderway
is the result of necessityand is being con
ducted aseconomicallyaspossible. There
seemsto be very little building anywhere
of a speculative character ; capital seem
ingly preferstowait for bettertimesbefore
embarking in large building enterprises.
Competition is unusually sharpand exten
sive, there being many bidders for all
work openedto competition. Where it is
usually the custom for four or five con
tractors to submit bids for work, many
times that number now compete, and
tenders are remarkably low. Builders
say that the effort to secure work has
been so great that figures have been re
duced belowthepoint of profit.
In someof the larger cities thecondition
has not been improved by the unsettled
condition of the labor market. Cincinnati
particularly is reported as having suffered
greatly becauseof strikes, &c. It is stated
that many important contracts werewith
drawn from themarket becauseof the un
certainty hi the progress of work. The
carpenters,togetherwith suchotherunions
as haveactedin sympathywith them,have
unwittingly given those who were timid
among the investorsan excellentexcuseto
withdraw from operationsat present.
The condition among the workmen
throughout the country is difficult to as
certain, as " times" are so precariousthat
little is heard from them except in locali
ties in which they are well organized. But
few generalmovementsof any kind among
the workmen are to be noted this year,
thoseof theChicagopainters and the Cin
cinnati carpentersinvolving the greatest
number. The volume of building now
being carried on may be roughly estimated
as at leasta third lessthan at this time last
year.

Baltimore, Md.
The following officers of the Builders'
Exchange of Baltimore were electedJune
5 at theannual meeting:
President,Noble H. Creager.
Vice-presidents,Wm. Ferguson, Isaac S.
Filbert and S. B. 8exton, Jr.
Secretary,E. D. Miller.
Treasurer, B. F. Bennett.
Directors, E. L. Bartlett, Geo.W. Het-
zell, P. M. Womble, Jr., Israel Griffith,
John B. Sisson,Henry Seim, E. D. Crook,
John Trainor, John Bunnecke,J. J. Walsh,
W. N. McCauley, Joseph T. Lawton.
The presidentin his report recommended
that thescopeof the Polytechnic Institute
be increased by giving instructions in
building trades. The exchange has 181
membersat present. Its new quarters in
the building corner of Charlesand Lexing
ton streets will be occupied shortly after
July 1.

Boston, Mass.
Everything in the building tradesof Bos
ton and vicinity is moving alongwithout
muchactivity, althoughtheamountof work
in progressis sufficientto keep the builders
and their workmen from being seriously
.affectedby the quietnessof trade. The
membersof the Master Builders' Associa
tion, as a whole, are fairly well satisfied
with conditions, believing, from reports
from other places,thatthe situation in Bos
ton is lessirksomethan in someof theother
large cities. No strikes or lockoutsof any
importancehave occurred during thepast
month,and there is no reasonto anticipate
any unusual labor disturbance in thenear
future.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
It is reported that out of the strike
of the Cincinnati carpenters a general
strike of the workmen in the building
trades, involving in the neighborhoodof
.4000men, is in force. The strike was or
dered on May 21 to securean eight-hour
•dayat $2.50, or a nine-hour day at $3
with eight hourson Saturday.
It was agreed that whenthis year'scon
tract was made with the carpenters a
clause should be inserted specifying that
only union made product should be used
in the construction of a building. This,
it seems,the bosscarpentersrefusedto al
low, but they signified their intention of
employingthemenas formerly.
Ihe Building TradesCouncil, the highest
in authority of anyof thelocal laborbodies,

have the carpenters' strike in band, and
havemadetheir first movetowardsecuring
an amicablesettlementof the existing diffi
culties. A committee of three, consisting
of PresidentJ. B. Rodgerman,Henry Can
non and J. H. Lightfoot, accompaniedbv
committees from the carpenters' council
and thestrikers, calledat the Builders' Ex
changeand askedthat their credentialsbe
recognizedsothat they could go into that
body for thepurposeof having acommittee
appointedfrom theexchangeto meetwith
the committee from the Building Trades
Council to settlethe present difficulty and
adoptmeasuresto preventa recurrence of
strikes in the future. The Board of Direct
ors of the exchange discussedthe matter
at somelengthand then decided that the
exchange, according to its constitution,
wasnot empoweredto act in any wage or
hour questionoccurring in any one of the
building trades,andsoreportedto thecom
mitteein waiting that they would have to
settle their differences with the Master
Carpenters' Association ; that they, the
Builders' Exchange, hadno jurisdiction in
thematter whatever.
At a later meeting of the bossesin the
Builders' Exchangeresolutionswere passed
to remain firm in the stand already taken.
From this it may be judged that the strike
will be a long and bitter one.
Applications for membershipposted in
the Builders' Exchange, to be considered
at the regular monthly meeting,are those
of the J. F. Binder & Bros. Company of
Hamilton, the Millcreek Valley Lumber
Companyand the Kingston Lumber Com
pany.
The Commercial Gazette is authority for
the statement that the estimatedcost of
new structures projected on June 1 had
fallen to the low amount of $24,000.The
causewas stated as being largely the un
certainty in the employment field, capital
not caring to becomeinvolved during such
an uncertain time.

Chicago, III.
At a mass meeting of the journeymen
paintersof Chicago,held May 20,the con
tract agreedupon by thebossand journey
men painters' executive committeeswas
ratified, and thus ended the strike which
had been on since April 2. The contract
stipulatesthat it shall be binding for a pe
riod of two years from June 1 ; that the
wagesof journeymen paintersbe 35cents
per hour until June 15,30 cents per hour
from June 15until March 1. 1895.and ;)?;
centsper hour until March 1, 1896. None
but union paintersare to beemployed,and
all differencesthat may arise betweenthe
menand bossesare to be settledbyarbitra
tion, the arbitration committeesto becom
posedof five journeymen and five bosses.
If thesecommitteescannotagree,thenthey
shall choosea disinterestedperson,whose
decisionshall befinal and binding.
The meetingwasan enthusiasticone,and
forcible and happy speecheswere made.
All said they wereglad the long strife was
over and that the shops would all resume
operationsat once,and work provided for
themen. To accomplishthe settlementof
this strike both sides have been forced to
makeconcessions. The bossesconceded35
centsuntil June 1,and agreedto bebound
by thecontract for a period of two years.
The journeymenhavecomedown from 35
to 30centsper hour for the remainder of
this year, and 82% cents during 1896.
William Sorensonof the Painters' Union is
the man who hasworked night and day to
bring about this settlement. He is a broad
minded,coolheadedman, and has labored
unceasingly to get the menback to work.
Several strikes of minor importance have
occurredduring the past month,but none
sufficientlyextendedto causeseriouseffect.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange is re
ported as being in good condition ; the
membersfairly contentwith theamountof
building on hand.

New York City.
The Building Trades Conferenceof New
York City, representing42different organ
izations,hastaken a decidedstandagainst
the use of all foreign and convict made
materialsin buildings nowin courseof con
struction or to be constructedhereafter in
New York. The stoppageof work by the
strike of 49union menemployed on Com
modoreGerry's residencewas a stepin this
direction. Marble brought hereby Allard
& Co. of Paris was being used in Mr.

Gerry's house contrary to the policy
mappedout in a report of a committeeof
the conferencewhichwasrecentlyadopted.
The report declared that theconcentrated
effortsof the building trades must be di
rected against the prevalent system of
wealthy residents, architects and builders
who, in the past,have awarded contracts
to firmswhosemanner of conductingbusi
nessis of extremedetriment to New York
mechanics and laborers. Thousands of
woodworkers, plasterers, marble workers
and otherdescriptionsof craftsmen,it was
said, were impoverishedthrough the en
forcedidleness causedby thosewhoaward
contractsto foreign firmsandwhopurchase
prison-madematerial. It wasdecidedthat
the tradeswho were obligedto handlefor
eignand prison-made materialsshouldre
frain from so doing on and after June 1.
The Board of Delegatesof the Building
Tradesof New York had already indorsed
this course, and all kindred trades were
instructed to support the movement. It
was also resolvedthat materialsfrom sub
urban localities should be handled only
whenmadeunder the sameconditionsthat
govern wages and hours in this city, but
this provision is not to go into effectuntil
September1.
A very interesting report, according to
the News of June 14, was made by the
various delegatesof the trades presentat a
meetingof the Building Trades Council in
connectionwith the numberof men out of
work in each trade. Chairman Collanan
askedeachdelegatethe percentageof men
out of work in his union.
The reports of the delegateswereas fol
lows :
Tin and Sheet Iron Workers' Union, 20
per cent,of its 500membersout of work.
Reliance Labor Club of Marble Cutters,
35per cent, of 400membersidle.
Progressive Painters' Benevolent Union
1,50per cent,of 435membersout of work.
Terra Cotta Workers and Mold Makers'
Union, one branch fully employed and
about 30per cent, of the otherbranch idle.
Progressive Varnishers' Union 1,about
50per cent,outof 350membersout of work.
Only 15per cent,of the membersof the
Machine Stone Workers' Union were re
portedto be out of work.
Independent Iron Workers' Union of
Jersey City, all members at work four
days in the weekonly and idle the rest of
the time.
Progress Association of Steam Fitters'
Helpers, out of 500members80 per cent.
are without work.
Of the 260 membersof theGranite Cut
ters' Union, 20per cent,are idle.
The United Wood Carvers' Association,
55 per cent, are out of work and have
beenfor months.
About 80per cent,of the 250membersof
theGilders' Union were reported to be un
able to get work.
Out of 1000membersof Local Union 3 of
the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
L. A. 5468,about60per cent, were said to
beunableto find work.
The delegateof the Journeymen Plumb
ersand Gas Fitters' ProgressiveUnion said
that only about10per cent, of his250mem
berswereidle.
Numerouscommentswere madeas dele
gate after delegatemade reports, and it
wasemphaticallystatedthat in sometrades
work wasashard to get now aslastwinter,
and that the condition of affairs and the
general destitution was as deplorableas
ever.

Philadelphia, Pa,

At the last regular monthly meetingthe
Master Builders' Exchangeof Philadelphia
indorsedthe proposedship canal between
that port and the Raritan River. The fol
lowing resolutionwasadopted:
The Master Builders' Exchange,believing
that the constructionof the proposedship
canal between the Delaware and Raritan
rivers would beof great benefit to thecity
of Philadelphia in particular and to this ex
change in general,would respectfully urge
upon City Councils the immediate passage
of the ordinance appropriating $10,000for
the purposeof makingapreliminary survey
and demonstrating the feasibility of the
project.
Prof. Lewis M. Haupt spoke on the sub
ject, and pointed out the value the canal
would be to the exchange. Thomas Mar-
tindale and CoronerAshbridgealsospokein
favor of thecanal. James Hastings opposed
it becausehe thought New York would be
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morebenefitedby it. and that city ought to
bear theexpense. He believedthat if the
canal wasever built it would be doneby
Congress.
Edward Miller replied bv saying that
Philadelphia would receivethefirst benefits
of the canal, and he thought the business
menof this city should take the initiative
in the matter. Franklin M. Harris, presi
dent of the exchange,also replied to Mr.
Hastings by saying that thegreat projects
of thepastcenturywerestartedand carried
through by Philadelphia capital. The reso
lution wasadoptedby a viva vocevote,only
two out of 200voting against it
John S. Stevens,ex-presidentof theMas
ter Builders' Exchangeand ex-presldentof
the National Association of Builders, has
beenappointedoneof the Public Buildings
Commissionersfor the city. Mr. Stevens
fills the vacancy caused by the death of
John L. Hill and was the only candidate
whosenamewaspresented.
Reports from the Master Builders' Ex
changeshowthat organization to be in its
normal condition of excellence. Building
interests are quiet, much moreso than is
usually thecasethis timeof year.

St. Louis. Mo.
The union carpenters of St. Louis are
out on strike. It is stated that on June
1about 1500menquit work. The situation
seems to be not very clearly defined.
Ostensiblythe strikewasfor thepurpose of
establishing a union scale of 40 cents per
hour and eight hours. Several meetings
of the various unions have failed to estab
lish what the desire of the majority is in
the matter.
Carpenters have been and are willing
to work for almost anything andare anx
ious for employmentat almostany wages.
The final adoption of a union scale of 35
cents was satisfactory to the employers,
as few good men were receiving less than
that amount. As many ascould find work
have done so, although many placeswere
lost, being filled by non-union men.
The joint conferencebetweenthe heads
of the Knights of Labor and the Ameri
can Federation of Labor, which it is con
fidently expected will cement all great
labor organizations, was opened on June
11.in the LacledeHotel.
The Knights of Labor organization was
representedby J. H. Sovereign, John W.
Haves and W. J. Bishop ; the American
Federation of Labor by Samuel J. Gom
pars, P. J. McGuire and Frank K. Foster ;
the Brotherhoodof Locomotive Engineers
by A. B, Youngston and Messrs. Mills
and Naylor ; the Brotherhood of Loco
motive Firemen by F. P. Sargent, Frank
Warnoid and Charles W\ Maier ; the
Brotherhood of Brakemenand Federation
of Railway Trainmen by S. E. Wilkinson ;
the Order of Railway Conductors by E.
E. Clark, and the Farmers' Alliance by
I. E. Daem. 3

Wilmington. Del.
At a well attendedmeetingon June 4 the
bricklayers of Wilmington, in view of the
hard timeeand in order to give an impetus
to building, agreed to reduce their own
wages. The menwhowereemployedhave
beenreceiving$4.05a day. Under thenew
scale they will receive $3.60 a day, a re
duction of 45cents.

Notes.
Thebricklayersof Scranton,Pa., whohad
beenout on strike since May 1 for an in
creaseof 5 centsper hour, returnedtowork
on June 11at theold wages,35cents.
About 20membersof theMasterBuilders'
Association of Fitchburg, Mass., attended
the last regular meeting. Mayor E. S.
Moulton, William Edwards, A. P. Will
iams and Daniel O'Connor, newly elected
members,werepresentwith theassociation
for the first time. An excellent banquet
wasserved.
The progressof theMontreal carpenters'
strike has beenslow. Some 400men are
still out. They have beenaided by funds
from theUnited States as well as from the
labor unions of Canada. Although 72of
themastercarpentershave accededto the
strikers' demands,the larger firms still re
fuseand will not recognize the union in
any way. The men have been trying to
arrange a conferencewith the employers
and haveaskedMayor Villeneuve and Sir
Donald Smith to act as arbitrators. The
strikers are remarkablyquietand it is hard
to realizethat soextensivea strike is going
on in the city.
Muncie, Ind., plastererswant 40centsan

hour and eight hours per day. The em-

Eloyers
say they can get men to work nine

ours for $2.50per day.

Law in the Building Trades.

Contract Liens on Homestead for
Work and Material.

Where the statute exempts a home
stead from debts, except for purchase
money, taxes and work and material
nsed therein, and provides that the
work and material must be contracted
for in writing, with the consent of the
wife, given in the manner required in
a sale of the homestead, and that no
lien on a homestead shall be valid,
except for the purchase money and
improvements, and provides for a
lien on buildings for work and mate
rial used therein, and that the legisla
ture shall provide for the enforcement
thereof, in the absence of the legisla
tion declaring the only mode in which
a lien may be had on a homestead for
work and material, it may be given in
the contract providing for the work
and material, properly executed, as in
a case of a sale.—Lippencott vs. York,
Supreme Court of Texas, 24 S. W.
Rep., 275.

Materials Furnished Sub-Contractor
Not Entitled to Lien.

A person who furnished materials
to a sub-contractor for the erection is
not entitled to a lien on such building
therefor. A provision in a contract
between the owner and the contractor
that all money for brick work and ma
terials should be paid by individual
checks to parties furnishing the same
does not entitle a company furnishing
brick to a sub-contractor, and used in
the building erected under such con
tract, to a mechanic's lien on such
building therefor, since parties cannot
enlarge the statute by contract, if such
is the intent. —Lowenstein vs. Reyn
olds, Supreme Court of Tenn., 22 S.
W. Rep., 210.

Construction of Building Contract.
A contract for the construction of a
county court house provided that the
county might make any alterations in
the specifications, and that such alter
ations should not make the contract
void. The fact that the county, un
der agreement with the contractor,
changed the window lintels from stone
to railroad iron did not affect the obli
gation of the sureties on his bond. A
stipulation in a contract for building
such court house that the county should
pay 85 per cent, "on the amount of
material furnished on the grounds and
work done on the building on the first
day of each month, as the work pro
gressed," does not restrict the pay
ments to be made by the county so
that they shall at no time aggregate
more than 85 per cent, of the amount
bearing the same proportion to the
total contract price as the amount of
the materials then furnished, and the
work then done might bear to the total
amount of the work and materials nec
essary to complete the contract. —How
ard County vs. Baker, Supreme Court
of Missouri, Division No. 2, 24 S. W.
Rep., 200.

Certificate of Architect on Building
Contract.

A building contract which provides
that final payment shall be made
within 30 days after completion, "pro
vided that . . . the architect shall
certify in writing that all the work
. . . has been done to his satisfac
tion," constitutes the architect the
agent of the owner, and his decision as
to completion of the work is final. A
certificate under such contract suf
ficiently complies with the terms of

the contract where it states that " there
is now due to" the contractor "the
final payment on his contract," speci
fying the amount. —Snaith vs. Smith.
Common Pleas of New York City and
County, General Term, 27 N. Y. Supp.,
379. _^^^__

Double Windows

In advocating the use of double win
dows in town and country houses, an
English doctor writes to one of our
foreign contemporaries as follows :
The thinness of the walls of our
houses, as well as most private and
public buildings, being provided only
with single windows, are doubtless
among the chief reasons conducing to
the freezing up of so many water
pipes, and their bursting subsequent to
the thaw. In my Brighton residence,
some 120 feet above the level of the
sea, which it faces in a southwesterly
direction, I find the foreign plan of
having double windows has many ad
vantages.
1. In winter, by keeping in the heat
of the room and excluding cold, double
windows diminish the quantity of coal
necessary for heating one's rooms.
2. During fierce storms double win
dows completely exclude wet and wind.
3. Double windows greatly deaden
the noise attending storms, and fre
quently prevent one's hearing the
cries of intinerant hawkers, as well as
the belligerent discord of street music.
4. Double windows seem often to en
able one to put up with the discom
fort of having no convenient means of
heating, by open fire places, hot air or
hot water pipes, the staircase of one's
house, which, of course, in winter
ought to be warmer than the living and
sleeping rooms.
5. During cold weather, on both sides
of the panes of single windows ice is
often deposited. Hence in a room
which is well warmed, when striking
against this cold surface, the heated
air is radiated or reflected back into
the room in the shape of a sharp, cold
draft, which may be injurious to the
health of delicate people, especially if
seated near the window. However, in
the case of double windows, these
drafts by radiation are scarcely percep
tible because in a heated room the in
ternal window is warm, particularly if
there is a broad space separating the
outer from the inner window." The back of my house being di
rectly exposed to northerly and north
easterly gales has enabled me often to
observe a difference of 15° to 20° F.
between the temperature recorded in
the inner side of the outer window as
compared with the temperature on the
room side of the internal window.
When I first lived in my present resi
dence, during the winter in passing
from the front to the back of the
house there was frequently a dif
ference of 15 or more degrees F..
so that one felt as if one were almost
entering another climate. However,
subsequently, being protected by
double windows and double skylights
throughout the house, as measured
from within it, there has been during
winter only a very slight difference be
tween its two aspects. Even draining
all the cold water pipes at night time
in this house, furnished with a con
stant water supply, which has prac
tically no cold water cisterns (except
small ones for the lavatories), never
theless, during sharp frosts some of
the cold water froze up.
' ' I presume this experience proves
that even double windows will not
prevent the freezing of one's cold water
pipes in houses where the walls are
too thin, as unfortunately is too often
the case in our modern jerry built
British houses, usually architectural
and artistic abominations."
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HOUSE AT ONEIDA, N. Y.

THE
subject of our supplement plate
this month is a two-story moder
ate cost dwelling in semi-colonial

style, adapted for erection upon a 25-
foot lot. In the present instance a site
having a street frontage of 60 feet has
been utilized for the erection of two
cottages, with a driveway and walks
between them, all as shown in the half
tone engraving. The residence here
illustrated was built not long since for
R. M. Baker of Oneida, N. Y., from
plans prepared by W. Irving Tillotson,
architect, of that place. The eleva
tions, floor plans and details which are
presented upon this and the pages im
mediately following will afford the
reader a good idea of the arrangement

The windows have check sash 1W
inches thick and are glazed with No. 1
double thick sheet glass. The exterior
is painted with two coats of best white
lead and oil, colonial yellow, trimmed
with white. The front gable is
shingled and painted dark red.
The floors in the kitchen and vesti
bule are of narrow matched North
Carolina pine, all other floors being of
pine 1 inch thick. The library has a
wood mantel, grate, tile facings and
hearth. The kitchen and bathroom are
wainscoted 3 feet high from the floor
with narrow matched North Carolina
pine neatly capped, the trim being of
the same wood. All other trim in the
house is of white wood, natural finish.

structed of wood alone, but are not
common. No private house is allowed
to equal in hight the temples in its
vicinity, nor be ornamented in the

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Bouse at Oneida, N. Y.— W. Irving Tillotson, Architect.

of the rooms and the general appear
ance of the completed structure.
The house has a frontage of 21 feet
2 inches and a depth of 55 feet, exclu
sive of the porch. The cellar is 6 feet
6 inches in the clear, the first story 9
feet 6 inches, and the second story 8
feet 6 inches, above which is an attic.
The cellar walls are of local quarry
stone, laid in hydraulic cement with
all exposed joints neatly pointed.
The frame is of hemlock, semi-balloon
style. The studs are 2x4 inches ; the
floor beams 2x8 inches, placed 16
inches on centers : the sills 6x8 inches
and the rafters 2x6 inches, the latter
being placed 20inches on centers. The
outside of the frame is covered with
dressed, matched seasoned hemlock
boards, carrying heavy building paper,
which in turn is covered with No. 1
white pine beveled clapboards. The
roof is sheeted with 1x6 inch hemlock
strips, laid 1^ inches apart, and cov
ered with white pine shingles laid 514
inches to the weather. The porch roof
is boarded close and covered with tin.

The building is heated by hot air and
cost, exclusive of the plumbing, $2300.
The house is also piped for gas.

Chinese Shops and Dwellings.

The general design of the native
house, however humble, is a modifica
tion of the more ornate temple or
yamen (i

. e., official residence and
office). There is the same catenary
curve in the roof, with more or less
ornamentation at the gables. A sober
drab will replace the gaudy glazed
yellow or green roof tiles, and var
nished or plain wood the brilliant paint
work of the more public edifice. But
the elevation will still suggest the same
general design. Stone is almost un
known as a house building material ex
cept for foundations. Bricks, sifted
earth and matting or thatch for the
walls, brick tiles for the roof and wood
for interior fittings are the ordinary ma
terials used. Houses are sometimes con-
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same manner ; nor may yellow —the
imperial color — be used about the
building. Cellars and basements are
absolutely unknown. Two - storied
houses are infrequent. We summa
rize from Dr. Wells Williams' well-
known work the most important de
tails as to Chinese house building.
The iVt Chuan, or sifted earth, is a
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compound of sifted gravel and lime
mixed with water and sometimes a
little oil or varnish, of which durable
walls are made by pounding it into a
solid mass between planks secured at
the sides and elevated as the wall rises,
or by beating it into large blocks and
laying them like bricks in a wall.
When stuccoed and protected from the
rain, this material gradually hardens.
In houses of the better sort the stone
work of the foundation rises 3 feet or 4
feet above the ground, and is laid with
great regularity and solidity. Between
the stone work and the lower brick
course an anti-damp layer of fine cut
straw is introduced and this appears to
be very effective. The fronts of the
dwelling houses present no opening*
except the door, and when the outer
walls of the several houses join those
of gardens and inclosures the street
presents an uninteresting sameness,
unrelieved by steps, windows or porti
coes. The walls are 25 to 30 feet high,
usually hollow, or so thin as to be un
able to support the roof unaided, nor
are the builders very particular about
their perfect uprightness. The bricks
are the same size as our own and
burned to a grayish slate color,
although red bricks are sometimes
seen. They are made by hand and
cost from $3 to $8 per thousand. Lime
is obtained from shells, and it does not
appear that it is ever derived from
limestone.

walls.
The walls are often stuccoed but not
painted, and the bricks are occasion
ally rubbed smooth with stones and the
interstices pointed with fine cement.
In place of a broad cornice the top of
the wall is frequently relieved by a
molded ornament in burnt
clay representing a battle,
landscape, cluster of flowers
or some other design, de
fended from the weather by
the greatly projecting eave.
A black painted band, re
lieved by corners and designs of
flowers and scrolls, is a common aDd
cheap substitute for the carved figures.
Chimneys are almost unknown. The
smoke from kitchens is allowed to es
cape through a latticed roof, while
open fires arenever burned. The char
coal stove is generally used, but in the
north the sleeping rooms are fitted
with kangs or brick bed places kept
warm by a fire beneath. A hole in the
wall acts as a chimney, but numerous
deaths from charcoal suffocation take
place every year.

ROOF SUPPORTS.
In order to support the roof the pur
lins and ridge poles consist of strong
timber extending from wall to wall,
and the rafters of slender strips, on
which the tiles are upheld. In hipped
roofs the principal weight rests on
pillars, with a series of king and
queen posts intervening, by which
every part is equably supported ; but
curb roofs are not made, as attics are
as unknown as cellars.
The pillars are of red or varnished
wood without base or capital, of dis
proportionate shape, and frequently
ornamented with carvings or inscrip
tions, or concealed by scrolls. In the
rare cases of the two-story houses, or
where it is impracticable to support
the roof in this way, the rooms are
contracted and the cross walls built up
to the plate, each room being covered
with its own roof. The pillars are
occasionally arranged soas to form side
passages to the rear rooms, the inter-
columniations being screened or built
up. A slight ceiling usually conceals
the tiling, but the apartments appear
lofty, owing to the elevation of the
roofs.

ARRANGEMENT.
The general arrangement of a Chi
nese dwelling of the better class, stand

ing in its own grounds, is that of a by marriage, &c., by adding additional
series of rooms of different dimensions, courts and buildings,
separated and lighted by intervening We have already noted that "pri-
courts and accessible along a covered vate " houses are not allowed to over-
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corridor communicating with each, or
by side passages leading through the
courts. In the former case the cor
ridor opens out upon a garden. In
towns, where the houses are of one
story and the lots irregular in their
shape, there is more diversity in the
arrangement and size of the rooms. In
the country establishments of the
wealthy families it is customary to
provide for the increase of members

top any neighboring temples. An ex
ception to this rule is made in the case
of pawnbrokers, who are permitted to
build square towers of four or five
stories, the goods received being stored
on the upper floors as a better protec
tion against thieves. In nearly all dis
turbances the pawnbrokers' shops are
the first to be attacked and, if possible,
looted by the mob. The doorways are
defended by stout posts, their lower
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Sectionthrough Exterior Wall, and Detailsof
OutsideandInsideWindowFinish.—Scale, %
Inch to theFoot.

InsideDoorTrim.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

ends dropping into mortise holes cut
in the stone threshold and locked by
an ingenious arrangement above.
Glass is unknown for windows in the
interior, and in place of it oyster shells
are employed (Placuna placenta), being
scarcely inferior to ground glass in
transparency.

Section through Door Stileand Studding.— BUILDING METHODS.
Scale,3inchesto theFoot. The process of building strikes the

MiscellaneousDetails of House,at Oneida, European spectator as somewhat cu-
y, y, rious. The first thing is to raise a com

plete bamboo scaffolding, which sup
ports a mat roof and thus insures
immunity from rain or sun to- the
workmen. The peculiar value of the
bamboo when subjected to a perpen
dicular strain only is well known.
The lengths are tied together with
rattan and the scaffolding thus made
is as strong ai>d useful as the more
elaborate construction of poles •and
rope used in Western countries. The
next proceeding is to put in the up
rights, and these once in place and
sufficiently braced, the roof is at once
proceeded with. The walls are, there
fore, built up to the roof. One of the
most valuable materials known to the
native builder is chunam. It consists
simply of lime and earth (or fine sand
and gravel) thoroughly incorporated
with sufficient water and then beaten
to a level with a hand maul of special
shape. This is the universal substitute
for plank flooring and its adoption by
our own builders would in many cases
be beneficial. It is easy to mix and
work, and hardens quickly and satis
factorily.
The tools and other adjuncts used
by the Chinese bricklayer or mason re
semble our own, differing only in shape
and size. The hod is replaced by the
basket. The average wages of a work
man are 20 cents per day.
It should be noted that underground
house drains are unknown in China.
All offensive matter is removed every
morning by men who are not paid, but
pay for the contribution to the manure
heap thus obtained, which they dis
pose of at fair rates to gardeners and
cultivators.
The comparative immunity from
epidemic disease enjoyed by the Chi
nese generally is probably due to this
system of removing what would other
wise pass into cesspools and drains.
One other point is worth passing no
tice. The architect, like the painter or
author, however distinguished in his
own line, neither claims nor receives
any special recognition in consequence.
Scarcely a single name has been
handed down to an admiring posterity,
while at the present day the most in
genious builder fails to secure even
passing honor.

Novel Method of Reducing the
Width of a House.

The Elba Apartment House, owned
by H. and H. E. Law, is four stories
in night and occupies 30 fee* front on
Van Ness avenue, says the San Fran
cisco Examiner, After standing in its
place two years it was discovered a
short time ago that it was a fraction of
an inch on the land of Thomas B.
Evans, adjoining. Mr. Evans had a
surveyor go carefully over the ground,
and he reported that the front line of
the house on Van Ness avenue was %
inch on the Evans property, and the
encroachment increased to % inch at
the rear line, 90 feet back.
Mr. Evans notified the Messrs. Law
and ,they sent for the man who built
the house, and he went all over the
ground with another surveyor. The
Laws offered to pay $100 for the inch
or the fraction of it. But Evans had
sent his engineer to the top of the
building, and he dropped a plumb line
and declared that the fire wall ex
tended li-2 inches at the top over the
line at the bottom. Evans added that
to the % inch at the ground line and
declared that, taken up and down and
back, there was an encroachment of
over 214inches.
Then the Laws said that they would
pay $100an inch for all encroachment
that could be demonstrated. The esti
mated value of lots thereabouts is said
to be $300a front foot, and $100an inch
the Laws held to be a very good figure.
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But Evans said he would take $850
and nothing less. This the Laws
would not give. Through the con
tractor, who had carried on all the
negotiations, they said: "Mr. Evans,
if we are on your property we will get
off."
And the next day ladders were swung
from the roof against the side of the
house and men began to chisel from %to 1i/ inches off the brick wall. Chip
by chip as the hammers fall Mr.
Evans' land is being slowly cleared,
a perpendicular shaving from the brick
wall is being scattered over the neigh
borhood, and the tenants living in the
house have a realizing sense of what it
might be to live in a boiler yard.

Various Methods of Roof Flashing.

A valued correspondent of The Metal
Worker, writing from Milwaukee under

turned up so the flashing can be nailed,
when the edge is turned over and sol
dered. While this method allows the
nail heads to be covered, two edges arn
to be soldered in the place of one, as in
the previous instance. By laying the
flashing in the wall, then bending down
and out, as shown in Fig. 3, a lock can
be turned over and secured to the roof
boards by nails or cleats, when the roof
tin can be joined in the usual manner.
In Fig. 4 tne roof tin is shown bent up
against the wall. After the roof has
been soldered the flashing is bent
down and soldered to the roof, and if
this joint should break, it is supposed
the bent tin behind the flashing would
prevent water from entering the build
ing. Some tinners prefer to have a
2x4 strip laid in the wall, as shown in
Fig. 5. After the brick work is finished,
the joint above wood can be cut out by
meansof a coarsesaw, then after sweep

water tight basin. The cement used
must be the best Portland cement, one
part ; clean sharp sand, one part.
After a cellar is built it is not so easy
to make it water proof. Still it can be
done. Cover the exterior of the wall
with the above cement, ditto the bot
tom, and work the cement in under
the bottom of the wall. If these direc
tions are followed you will succeed.
But if cheap materials are used and
the work badly done, you will be sure
to fail. A drain put around the out
side of the wall, or even inside, below
the cellar floor, may be efficient in
carrying off the water if you can give
it a good delivery.

House of Noah Webster

Residents of West Hartford point
with pride to the birthplace of Noah
Webster, says a recent issue of the
Hartford, Conn., Times. The house i&
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Fig. 1.—Head of Roof Nail
Exposed.

Fig\ 2.—Headof Roof Nail
Covered.

Fig. 3.—Lock Turned on
Flashing.

Fig. *.—Flashing Bent Over
Roof Tin.

Fig. 5—Flashing Nailed to Wood
in the Wall.

Fig. 6.—Strip of Tin Bent
Over Roof Tin.

Fig. 7.—Strips Joined byMeans
of Lock Joint.

Fig. 8.—Strip of Wood Placed
Behind Flashing.

Illustration* Showing Various Methodsof Flashing in connectionwith Roof Work,

the nom de plume " B. W.." discusses
various methods of roof flashing in a
way to interest many of our readers.
He s»ys :
One of the important parts of a
roof is the flashing, or connection
between the roof and wall. One of
the first methods I used for the pur
pose is shown in Fig. 1. The tin
was laid in the wall by the masop,
thus securing a tight joint. After the
roof was laid the flashing was bent
down and out so it could be nailed to
the roof. In this instance tinned nails
were used, so they could be easily
soldered. In time the nails worked
through the solder and caused leaks.
When nails are to be used as shown in
Fig. 1, it is best to drive them through
strips of tin cut about jxl inch, thus
allowing the ends of the strips to be
bent over the nail heads and soldered.
Another method of securing the flash
ing to the roof is shown in Fig. 2.
After the roof is laid the flashing is
bent down and out, then an edge is

ing the roof boards the flashing can be
placed in position and secured by nail
ing into the wood. The joint is to be
cemented in the usual manner. A strip
of tin can be laid in the wall and then
bent over the roof tin, as shown in Fig
6, or a lock joint can be made between
the two, as shown in Fig. 7. By the
methods thus far presented the flash
ings have been placed against the wall,
thus producing a right angle. Some
tinners prefer to have the flashing placed
at an angle, as shown in Fig. 8. A strip
of wood is secured to the roof boards,
and against this strip the flashing is
laid ; thus abrupt bends are avoided.

Making a Cellar Water Proof.

A cellar can be so constructed as to
be water proof, says a writer in one
of our exchanges, if the bottom or the
floor is first covered with cement, the
walls built thereon laid in cement and
the exterior of the walls covered with
cement. This makes practically a

still in a good state of preservation and
looks quite cool and comfortable on a
summer afternoon under the wide
spreading trees which surround it. It
is situated about a mile south of the
center of the town.
Here the famous lexicographer was
born, October 16, 1758—the son of a
farmer and the Justice of the Peace.
Here young Webster worked and
studied, and with the assistance of the
Rev. Nathan Perkins, the clergyman
of the parish, prepared for college and
entered Yale in 1774. Then came the
Revolutionary war, which interrupted
his college course. During part of his
junior year he served in his father's
company in the alarm list. During his
college course and for several years
after this old house was his home. In
1781he was admitted to the bar. After
an interval of school teaching he re
turned to the old home in 1783, and
here probably a large part of his fa
mous spelling book was compiled. Both
of Noah Webster's parents are buried
in the old cemetery a few rods north
of the church.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Calculatlug Strains In a Roof

Truss.
From Subscriber. Hickory Corners.
Mich. —Will ycra kindly give me the
analysis and method of computing the
strains in a roof trues of the form
shown on page 35 of Carpentry and
Building for February 1898?
Note.—The roof truss in question is
used in a small church at Asbury
Park, N. J. , and is one of many that
are insoluble as regards the stresses
affecting the various members, owing
to the complexity of their arrange
ment. By referring to the diagram
which is presented herewith, repre
senting a skeleton of the truss, it will
be noticed that the latter, taken as a
whole, consists of two distinct trusses,
either one of which, if made suffi
ciently strong, would probably answer
the same purpose as the two combined.
If the reader will refer to page 35 of
the February issue of Carpentry and
Building for last year, he will find
that the truss in question supports the
roof and also a ceiling below. These
loads act on opposite sides of the struct
ure, causing a variety of strains which
cannot be computed in a truss of this
pattern. Referring now to the dia
gram it is evident that the principal
rafter is in compression. At firnt
glance it would appear that the timber
B F served as a tie beam, and there
fore was subjected to a tensile strain.
This, however, is not the case, as those
portions from B to J and K to F are in
compression owing to the load on the

ing. I have retained this rule in
mind for more than 25 years. It is
to take the diameter of the small
end. deduct 4, quarter it, square it,
multiply by the length, and the
answer is in board measure. I de
duct 4 from the diameter in inches for

Calculating Strains in a Roof Trust.—
Skeletonof Truss Shown on Page 85 of
the Issue for February, 1893.

roof. The timber B F being rigidly
connected with the diagonals A E and
C G at J and K respectively, is sub
jected to a tensile stress in the portionJ K. Again it will be seen that the
diagonal ties are rigidly connected at
their intersection M with the rod D H,
and in consequence of this rigid con
nection together with the thrust of the
rafters, the ties are subjected to a ten
sile strain only between A and M and
G and M. TheremainingportionsC M
and E M are in compression owing to
the load on the roof. It will thus be
seen that certain members in tension
in one portion are in compression in
another portion.

Front for Brick Store Building.

From J. W. R., Oakesdale, Wash. —
I shall esteem it a favor if some of my
brother chips will give me a good plan
for a front of a 25-foot brick store
building.

Lumber measurement.
From A. G. Y., New London, Conn.
— In the June number of the paper
"Tramp" of Denver, Col., wants to
know a rule for the measurement of
logs. Having used several makers' log
rules for a number of years I also
learned a rule which I have compared
many times and found it as nearly cor
rect as can be expected in log measur-

placed middle way and one at the bot
tom. In the center of each is a 1%-
inch hole. In constructing the house
place one pair of rafters so that in con
nection with the center post and two
collar beams 16inches apart a collar!
inches thick and 6 inches wide will

View of Hop House.—Contributedby " H. C. R "

all sizes. Taking his example of a log
12feet long and 18 inches at the small
end we have : 18 - 4 = 14 .+.4 = 8.5'
= 12.25X 12= 147feet board measure.
With regard to the shingle part of his
problem I know nothing about it.

Church Roof Truss.
From A. T. B., Lafayette, Ind.—In
reference to the church roof truss
mentioned in the December number of
the paper, permit me to say that I
built a church in White County, State
of Indiana several years ago and it
stood the test. There were three
trusses 16 feet apart, each of the tim
bers being 6 x 12. Each truss had two
collar beams 4 x 12inches. The frame
was halved together and bolted with
%-inch iron, using large washers on
each side. I say it is the strongest
and best self supporting roof I have
made of timber. All the timber em
ployed was pine, the wall plates being
4x12 inches, purlins 6x8 inches and
rafters 2x6 inches. I used tongued
audgroovedsheettng-and pine shingles.
Allow me to state that the architect,
"C. W. B." of South Denver, Col.,
must have used in his truss timber that
was too light.

support the cupola. A weather vane
passes through an opening with the
head at the back so that the opening
will always be on the side opposite to
the direction of the wind, as shown in
the sketch which I send. The con
struction makes a convenient ware
house aswell as a kiln or drier and can
be built on a scale to suit require
ments.

Plan of Six-Room Collage.

From J. W. R., Vandalia, III.— In
the December issue I notice the

Design for a Hop House.
From H. C. R., Hawk Eye, Iowa.—
Allow me to say to " J. R." of Jervis,
Oregon, that a good hop house can be
built 14x 24 feet in size, using the fol
lowing material : The posts should be
14 feet in hight, to the second story 7
feet, the frame of 4 x 4 placed 4 feet
apart and the girts 2x4 placed 4}>£feet
apart. The outside of the building
should be boarded up and down and
the joints covered with battens. The
roof should be covered with shingles
laid 1% inches to the weather. The
floors should be of seasoned ship lap
with an opening 5 feet square in the
second floor for grate. The latter con
sists of hardwood bars 2 inches wide,

% inch thick at the middle, beveled to

\i inch at the edgesand placed }4inch
apart in the frame. The cupola carry
ing the weather vane may be 12 or 24
inches in diameter with shoulder of
narrow boards about 4 feet long fast
ened to a piece of 2 x 4 the same length
as the bottom, for the top. There is
an opening the width of the ridge 2
inches at the top and 12 inches at the
bottom. There are two cross pieces
2x5 inches in the cupola, one being

1- %
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Plan of a Six-Room Cottage.—Submitted
by " J. W. S."

"Hawkeye" of Marshalltown, Iowa,
has granted my request previously

Eublished
for a six-room cottage, and

e has my thanks for it. I will, how
ever, send a plan of my own design
which is almost the same as his, al
though I think a little more conven
ient. Now, I would like to seesome of
the brother chips send elevations for
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both of these plans in the Queen Anne
and modern styles of architecture. In
my judgment the floor plans are well
arranged and command something
well up in architecture.

I.. L.» of H'axa-Question for "J.
hachle, Texas.

From E. H., Bney, III.— I would like
to ask "J. L. L.," Waxahachie, Texas,
what are the inside dimensions of his
tool chest illustrated and described in
the March number of the paper.

Face mold for Stair Rati,
From A. L.. Napa, Cal.—l would
suggest as a solution to the query sub
mitted by '•Constant Reader," To
ronto, Canada, that he use one of the
two methods illustrated by the sketches
inclosed. He says that he is building
a flight of stairs with a " quarter circle
cylinder 9%-inch radius to the center
line of rail, 9}£ inches to the top of
wreath, and 4 inches to the top of the
straight rail."
He asks for a drawing of the face

square with the joints at each end. If
the parallel and bevel lines are desired
for additional joints to assist in draw
ing the face mold, make A W equal to
BDand W D equal to A B. Make
A E equal B E of Fig. 1. Connect W
E, which is a level line. Make W y
equal W A of Fig. 1. Set off half the
width of the rail on each side of y.
Leave straight wood as shown at each
end of the wreath piece. After the
wreath is plumbed, apply the bevel at
D, Fig. 1, on the plumbed sides from
the end D and make the joint accord
ingly. Get the wreath piece a little
thicker than usual. Leave the extra

shown in Fig. 3. The joint A of this
figure may be varied to suit the fancy,
but should extend below the spring
line at B. This explanation is given
with the impression that "Constant
Reader " has some knowledge of stair
building.

What Is Thought of the Paper.
From M. E. O'C, Porter's Mills,
Wis. — I am a constant and interested
reader of Carpentry and Building, be
ing especially pleased with the Corre
spondence Department. I think it is
doing the readers a great deal of good

Kig. 1.
Fig. 2.

Face Mold for Stair Rail. —Diagrams Submittedby "A. L."

mold for this rail. Referring to the
sketches, A B of Fig. 1 is the center
line of straight rail and the pitch of
tangent over A H. The 4 inches are
represented by B F. while B D is the
tangent over H d. Extend A B to E.
Square from C over to F. Set one leg
of the dividers in the point F and with
the other tangent to B E mark the seg
ment to a. Connect a with D ; then
with the point tangent to B D mark
the segment to b. Connect 6 with E.
The bevel at a is applied at A and the
bevel b at d. To draw the face mold
make A B C of Fig. 2 equal to A B C
of Fig. 1. Square over to D indefi
nitely. Connect B D. Set off on each
side of A and D the half width of the
rail on bevels as indicated by the dot
ted line C X of Fig. 1. Bend a flexible
strip and mark the edges, starting

wood on top for the easing that is to be
worked in at the end D, starting
square with the joint work to suit the
fancy.
My second method is illustrated by
Figs. 3 and 4, the former showing an
elevation of the steps and risers with
straight rail in position and the bottom
line of same extending to y. Make #X
4 inches. Let the lines O O and O O
represent the thickness and position of
the wreath piece. Draw the center line
ABC. Make A B C of Fig. 4 equal
to A B C of Fig. 3. Make C D equal
H d of Fig. 1. Set off the half width
of rail each side of A and B and have
the width of the rail on the bevel at D.
Draw the ellipse through these joints.
The bevel at C, Fig. 3, is applied at D.
The manner of applying the bevel at
the end A and the easing is clearly

one way or the other. I know I am
well paid for the money invested in
the paper in the two self sustaining
roof plans contained in recent issues.
I do not expect to build any such roof
myself, but like to know how because
knowledge "is a good thing to have
in the house."

From F. H. T., North Topeka, Kan.—
I am an old subscriber of Carpentry
and Building and have all the volumes
from 1879 to 1893,inclusive, bound in
uniform style. These I consider the
most valuable collection in my library.
While I have been a subscriber and
close reader of some dozen or more
building publications, issued in various
parts of the country, I am free to say
that I consider Carpentry and Building
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the peer of them all for practical in
formation for the use of progressive
and scientific mechanics and builders.
It is almost impossible for any one to
present unsound or impractical theo
ries in its columns without being de
tected by the scrutiny of its able and
ready correspondents. The publication
is one that should be in the bands of
every person who has to do with build
ing, especially the young mechanic.

Problem In Roof Areas.

From T. W., East Nashville, Tenn.—
I send inclosed three diagrams, two of
which relate to the problem in roof
measurement presented in the July
number of the paper. The diagrams
indicate so clearly the method followed
in dividing the roof in question that
very few particulars seem to be neces
sary. The problem is solved by the
use of lines only and the figures are
left on the lines, showing that the

from the sample puzzle sent us and
present it herewith. In the next issue
we will show the parts separated.

measuring Stone Work.
From C. H. C.— If the correspondent
writing in the May issne under the

Dividing this by 24%, the number of
cubic feet in a perch, we have as a re
sult 13.9 perches, or taking 25, which
for convenience is often used as the
number of cubic feet in a perch, and
dividing 344} b̂y it gives 13.77perches.
Note.—With regard to the above we
would say that a perch of stone is

Fig. 2.—DiagramShowingMethodof Dividing a TrapezoidjintolaoyNumber.of Parte
by the Useof Lines.

Fig. l.—Solution of Problem Presented by
" C. A. J." in the April Issue.

latter are correct. There are only a
few explanations which I desire to
make. To find C G the equation is as
follows:

A C X C D
CG = A B - C D

To find K L and M N of Fig. 2, I con
sider the radius I M as a diagonal to
the triangle having I N as a base. Fig.
2, it will be observed, shows how to
divide a trapezoid into any number of
parts by means of lines, while Fig. 3
shows how any triangle can be divided
into any number of equal parts by
lines only. In this figure G H and
D E are found in the same way as
K L and M N of Fig. 2. In the dia
grams the dotted lines show the radii.

Dovetail Puzzle.
From M. A. W., Evanston, III.— I
send you herewith a sample of dove-

Sovetail Puzzle, Contributedby " it. A. W."

tailing which may be a puzzle to some
of the readers of the paper. Please
illustrate it showing the dovetail on
the side and edge, and if no one solves
it print the views of the separate parts
in the following issue. The pieces,
made of black walnut and dovetailed
together, make an ornament for many
a parlor table.
Note.—We have made an engraving

Pig. 3.—Showing How any Triangle oan be Divided into any Number of
Equal Parte by Lines Only.

Problem in Roof Areas.—Diagrams Submittedby
" T. W.,1'East Nashville, Tenn.

name of "Carpenter" will refer to
" Vodge's Architects and Builders'
Pocket Companion," hewill find the fol
lowing general rules relative to the
measurement of rubble masonry which
may prove of interest: " Stone walls
are measured by the perch. Thus 16
feet 6inches long, 12 inches high and 18
inches thick equal 24% feet, cubic
measure. It is frequently agreed to
count the perch at 25 cubic feet for
the convenience of measurement. Net
measurement is that where all open
ings through the walls are deducted
and 24% feet (cubic) allowed to one
perch. Gross measurement is that
where no openings under one perch
are deducted and 25 cubic feet allowed
to one perch. When the openings are
deducted it is generally agreed to al
low a compensation for plumbing and
squaring the jambs and for the lintels
and sills. It is customary to measure
foundation stone and dimension stone
by the cubic foot, and all sills, lintels,
base courses, water tables and ashlar
by the foot superficial and by the foot
lineal." I assume the example given
by "Carpenter" to be that of a solid
wall 27 feet long, 8}£ feet high and 1%
feet thick. The number of cubic feet
is found by multiplying the several
dimensions together thus :

27 X Wt X IK = 344\i cubic feet.

often figured differently in different
sections of the country. For instance,
in some parts of Eastern Pennsylvania
22 feet are considered a perch, while
in some of the New England States it'.' .
feet are used as a perch.

Wood va. Iron In Howe Trusses.
From J. W. O., Montreal, Canada. —
In a few Howe trusses built here re
cently, there has been a falling off in
the use of iron castings for prisms and
more especially lateral blocks, their
places having been taken by wooden
ones of tamarack or oak. Perhaps
some practical reader will give a few
hints on the above subject.

Strength of Truss In Transfer
Bridge.

From C. B., Norfolk, Va.— I am an
old subscriber to Carpentry and Build
ing, and while I have contributed
sketches in the past I have never
before asked questions. I present my
self this time with both. Inclosed find
tracings of a bridge used for transfer
ring cars to barges. I lay no claims,
however, to the general design. I have
seen such bridges in operation without
the pontoon work, counterbalanced
with tons of car wheels and a crab to
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raise and lower them, but 1 think this
is risky, as something might give way.

ing. Now, the most important thing
to me is this : Is the truss shown suffi-

from the center of the pins on the
chords. Say, for example, that two

fc

I 1

In fact, I have known of two of them
dropping, through the wire rope break-

cient for an 80-foot bridge ? Sixty feet
of this is trussed, making it 15 feet

loaded box cars were on one track. for in
loading a barge we use only one track
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at a time ; this weight, on one side of
the bridge, or two chords outside and
center, supporting it, listed the bridge
to such an angle that the cars looked
as though they would capsize. What
I would like to know from the readers
of Carpentry and Building is this : Is
the truss deep enough ? Are the eye
bars and pins sufficient and are the
castings properly arranged ? I desire
a close criticism and should be glad to
have some of the transportation people
reply. How about bolsters and bolts?
The pont timber is in two pieces, with
a 1-inch iron plate bolted between.
This is the weak spot. I have put this
timber in three times in the bridge
now in use, which is a Howe truss.
There is a piece of 1-inch iron between
each chord to stiffen against the strains
sustained in the rising and falling of
the barge in use or in loading, and also
to protect the chords from wearing
against iron barges. Referring to the
illustrations, the castings marked X X
on the end of the bridge are designed
to hold the rails down in place. A piece
of soft steel 1x 12 inches in size and
22 feet long goes across the end of the
bridge between the timbers marked C C
shown in the longitudinal section, indi
cating one of the steel pins which con
nect with toggle on the barge. There
is also a piece of steel 1 x is inches in
size by 14 feet in length between the
three chords at the end of the bridge.
The pontoon under this bridge is 30 feet
square, 7 feet deep, trussed and well
braced. The lever arrangement is such

bridge level with the barge. Still
another strain is with a light barge
floating high, necessitating the bridge
being raised. This is done by hoisting
gear with chains attached to gallows
frame. The ordinary Howe truss,
which in ebb and flow waters cannot
be built with overhead bracing, is of
little service for heavy work ; that is,
where 20 to 36 cars are handled per

portions and practical rules for obtain
ing the quantity of materials required
and for computing capacity. I am
certain that if some of the practical
cistern builders will explain their
methods it will afford many of the
readers valuable information.
Note.—This is a good subject for dis
cussion, and we trust those of our
readers who have had experience in

Plan View of Tracksat BargeEnd of Bridge.

End View of Transfer BridgeandPontoon, ShowingPosition of GallowsFrame.

RACKTONPINCHBARPURCHASE
IKMOVINGTd4MM.E

SectionShowing Manner of Fasten
ing Chordto Axle of Bridge.

Longitudinal Sectionat End of TransferBridge,Showingoneof theSteelPins
which Connectswith Toggleon Barge.

Strengthof Truss in an SO-FootTransfer Bridge.—SketchesSubmittedby "C. B.,n Norfolk, Va.

as to stop the track with the barge
tracks. As the toggle casting has more
play the tracks cannot be worked with
a regular stop throw.
This truss when employed for a car
transfer, one track being used at a
time, is subjected to all sorts of strains,
as, for example, in loading one side of
a light barge, listing the bridge to put
under the deck of the pontoon, while
another strain fulcrums the bridge on
the pontoon, as in coupling a barge
heavily loaded, and necessitating the
weight of the locomotive to sink the

load. The best principled transfer in
these parts is a solid web girder affair.

doing work of the kind mentioned
will take the time to write us touching
the questions raised.

A Jug Shaped Cistern.
From A. V. H., Hillsboro, N. D.—l
should like to see the method of mak
ing a jug shaped cistern discussed in
the columns of the paper. By jug
shaped I mean a cistern that tapers at
the bottom and is arched over at the
top. I should be glad to learn the
best method of construction, best pro-

A Smoky Fire Place.

From I. G. L., New York dty.—Jn
reply to the inquiry of "J. A. 8.." in
Carpentry and Building for June, I
would say he can overcome his trouble
to a large extent by stopping off the
chimney just below where the flue from
the grate enters it.
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Timber Roof of 62 Feet Span.

The construction of roofs having a
clear span of more than 50 feet is a
branch of the building trade in which
all its members are interested to a
greater or less extent, according to the
standpoint from which it is viewed.
While iron and steel are largely em
ployed for roofs of wide span, especially
in the principal cities, there are many
localities where timber is used, either
through force of necessity or because
it is more conveniently secured as well
as more economical for the purpose.
The illustrations which we present

It is evident that the king rod will be
strained in either case.

New York Council of Conciliation.

The New York (City) Council of
Mediation and Conciliation, which was
mentioned in these columns in the May
issue, has perfected its organization by
the addition of a representative of
the building trades, Mr. Charles A.
Cowan.
The recently published explanatory
note and constitution of the board
briefly set forth the functions of the

avenue and 192 feet on Twentieth
street. Bed rock was found at a depth
of 25 feet, upon which the foundations
were placed. The building will tower
aloft 12J£ stories, and will be con
structed of Indiana limestone with a
frame of steel. The architecture will
be Romanesque, and there will be a
double peaked roof of Spanish tiling.
The interior and exterior of the build
ing will be severely plain and the dec
orations of a simple order. There will
be two entrance halls, floored with
marble and having a wainscoting of
the same material. The light shafts
will be extra large, so that every room

Fig. 1.—Truss for Roof of 62FeetSpan—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

HIDGEPIECE11XJ

Fig. 2. -Detail of Joint at A of Fig. 1—Scale,

H Inch to theFoot.

X BOLT8

Fig. 3.-Detalls of Joints at B andE of Fig. 1.-Scale,% Inch Fig. 4.-Detail at F of Fig. 1,ShowingSideandTop Viewsof Scarf Joint

to theFoot. Securedby Iron Fish Plates.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Timber Roof of Sixty-two Feet Span.

upon this and the following page rep

resent the details of a timber roof hav

ing a clear span of 62 feet, the engrav

ings being to a convenient scale for the

use of the reader. The details of con

struction are so clearly indicated that

little explanation would seem to be
necessary. It may, however, be re
marked in passing that the king rod

and the diagonal struts marked 1 in

Fig 9 which represents a skeleton of
the' truss, will be affected by wind
pressure only, this having a tendency

to distort the truss in a manner similar

to that indicated by the dotted lines in

the figure named. The struts will be
strained alternately according to the

direction of the wind, that inclining to

the left being strained when the wind

blows from the left, and the strut in

clining to the right being strained
when the wind comes from the right.

organization. The purpose of this
council and of every such project de
serves the highest commendation.
Particular praise is due to the council,
as it is the first one of its character
established in this country.

New Building for Presbyterian

Missions.

The new structure in progress of
erection on the northwest corner of
Fifth avenue and Twentieth street, this
city, is being built by the Board of
Home Missions and the Board of For
eign Missions of the Presbyterian
Church, from plans prepared by Rowe
& Bacon, architects. The structure
has a frontage of 92 feet on Fifth

will have windows opening directly on
the street or into one of the shafts.
The toilet rooms on each floor will also
open upon isolated shafts, through
which all the plumbing pipes will be
carried, the arrangement being such
that plumbers can work in the shafts
without disturbing the tenants. The
wood work throughout the building
will be of oak. There will be six pas
senger ^levators, two of which will be
express to the seventh floor. There
will also be one freight elevator and a
safe lifting apparatus for raising heavy
weights.
On the first floor of the structure
will be two stores, and in the rear of the
building, fronting on Twentieth street,
will be a chapel extending up through
the second story. The remainder of the
second and third floors will be left as
lofts, or will be divided to suit future
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tenants. The entire seventh and eighth
floors will be occupied by the two
boards of Presbyterian missions as ex
ecutive offices, the rest of the floors
being rented for business purposes.
Altogether there will be about 400
rooms for renting, these having steam

the common belief is that a tree makes
a ring every year. I remember a very
important case in New Jersey where a
great deal depended"on determining
the exact year of a survey. Our side
based its case upon the fact that a sec
tion of a tree that had been chipped at

known of cases in the tropics where
they have made three or four rings an
nually."

According to a report on the values
of building stone, &c., produced in the

Fig. 6.—SectionthroughGutter BetweentheSkylights.—8cale,% Inch to theFoot.

Fig. 5.—Detallat G of Fig. l.-8cale, %
to theFoot.

Fiir. 8.—Detail at H of Fig. 1.—Scale,W Inch
to the Foot.

Fig. 7.—Detailsof Skylight, ShowingSectionthroughC D of Fig. 1
—Scale,1Inch to theFoot.

2XTons

Fig. 9.—Skeletonof Truss.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Timber Roof of Sixty-two Feet Span.

-_L
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Fig. 10.—Strain Diagram.—Scale,
8 Tons to the Inch.

heat, running water, electric lights,
messenger call and telephone connec
tions.

•> •

Determining the Age of a Tree.

" I have frequently been called upon
in court to pass upon the age of a tree,
in order to decide as to the date of a
laDd survey," said Dr. J. T. Eothrock,
the State Forester, the other day. " I
cannot say that the rings of a tree are
a certain indication of its age, although

the time of the survey showed it had
afterward grown a certain number of
rings. To show the fallacy of such an
argument I produced a section of an
other tree chipped during the same
survey, which, when cut in half, had
more rings upon one side than upon the
other. I asked why one-half should
be taken any more than the other to
determine the age of the tree. It had
either only made a half ring or a ring
and a half some one year. Trees may
make no rings some years, while in
others they may make two. I have

United States during 1893, compiled
by Dr. W. C. Day of the United States
Geological Survey, the slate produced
during the year was valued at $2,523,-
173, of which $1,472,275 is credited to
Pennsylvania. The product of Vermont
was valued at $653,572, und of New
York, $204,982. The valuation of the
product of other States is given as fol
lows: Georgia, $11,250; Maine, $139,-
200; Maryland, $37,884; New Jersey,
$3653; Utah, $850, and Virginia,
$117,847.
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General Principles.

Contractors for building work are
not on the same plane as the mere
buyer and seller of goods. The esti
mates they submit are a combination
of skill in calculation, judgment in
methods of application and adminis
tration, experience in the conduct of
work and knowledge as to possibilities
gained in the educational processes in
cident to their profession. Each piece
of work involves new or different com
binations, and is not and cannot be of
the same character as that applying to
the sale of merchantable articles.
They therefore must not be put at the
same hazard as those who are simply
bidding on the delivery of stock arti
cles of merchandise. The contractor's
services must be considered, in a de
gree, of the same character as those of
other professional men. No lawyer
gives his time, or the knowledge result
ing from his experience and education,
without pay, but charges a fee there
for, the amount of which depends upon
the character and complications of the
case submitted.
In the code of the National Associa
tion of Builders the idea of compensa
tion is based upon the right of the
builder (as distinct from a mere trader
in goods) to receive something in the
nature of a fee should the work under
consideration be abandoned or be di
verted in any way from its natural and
honest award to the lowest bidder. A
distinction is also made from the usual
right of professional men to a fee in
making the lowest bidder the only one
entitled to a fee. If lawyers, doctors
or other professional men are called
into consultation, the value of their
experience is signified in the payment
of a fee to each. The distinction in the
code gives large allowance for the
difference in service, but recognizes
the general principles as operative to
an extent which must be considered as
very conservative. Aside from the ab
stract justice and propriety of the
code in this particular, it is also

most essential as a guaranty of good
faith in the treatment of bids submit
ted, which bids represent the education
and experience of the estimators just
the same as the advice of the other pro
fessional men represents their education
and experience. In other words, the
contractor must base his estimate upon
a diagnosis of the peculiar conditions
of each job as presented, and bind him
self and his property to the fulfillment
under it with all the varying and pecul
iar responsibilities incident thereto.
He must not be used as a tool nor be
judged upon the same lines as the mere
seller of ordinary stock goods in the
market. In short, he is in a degree a
professional man and must be treated
with the consideration due to such.

The McNeil Case.
The absence .of osten+ation in the
working of the National Association of
Builders permits numberless cases of
specific benefit to occur without the
knowledge of builders generally. The
following letter shows one case in
which the contractor would probably
not have known what his rights were
if thev had not been defined for him by
the National Association. The prece
dent established by the McNeil case
and given to the builders of the coun
try by the National Association of
Builders has resulted in enabling the
contractor to secure his rights where
he would have failed to do so without
resort to the courts in a large number
of instances. The papers relating to
this case have traveled all over the
country in response to inquiries similar,
to the following :

Detroit, Mich., May 11.1894.
W. H. Sayward. SecretaryNational Assoc
iation of Builders, Boston,Mass.My Dear Sir : I have a suit involving

the questionof acceptanceof bids madefor
theconstructionof work on puhlic buildings
and the rights of builders. My client, a
memberof the exchangehere, tellsmethat
you haveprinted in pamphletthe reportof
a case,title of which he could not recall,
and which I could obtainby writing to you.
Will you kindly sendmecopv ? Whatever
cost is I will remit. Yours, So..

Geo. Gartner,

Exchange Administration.
A recent decision by the Board of
Directors of the Master Builders' As
sociation of Boston upon the dispo
sition of a sub-contract by a general
contractor points out the manner in
which sub-bids should be treated, and
also indicates the value of using the
machinery of an exchange to keep the
tone of the fraternity up to " concert
pitch."
The case was as follows : The gen
eral contractor solicited and received
estimates for certain stone work from
B and C. The bid submitted by B
was expressed as covering the stone
work required by the specifications :
C's bid made no reference to the speci
fications, but stated that he would fur
nish all stone according to the plan.
C made a verbal explanation to the
general contractor, who may be desig
nated as A, when his bid was sub
mitted, stating that stone for a chim
ney cap which was not shown on the
plan was included in the estimate.
The bid submitted by B was the lower,
but A used C's figure under the belief
that had B included the chimney cap
C's bid would have been the lower.
After A had been awarded the general
contract a conversation occurred be

tween A and B, in which B asked
which figure was the lower. A replied
that C's bid was $4 higher than B's,
but that C had included a chimney
cap. A then asked B if he had also
included this chimney cap, it being
A's intention to then award the con
tract to B if he had done so. B replied
to the effect that he had not included
the chimney cap in bis estimate, be
cause he hadj not found one called for
in the specifications, but that he would
furnish it, in other words, " throw it
in," without additional cost beyond
the estimate.
A then awarded the contract for stone
to C. Then B appealed to the directors
of the association for their judgment
as to whether A in thus awarding the
contract had proceeded in accordance
with the practice which should prop
erly prevail between contractors.
The directors were of the opinion
that the use of C's figure upon the
strength of his verbal statement that
he had included work (of an unfixed
value) additional to that which was
demanded by the plans, and upon the
assumption that such inclusion would
probably bring his figure below that
of B, was questionable practice. The
fact that C's estimate simply stated
that it was based upon demands of
plans and omitted any reference to
the specifications, suggests to the di
rectors that it was dangerous for A
to use a sub-estimate so carelessly
drawn, for upon the basis of such
wording a sub-contractor might re
fuse to do anything except that which
was shown on the plans ; but A hav
ing used C's figure, it was undoubtedly
his duty to award the contract to him.
Further than this, and as touching
the principles which should underlie
the treatment of sub-estimates, the di
rectors were of the opinion that while
the inquiry made hy A of B to
discover whether they had included
the said chimney top was in itself
harmless, the admission by A in his
testimony that he made the inquiry
with the intent to give B the job if
they had included the chimney cap,
regardless of the fact that C's fig
ure was the one used, shows that A
fails to recognize the true principle
which should govern the use of sub-
estimates.
The directors were of the opinion
that the sub-contractor whose bid has
been used in making up an estimate is
entitled to the work, and that it is an
exceedingly dangerous practice for any
general contractor, after having made
such use of a bid, to entertain explana
tions or propositions of any kind from
other sub-contractors. The opportu
nity for double dealing is too great and
offers too large a field for criticism,
and therefore should be studiously
avoided.
It seemed to the directors that the
whole of this difficulty and uupleasant
ness had arisen from an improper con
ception as to the propriety of enter
taining a proposition from a sub-con
tractor whose figure had not been used,
with the idea that if what he had to
propose should make his figure lower
than the one used, the job might then
be shifted to him.
The directors were of the opinion
that the action of B was not entirely
beyond criticism, for the willingness
to include certain work within the
sum of the estimate, which he had not
originally so included, in the belief that
this concession would throw the work
into his hands, is not in the line of the
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best and squarest practice, although
the directors regretfully confess that
it is not unusual ; it is, in fact, one of
the manifestations of laxity in the
.whole matter of suh-estimating and
sub-contracting.
The directors did not believe from
the testimony that there was any in
tent upon the part of A to deal -wrong
fully. They cannot but feel, however,
that his method of procedure was care
less and open to criticism on general
business principles.

Building a Small Greenhouse

Some of the readers of the paper
who have made inquiries with regard
to the construction and arrangement

7 of the cuts. The flower stands are
sparred, resting on the walls at both
ends and on strong bearers in the cen
ter, as shown in Fig. 4, which rep
resents a section of the greenhouse
taken on the line A B of Fig. 3. The
door is mortised and tenoned with the
lower portion paneled and stop cham
fered, the upper part being glazed.
The timber employed in connection
with the design here presentedi s pine,
dressed and painted inside and out
with two coats of white lead and oil.
The corner posts are 3x3, the bottom
sill 2x4, and the frame for the side
and roof 2x3 inches. The heating is
done by an ordinary fire, the flue being
composed of cemented tiles, although
a 6-inch earthenware pipe will prob
ably answer the purpose in a small

A few years ago the building of such
towers as these would have been im
possible. It is only with the new
methods of handling steel and iron gird
ers that such structures can be success
fully put up. Over 150men have been
employed fitting pieces of the tower
together, and it is wonderful what
rapid progress they make. The foun
dations which have to support such
tremendous weight above them have
to be laid in place and kept there for a
long time, to allow for the settling in
the earth. There are four legs at the
base, and each leg is composed of four
smaller legs, or, better, feet. These
rest on tremendous foundations that
were placed in position over two years
ago. These foundations are made of
stone and concrete, upon which are

n~k>

Fig. 5.—Detail of
Framing.

Fig. 7.—Section
through Roof
Ventilator and
Rafter.
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Fig. 2.—Side Elevation. Fig. 6.—Joint of Ventilators.

Fig. 1.—Front Elevation.

_L_-i
Fig. 3.—Plan View.

Fig. 4.-Section Takenon Line A B of Fig. 8.—Sectionof Door
PreviousFigure. through Panel.

Building a Small Greenhouse.

of a small greenhouse are likely to be
interested an the illustrations which
are presented herewith. The drawings
represent elevations, plan and sections
of a pent roof greenhouse, the lower
portion being of 9 inch brick work.
Upon the latter rests the frame work,
made with mortise and tenon joints and
rabbeted for glass. The design here
presented is taken from one of our
foreign exchanges and represents En
glish practice. The author, H. M.
McDonald, states that in constructing
the greenhouse the sides and ends are
first carefully put together and then
the rafters are " fitted at the top to a
runner plugged to the wall.7' At the
bottom they are neatly jointed and
nailed to the sill. The ventilators
marked C C are hung on pivots in such
a way as to be readily opened and
closed. The ventilator in the roof is
hinged at the top and works

'
on a

checked combing like an ordinary sky
light, a section being presented in Fig.

building like that shown, while being
much cheaper. The author refers to
the fact that the principal points of
superiority in one greenhouse over
another are found not so much in size
and construction as in the heating and
ventilating arrangements, and if these
are good the house is generally satis
factory.

Highest Tower in the World

At Wembley Park, which is about
6 miles from the heart of London, says
a writer in Harper's Young People,
there is in course of erection a tower
the total hight of which will be 1150
feet or 175feet higher than the Eiffel
Tower. Unlike the latter tower, which
gazes down on the houses and roofs of
the crowded city, the Wembley Tower
crowns an eminence of the beautiful
Wembley Park, affording a lovely view
of the surrounding country.

fastened the iron plates to which the
legs are attached.
The material of which the tower
proper is composed is called ,-mild
steel." There is not such a network
of intricate little girders which we see
in the Eiffel Tower ; the spaces are
more open and the tower appears to be
narrower and lighter in the air. The
"lifts," as they call them in England,
or the elevators, as we call them here,
which are to carry the people to the
top of the observatory, are four in
number. Two of them go up to the
first platform only, which is at a hight
of 150feet from the ground, and two
will go up to 900 feet, where there is to
be an upper landing. Above this there
will be several smaller landings to be
reached by stairs only.

According to the Labor Gazette of
London, labor disputes in England lust
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year involved 602,668persons. Of these
strikers 390,844 were successful and
134,864were partially successful, while
68.934 were unsuccessful, and the re
sults were not known in the cases of
8026. The figures for 1893are of un
usual interest, since they embrace the
results of the Lancashire cotton strike
early in the year and the great coal
strike in the summer and fall. The
latter dispute is included among the" successful" ones, which accounts for
the large figures under that heading.

New Publications.
Brice *or Strket Pavements. ' By M.
D. Burke, C.E. 108pages; illustrated
with numerousdiagrams : bound in col
ored papercovers. Published by Robert
Clarke & Co. Price 60cents,postpaid.
This volume consists of an account
of tests made of bricks and paving
blocks, together with a brief discussion
of street pavements and the method
of constructing them. Samples of 15
varieties of bricks or blocks manu
factured for street paving were fur
nished the author of the pamphlet for
testing, and these were chemically
analyzed, subjected to tests for deter
mining their respective percentages of
absorption, their specific gravity,
transverse strength, crushing strength
and resistance to abrasion and impact.
The samples, methods of preparing
them, the work of testing and the re
sults obtained are set forth in detail
and condensed in tabular form. This
edition of the pamphlet, which is the
second, also contains a paper on coun
try roads, prepared by the author
named for the Engineers' Club of Cin
cinnati.

Manual Training at Pratt Institute.

Some highly creditable specimens of
the work done by the students of the
Trade School and of the Technical High
School Department of the Pratt Insti
tute, Brooklyn, N. Y.,were shown at the
annual exhibition of the institute, held
on May 31, June 1 and 2. Manual
training is a regular part of the three
years' High School course provided for
the male scholars of the Pratt Institute,
and, while it is not intended to prepare
them for any particular mechanical pur
suit, as is the case in the regular Trade
School of the institute, it serves to give
them manual dexterity and a valuable
insight into severalmechanical pursuits.
Tne course of manual work, which
runs concurrently with the academic
curriculum, consists in the first year of
instruction in bench work or practice
in the use of the principal wood work
ing tools, turning, pattern making, and
metal spinning. This is followed in
the second year by practice in molding,
tinsmithiag and forging, the third and
last year of the course being devoted to
instruction in vise and machine tool
work, which includes the more exacting
operations of the machinist. The course
ends with the construction of some ob
ject, such as a small dynamo, motor, or
steam engine. In the recent exhibition
were shown some very excellent speci
mens of such construction, which re
ceived high commendation from the
visiting experts. The pattern making
exhibits included some examples of
complicated and highly finished objects
made by the students, together with the
castings made from the same.
The forged iron work exhibited was
especially creditable and tasteful, and
showed how a remarkable degree of
dexterity can be attained by intelligent
students within a comparatively short
time, provided the quality of instruc

tion is good. This exhibit included
some artistic iron work in the shape of
grilles, brackets, lamps, door knobs,
hinge straps, &c., which would com
pare favorably with any of the modern
art iron work.
Instruction is also given to those who
desire it in geometry, physics, chem
istry, electrical construction, steam and
the steam engine, strength of materials
and machine design, as well as in me
chanical and architectural drawing.
These subjects are taught by means
of lectures and by class room and labor
atory work.
The regular Trade School of the insti
tute imparts instruction by practical me
chanics to those desirous of learning defi
nite trades. Carpentry, machine work,
plumbing and house, sign and fresco
painting arethe branchesnow taught, and
each of these trades made a very excel
lent showing as the result of their past
season's work. Prof. C. H. Richards,
director of the Department of Science
and Technology of the institute, has
brought this branch of educational
work up to a high state of efficiency.

The Buffalo Code.

The Builders' Association Exchange
of Buffalo have adopted and endeav
ored for the past three years to en
force a code of practice governing the
action of contractors in the submission
of bids, and the manner in which bids
shall be treated by architects after
passing out of the possession of the
bidder.
This code was submitted to the
local chapter of the American Insti
tute of Architects and finally received
its sanction and was acknowledged as
being a fair code for the control of
relations between the contractor and
the architect.
The portion of the code which per
tains to the granting of compensation
for estimating has always been the
source of more or less friction, that
section of the code reading as follows :
Section 12. Should the owner proceed
with thework within 60days from the date
on which the bids aresubmitted,and refuse
to contract with the lowest invited bidder,
or refuseto abideby a decisionof a major
ity of the arbitrators, then the said owner
shall compensatethe lowest invited bidder
as follows :

For all caseswhere the bid doesnot ex
ceed$1000,$10.
For all caseswherethe bid exceeds$1000
and does not exceed $5000,one-half of 1
per cent,upon the excessover $1000and
$10added.
For all caseswherethe bid exceeds$5000
and doesnot exceed$20,000,three-eighths
of 1per cent,on theexcessover $5000and
$30 added.
For all caseswhere the bid exceeds$20,-
000and doesnot exceed$40,000,one-fourth
of 1per cent, on the excess over $20,000,
and$86.25added.
For all caseswherethe bid exceeds$40,-
000,one-eighthof 1per cent, on the excess
over $40,000,and $186.25added.
Sec. 13. Shouldthe lowestinvited bidder,
at any timewithin 60daysfrom thedate on
which bids are submitted,refusetocontract
at his bid or to abide by the decisionof a
majority of thearbitrators, the said bidder
shall pay the ownerliquidateddamages(not
a penalty)in the same amountsand ratio
stated above for "compensation lor esti
mating."

Several attempts have been made by
the architects to ignore this provision
of the code, but without success.
During the past month drawings and
specifications for a large job were pre
pared, in which "the owner reserved
the right to reject any and all bids
without the payment of fees." Five
local contractors were invited to esti
mate the cost of the work, and upon
learning the conditions required by
the specifications, all of these five in
vited bidders refused to submit an es

timate so long as the obuoxious clause
remained unchanged. The architects
then invited ten bidders from outside
cities to estimate the work, thus hoping
to be able to destroy the code and
secure a return to the old condition of
affairs typified by the clause men
tioned, in which the architect is sole
maker of all conditions under which
competition shall be conducted.
There were, in addition to the
claims already mentioned, other re
quirements in the specifications which
made an exact estimate of cost by the
contractor an utter impossibility.
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Present Needs.

It is in such times as these that we
need the earnest thought and assistance
of every person who has any suggestion
for the better understanding and im
provement of the relations existing be
tween employer and employed. It is
impossible for the present condition of
this relationship to exist, except upon
the hypothesis that the true relation,
and all that belongs to it, is not under
stood, either by the workmen or by the
employers. It is absurd to suppose
that either the workmen or the em
ployers, as a class, desire the antago
nism of the other ; and yet each one is
inclined to mark out the ground upon
which he thinks- he may rightfully
stand without the least consultation
with the other side. Both are much
surprised to find that their grounds
overlap at many points, and yet, hav
ing taken and announced their ground,
neither seems willing to yield that
which they have claimed as rights.
"What is the result f Contest immedi

ately ensues based upon the assump

tion that one side is trying to acquire
by force the rights of the other, no

consideration being given to the cause

of the contest, whether it be right
or wrong. Each side fights to main
tain that which it has assumed to be
its rights, and because the other side is
looked upon as a common enemy,
whose every move is a usurpation. It
is a fact, whether generally conceded

or not, that neither one of two
parties to a given condition acting

alone can fix all the rights and priv
ileges of both. This being true,

anomalous as it may seem, the cure
for the present " labor " troubles lies
not in remedy, but in prevention.
Employers and workmen owe it to
themselves to demonstrate to each

other their willingness to stand only

upon such ground as is rightfully their
own and to co-operate for the purpose

of finding what that ground may be.

World's Fair Buildings.

The work of demolishing the World's

Fair buildings at Chicago was expedited

by a destructive fire on the evening of

July 5th. It broke out in the Ter
minal Building and spread to the Ad
ministration, Mines and Mining, Elec

tricity, Machinery, Agricultural and

Manufactures buildings, inclosing what

was known as the Court of Honor.

Some of these buildings were not com

pletely destroyed, but not much was left

of most of them but shapelessmassesof

distorted steel frame work and charred

timbers. While the buildings burned

were sevenin number, the salvage com
pany, to whom they belonged, still have

left no less than 14 to demolish, among
which are the Transportation, Fisheries

and Woman's buildings, which were

classed among themain buildings, as well

as the Forestry. Shoe and Leather, An
thropological and other large structures.

The great arches of the Manufactures

building were completely leveled, owing
to the burning of the heavy timbers

forming their foundations. To the

samecause can be ascribed the collapse
of otherstructures with steel framework.

Part of the Machinery Hall arches were

left standing. A curious feature of the
fire was the almost total destruction of

the ' ' staff, " or outer covering. Nothing
was left of it but fine sand. The officers
of the company figure that the loss

sustained on the lumber burned will
probably be more than covered by the

labor saved on wrecking the great

buildings, as the iron and steel frame

work is now in such shape that it can

easily be handled, but it will be use
less for any other purpose than scrap.

A GoodExample.

During themonth of June the carpen
ters of St. Joseph, Mo., are reported as
having struck for certain concessions
from the employers which would in
volve an increase in the cost of build
ing. The principal demand of the
workmen was for an increase in wages,
but an unusual course was taken in
the effort to secure the concession.
The carpenters refused to work only
on such jobs as the contractors had
been afforded an opportunity to esti
mate upon at the increased rate of
wages. It is reported that no move
ment was made against jobs that had
been taken by the contractors at the
lower rate of wages ; the whole action
of the carpenters seeming to be a re
fusal to work upon new jobs at the
old wages. The course pursued by
the men in this case showed a just
appreciation of business principles,
and enabled such contractors as were
willing to do so to increase the wages
without loss to themselves. It is stated
that the employers were so favorably
impressed with the stand taken by the
men and the spirit of fairness in
which they acted that all but two con
ceded the increase at once ; and the
two who are reported as having held
out, finally fell in line. It is rarely
the case that a manifest effort to be

fair fails to elicit a proper response,
and every such effort by either work
men or employers should be met half

way by the other.

New University Building.

The new structure which will oc
cupy the site of the old building of the

University of the City of New York
in University Place will rise ten sto
ries above the sidewalk and extend two

below. It will have a frontage of
about 180 feet on Washington Square
and a depth of nearly 100 feet on

Washington and Waverly Places. The

two lower stories will consist of lime
stone, febove which white brick and

terra cotta will be used, the whole sur
mounted by a tile roof. The lower
seven stories of the building will be
occupied by the offices, printing and
book binding departments of the Amer
ican Book Company, while the remain
ing upper stories will be reserved for
the Law School, the Graduate Schools
of Language and Philosophy, School
of Pedagogy, together with the offices
necessary for the administration of the
University. There will also be lecture
rooms, laboratories, reading rooms, li
brary, &c. The university schools will
be reached by express elevators which
will ascend to the upper floors without
stopping. For the shipping and busi
ness purposes of the book concern,

there will be at the southeast corner of
the building - in Washington Place
three large electric elevators of high

speed and strong capacity. The cost
of the building is estimated to be about
$1,000,000 and the architect is Alfred
Zucker of this city.

Practical Arbitration.

The agreement between the Mason
Builders' Association of Boston and
the bricklayers, the stone masons and
the building laborers' unions has been
frequently referred to in these col
umns as existing under the form of
arbitration advocated by the National
Association of Builders. The success
ful operation of the method has been
the source of deserved congratulation
in the past, and the fact that at this
time of industrial disturbance its
success has been further signalized is
worthy of notice. On another page
will be found an account of the only
difference which has required the as
sistance of the umpire, as provided in
the "form of arbitration" alluded to
since the agreement was made. The
questions at issue were first considered
by the joint committee from the
Mason Builders' Association and the
Bricklayers' Union, and when it was
found that an agreement could not be
reached the services of the previously
appointed umpire were called into
requisition and his decision accepted
with the utmost good faith by both
sides. As usual, during the entire
course of the consideration of the sub
jects for adjustment the greatest good
feeling prevailed on both sides, the
whole proceedings of the joint com
mittee being tonducted with courtesy
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and respect. The value of such per

manently existing boards of adjust

ment cannot be overestimated. They

form an amicable court of immediate
resort in which each side knows it has
equal representation and whence it
will receive fair and unbiased conclu
sions. By such means debatable
ground is prevented from becoming
battle ground, and in no case does
work cease during the adjustment of

any point of difference.

Change In Hew Tork Trade School.

An alteration which will be made in
the arrangements of the New York
Trade School for the season 1894-1895
is that the length of the course for the

day trade classes will befour instead of
three months, as heretofore. The extra
month is introduced in order to give
the necessary time for instruction in
elementary plan drawing in connection
with each of the classes taught. This
is a new and valuable departure in the
work of the school. The ability to
make and comprehend a plan of work
is an absolute necessity to a first-class
workman in these days.

Proportions of Flooring Beams.

Authorities on the strength of tim
ber are by no means agreed as to the

Cper
ratio of breadth to depth of

ms for flooring, the ratios differing
for bridging joists, for binding joists
and for girders. A writer in Indian
Engineering, in a series of articles, has
been discussing the subject mathe
matically, and gives several equations
for the best epacings when the ratio of
depth and breadth of beam is fixed.
The least practicable amount of mate
rial for stiffness is one of the data in
regard to problems of this kind, though
this element would necessarily vary
for the respective purposes mentioned
above. It is not- necessary to enter
into the formulae given by the author,
but the method of his investigation
appears to be a just one. In India, he
says, naked flooring is used for the
support of flat roots, which are covered
with a thick layer of earth to keep out
the heat. Here strength is the chief
desideratum, and if, as is often the
case, timber is scarce, and the roof
must be built at the expenseof as little
felling as possible, the best value for K

is y ' since this is the ratio of breadth
to hight which insures the strongest
beam from a round log. The author
then works out the equations for spac
ing when the least material is used.
The writer gives an example of a
common arrangement in the East,
the value of .R being as shown
above. "Si, the breadth of the
flooring, is 20 feet ; A is 1 hundred
weight per square foot ; P, % ton per
square inch. Then & equals spacing
of binding joists, equals 5.8 feet, and 6',
(spacing of bridging joists) equals 2.6
feet. The main beams should there
fore be placed 6 feet apart, and the
cross beams 2 feet 6 inches. Strips of
wood % inch thick will serve the pur-

Ce
of boards to support the deep

. er of sand and dry earth. This
form of roofing, common throughout
India and the East, is a very efficient
protection against the heat of the
sun, though not durable." The prob
lem of design for naked flooring
is more intricate where the propor
tions of the members are predeter

mined than where stiffness and
strength alone are made absolute.
The writer says these latter qualities
may be different for the different tiers
of beams and joists ; the main beams
may also be made stiffer than the cross
beams. For timber structures in the
East, the economical distribution of
timbers in floors and roofs is of mo
ment to the architect and engineer,
and any rules or formulas that can be
used to effect a saving in timber or in
the construction of floors are of value.

Electricity in the Home.

An article in a late issue of the En
gineering Magazine, contributed by
F. A. C. Perrine, deals with the use of
elect licit y in the home and office, and
among other things the author de
scribes the many ingenious devices
which can be employed in a well ap
pointed dwelling where a current of
electricity is readily available. He
says :
Let us suppose that we have met on
a rainy winter evening and have ac
cepted the invitation of a genial host
to dine and spend a night under his
roof. He knows that we have never
before seen a house appointed as his,
and perhaps with a touch of pardon
able pride he calls into action all the
appliances at his command. As we
ascend the steps to his front door he
pushes aside the escutcheon about the
push button of his door bell and there
are revealed two other buttons, one
white, the other black. The white
one is pushed, and at once the vesti
bule door flies hospitably open and at
the same instant a flood of light is
thrown upon us from an electric lamp

E
laced overhead, which enables our
ost to find his latch key and let us into
the hall without any annoyance of
waiting outside in the rain. As we ure
removing our coats the host touches a
button in the hall which extinguishes
the vestibule light and explains that,
had he pressed the button disclosed
through the escutcheon as a visitor
might, he would not only have thrown
open the door and lighted the lamp,
but would also have summoned a serv
ant to open the inner door and re
ceive our card, but that the two con
cealed buttons were for the use of the
master of the house, so that he could
light his way on entering and extin
guish the light on leaving his house.
It is a comfort which those who have
never enjoyed it are unable to appreci
ate, to live in a house which is com
pletely lighted by electricity and in
which the switches are conveniently
placed. There is no annoyance in
searching for matches in the darkness
of an unfamiliar room ; no constant
danger as we light our match to ignite
the gas of burning one's fingers or of
setting fire to the adjacent draperies.
But aswe enter each room one or all
of the lights may be turned on from
the outside. There is no convenience
in burning any light longer than it is
needed, for with the same ease that a
gas jet may be turned up or down an
electric lamp may be completely extin
guished or brilliantly lighted again.
The housewife may delight her friends
and family by her dainty conceits of
decoration about her lamps and chan
deliers with no fear of fires from a
breath blowing some light drapery into
a neighboring flame. And after spend
ing the evening with his reading lamp
in exactly the position to suit his eye
sight or whim, the master may retire,
and by turning a switch at his bedside
cut off all current from entering the
building.
But our host, who has just ushered
us into his library, where his wife sits
with the children before a blazing
wood fire, is possessed of many luxu
ries besides this great one of complete

lighting. There is yet time in the af
ternoon for a cup of tea before dinner
is announced, and the maid soon en
ters with the tray, which she places
before her mistress and, after adjust
ing the plug attached to a flexible cord
leading from the water kettle into a
socket in the wall near by, departs.
Then our hostess, having turned on
the current by a switch at her hand,
asks each his preference as to cream
and sugar, and by the time the cups
are arranged ready for the tea making
the water is boiling furiously, ana.
soon we sit down for our chat, each
holding a steaming cup of tea made-
from water which has never been ap
proached by fire. As the talk proceeds,
touching now upon the rare books,
china and silver on the library shelves,
the thought occurs to me that ex
traordinary precautions are needed
here to protect against burglars, and,
on inquiring concerning this, we find
that here also electricity has aided in
making comforts for the head which,
wears the crown of magnificent pos
session.
Should a door or window or shutter
of the house be opened or a leaf or
drawer of a cabinet be tampered with
in the night, at once the room intruded
upon becomes billiantly illuminated
by a lamp which is set in the ceiling
and out of reach to smash ; in the
master's room a light springs up at the
ringing of the alarm bell, and the news
of the intrusion is at once telegraphed
to the nearest police station. Should
the burglar attempt to escape through
the house, he must light room after
room as he opens the doors.
Against a fire, too, these elaborate
fittings have provided whatever pro
tection man has devised against that
all destroying fiend, and it is at least
possible to aid the exit of the unfort
unate inmates of a burning house. In
each room are several of what are
called "thermostatic push buttons,"
little devices which close and keep
closed an electric circuit whenever the
temperature of the apparatus rises
above a certain amount. When this
occurs in any room, at once every room
in the house is lighted, bells ring loudly
in all the bedrooms, and, at the same
time, the nearest fire alarm box is au
tomatically pulled and the alarm sent
in. Help is brought at once, but,
above all, those who are escaping from,
the building are not still further im
periled by confusion in the darkness.

Stone Working In Athens.

A writer in one of the London archi
tectural papers, in discussing the above
subject, says : It appears that the
Athenians worked the marble to an
even, but not a very smooth, face with
a toothed chisel before they placed the
blocks in the work, and that they
afterward went over the whole ex
posed surface and finished it to the
greatest smoothness and nicety, but
without polish, taking off in this
operation about J inch ; and this has
been the practice on the horizontal
as well as the upright surfaces, for
the columns of the Propyhjea are
sunk in to about that depth below the
general level. The place intended for
their reception was sunk before the
lower cylinders were placed, and lest
any inconvenience should arise from
the wet remaining there before the
building was completed, a small chan
nel has been cut from the recess to
carry off the water. In the steps the
adjoining faces are carefully finished
at the internal angles, but both are left
rough at the external angles, by which
means the accidents and wear which
take place during the execution of the -
work would rarely be of any conse
quence.
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A FRAME HOUSE IN WORCESTER, MASS.

THE
two-story frame dwelling which
forms the subject of our supple
ment plate this month was erected

a short time ago for a doctor in
Worcester, Mass.. from plans drawn
by George & J. P. Kingston, architects,
of 518 Main street, in the city named.
A good idea of the appearance of the
completed structure may be gained
from the supplement plate, while the
elevations, floor plans and details pre
sented upon this and the pages which
follow show the arrangement of rooms
and some of the more important con
structive features. The building is
finished throughout in a thorough man
ner and is of moderate cost. The cel
lar, which extends under the entire
building, is 7 feet in the clear and is

low the joist as a preventive against
both fire and vermin. The walls, roof
and lining floors are covered with >s-
inch spruce. The outside walls and
first floor are covered with sheeting
paper, and the outside of the building
up to the eaves is covered with 6 inch
clapboards. The gables are finished
with smooth pine shingles, fancy cut,
as may be seen from an inspection of
the elevations. The roof is covered
with tarred paper, on which is placed
dark Brownville slate. The finials,
hips and ridges are galvanized iron.
All outside finish is in pine. It will be
noticed that the rear portion of the
second story is cut off for the sake of
economy, as there is plenty of room
without the extension.

On the second floor of the house are
four sleeping rooms, out of each of
which opens a closet provided with two
rows of wardrobe strips and a shelf.
On this floor are also bathroom and
linen closet, together with a commodi-
ons hall. The attic is unfinished, but
has ample room for three chambers if
such should become necessary.
The top floors in the dining room,
kitchen, pantry, rear hall and the bed
room over the front hall, are laid with
>£-inch strips of narrow birch flooring,
blind nailed and laid crosswise of the
lining floors. They are thoroughly
smoothed and varnished. The remain
ing top floors are of square edge pine,
all top floors being cut between the
base. The finish of the sitting room

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

A Frame House in Worcester,Mass.—Geo. and J. P. Kingston, Architects.

.Section.

partitioned off into laundry, store
room, furnace room, coal bins, &c.,
all as shown on the foundation plan.
The foundation walls were laid dry and
well pointed with cement mortar. The
underpinning wall is brick laid with
an air space as shown in the section of
the water table on page 173. With re
gard to the size of timber employed, we
learn from the architects' specifications
that the sills are 4x7 inches ; first and
second floor joist 2x8 inches, with the
joist under partitions doubled and the
attic joist 2x7 inches. The girder
running through the center of the
building, under the main partitions,
is 8 x 9 inches, resting on 7 x 7 inch
square chestnut posts. The wall and
main partition studs are 2x4 inches,
and the cross partitions 2x3 inches,
all jointed to a width. The rafters are
2x6 inches. Blocks are cut between
the wall partition studs above and be-

With regard to the interior it will be
seenthat there are four apartments and
a commodious hall on the first floor,
the principal rooms being so placed as
to be readily accessible from the main
hall. Opening out of the kitchen is a
good sized pantry, which communicates
with the dining room by means of a
slide. Another feature of convenience
is a rear entry or hall with a place for
a refrigerator. The architects state
that possibly some may object to the
dining room opening directly into the
kitchen, but in this case it was so
made at the request of the owner.
There is a double action door between
the rooms, which, always being closed,
tends to keep the odors of the kitchen
from the other apartments. The open
ing between the two rooms can be
omitted if desired. There is also a
rear stairway which gives ready access
to the cellar "from the kitchen.

and parlor is in quartered sycamore,
that of the front hall, vestibule and
dining room in ash, while the remain
ing portion of the first floor and all of
the second floor is in white wood,
filled, varnished and rubbed down
smooth. The kitchen is wainscoted
3 feet high and the rear hall and bath
room 4 feet high, with narrow beaded
sheeting put on vertically with cap
molding 8 inches wide. The plaster
ing is carried down to the lining floors
on the outside walls and where wain
scoted it is back plastered between
the studs flush with the inside of the
studs. The building is heated by fur
nace.

A Portland cement concrete arch
lately built over the Danube at Mun-
derkingen, Wurtemburg, is said to
have a span of 164feet, which is a very
large one for this material.
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Five-Story House With No Stairs.

A unique house built in Paris for a
private gentleman has no staircase in
it, and yet it is a building several
stories in hieht. This sounds like a
paradox, says the London Daily News,
but it is explained in this way : The

floors rise, and there are five grada
tions, equivalent to five stories. It is
in this way that visitors to the house
will step directly from the street on to
the fifth floor, as all the others.

It is said that King street is richer
in old brass knockers than almost any

four have been ruthlessly painted over
to save burnishing, but the fourth'.is
always bright. The fifth, in Varick
street, is excellent in form, but it has
unfortunately been affixed to the door
upside down. The fad for the old
knocker sometimes brings about ridic
ulous combinations. A flimsy suburban

Side (Left) Elevation.

A Frame Bouse in Worcester,Mass.—Floor Flans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.—Elevation.—Scale, % Ineh to theFoot.

street in which it is built is the Rue other thoroughfare in New York. Queen Anne cottage, with an unlovely
Muller, which has a steepgradient. A There are four still affixed to doors in door supplied with an unmistakable
large frontage has been secured, ex- a single block, and a fifth shines brill- electric button.bears a fine old knocker,
tending to the corner of the Rue iantly on a door in Varick street just which is so large that no single panel
Lamarck. As the ground rises the off the corner of King. Three of the was found big enough to hold it.
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Detail of Belt Coursein Gable.—Scale,H
Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Piazza Cornice.—Scale,H Inch
to the Foot.
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^3
Detail of Piazza—Scale,H Inch to the

Foot.

Section Showing Details of Main Cornice,

Belt Course and Water Table—Scale,H
Inch to the Foot.

OUTSIDE

Details of Window Frame, Showing Inside and Outside

Trim—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Elevation of ChinaCloset.—Scale,H Inch

to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of a Frame House in Worcester,Mass.
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Hardwood Joinery.

At a recent meeting of the London
Architectural Association a paper on
the above subject was read by H. W.
Barnes, and as it contains much that
is of interest to American readers we
present the following extracts :
Hardwood joinery may be considered
from various points of view, from the
elaborate vaulted canopies of a cathe
dral worked almost entirely by hand,
to the simplest domestic fitting, now
produced to a very great extent by
machinery, but each giving scope, in a
greater or lesser degree, for the skill
of the workman. For its production,
if the work is to be really good, two
things are absolutely essential— good
workmen and good, well seasoned
wood, for it is as impossible for a good
workman to produce satisfactory work
with bad material as it is for an in
ferior workman to turn out creditable
work, however good the material may

WOODSGENERALLY USED.
A short review of some of the hard
woods more generally used may there
fore be of interest at the outset. Oak
seems naturally to take precedence,
and of this there are several varieties-
English, Russian, Hungarian and
American being the principal ; of these
English still stands unrivaled for
strength and durability under expos
ure, but it has been superseded to a
very great extent for internal fittings
by the others, which are easier to work
and from their milder nature less lia
ble to twist or crack ; English oak trees
are usually felled early in the year,
when the tap has risen, on account of
the value of the bark, which is then
easily stripped off and used for tanning
leather ; out oak so felled takes about
two years longer to season than that
felled in the winter. In the latter case,
however, the bark cannot be stripped
off, and is therefore wasted. English
oak trees at times produce planks of
great width, one cut down some years
ago at the scene of your last summer
excursion (Diss; yielding perfect ones
5 feet wide. Undoubtedly the finest oak
available of late years for interior work
has been the variety of Russian known
as Riga wainscot, the grain being very
fine, close and regular, the wood a good
color, and easy to work ; but the logs,
never very large, are now smaller than
ever—in fact, it is very difficult to get
them at all, the supply being nearly ex
hausted. Several other kinds are also
shipped from Russian ports ; these are
principally cut from small trees, the
grain is coarse, and, as a rule, they are
unsuitable for good work. Hungary
produces a very fine variety of oak.
The logs are much larger than any
formerly shipped from Riga, and at the
present time this is certainly the best
oak available in any quantity, its great
width making it specially valuable for
panels. This is shipped at Fiume, in
the Adriatic. Hungary, as well as
Russia, produces, however, some very
inferior sorts. America sends large
quantities of oak to this country ; but
it is not equal to Riga or the best Hun
garian. The grain is very open, the
color poor, usually with a pink tint,
and, generally speaking, is unsatisfac
tory for high-class work. The silver
grain is a distinguishing feature of oak
and produces the figure. These lines are
absent in chestnut and in many cases
form, probably, the only way of dis
tinguishing the two woods. One other
point respecting oak is worth referring
to— the term "wainscot." This does
not distinguish any particular variety
or locality, but is applied indiscrimi
nately to all logs cut on the quarter.

MAHOGANY.
Mahogany next claims attention, the
different kinds varying considerably,

that known as Spanish, coming from
ban Domingo, being the most valued,
in the past this has been extensively
used, but is now very scarce, its place
being taken by another Spanish variety,
found at Cnba, which is very close
grained, hard and of good color ; but
the kinds more generally used at the
present time are obtained from Tobasco
and British Honduras ; Panama and
Africa also send mahogany to this
country, but the quality of both is very
poor. Of walnut, five descriptions de
serve notice, Italian coming first, both
for closeness of grain and beauty of
markings. This is difficult to obtain at
the present time, but avariety much re
sembling it is now imported from Cir-
cassia. English is lighter in color and
not so richly marked. A totally differ
ent kind, known as black walnut, is
shipped at Quebec ; it is much softer
than the others and almost devoid of
markings, but can be obtained in large
sizes and is not likely to crack. A
lighter shade of the same wood is
shipped at New York and other United
btates ports. Teak is imported from
Burmah, and is especially valuable for
work exposed to sea air and salt water;
it is also coming into very general use
for hospital floors ; a variety is found
at Bangkok, but the color is not so
good. Many devices have been tried
for artificially drying hardwoods in a
short time ; but all seem open to ob
jection of some kind or other, and
allowing the wood to season by the
natural action of the air on the boards
and planks is, after all, the most satis
factory, although it is a long process.

METHODS OF WORKING.

But it is time to pass from the ma
terial to the various methods of work
ing it. Starting at the beginning, the
selection of the wood before it is cut
to size is more important than appears
at first sight, for on this much of the
final appearance will depend, and too
much care cannot be exercised at this
stage, for carelessness in matching
will prevent the work ever looking
really well, and most likely result in
considerable waste. Cutting to length
and width is now done entirely by
steam saws; afterward the wood is
passed through a trying up machine,
which planes it to thickness and width,
leaving it quite true and ready for
molding ; mortising and tenoning are
also done by machinery, and absolute
truth secured. So far machinery is of
advantage in every way, and it also re
lieves the joiner of the very hard labor
necessary before its introduction, leav
ing him free to devote all his energies
to the remaining parts of the work, in
which a good workman will find plenty
of opportunity to display his skill. Up
to this point the preparation of afi
hardwood joinery is practically the
same (nor does it differ materially from
soft wood work) ; but as in its further
stages the methods diverge consider
ably, it will be well to consider these
under two broad heads. First the
simpler forms, in which machinery
continues to play an important part,
and afterward the more elaborate
work, which has frequently to be done
almost entirely by hand. Formerly
molding were worked either by planes
of various shapes or by routers. The
latter were of steel, much the same as
modern machine irons, but let into a
piece of wood and worked backward
and forward by hand— a long and
tedious process.

{To becontinued.}

the board have in view is to elicit
from practical artisans useful informa
tion as to what kind of trade
education ia required in each case, in
what respects the existing provision is
faulty, how it can be improved, and the
best steps that can be taken to bring it
to the notice of the younger workmen
and apprentices.

Law In the Building Trades.

Action to Enforce Mechanic's Lien.

In an action to enforce a mechanic's
lien, a finding that the value of the
labor and material was, as agreed, a
named amount ; that a named amount
had been paid, leaving a stated bal
ance due uupaid, and that such bal
ance was for work done and materials
furnished for the owner's house, suffi
ciently shows that the materials and
work were of the value agreed. Such
finding is not open to the objection
that the amount found to be due is for
a general balance due for work done
ana materials furnished in the erection
of several houses for different persons.
—Brigham vs.. DeWald, Appellate
Court of Indiana, 34 N. E. Rep., 498.

Construction of Contract for Joint
Building Operations.

Where two parties agree to build
houses for sale, one to advance the
money and the other to contribute his
time and skill as superintendent, each
to have half the profits after sale,
independently of the question whether
a partnership existed between the par
ties, the superintendent was entitled
to maintain an action for an account
ing. The party furnishing the money
had no right to charge for the land
used for building purposes a greater
price than its original cost, though it
was bought with money furnished by
him and the title was in his name. The
superintendent was not entitled to have
the value of land bought for building
purposes but not used brought into the
account, since he had no interest in the
land, but only in the profits arising
from buildings erected thereon. It
appearing without contradiction that
one was to furnish all the capital, but
was not to be allowed interest till the
completion of each particular building
operation, he was not entitled to a
credit for interest on a purchase
money mortgage, given by him for
land, till the building thereon was
completed.— Bndd vs. Scudder, Court
of Chancery of New Jersey, 26 At.
Rep., 904.

Rights of Material Men in Building
Contract.

The Technical Education Board
of the London County Council, Eng
land have arranged for a series of con
ferences between representatives of the
various London industries. The object

Where, under a building contract, a
certain amount is to be paid at the
completion of the building, and the
contractor neglects or refuses to com
plete the building at the time agreed
upon, or within a reasonable time
thereafter, and the owner also neg
lects and refuses to complete it, as by
the terms of the contract he has a
right to, the holder of such order may
file his bill requiring such owner to
complete the buildings and compel ad
ministration of the funds in his hands
among himself and all others inter
ested therein, without the production
of the releases and affidavit spoken of
in the said supplement, and to that end
it is necessary that all persons who
have an interest in the fund still re
maining in the hands of the owner
should be made parties, so that their
respective rights may be decreed, and
the owner thereby protected from all
further litigation.— Bradley & Currier
Company vs. Bernz. Court of Chancery
of New Jersey, 26At. Rep., 908.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR MECHANICS.*

THE
subject of architectural draw
ing is one of no small interest to
the practical mechanic in what

ever branch of the building trade he
may be engaged. Carpenters, con
tractors and builders are often called
upon to furnish plana, especially of
medium and low cost buildings which
are not considered of sufficient impor
tance to warrant employing the services
of a professional architect. It is in
connection with this class of work that
a practical knowledge of drawing is
particularly valuable to the building
mechanic, for he who understands
drawing sufficiently to take a rough
sketch of a floor plan and draw it up
in practical shape, presenting the cor
responding elevation with the details
necessary to carry out the design in a
comprehensive manner, is the man
who, as a rule, readily secures and
retains the public confidence. The one
who understands and can make the
working drawings for buildings has a
decided advantage over a competitor
possessing little or no skill as a drafts
man. The ability to draw up a plan
after the manner of an architect has
the effect to gain for the draftsman the
favor and confidence of his patrons in
a way that seems to assure them he
understands his business, and therefore
is the more competent to do the work.
Thus in cases where competency is re
quired the lowest bidder does not al
ways stand the best chance in the race

By I. P. HICKS,

to pursue, and, therefore, I say to those
who are seeking instructions in draw -
ing, take up the rule, pen and pencil
and begin practice at once by making
the drawings given in connection here
with as lessons in drawing.
It is not necessary to illustrate and
describe all the tools and appliances
used in drafting, as this has been done
time and again, until every carpenter
and contractor is familiar with them ;
therefore, I will only describe a few of
the most essential tools and appliances
used in practice. A drawing board, 16
x 24inches, will be large enongh for
convenience in making the drawings
given as lessons, and also large enough
for many other purposes. For be it
known that a large drawing board for
small work is more or less inconven
ient and undesirable. In my opinion it
is better to have two or three sizes to
meet the varying requirements of large
and small work.
Drawing boards should be made of
soft wood, with all angles right angles,
so that the T square will work properly
from any one of its four sides. The T

Fig. 3.—Crown Molding and Fascia Drawn
to a Scaleof Y\ Inch to the Foot.

the rule and thus impair its usefulness
in setting off accurate measurements.
The rule should never be used in draw
ing ink lines, but can be used for draw
ing the pencil lines necessarily required
in outlining a plan, if it is desirable to
do so. These remarks are more es
pecially to warn the draftsman against
the indiscreet use of a costly rule,
which might soon impair its useful
ness or spoil it entirely. The cost of
triangular scales is from $1.50 to $5.
They are made in 12 inch and 24-inch
lengths, the 12-inch length being the
one in general use. Thus, it will be
seen that the draftsman's outfit for
drawing need not cost more than $7to
$10. The drawing boards, T squares,
triangles and straight edges he can
make for himself, thus confining the
expense to the case of instruments, the
triangular scale and common rules.
The author began practicing with a 15
cent outfit, consisting of a common
rule and lead pencil. By the aid of
triangles which I made myself, I was
enabled to square drawings from the
rule, draw the horizontal and plumb

Fig. 1.—Broken View of a Triangular Scale. Fig. 2.—Crown Molding and Fascia Drawn
to a Scaleof 3 Inches to the Foot.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.—Illustrations Accompanying Mr. Hicks' Article.

for a job. This, and the fact that a
knowledge of drawing is necessary to
enable workmen to take a set of archi
tects' plans and work from them un-
derstandingly, has brought about a de
sire on the part of many to learn the
art of drawing.
A brief and comprehensive treatise
on the subject, giving the practical
instructions necessary to carry the
work to a successful issue, has long
been felt to be desirable. Many books
and articles have been written on the
subject, but for the most part they
have been far from meeting the wants
of carpenters and contractors engaged
in the general building trade. Many
have been disappointed in books,
partly because they have not been as
practical as could be wished, but
more especially because the readers
failed to put into practice the princi
ples and ideas which the books illus
trated and described. In order to ob
tain the full benefit from a work of
instruction on any subject, it is neces
sary to verify what is taught by prac
tice, and this is assuredly the fact in
regard to drawing. Practice is the
most essential point toward the ad
vancement and success of the drafts
man in the art of drawing, and with
out it the best books and articles are
likely to prove a failure. It will not
answer to merely read the instructions
and to look at the examples given ; a
few ideas may be gained by this
course, but to acquire the art and be
come proficient in it will require prac
tice. It is the only successful method
* Copyrighted, 1894,by I. P. Hicks.

square is an indispensable tool in the
draftsman's outfit, and it is very desir
able to have several sizes. A 20-inch
blade will meet the requirements of
these lessons, but in practice much
longer blades will often be required.
The cost of a good T square, 20-inch
blade, is not great—say about $1—and
in selecting one I would suggest
Deane's patent adjustable head. Tri
angles are very handy and convenient
to use in connection with the T square
and can be employed to advantage in
many ways. Triangles may be had for
25 to 75 cents each, according to size.
In the way of other tools I would
recommend a small case of German
silver instruments of a good quality,
containing 4}£-inch dividers, with pen
and pencil points and lengthening bar,
drawing pen and protractor, the cost
of which does not need to exceed $4,
although the draftsman can, if he
desires, procure a $15 set of instru
ments.
Drawing rules are among the neces
sities that go to make up the drafts
man's outfit, and of these he should
have several at his disposal. The
architect's triangular scale is the king
of all rules for setting off the scale
measurements of drawings, after which
they may be finished by drawing the
lines with the aid of the T square, tri
angles, common rules, or straight
edges. I do not advocate a general use
of the triangular scale with which to
draw lines, for the reason that it is a
costly rule, very finely and accurately
marked, and to make a general use of
it in drawing lines would have a tend
ency to obscure the fine divisions of

lines and finish up the drawing com
paratively easy. I merely mention this
so beginners will not get the idea that
a costly outfit of tools is required ; but
to all who can afford it I would say
do not retard your progress in drawing
by trying to get along without the nec
essary tools, as it is a waste of time and
poor economy.
In reference to the triangular scale,
it is necessary that the draftsman
should become familiar with the differ
ent scales represented. This necessity
will not be felt so much in copying the
drawings here given as lessons as in the
making of original drawings. In this
the draftsman will soon discover that
mental calculations are constantly
coming up, and to compute the dis
tances and set them off readily and ac
curately on the drawing requires a thor
ough knowledge of the drafting scales.
Before proceeding with the instruc
tions in drawing we will give a brief
description of the triangular scale and
its uses. By referring to Fig. 1 the
shape of the triangular scale will be
plainly seen. In shape an end section
presents the form of an equilateral
triangle, traversed lengthwise with
a semicircular groove. This particular
shape gives the rule six planes or sur
faces, on which the different scales are
marked. The shape of the rule permits
of the marking being plainly visible to
the draftsman, and is specially adapted
for making the scale measurements of
drawings with the greatest accuracy.
On the six planes of the rule are
marked 11scales, which we will take in
their regular order. First, one plane
is graduated to sixteenths, which, of
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course, can be used in drafting to rep
resent the scale of A. inch to the foot.
The other ten scales are marked on the
remaining five planes in pairs and in
the following order, /,, A. %<H>%,
%, Vf, 1 inch, X% inches and 8 inches
to the foot.
Placing the rule in position for draw
ing or setting off measnrements we
very naturally use the opposite edge
from the one facing us. This will be
plainly seen by taking a rule and
placing it in the position of Fig. 1,
which will bring the scales of A and
A in proper position by which to draw
lines and set off meaturements on the
drawing. When in this position the
scale of A; inch to the foot will be
found figured on the plane from left
to right and the scale of A, inch to the
foot, which is a multiple of A- wiU °«
found figured from right to left, in the
semicircular groove just above the
plane. The scales each have at their
starting point A; and A respectively,
graduated to sixths and twelfths, for
setting of fractional parts of a foot, as
in representing inches.
Referring to Fig. 1, we find the fol
lowing scales shown : At the left end,
top plane, \)4 inches to the foot ; right
end, same plane, 3 inches to the foot ;
left end. bottom plane, % inch to the
foot, and right end. same plane, 1 inch
to the foot. Thus it will be plainly
seen that the larger scales are just
twice the smaller, and being repre
sented on the same planes the gradua
tions of the smaller scale represent
halves of the larger scale and thus
work in harmony when properly un
derstood and applied. It will be
noticed that the figures of the %-inch
and 1-inch scales appear wrong side
up, but when the rule is turned end
for end, as it should be used in draw
ing by these scales, the figures will
appear right and as follows : The

>£-inch scale will be found figured
from right to left on the plane and
the 1-inch scale figured from left to
right just above the plane in the semi
circular groove. Thus in setting off
distances by the inch scale, if ^ foot
was wanted the draftsman could
readily locate it by the divisions of the
}^-inch scale figured on the plane.
All the other scales on the rule are
figured in like manner. The scales
being figured differently and in oppo
site directions the liability of making
mistakes or getting the scales mixed is
avoided.
In setting off measurements from
any of the scales always start from the
figure 0 of the desired scale for even
feet, and if a fractional part of a foot
is wanted, count off such part on the
fine divisions of the scale and start
from this point, then the figures on the
scale will represent the feet and inches.
For example, the %-inch scale has %
inch graduated as follows : 1. The
long lines divide the scale into fourths,
which represent 3 inches. 2. The
next longest lines divide the scale into
twelfths, which represent inches.
3. The short lines divide the scale into
twenty-fourths, which represent %
inches. Thus by this scale the drafts
man can carry his scale measurements
to a point indicating % inches. Now
if it were required to set off 6 feet 9
inches by the scale, count off 9 inches
from the 0 mark on the scale, which
will be the third long line to the right,
then start from this point with the
measurement and follow the scale
marked on the plane to the left to 6,
which will give the measurement of 6
feet 9 inches. Proceed in like manner
in setting off measurements by any of
the scales found on the rule. It is not
necessary to describe the graduations
of all the scales, as to understand the
working of one is sufficient to enable
the draftsman to readily become
familiar with the divisions of them all

as they all embody the same principle
and it is just as easy to draw by one
scale as the other, with the exception
of cases where the fine scales bring
lines so close together that they can
not be drawn distinctly.
We will only describe the gradua
tions of the 3-inch and '.

,

-inch scales
to show the contrast and what it is

possible to accomplish with the scales.
The 3-inch scale will be found gradu
ated as follows : 1

.

The long lines di
vide the scale into twelfths, which
represent inches. 2

.

The next longest
lines divide the scale into twenty-
fourths, which represent half inches.

3
.

The next longest lines divide the
scale into forty-eighths, which repre
sent quarter inches. 4. The short
lines divide the scale into ninety-
sixths, which represent eighth inches.
Thus by the scale of 3 inches to the
foot the draftsman can carry his scale
measurements to a point indicating
the eighth part of an inch, which is as
fine as required in ordinary practice.
Referring now to the l^-inch scale,
which is the one generally used in
making elevation drawings, we find
it graduated as follows : The long line
divides the scale into halves, which
represent 6 inches ; the next longest
lines divide the scale into quarters,
which represent 3 inches ; the short
lines and finest divisions of the scale
divide it into twelfths and represent
inches. Thus by this scale the drafts
man can carry his scale measurements
to a point indicating the inches in
elevation drawings, which is about as
fine as it is possible to draw the lines.
The architects' triangular scale is cal
culated for fine work, and with it the
finest of calculations in drawing can
be made. As previously shown, the
fine divisions of the }i-inch scale
graduated to twelfths make it possible
in drawing by the scale to represent
an inch on the plan. By the division
of \i inch into 12parts an inch would
represent 48 parts ; hence one of these
parts is really the forty-eighth part of
an inch, and comes very nearly, if not
quite, being finer than the ordinary
draftsman can distinctly draw the
lines. Thus it will be seen that in
drawing elevations great care will be
necessary to keep all parts in accord
ance with the scale. For example, to
represent the fascia and crown molding
of a cornice in its usually limited space
requires some fine work. The space
usually required for the fascia and
crown molding of a cornice on the
average dwelling is from 5 to 7 inches.
In this case we will call it 6 inches to
make it easy for beginners. According
to the scale, 6 inches would be repre
sented by }
s inch in the drawing. Now

we have only }
s inch space in which
to draw the lines necessary to repre
sent the fascia and crown molding,
and as each member of the fascia
and moldite requires a line to properly
show its profile, it would require at
least five parallel lines to represent a
very plain fascia and crown molding.
To draw all these lines in the alloted
space is about as fine work as the
average draftsman is capable of doing.
For example, we will draw the fascia
and molding on a scale of 3 inches to
the foot in order to distinctly show the
different members. Referring to Fig.

2 it will be seen that it requires \%
inch space to show the profile of fascia
and molding. To show all these lines
in an elevation in the small space of %

inch is no small task, and this is only
one example out of many that arise in
architectural drawing.
Fig. 3 represents the fascia and mold
ing drawn to }^-inch scale. In draw
ing elevations occasionally a line is left
out and slight deviations are sometimes
made. This is the reason details drawn
to larger scales are necessary, in order
that the workmen may be enabled to

carry out the design to the true mean
ing and intent or the architect. _ In
making the elevations to the }^-inch
scale the draftsman should work to the
scale and keep the proper proportions
as much as possible, and such parts as
cannot be properly shown in the ele
vations should be represented in the
details drawn to larger scales.

(To becontinued.)

Ancient Japanese Houses.

The allusions to house structure in
the Kqjiki, though brief, are suggest
ive, and carry us back without ques
tion to the condition of the Japanese
house in the seventh and eighth cent
uries, says a writer in a late issue of
the Architect. Mr. Satow, in his trans
lation of the Rituals, says that the
period when this service was first insti
tuted was certainly before the tenth
century, and probably earlier. From
these records he ascertains that the
palace of the Japanese sovereign was a

wooden hut, with its pillars planted in
the ground instead of being erected on
broad flat stones, as in modern build
ings. The whole frame work, consist
ing of posts, beams, rafters, door posts
and window frames, was tied together
with cords made by twisting the long
fibrous stems of climbing plants, such
as Pueraria thunbergiana (kuzu) and
Wistaria sinensis (fvji). The floor
must have been low down, so that the
occupants of the building, as they lay
or squatted on their mats, were exposed
to the stealthy attacks of venomous
snakes, which were probably far more
numerous in the earliest ages when the
country was for the most part unculti
vated than at the present day. There
seems some reason to think that the
yuka, here translated " floor," was
originally nothing but a couch which
ran around the sides of the hut, the
rest of the space being simply a mud
floor, and that the size of the couch
was gradually increased until it oc
cupied the whole interior. The rafters
projected upward beyond the ridge
pole, crossing each other as is seen in
the roofs of modern Shan tan temples,
whether their architecture be in con
formity with early traditions (in
which case all rafters are so crossed)
or modified in accordance with more
advanced principles of construction,
and the crossed rafters retained only
as ornaments at the two ends of the
ridge. The roof was thatched and
perhaps had a gable at each end, with
a hole to allow the smoke of the wood
fire to escape ; so that it was possible
for birds flying in and perching on the
beams overhead to defile the food or
the fire with which it was cooked.
From the Kojiki we learn that ev n in
those early days the house was suffi
ciently differentiated to present forms
referred to as temples or palaces,
houses of the people, storehouses and
rude huts. That the temples or pal
aces were more that rude huts is shown
by references to the veranda, the great
roof, stout pillars and high cross
beams. They weie at least two stories
high, as we read ofpeople gazing from
an upper story. The peasants were
not allowed to build a house with a

raised roof frame—that is, a roof the
upper portion or ridge of which was
raised above the roof proper and hav
ing a different structure. This indi
cates the existence at that time of dif
ferent kinds of roofs or ridges. Fire
places were in the middle of the floor,
and the smoke outlet was in the gable
end of the roof protected by a lattice,
as seen in the Japanese country houses
of to-day. The posts or pillars of the
house were buried deep in the ground,
and not, as in the present house, rest
ing on a stone foundation.
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Design for a Seaside Cottage.

The cottage which we illustrate upon
this and the pages immediately follow
ing has been designed for erection at
the seashore, the front facing the water,
thus giving a good view of the ocean
from the veranda on the first floor, and
from the balcony and chamber win
dows of the second floor. The design
is that of Walter P. Crabtree, archi
tect, of New Britain, Conn., and from
the author's specifications we learn
that the exterior is to be covered with
cypress shingles left to turn a silver
gray, and all moldings to be painted.
The hight of the first floor is to be 9
feet in the clear, the second floor 8 feet
9 inches, and the " nook " in the library
7 feet 6 inches in the clear. The cellar
is to extend under the kitchen, hall,
library and pantry.
From an inspection of the plans pre-

and kitchen, which are in North Caro
lina pine, the rooms are finished in
white wood left in its natural state.
The house has been designed to cost
about |4000 complete, but with some
changes could be easily erected for
less.

Instruction in Roofing and Cornice

Work.

It has been decided by the manage
ment of the New York Trade School to
establish next seasona class for instruc
tion in roofing and cornice work. The
demand for such a class hasbeen felt for
some time, but it is only now that the
trustees have seen their way to adding
another to the increasing lists of trades
taught. It is believed that the oppor
tunity offered in this class will be much

work. It is also proposed to include
pattern diawing and cutting, so far as
applies to the roofing trade. Any in
formation in regard to the class may be
obtained by application to the New
York Trade School, First avenue, Sixty-
seventh and Sixty-eighth streets, New
York city.

Sound Proof Apartments.

There is occasionally a demand for
an apartment which is perfectly sound
proof, and we are inclined to think
there would be less moving in and out
of many of the flat buildings in the
larger cities of the country if more at
tention was given in the construction
of floors and walls so as to render
them as nearly as possible sound
proof. A correspondent of London

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Designfor a Seaside Cottage.— Walter P. Crabtree, Architect, New Britain, Conn.

sented herewith it will be seen that on
the first floor there are four rooms,
consisting of parlor, library, dining
room and kitchen, together with a
wide hall and commodious pantry.
The arrangement is such that any one
of the four rooms can be reached di
rectly from the hall, while communi
cation between the dining room and
kitchen is established by means of the
pantry. In the parlor, dining room
and library are open fire places. On
the second floor are four sleeping
rooms, out of each of which opens a
closet of good dimensions. There is
also a bathroom equipped with the
usual plumbing fixtures, while in the
front of the house and opening directly
upon the balcony is a small sitting
room. Out of this opens a closet, so
that the apartment can be used as a
chamber if necessity requires. The
hall, it will be observed, is directly in
the center of the house, thus economiz
ing in space.
With the exception of the pantry

appreciated by the younger members of
the trade. The New York Association
of Master Roofers and Manufacturers in
Sheet Metals have signified their will
ingness to co-operate in the matter, and
they will appoint a trade school com
mittee for the supervision of the work
of the class, similar to those appointed
by the associations of master plumbers,
master painters, master stone cutters,
&c. The class will be a day one. It
will commence work on January 2,
1895, and will have a course of three
months. The course of instruction is
not yet definitely decided upon. It will,
however, be confined to work directly
connected with the roofing and cornice
trade, and will probably embrace the
laying of simple roofing of various
kinds, making and lining of gutters,
making rain water leaders, chimney
caps, ventilating caps and window caps,
with other practical roofing work, to
gether with simple and fancy cornice

Engineering gives the following
method of doing this, but says it is a
very difficult as well as costly matter,
unless provision has been made in the
course of the construction of the build
ing : As regards the floor, a ply of very
thick carpet felt underneath the ordi
nary carpet will to a certain extent ef
fect the object in this direction, but to
make it really effectual the proper thing
to do would be to lift the floor, and if
there is not already a couter flooring
between the joists it might answer the
purpose to rill in on the top of the
laths which hold the ceiling under
neath with about 3 inches of silicate
cotton, then on top of each joist a strip
of hair felt should be laid before nail
ing down the floor. This will effect
ually stop the sound in that direction.
As regards the walls, they would re
quire to be studded with vertical
studs, say \% x 1 inch, spaced 18
inches apart ; these should be either
lathed or covered with wire netting,
and the spaces between the lathing and
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the present plaster should be filled in
with silicate cotton. It would also
make this more effectual if the fronts
of the studs were provided with s
strip of hair felt in the same way as

degree alter the relative positions of
the posts. One circumstance largely
favoring the undertaking was that the
slope of the ground over which the
shed had to be moved was slight and

greatly to the expense. The first opera
tion consisted in laying a track under
neath each line of posts and then build
ing around each post a truck on to
which, subsequently, the posts were

First Floor.

indicated for the joists. Of course, the
walls would require to be replastered.

A notable instance of moving a
large building at Rouen. France, is
given in a late issue of Le Genie Civil.
The structure, a timber and iron shed,
164 feet long and of 97 feet span, was
made up of 12 trusses, supported on
double posts at each end, and the total
load to be shifted a distance of several

that the posts, when in their new posi
tion, would require raising to the ex
tent of only about 10 inches. The me
chanical appliances necessary, there-

SecondFloor.

lifted. As soon as all the trucks had
received their loads they were coupled
together by iron rods so as to transmit
the traction in the line of the posts and
also to preserve the proper distance be
tween them. Somewhat beyond the
far end of the distance to be traversed
two piles were driven into the ground
almost in line with two rows of posts,
and at each side of these piles another
and smaller one was drivtn, to serve
as the fixed points for the cables used

Side (Right) Elevation.

Design for a Seaside Cottage.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16Inch to the Fool.—Elevation.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

hundred feet amounted to about 180
tons. The crucial part of the under
taking was in the lifting of the 24sup
porting posts at one and the sametime,
and it was indispensable also that this
raising should be accomplished in a
manner which would not in the least

fore, were comparatively simple, com
prising only some winches, cables
and screw jacks, some strong blocks
and the special trucks which had
to be built to carry the posts in
transit. Rails and sleepers, necessary
to complete the outfit, did not add

in hauling. The latter, starting from
these, passed successively around pul
ley blocks on the two heavier piles,
then around blocks fixed to the leading
trucks, and finally were wound on a
winch placed inside of the building.
A graduated plank was laid down along
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the whole length of the route to aid in
securing uniformity of progression in
all the trucks, and the whole opera
tion was carried out expeditiously and
successfully.

Building Trades Exhibition.

The first annual Chicago Building
Trades and Material Exhibition, which
recently closed at the Institute of Build
ing Arts, 63 to 69 Washington street,
Chicago, was a success in every partic
ular. A large and cor stant attendance
of interested visitors attested the appre
ciation with which the exhibition was
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received by the public, and the 200ex
hibitors expressed themselves as very
much gratified with the work accom
plished. The exhibits covered a wide
range of building materials and devices,
embracing everything necessaryto the
health, comfort and convenience of man
in connection with the construction of
buildings.

Elevation of Parlor Mantel—Scale,M Inch to the Foot.

Designfor a Seaside Cottage.—MiscellaneousDetails.

Excavations in Babylon have
brought to lignt a number of bricks,
the stamps on which prove them to be
at least 4000years old. They appear
to be as good now as when they were
first baked.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

present outlook in the building
trades offers little reasonfor elation
or depression. The total volume of

work under way throughout the country
seemsto be fairly satisfactory in the light
of the after effects of last year's panic.
Contractorsand workmenseemto feel that
the amountof work under way is in excess
of what wasanticipatedin theearly spring,
althoughit is still far belowtheaverage.
The officersof thenational organizations
of workmen wisely decidednot to call out
those engagedin trades not directly con
nected with railroading in supportof the
strike and boycott by the American Rail
way Union, and as a result the building
trades are practically undisturbed by a
generalstrike. Leaving out thewisdomor
unwisdomof the action of theunions, the
presentwould havebeena particularly un-
propitious time to quit work, as the de
mand for employment is so great that it
would have beenpractically impossibleto
makea strike effective.
Indications point to the fact that the
building trades are soorganized,and have
so dealt with the relations between em
ployer andworkman, that thedangerof a
general strike of serious magnitude is
continually lessening.

Baltimore, Md.
On thenight of June 26 themembersof
the Builders' Exchangeof Baltimore, Md.,
formally openedtheir new home. A large
numberof guestshelpedto maketheaffair
oneof themostenjoyablein the history of
the building fraternity of thecity.
Addressesweremadeby President Noble
H. Creager, Mayor Latrobe, Henry Seim,
S. B. Sexton, Jr., and SecretaryE. D. Mil
ler.
Mr. Sexton's addresswas descriptive of
the exchange from the time of its estab
lishmentuntil its occupancyof a homeof
its own. Tne formation of the organiza
tion wasshownto beduetothesamemove
mentwhich resultedin the creationof the
National Association of Builders, it being
establishedthrough theefforts of William
Ferguson,who had representedthe Balti
morebuilders in the conferencecilled in
Bostonby SecretarySaywardof theMaster
Builders' Association to consider the reus
ability of a national organization. Shortly
after Mr. Ferguson's return to Baltimore
42 of the prominent builders of the city
agreed to form a temporary organization
for oneyearunderthenameof theBuilders'
Exchange. On May 22, 1888,the perma
nent organizationwas formed,with the fol
lowing officers:
President, E. L. Bartlett.
First vice-president,J. F. Adams.
Secondvice-President,Hugh Sisson.
Third vice-president,N. H. Creager.
Secretary,E. D. Miller.
Treasurer, B. F. Bennett.
Theobjectsof theorganizationwerestated
asbeing the mutual benefitof its members,
to facilitate and improve the manner of
transacting business,to bring into closer
relations the contractor and the subcon
tractor, and to maintain a high standardof
what is fair and honorable in all business
transactionswith eachother,and to guar
anteeto thepublic that membersof theex
changeare men of character, competency
and responsibility.
The credit of theexchangeand its mem
bersis well indicatedby the fact that such
fundsas werenecessaryto borrow for the
erectionof the building were securedat a
low rate of interest and without difficulty
during themoneystringencyof 1S93. The
costof the site and the building approxi
mates$200,000,of which $100,000has been
subscribedby themembers.
After the speechmakingwas over re
freshmentswereservedand a generally in
formal and goodtimewashadby all.

DESCRIPTIONOF THE BUILDING.
The building is one of thehandsomestof
its kind in the city, and is a decided im
provementto the locality. It is of marble
and severely plain in its style, fronts 83
feet on Charles streetand 75feeton Lex
ington street,and is five stoneshigh, not
including thebasement. The two facesare
of Beaver Dam marble,with heavyorna
mental trimming of the same.
The first floor consistsof two large store
rooms on the Charles street front, which
have already been leased. These rooms

have each two large display windowsof
plate glass. The entrance to the building
is on Lexington street. To the right of the
entranceis a fineofficeroomanda roomfor
the janitor. The entrancehall is of Italian
marbleof beautiful shade.
On eachof the second,third and fourth
floorsthereare11offices,all large,airy and
well ventilated. The front office rooms
ou all the floors are 19} x̂ 30feet. On the
fifth floorseveralroomshavebeensetapart
for theuseof the Builders' Exchange. The
interior of the building is finishedin hard
woodand the ceilingsare all frescoed. The
rooms are lighted from street windows
and from a central skylight, which is
directly above the stairs.
On eachstory thereis a generallavatory
and a lavatory for ladies, and connected
with many of the offices there are small
private lavatories. A splendidheatingap
paratus hasbeenplacedin thebuilding and
back of the entrance there is a hydraulic
tank elevator.
Arrangementshave beenmadefor light
ing the building by gas and electricity.
Water hasalsobeenplacedin every room.
The stairway is of iron and especialcare
was taken to make the building as nearly
fireproof as possible. The builders were
S. H. & J. F. Adams and the architects
Baldwin & Pennington.
Commentingon theexchangeand its new
home, the Baltimore American of June 28
sayseditorially :
The Builders' Exchange, which has Just
openedits splendid headquartersat Charles
andLexington streets,is rapidly becoming
one of the most Important businessasso
ciations in Baltimore. It is progressive,
and themembersof it arevaluablecontribu
tors to thegrowth and advancementof the
city. The exchangehasa right to feelproud
of its Dewhome,andwehaveno doubt that
in such quarters the organization will in
creasein usefulness.
Building in Baltimore is reportedas being
in fair condition, with nearly an average
amountof work on hand. The membersof
the Builders' Exchangeare elated over the
successfulopening of their new building,
and alsoover the fact that a firm of archi
tectsconnectedwith the exchangehasbeen
awarded thenewCourt House*ut of acom
petition of 87 architects from various por
tions of the country. The namesof the
competitorswere not known to the com
mitteehaving the award in charge,and it
seemspeculiarly fitting that the successful
designshould be submitted by Baltimore
architects.

Boston, Mass.
Following the example of the building
trades of New York, Chicago and other
large cities, the Building TradesCouncil of
Boston at its last meetinginstructedaffil
iatedorganizationsto form a boardof walk
ing delegatesor businessagents.
In accordance with these instructions,
representativesof thePlumbers'Union, Tin
and Sheet Iron Workers' Union, Building
Laborers' Union, Carpenters'Union, Mar
ble Cutters' Union. Furniture Workers'
Union and Lathers' Union met and elected
a permanentboard of walking delegates,
the members of which will meetevery
morning,exchangenotesand assign mem
bersto their dutiesfor theday.
The object of establishingthis board is to
secure greater unity of action among the
trades It is expectedthat bymeansof this
boardevery branchof organized labor can
be brought into action in supportof any
demandby any one trade or union. No
disturbanceof any kind has occurred be
tweentheMason Builders' Association and
theunions sincethe Arbitration Committee
and system of apprenticeship were es
tablished.
The only casein which the servicesof an
umpire have been required in arbitration
matters occurred during the past month.
The statementand decisionof the umpire
are given in another column. The utmost
harmonyprevailedoneithersidebeforeand
after the decisionof the umpire and the
decision was accepted by employers and
workmen as final.
Secretary Sayward is at work upon a
credit systemfor the Master Builders' As
sociation, theplan beingas follows : Eacn
memberwill befurnishedslipsonwhichare
printed a number of questions,asking if
theyhavehad dealingswith theparty about
whom inquiry is made; if so, when,and
with what result, and whetheror not they
would recommendcredit. Whenamember
desiresto makean investigation a notice is

sentout to that effect by thesecretaryand
the answers are returned,the namesof
those replying not appearing,each being
designatedby anumber. Thesereturnsare
tabulated,one copy being sent to the in
quirer and another being filed for future
reference.
Builders are generallybusyand the total
amountof work for the seasonpromises to
comeup fairly near the average.

Chicago, III.

The situation in the building trades in
Chicago has been very uncertain during
the pastmonth. Workmen in all branches
were likely at any time to be orderedto
strike in sympathywith the railroad men,
and a feelingof uneasinessamong theem
ployerswasgeneral.
Up to the presentwriting building opera
tions havenot been seriously interrupted,
and it is the opinion of many of the con
tractors that their workmen will not be
calledout
Early in March the lathers demanded
$2.50per day, but were refused,and they
worked for a lesseningwageuntil someof
the workmenwere receiving only $1.60per
day. On June 20theunion men struck for
$3,and it is claimedthat someof the em
ployershavegrantedthe increase.
The usual numberof union strikes have
occurredduring themonth, but nothing of
a generalcharacterhas involved the build
ing trades.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The strike amongthe Cincinnati carpen
ters, which promiseda month ago to as
sumeserious proportions,has been settled
and themenhave returnedto work at the
old wages. The strike failed for lack of
support by the unions, it being claimed
that the number desiring to prolong the
strike was insufficientto be effective.
The reportsas to the amountof building

?;oing
on show that the total of work done

or the seasonwill be very small, unless
thereis an appreciable increase in the vol
umelater in the year.
The following revision of the rules and
regulationsof the Builders' Exchange has
beenrecommendedfor adoption. In defin
ing the intent of the rules, as to what con
stitutesa contractorundertheconstitution,
thesetradeswerespecified:
Carpenters, brickmasons, stonemasons,
plasterers, stair builders, painters and
grainers. freestoneand granite cutters,gal
vanizediron, slate,metal and composition
roofers, plumbers, gas fitters, iron con
struction,electricians,heatingand ventilat
ing.
The recommendationsof the committee
continueas follows :
While webelievethat theclassificationsof
our membership,as provided in proposed
amendmentsto the constitution, are alt
right with regardto the settlementof ques
tions affectingintereststhat are involvedin
the relations that exist between the em
ployer and employee,yet webelievethere
are conditions existing in the exchange
affecting tbe relations that exist between
membersthat are of considerable impor
tance, and we therefore begto submit the
following as a meansof betteringthis rela
tion, andat thesametime believetheywill
have a tendency to raise the standard of
our exchange:
1.Tbe use of the main room for office
purposes is inimical to the best interestsol
the exchange; your committee would
therefore recommendthat 'Change hours
be fixed from ll.aua.m.to 1.30p.m..for the
purposeof transactingsuchbusinessasmay
arise betweenmembers,after which hours
the room shall t>eclosed,exceptfor access
to mall boxesandany businessof necessity
betweenthesecretaryandmembers.
2. In order to make it possible to carry
out the intentionsof recommendationone.
we suggest the preparingof the roomsoc
cupied by the late Builders' Congressto be
subdivided into desk spacesfor rental to
membersonly, the price of such rental to-
be fixed by the Boardof Directors.
3. The.secretaryor superintendentshall be
providedwith an office other than the as
semblyroom,which be shall occupy at all
times,exceptduring 'Changehours.
4. That the annual membershipdues be
fixedat.$25perannum.
5. We alsooelieveour roomsare too easy
of accessto personswhoarenotmembersof
this exchange,andwouldsuggestthat visit
orswhoarenon-residentsot Cincinnati, and
theadjacentcities,maybe admitted to tbe
assemblyroom alter 11o'clock am.,when
introducedby amember of this exchange;
but no personshall be admitted more than
12 times wltbin one year, except upon
approval of a memberof the Board of Di
rectorsfor each admission. All personsin
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troducetl must consider themselvesunten
able to the rules of this exchange,and will
not be permitted to transact any business
while on the floor. Any violation of this
rule will makethememberintroducing such
party liableto a ttneof $5for eachoffense.
6. The soliciting;of money for any object
other than as theexchangedirectsshall not
be allowedon the floor.

Indianapolis. Ind.

The building; interests of Indianapolis
show no increased activity and there is at
present but little prospect of increased
operations.
The Builders' Exchange has electedthe
following officersfor theensuingyear :
Wm P. Jungclaus, president
Stanton W. Hawkey, vice-president.
Henry C. Adams, secretary.
Levi 8. Pierson, treasurer.
The organization Is in good shape; the
new rooms prove to have been wisely se
lected and area decided improvementover
the old quarters. Now that the novelty of
new quartershasworn off theadvantageof
the changeis manifest.

New York City. N. Y.
The condition of affairs amongthe work
men in thebuilding tradesseemsto beabout
normal in spiteof the feeling of uneasiness
which hasbeenexpressedover the general
restlessnesswhich hasprevailed.
A massmeeting of the workmen of the
building tradeswasheldabout July 1,under
the auspicesof the Building Trades Confer
ence, to protestagainst the employmentof
foreign work and materials by architects
and owners. It was claimed that discrimi
nation is used against work done in this
country. It wasstatedthat 75 per cent, of
the decorative work done in the city Is
given to non-residentworkmen. The meet
ing was a further support to the effort to
prevent theownersof fine residencesin the
city from using foreign decorationsof any
kind.
One of the most enjoyable excursions
which left the city this season was that
participated in June 28by the membersof
the Building Trades Club and their guests.
On the iron steamboat " Cepheus" 500of
them sailedup Long Island SoundtoRoton
Point. Therewasmusicand dancing and
lots of fun on the way, the Point being
reached about noon. At the hotel a" genuine New England shoredinner," the
>»'.'•<-('de resistanceof which is clams,bad
beenin preparation,andwassoonreadyand
servedin attractive style in the big dining
rooms of the hotel. Then therewasmore
music and dancing, while somewent boat
ing andsomewent bathing and others just
loiteredaround onthecragsundertheshade
of the trees and watched the more active
ones. The return trip producedmoremusic
and dancingand sociability, the boat land
ing her passengersat7o'clock,everyonere
freshed by the trip, and voting the first
builders' outing an unqualified success.
The affair was managedwith consummate
skill by the efficient House Committee of
the club, and reflectedcredit upon the or
ganization. While it wasentirely a social
affair, it gavethemembersanopportunityof
discussingtheprospectsfor the erectionof
themammothbuilding intendedfor theuse
of the Building TradesExchange.
An additional prospectus covering the
last stepstaken by the exchange,since its
formation, has been issued, and extended
meansfor affording all who desireto do so
an opportunity to securestock havebeen
put in operation It is expectedthat com
paratively little will be doneto actively
pushthematter until fall. The successof
theundertaking, which was practically as
suredat the start, is now plainly manifest,
and it is only a question of time when the
building trade of New York will have a
home of its own, commensuratewith its
sizeand importance.
Oneof the organizationsfounded by the
mechanicsof New York City, which con
ducts its affairs with great benefit and
little ostentation, is theGeneral Society of
Mechanics and Tradesmen. The society
was founded in 1785and incorporated in
1798. From its original purpose,benevo
lence,it hasbroadenedits scopeas its in
comepermitted. In 1820it founded the
Mechanics' School and the Apprentices'
Library; in 1833it started an instructive
courseof lectures; in 1856it addedreading
roomsto its library, and In 1889instituted
free scholarshipsin the New York Trade
School. The indigent members and the
needywidows and orphan children of de
ceasedmembers receive annuities regu
larly.

The free section of the library contains
over 90,000volumes, circulating 250,000
booksanuually. Thirty thousand persons
visited the reading roomslast year.
The eveningclassesof the schoolfurnish
free instruction to young menin freehand,
mechanical, machinery and architectural
drawing, cabinet decorations and clay
modeling,thus materially assistingthem in
their daily avocations. To youngw«men,
free instruction in stenography and type
writing is given. Each winter a freecourse
of lectureson popular subjects is given,
while to encourageyoungmen in acquiring
a practical knowledgeof someusefultrade,
the society maintains free scholarshipsin
the New York Trade School. The names
of the officers are : John L. Hamilton,

§
resident ; Warren A. Conover, vice-presi-
ent ; George E. Hoe, second vice-presi
dent ; Richard T. Davies, treasurer ; and
StephenM. Wright, secretary.

Omaha, Neb.
Building is reportedasbeing very dull in
Omaha. Such work as is under way has
beentakenat such low pricesthat there is
no profit in the work. Contractors And
fault with the closenessof competition,
which seemstobelargelydueto thewilling
nessof outside bidders to accept work at
ruinous prices. The builders are looking
forward to theaccomplishmentof the Piatt
River Canal schemein thefall, it beingex
pectedthat it will result in bringing many
manufactoriesand hencenew buildings to
Omaha. The carpenters,who have been
restlessfor some time past, have quieted
down and no trouble is anticipated. The
other trades are working without disturb
ance, the scarcity of work beinga sort of
safeguardagainst trouble.
The eight-hour law hasbeendeclaredun
constitutional by the SupremeCourt of
Nebraska.

Philadelphia. Pa.
Thegeneralbusinessdepressionbasmani
fested itself in the building interests of
Philadelphia by a reduction of at least 20
per cent,in theamountof work done dur
ing the first six months ascomparedwith
the same period of last year. In exact
figurestherehavebeen,betweenJanuary 1
and July 1, 1894,5383operations,costing
$11,190,485,while during the sametimelast
year thenumberof operationswas5944and
the costamountedto$18,563,537.The effect
hasbeenfelt all throughthebuilding trades
and hasbeenmanifestin a varietyof ways.
The effortsof the masonbuilders to secure
from the bricklayers a voluntary reduction
of wagesduring thedepressedperiod is an
instance
The following account from the Phila
delphiaRecord of a move by the Master
Builders' Exchange, to add to the Trade
School fund and at the same time provide
a day's outing for the builders, shows that
in spite of thedepressionin businessthere
is no depressionin the spirits of themem
bersof theexchange:
Arrangementsfor a strlctly-on-lts-merits
game of baseballbetweenmembersof the
exchangeare progressingnicely under the
fostering careof PresidentHarris, who be
lievesthat asnugsumcanberealizedfor the
TradeSchool through the exhibition. The
baseballfeverhasstrickenmanymembersof
theorganization.A. O.BuvingerandCharles
H. Reeves,master plasterers,will probably
captaintherival teams,andPresidentHarris,
who has absolutely no knowledge of the
game,will poseasumpire. SecretaryHark-
nesswill be officialscorer The playersal
ready signed are Joseph E Brown, Albert
A. Reeves.John Atkinson, GeorgeW. Royd-
bouse, Joseph B. Hancock, John Conway,
William Conway.William Airy, William W.
Morgan, superintendentof the exhibition
department; Allen B. Barber,JamesTaylor,
Franklin W. Harris. Jr.. Frank Peverly,
WashingtonJ. Gear,Jr., Da»idA. Woelpper
and Murrell Dobbins. The list of available
substitutesincludesnearly the entiremem
bership of the exchange and all of the
maleclerks employed about the building.

SuperintendentMorgan, who bas charge
of the exhibition department of the ex
change, hasa project in view for the en
largementof the quarters allotted to the
exhibit. A completechangein the front of
the building, which is owned,aswell as oc
cupied,by theexchange, is contemplated.
The presentroomsoccupiedby the exhibi
tion are totally inadequate.

St. Louis. Mo.

The regular quarterly meeting of the
Builders' Exchange of St. Louis washeld
July 11, President Sheehan in the chair,
and a large attendanceof members. The
treasurer submitted his report, showing a

balancein the treasuryof $6900. Wm. J.
Baker, chairmanof theExcursion Commit
tee,madea verbal report, stating that all
arrangementshad beenmadefor theannual
excursion, to take place July 25 on the"
City of Vicksburg," which will carry the
membersand their friends to Grand View
Island, five miles above Alton. The com
mittee bas prepared an excellent pro
gramme for the occasion,and a pleasant
time is lookedforward to by thosewho will
bepresent. A resolution,offered by Cbas.
B. McCormick, that the exchange indorse
the action of President Cleveland in the
labor trouble wasadopted, and a telegram
was sent to the President congratulating
him.
The building interests generallyare dull.

Notes.
The plasterersof Fargo, N. Dak., struck
early in July for an increaseto $3.50from
$3per day. The helperswanted$2instead
of $1.50perday, and also struck.

The Builders' Associationof Springfield,
Mass., at a recent meeting,madearrange
mentsfor opening an employmentbureau.
This will belocatedas near the central part
of thecity aspossible.andwill beopenduring
theday and evening. The plan which has
beenfollowedby thesecretaryof the Board
of Trade will beadopted; a book kept for
all applications and an opportunity be
given for employers to selectskilled em
ployees This bureau, however, will be
open only for those in thebuilding lines,
namely, carpenters, masons, plumbers,
pipers,&c., and no other tradeswill be ac
commodated. The trusteesof the Builders'
Council have the matter in hand and the
membershope to get the office ready for
applicantsby August 1.

Brooklyn, N. Y., is oneof the few citiesin
which the report of the Building Commis
sionerhasshowna steadyincreasein build
ing operations from January 1 to June 1
over thecorrespondingperiodof last year.

A strike of masonsoccurred in Norwich,
Conn., on July 2 to securea nine-hourday
with no reductionin wagesfrom theamount

fiaid
for ten hours' work. Comparatively

ittle work is being done,and the masons'
object to working tenhours. The menare
willing to work nine hours for $3,though
masonswere formerly paid $3.50for nine
hours' work. The masons say the nine
hour systemis in vogue in mostcities now
amongbrick masonsand they ask that it
beadoptedin Norwich.

Late in June thecarpentersat St. Joseph,
Mo., struck for 25centsper hour and eight
hours per day. They had formerly been
working ten hoursper day for wagesrun
ning all the way from 17% cents to 22' -
centsper hour. The workmen havetaken
action only against work not yet con
tracted for, and have allowed the em
ployersto continuewithout disturbanceall
work takenat the former wages. The con
tractorswhoareopposedtothenewschedule
claim, on theother hand that if they are
forced, in bidding on new work to raise
their prices, that outside contractors will
get the work and bring in outside me
chanics at lower wages, thus working a
hardshipnot only on thehomecontractors,
but on the resident workingmen as well,
who will be forced to remain idle andearn
nothing at all insteadof the wagesnow
paid. Nearly all of th« union men who
quit have securedwork from other con
tractors, therebeing only two who did not
agreeto the union'srequestfor eight hours
at 25centsper hour on all new contracts.

The Builders' Exchange of Bridgeport
Conn., seems to be passing through the
stagewhich is familiar to many such or
ganizations. It has a good membership,
pleasant and convenient quarters, every
facility for usefulness,and yet is without
sufficient enthusiasm on the part of the
membersto make the organizationeffect
ive. Building is reportedasbeingfair.

Norwich, Conn., is to havea newmanual
training building attached to the free
academyof that.town.

The old Winthrop house at Win-
throp, Mass.. which was built in 1694
by Dean Winthrop, the sixth son of
Governor Winthrop, has been newly
shingled and repaired. The grave of its
builder in Revere, like the house, has.
been neglected, but it is now to be pnt
in order and properly cared for.
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Heating a Club House.

A society, association or club of some
sort is a feature of almost every com
munity in the land, and generally oc
cupies quarters arranged especially to
meet specific requirements. In some
instances an old building is remodeled,
in order to provide the necessary ac
commodations, while in many cases,
particularly in and about the larger
cities and towns, new structures are
designed and erected to meet the speci
fied requirements, just the same as a
man would build a house in which to
live. The carpenter and builder is as
much interested in the arrangement of
the rooms of a club house as he is in
the designing of a dwelling, for he
is likely to be called upon at any
time to construct one. He will there
fore be interested in the illustra-

connects at the bottom of the boiler
on the left hand side, as shown in
Fig. 1.
A third main, 1}inches in size, runs to
an indirect radiator supplied with cold
air from out of doors by means of a 10
x 15 inch air duct, and located beneath
a 14 x 30 radiator in the main hall
on the first floor, shown in Fig. 2. The
return from this radiator is 1 inch in
size, and connects at the bottom of the
boiler. In the basement at the back of
the building is an observation space
overlooking the bowling alleys. This
is heated by meansof a ceiling coll com
posed of three 1{ iuch pipes, exposing
about 80 feet of surface. A separate
return is run from this coil to the boiler
directly beneath the steam main, fol
lowing it as it makes a circuit of the

Brick Verandas.

It is not unreasonable to estimate
that 99 out of every 100brick houses
built in this country have wooden
porches or verandas if they have any
at all. It is even so with many resi
dences of brick manufacturers of whom
we have a personal knowledge, says a
recent issue of the Brickbuilder. Here
is an opportunity for improvement.
One of the most effective uses of brick
is in the construction of arcades. The
piers may be of stone or terra-cotta,
but they may just as well be of brick,
with possibly a terracotta capital.
Such a feature on a brick house adds
wonderfully to its appearance. It is
more expensive, it is true, than a
wooden construction, but not enough
so as to be considered out of the ques-

Fig. 1.—Showing Basement,with Boiler and Piping.

Heating a Club Houte

tions given herewith, which, though
intended primarily to show how a
club house may be heated by steam,
afford a good example of the disposi
tion of the various rooms. The plans
here shown are those of the home
of the Ridge Club, at Bay Ridge, Long
Island, New York. The club house
is situated on a slope of ground, so that
the entrance to the porch and vestibule
shown in Fig. 2 is from the ground
level, and the floor of the basement
shown in Fig. 1 is at the level of the
ground in the rear. The rear portion
of the club house faces New York
Harbor, and hasawestern exposure. The
steam mains for heating purposes are
divided into two circuits. From the
front of the sectional boiler, which
has nine sections, a 3 inch main runs
to the back of the house and makes a
circuit of one part of the building, and
returning drops down and connects
with the boiler at the right hand side at
the bottom. Another main is 2} inches
in size, makes a circuit of the other
part of the building, and returning

building. Risers are taken from the
mains to the radiators on the first and
second floors, located as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. In every case the branches or
risers to the radiators are taken directly
from the top of the main. In run
ning the steam mains after leav
ing the boiler, the pipes are so graded
as to have a fall throughout the en
tire circuit back to the boiler, to re
turn the condensation. Automatic air
valves are placed at the boiler to relieve
the circuit main of air that may ac
cumulate. The circuit main in the base
ment is not covered, and serves as heat
ing surface. Where a building is
adapted (or the useof the circuit system
a considerable saving in pipe and labor
is made, and there is little danger of
trapping the pipes to interfere with
satisfactory results. In this case,
although the building is exposed to
winds from the west after sweeping
across the bay, there has been no diffi
culty in keeping the entire building at
a comfortable temperature with the
system in use.

tion except in the most economical con
struction. Often it is desirable to have
an uncovered porch, and in such a case,
providing the house is brick, there is
no reason why the porch railing should
not be brick.

The Jerry Builder Abroad.

One of our English exchanges gives
the following summary of a recent
meeting of the Carlisle Architectural
Association, at which C. W. Hill gave
an address entitled " The sins of the
jerry builder and their effects on the
public health." Mr. Hill commenced
by defining the meaning of "jerry
builder," and where and how he flour
ishes, and said his victims were, as a
rule, the workingman who had saved
enough money to buy a house of his
own, and was led to believe that he
was making a bargain by purchasing
his dwelling from such a builder for a
few pounds less than a proper house
could really be built for. The lecturer
pointed out many of the devices prac
ticed by the "jerry builder'* to econ-
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omize in the erection of a house, nota- floors laid on the bare earth, and de- house drainage and plumbing to pre-
bly those of bad foundations, hollow feefive house drains, in which the in- vent the escape of sewer gas, so con-
walls filled in with earth or rubbish, genuity of the unscrupulous builder is ducive to illness, and said he was of

Fig. 3.—SecondFloor.

PORTECOCHERE

Fig. 2—First Floor.

Heating a Club House.

hollow chimney breasts causing smoky seen to such advantage by the use of opinion that not 10 per cent, of the
chimneys, no flashings to roof, wall bad pipes and cheap fittings, &c. He drains laid up to ten years ago would
plaster made of road sweepings, &c. ; emphasized the importance of efficient now stand a proper test.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Length* of Braces.

From H. V. S., Butte, Mont.— la re-
plv to "J. C. W." of Pine Hill, Pa.,
whose letter appeared in the Septem
ber issue of the paper for 1893,1would
suggest that for a method of obtaining
the length of a brace with irregular run
and rise he consult " Hodgson's Steel
Square." The brace at B in his sketch
extends from beam to beam, or sill to
beam ; therefore the bevels of both
ends of the brace are parallel to each
other and cannot be obtained as easily
as a brace striking a base and perpen
dicular. However, when we know
how, it is easily done, the same as
everything else we have learned and
not forgotten. I must confess, how
ever, 1 am no exception to the rule of

SHOULDER
'-'' i,

,

:::,,:,:,

scales upon them as the architect's,
and when the contractor lays his steel
square or his rule upon a plan, the
measurements ought to correspond
with the figures. If they do not the
contractor is apt to think the archi
tect has made a mistake in the fig
ures, or else he thinks the 9 is a 7 or
the 3 an 8

.

This raises a doubt in his
mind, and as the architect is out of
town and won't be back for two days,
we can imagine how the contractor
acts and what would become of the
architect if the contractor's prayer
was answered. If the architect had
used his scale as the contractor is
obliged to use his rule, it would have
saved all trouble and both would have
been nearer heaven.

h
" -*-

10x to'

Fig. 1
.

Fig:.2.

Lengthsof Bracts.—Methodof Using theSteelSquare as suggestedby " B. V. S."

forgetfulness, and think it would be
just as impossible to retain in the
mind all the wrinkles we learn from
time to time, as it would be for a law
yer to argue a great criminal case
without recourse to his law books ;

and as law books are to the lawyer so
is Carpentry and Building to us. At
this point I would suggest to all those
submitting sketches to the paper to
work to a scale and state what the
scale is, whether % inch, J$ inch or

% inch, and try to be as accurate as
possible. 1 am sure there is no young
mechanic who loves the trade but
nurses the idea that some day he will
be an architect, and the early estab
lishment of accuracy in drawing to a

scale is a practice which will prove of
benefit in the future, while the me
chanic who works from his plans will
bless him and not have occasion to
class him with the picture architect
who draws attention to the clause in
the specification which reads " take
all figures in preference to scale meas
urements." This is not right and con
tractors should object to it. All proper
squares and rules have just as good

Now let us find the measurement
from the upper angle formed by the
post and beam where we intend the toe
of the top of the brace to rest when in
its place. We will say this distance is

7 feet. Now let us find the measure
ment on the angle formed by the brace
and lower beam or sill, to the toe of the
bottom of the brace, which proves to
be 1 foot. Now we subtract 1 foot
from 7 feet, which gives us 6 feet. We
then have 6 feet run and 12 feet rise.
Now take the steel square and slip upon
it our fence, screwing it up tightly
at 12 inches on the tongue and 6 inches
on the blade. Why do we do this ? Be
cause a? 6 feet is to 12feet so is 6 inches
to 12 inches. The same as 3 feet would
be to 4 feet, 9 inches would be to 12
inches in a 4-foot run and a 3 foot rise,
and so on. A little study will make
one able to lay out and get any kind of
brace, but "J. C. W." may say this
brace is not the same as a common
brace of 4 feet run and 3 feet rise. He
says the shoulders are not the same.
That is so ; but, as I said before, they
are just as easily obtained. The next
step is to secure a board, joint it true,

and have it the width.of the stock out
of which the brace is to be made. Lay

it upon the horses or bench and place
the square upon it with the fence press
ing tightly against the jointed edge
with the blade to the left. With a

knife make a draft along the edge of
the blade of the square, and then prick
at the 12-inch point on the tongue.
Again move the square along the stick
until the 6-inch point on the blade
comes to the 12-inch mark. Then use
the knife again at the 12-inch point, re
peating the operation 12 times, as there
are 12 feet between the beams. This

is indicated in Fig. 1 of the sketches.
Now we have obtained the top bevel
for the shoulders of the brace by the
only draft we have made. But the
tongue will not give us the bottom cut.
No, but if we move the square along
once more, making 13times in all, until
the 6 inches on the blade is brought up
to the last point made and then scribe
along the edge of the blade, we will
have the shoulder for the bottom, and

it will be the same as at the top. Now
allow for a tenon and the brace pattern

is made. The purlin brace is obtained
in the same way as the length of a com
mon rafter, with the exception that we
use the pitch of the roof for the shoul
ders against the purlin. "J. C. W."
says that at present he obtains his
lengths b

y drafting, but thinks it would
be a much better way to work from a
square alone. For my part I would
rather work out the work complete to

a scale of 3 inches to the foot, and
when done I am at liberty to answer
all questions put to me, and can give
lengths and bevels for every stick used
in the construction. When doing so I

do not have to stand and scratch my
head for five minutes before I can an
swer a question. The sketches which

I send clearly show how to obtain the
length and shoulders for a brace set up
between two beams, but I prefer draft
ing to obtain it.

Denign for a Barn Wanted.

From O. Q. C, Elmdale, Kan.— I

would like to have some of the readers
of Carpentry and Building furnish
plans for a barn about 82 x 36x 14
feet, balloon or lumber frame, and hip
roof, with deck about 10 feet wide. I
would like to see something from the
readers in the next number if possible.
Note.—We trust those who have
erected barns of the character named
will forward drawings with descriptive
particulars for publication. Pencil
sketches, tracings or blue prints to any
convenient scale will serve for purposes
of reproduction.

making Blue Prints.
From J. A. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—
Will you please publish in Carpentry
and Building the method used by
architects in making blue prints ; also,
can you tell me how I can print upon
ferroprussiate paper a drawing made
on egg shell half imperial paper ?

Note.— If our correspondent will re
fer to the March issue of the paper he
will find a somewhat lengthy descrip
tion of the process of making blue
prints as generally practiced at the
present day. What is there presented
so thoroughly covers the question that

it seems unnecessary to repeat a de
scription of the process at this time.
With regard to the second question
of our correspondent, we would say
that the easiest way of obtaining on
ferro-prussiate paper a print of a

drawing made on egg shell half impe
rial paper is to make a tracing of it,
and from the tracing obtain a blue
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print according to the method de
scribed in the March number of the
paper. It is impossible to make the
print direct, as the egg shell paper is
too thick to transmit sufficient light to
give sharp lines.

Winding Stairs.

From H. D. F., Easton, Pa.— I in
close diagram in answer to the inquiry
of " B. G.," Williamsport, Pa., whose
letter appeared in the issue of Car-

ways necessary to allow the thickness
of partition and plaster, so that the
nosing of the tread will extend beyond
the casing after the tread is on.

Winding Stairs.—Fig. 1.—Diagram Show
ing Method of Laying Out a Four-
Tread Winder.

pentry and Building for November of
last year. After tne partition studs
are in place take a pair of compasses
and mark a quarter circle, as indicated
in Fig. 1 of tne sketches. Set one end
of the compasses at A and strike the
arc from B to C. The circle may be
of any diameter ; the larger the better.
Take the dividers and space the quarter
circle into four equal parts, after which
take the square and mark the shape of
treads by striking from A to G, from
A to H, from A to I and A to F. The
risers are obtained in the sunn way as
on a straight flight. For a double
winder it is necessary to continue the
quarter circle, as indicated in Fig. 2
of the sketches In this case it will be
seen that the circle is continued from
C to G. This is then divided into equal
parts in the same manner as described
in connection with the previous figure.
If a four-tread winder is desired, divide
into four equal parts, while if a five-
tread winder is called for, divide into

Fig. 2.—Methodof Laying Out a Double
Winder.

five equal parts, always being careful
to make the divisions exact. This rule
will hold good in any winder, from two
up to any number that can be put in.
In regard to the tread below, it is al-

Self Supporting Roof.

From J. B. Y.. Pent, Ind.— I send
herewith a sketch of a pelf supporting
roof of a stock barn. It is in answer to
the inquiry of "J. W.," Fort Snelling,
Minn., whose letter appeared in the
issue of the paper for March of last
year. About two years ago I erected
a barn 30 x 50 feet, after the style
shown in the drawing, and it has
proven a grand success. It is not,
however, the first of its kind erected
in this part of the country. The man
who owns the building says if he had
100 barns built every one would be
constructed with the form of roof
shown in the sketch, which represents
one of the intermediate bents. There
is nothing in the way of putting in
hay from the floor, 8 feet from the
sills to within 3 feet of the comb of
the roof, except one cross tie and one
post. There are braces or clamps fast-

Self Supporting Roof as Constructed by
"J. B. y."—Scale, 1-16Inch to Foot.

ened to the three joints of each set of
rafters. They are 1 inch thick and
about 12 inches wide in the widest
part. The pieces are fastened on both
sides of the rafters, two at a joint,
with as many lOd nails driven in as
good judgment dictates, in order to
make each joint solid and strong. In
the building I erected the rafters were
2x6 inches, but in " J. W.'s " building.
50 feet wide, they should be at least 2
x 7. All the rafters in my building are
12 feet long, the. top ones being one-
third pitch, placed 25 feet apart at
the bottom. The rule I have is this :
The top set of rafters should cover
two-thirds of the width of the build
ing and be one third pitch, while the
bottom rafters should be of the same
length as those above, including the
lower end, which projects beyond the
building about 2 feet. Each set of
rafters is braced lengthwise of the
building with 1 inch boards about 6
inches wide and 12 feet long. They
cross each other at an angle of about
45°, and are well nailed underneath
the rafters. They meet at the bottom
and also the top ends of the crosses,
making a solid brace the whole length
of the building. I tied the center of
the plates with a cross beam repre
sented by the dotted lines. There is
also a post placed under the center of
the tie beam with long braces to keep
the center of the building, espec
ially the roof, from wearing side-
wise at the center. This post and
braces are also shown by dotted lines.
I have been told by those who pretend
to know, the owner of the barn in

cluded, that the tie in the center of the-
plates is not necessary because the
rafters do not have a tendency to push
the building apart. I contend that it
is necessary, for at least two reasons :
1, the plates should be the same dis
tance apart at the centers as at the
ends, and, 2, by placing a post in the
center the advantage of long braces is
secured. I also claim that the weight
of the roof on the longer rafters presses
in on the roof of the building as much
as the upper set of rafters have a tend
ency to push outward. The weight of
the top section of the roof being tied
by collar beams also has a tendency to
cause the lower rafters to push in at
the top, and as the rafters are well tied
together the roof presses directly
downward. The end bents have mid
dle posts with upper cross ties within
6 or 8 inches of the plates. There is
a middle tie under the cross ties,
which runs lengthwise of the building
between the center posts. There is,
too, a set of ties running lengthwise of
the building parallel with the center
tie and the same hight from the sills.
These three sets of ties support the
joist on which the hay floor is laid.
All the ties have braces, as shown in
the drawing, and there are also braces
at the top of the posts with the same
run —2 feet.

A Dovetail Pnzzle.
From J. P. M., Halifax, N. S.—l
send a solution of the dovetail puzzle
given in the last number of the paper.
The puzzle was solved by me more-
than 30 years ago.

From F. S. S., Sharonville, Ohio.—
In the last issue " M. A. W." of Evans-
ton, 111.,presents a sample of double
dovetailing concerning which he possi
bly would like to convey the idea that
it is an invention of his own. This
identical pnzzle appeared in Carpentry
and Building for June, 1883, and I
made a sample of it, which I have kept.
I have been a subscriber to the journal
since 1880,and as soon as my eyes met
the picture of the dovetail my memory
ran back to the time named. I here
with inclose a tracing of the puzzle as
it appeared in the June issue for 1883.
JVbte.—The illustration which we
present herewith represents the two
parts of the dovetail and will enable

Dovetail Puzzle.—The Two Parts of the
DovetailSeparated.

those who have been curious as to its
formation to see how it is made.

Framing a Complicated Roof.

From F. C, Junction, N. J.—In the
March number of Carpentry and Build
ing "H. I. P." shows the plan and de
scribes the way he would frame the
roof for which " W. B. S.," Fleming-
ton, N. J., asks for suggestions. The
plan looks very well on paper, and
would seemto make a straight job, but
my humble opinion is that " H. I. P.'r
would have some difficulty in framing
the roof as he shows it, unless he is
willing to have the rear of the main
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roof askew. I have found in my
limited practice that on intersecting
roofs of the same pitch the hips and
valleys must run at an angle of 45° to
the plate. I hope that " H. I. P." will
give us a little more light on the sub
ject, and would also be glad to hear
.from other readers of the paper.

rower of Different Forme of
Hoisting Apparatus.

* fFrom W. I., Mount Vernon, N. Y—
In answer to " L. H. H.'s" letter in the
December number, regarding the re
spective powers of two different ar
rangements for raising weights, I sub
mit a diagram which exhibits the pow
ers obtained by the arrangement that
he shows, and also of a simple winch
with single sheave. It will be noticed
by referring to the diagram, Fig. 1,
that the power of the arrangement
shown in Fig. 2, which is indicated by
the heavy solid line, constantly in-

" L. H. H.'s " device, although in prac
tice his apparatus might prove the more
convenient, owing to its reaching over
and afterward conveying the load in
board. It should also be noticed that
in one case it is necessary to wind 7
feet 5 inches of rope in order to raise
the load 5 feet, while with the simple
apparatus 5 feet of winding produces
the same result.

Cut Vermin Wire Nails.

From F. K., Louisburg, Wis. —In re
gard to the wire nail question dis
cussed in Carpentry ana Building, I
do not seewhy it is that some of my
fellow chips seem to like wire nails
better than cut nails. The only thing
I can see is that they are a little easier
to drive and handle than the cut nails.
In my estimation wire casing nails are
no good at all, and if used for interior
finish and the wood becomes a little
damp from the plaster the nails pull

to the center of each paper, commenc
ing with January, and sew each num
ber to it. Next I take a piece of cheap
muslin and a large piece of drafting
paper, which I cut in four pieces the
size of the book. I take two pieces
and glue them together, putting a
piece of muslin between them and the
edge of the piece of cloth to which I
sew the papers. I then treat the other
side in the same manner, after which
I take a piece of paper and glue on the
cloth, allowing the edges to extend
about X% inches over the back already
made. I have no fine Morocco bind
ing, but for wear and cost my plan is
admirable.

Howe True*.

From M. E. O'C, Porter's Mils,
Wis. — I notice that one of the corre
spondents wants to know how to make
a Howe truss. I hope some one of the
subscribers will give us a working
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Fig. 1.—DiagramShowing Relative Power of Each Form of Apparatus. Fig. 3.—Winch with Single Sheave.

Pouter of Different Forms of Hoisting Apparatus.—Diagrams Accompanying Letter of
" W. /.," Mount Vernon, N. T.

•creasesas the rope is wound in, while
the power obtained by the use of the
method shown in Fig. 3 is a constant
.quantity. It is assumed that the winch
in each instance is geared to give a
•power of 5 to 1, and with the lev
erage due to the length of the handle,
an advance over the load of 15 to
1 is obtained. This advantage of 15
with the winch and single sheave,
•shown in Fig. 3, remains the same, no
matter to what point the load is raised
or lowered. Inspection of the diagram
shows that at the start the advantage
obtained by the device represented in
Fig. 2 is less than that of the winch
and pulley, Fig. 8 ; so much so that
assuming that a man could lift 270
pounds with the simple apparatus, he
could lift at the start only 225pounds
with the more complicated machine,
Fig. 2 ; but as the load was raised his
lifting power would become greater,
so that when he had wound in 1 foot 7
inches of rope, indicated by the point
A on the diagram. Fig. 1, he would
have a lifting power of 270pounds, the
same as the single arrangement would
.give. When 6 feet of rope had been
wound he would be able to lift 675
pounds, and at 7 feet 3105pounds, but
it is obvious that these powers ob
tained in the latter part of the lift
would be of no use if he could not
start the load—that is, 270 pounds—
which he could do if he used the sim
ple sheave. This shows that the ap
paratus represented in Fig. 3 has the
advantage in actual lifting power over

out almost before they can be painted.
One cut casing nail will hold more
than two wire nails according to my
way of thinking. My experience is
that for laying flooring the wire nail
is altogether unsatisfactory.

Tool Cbeat Dlmen*lon*.

From J. L. L., Waxahachie, Texas.—
In answer to the question of " E. H."
of Hewey, 111.,in regard to the inside
dimensions of the tool chest in ques
tion, I would say that it is made in
three sections, the first or bottom sec
tion being 11inches deep by 20 inches
wide by 34 inches long. The top sec
tions are the same size, each measuring
11 inches deep by 10 inches wide by 34
inches long. Thus when the box is
closed the net measurements are as fol
lows : Depth 22inches, width 20 inches,
length 34 inches.

Binding " Carpentry and
Building."

From S. J. H., Meadville, Pa.—I
have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building for years and wish to tell
what I do with the copies at the end
of the year. I commence and glue the
supplement plate in place with the de
scription of the building it represents.
Then I cut off all advertisements,
which I do not care to save, so as not
to make the book too large. I then
secure a piece of strong cloth and turn

plan of such a truss with explanations
of its principles, why it is called a
Howe truss and other particulars. I
would like to know how to build such
a truss myself, and will be thankful
for the information.

Design for " Two-Tenement '*
House.

From Subscriber, Johnston, JR. I.—I want to build a two-tenement house,
but I do not see any which exactly
suits me. Will some one please give
me a design for a house with six rooms
and bath on a floor, the end of the
building to front on the street? I would
like double doors at the entrance. I
do not care so much about the appear
ance of the outside, but desire to get
floor plans for a building about 26 x 38
feet in size.
Note.—Our correspondent does not
sign his full name, so we are unable to
address him by letter for more specific
information touching his requirements.
He states that hedesires to build a " two-
enement" house, but omits to tell what
the means thereby. The phrase is apt
to be interpreted differently according
to the section of country in which the
reader lives. In some localities a
two-tenement house is understood to
mean one having accommodations for
two families, but divided in the center
so that each family has a separate en
trance, and two or more floors, accord,
ing to the hight of the building. This
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however, in certain places would also be
designated as a double or twin house.
In other localities atwo-tenement house
ia regarded as a dwelling in which one
family occupies the lower floor and an
other family the second floor, but each
having a separate entrance, while in
still other localities the arrangement
is practically the same as this, ex
cept that one entrance answers for
both families. The latter arrange
ment is the one which largely pre
vails in the locality from which our
correspondent writes, and we assume
that it is the one covered by his inquiry.
We present the matter to our readers,
'with the invitation to contribute draw
ings to meet the requirements of the
case as they understand them.

slatted floor under the ice ; ff, con
ductors for melted ice and air aper
tures ; g g, openings for foul air, and
h /i . ejecting ventilators.
In a general way it may be stated
that the atmospheric air passing
through E fills the space D. Above the
ceiling and between the ceiling joists
should be loose shavings, the object
being to allow the air to pass in finely

A. From this place it ascends to the
roof through the passages g g.

Sol u I to11of Roof Problem.

From W. B., Alfred Center, N. Y.—
I send herewith a sketch and descrip
tion of one way to solve the roof prob
lem proposed by " C. A. J." Many of
this class of problems can be solved

Cold Storage Building*.

From M. E. O'C., Porter's Mills, Wis.
—As I am benefited by the many
good things to be found in the Corre
spondence Department of the paper, I
feel as though I ought to contribute
something to its interest, and send by
this mail a drawing and explanations
of a cold storage room asked for in the
January number by "A. G. M.."
Beaver Dam, Wis. I hope they will
be of some service to him, as well as
to the great army of readers. Re
ferring to the accompanying sketch, A
indicates the cooling room ; B, the ice
lqf t ; C, the cold air chamber ; D, space
above the ceiling joists ; E, injecting

" W. B.'s" Solution of Roof Problem.

divided currents from the space D to
F. The distance between the ice and
the ceiling, forming the space F, should
be 2 feet. The ceiling should be made
of common boards, the air passing
through the joints. The air on enter-

Sectional View of Cold StorageBuilding.— Contributedby "M. E. O'C."

ventilator ; F, space between the ice
and ceiling ; a a, framed truss support
ing ice ; c c, water tight floor inclined
from the center ; d d. aperture for
heated air to pass to the ice ; e e e,

ing the space F comes in contact with
the ice, which cools it and then by its
density descends through the slatted
floor under the ice, then passesthrough
the apertures // to the cooling room

graphically, and I believe would inter
est the readers of the paper more than,
the mathematical formula. Referring
to the sketch, A B (J D represents the
plan of the roof as submitted by" C. A. J.." the dimensions being as
follows : Length, 50 feet ; width at one
end, 15 feet ; width at the other end,
9 feet. Now, to find the line J B, di
vide the area A B C D into two equal
parts, bisect A B at E and erect the
perpendicular E F. Connect F with
B, forming the right angle triangle-
E F B. Now add together both ends,
15and 9,which makes 24. Divide this
result by 2, which gives 12. Now be
gin at F and lay off 12equal spaces on
F E, as shown. At the ninth division

S
reduce the perpendicular from 9to H.
Towfrom the twelfth division produce
the line from 12 to I and join H I.
Draw the line from F through I to G.
Bisect the line A G, which will divide
the area A B C D into two equal parts.

Automatic Ventilation of
Dwellings.

From B. N., Minneapolis, Minn. —It-,
has always been a source of surprise to
me, in looking over the literature per
taining to hot air work, that so little is
said by manufacturers and writers in
general on the subject of ventilation.
My opinion is that if this matter was
given more attention there would be
less complaint about hot air furnaces,
provided, of course, that the furnace had
enough heating surface to warm the air.
In this locality we are forced to use
ventilating devices in connection with
hot air furnaces or they would not give
satisfaction. Here nearly every house
of the better class is back plastered,
has matched sheathing and building
paper under the clapboarding, is fitted
with double windows and provided
with storm doors or vestibules. We
build as nearly air tight as possible, so
that it is absolutely necessary for us to
have an exhaust in order to maintain a.
circulation of air. Believing that what
we have been obliged to do may be of
benefit to wide awake mechanics in other
localities, who sometimes strike knotty
problems in heating to be overcome, I
will briefly set forth our method of se
curing automatic ventilation and circu
lation.
The method of whieh I write was in
troduced here some years ago by a Mr.
Tilden, and is now used with various
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modifications by all of the leading hot
air contractors. By this system the
.chimney flue of the furnace is made to
serve the double purpose of furnishing
draft for the furnace and an exhaust for
ventilating pipes. For the purpose of
illustration we will take a ten-room
house, which is to be heated by a hot
air furnace and ventilated. A large
sized flue must be constructed for this
purpose. It will not work if an ordi
nary 8x8 inch flue is taken. This
would only furnish draft for the fur
nace and nothing more should be ex
pected of it. The flue should be 12 x
16 inches, to make a really good job,
in which to build an 8 inch tile stack as
a special flue for the furnace. This
heats the space around it into which the
ventilating pipes are run. A good job,
but not so permanent, can be done with

cured, which begins to operate as soon
as a fire is kindled in the furnace, cre
ating an upward draft in the chimney.
If the house is built with only an 8 x
8 inch flue for the furnace it should not
be used for ventilation. In such a case
the ventilating pipes should be run to
the attic, connected into one main and
run through the roof, because the flue
is not large enough to serve for both
purposes and the furnace will not heat
on account of insufficient draft.

mote from the large cities, lime is de
livered in bags, but where barrels are
employed the capacity is about 2 bush
els. A barrel of cement contains any
where from 4 to 4}^cubic feet, while a
load of sand is generally recognized as
consisting of 1 square yard. In the
larger cities the sand is usually deliv
ered in box carts which are so made
as to render measurement rapid and
easy, owing to the fact that the capac
ity of a cart is exactly 1 square yard.

Quantity or Lime or Cement In a
Barrel.

From H. C, Victoria, B. C— Will
the editor kindly furnish me informa
tion regarding the quantity of lime or
cement in a barrel, as I am certain it
will prove useful to others— especially

Elevations of a Six-Room Cottaice.
From G. L. H.. Torrington, Conn.—
In answer to the request of "Hawk-
eye" for elevations to floor plan for
six-room cottage submitted by him in
the December issue of Carpentry and
Building, I forward the inclosed, which
may prove of interest. The drawings
consist of front and left side elevations
and are of such a nature as to render
extended remarks unnecessary.

From D. B. C. , Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
— Inclosed I send front and side ele
vations for the floor plan of " Hawk-
eye " published in Carpentry and
Building for December last.

A Smoky Fire Place.
From The Miller Grate Com
pany, Cleveland, Ohio.— We notice in

Side(Left) Elevation, Submittedby "D. B. C

Front Elevation,'Submittedby "D. B. C Front Elevation.Submittedby "G. L. H.'

Section.

a 12 x 12 inch chimney flue, with a 9-
inch stack of No. 16 galvanized iron up
the center for the furnace, with the
ventilating pipes running into the sur
rounding space. Some very successful
jobs have been put in with the ventila
tion running in the same flue as the
smoke, but the flue in that case should
be at least 12 x 12inches, and a damper
is required in the main ventilating pipe
to shut off the air when starting a fire
•orwhen the draft is poor by reason of
atmospheric disturbances.
Now, as to the arrangement of the
ventilating pipes in the house. These
are of tin and are usually 3} inches in
diameter. They run from the base
board of each room to the cellar, with

-ii x 61 inch faces at the baseboard. In
the cellar they connect with a main

Sipe
which runs to the chimney. This

i done when one flue 1b used for both
-smoke and ventilating. When the
ventilating shaft is separated from the
smoke flue, the vent pipes are run in

dependently to the ventilating flue by
short connections on each floor. By
this arrangement an automatic system
of ventilation and circulation is se-

Sidc (Left) Elevation, Submitted by " G. L. H."

Elevations of a SixrRoom Cottage,—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Fool.

in my locality ? The first question is
the number of cubic feet in a barrel of
cement ; second, the number of bush
els in a barrel of lime ; and third, the
number of barrels or bushels in a load
of sand.

Note.— In many parts of the country,
especially in localities somewhat re-

Carpentry and Building for June a
communication from '•J. A. 8.," Fair
field, Iowa, in regard to a fire place
which smokes. If "J. A. S." will fill
the hollow space of back and sides to
top of lower damper we think he will
find the remedy for his smoking fire
place.
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METHODS OF HANDRAILING.
THE

SUBJECT of stair building
in all its various phases is one
of never ending interest to the

ambitious, wide awake and progress
ive carpenter, who takes delight in
poring over the literature bearing
on the science both past and present
and comparing the different methods
of executing work. When these
methods are presented in compact
form, enabling the reader to more
readily grasp the saliant features of
each, their value is correspondingly
increased and the profit of the reader
augmented in the same degree. In

ing mold, as compared with the
present tangent system, about which
so much has been said during the last
few years.
To draw the ground plan of a rail
and the falling mold to accompany it
over a semicircular plan with win
dows, proceed as follows : Referring
to Fig. 1 of the cuts, lay down the
line of the string v u w in the ground
plan as a commencement. Determine
the diameter of the baluster, in order
to find the center of the rail, for the
center of the rail must stand over the
center of the baluster in the ground

Fig.
of
3.—ThePitch Board
the Straight Stairs.

Fig. 1.—Plan of Semicircular Stairs,
with Elevation of the Risersand
the Falling Mold.

Fig. 4.—Application of Face Mold to the
Upper Surfaceof Flank.

Fig. 5.—The Plank Reversedand the
Mold Marked.

Methodsof Bandrailing.—Diagrams Illustrating Article of Mr. Secor.

the series of articles commencing with
this number past and present methods
of handrailing are discussed in a way
which we hope will prove alike enter
taining and instructive to a large class
among our readers, more especially to
the younger element who have chosen
the building trade for their profession
in life. The articles have been pre
pared by J. V. H. Secor, well known
as the author of an important work on
stair building and he has handled his
subject in a way to command the at
tention of old and young alike.
The present article is intended to
elucidate the principle of hand railing
in vogue something like a half century
ago, founded on Peter Nicholson's
system of resting points and the fall-

plan, or the balusters will not be
plumb when set.
Having thus determined the center
of the rail, lay off half the diameter
each side of the center and sweepwith
the compass the outer and inner semi
circles, which will be the outer and
inner edges of the ground plan of the
rail a b c and r s. Add on a short
piece of straight wood, say a x and
c //, at a tangent to the point a and c,
and the ground plan will be complete.
Now find the stretchout of the convex
side, as shown at k I ; at J erect a per
pendicular I z, equal to six risers, as
contained in the cylinders, then at the
points 6 and 12apply the pitch board
of the flyers, as shown along the points
of the treads and the risers. The di

rections of the straight rails being de
termined, draw the indefinite straight
line 13 k, extended to j, cutting the
end of the stretchout at A

-,

and you
will have the general direction of the
rail ; now put in the easings at the
angles k and 13and the under side of the
falling mold will be complete ; now
set off the thickness of the rail above
and draw the upper line of the falling
mold. Mark the joints at « and 6 and
the falling mold will be complete.

REMARKS.
There are various ways of drawing
the center joint in the circular part of
the rail. Some stair builders divide
the angle by a line that the outer and
inner falling molds make in crossing
each other in the center, and then
make the joint at right angles to this
line, which equally divides the splice
that would be in one side of the joint,
if the joint was made perpendicular to
the other. This would appear to be the
best plan, and may be readily done
where there is but one falling mold
by taking the stretchout of the other
side of the rail and setting up the
hight, which will give the under line
of the falling mold and divide the
angle as aforesaid.
The reader will observe that we have
placed the treads and risers under
neath the falling mold corresponding
to the stretchout of the convex side of
the rail, not that they have any busi
ness there as belonging to the drawing
of the falling mold, but that the reader
may see them in connection with the
rail, and more particularly to impress
upon his mind one fact—that the real
hight of the falling mold is not the
hight of six risers, but a fraction lees,
and the falling mold is said to cover
from center to center of the joint ; and
all hights are measured from top to
top of the falling mold, as at n and d

measured through the center of the
joint.
DRAWING THE FACE MOLD.

Beferring now to Fig. 2, draw in
definitely two straight lines . passing
through the points a b and c d, making
them at right angles to each other and
intersecting at the point/. Then with
the point / as a center and with radius
of the ground plan sweep the semi
circles 6 a 4 and 8 7 5

.

Draw the line
gf, dividing the quarter circle in two
equal parts. One of these parts is, of
course, equal to one-eighth part of the
base of the cylinder.
Then in the falling mold, Fig. 1, ex
tend the bottom line of the rail 13 k to j

indefinitely, and the angle at k formed
by these lines is equal to the angle that
a full easing would make. Then at
any convenient distance from k draw
the arc and chord gj of Fig. 1.

Through the triangle gj k, from the
point k

, draw k o, cutting the base gj
in o and parallel to the easing n s. The
points n and s are the tips of the
straight wood. The angle o k j is

equal to the angle of the departure of
the easing a n, plus half the angle of
the departure of the straight wood.
Take the chord g j in Fig. 1 and
transfer it across the angle gfc in
Fig. 2, say from i to j, making / i

equal to f j. Also, transfer j o in Fig.

1
,

from i to k in Fig. 2. Then through

k draw the line/ k
,

and extend it to v,
cutting the curve at v. Then set one-
fourth of the circle around from v to
w, and v tcwill be the ground plan of
the rail that will give the easing re
quired, the position of axis of the
ellipses being first laid down.
In order to find the inclination of
the transverse axis of the ellipses for
the face mold, draw k n, in Fig. 1,

perpendicular to A
;
/, cutting the top of
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the falling mold in it ; from the point
n draw a line parallel to k I, catting
the line iiiiiim ; then m d will be the
hight of the falling mold from n to d.
In Fig. 2 draw v t and s x parallel to
oil; take the distance between these
two lines, say t x, and set it from m to
p. Fig. 1, on the line m n in the draw
ing in the falling mold. Then draw a
line joining d and p, Fig. 1,which will
give the inclination of the transverse
axis of the ellipsis to be drawn.
To find the transverse axis of the
ellipses of the face mold, draw the
lines a 8 and r 9, Fig. 1, parallel to
i p, cutting d p in the points 8 and 9 ;
then d 9 will be the semi-transverse
axis of the short ellipsis, and d 8 that
of the long ellipsis. As i r and i a are
halves of the diameters of the circles
supposed to be made by cutting a hol
low cylinder at right angles to its
axis, it is evident that d 9and d 8,when
the cylinder is cut obliquely to its axis,
are halves of the transverse axis of the
ellipses standing over these circles.
Having determined the lengths of
the transverse axis of the ellipses of
the face molds, transfer the distances,
d 9 and d 8, in the drawing of the
falling mold, from the center/, in Fig.
2, each way on the line passing through
c and (I. to the points 1 and 2, which
give the lengths of the transverse axis,
and / 7and / a will be the semi-conju
gate axis of the ellipses. Now with
trammel or string sweep the ellipses.
Next find the length of the face
mold that will cover the ground plan
v a to, when the face mold is raised to
its proper position. From the tips of
the ground plan v and 8 draw the lines
v u and s s parallel to the transverse
axis, cutting the curve of the outer
ellipses in u, and that of the inner at s.
Then from the points u and s draw lines
to the center /, completing the curved
portion of the mold. Add on the
straight wood v 8, at right angles to v
f in the ground of the rail, Fig. 2, and
equal to a a: in the ground plan of the
falling mold, Fig. 1. Transfer this
straight wood to the face mold, as
shown at u 10, parallel to the semi-
conjugate diameter to /. This may be
found also by drawing fromv 8 to u 9,
and parallel to the transverse axis. For
the overwood necessary to make the
center joint, let fall from the tip of the
falling mold the dotted line to the
ground plane at d. This is to be put
on the face mold, as shown at to o.

APPLICATION OF FACE MOLD TO PLANK.
The first consideration in applying
the face mold to the plank is the man
ner in which the mold can be best ap-

Slied
to save stuff. This will much

epend on the judgment of the stair-
builder. If the stuff is of medium
width, the best plan is to joint and
square each edge of the plank, and to
these apply the tip of the straight
wood to the edgeof the plank, keeping
the other end of the mold back from
the edge, as in Fig. 4, and then reverse
the mold and apply it to the other side
of the plank, as in Fig. 5. It must be
borne in mind that in all cases the
exact position of the mold as regards
the transverse axis of the ellipses must
be adhered to, and the small end of the
mold must be kept as far back from
the edge of the plank as it would be
from a line drawn from the tip of the
straight wood parallel with the trans
verse axis in the drawing of the face
mold.
Having found the position of the
mold on the plank, apply the down
bevel us at d in the elevation of the
falling mold, and shown at a d on the
edge of the plank, Fig. 4. Apply the
mold as shown and mark along the
edges, then turn the plank over and ap
ply the tip of the straight wood at d,
and the small end the same distance
back as on the other side and mark
where it will be ready to saw out. This

is a very tedious operation, and with
the waste of material also taken into
consideration, it is not strange that it
should have dropped out of use by
those who are more progressive in
their ideas.

(To be continued.)

Justinian as a Bnilder.

Whatever were the views of Jus
tinian, the number of buildings which
he erected, even taking into considera
tion the resources of a long reign,
almost exceed belief. And of these
architectural labors it has been too
harshly said " that they were cemented
with the blood and treasure of his
people." His pious munificence was
seen in the construction of churches,
while almost everv city in the empire
obtained the solid advantages of
bridges, hospitals and aqueducts, and
he consulted his own ease in the resto
ration of the palace at Byzantium.
There was everywhere, says the Ar
chitect, a display of magnificence and
of the most costly ornaments. But it
is in the temple, now the mosque, of
St. Sophia, which was originally raised
by Constantine, but rebuilt from the
foundations by Justinian, that we are
to look for all the skill, taste and
munificence of the age. It had been
twice destroyed by fire, but it was now
to rise resplendent on an improved
and extended scale. The principal
architect was Anthemius, who pre
sided over the imperial works. He
formed the design, and it is said that
his genius directed the hands of 10,000
workmen. Justinian, clad in a linen
tunic, every day surveyed the rapid
progress, and six years had not elapsed
when he had the happiness to behold
its completion, and to assist at its
solemn consecration. After someyears,
however, an earthquake overthrew the
eastern part of the dome. The perse
verance of the same prince again re
stored its splendor, and in the thirty-
sixth year of his reign he celebrated
the second dedication of a temple
which, after twelve centuries, remains
a stately monument of his fame. Of
this celebrated structure, of its aerial
domes lightly reposing on its arches,
its columns of granite, of porphyry
and of green marble, its semi-domes,
its walls incrusted with marbles, its
various members, admirable by their
size and beauty, and all embellished
by a rich profusion of jaspers, gems
and precious metals, it is not necessary
to repeat the descriptions which many
authors will supply. But though this
venerable pile, which could excite the
admiration of the Greeks, even now,
as shorn by Turkish fanaticism or the
corrosion of time of its more perish
able ornaments, continues to furnish a
rich repast to the curiosity of the
traveler, it is generally agreed that a
striking deficiency is often perceptible
in the combinations and contrasts of
parts, and that Anthemius, had he
been content to copy the exquisite
models which in his time still adorned
the cities of Asia Minor and the prov-
vinces of Greece, might have produced
a work which would at once have been
more sublime and beautiful. But for
this a refined nicety of taste was neces
sary, which was no longer to be found.

To seow how few and simple words
may constitute a binding legal con
tract, the Australasian Builder tells
the following amusing story : An
architect under cross examination in
the witness box averred most positively
that he could build a house according
to the designs exhibited in court for
what appeared to be a very inadequate
sum— let us say £2000. " You are
quite sure," said the presiding judge,
.. that you can build the house properly

for that sum, within a reasonable time
—in fact, you are ready to do so ?"'
"Perfectly, your Lordship." "And
you would undertake that there should
be no extras?" "Certainly, my
Lord." " Very well," said the judge." that is precisely the kind of house I
want myself; on the rising of the
Court, I will give you a check for the
amount ; build the house, and let me
know when it is ready 1"

Philadelphia Trades School
Commencement

On Wednesday evening, June 20, the
fourth annual commencement exercises
of the Master Builders' Mechanical
Trades School were held at the Master
Builders' Exchange, Seventh street,
Philadelphia. The exhibition rooms
of the exchange were lighted up for
the inspection of the visitors and the
exterior of the building was tastefully
decorated in honor of the occasion.
The programme was simple, consisting
of brief addressesby Franklin M. Har-
ria, president of the exchange; George
Watson, chairman of the Trades School
Committee, and Stacy Reeves, represent
ing the achool. Director of Public
Works James N. Wind rim then ad
dressed the students in an effective
speech, in which he said that the time
had now passedwhen America was com
pelled to draw upon England, France
and Germany for their skilled artisans.
The American youth, he said, have now
learned how to work, which is the best
capital for a young man. He has
knowledge which cannot be lost in
speculation, which will increase to the
exact value the workman himself puts
upon it. Therefore, he continued,
every young artisan should set himself a
high standard of excellence in his work.
His aim should be to be the first in his
chosen occupation, to be the best work
man, to be a master workman. He re
joiced that the trades schools of Amer
ica, under the guidance and teaching
of skilled men, are providing workmen
from our own people who will be able
to compete with the highest skill of
the nations of the world.
Following the addresses, the gradu
ates of the several classeswere presented
with their certificates. The numbers
graduating from the different classes
were as follows :

Carpentry 14
Bricklaying 6
Stone cutting a
Hlaeksiiiithing 2
Painting 3
Plumbing 10

The school will commence its fifth
session this fall, when a large at
tendance of pupils is assured. Its
success ao far has been remarkable.
Graduates from the various branches of
trade taught have almost without ex
ception obtained remunerative positions,
in which they have done great credit to
the training received in the trades
school.

Clapisson, the French musical celeb
rity, is said to be building a chateau
composed entirely of buttons. The
walls, the ceilings, the doors, the ex
terior, the interior, are all ornamented
with this novel element of architecture.
Buttons of every description, from the
very origin of their invention up to
those of the present day. have beenem
ployed in the arabesques and orna
mentation of the walls. Every coun
try has been ransacked, and some cu
rious specimens have been brought to
light. Those dating from the lower
Greek Empire are of the most curious
manufacture.
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The Uniform Contract.
The use of the Uniform Contract is
steadily extending as the knowledge of
its existence and equitable conditions
becomes more universal. The work of
the secretaries of the filial bodies in urg
ing the form upon the attention of the
architects in their several localities
has been fruitful in bringing the docu
ment into increased use. Letters which
have been received by the secretaries
of the New York and Boston ex
changes from those in the trade who
have made a practice of using the con
tract, speak in very complimentary
terms of the satisfaction it has given,
and tend to show the value to the fra
ternity of the action of the National
Association of Builders in urging the
local secretaries to keep the form con
tinually before their members and the
architects of the different cities. The
value of the work and the benefit of
the universal adoption of a standard
form of contract are self evident.

Code of Practice.
The following code of practice for
sub estimating and sub-contracting,
based upon the recommendations of
the National Association of Builders,
has been submitted to the members of
one of the filial bodies for adoption.
This form presents certain improve
ments over the old code recommended
by the National Association of Build
ers and inasmuch as it embodies the
principles advocated by the national
body, arranged for use by one of its
local exchanges, it is given in lull for
the benefit of the other filial bodies.
Article X of the by-laws of the ex
change to which this code is sub
mitted is as follows :

COMPLAINTS.
" an7memberof the associationbe ac
cusedby any other member in writing,
oyerbis own signature,of actssuchas the
oirectorsin secret sessionmay decide as

actsof a character demanding investiga
tion, the said membermay be summoned
to appear before a specialmeetingof the
corporation in bis own defense,when, upon
a fair and impartial hearing he may, by a
majority vote of the memberspresent,be
acquitted of the charge, or censured,sus
pended,fined,or expelledfrom the associa
tion. The accuser in such caseshall also
be summonedto the hearing,and in event
of his failing to appearor to showthat the
chargeswere honestlymade,or to substan
tiate themin someparticular, then beshall
besubject to thepenaltiesdescribedfor the
memberaccused.
Neither thecomplainantnor defendantin
suchcasesof complaint shall beallowed to
introduce any legal counsel before the
meetings of the directors or thecorpora
tion, but either of tbe parties may be
allowed the assistanceof someothermem
ber of theassociation.
The code referred to is as follows :
OBLIGATION OP PBINCIPAL CONTRACTOR

TO SUBCONTRACTOR.
A principal contractoris underobligation
to treat upon an equal basisall estimates
which he receives prior to putting in his
own bid, and estimatesmustbeconsidered
as receivedwhenthey comeinto his posses
sion,either by bis direct solicitation or by
beingacceptedby him. The opening of a
bid, knowing it to be such,constitutesre
ceipt of thesame.
A principal contractor is undernoobliga
tion to usea bid which hebasnot solicited,
acceptedor received,but if hedoesnot wish
to usetheestimateof asub-bidderbeshould
declineit if profferedpersonally or should
return it uuonenedif sent to him by mail
or otherwise. The retentionof a bid should
beconstruedasa receiptof tbe same.
All bids shouldbeconsideredconfidential,
and a principal contractor revealiDg any
bH receivedby him to any personwhomso
ever, without consent of the subbidder,
shouldbe liable to complaintand discipline
under Article X of the by-laws.
A principal constractorwhen making up
his estimateis not entitled to receivebids
from sub-contractors if he is at tbe same
time making himself their competitor by
figuring their portion of the contemplated
work. It is legitimatefor a principal con
tractor to figure all portionsof work, de
pendingupon no one for what are usually
known as subestimates,but it is not legiti
matefor him to receivebidsfrom othersfor
sub-work if he is himself figuring those
portions in competition.

AWARD OP SUB-CONTRACTS.
The principal contractor having been
awardeda generalcontract shouldimmedi
ately award the sub-contractsto tbe lowest
bidder in each branch and notify all other
sub-biddersof theaward.

CONTRACTSWITH SUB-CONTRACTORS.
The principal contractor. Immediately
after executinga generalcontract with the
owner, should execute some satisfactory
form of contract or agreementwith each
lowestsub-bidder,for his own protectionas
well as the protectionof the sub-bidder.
PENALTY FOR NOT AWARDING CONTRACT

TO LOWESTSUB-BIDDER.
A principal contractor, failing to award
asub-contract to the lowest sub-bidder to
whomhe is under obligation as previously
provided,shouldbeliable to pay damages
to tbe said lowestbidder in amountnot less
than10 per cent, of theamountof tbeesti
mate.
Payment of suchdamagesshouldnot re
lieve the principal contractor from disci
pline asaboveprovided.

PAYMENTSTO SUBCONTRACTORS.
Unless the contracts madewith sub-con
tractors otherwise provide paymentsdur
ing the progressof thework shouldbemade
by theprincipal contractor to the sub con
tractors upon the same basis of payment,
in relation to amount of work performed,
as is prescribedin tbe contract madebythe
generalcontractor with the owner.
Final paymentto a sub-contractorshould
beconsideredasdueat the expiration of 30

days after the completionof his work and
its approval, asmay beprovidedfor in the
generalor sub-contract.

OBLIGATION OF SUB-CONTRACTORTO
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR.

A sub contractorwho givesa bid to and
whosebid has beenusedin good faith by a
principal contractor, should be liable to
the principal contractor for damages in
amount not less than 10 per cent, of the
amountof the estimateshould he refuseto
contract at the amountof bis estimate.
Payment of suchdamagesshould not re
lieve the sub-contractor from discipline as
aboveprovided.
OBLIGATIONSOP SUB-CONTRACTORSTO

EACH OTHER.
Any sub-contractor suspectedof unfair
treatment of his fellow sub-contractors
shouldbeliable to complaint and discipline
under Article X of the by-laws.

TRADING SUB-BIDS.
Trading uponsub-bidsshouldbesufficient
cause of complaint and disciplineas pro
vided for by Article X of the by-laws of
this association.

BIDS TO ARCHITECTSOR OWNERS.
When bids for separatedepartmentsof
work on a building are solicited by the ar
chitect or the owner they should be sub
mitted with the understandingthat they
are direct estimates,for which direct con
tracts are to be made by theowner with
the lowestbidder, nnd no other disposition
of such bids should be permittedwithout
consentof the bidder submitting the same.

SUGGESTIONS.
Envelopes with proper printed indorse
ments covering the conditions compre
hended in this codeshouldbeprepared by
the associationand kept on hand for the
useof members.
This code should be printed in large
plain type, framed neatly, and hung in a
conspicuousplace in the Exchange Room,
for tbe information of members.
Membersof this association having sub
contracts to let or material to buy should
as fur as may be consistentwith business
principles deal only with membersof the
association,or at all events give their fel
low members an opportunity to compete,
and then give them the preference,other
things beingequal.
All biddersshouldtakecognizanceof the
danger they may be subjected to through
the practice, so prevalent in somearchi
tects' offices,of making changesin plans
or specifications,or in both, during the
progress of estimating. Correction of this
perniciouspracticecan only beobtainedby
refusal by contractors to estimateunder
suchconditions.

Preventive Arbitration.
The following evidence of the satis
factory operation and eminent prac
ticability of arbitration, as advocated
by the National Association of Build
ers, comes with peculiar appropriate
ness at this time. The "form," which
has been frequently commented upon,
makes labor disturbances impossible so
long as both sides are willing to be fair
to each other. By its use grievances,
differences, &c., can be adjusted
without stoppage of work and without
damage to the friendly relations be
tween employer and workmen, which
should always prevail.
No more powerful plea for its adop
tion could be made than the example
of its benefit so clearly shown in the
following, which explains itself :
DECISIONOP UMPIREOF JOINT COMMITTEE,
MASON BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION AND
BRICKLAYERS' UNION.
Isaac F. Woodbury, Esq.,
Care theMason Builders' Committee.
Dear Sir. —I have carefully considered
the argumentson each sideof tbecouten-
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tion between the Mason Builders' Associa
tion and the Bricklayers' Union No.3, of
Bostonand vicinity, asgivenat thehearing
Wednesday, June 27, and herewith state
briefly the points at issue and theconclu
sion forceduponme.
The membersof the committeeof the
Mason Builders' Association aver that, in
consequenceof thepresentdepressedcondi
tion of business, building has decreased,
values have declined, and that, at the
former rate of wages and material thereis
no inducementfor owners of real estateto
venture on new enterprises. They there
fore ask that the reasonable reduction in
wagesof bricklayers of 4 cents per hour,
or about 10per cent., be yieldedfrom date
to January 1,1895. The presentagreement
is on the basis of 42 cents per hour and
eight hours a day, overtimeto bepaid for
at an added rate of 50per cent., or "time
and half," as it wasexpressed.
Collateral argumentsand instanceswere
adduced,but the aboveis the chief ground
upon which abatementis asked. Selfish in
terest was disclaimed, and the lessened
wagje,the builders believed,by stimulating
business,would result in more andsteadier
work for the bricklayers.
To which themembersof the committee
representing the Bricklayers' Union re
joined :
1. That the gravity of the alleged de
pression was exaggerated, and they en
deavoredto show from figuresobtainedat
the office of the Inspector of buildings,
John S. Damrell, that the first, four
months of 1894show an increase in the
number of completed buildings abovethe
sameperiodof 1893,implying that the hard
timeshad failed to materially injure the
building business.
2. A weighty reasonwhy wages in Bos
ton shouldnot becut was their presentlow
rate as compared with other cities of the
country, New York, Baltimore, Indian
apolis and Denverpaying50centsper hour,
Philadelphia 45 cents, St. Louis 55 cents
and Cincinnati 56 cents, all on a day of
eight hours. Buffalo pays 36centsand St.
Paul 45cents,both on a day of nine hours.
3. The irregularity of work and the large
amount of time lost through enforcedidle
ness—not only from cessation of outside
bricklaying in wintry weatherbut from un
avoidable delay of material and waiting
for other mechanicsat all times—really re
ducestheseemingly high rate of wagesto
a low average. It was affirmed and not
deniedthat theaverageworkman doesnot
earn over *11 to $12 per week, or about
$tiO0per year.
Other contentions there were, but the
three given cover the pointsdeservingat
tention.
The amicable spirit of both parties and
the evident desire to arrive at a just con
clusion weremanifest. In the samespirit
let meconsiderthepoints raised.
I agree with the Mason Builders' com
mitteethat thepresentdepressionisserious;
that buildings have beenput up on specula
tion in excessof thedemand; that new en
terprises are checked, contracts are few,
and that the large numberof emptyhouses
for saleand the numerous idle bricklayers
are sufficient to showthe situation. 1 am
not convinced that a small abatementof
mechanics'wageswill stimulate new busi
ness.
The first contention of the Bricklayers'
Union committeeis baselessandmisleading.
The increased number of buildings com
pletedin the first four monthsof 18114does
not disprovethegreat depression,for it is
evident that the initiation of thesecom
pletedbuildings antedatesthepanic. If the
dates of beginning and the lengthof time
occupied in the building were given, the
statistics would be found valuelessin this
discussion.
The secondobjection urged against the
cut of wagesproposed is the comparative
low price paid in Boston when the other
great citiesare considered On its face it
is a strong point, but conditionsare always
found on examination to account for the
discrepancy. If there were no counter
balancing advantages in living in Boston
over living in Cincinnati, it is safe to say
that with bricklayers' wqgesat 56centsper
hour in the latter place,as against42cents
here,therewould be a hegira of workmen
from this city to that. But the fact re
mainsthat, instead,bricklayers are drawn
to Boston, and, as appeared in the testi
mony, from cities wherethe nominal wage
was higher.
An agreement of 50 cents per hour in
Denver means nothing when building is
paralyzed,as at present,and employment
in that line practically suspended.

The third reasonfor leaving undisturbed
the current pay hasdecided force, correct
ing the unwarranted conclusionthat large
wages per hour are necessarilylarge in the
gross, as was satisfactorily explained, by
unsuitable weather and inevitable delays
from causes beyond the bricklayers' con
trol.
I deem it unnessaryto elaboratefurther
the argumentsor pleas advanced on both
sides,and proceedto give the conclusionI
havereached.
If the hard times.and the dullness in
building were causedby excessivewages
paid to bricklayers and other similar me
chanics,there would be ample reasonfor
granting themason builders request. But
it is evident that such is not thecaseand
that someundefinedcausemakes the lot of
both parties a trying one. Attempting to
curtail theearningsof either cannot, there
fore, be effective. Moreover, the mason
builders have this advantage,they enjoy
opportunities for profitson contractsthat
may furnisha fund with which to tide over
suchtimes as the present. The bricklay
ershaveno chancefor exceptional profits,
andwhile their wagesmay be adequateto
support themselvesand families in prosper
ous times,theyare in trouble whenwork
falls them.
Again, for the mechanic to raise his
wagesis a hard and slow process,and if
lowered to meet an emergency, involves
great exertion to recover them as times
improve. They are consequentlythe last
itemof expenseto bedeliberatelyreduced.
It may pertinently be asked, if wages
were fixed at 36 cents instead of 42,who
would benefit by theconcession! Chiefly
the mason builders who have unfinished
contractsestimatedat the higher figure. It
would be a transfer without consideration
from the laborer to the employer. New
contractswould be figuredon thecut rate.
and, unless increased building resulted
from diminished wages,nothing would be
gained.
My own belief is that the primal causeof
thecessationof building centersin theex
cessive and speculative advance in land
values (aggravatedby the financial distrust
of our national credit) and that the return
of bettertimesmustbeprecededby thede
cline of the prices demanded for land.
When they fall capital will again be en
couragedto invest in newbuildings Land
values are the last thing to decline in a
panic, but until they do enterprise is
checked and labor waits. The real enemy
against whombothbuildersand employers
shouldunite is land speculation,for hewho
controls the opportunity controls also the
profitsof him whousesit.
Convincedthereforethat no generalgain
will accrue to the mason builders by the
cut of the bricklayers' wage, and that the
amount is too small to signify for the stim
ulation of business,I therefore decidethat
no abatement from the current rate be
made.
Permit meto expressmy gratification, in
view of the deplorable labor conflict now
raging in the West, that you have insti
tutedthis fair and reasonablemethodof ad
justing your differencesof opinion.

Respectfully,
(Signed) Wh. Lloyd Garrison, Referee.
Boston, July 6, 1894.
Copies of the form of arbitration
under which this decision was reached,
together with rules for the formation
of a joint committee, will be for
warded upon application toW. H. Say-
ward, secretary National Association
of Builders, 166Devonshire street, Bos
ton. ^^^^^

Since the burning in the latter part
of January of the engineering labora
tory of Purdue University, located at
Lafayette, Ind., the work of rebuild
ing has been making rapid progress.
Up to the date of latest advices the
portion of the building which contained
the foundry and wood working shop
had been repaired, and all machines
and tools originally contained therein
replaced, while a new and larger
cupola had beenadded to the equipment
of the foundry. The machinery, forge
room and steam engineering laboratory
were expected to be completed by June
15. The trustees of the university are
able to announce that while it is prob
able that the front of the destroyed
building will not be rebuilt at present
the working laboratories will be com

pleted and every machine, tool and:
piece of apparatus necessary to carry
on the instruction and practice pro
vided for in the catalogue will be in
place for use before September 15.

Prospects in the building trade of
Philadelphia appear to be hopeful, if
recent reports from that city are reliable.
The Philadelphia Record announces that
Frank H. Rhodes will build 138 houses
on Opal and Garnet streets; that John
S. Sertill has plans under consideration
for the erection of 120houses on Lehigh
avenue; that T. B. Roberts has already
started work upon 163 in Twenty-ninth
and Master streets, and that James and
Charles Maguire have concluded nego
tiations for a site on which to build 80
dwellings. On the whole, the good
building record of 1893 is likely to be
eclipsed in the Quaker City this year, if
all these plans materialize.
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Amerioan Institute of Architects.

According to the announcement of

Secretary Alfred Stone, the twenty-
eighth annual convention of the Amer

ican Institute of Architects will be
held in New York City on October 15,
16 and 17. The sessions will be held
in the rooms of the Architectural
League of New York, at 215 West
Fifty-seventh street. The Committee

of Arrangements are promised a num
ber of papers on subjects which cannot

fail to prove interesting and valuable.
We understand that the Building
Trades Club has also appointed a com

mittee for the entertainment of visit

ing architects.

Tearing Down Old Buildings.

The alterations which are being

made to the Hoffman House in this
city necessitated the tearing down of

the building on the corner of Twenty-

fifth street and Broadway which had
been used asan annex to the hotel, so as

to permit of the erection of a new

structure. The contractors who pulled

down the old building demonstrated

the fact that such a piece of work could

be carried on in a much frequented
neighborhood and upon a fashionable

thoroughfare without discomfort or

danger to passers-by. It was accom
plished by the use of block and tackle

for hoisting and lowering baskets on the

side street wall. The surplus rope ran

down to a man seated at the next lower

window who slackened away for the

descending basket of brick or rubbish

as the man above cast it loose over the

parapet. When within 2or 3 feet of the

ground the basket was stopped and a

man on the sidewalk seized it, dumping

its contents into a waiting wheelbarrow

which was trundled up an incline to the

level of the loading wagon. Here aman

with a hose sprinkled the dibris as it
was turned over, thus preventing the

choking dust which usually accom

panies such labor. The wagons carted

the material away almost as fast as it
was lowered and there was no blockade

of the street at night.

ClayWorking and Ceramics.

Something of a departure in the

educational field in this country is the

proposed course of instruction in the
art of clay working and ceramics at

the Ohio State University, Columbus,

Ohio. At a recent session of the Gen

eral Assembly of that State there was
authorized by special enactment the
creation of a course of practical and
scientific instruction in the field men
tioned and funds were appropriated to
establish and maintain such a course
of instruction. According to the pros
pectus the work during the first year
will be wholly preparatory to the act
ual attack of the subject, comprising
elementary instruction in mathemat
ics, physics and chemistry. The second
year will be devoted to the continued
study of chemistry, with the addition
of geology and the theory and practice
of clay working. It is expected that
in this course the young men who are
growing up among the brick works and
potteries of the country will be afforded
an opportunity of gaining a compre
hensive idea of the principal scientific
studies touching their craft with com
paratively little expenditure of time
on other branches of science not so
closely related to their work. The
special facilities offered for the study
of clays and clay work will comprise
the typical and common forms of ma

chinery for the preliminary prepara
tion of the clays, the mixing and tem
pering of clay bodies, and the molding

and forming of all classes of wares.
There will also be presented models of
forms of drying apparatus and kilns,

as well as of different types of clays
arranged to burn and test brick and
pottery to determine the melting points
of refractory clay, &c. Candidates
eligible for admission must be not less
than 16 years of age and of good char
acter. On completion of the course of
study prescribed, the university will
furnish each student a certificate of

work done, duly signed by the president
of the board of trustees, president of

the university and the director of the

department.

Trade Schools.

The antagonism shown by many

unions to trade schools indicates a fail
ure to understand the position the

graduate is expected to occupy after

leaving the institution. Antipathy

to the schools seems to be based upon

the belief that full fledged mechan
ics are turned out after a year's in

struction, and that journeymen will
be compelled to compete with young
men who have served no practical ap

prenticeship. It has been repeatedly
stated in these columns that the schools
mentioned are intended to instruct the

apprentice in the principles of his

chosen trade, and that the time thus

occupied in being taught shall be de
ducted from the term of apprentic* ship.

Journeymen are in no wise reluctant
to work with young men who have

served an apprenticeship the full time
of which has been spent at actual work

upon " the jobs," and there is no rea
son why they should decline to work

with a man, one year of whose appren
ticeship has been spent in a school. It
is a self-evident fact, other things be
ing equal, that a young man who has
been correctly grounded in the princi
ples of his trade by a year of careful
training, is, after he has acquired the
dexterity gained by the balance of his
apprenticeship at actual work, a better
mechanic than the young man who has
been allowed to gather such knowledge
as he could pick up during his term of
service without careful instruction.
The example set by the bricklayers'
union of Philadelphia, which co-oper
ates with the Master Builders' Ex
change in aiding the Trade School and
its pupils is worthy of emulation by
every union in the country.

Cantilever Principle in Foundations.

A rather novel use of the cantilever
principle has been employed in con
nection with the foundations of the
13-story annex to the Hotel Savoy, now
in progress of erection at Fifth avenue
and Fifty -ninth street in this city. The
cellar area of the extension was so small
that a foundation of masonry capable
of sustaining the superstructure to be
erected would have left comparatively
little room available, so that it was nec
essary to economize space. This was ac
complished by the application of the
cantilever principle, and it is said that
this is the only building in the city hav
ing a foundation similarly constructed.
In the first place four piers were built,
each consisting of four blocks of gran
ite set in a bed of concrete. On these
piers were placed two iron girders
weighing about 25 tons each, the ends
of the girders extending beyond the
piers and resting on the brick walls
lining the excavation. At the front
and rear of the piers are smaller piles
supporting smaller girders in the same
manner as described above. The main
girders are said to be among the heav
iest ever used in a building in this city
and in transporting them to the site
20 horses were required to draw the
truck.

Figuring for Contracts.

In the midst of what is generally
admitted to be a dull business period
it is notable that many tradesmen are
busy. They are employed in figuring
on plans with the hope of securing
the contract for the roofing, plumbing
or heating. The practice of every
body who has a little or large job to
be done is to get figures to a greater
extent than ever before, which is par
tially due to the persevering search
for work by contractors. This has
brought a great number of plans into
the market, and the amount of time
spent on the plans will never be paid
for by the profit in the work that will
be done. As a natural result out of a
great number of bids made very few
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contracts are closed. Some have asked

for bids on projected buildings with
the hope of getting a greatly reduced

figure, as material of every kind is at

its lowest price, and have been disap

pointed at the figures received and the

projected work is never carried out.

This leads to an unfortunate state of

affairs for two reasons : the buyer

thinks that the prices are not as low

as they should be, and the bidder

thinks that some one has underbid

him.

Prejudicial Methods.

The need of more equitable motives

for the government of associated effort
is indicated by a case in Chicago, which

shows that organizations in attempt

ing to secure desired ends frequently

ignore the rights of totally disinter

ested parties. A difference between the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners and the United Brother
hood of Carpenters and Joiners has

been allowed to injure contractors
employing members of either organi-

tion against whom the workmen have

no grievance whatever. The ordering

of a strike by one organization against

work upon which members of the

other were employed solely because of

private differences between the two in

which the employer is in no way con
cerned is so manifestly unfair to the

latter that there is no excuse for such

action. It is to be regretted that dif
ferences among the workmen which

divide them against themselves should

occur ; but when they do the principle

of trade unionism is violated ; and the

public is prejudiced when such differ

ences are permitted to damage those in
no way at fault. It is sufficiently dif
ficult to define and preserve the true

relationships between employers and

workmen in matters in which they are

mutually concerned without further

complications among the workmen be

ing permitted to weaken their position

through party jealousy. Effective and

harmonious organization on both sides

is the only means which will bring
about unity of action to a sufficient ex

tent to establish universal benefits and

improvements in the conditions to
which both are a part. The case above

mentioned is one of more or less fre

quent occurrence, and the thinkers

among the workmen should devise
means for securing harmony in the

ranks rather than permit discord to

defeat the purpose of organization.

for some hours, ma; be not till the next
day, these particles, settling upon the
floor, are not carried away, but when
the hall is again occupied are by the
feet thrown up into the atmosphere and
inhaled by the lungs, from which they
had been exhaled the day before.

The Lessons of a Strike.

The Plumber and Decorator of Lon
don remarks that in the ventilation of
churches and school houses and public
buildings generally, a very common
mistake is made. Those in charge fre
quently fail to open all the windows
immediately after the buildings have
been vacated. The exhalations from
the lungs and the emanations from the
body, being light, will float for a while
in the atmosphere before falling to the
floor, and if the windows be opened at
once, so that a current of air can cross
the hall, many of them will be carried
out. If, however, as is usually the
case, the windows are not opened

BY WM. H. 8AYWARD.

The recent strike among the railroad
men of the West offers, perhaps, the
best example ever given in this country
of the futility of any movement which
sets at defiance the inherent principles
of right and justice. The old belief
that the end justifies the means is
obsolete : unjust means cannot justify
any end however just that end may
seem when once attained. Neither
have two wrongs ever made one right.
If, for example (which point it is not
intended to discuss), the Pullman em
ployees were suffering wrong, the
causing of vast numbers of others to
suffer wrong by the American Rail-
way Union has not established the
right. While the sympathetic strike
may seem in theory and in a large
number of cases to be effective, it is
not founded upon true principles, and
therefore can never produce true suc
cess. Moral changes or reforms pro
duced by force will only continue while
force is applied, but as soon as the
force, by which the reform is sustained,
is withdrawn the true condition again
asserts itself. Even the success of a
sympathetic strike would be an anom
aly, for in reality it would bea failure.
It would be a failure because its ap
parent success would instantly set in
motion action by the defeated side,
which would require another sym
pathetic strike, and so on, indefinitely.
The truth of the situation seems to be
that no matter what the condition of
the workmen at Pullman may have
been, the attempt to force certain ac
tion on the part of the Pullman Com
pany by a concerted attack upon parties
having no connection whatever with
that company and against whom no
grievance existed is so manifest an in
justice that failure was inevitable
from the beginning.

REASON OF FAILURE.

The absence of foundation in true
principle made the boycott established
by the American Railway Union a
failure before it was ordered. It is
self evident that any structure, wheth
er moral or physical, having insuffi
cient foundation, must fall of its own
weight. So it was with the strike and
boycott in question. Had it reached
greater proportions or been more gen
eral the result would certainly have
been the same, except that the fall
would have been proportionately more
crushing. The greater the weight
placed upon insecure foundations the
greater the fall when the structure
overbalances itself. When oneparty to
an economic condition assumes the
rights of the other party, injustice re
sults, and any attempt to assume the
rights of others must therefore be an
effort to establish injustice. Concerted
action by any organization of men
looking to the compulsion of certain
concessions by some individual or other
organization presupposes that the de
sired ends could not be obtained ex
cept by force. If the party against
whom the force is directed refuses to
yield it is because he believes his
rights have been invaded, and he pro
ceeds to protect his own at all hazards.
Under such conditions the true rights
of either are left unconsidered, be
cause one having said " You shall,"

and the other " I will not," the whole
fight is for supremacy, irrespective of
the justice of the claim or of the de
fense.

ACTION BY ORGANIZATIONS.

In a very large majority of cases
action by organizations is aggressive
and not conciliatory, even when an
open breach is not desired. It is the
tendency of most organizations to deal
in ultimatums, and much of their
action reaches those affected thereby
in the form of conclusions. It is im
possible for any person or organization
to satisfactorily conclude all the rights
and privileges of a relation so complex
as that between employer and work
men without having heard both parties
thereto. In the fixing of the con
ditions which shall exist between the
two, both the employer and the work
man should be represented. It is just
as culpable for the employer to ignore
the rights and privileges of the work
men as it is for the workmen to strike
for insufficient cause.
It must be admitted sooner or later
that the relationship between an em
ployer and his workmen, or between a
class of employers and a class of work
men, must be established with the
joint consideration and approval of
both. Arbitration must take its
proper place, and no longer be under
stood as a makeshift for the settle
ment of war between the two, by
which the weaker side may hope for a
better settlement than would other
wise be possible. Arbitration must be
recognized as being the best means in
existence for preventing such terrible
struggles as the recent railroad strike
and boycott, and for securing as much
justice and equity as is possible under
human dispensation. If the same
amount of energy were devoted to the
inculcation of the principles of true ar
bitration, as is given to perfecting the
fighting qualities of organizations, the
necessity for the latter would rapidly
disappear. Understanding of the
principles which inexorably govern
the relationship between employers and
workmen is being continually post
poned by the development of the fight
ing instead of the conciliatory quali
ties of the two. So long as either side
prefers to fight, so long will arbitration
be compelled to wait before it can take
its proper place. Those who prefer to
fight first will ultimately realize that
they have been defeating their own
ends, and postponing, by their action,
the inevitable (be it ever so far in the
future), which is the settlement of all
differences by some form of arbitra
tion.

PREVENTION VS. CURE.

The example afforded the world by
complications and destruction growing
out of the Pullman strike demon
strates with terrific force the need of
better understanding of the importance
of applying preventives rather than
cures. The form of arbitration, to
gether with the method advocated by
the National Association of Builders
for the establishment of a joint com
mittee of employers and workmen,
offers the best means of preventing
labor troubles publicly advocated at
present. The method of arbitration
provides for equal representation by
employers and workmen at all meet
ings and in the settlement of all points
at issue. The plan is absolutely non
partisan ; it protects the rights of both
sides equally, and conclusions reached
by its use are free from any possible
imputation of unfairness. The opera
tion of arbitration under this form is
simple and free from anything per
plexing or difficult of comprehension,
and in every case where it has been
adopted the utmost satisfaction has
resulted.
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A DWELLING IN ILLINOIS.

WE
illustrate in thisis9ue an eight -

room dwelling, erected not long
since from plans drawn by

George W. Payne & Son, architects, of
Carthage, 111. Our supplement plate
shows the appearance of the finished
structure, while the elevations, floor

opening between the kitchen and sit
ting room is closed by folding doors.
The rear stairs start from the platform
between the kitchen and the bathroom,
having a door on each side, and they
also make a rear exit for the sleeping
room. The kitchen is of convenient
size and is intended to serve asa dintng

where it is intended most of the cook
ing shall be done. The main stairway
is of neat design, having the lower
landing extending to the front and
forming a sort of gallery which can be
used for flowers or other purposes. On
the second floor are four sleeping
rooms provided with clothes closets,

Front ElevationandSection.—Scale,̂ Inch to theFoot.
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Section.

plans and details presented upon this
and the pages immediately following
give an idea of the arrangement of the

rooms and the general features of con

struction. Prom the architects' specifi
cations we learn that the foundation is
of stone, and that the exterior frame is
sheeted, papered and covered with

%-inch pine siding. The outside is
painted with three coats of the best
hand mixed materials. There is a
cellar under the sitting room, bedroom
and front hall, which is reached from

the inside by stairs leading down from
the pantry and under the flight by
which the second floor is reached at

the rear. The hight of the cellar is 7
feet, the first story 10 feet and the

second story %%feet.
The plans show four rooms upon the
first floor, in addition to a commodious
hall, bathroom and pantry. It will be
noticed that the main floor has a sleep
ing room and bathroom, which is a
feature common to houses in many
sections of the country, especially in
the West. From the front hall the
parlor is reached through sliding
doors, while access to the sitting room
and bedroom is had through single
dooTs. There are also sliding doors
between the sitting room and parlor,
although this opening can be closed
with portieres if so desired. The

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

A Swelling in Illinois.— Geo. W. Payne & Bon, Architects, Carthage, III.

room as well. There is space reserved
in the pantry for a gasoline stove,

and in two instances with wash bowls.
The interior finish of the four front
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rooms on the first floor is in butternut,
and of the kitchen, pantry and bath
room yellow pine. All the first floor
trim is finished natural color in hard
oil.^The rooms on the second floor
are trimmed in white pine and painted.
The house is heated by furnace, and is
well plumbed throughout. The archi
tects inform us that the house was de
signed and erected at Carthage, 111.,
for Dr. J. N. Markle at a cost of $2600.
and afterward duplicated in several
places at about the same figure.

Construction of Scaffolding.

A writer discussing the above sub
ject in a late number of the Southern
Architect presents the following views :
The present mode of scaffolding in
itself is all right, but the construction
is almost invariably so indifferently
and carelessly earned out that It is
nothing short of a miracle that any

Detailof Right Gable.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

MiscellaneousExterior Details of a Dwelling in Illinois.

Detail of Front Porch andBalcony.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

building is put up without more or
less fatality among the laborers, to say
nothing of the people who may be
passing underneath. The trouble, or
rather carelessness and bad construc
tion, seems to come from the number
of decks or platforms thafrthe contract
or has to build. There are usually
so many to be made as the building
progresses that the contractor is often
put to it for material, and more often
for time in building them, causing
him to put in weak putlogs, often
with knots extending entirely through
them and winding up by badly secur
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ing them all to the scaffold poles. It
wonld be impossible to change the
method of scaffolding among contract
ors at once ; for, as in every trade,
they will long stick to old traditions
and customs, and can only be brought
gradually into a radical change.
For the benefit of those contractors
who carry on business in places where
there are no regular scaffolding con-

picked putlogs and allowing the put
logs to extend into the building
through windows, where it is possible,
and through the walls themselves,
where there are no windows, and se
curely fasten them to a row of inner
and outer scaffold poles, the putlog
holes to be plugged up as the scaffold is
taken down. Lay a sound deck on
these putlogs, and by use of portable

%̂
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Front Elevationof ChinaClosetandSection SectionthroughChinaClosetandFront Eleva-
through Bins.—Scale,% Inch to th? (loot. tion of Bins.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Detail of Triangular Flower Balcony
Opening from Front Chamber.—
Scale,K Inch to theFoot.

Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale,W,Inch to theFoot.

A Dwelling in Illinois.— Side Elevalion and MiscellaneousDetails.

tractors, as we have in our larger three-legged bucks, say five feet high, one on top of the other, until the next
cities, we would suggest that they make set on these decks, one can build story row of putlogs is reached. This would
decks only at stated intervals, using on story of platforms, placing bucks, make the adjusting of scaffolds both
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quick and easy, and would also greatly
eliminate the danger of the present
system. The idea of using pulleys
from openings in buildings, and using a
portable platform that can be raised or
lowered at will in painting, etc., has
already been put into use with success
and comparatively no danger. The
main points of danger seem to come
from the following : Flimsy poles, in
securely put together, putlogs having
very little purchase in the walls, being
badly attached to the poles, and often
containing flaws. When an architect
looks at all these chances of having a
serious accident happen to him when
he is compelled to go on a building
under construction, and sees the care
less manner in which a contractor
throws his scaffolding together, he is
apt*o include that it is high time that
either the law or the fraternity, or
both, took the matter seriously in hand
and effected a long needed change for
the better.

Law In the Building Trades.

Mobility of Drawee for Acceptance
of Order.

Where a person who is to pay for
the erection of a building in specified
payments accepts an order drawn by
the contractor and agrees to pay it
when- the latter becomes entitled to a
certain payment, the acceptor is not
liable in an action thereon, in the ab
sence of any evidence that the drawer
was entitled to such payment. —Quinn
vs. Aldrich, Suireme Court of New
York, 24 N. Y. Supp., 88.

2MB to Enforce Payment of Order.
A bill to compel the payment of an
order drawn by the building contractor
upon the owner of the building, alleged
that the order was presented to him
and accepted, by his writing over his
name, "If the work should be ap
proved by myself and the architect ; "
that the contractor left the work un
finished and departed from the State ;
that his whereabouts were unknown ;
that the work necessary to complete the
building was slight ; that complainant
urged the owner to complete the
work according to contract, and served
written notices upon him requiring
him to do so : that such conduct
amounted to a fraud on complainant.
The contract provided that if at any
time the contractor refused to supply
material or workmen, the owner could
supply the same and complete the
work according to contract. The bill
sufficiently alleged the fraudulent con
duct of the owner. Nor was such bill
objectionable on the ground that it
failed to allege that he gave the three
days' notice required by the contract
to the contractor, that he must com
plete the building according to the con
tract, and in case he failed to do so
that the owner would complete the
same ; or that he had an opportunity
to serve such notice. Nor was such
bill defective in that it did not allege
that the time had arrived within which
the contractor was to finish the con
tract ; nor because it failed to allege
that the buildings were completed to
the satisfaction of the architect ;
nor because the contractor was not
made a party. —Marcus Sayre Com-

Sany
vs. Bernz, Court of Chancery of

Few Jersery, 26 At. Rep., 911.

Architects Cannot Recover for Plans
Accompanying Bids.

The mere fact that valuable services
are rendered does not raise a liability
on the part of him for whom they were
rendered, even though at his request,
if the circumstances are such as to
rebut the inference that compensation

was expected to be received or paid ;
therefore,- when the service is per
formed out of motives of kindness, or
in the expectation of a possible benefit
to result to the person performing it,
in the absence of an express contract,
no implied contract can be raised. In
the case of architects putting in bids
for the construction of buildings, or
of engineers for the construction of
bridges or other works, and including
plans and specifications, unless the
parties calling for bids expressly agree
to pay for such plans and estimates
there can be no contract or promise to
pay for them implied, for there is
nothing in the circumstances that
shows that pay was expected to be re
ceived or given, except through the
possible benefit to the parties perf orm-

ble on non-payment of rent, has no
lien as against the lessor after the
lease has been so forfeited, since a
lien on the leasehold estate is subject
to all conditions of the lease.—Will
iams vs. Vanderbilt, Supreme Court
of Illinois, 84N. E. Rep., 476.

Right of Abutting Owners to Action

for Defect in Sewers.
An abutting owner, whose rights ex
tend to the middle of the public street,
may excavate a cellar under the side
walk, provided he does not thereby
violate any ordinance or regulation of
the city or interfere with any existing
public use. The fact that the cellar
wall was not constructed so as to keep
out sewage from a defective sewer
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A Dwelling in Illinois.— Detail of Main Stairs.—Scale,% Inch to the root.

ing the service in the acceptance of
their bids. Such services are regarded
as purely voluntary and gratuitous,
unless the plans furnished are made
use of, in which event, from their
adoption or use, a promise to pay their
value would be implied, unless it was
provided in the call for bids that such
plans or parts of plans might be used
gratuitously.

Mechanic's Lien as to Landlord and

Tenant.

Under the statutes which give a lien
to mechanics for buildings erected
under contract with the owner of any
lot or piece of land, such lien to ex
tend to an estate in fee for life, for
years, or any other estate which the
owner may have, a mechanic who does
not work on a building under contract
with the lessee,whose lease is forfeita-

would not indicate negligence, prevent
ing recovery against the city ; there
being nothing to show that the owner
knew of the defective condition of the
sewer. The fact that the premises
were not directly connected with the
sewer would not prevent recovery,
since the liability did not depend on
assessment of the premises for cost of
the sewer, but upon the injury done.
The negligent omission of the city to
make safe and tight such a sewer can
not be excused on the ground merely
that jurisdiction over sewers, asto how
they should be built and in what part
of the street, vested with the aldermen ;
the aldermen not having exercised the
power. Damages are recoverable in
such case, not only for injuries to the
property, but to health and business
when specially alleged.—Allen vs. City
of Boston, Supreme Judicial Court of
Mass., 34 N. E. Rep., 519.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR MECHANICS.*
By I. HICKS.

IN
THE selection of examples to
serve as lessons in drawing we
have chosen for the subject the

plan of a five-room cottage of medium
cost. This selection has been made
in view of the fact that the archi
tectural drawing of medium and
low cost dwellings is much sought
after by the average mechanic. To
acquire the art of making these
drawings in a practical manner the
learner must be shown how to proceed,
step by step. To look at a finished

the larger scales. * Should the floor
plans and elevations accompanying
these lessons appear to tbe ,V and }i
inch scales, it is specially requested
that in the course of practice the
draftsman draw the floor plans to yi
or >4scale and the elevations to >4
scale, as by so doing he will acquire
the art of drawing in a more thorough
manner, because he will be compelled
to make calculations for himself, and
the art of calculating goes hand in
hand with drawing. No one can suc-

□ □

The first practice in drawing should
be executed with a pencil, and it is
quite as well not to attempt the use of
ink until the learner has acquired a
fair knowledge of pencil drawing. In
the selection of pencils never choose
soft ones, as they will not hold a point
fit for drafting and the crumbling of
the lead is sure to work into the paper,
giving the drawing a dirty, grimy ap
pearance. A hard pencil is best, as
with it fine clean lines can be made.
In making a drawing the outlines
are the first consideration and should
be made very light, so that in case an
error occurs it can be easily erased. It
is very likely, and more than probable,
that beginners will make some mis
calculations and in drawing lines they
are likely to draw past the stopping
points or cross lines running on other
angles and representing some other
part of plan or design. It is necessary
that the draftsman watch the work
closely and acquire the art of starting

Fig. 6.—Portion of Front of Main Floor Plan, ShowingWindows,
Doors, Etc.—Scale,y* Inch to the Foot.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.—Figs. 4 to 7 Inclusive.

drawing the learner may get but a
faint idea of the actual work and
method of procedure. The full benefit
of lessons in drawing can only be fully
demonstrated by showing some of the
work in different stages of completion,
with a proper description of the
method or proceeding from start to
finish, and requiring the learner to ex
ercise his skill and talent by duplicat
ing the work. The art can never be
successfully acquired without prac
tice, and these lessons have been es
pecially designed to supply the much
needed practice.
It has been the practice of Carpentry
and Building to present floor plans to
a scale of -X inch to the foot and eleva
tions ya inch to the foot. These scales
are almost too fine for practical archi
tectural drawing, yet for publication
purposes they are more convenient than

•Copyrighted, 1894,by I. P. Hicks.

cessfully make drawings without cal
culations. The division and propor
tioning of the scale to different parts of
the drawing are continually going on ;
therefore to enlarge the drawings to
34-inch scale will in reality give the
draftsman better practice than would
be derived by copying them line for
line by the smaller scales. After the
drawings have beensuccessfully made
to the &-inch scale it would be well
for the draftsman to draw them to the
,'s-iuch scale, as it will have a tendency
to increase his accuracy in measuring
and proportioning drawings, while at
the same time it will extend his capa
bilities as a draftsman.
[ *In almostevery caseoriginal drawings
submitted for publication in our columns
are to a scale of % inch to the foot for ele
vations, K or V inch for plans and 'a'inch
to full size for details. For purposes of
publication, however, we reduce them in
the processof engraving to the scalewede
sire to U3ethem.—Editor.]

Fig. 7.—Front of Main Floor Plan
Drawn to a Scaleof 1-16Inch to
the Foot.

and stopping at exactly the right point.
This is one important feature in regard
to drawing and a very essential one in
regard to pen drawing. After the out
lines have been correctly drawn the
work can then be traced or redrawn,
making the lines plain and distinct
and completing the drawing through
out in a permanent manner. In regard
to paper, it is unnecessary to have any
particular kind, as any good quality
with a hard, smooth surface will
answer for ordinary practice, although
drawing paper is preferable.
Having now given a general idea of
the essential points in drafting wewill
proceed with some examples for prac
tice, beginning with the foundation
plan of a dwelling. The foundation
plan is the plan of the cellar walls,
foundation walls, piers, &<•., and is
usually very easily made. The start
ing point in outlining a drawing in
nearly all cases should be at the front
left hand corner as at A, Fig. 4. The
draftsman should work around the
plan from left to right, although it is
not necessary to adhere strictly to this
rule. For example, the draftsman has
several calculations to make in out
lining the plan, particularly the front,
which forms many angles. Starting
at A, draw the lines to B, representing
the front, then from A draw the lines
representing the left side, rear and
right side as A C D B, which com
pletes the outline of the foundation
wall. The next step is to set off the
thickness of the walls, draw the inside
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lines and partition walls of the cellar
if any are required. The inside lines of
Fig. 4are so plain and easily understood
that an explanation is unnecessary.
In drawing the inside lines the main
point to observe is to first draw all
the lines representing the cross walls,
making due allowance for thickness of
walls so that when the side wall lines
are drawn the foundation walls will
be complete. As a finished drawing
does not show the method of proceed
ing as well as one partially finished,
we will leave Fig. 4 in its present form
showing the draftsman how to start,
how to proceed and how to calculate
the thickness of walls in order to
locate the starting and stopping points
in drawing the lines. Referring to
Fig. 4 it will be seen that to complete
the walls, all that is necessary is to
draw the lines representing the side
walls. We will now proceed to finish
by locating and setting off the chim
ney, piers and girder under floor joists,
cellar window frames, cellar stairs and
piers for porches. This being done
the drawing has the appearance of
Fig. 5 and completes the foundation
plan. Girders under floor joists are
generally represented by dotted lines,
as shown. Onr floor plan and front
elevation show two chimneys, but as
one is intended to start from brackets
on the partition wall only one will ap
pear on foundation plan as drawn.
Great care should be given to locating
chimneys, so that they can be built

Elumb
from their foundation to the

nish. In many large cities there is
an ordinance prohibiting the building
of crooked chimneys in any form.
In order to explain a few points in
regard to doors, windows, &c., we
will present a portion of the front wall
of the floor plan drawn to a scale of %
inch to the foot. Referring to Fig. 6,
windows are usually designated by two
lines drawn through the opening, as
shown at W ; outside doors are repre
sented by one line usually drawn on
the outside wall line, as shown at D.
The way a door is intended to swing is
designated by a line drawn on an angle,
as shown. Inside doorways are repre
sented by open spaces in the partitions,
with no lines across. The angle lines
are frequently used when the drafts
man wishes to specifically indicate
which way the doors shall swing.
Arches are indicated by dotted lines
across the opening, as shown at the
bay window, Fig. 6. They are also
usually marked " arch," as shown.
To contrast the difference between
an architect's working scale drawing
and one as usually prepared for publi
cation, the reader is referred to Fig. 7,
which shows the front wall of _the
floor plan drawn to a scale of -f

a inch
to the foot.

{To becontinued.)

Masonry Construction.

The following from an English jour
nal is interesting: The dressing of
stone is a most important operation,
and generally the larger the blocks the
greater the care required in leveling
the beds or dressing them in the
proper angle or in the squaring. If
the beds are irregular, or in winding
the bearing is unequal, the stone tends
to split and rend at bearing points,
which act as fulcrums, and in fact may
have to be loaded with an enormous
weight. This cannot occur if the beds
have been well leveled, as the bearing
is then equal throughout the bed. The
rent receives rain water, and allows it

to lodge, and the structure becomes
exposed, often in a dangerous manner,
to the effects of frost. If the blocks of
stone are fairly and fully dressed, the
trouble of laying them will be com

paratively slight. Care must be taken
that in order to hide or disguise a

thick clumsy joint the blocks be not
pitched forward on their edges, as they
will then be sure to splinter at the
edges, from the weight bearing on the
angle. To disguise the careless dress
ing of blocks, and to work them when
laid, workmen are apt to underpin
large blocks of stone with wedges of
wood or splinters of stone, thereby lay
ing the foundation of rents and fissures
when the work settles. The setting
bed of each course should be brought
true and level to receive the next
course, which must rest solidly and
truly upon it. The face of every stone
in a wall may be left quarry faced, or
as it comes from the quarry, but each
stone should be wrought with a setting
margin. The dressing of the beds of
large blocks of stone may easily be
tested by laying the edge of a straight
rod or rule (otherwise a straight edge)
along the surface of a block, from
angle to angle and from side to side,
when any winding or irregularities in
the setting beds will easily be setn by
parts of the edge of the rnle lying
close to the stone, while cavities ad
mit the light between the bed and the
rule. In building with ashlar or other
large stone care must be taken that
pebble and small stones be not used in
the mortar, as these will act as so
many wedges on the beds ; but in
grouting, or filling in at the back of
masonry, there is no objection to splin
ters being used, and in filling in angles
and odd corners in rubble backing
they may come in advantageously,
not only to save waste of mortar, but
because when the mortar sets the work
will be better filled. Unfortunately,
this is where masons will often not
take the trouble to use splinters of
stone.

Grinding Tools.

A writer in one of our exchanges
says that grinding tools, unless prop
erly done, renders satisfactory work
totally impossible, it being a sine qud
non that all tools should be well and
keenly sharpened. It is generally the
condition of the tools which denotes
the difference between a professional
and an amateur —the former usually
paying the greatest attention to the
edges of his tools, while the latter
concentrates his mind upon the han
dles. At the outset I must remind my
readers that two qualities —often sadly
lacking —are necessary in the proper
grinding of tools—namely, patience
and determination —and they are here
especially necessary, seeing that the
grinding of tools is a laborious and
disagreeable occupation, which is

likely to be put off as long as possible.
This should not be, and when it is

done the grinding should be done
properly. In these remarks I shall
take one tool—say, a chisel or a plane
iron —the method of grinding which
will generally serve for almost any other
tool. The main object in grinding is
to produce a bevel on one or both sides
of a tool blade, in order to reduce the
metal to a thin cutting edge, and this
bevel must not be too short, but be
well carried up to the blade, or the
angle of edgewill not be small enough.
Having procured a grindstone of 18
inches or 2 feet diameter, with treadle
and trongh complete, selecting a Bil-
stone stone for preference, and having
a drip can above it and a pipe to carry
off the water from the trough, as, if

the stone is left in soak, it is liable to
become soft and thus wear unevenly.
The tool must then be held rigidly in
one place—i.e., at the same level, being
merely gently traversed from side to
side, this being especially necessary in
the case of small and narrow tools, as

otherwise they will cut narrow chan
nels in the stone, and thus do it a large
amount of damage, as also to the tools
themselves. If the tool is ground with
the stone running away as it were
from its edge, the stone will appear to
lay hold of the tool and pull it away to
a higher place up the grindstone.
This is what the operator has to resist,
and the best way to do so is to place
the elbows well against the sides, which
imparts a good grip. It has been
claimed by some authorities that this
is not the proper way for the stone to
run, they maintaining that it should
revolve toward the workman ; but I

leave it to individual workmen to
adopt the plan which pleases them
best. If the tool is not held squarely
and level across the face of the stone
the bevel will be broader in one place
than another, the edge of the tool
being accordingly slantwise, and if
for only a moment the tool is permit ted
to slip a fresh surface will nave been
made by the stone. .

Flat-Houses in Washington.

The faith of builders in the future
of the flat and apartment house in
Washington, D. C, is shown in the
huge iron and brick structure now
building in the block in Q street be
tween Sixteenth and Seventeenth
streets. It is to be 13stories high and
will have a rcof garden, which will
not only be a novelty in these parts,
says a local paper, but will equal any
creation of the kind in the country.
The plan of constructing a skeleton of
iron and inclosing it with brick walls

is being followed. The street on which

it fronts is unfortunately quite narrow,
and the magnitude of the structure
does not impress one who views it at
close range.
At its present rate of progress this
building will be ready for occupation
early in the winter. Its builder prom
ises that it will possess every advan
tage which peoplewho favor apartment
houses look for, and he confidently ex
pects that there will not be any vacant
suites when the fires are started in the
boilers and the elevators begin to run.
From the roof garden there will be
fine views of the city and surrounding
country, and in summer this feature
will undoubtedly be one of the main
attractions of the house. The experi
ment which the capitalist who is erect
ing this building is making is being
closely watched, and should it prove
successful, another year may see the
elevation of other "sky scrapers"
which will make New York and Chi
cago people who visit the capital feel
more at home than they do now. It
will take a good many such buildings
to change the aspect of Washington,
and there need not be any fear on the
part of the conservative inhabitants
that the old time features of the city
will be seriously marred.

The corner stone of the Texas Cotton
Palace, which is to be opened in Waco,
Texas, in November, was laid the last
week in June with appropriate cere
monies. The extreme length of the
structure is 806 feet, the width 220
feet and the extreme hight 130 feet.
The palace is located in what was
formerly known as Padgitt's Park,
which comprises about five blocks, and

is said to be one of the loveliest spots
around Waco. It is shaded by mam
moth pecans, walnut, elm and other
varieties of trees. In the rear of the
palace is a large auditorium, having a
seating capacity of 6000. The prime
object of the Cotton Palace, we under
stand, is the development of the South,
and an invitation has beenextended to
all sections to co-operate.
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Design of a Grist Mill.

An inquiry appeared in these col
umns not long since for drawings
showing the arrangement and con
struction of a grist mill of about 50
barrels' capacity, in reply to which we
have received from James F. Welliver
of Danville, Pa., sketches from which
the accompanying illustrations have
been prepared. They represent a mill
erected not long since having a capac
ity of 25 barrels every 24 hours, but

building paper covered with slate. An
inspection of the main floor plan will
show that the engine and boiler are
located in an extension at the rear of
the building, but does not appear in
the side elevations. The floor plan also
has indicated upon the front portion
of it the size of the floor joist for the
several stories. The illustrations which
are presented in connection herewith
represent the ground plan, together
with front and side elevations, and in
dicate the general arrangement of the

Front Elevation.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Design of a &ri$t Mill. —Erected by James F. Welliver, Danville, Pa.

by the addition of more machinery the
capacity can be readily increased to
the number of barrels desired. The
structure is of frame, with mortised
and tenoned corners and middle ties
dovetailed. The joist is set on top of
the tie. except the first floor joist,
which are gained. The studding and
joist, with the exception of those of
the attic, are 18 inches on centers,
while the rafters are 2 feet on centers.
The outside of the building is sheeted
with hemlock boards and covered
with white pine reveal siding laid 4
inches to the weather. The floors
are yellow pine, while the cornices,
barge boards and casings are of white
pine. The roof is sheeted with hem
lock boards, on which is a layer of

machinery and construction of parts
in such a way as to render a detailed
description unnecessary.

Hardwood Joinery."

The introduction of machinery has,
however, done away with both these
methods, so far as the ordinary mold
ings used for domestic fittings are con
cerned. In such work the moldings
can and should be turned out in such a
manner as not to need touching by
hand, and when cost is of great impor
tance, care should be taken that the
sections are such as can be worked

»Continuedfrom page174,August issue.

by passing once only through the ma
chine. Before further considering the
question of sections, and the important
bearing they have, both on the ap
pearance ana cost of work, it may be
of advantage to call attention to the
practice followed of cutting boards
and planks to the nominal thicknesses
of 1, 1^ . \y, inches, and so on ; but
as the saw cut and planing have to be
taken out of this, they never hold the
full thickness when worked up, 1-inch
finishing % inch, l)^-inch \ys inches,
lj^-inch \% inches. Therefore (para
doxical though it may seem), it costs
more to produce work \\i inches thick
than \% inches, for lj|-inch boards
must be used in each case, but there
will be increased labor in reducing
them to V4, inches. Planks also
finish about % inch less, and wide En
glish oak ones sometimes even }i inch
less, as, on account of the greater
strength of their grain, the latter are
more liable to twist in drying. By
keeping this in mind unnecessary waste
may frequently be avoided. Cornices,
cappings and similar moldings will
stand infinitely better if built up,
and be far less likely either to twist or
crack than if made solid, the result be
ing better work at less cost. Care
must, however, be taken that each part
is properly tongued or cross tongued.

CONSTRUCTION.

Construction deserves more than a
passing notice, for on it very much
depends, and every detail should be
carefully thought out. It is difficult
to lay down any hard and fast rule on
the subject, as each work should be
considered on its merits ; but mortises
and tenons are always safe and reli
able. In the case of very thick doors,
however, it is sometimes desirable to
put these double rather than single, to

39FT.WIOE

Main Floor Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the
Foot.

avoid any possible warping of the
stiles. Where, however, mortises and
tenons cannot be employed, handrail
screws may frequently be used with
advantage. Dovetails are also very
good, but apply more especially to
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sashes and cabinet making. Wall
panelings, dados and skirtings should
always be tongned together at the
angles and into the floor, otherwise
dust will find its way between and
underneath them, possibly forming a
harbor for the germs of infectious dis
ease. Flooring should be laid in nar
row widths and tongned at the joints.
Large columns will never stand if
made solid, but will crack and twist
out of all shape ; if, however, they are
made in sections, the difficulty is en
tirely avoided, the result being very
much better work at no increase of
cost, but rather the reverse.
When great strength is required,

An indefinitely better system, and
the one usually employed in high class
joinery, is to work the moldings on the
solid of the stiles, rails, &c., cutting
out the stiles to receive the rails and
so forming a miter.
A third method, applied more es
pecially to ecclesiastical joinery, will
be referred to later on.
When the work is ready for framing
up it is most desirable to put it to
gether, and let it stand as long as pos
sible before actually gluing and
wedging, as no matter how dry the
wood may be, it is sure to shrink when
first worked ; in fact, there are well
authenticated instances of this occur-

and intricate forms of ecclesiastical
joinery are entered upon that the great
est demands are made on the skill of
the workman ; ancient work was, of
course, all done by hand, and still fills
us with admiration for its beauty,
variety and general excellence. Evi
dently in those days time was only a
secondary consideration, and nothing
was spared to make the work worthy
of the high purpose for which it was
intended.

CANOPIES.

Vaulted canopies require much care.
These if of any size should be built up ;
if worked in the solid they will crack

Design of a Grist Mill. —Side Elevation, Showing Framing and Location of Machinery.—Scale, % Inch to theFoot.

such as an open timber roof, solid wood
must, of course, be used.

SYSTEMS OF MITERING.

The various systems of mitering next
claim attention. In cheap joinery the
work is framed up square and the
moldings mitered in afterward on the
top of the panels ; but this method is
open to serious objection, the stability
of the moldings depending entirely on
nails driven in at an awkward angle,
and if these chance to go through the
panels instead of into the stiles and
rails, and the panels shrink, the result
will be an unsightly crack ; except in
the case of tolection moldings, which
can be rebated on to the stiles, &c.,
and properly fastened, this treatment
should never be adopted for good
work.

ring when reworking old beams which
have been in position for 200 or 300
years.

FRAMING AND CLEANING.

Framing up and cleaning off after
ward are two very important matters ;
shoulders, which in soft woods need
hardly be touched after leaving the
machine, must, in hard woods, begone
over carefully by hand, otherwise good
results cannot be obtained. Miters,
too, demand very special attention ;
for all such work the tools differ very
materially from those used for soft
woods, the most effective having either
metal faces or being entirely of metal.
In finishing off these tools are also of
the greatest assistance, as glass paper
should on no account be used.
But it is when the more elaborate

and twist, utterly spoiling the effect,
and in addition be much more expen
sive ; but if the ribs are worked singly
to the required sweep and section, re
bated for the spandrels, then mitered
together, the spandrels filled in after
ward and the whole covered at the
back with strong canvas well glued,
they will stand. Very small and spe
cially elaborate canopies must, of
course, be cut out of the solid to a great
extent.

MASON'SMITERS.

The third system of mitering —
known as mason's miters —now claims
attention. It consists in working the
returns of the molding in the solid of
the stiles, to stop those on the rails
and on the rails and sills, and to stop
the mullions. The actual working of
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these returns is done after the work is
glued up. It is of necessity a more
costly method than the others but
there can be no doubt that in such
work as that before you, which will
show the system clearly, it is the only
proper way, and far stronger than any•other.
Much old paneling was filled with
linen fold panels, which always lookwell, and several good ancient ex
amples are before you. These, how
ever, seem to have fallen into disuse,
which is to be regretted, more espe
cially as they are really inexpensive,•considering the good effect produced,

in sunk tracery the various sinkings
can also be done by machinery ; the
least expensive section consists of a
hollow, a second member, more espe
cially if it is a bead, considerably in
creasing the labor.

TREATMENT OF FACES.

How to treat the face of hardwood
joinery frequently requires much con
sideration and deserves a passing
notice. In the case of oak, the action
of the atmosphere would tone it down
admirably ; but this takes time, and
the first appearance of newness is often
removed by the fumes of ammonia,

pores and prevents any further action
of the air.
Beeswax and turpentine alone also
produce good results on most hard
woods when well rubbed in, and a very
pleasant surface is the result, much
the same as the slight polish seen on an
egg shell. This treatment is also par
ticularly useful for floors; these, how
ever, require periodical attention. Sim
ple oiling is never satisfactory. French
polishing is a very general treatment,
but is too well known to need any de
scription.
It is of the most vital consequence to

remember that damp plays havoc with
seasoned wood work, causing it to
swell and warp. It is therefore fatal
to.put it against damp walls ; when it
is impossible for these to have time to
dry, the wood should be well coated
at the back with a damp resisting
preparation, and not be fixed close
against the wall.

Front Elevation,ShowingFraming andPosition of Machinery.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Design of a Grist Mill.— Elevation and Framing Detail.

the play of light and shade being very
pleasing.
In tracery great opportunities occur,
but it is only when cut by hand that
all its beauty is brought out, and end
less variety can then be obtained.
When, however, cost is of supreme
importance, the aid of machinery can
be called in, and by its use the mold
ings worked, leaving only the angles
and pockets to be done by hand, and if
the cusp points are simply turned out
the cost will be still further reduced ;

which can be regulated to produce any
desired shade, and the treatment is a
good one when the work is not subject
to much handling ; where it is, how
ever, beeswax and turpentine are gen
erally applied afterward, as otherwise
the damp heat of the hands will leave
dark marks ; care must, however, be
taken that as much of the wax is
rubbed off as possible, or the work will
very probably turn yellow in time.
After this application the oak will
cease to darken, as the wax fills up the

To obtain the greatest strength in
timber beams, joists and rafters, the
depth must greatly exceed the width —
the greatest strength opposed to the
greatest strain. A joist 6 by 3 will
bear twice as much if put edgewise as
it would if laid flat. If the weight to
be supported be in proportion to the
length, then, the width remaining the
same, the square of the depth divided
by the square of the length ought to be
the same also—i. e., the depth of a joist
ought to be in direct proportion to the
length, and for stiffness the width pro
portionate to the depth. "Where the
question is of a piece of timber sup
porting itself, the weight is as the
length multiplied by the depth, and
we must multiply this again by the
length for a divisor. A rod of flr inch
square, or a plank 10by 1 laid flatwise,
would keep quite straight with a bear
ing of 5 feet. A piece of timber 10
inches square would swag very much
with a bearing of 50 feet.

It is calculated that the tall build
ings erected up to date in lower Broad
way have added 75 acres to the busi
ness area of New York City above
the tixth story.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THERE

appearsto beno changefor the
better in theconditionof thebuilding
tradesthroughout the country. Such

new work as is being let creates exceed
ingly closecompetition,and the profits are
cut to the vanishing point for the sakeof
work.
The condition of building in the large
cities is very dull, and the prospectfor the
near future doesnot seemto be flattering.
The smaller cities report very little new
work of any magnitude under way, with
many workmen idle.
Everything is so quiet amongthe build
ing trades generally that but little specific
information is obtainable.
It is evident from the large numberof
menout of work, and the occasionaleft*Jrt
of some unions to keep wagesup to the
regular scale,that thereis much suffering
for lack of employmentall over the coun
try. In many casesmen are reportedas
working for lessthanhalf theregularwages
for the sake of employment of any kind,
and doubtlessmany are working for de
creasedwages in all branchesof thetrade
rather than remain idle.
The likelihood of any general action
among the unions in the building trade,
suchas seemedpossibleduring the strike of
theAmerican Railway Union, is past, and
showsthat such movementwas entirely of
a sympathetic character, and that no
ground of their own, sufficient for such
action, appearsto exist.

Baltimore, Md.
The following officers of the Builders'
Exchange wereelectedat the meetingheld
in July : President, James A. Smyser ;
vice president, Noble H. Creager : secre
tary, E. D. Miller ; treasurer, B. F. Ben
nett.
The officers,with the following, consti
tute the new Board of Directors : E. L.
Bartlett, 8. B. Sexton, Jr., P. M. Womble,
Jr., John P. Lawton, William Ferguson
and J. F. Adams.

Boston, Mass.
A meetingof the Commissionersof the
Unemployed was held in the Common
Council roomson the eveningof August 2,
for thepurposeof investigating the condi
tion among theworkingmenas to thenum
ber out of employment,&c. Representa
tives of various trades were present and
testifiedto the conditions which prevail in
the several trades. R. J. Anslow of the
Plasterers'Union said that in Boston there
were between 500 and 600 plasterers,of
whom285belongedto the union. He gave
43 cents an hour as the standard union
wages. He had heardthat $2.50bad been
acceptedas a day's pay. The plasterers
werenot troubled by immigration to any
extent. Had it not been for the recent
depression the plasterers would not now
have any special causeof complaint. The
situation would not be remedied If the
plastererswere to submit to any reduction
of wages. Further curtailment of the
earnings of the working classes, he
claimed, would cause greater depression
than hasyet beenexperienced.
Samuel Stewart of Boston, a house
painter, told of hard timesin hisline of busi
ness. He had been in Boston employed
at his craft for nine years. There were
more painters in Boston than there was
work to be done. He thought there were
as many non-union painters at work as
union men. The witness maintained that
if paintersofferedtheir servicesfor a lower
wagjethan theywere now receiving,while
capital might beattracted,the conditionof
theworkman would not bebettered.
CharlesWiggin, another painter, stated
that the condition of the housepainting
trade was steadily on the decline. The
great depressionIn this branch of trade
was mainly causedby the importation of
unskilled foreignworkmen.
J. H. Burke, secretaryof the Building
Trades Advisory Board, said that there
wasabout one-third as much employment
this summeras last.
Samuel Chadwick of Boston, speaking
for the carpenters,said that in the spring
of 1893businesscomparedfavorably with
thatof 1891and 1892. After that a falling
off wasnoticeable. Last winter therewere
probably two-thirds of thecarpentersout
of employment. This wasan unusualnum
ber. At present about one-eighth of the

resident carpenters are without employ
ment. Mr. Chadwick complained of the
cheap carpenters from Nova Scotia, who
would take employment for whatever
wages they could get. Labor savingma
chinery also affected the employment of
the American carpenter. Another adverse
force, he said, was the rushing of work.
The bosseswere looking now for hustlers.
W. B. Adams of West Quincy, a carpen
ter, followed in the samestrain, and en
tered his protest against the "floaters"
from Nova Scotia. Non-employmentwas
steadily on the increase.
John Keohane of Boston said that dur
ing the past winter about two-thirds of
the building laborers were without em
ployment.

Chicago. III.

Grand MasterWorkman Sovereignof the
Knights of Labor is reported as having
called uponthemembersof hisorganization
during the big strike to quit work. Some
300 carpenters belonging to the Order in
Chicago left their positions,but the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners,
which has a membership of more than
6,000,declinedto indorsethemovementand
themenbelongingto that brotherhoodcon
tinued at work.
About August 1 Judge Horton granted
an injunction which, on its face, seems
peculiar in the extreme. It was on
the application of the Amalgamated So
ciety of Carpenters and Joiners, and re
strains the United Brotherhoodof Carpen
ters and Joiners and the Building Trades'
Council and their officers and agents from
interfering with complainant organization
or attemptingtodeprive the membersof it
of their occupation. This is in the face of
the fact that the defendant organizations
refused and did not go on strike and that
the strikers themselveswho petitioned the
court for protection were so few as to cut
no figure whatever in carrying out the
plansof thestrike leaders.
The complainantorginazation, in thebill
filed, claims to bea branch of an interna
tional organization having about 41,000
members,and haspaid out since its organ
ization over {6,000,000.This organization,
it is admitted,hasbeenpartly absorbedby
the newerone,and the purpose of the in
junction is to secure protection from the
latter'sgrowingstrength.
The bill of complaint filed says, further,
that the carpenters' unions were at one
time members of the United Carpenters'
Council. The Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners drew out of the council and
took membership in the Building Trades'
Council. When the complainant organiza
tion tried to gain admissionto the Building
Trades' Council it was refused, on the
ground that only one organization repre
sentinga single trade could be admitted.
It is setout further that the membersof
the complainantorganization,who,in real
ity, belong to the Knights of Labor and
went on strike, are being deprivedof work
becauseof their not having working cards
from the Building Trades' Council.
The following from the editorial columns
of theChicago Herald showsthe condition
of affairs at the time the injunction was
granted.
It appearsthat there are two organiza
tionsof journeymencarpentersin this city.
One is the Amalgamated Society of Car
penters and Joiners and the other is the
United Brotherhoodof CarpentersandJoin
ers.
Both of these organizations are listed
amongtheunionsconstituting theAmerican
Federation of Labor. The Amalgamated
Society appears to be also a brancnof the
Knights of Labor, owing allegiance to
Grand Master Workman Sovereign. The
United Brotherhoodis a branch of the ChicagoBuilding Trades'Council.
The Building Trades' Council has estab
lishediron-cladregulationsoverall branches
of labor employed in building. The local
carpenters,bricklayers,plasterers, painters
and other building trades unionsareaffili
ated,and a memberof either union must
havea card from theTrades'Council to ob
tainemploymenton " union" jobs.
If carpentersbelonging to the Amalga
matedSocietywereemployedbvcontractors
on "union" jobs theemplojerwasat once
notified by the walking delegate that the
employeehad not a BuildingTrades'card,
anda strike wasthreatenedthesameas if a
non-unionmanhadbeenemployed. It is a
case of internecine war in the ranks of
organizedlabor. Therearetwo labororgan
izationsin the sametrade,and the members
of one of the organizations are called
"scabs" by the other.

New York City. N. Y.
About the first of August the*building;
tradesof New York City were probably as
badly demoralizedas at any time in many
years. There are about 45,000men en
gaged in these trades when times are
good, but not more than one in three
of these men—or 15,000in all—can now
find employment. In making a compari
son the Press says: In good times the
membersof the building trades can earn
very good wages,some say an averageof
$- 1a week each, which figure is probably
too high. At this rate, however,thesemen
would receivein wages $900,000a week,or
between$3,500,000and $4,000,000a month.
It is possible that $800,000a week,or be
tween $3,000,000and $3*500,000a month
would be nearer the truth. The shrinkage
in valueof the total earnings is still enor
mous. Not only has the numberof work-
ingmen been diminished by 75 per cent.,
but the ratesof wageshaveshrunk at least
a quarter—somesaymore.
For thesakeof comparison,say that the
15,000menat work are earning an average
of $15a week. The aggregatewould then
be $225,000a week,or $75,000over half a
million dollars lessthan the lower amount
of $800,000acceptedastheweeklyaggregate
of earnings in good times. In 12 weeks
this deficit would amounttowithin $100,000'
of $7,000,000,a vast sum, truly, and a sum
that in good timeswould not only benefit
men receiving it as wages, but business
peopleof every class in New York, for it
would, nearly every centof it, be paid out
for food, clothes, comforts, luxuries and
pleasureeachweekas it wasearned.
Of all the tradesprobably thewoodcarv
ershavesufferedmost(owing, it is claimed,
to the large amountof ornamental interior
work being done abroad), and electrical
workers and steam fitters least. Theseare
beginningto feel the hard times like the
rest now, however,and manyare nowidle.
Thebuidingtradesrepresentedin theBoard
of Delegatesareasfollows:Carpenters,5000;;

f
winters, 6000; plasterers,2000; plasterers'
aborers,15X0; steamfitters,700; steamfit
ters'helpers, 700; electrical workers,800;
plumbers and gasfltters, 1500; ftamers,
1000; cabinetmakers,1600; wood carvers,
500; elevator constructors, 300; cement
masons,300; cement masons'helpers,300;.
stair builders, 600; tile layers, 500; tile
layers' helpers, 500; granite cutters, 500;
marblecutters, 600; marble cutters' help
ers, 300;marble polishers,300; blue stone
cutters, 300; engineerson buildings,300;

faper
hangers,100; stage carpenters,400;.

talianmosaicmarbleworkers, 300; Italian
mosaic helpers, 200; varnishers, eOO; tin
and sheetiron workers, 400; architectural
iron workers,300.
J ust prior to August 1 therewas a series
of strikes against lower wages paid for
work on public schoolbuildings. Although'
the law says that workmen on public
buildings shall receivethe standard rate of
wages,it is reported that in many cases
workmenwerebeingpaidaslow as$1.50per
day. The Board of Walking Delegatesor
dered the workmen out from successive
schoolhouses,but the movementwas far
from beingas successfulas expected. The-
strike continued for about four weeks,
when, on Saturday, August 18,it wasde
claredoff.
The Mechanicsand Traders' Exchangeat
its regular meeting in August passedthe
following resolutions:
Whereas, Since our last meeting the-
businessof thecountry hasbeenmuch dis
turbed in the North and Northwest by
strikes in the railroad interests,which in
the Statesof Indiana, Illinois and Califor
nia resultedin riot and bloodshedaswell as
doing great damageto property and disor
ganizing nearly all businessaffairs in the
wholecountry; and
Whereas, Such misfortunes are always
brought on us, as Is particularly so in this
case, by ambitions demagoguesseeking
notoriety and always resulting to the
detrimentof thewellintentioned and best
elementsof society; and
Whereas,In our judgmentall suchmove
ments,as well as all agitators who are re
sponsiblefor them,should be discouraged
and condemned; and
Whereas,The suppressionof this latest
uprising of riotous persons was accom
plishedoy the " protectingarm of the Na
tional Government,"now thereforebe it
Resolved,That it is the senseof this ex
changein meetingthis day assembled,rep
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resentingas wedo the large and important
interest of tbe building industry of this
Empire City, that we commendour Presi
dent of theseUnited States for the prompt
manner in which he took in handand sup
pressed the insurrection that threatened
the goodandwelfare of our wholecountry,
and beit further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu
tions bepreparedand signedby theofficers
of this exchange with our seal affixed
thereto, and forwarded to our Chief Ex
ecutiveat Washington, D. C.
(Signed)'
Isaac A. Hopper, president.
John Brynes, vice-president.
Edhond A. Vauohan, treasurer.
.Elliott Smith, secretary.

Philadelphia, Pa.
About the middle of July the Philadel
phia bricklayers were much exercisedby
the proposal from the employersthat the
rate of wages be reducedfrom 45centsto
40centsper hour. The Journeymen Brick
layers' Association is an entirely local or
ganization and has no affiliation with any
national body. A scanding Conference
Committee,composedof a certain number
of membersfrom the Employers'Associa
tion and an equal number from the jour
neymen, meetsmonthly to adjust all diffi
culties arising between employerand em
ployee. In January of eachyear the Con
ference Committee decideson the rate of
wagestobepaid for theensuingyear. The
employers state that this committeefailed
to fix the rate for the presentyear, but no
reasonfor this failure to decideon the rate
hasbeenmade-public, although it is said on
good authority to be due to inability to
come to any agreement. Pending adjust
ment of a new schedulethe rate in force
last year has been paid. Tbe employers

give asa reasonfor the reduction that non
union menare employedby competitorsat
wagesranging from 30centsper hour as a
maximum down to almostany price. No
serious break hasoccurredas yet, and it is
expectedthat thedifferencewill straighten
itself out in time, as there is very little
new work being taken.
The members of the Master Builders'
Exchange do not assembleduring 'Change
hour in the large numbersthat inusual dur
ing the busy season. There are many,
however,who would not feel that the day's
work was thoroughly doneunlesstheypaid
a visit to the floor at somehour of theday,
if only for a few minutes,to see that no
pressing businessneeded their attention.
Every oneof thesebuilders reportsdullness
in tbe trade.
It has beenproposedat tbe Exchange to
take a new step,which will increase the
value of that prosperousorganization as a
mediumthrough which to do and secure
business. The schemeis to make the Ex
change a headquarters for exhibition as
well as for estimating thereon,of all plans
and specifications for national, State and
municipal work. It is arguedthat the Ex
change,which is up to date in all other
respects, should keep the run of public
work, someof which wouldhaveits interest
for local builders,whether they were in
vited to estimatethereonor not.
The propositionmight beenlarged to in
clude copiesof theplans of local architects
that have special features,or are in any
way novel or praiseworthy. Nothing has
beendonein thematter as yet, but it is to
beagitateduntil the next meetingof the
Board, when some action is likely to be
taken.
For some unexplained reason boys do
not take kindly to painting, stone cutting
or iron work. The Master Builders' Ex
change maintains a school of mechanical

trades,practically at its own expense,and
the three classesnamed have never been
popular. The plastering classeshad to be
abandonedaltogether. Blacksmiths,paint
ersand stonecuttersare paid far more than
carpenters,yet there are ten boysworking
to learncarpentryto onein all threeclasses
named. Sooner or later this rush to learn
bricklaying, plumbing and carpentry will
have its effect, and then other classesare
sure of patronage. Superintendent Allen
hasbeenable to secureapprenticeshipsfor
nearly all of the boys who graduatedwith
the last class,and is now enrolling pupils
for the next session,which begins Septem
ber 1.

St. Louis, Mo.
The Builders' Exchange of St. Louts held
its annual outing on July 25, and it was an
unqualified success The committee in
charge had chartered the " City of Vicks-
burg," and it was proposedto spend the
day at the sameplacewhich proved so de
lightful last year. The numberof applica
tions for tickets was so great that the" Grand Republic," the largest boaton the
river, was substituted in place of the" VicRsburg," and even then the latter
steamer was required to accommodate
about 1000picnickers, who could not find
roomon tbe " Republic." The trip up the
river was enlivened by musicand dancing,
and the grounds were reached at about
noon.
Among thesports indulged in was a fat
man's race, for members,100yards; open
race, members,200 yards; race, for the
wives of members, 100yards; sack race,
membersonly, 100yards; egg races for
girls and boys, &c. The late afternoonand
evening were spent on the river, the last
boat arriving in the city about ten o'clock.
The whole affair was most successfuland
was thoroughly enjoyedby all.

The Van Cortlandt Manor House.

Standing on the right hand side of
the roadway leading from Sing Sing to
Croton Point, N. Y., and just west of
the end of the bridge over the Croton
River is the old Van Cortlandt manor
house, which was erected, it is said,
233 years ago. It is a rather plain
looking affair of medium size, and was
originally built as a blockhouse to
serve as a fortress. On that account
it was constructed entirely of massive
red freestone, quarried near Kyack, on
the opposite side of th*» river, and
brought over in sloops. The chimneys
are of brick from Holland, and to-day
the whole is as firm as a rock. A
person looking at the house from the
roadway would not think he was look
ing at a stone building, for Col, Pierre
Van Cortlandt, many years ago, had
the entire outside stuccoed, which
modernized it to a great degree.
There has also been built around it
a massive veranda, with ample stair
ways leading up to it. The basement
story still retains the old embrasures,
or portholes, for firearms, and in them,
in the tune of the Revolution, cannon
were mounted and more than once
belched forth loads of grape and
canister into the face of the enemy.
Similar portholes are to be seen on the
floor above, and they are in shape very
similar to an inverted T. The win
dows of the parlor and all the other
rooms on the same floor are provided
with the old fashioned seats and
cushions.

RELICS.

In the parlor there is a glass case, in
which are kept many old family relics,
among them the family seal, now very
much broken up. In a mahogany
cabinet are kept a string of 32 metal
buttons which were on Paulding's coat
when he, with his two compatriots,
Williams and Van Wart, captured
Major Andre in the woods of Sleepy
Hollow.
A glass cabinet of six shelves is filled
with Indian arrow heads, spear heads,

and tomahawk heads in great variety
and style of material, and also some
beautiful pottery that had been used
by the Indians. These relics have been
found in the vicinity. In the library
are treasured many interesting auto
graphs and a poem by Mrs. Madison,
wife of President Madison. There is
also an autograph letter from General
Lafayette to Charles King, Esq.,
another by General Washington, dated
April 3, 1797, to Mrs. Clinton. The
Van Cortlandt family take an especial
pride in keeping this room in the same
condition in which it was first known
to them.

ANCIENT TRADITIONS.

The immediate vicinity of the old
manor house is replete with ancient
traditions. From it there is a path
leading out on Croton Point. On the
narrow strip of land by which this
point is united to the mainland, run
ning between a marsh on the north
and a salt meadow on the south, once
rose the fort of the Kitchawans. The
great number of arrow heads and other
Indian missiles that are still found
there show that the spot was frequently
the scene of savage conflict. East of
the fort is the " Haunted Hollow,"
which was near the Indian burying
ground.
It was off this point of land that the
British frigate "Vulture " rode at an
chor, while Andre, having landed on
the opposite shore, spent the night of
September 21, 1780, concealed among
the bushes and engaged in conference
with the traitorous Arnold. Colonel
Livingston's artillery opened fire on
the " Vulture " and compelled it to
drop down the river and out of range.

is bored, a shoe being loosely jointed
to this by means of a pin passing
through it and the lug, connection be
ing so free that the shoe can easily
swing ; to the under side of the shoe
a corrugated pad of rubber is fixed.
The effect of this arrangement is that
in whatever position the ladder is fixed
there is always a grip upon tbe ground
which prevents slipping, the freedom
of the shoe enabling a ladder to be
placed almost horizontally without in
curring the least liability of slipping.
When desired, shoes can be applied to
the upper ends of a ladder, thus pre
venting any damage to the walls or the
ornamental work.

A recent English invention aims to
provide security against liability to ac
cident from the slipping of ladders.
The remedy in this case is the intro
duction of a novel form of shoe suitably
attached. It consists of a bracket
which can be securely bolted to each
side of the ladder, formed at its lower
edge with a lug through which a hole

Wind Pressures.

The provision to be made for the ef
fects of wind on bridges and buildings
must ever be an important considera
tion for the civil engineer and archi
tect. The failure of the Tay Bridge is
perhaps most intimately associated
with this question, for it was held that
the ntter collapse of that structure
pointed very conclusively to a suddenly
applied and intense pressure due to
some peculiar wind effect. Recently
this view has been confirmed to some
extent by some observations at Cornell
University, where the provision of a
new apparatus obtained for meteoro
logical investigations has enabled many
important questions to be solved.
Among them is the determination not
only of the mean horizontal force of
the wind, but also its vertical com
ponents and the intensity of gusts.
These instruments,- already at work,
show that with winds blowing at the
rate of 15 and 20miles an hour there
are occasional gusts or blasts varying
between 50 and 60 miles per hour, a
fact neither absolutely known hereto
fore nor generally suspected. The
matter is of such importance in
structural work as to render it desira
ble to make special experiments with
a view to the clearing up of such de
batable points as still exist.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Poor Draft of Chimney.

FromlG. H., Narrowsburg, N. Y.—I have a question to ask in regard to a
fire place and chimney which were re
cently^built in this place. The diffi-

change in the size of the timbers No. 1
is beyond question the better roof. I
am always glad to give the trade the
benefit of what I have learned by ex
perience, and am equally pleased to
listen, and give consideration, to sug
gestions from others. Within two
squares of my office is a frame church
which I erected in the summer of 1892
according to the inclosed sketch. The
timber was poplar, and not very well
seasoned. Care was taken, however,
to put up the work in the best manner.
The trusses were put together and
bolted before raising. The walls were
well braced and in line before any
work was put up. The trusses are 16
inches on centers. At each crossing
there are two j^-inch bolts, these being
indicated by dots on the sketch. The
work was also well spiked. Every
line on the church is as nearly perfect
as can be and as we left it. If proper
care is taken no better cheap roof can
be constructed. The relative cost of
the two roofs, when material and labor
are considered, is about the same.

Gauge for Rabbet Plane.
From E. S. C, East Hampton, Mass.
—I submit a sketch of a rabbet plane
with gauge, which may prove interest
ing to other readers of your paper. I
have used one, and think it cannot be
beaten. I would like to know what

Poor Draft of Chimney.—Sectional Views
Accompanying Letter of " <?.B.n

culty is that the chimney will not draw
enough to make a hot fire except on
windy days. The building stands on
top of a hill, with no obstructions near
it. Now, I would like to know what
is the matter with it ? Is the flue too
large or too small, or is the shape in
correct? I send a sketch which repre
sents front and side sections through
the chimney flue ; also a plan view.
The grate used is of the ordinary con
struction and is intended for burning
coal.

Gaugefor RabbetPlane as Usedby
" E. 8. C."

other readers of the paper think of the
matter.

Form of Roof Trusa.
From T. R. H., Ironton, Ohio.— In
criticising the roof truss furnished by" C. W. B.," whose sketches marked 1

Shingling Hips.

From S. F. B., Wellington, Ohio.— I
notice by the September issue of the
paper for last year that " W. B. W."
shingles a hip according to the methodI employ, with the exception that I do
not bevel the shingles. I send a sketch
showing my plan. I take a piece of

Form of Roof Truss.—SketchSubmittedby " T. R. R."

and 2 were published in the December
number of the paper, "A. H.," Sac
City, Iowa, condemns No. 1, for rea
sons given, and would recommend No.
2. Long experience in roof construc
tion convinces me that with a little

galvanized iron ?g x 2 inches and
bend as shown by the heavy line in
the sketch. I then lay the hip shingle
A.nailing the iron about 1J^inches from
the butt with a fine nail. I then lay
the straight shingle close up and I have

a hip that never coils up. I use straight
jawed nippers about as wide as a
shingle is thick, and can make the iron
fast.
I fully agree with " J. C. W." in
that I learn a great deal from Car
pentry and Building, and am willing
to give in return as well as to be
jumped on any time. I became used
to that years ago, when I was "sat
on," as the boys say, owing to my

HIPSHINGLE

Jlfifl&NQ.^^
Methodof Shingling Hips Suggestedby" S. F. B.n

views on the sheeting question. I
landed on top, however, when the" cruel war was over."

Specifying Wire Nails.

From F. J. C, Richmond, Ohio.— I
would like to ask " S. F. B." of Wel
lington, Ohio, to give us some reason
why he would not specify the use of
wire nails and why they will not
answer for use in siding.

Design for a Wine Press.

From P. F., Erie, Pa.—Will someone
kindly furnish drawings and descrip
tive particulars of a wine press, to
hold about 300 pounds of grapes at a
time?

Wood Carving.

From S. E. D., Pittsburgh, Pa.—
Here is another who would like to
have lessons in wood carving. I have
had a little experience and would sug
gest that the start be made with the
presentation of some designs to carve,
and also mention what particular tools
are employed in producing the design.
Not that I expect to be a teacher, but I
give herewith a design for a corner
block, of which I have made and used

Wood Carving.—Design of Corner Block,
Contributedby " 8. E. D."

a great many, and my friends say the
blocks look well. The design is made
with a V gouge and the dots with a
38-inch semicircular gouge. It seems
to me that we could soon learn to carve
well with proper instruction and de
signs for practice. As to the tools to
purchase, I think I can answer " S. R.
McC." of Washington, Ind. From
what little experience I have had, I
find the " Adis " brand the best. Do not
buy any sets put up in boxes. Some
time ago I read instructions in a cer
tain magazine, which also gave some
designs indicating the kind of tools to
buy. The designs, however, were so
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elaborate that a beginner Iwould be-
coiai>discouraged. What we want, in
my opinion, are simple designs and
plain instructions to begin with and
we will soon learn to carve. I would
like to see designs given for corner
blocks, plinth blocks, brackets, door
panels, mantels, &c.

Making an Incubator.
From W. S. , Kansas. —I send for pub
lication a few rough pencil sketches
for the benefit of " W. C." of New
York City, who asked in a recent issue
how to make an incubator. In the
first place, construct a box 3 feet
square and 2 feet deep, supporting it
by legs, something after the manner
shown in Fig. 1, which represents a
general view of the completed article.
Cut a hole in the front of the box for a
door, the opening being about 1x2
feet in size, the lower edge being 6
inches from the bottom. Now nail
cleats on the inside 5 inches from
the bottom, and on these cleats fit
in boards which will constitute the

egg drawer and rack are constructed as
shown in Fig. 4 of the illustrations.
The triangular pieces separating the
eggs are about % inch thick and are
placed 2 inches apart from center to
center. The two end pieces are heavier,
while the sides of the rack are about
the same as ordinary lath. The egg
drawer is made of pieces of wood
about an inch square and placed about
\Yi inches apart, which serve for the
bottom. Gunny sack is tacked on in
such a way that as the egg rack,
which is 2 inches shorter than the
rack, is moved back and forth, the
eggs are turned. A good thermometer
is necessary and should be supported
in screw eyes with the bulb even with
the top of the eggs. A view of the
thermometer is shown in Fig. 6.
After everything is in position it will
be found that there is a space of about
6 inches all around the tank and egg
chamber. This should be packed with
sawdust or bran and then the top
nailed on. Fit the door as tight as
possible and have the drawers slide
easy. Set the incubator on legs or 2 x

made recently at the United States
Arsenal at Watertown. The relative
value of these two kinds of nails has
always been a subject for many con
flicting and confusing claims on the
part or competing manufacturers, and
it is a matter on which builders and
others interested are far from being
satisfied. An agreement was recently
reached among some prominent manu
facturers to submit the matter to a
decisive test which should demonstrate
the real facts beyond possibility of
argument. The use of the Govern
ment's testing machine at the Water-
town arsenal was secured, and _the
tests are being made by a committee
representing manufacturers in all parts
of the country, under the direct super
vision of Major J. W. Reilly, com
mandant of the arsenal.
At the first test the size of the cut
nails tested ranged from 11U inches,
three penny, 764, to 6-inch spike nails,
forty penny and 60 penny, six to seven
teen to the pound. Wire nails to cor
respond as nearly as possible were
used. The nails were driven into a

Fig. 2.—Vertical Section.

Fig. 1.—GeneralView of Incubator.

Fig. 3.-Open Box Which Supports
the Tank.

Fig. 5.—Tank and Connections.

Fig. 4—View of Egg Drawer and Rack. Fig. 6—Thermometer.

Making an Incubator.—Illustrations Accompanying the Letterof
" W. S."

bottom of the egg chamber. The
space beneath this can be filled with
sawdust or bran. Bore a hole through
the bottom of the egg chamber
and the bottom of the box and put
in a tin tube 1 inch in diameter and
8 inches in length for a vent pipe.
A good idea of the construction em
ployed can be gathered from a study
of Fig. 2, which represents a vertical
section taken through the incubator
on a line about 6 inches in from the
door. In the next place, take a board
1 foot wide and cut from it two pieces,
each 2% f^et l°n8- and a third piece
2 feet 2 inches long. Nail these to
gether as indicated in Fig. 3, and then
about 6 inches from the top edge nail
cleats on the inside, as shown. These
cleats are to support the drawer or
rack carrying the eggs. Place this in
the box with the open end toward the
door, as represented in Fig. 2 and nail
it in position. Set the tank shown in
Fig. 5 on this open box and locate the
holes for this pipe and faucet in the side
of the incubator. When this has been
done fit a piece of board across the
open end of the box, as indicated in
Fig. 3, this board covering the space
which the tank does not occupy. The

4 stuff, so that air can circulate
through the pipe in the bottom. The
tank and tubes will cost about $4.50.
I omitted to say that the tank is of
galvanized iron 2 feet square and 5
inches deep. It is fitted with a \%
inch pipe for the lamp and }

»
£

inch
pipe for a faucet. The pipe marked
"vent" in Fig. 5 and also shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 is about 1 inch in diam
eter and is intended for use in filling
the tank.

Cut vs. Wire Nails.

From G. A. S., Russell, 111.—In the
August issue of the paper I notice a

communication well worthy of atten
tion on the part of every reader. It
relates to cut and wire nails. I agree
fnlly with the views of " F. K.," Louis-
burg, Wis., and send herewith a news
paper clipping of nearly two years ago,
which I would like to see published for
the benefit of the readers of the paper.
Note.—The clipping inclosed by our
correspondent reads as follows : A
series of interesting and valuable tests
to decide the much controverted ques
tion as to the comparative merits of
wire nails and cut nails have been

well seasoned spruce plank to a depth
of precisely 4 inches. The weight of

the nails differed only 2 grams, the

wire nails 214 and the cut nails 212
grams. - ,
In the first test a force of 733pounds
was required to draw the wire nail

and of 836to draw the cut nail of sim

ilar size. The second wire nail was
pulled with 673 pounds and the cut

nail with 742. The third wire nail re
quired 675 pounds of pressure, the

third cut nail 804; the fourth wire,
694 ; the fourth cut, 964. These were

the character of the variations of the

fifth and sixth nails. The seventh wire
nail was pulled with 879pounds press
ure, but 1200 pounds of force was re

quired to draw out the cut nail of like

size. Every care was taken to have

the tests strictly fair and accurate.
The results from the initial tests were
highly satisfactory to the manufact
urers and advocates of the cut nail.

From M. L., Warren, Ohio.— I notice
of late a great deal of discussion about
wire nails. I would say that after
three years' trial I pronounce them
far inferior to the old iron cut nail.
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We are using the steel cut nail, which
is the best we can get here. The wire
nails do not hold like the cnt nails and
split the lumber much worse.

From A. W., Madison, Wis. — I re
cently had the opportunity of noticing
in a surprising degree the difference
between a cut nail and a wire nail.
Just four years ago this spring I built
a porch, and about a month ago the
owner of the house came to me to make
some changes on the porch. To do this
it was necessary to take down a portion
of the railing, some of the balusters
being secured with 6d cut nails and
some with 8d wire nails. The cut nails
were almost as good as new, while in
the case of the wire nails some were
about as large as a sewing needle and
others were gone entirely. I must say
I was very much surprised.

What la Two-Third! Pitch I
From E. A. M., Port Townsend,
Wash. — In answer to " Q. A. L." of
South Hanson, Mass., whose inquiry
appeared in the December issue as to
what constitutes a two-thirds pitch, 1
will endeavor to explain my under
standing of it. I think two thirds
pitch is two-thirds of a square, but I
differ with the correspondent named
as to the method of obtaining the
square. If a building or roof span is

when they are set on an angle ? I have
been a reader of the paper for more
than a year and it has been a great
help to me. I am a beginner at the
trade and find the rules presented the
best of any I have read in any building
paper.

One 'Way ot Using a Foot Lathe.
From L. H. H., Sullivan, Ind. — I
had occasion recently to plow the edges
of several long curved pieces of stuff
which ordinarily would have taken
fully five hours time. I, however,
took a piece of 3 x 3inch stuff 18inches

designs of bookcases adapted to meet
varying requirements, and it is possible
that some of them may serve his pur
pose. There have also been described
methods which have been employed by
various readers for keeping the num
bers of the paper year by year. How
ever, the subject of bookcases has
been by no means exhausted, and we
trust the request of the correspondent
above will not be in vain.

"L. B. a'«" Devicefor Planing Circlet.

long and turned a groove into which
I fastened a cutter, as indicated in the
sketch which 1 send. By passing the
edge of the circles over the rest and
through the groove, I plowed my cir
cles in about ten minutes. The device
may be of interest to readers of the
papsr.

Octagon Houmo with Mansard
Roof.

From F. M. D., Dingers, W. Fa.—I
want to build a horn*, and would ask
some of the readers to give me a cheap
design for a two-story house, the lower
portion being octagon in shape and the
upper part a mansard. The dimen
sions are 16x 82 feet, with a kitchen
at the rear 12x 14and one story high.
I want a veranda across the front and
provision for five or six rooms, the
whole cost not to exceed $600or $700.

Diagram Illustrating Pitch of Rooft.

24 feet, the square is 24 x 24, and one-
half pitch of that span has 24 feet run
and 24 feet rise, and slopes one way, as
shown from A to B in the sketch. A
full pitch would be twice the hight of
one side of the square, or 48 feet rise,
and two thirds pitch would be two-
thirds of the full pitch, or 32 feet rise,
as from A to D. When the roof pitch
is both ways to the center the pitch
does not change, but the rise is taken
from the center of the span, and con
sequently would be only one-half of
the full rise. Thus, in a half pitch to
the center the run is one-half width of
the span, and the rise is one-half the
full rise on one side of the square.
Two-thirds pitch, therefore, is either
two-thirds of the width of the build
ing or the square, as you like.

Lengths of Purlin Posts.
From J. E. R., Thurman, Ohio.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building kindly inform me how
to obtain the lengths of purlin posts

Trussing" a Building,

From W. E. B., Clinton, Wis.— I
would like to ask how the readers of
the paper would truss a building 40 x
120feet on the ground and 14feet high,
so as to have neither posts nor trusses
in the way of the second story, which
is 10 feet in hight. A hall about 6 feet
wide runs lengthwise of the center of
the building. I desire the correspond
ent answering my request to give the
size of timber to be used. The structure
is intended to be occupied as a dining
hall on the first floor and sleeping
rooms on the second floor.

Packing a Water Filter.

FromM. L., Warren, Ohio.— I shall
be glad if some reader of the paper will
tell me through the " Correspondence
Columns " how to pack a water filter so
it will filter chemically pure. I have
an oak filter, 18 inches in diameter and
about 30 inches high, with crockery
fixtures. I have packed it with gravel
and sand about 3 inches at the bottom
and the balance of the filter to near the
top with pounded charcoal well
tamped. The water comes out rather
yellow and is off in flavor.

Design for a Bookcase.
From M. F. L., Belleville, N. J.—Will
some of my brother chips please give
me through the Correspendence De
partment of the paper a few designs
for a bookcase, or some kind of a rack
in which to keep my papers ? I have
some three or four years' numbers of
Carpentry and Building, and desire to
take good care of them.
Note.—Our correspondent will find
in previous volumes of the paper

Framing an Octagon Roof.
From H. I. P., Omaha, Neb.— In-
answer to " P. A. C," San Francisco,
Cal. , I send the following sketch and
method of framing an octagon roof.
Referring to the sketch, draw the oc
tagon in plan, letting A B represent
half the width and, therefore, the rim
of common rafter. A C is the diagonal
and represents the rim of hip rafter.
Now in the corresponding elevation

" B. I. P.'s " Plan of Framing an Octagon
Roof.

set off the plan of the common and hip
rafter, representing the rim of each
respectively as A B C. From the rim
of common rafter A B square up the
rise B D and connect A D for the work
line of the common rafter. With the
desired radius strike the circular form
of common rafter, shown by the
curved line A D. Next divide the
run of common rafter A B into any
number of parts and draw perpendicu
lar lines extending to the back of the
same, as shown. Take the line A C,
which represents the rim of hip, and
set it off from B to E. Connect D E
for the work line of the hip rafter.
Divide the run of the hip B E into the
same number of spaces, as shown on
A C, which is the run of the hip, and
shows the exact spacing that must be
set off on B E. Draw the lines perpen
dicular from B E, extending them
above the work line of the hip rafter
to the same hight as the corresponding
lines of the common rafter, as 1, 2, 3r
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4, 5 and 6, then the line traced from E
to O through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 will be the required shape of
the hip rafter. It will be noticed that
the lines 1 and 2 represent narrow
spaces. This is done to facilitate trac
ing the hip, as without the narrow
spaces the liability to deviate from the

?
roper shape would be much greater,
t will also be noticed that no matter
how the spacing is laid off on A B,
when the lines cross the rim of the
hip A C it gives the exact spacing for

Splicing Timber.
JVomA. W. W., Sudbury, Ont.—l
would like to see readers of the paper
present sketches showing methods of
splicing timber. The drawings I send,
Figs. 1 and 2, represent a scarf in tim
ber which 1 have been using of late.
It is very strong when the parts are
bolted together with four % or Js-inch
bolts. The wedges in the center are
driven in from each side and are gen
erally of oak. The drawings, I think,
explain themselves.
Note.—With regard to methods of
splicing timber, we would say for the

around and bolted is the better support
for a roof. The amount intended to be
expended on this building is $1200,in a
locality where lumber costs $14 per
thousand and labor is $2 per day.

Durability of Nails.

From G. W. B., Cincinnati, Ohio.—
For the purpose of illustrating what I
meant in a communication last Feb
ruary about the "nails we used to
have" being more durable than the
cut steel or wire nails we now have, I
take the liberty of sending a few
samples of nails drawn from the shingle
roof of a house in which I was born 49
years ago. I have kept the old house
in repair for 27 years, and the nails
were in use long before my time at the
carpenter's trade. What I am trying
to find out is whether modern iron
nails are or are not more durable than
steel nails for outdoor work. I have
not used any iron cut nails for over
nine years, as I found they were very
easily broken and not so safe for
scaftold work.
Note.—The nails sent us by our cor
respondent are five in number, each

able. We try to publish the matter in the
order in which it is received , so that jus
tice may be done to all. This much said,
however, we think if our corrrespond-
ents send in their answers as soon as
possible after questions have been pub
lished, it will enable the editor to pre
pare the engravings and get the matter
ready for publication at an earlier date
than would otherwise be the case. We
are always glad to hear from all, even
though replies to a question are some
what tardy, and trust that what we
have said will deter none from freely
contributing to our columns.

Secret Finishing Interior Work.
From G. P. C. Smithville, Texas.—
I would like to ask some of the read
ers of the paper to explain the method
of secret finishing interior work, by
which the face of the wood is un
broken. I understand the chip nail
chisel, or blind nailing tool method,
but that injures the face of the finish.
What I want is a description of a
method of keying or wedging from
the back of the casing or of any kind
of finish, so as to hold it in place. If
some of the practical readers of the
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Fig. 1—SideView. F*8- 2—Top View.

Splicing Timber.—SketchesAccompanying Letter from "A. W. W.," of Sudbury, Ontario.

benefit of this correspondent, and
others who may be interested, that in
previous volumes of the paper they
will find the subject treated at some
length, numerous illustrations being

S
resented showing various ways of
oing the work.

Tank for Roof.

From A. A.—I would like to be in
formed, how to make a wooden water
tight tank to be placed on a roof and
what material should be used.
Answer. —Wooden roof tanks can be
made round, with the lower end
slightly larger, thus enabling the iron
hoops to be driven on and compress the
staves so water tight joints will be the
result. The bottom of tank can be
made of 2-inch pine plank, the edges
nicely joined and the outer edge
slightly beveled, so as to fit tightly into
corresponding grooves cut near the
bottom of the staves. The staves can
also be made of 2-inch pine planks of
convenient width, the edges being
properly beveled so as to make a close
joint. Such a tank, when properly con
structed and of well seasoned materi
als, should be water tight.

Plan for Skating Rink.
From A. B. C, Brandon, Man. —
Will some brother reader kindly fur
nish me with plans and specifications
for a skating rink, with the skating
room 60 x 150 and with 5 or 6 feet
along one or two sides for spectators ?
There must be ladies' and gentlemen's
dressing rooms, also ticket office and a
band stand ; the roof to be hipped and
shingled and the whole job to be gotten
up on the cheapest plan possible, and
yet have the building strong enough to
resist a gale. I desire a detailed draw
ing of the roof, and to know whether
light principals or six tier of 1x 6 bent

measuring \% inches in length. They
are rusted to a considerable extent for
a distance of about an inch from the
head ,but the remaining half -inch to the
point is affected in a slight degree only.
In the case of three of the nails the iron
at the point has almost the polish
and appearance of new nails, while
the other two are slightly discolored.
Considering the time the specimens be
fore us have done service, the nails are
in a good state of preservation. In this
connection it may be interesting to
state that we had the privilege a few
days ago of examining a wrought iron
nail recently drawn from the wood
in a house at Colchester, Conn., which
is said to be 240 years old. The nail
was in good condition and capable,
apparently, of doing service for many
years more.

Question* and Answers.
From A. L., Mattapan, Mass. — I like
Carpentry and Building very much,
but think it could be improved in one
particular. I refer to the fact that I
have seen many questions asked and
not answered until months afterward.
Now, I think if correspondents would
write promptly in answer to questions
it would increase the value or the pa
per immensely.
Note.—We heartily indorse the sug
gestion of our correspondent and trust
our army of readers will adopt it. We
would say, however, that in all cases
they are not wholly to blame for the in
terval which frequently occurs between
the appearance of the questions in our
columns and the replies thereto. Very
often the answers to a question are so
numerous as to prevent all of them
being published at one time, on account
of the space at our command being
limited ; and then again, where it is
necessary to make engravings from the
sketches, more or less time is occupied,
so that delay in publishing is unavoid-

paper will furnish sketches I shall be-
under obligations. I have been an in
terested reader of Carpentry and
Building for several years, but have
never seen anything on this subject.

A 81200 Cottage.
From E. E. E., Havanna, III.— I
would like to obtain through Carpen
try and Building, the plans of a six-
room one-story cottage, costing in the
neighborhood of $1200.
Note.— In previous volumes of the
paper there have appeared a number
of designs closely approximating the
requirements of our correspondent,
and if he will take the trouble to look
through some of the back numbers
he may find that which will answer
his purpose.

Rack Moldings for Stair Ralls.

From D. F., Philadelphia, Pa.—l
would like to ask " A. L.?' Napa, Cal.,
if he will thoroughly explain the
method of obtaining the back moldings
and sizes of material required for stair
or stoop rails : also the best practical
way of obtaining the twist. As I am
not up in this branch it will be a great
favor to a stone cutter, and I know
many others will be benefited by the
explanation.

Development of an Ogee Hip
Rafter.

From M. L., Warren, Ohio.— I notice
in the June number of the paper, page
135,under the title " Development of
an Ogee Hip Rafter," a letter from
" H. D." of New York City in reply
to an attack made by "F. H. T." of
North Topeka, Kan. , on a method of
ogee rafter development, by I. P. Hicks.
I had noticed the plates on pages 126
and 127 of "Hicks' Builders' Guide"
(also page 23 of Carpentry and Build
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ing for January, 1893)and thought the
method was different from any I had
seen or used. I would not make the
points 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., on the pitch line of
the rafter at right angles to the pitch
of the rafter or lines A E and B G, as
does Mr. Hicks, but I would make
them perpendicular to the base lines A
D and B D and take all measurements
on these lines to develop the true
curve. I have found this method cor
rect in practice. Mr. Hicks is cer
tainly well posted and has given us
many good things in his work. So far
as I have seen, this is the first thing to
which I could take exception.

addition of three more lines everything
necessary is indicated for setting out a
hip roof, no matter what the pitch of
it may be.

Curious Foundation Repairs.

Laying Out Jack Rafters.
From A. B. Campbell, Brandon.
Manitoba. —As a constant reader of
Carpentry and Building I have not
failed to take special interest in the
various methods of hip and jack
rafter cuts presented from time to
time. In my opinion all the diagrams
I have examined are practical, but my
idea is, if one is working to a drawing
to do so with as few lines as possible.
The letter of " W. W. S.," Placerville,
Cal., and published in the September
issue of the paper for last year, is prac
tical and simple and exactly my
method of cutting rafters. I had

In the city of Hartford, Conn., when
the State Capitol building was under
construction 14 years ago, a curious
piece of repairing was executed upon
the granite piers of the dome tower.
Probably very few persons save those
who were engaged upon the work,
even in that city, knew of it at the
time, and the traces of the work can
only be found by the closest scrutiny.
But Charles H. Fitch, one of the en
gineers in charge of the work at the
time, has written the story of the re
pairs for the Engineering Record, and
from the illustrated account in that
journal the following particulars are
taken : The dome tower has a hight of
257 feet above the ground floor. It was
built of heavy masonry, and when the
work of erection had reached nearly
200 feet the piers of granite upon the
first floor began to give evidence that
the load was unevenly distributed.
These granite piers, 10 in number, be
came for ahightof 14feet (seven 2-foot
courses) so spalled and face broken

ings. The type metal, melted in a pot
over a portable blast fire, was flowed
in at one hole, the air escaping at the
other. It is probable that the granite
area had only about one-third good
bearing. Over 12 tons of type metal
went into these joints and stayed there.
The scars left on the stones by drill
ing were carefully cut on the square,
and pieces were fitted in jointed with
bleached shellac. Upward of 700 of
these patches were made, and so
cleverly that in most cases they would
escape any but the most critical and
minute inspection. Being iudoors they
are protected against the frost and dis
integration of exterior exposure. One
of the philosophizing stonecutters en
gaged upon the work was wont to say
that ages hence the ruins of the build
ing would be explored by those who
would say : " This is another lost art.
What strange mortar was employed by
the ancients."

Roman Architecture.

Fig. 1.—Methodof Finding Lengths
andBevelsof Hips.

Fig. 2.—An Extended View of Previous Figure
Showing the Work More Clearly.

Laying Out Jack Raftert.— Method Employed by Mr. Campbell.

charge of a job here this season, the
roof of which had no less than five dif
ferent pitches, most of which I cut
before the walls were half up. I send
9>ugh sketches of the lines I employ.
I will first refer the reader to Fig. 1 of
the sketches and ask him to draw a
horizontal line twice the run of the
common rafter A B. From the center
C erect a perpendicular to an indefinite
length. Next, measure off on the per
pendicular line the rise of the common
rafter C to D. Connect D and B for
the length of the common rafter.
Next measure off on the perpendicular
line the length of the common rafter
C to E, which is the same length as the
line D B. Connect E and A for the
length of the hips. Next set off the
jacks on the line A C and draw per
pendicular lines adjoining the hip.
These will be the lengths of the jack
rafters and will also give the correct
bevel, as shown. The plumb cut of a
rafter is always the same as that of the
common rafter. This plan shows
everything but the cut of the hip
rafters and this is always 17 inches for
the bottom cut and the rise of the com
mon rafter to the foot for the top cut.
Referring now to Fig. 2, draw all
lines the same as in Fig. 1 ; then
measure off on the perpendicular lines
the run of the common rafter C to F.
Connect F to B for the run on the seat
of the hip. Next square up the rise of
the hip from F to G and connect G to
B for the length of th« hip rafter. I
have shown in this figure that with the

that the interior court soon had more
the appearance of a quarry than of a
finished granite structure.
The trouble was due to a combina
tion of causes. The joints between
courses were very fine exteriorly —from
jkj-inch to practically stone on stone.
The mortar used was lime, to prevent
staining the piers. The beds of the
stone blocks were plane only "a few
inches from the faces, the rest being
plugged out rough and scant and not
well filled, so that the great weight of
the load came upon the faces of the
stones, which might have been com
pared to double concave lenses.
It was first necessary to explore the
condition of the beds. In the lower
joint of each stone or pair of adjacent
stones two holes were drilled. Usually
after penetrating about 2 inches from
the face the drills struck into cavity
or loose stuff, the mortar having
crumbled instead of setting. This was
raked out, securing air passage from
hole to hole. Strap irons heated red hot
were then run into the holes to dry them
out. They were then measured. For
this there was used a set of poker-like
bent rods of different sizes with devices
for protracting and scaling sufficient
for measuring the spaces, which were
not only recorded on drawings, but
also shown in a dissected model of the
piers to a scale of % inch to the foot.
The cavities were all filled with type
metal, which, by reason of expansion
on solidifying, was expected to fill the
joints completely and make good bear-

When the best period of an art is
over and a degenerated and imitative
one succeeds it is to be expected that
the latter should exhibit a non-com
prehension of some and an extrava
gant use of other of the means em
ployed to affect the imagination in the
former and purer time. This was the
casewith Roman architecture, says a
writer in one of our English ex
changes. We may discover in it a
lively appreciation of the expressional
effect of some few Greek details and a
tolerable comprehension of the source
of that effect, but the Roman archi
tects had no knowledge or feeling of
the severity with which the various
elements of the Greek art were subor
dinated to the perfect utterance by the
whole of the language, which was
spoken more or less plainly by every
part. Isolated details, therefore, ac
quired an independent importance : the
colonnade, which in Greek architect
ure had no significance without refer
ence to the supported entablature, was
raised, as it were, for admiration on a
series of pedestals ; single shafts rose
beneath nothing in the places of pub
lic concourse, and attempts, entirely
and necessarily abortive, were made
to reconcile and harmonize certain of
the Greek details with the new and
contradictory element of the semicir
cular arch. Circular form was dili
gently sought for. The Doric shaft
became a plain cylinder ; the outlines
of moldings, in Greek architecture
conic sections, became segments of
circles ; the dome rose behind the pedi
ment, the horizontal entablature was
at last wholly relinquished and the
arch sprang from column to column,
bearing with it the entablature curved,
and in this condition of impotence and
inconsistence the architecture of pagan
Rome was transplanted to Byzantium.

The Rain Bath.

In one of the fine new houses near-
ing completion in the upper part of this
city is a new arrangement of the rain
bath. Above the tub is a succession of
circles of finely perforated silver pipe,
which at a touch release the shower.
Encircling this coil is a solid pipe from
which depends by rings a rubber cur
tain, to be drawn about the bather, to
prevent the wide scattering of the fall
ing drops.
In another splendid home even
greater perfection of this sort of bath
is secured. The tub is a shallow mar
ble basin, not more than 4 inches high,
in which the bather stands and is
pelted from stacks of perforated pipes,
arranged above and at each side. The
water drains off rapidly, and is thus
constantly changed.
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Design of a $750 House.

The five- room honse which is illus
trated herewith was erected not long
since from plans prepared by J. S.
Zimmerman of Morgan ton, N. C, and
are furnished in this connection in re
ply to a correspondent in Indiana who

the inquiry, as well as other readers
who may be interested, to note the
general appearance of the building and
the arrangement of the rooms. The
material employed throughout is
North Carolina pine, with casings,
base, head and plinth blocks as shown
by the details. The finish is in oil.

Sectionthrough Base,alsothroughWindow Detail of Plinth.—Scale,\H
Sill, Showing Apron andStool.—Scale,1J<6
Inchesto theFoot.

Inchesto the Foot.
Floor Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

Design of a $750IIou.se.—J. S. Zimmerman, Architect, Morganton, If. ft

asked for drawings of this kind. The The drawings so clearly indicate the would seem to be unnecessary. The.
front elevation, floor plan and details arrangement and construction of the net cost of the house in the place,
will enable the correspondent making building that further particulars named was $750.
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METHODS OF HANDRAILING."
By J. V. H. SECOR.

THE TANGENT BOX SYSTEM.

A
SYSTEM of tangents and bevels as
nsed in hand railing, known as
the box system, consists of an

angle box stationary at the angle, or
hinged so as to be used universally, and
is provided with a stay, such as a
quadrant, see Fig. 6, or a strip slotted
a portion of its length and held in place
at one end by stationary screw, allow
ing a set screw to work easily in the
slot, by which the box is held firmly at
the required angle for use.
The blocks used for getting the tan
gents and the bevels consist of two

the corners to them or parallel with
them. When ready the block with
the pencil is put up to the end and
moved along the face of the box and
against the block, Fig. 8. This will give
the bevel for squaring the wreath.
Now having the angle for the tangents
of the mold as the blocks are set, lay
them on the board from which the
mold is to be cut, mark the tangents
and the joints ; set off half the width
for the rail on each side of the tan
gents and form the curve by the inter
section of lines, as shown in Fig. 12.
The bevel is marked on the face of the
mold from the end or joint, and then

the best authors on hand railing had
published his first work on the surface
system and square cut, and in canvass
ing for it dropped into a shop where
the foreman was drawing over the box.
After watching him for some time he
remarked : " 1 suppose you keep those
lines for use again ? As you have a
good stock on hand, no doubt any of
them will answer your purpose."
The lines could be seen through the
chalk. This same author could give
but one bevel for an offset in his first
work, the other he found by sliding
the mold. He found the other bevel
from the box for his second work. In

Fig. 8—Tangent Blocks Closed.

"CS =E^E
Pigs.10and 11.—End andSideViews of Pencil

Block.
Fig. ».—Viewof theFace
of the Box andEnd of
Block with the Pencil
in Position for Marking
the Bevel.

Fig. 6.—Box Set with Tangent Blocks appliedat A, and
showingthe Pencil Block, B, for marking the Bevel.

Fig. T.—Tangent BlocksOpenandSetReadyto Mark theTangentsfor the
Faoc Mold.

Fig. 12.—The Face Mold Completed.

Methodsof Hand Bailing. —Illustrations of the TangentBox System.

pieces of wood about \% inches square
and about 8 inches long, one having a
hole to allow a screw to pass through
it easily and then screwed to the other
piece so that it will remain at any
angle to which it may be set, Figs. 7
and 8. The pencil block used for mark
ing the bevels on the end of the tan
gent blocks consists of a block \1.,
inches square and 2 inches long.
Through the length is a hole and a
pencil is put in, with the point project
ing % inch. It is held in place by a
screw or wedge, all as shown in Figs.
10 and 11.
t In order to use the box draw the line
of tangents on the plan, and set the
box to conform to it, then apply the
pitch of the tangents as taken from an
elevation or otherwise obtained, letting
the different pitches meet at the angle,
as at A, Fig. 6. The tangent blocks
are then placed along the lines, keeping
* Continuedfrom page190,August issue.

cut to a parallel width. After each
pattern is drawn the box and the tan
gent blocks are cleaned off for future
use. * This is done by rubbing white
chalk over the lines, which dims the
old lines and avoids confusion.
How long this system has been in
use I do not know, but in 1846 there
was some dispute between two of the
leading stair builders as to whom it
belonged, each claiming it, yet neither
was willing to publish a work on the
subject. Four years later, however, a
workman in the employ of one of the
stair builders above referred to pub
lished a work on the system, it being
a radical change from the old Nichol
son system. To-day, however, the box
is still regarded by some of the older
members of the craft as the best
method of doing the work. One of

*While theboxwasbeingusedthesurface
drawingwasalsobeingdevelopedsothat the
two wentsidebyside.

squaring the wreaths there were some
doubts as to their correctness, and
then the drum was used as a rectifier
for both squaring and jointing. Some
men, however, soon overcame this
and would make graceful easings and
perfect joints, which led to the prac
tice in some shops of having the rails
squared up by selected men, who, in
turn, would get better pay.

{To hecontinued.)

Lakoe layers of burning coal tar
applied to masonry will render the
latter unsusceptible to the action of
water and of frost, while a dry dust
ing of the whole before the last layer
is completely dry affords protection
from the rays of the sun and from
other forms of excessive heat. Here
tofore it has been believed, says an
exchange, that the use of coal tar in
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this manner could never be made prac
ticable. Careful experiments have been
made, however, with the above results.
This would appear an important
achievement toward the perfection of
building construction, and its sterling
value can be appreciated at once. It
•would be well to add that a coating of
this tar does not detract at all from
the handsome appearance of a building,
but results in a black and very brill
iant effect.

Chinese Bricks.

It is certainly not for want of ma
terials that the Chinese have not al
ready acquired a fame for architect
ure, as probably no country in the
world could show a greater amount of
building or could surpass it in abun
dance and excellence of material fit for
building purposes, which are similar
to those commonly used by other na
tions—namely, bricks, timber and
hewn stones—says the Architect and
Contract Reporter. Of the first named
there are several descriptions, each be
ing suited to a particular purpose.
-For instance, to construct massive
walls such as the walls of their cities,
bricks a cubit in length and a span
wide are not uncommonly used, while
.the walls of ordinary houses are built
-of bricks of much smaller dimensions,
-some of them approaching the ordinary
European standard. The difference in
the form and size of these bricks is

sunshine. Flat tiles are used in floor
ing their courtyards and houses. Some
times they are met with as large as 2
feet square, and are exceedingly hard
and compact in texture. All bricks
and tiles made by the Chinese are of a

red tint bricks assume when baked in
brick ovens constructed after the
European model and heated by coal.
Chinese bricks are invariably marked
with a stamp, and some of the very
ancient ones found in the struct-

Fig. 13.—Plan of Platform Stairswith theWidth of Bail shownat11.
Fig. 14.—FaceMold for Quarter shown in Previous Figure, the Bevel being indicatedatX

of Fig. 18.

Fig. 18.

JPRINQ

Fig. 19.

Kg. 15.—Plan of Cylinderwith the Landing Bisersetwell back in
theCylinder,asat O, this Requiring Tangentsof UnequalPitch.
Fig. 16.-Bake and Level Mold for the Landing, the Bevel being

shownat C.
Fig. 17.—FaceMold for the Flight, Showingthe Axis by which the

Curve is Drawn.

Fig. 18.—Plan of a Quarterwith UnequalTangents,asshownatA B
of theElevation.

Fig. 19.—The CompleteFace Mold, the Curves being [drawn with
String andPencil, thePins placedin the Foci and theGeneral
Points Markedsoasto beeasilyread.

Methodsof Hand Railing.— The TangentBox System.

variable. Some are flat, being about
10 inches long, 5 inches wide and 1
inch in thickness ; others are 14 inches
wide and 3 inches thick, while those
in most common use are about 7 inches
in length, 3 inches in thickness and 2
inches in width. Besides bricks, curved
and plane brick tiles are used in roof
ing common buildings. In Pekin the
palaces and some of the temple build
ings are tiled with glazed yellow tiles,
having a very brilliant effect in the

dull gray color, and hence the somber
gray tint of walls and buildings
throughout the country. The fuel em
ployed by the Chinese brickmakers is
straw and not coal. Nevertheless,
Chinese bricks are very durable, hard
and compact in structure. Their color
is not owing to any peculiarity of the
soil of the alluvial plains throughout
China, which is not very well adapted
for brickma king purposes, on account of
containing lime this is proved by the

ore of their temples and other build
ings bear the date, the place of their
manufacture and more frequently the
name of the building they are intended
for, in this respect reminding us of the
marks on the ancient Egyptian bricks.
Being of a very fine even texture,
bricks and tiles are easily planed so as
to join very closely. They are also
easily sculptured to form the great va
riety of ornamental work found over
their doors or inner apartment walls.
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ROOF COVERINGS FROM AN ENGLISH STANDPOINT.

THE
consideration of a roof depends in
some measure upon the standpoint
from which it is viewed. The roofing

materials used in this country aresomewhat
peculiar to it

,
and the same is to be said of

any other country. Accordingly, when an
English engineer or mechanic visits this
country he is very apt to see much that is

curious to him in our roofing methods.
Again, when one of our roofers goesabroad
he encounters many things which are
worthy of note and which he is eager to
describe to his fellows upon his return. The
discussion of roofing theoretically, also the
esthetical consideration of the topic, may
proceed from as many different stand
points as the consideration of different
materials used. In a recent issue of the
London Building News we find the follow
ing article on roofs and roof coverings,
written entirely from a London stand
point. It contains much that will interest
our readers, notwithstanding that it does
not deal to any great extent with those
materials with which they are most fa
miliar :

In actual execution the roof, of course,
precedesthe roof covering ; but in working
out a design it is frequently the covering
which decides the shape of the roof. When
once settled, it fixes at least the lower limit
for the pitch, and it may even have an in
fluence on the question of hips or gables.
In olden times this influence was marked.
In many districts hip tiles were scarcely to
be had ; lead hips were too costly for com
mon use, and nips made up with slates
and mortar were both unsightly and in
secure. This difficulty has long since
vanished. Facilities for transit are, from
one point of view, even too great. Ma
terials can be so readily taken from place
to place that local peculiarities in build
ing are tending to die out.
One roof covering which is dear to paint
ers, though hardly dignified enough for
their architectural brethren, is thatch.
The recent destruction by fire of a thatched
village in the South of England will not
help to commend it

,

even for cottage
roofs, to the practical man. Yet, apart
from its pleasant associations and its home
like look, it has merits of its own. Sir
Epicure Mammon, in the Alchemist, when
he is scheming to strip the lead from the
churches and turn it into gold, proposes to
put thatch instead, and remarks, truly
enough, that thatch will lie light upon the
rafters. And it is not only remarkable for
lightness, but for warmth. In the hands
of a clever workman all kinds of forms can
be produced in it— gables, hips, valleys,
and almost everything but gutters. In the
Eastern counties it was brought to great
perfection, because reeds were abundant,
and were used instead of straw.

OAK SHINGLES.

The use of oak shingles is almost con
fined to spires and fiechit, and there they
may be made extremely effective. If well
seasoned and selected, they are durable;
where there is a proper lightning con
ductor they run little risk of taking fire ;

and in a certain class of work, usually
unpretending, though refined, their color
and texture are invaluable. A shingled
spire in a freestone county looks, per
haps, a little out of place, though one old
example at least, and by no means a bad
one, may be found in Lincolnshire. On

a wooden turret, however, shingles form
an ideal covering. They enable the
feature to be completed in the same ma
terial in which it is begun, and there is a

charm in unity, although fortunate acci
dentsmaymake evenpatchiness attractive.

Shingles, too, from their smallness, are in
valuable in giving "scale." The chief
objection to them is their cost. This,
when the modern contractor is asked to
give an estimate for them, turns out to be
surprising. Perhaps the reason is that
they are so seldom called for. If a country
carpenter here and there, in districts
where oak is cheap, would make a spe
cialty of these roofs, he might advance his
own interests, and they might be less ex
pensive and less exceptional than they now
are.

(illAY SLATE.

The nearest approach in effect to oak
shingles is produced by excessively small
and rather thick gray slates, such as still
remain on a few old houses at Penzance.
The architect who has not seen these
houses or something like them can hardly
imagine how much beauty is to be got out
of slating. Here it is used close to the sea
for wall coverings as well as for roof cov
erings. The artistic objections to slat
ing are its even, mechanical surface and
its want of tone and texture. In West
moreland green slating these objections
are more or less removed. The slates are
thick, to begin with. Then they vary in
size, diminishing in courses as they rise
from the eaves to the ridge. The color is

a pleasant one, and the surface is broken
up by the well marked and somewhat
rough edges of the slates. The misfortune

is that Westmoreland slates are too ex
pensive for ordinary use. But the old
cottages of Devon and Cornwall show us
how we may get all the artistic qualities
of Westmoreland slating, except its color,
out of some of the commonest and cheap
est slates that are anywhere to be had.

SIZE OF SLATE.

First of all, the size of the slate in general
was very small indeed. Next, it often
varied in different courses, somewhat as it

does in Westmoreland slating. The olden
slater took his slates as they came, and they
did not cometo him all sorted to one size,as
they come to his successor of to-day.
Neither did he try to reduce them all to the
same gauge. He was a man, with such
rudiments of artistic talent in him as most
men have, or used to have, by nature. He
was not a machine, like the typical modern
workman, trying to do, by the imperfect aid
of hands and arms, things which could be
done much better and more regularly by the
unerring assistanceof wheels and pinions.
Hence he put his mind into his slating; he
fitted here, and contrived there and con
sidered how this part would look and how
that part would keepout theweather. Along
with his small slates, a few larger ones
reached him. He did not cut them up
to match the others, because he had a use
for them elsewhere. If his roof had hips, he
worked themin there, onebig slate ranging,
sometimes with two, sometimeswith three,
or four, or even five of the smaller courses.
If his roof had gables, he worked them into
the verges just in the sameway, and so he
was able tomake the vergesoverhang more,
and protect the walls from the weather.
Again, wherehis roof abutted against awall
or a chimney, he first tilted it up well, to
throw the water off, away from the rubble
or the masonry. Then he covered the
junction with a carefully executed filleting
of lime and hair, or mastic, in lieu of lead,
and over this he found a place for some of
his strongest and most durable slates of
medium size. The use of these was to
prevent the water, which was sure to run
down the masonry in stormy weather, from
finding its way into the house through

crevices at the back of the plaster filleting.
To accomplish this he built them in like
steps, each 10 inches or 12 inches long,
and 3 inches or 4 inches in projection, a
little way above the raking line which the
roof forms against the wall. As the water
ran down the face of the work, it reached
these stepped slates, and could not pass
them. Consequently it either ran over
their edges and on to the roof at a safe
distance beyond the filleting, or it just
dropped from one projecting slate to the
next, until it got down to the eaves. This
was the old-fashioned substitute in cot
tages, and sometimes even in parts of
churches, for lead flushings, step flushings
and soakers. It cost lessand lasted longer.

THE USB OF TILES.

The intense ugliness, flatness and mo
notony of most modern slating have driven
our architects to the use of tiles. Now
tiles do have some texture, some solidity,
some play of light and shade over them,
however mechanically they may be laid.
With plain tiles the courses cannot be
much more than 4 inches wide, and so the
"scale" of a building does not suffer by
them as it does by slates of the sizes now
customary. Plain tiles, too, are not abso
lutely flat, and their slight curvature gives
variety of tone and softness of effect.
The modern slater cannot appreciate
the beauty of a quietly and delicately di
versified surface, and if he is not allowed
to do worse, be is likely at the least to put
into one mass all the tiles which you are
introducing to get a little play of color, so
that he can go on with his even, mechan
ical task, and rejoice at having got rid of
them. There are places, of course, where
patterns may be welcomed. Here, in Eng
land, we seldom find them in such places ;

though we see them often where they
would be far better away. But some of
the French churches show what can be
done, when that sort of doing is desirable,
with both unglazed and glazed tiles of
the richest colors.

PATENT TILE.

Ornamental ridge tiles are dear to the
speculative builder. Like tile patterns,
there is a right place for them ; but that
place is not where he puts them. Some 25
years ago a crop of patent tiles sprang up.
They were on the pantile system, or on
various modifications of it

,

and some of
them were clever; but the weak point in
all of these was that the roof covering was
only one tile thick, so that if there was a

crack or a flaw in any tile the water came
through at once. For the same reason,
roofs covered with them were very liable
to injury by workmen, and the result is

not only that they are little used in new
buildings, but that they have even been
removed from older ones. Roman tiles,
which have a separate covering piece over
the vertical joints, are stronger, and less
liable to injury; but English architects
have found it difficult to get them prop
erly made. And all these specimens of
the pantile type have such a marked and
distinctive character of their own that
they either jar with or overpower most
architectural details.

It is reported that a white pine tree
which was prostrated by a storm near
Merrill, Wis., was found to be 200feet
in length and 45 inches in diameter at
the stump. This is interesting in that
trees of this kind are seldommore than
170feet high.
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The Boston " Code."
The Code of Practice presented on
this page in the last issue was prepared
by a committee of the Master Builders'
Association of Boston, and has been
since adopted without any radical
changes.
Article II has been changed so that
the principal contractor is not obliged
to notify more than the lowest bidder
of the award.
The following clause has been added
as

ARTICLE VI.
SUBMISSIONOFBIDSBY SUB-CONTRACTORS.

Sub-contractors in submitting bids to
principal contractors should inclose them
in the envelopesprepared by this associa
tion and kept on hand tor the useof sub-
bidders,or should indorse the envelopesin
which they are inclosed in such manner
that principal contractors may know
whomthebidsarefrom, whatportion of the
work they comprehend,and theparticular
building they apply to.
Sub contractors who fail to so inclose
and indorse their bidscannot claim protec
tion or redressunder the first article of this
Code.

Article VII has been changed to
read as follows :

OBLIGATIONOF SUB-CONTRACTORTO
PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR.

Should a subcontractor refuse to con
tractat theamount of the estimatehe has
given to a principal contractor who has
used the said estimate in good faith, he
then shouldbe liable to the said principal
contractor for damagesin amountnot less
than the differencebetweentheamountof
theestimatewhich was submittedby him
andtheamountat which theprincipal con
tractor may be obliged to contract the
work.
Payment of such damageswill not re
lieve the sub-contractor from liability to
disciplineunder provisionsof Article X of
theby-lawsof this association.

The following has been added to the
last clause :
Sub-bids should be given only to the
principal contractors who are estimating
thework in question,and shouldnot be left
with architectsor ownersfor the inspection
and information of principal contractors.
Sub-contractorsmustunderstandthat bids
thus left with architects or owners are in
great danger of losing their confidential
character, and that if they so leave them
they cannot claim protection or redress
under the first article of this'code.
The code provides for an envelope
in which all bids are to be sealed up
and presented to the general contractor
or the architect. The form on the
face of the envelope is as follows :

7 a. m. to 12.30p. m., less half an hour for
breakfast. Where artificial light is not
provided no reduction to be made when
mencannotseethe full time.

The wages for each branch of the
trade are fixed in joint agreement the
same as are the working rules, and
cannot be changed without six months'
notice from either side.
In the general rules are certain
specific clauses which affect only one
branch of the trade, but are included
in the regulations which are subscribed
to as a whole by the various trades
concerned. Apprentices under these
rules are given three months' trial be
fore they are indentured and if satis-
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Copies of the full Code will be sent
to any exchanges, which may desire
the same.

Foreign Methods.
The value of having some form of
agreement between employers and
workmen for the adjustment of ques
tions at issue between the two is rec
ognized by all, and joint agreement
under some form of organization is
constantly extending. A copy of the
working rules of the building trades
of the Liverpool and Birkenhead (Eng
land) District shows that much the
same conditions prevail as those advo
cated by the National Association of
Builders. The employers and work
men acting together through their or
ganizations fix all the conditions under
which building operations are con
ducted. The rules which went into op
eration on June 1 for 1894show the
hours of labor for all branches of the
trade to be uniform and to be as fol
lows during the various months of the
year :

HOURSOF WORK.

The ordinary hours of work for the
months of March, April, May, June, July
August, Septemberand October shall be
50hoursper week,apportionedas follows :
On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs
day and Friday, from 7 a. m. to 5.30p. m.,
less half an hour for breakfast and one
hour for dinner, and on Saturday from 7
a.m. to 12.30p. m , less half an hour for
breakfast. And for thefour Winter months,
viz.: November, December,January and
February, the ordinary hours of work shall
be473.5hoursper week,apportionedas fol
lows : On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, from 7 a. m. to 5
p. m., lesshalf an hour for breakfast and
onehour for dinner, and on Saturday from

factory are then bound for a period of
five years. The rules affecting the
number of apprentices to which each
employer is entitled are not included
in the working rules.
Those portions of the regulations af
fecting the creation of boards of arbi
tration and conciliation are as follows:

PUBLIC COURT OF ARBITRATION.

The Court shall consistof six of theTrade
Employers and six Working Tradesmen,
who shall hase power to come to terms
and whose decision shall be binding
on bothparties ; but if unable to agree,it
shall be referred to an Umpire who shall
have been previously mutually agreed
upon, who shall act as sole referee, and
whosedecisionshall be the decisionof the
Court, and shall beequally binding on both
parties.

BOARD OF CONCILIATION.

That a Board of Conciliation be formed,
consistingof four employersand four oper-
tives of the trade affected, to whom any
questionmay be referred asto the spirit of
theserules, upon theirinfringementor their
interpretation : and that a decisionof a ma
jority of suchBoard shall bebinding on all
parties concerned.

These working rules are subscribed
to by the Master Builders' Association
representing all the various special
trades on the one hand and by the
carpenters aid joiners', bricklayers,
masons, plasterers, plumbers, paint
ers and plasterers' laborers' societies
separately on the other hand. The
rules include agreements besides those
mentioned, regarding meal hours,
starting times, overtime, country jobs,
payment of wages, hot water, lock up
places, etc., notice of dismissal, time
sheets, workmen's responsibility for
tools and plant, authority of employers
and boundaries.
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A Model Warehouse.

A warehouse embodying a number
of interesting features, viewed from
the standpoint of the architect and
builder, is now in progress of erection
in Chicago from plans drawn by Frank
B. Abbott of that city. The building
will be as nearly fire proof as possible
and in its make-up the floors consist of
steel beams embedded in cinder con
crete, which in turn rests upon corru
gated iron arches. The concrete is 5
inches deep in the shallowest part and
has a Portland cement top, finished
like a cement sidewalk. The roof is of
the same construction. The building
covers an area 113x 172 feet in size
and is 5 stories and basement in hight,
built upon isolated piers. The struct
ure has a division wall in the center
dividing it into two equal parts, each
having its own elevator and stairway
shaft.

New Publications.

Pipe and Vacuum Valve; Horizontal
Boilers; Miscellaneous; Heating Room
from Kitchen Boiler; Radiators Heated
from Coils in Stoves. The table of
contents gives all the different articles
in the book, while at the back is
a full alphabetical index, so that no
difficulty will be experienced in refer
ring to any topic which is treated. The
book is well printed, and engravings
are found on nearly every page clearly
illustrating the different subjects.

Architects' Directory fob 1834. Size,
5 x ti>'4inches; 128pages; bound in
board covers. Published by William T.
Comstock. Price, $1.
This little work, as its name indi
cates, contains a list of the architects
in the United States and Canada,
classified by States and towns, with
the architectural associations to which
they belong indicated against each
name. The publisher has prepared
the list with great care in order to se
cure accuracy, both of names and lo
cations, and has incorporated in the
volume a classified list of prominent
dealers and manufacturers of building
materials and appliances. In giving
architects' names, the membership in
the architectural societies is indicated
by figures in brackets following each
name : 1, indicating membership in
the American Institute of Architects ;
2, the Architectural League of New
York; 3, Architectural Society En
gineers, Architects and Surveyors ; 4,
Architectural Association of Southern
California, and so on, there being 37
societies, associations, &c., repre
sented.

Kitchen Boiler Connections. A Selec
tion of Practical Letters and Articles
Relating to Water Backsand Range Boil
ers. Compiled from TheMetal Worker.
Size 6x9 inches; 129pages; bound in
cloth. Published by David Williams,
96-102Reade street, New York. 1894.
Price $1.

The title page of this volume clearly
indicates the scope of its contents. It
is a work that has been called forth
more especially by the demands of the
plumbing and heating trade. For many
yearspastthecorrespondentsof TheMetal
Worker have frequently asked questions
concerning kitchen boilers, and these
inquiries have covered the widest range
of topics related to this one subject.
In addition to the reprinting of the in
quiries and answers as they appeared in
The Metal Worker, have alsobeen added
introductory sections, and, where.neces
sary, short articles on the different
topics have been prepared so as to make
the treatment of the subject complete.
The book is divided into two parts : the
first on Water Backs and Boilers and
Their Connections, and the second on
Heating Rooms from Range Boilers. A
good idea of the scope of the work may
be gathered from the 11 chapter head
ings, which are as follows: Water
Backs and Their Connections; Boiler
Construction, Operation and Connec
tions ; Circulating Pipe ; Multiple Con
nections; Double Boilers; Difficulties
Met with in Everyday Practice ; Relief

Hendrices' Architects and Builders'
Guide and Contractors' Directory
or America por the Years 1894-95.
Size 7 x 10%inches; 709pages;bound in
board covers, witb gilt side and back
title. Published by Samuel E. Hendricks
Company. Price, 65.

This work, as its name indicates, is
a directory of the construction indus
tries of the country, and is issued for
the use of builders, contractors, manu
facturers and dealers in all kinds of
building supplies. The work has been
compiled with a great deal of care, and
while the publishers do not claim it to
be absolutely correct, it is probably the
most complete directory of the kind
now before the public. It contains
over 170,000names, addressesand busi
ness classifications, comprising build
ers aud contractors of material and
construction in the building and kin
dred industries. There are also lists
of makers of and dealers in everything
employed in the manufacture of ma
terial and apparatus used in these in
dustries, from the raw material to the
finished article and from the producer
to the consumer. Some of the larger
industries, such as carpenters, con
tractors and builders, for example,
number over 57,000; masons aud build
ers' materials, such as cement, lime
and plaster, nearly 3000; common
brick manufacturers, over 8000; sash,
doors aud blinds, nearly 3000; stone
producers, workers and dealers, nearly
2000, of which over 800 represent
operators of quarries ; masons and
builders, over 5600; roofers of all
kinds, over 4600; brick concerns who
manufacture pressed, fire, enameled,
paving brick, &c., appear under sepa
rate headings and number about 1600;
plumbers, gas and steam fitters, over
9000; steam and hot water heating con
tractors, over 2000; hot air furnace
dealers, 2000. A comprehensive index,
arranged alphabetically, renders refer
ence easy and shows, among other
things, that all trades are well classi
fied, first under a general heading and
then each particular kind under sepa
rate headings, such as engineers' sup
plies, boiler makers, heaters of all
kinds and heating specialties ; plumb
ers' supplies and specialties ; slate of
all kinds ; cement of all kinds, whether
imported or domestic ; radiators and
radiator appliances ; fire proof build
ing materials and specialties : roofing
tile of all kinds and shapes ; sheet
metal goods of everj description ; glass
of all kinds ; pumps ; art and fire tile,
and everything made from iron, brass
and bronze which enters into the con
struction of a building.

It is interesting to note that a large
Gothic palace is being constructed in
Venice, for the reason that no palace
of any kind has been built in that city
for the last 150 years and no Gothic
palace for over 400 years. The work
of destruction, however, has been in
progress, and since the time of Na
poleon it is estimated that 200 or 300
palaces have been demolished. A
change seems, however, to have come
over the " Queen of the Adriatic,"
and of late years its property has been
advancing in value, and much im
provement has taken place in the res

toration of old and decaying palaces
by private hands and ancient build
ings by the Government, and now it is
said that not only has a period of res
toration set in, but one of construction
has commenced. The Gothic palace
re 'erred to is pure in style and is lo
cated on the Grand Canal, opposite
the Grand Hotel. It has a frontage of
118feet and covers about 1000 square
yards, and will cost about $80,000.
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New Home of New York Clearing House.

By the time this issue of the paper
reaches many of our readers the corner
stone will have just been laid of a struct
ure which, inmany ways, will prove in
teresting to visiting builders. We re
fer to the new home of the New York
Clearing House, which is to occupy a
site about 94 x 87 feet on Cedar street
in this city. The structure has been
designed by R. W. Gibson, and is to
be of white marble in the Italian
Renaissance style of architecture. The
front is to be three stories in hight,
the first story being 20 feet, the second
story 25 feet and the third 20 feet,
with a domed roof of 20 feet more,
making the upper cornice about 75
feet from the sidewalk. An interest
ing feature of the building, from an
architectural standpoint, is the treat
ment of the front. The two lower
stories are somewhat on the Corin
thian order, and the first story windows
extend almost from column to column,
with a projecting balustrade cornice.
The second story windows are nar
rower and have semicircular arches
upon special pilasters. Over these the
main cornice is broken around each
column, so as not to obstruct the en
trance of light to the rooms within.
At the third story are panels separated
by statues on pedestals. The panels
are broad carvings of the national,
city and State coats of arms and mask
windows for the ventilation of the
third story. The entrances to the
building are by porches at each end of
the facade. The first floor of the build
ing will be occupied by a bank, the
offices including 8000 feet of floor
space. On the second floor will be the
administration offices of the Clearing
House, while the third story, which is
reached by a continuation of the prin
cipal stairway, will be the exchange or
clearing room, 60feet square, with two
wings, making its greatest length 80
feet. The ceiling will be a dome ris
ing 25 feet above the walls. It will be
paneled in fire proof stuff in Renais
sance style and the walls will have
pilasters of the Corinthian order sup
porting the cornice and dome. At the
rear of the clearing room will be a sec
tion of the building divided into three
stories, one floor containing dining
rooms for officers and clerks, the next
the kitchen and janitor's dining rooms
and the other the janitor's private
rooms. Another feature of this build

ing is found in the fact that while
located in one of the busiest and moat
crowed sections of the city it is de
tached from adjacent structures.

Electric Ventilation.

Properly speaking, this is mechan
ical ventilation effected by electricity
as a motive power. Oo where one
will, small fan blowers driven by elec
tricity are now a familiar object.
These have rendered life in banks,
stores, restaurants and even private
dwellings far more endurable in sultry
weather than was formerly the case.
So far, the electric current for driving
these fans is for the most part taken
directly from wires used for lighting
and other purposes. Some, however,
are driven by battery power, and as
the storage battery becomes gradually
improved it will more and more be
used for this and similar purposes.
The storage battery, while not yet ful
filling the promise it seemed to hold
out when first introduced, is yet con
stantly advancing in usefulness. Elec
tric ventilation, like electric lighting,
has come to stay. The heating and
ventilating trade, not only by this in
novation but also in other ways, is
becoming more related with electrical
engineering as time advances. By the
use of electricity, low pressure steam
heating and mechanical ventilation
can often be advantageously carried
out together. When this is done a
skilled engineer may be dispensed with
who would otherwise be necessary to
attend an engine and boiler for driving
the fans.

Trades School at Elmira Reformatory.

The Eighteenth Year Book of the
New York State Reformatory at El
mira, which has recently been issued,
contains a great deal of interesting and
valuable matter relative to the tech
nological department of that institu
tion. Taken as a whole, it is probably
one of the largest trade schools yet
established and embraces in its various
divisions over 120,000 square feet of
floor surface. During the year under
review instruction was given in 34
different trades, with a total attend
ance of 1804. Prominent among these
trades, in alphabetical order, may be
mentioned boat building, bricklaying,
cabinetmaking, carpentry, frescoing,
hardwood finishing, pattern making,
plastering, plumbing, stone cutting,
tinsmithing, wood carving, wood turn
ing and mechanical wood working,
The school is divided into six groups,
in accordance with the character of
the studies followed —namely, wood
working and finishing, metal working,
constructive and fitting, domestic,
decorative and liberal and typograph
ical and bibliopegic. The largest class
in the school is that devoted to carpen
try, it having an average following of
some 130 pupils, and occupies a floor
space of 10,000square feet. The course

includes 18 numbers, beginning with
the use of the saw, plane, carpenter's
saw and chisel, and following with in
struction in the making of mortises
and tenons, halving joints, making
miter joints, miter frames, window
and door frames, house framing, lay
ing sills, setting studding, bridging
floor joists and partitions, setting win
dow and door frames, installation of
roofs, laying shingles and putting on
cornices. This work is not performed
in miniature, but is carried out in
full proportions. The carpentry class
proper contains 62 working benches,
each accommodating two men, and
each provided with a complete outfit
of tools necessary for the proper ex
ecution of the work. The repair shop
carries such machinery as the planer,
rip and cut off saws, band saws, shap-
ers, boring machines and buzz planer.
In the cabinetmaking class there are
48 cabinet benches and some 1100tools
in use. In the wood turning class the
uses of the various tools employed
first receive attention, and when the
pupils become proficient in handling
them, they are assigned to work which
puts this knowledge into practice.
The classes in each branch of trade
are described at considerable length in
the Year Book, while some of the en
gravings, made direct from photo
graphs, show the class rooms and
pupils at work.

Hot Water Heating.

The hot water method of house heat
ing is undoubtedly growing in popu
larity, both with the people and the
dealers all through the country. Some
idea of the extent can be gained from
a well defined impression that exists
that one half of the radiation turned
out by the manufacturers last year was
for use with hot water. Preparations
in a number of foundries this year
have been made to supply a large de
mand for radiators for hot water use,
both direct and indirect. People who
have experienced difficulty in heating
some rooms readily accept hot water
as a means of heating, when it is ex
plained that the radiator will be hot
and throw off its heat in the apartment
where it is located, no matter from
what quarter the wind blows. Though
all fitters are not as successful as they
would like to be in installing hot water
plants, the principle of the circulation
of hot water is readily grasped and the
details of the pipe fitting can be learned
much easier than the apportioning of
the proper amount of surface for a
given room.

Combination Heating.

From the use of an ordinary pipe
coil in the fire pot of a furnace there
have sprung many devices for heating
water to be circulated through radia
tors for warming rooms which are
otherwise heated by a furnace with
difficulty. Some trouble has been ex
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perienced in getting the water heater
properly proportioned to the air heat
ing capacity of the furnace, or in con
necting just the right amount of radi
ation with it to get a satisfactory
quantity of hot air without boiling
the water. Such satisfaction has at
tended the use of these apparatus that
this method of heating is growing
rapidly in popularity. One of the
taking features is that a positive heat
is afforded by the radiators and a posi
tive change of air is the result of the
constant inflow of hot air from the
registers. As in many other branches
of domestic engineering the authorities
do not agree as to the best methods of
installation. Some say that the lower
floors of the building should be heated
by hot air and the upper floors by the
radiators, while others hold that a
radiator and register should be placed
in each room to secure satisfactory
results. With the first method there
is somepossibility of the rooms warmed
by radiators becoming overheated when
the furnace is fired strong enough to
keep those heated by hot air comfort
able. With the latter method strong
firing cannot produce such an effect.
The installation of the double system
is, however, more expensive.

Civic Federation.

An organization known as the Civic
Federation has been formed in Chicago
for the purpose of promoting reform
and improvement in various directions.
The organization is described as "A
non-partisan, non-sectarian association,
inviting the co-operation of all the
forces that are now laboring to advance
themunicipal, philanthropic, industrial
and moral interests of Chicago." The
membership is composed of the best

citizens of the city, and includes in

executive positions such names as Mar

shall Field, Franklin Mac Veagh, Miss
Ada C. Sweet, O. P. Gifford, Cyrus
McCormick, Mary M. Willmarth, Vic
tor Lawson, A. C. Hesing, and many
others. The following standing com

mittees have been formed : Ways and

Means, Municipal, Industrial, Philan
thropic, Morals, Educational, and Po
litical, and it is proposed to prosecute
an active reform in these various

branches of the city's need. The In
dustrial Committee has invited sug

gestions and advice from persons

known to be interested in such mat
ters all over the country. The federa

tion contemplates holding a conference

some time in the later fall on the gen
eral subjects of arbitration and con

ciliation. It is proposed that prom
inent people who have studied these

subjects should attend, and that the

cenference should last two days ; the

first to be devoted to discussions of

such industrial disputes as might be

properly controlled by national legis

lation ; and the second day to be given

up to discussion by experienced per

sons representing both employer and
workman, as to the best method of ar

bitrating the differences so frequently

arising between the two. All move
ments of such substantial character as

this must result in some good, and the .

general publicity given to the practical
opinions of experienced men on these
subjects cannot fail to be beneficial.
The officers are : Lyman J. Gage, presi
dent; Bertha Honore Palmer, first vice-
president ; John J. McGrath, second
vice-president ; Ralph M. Easley, sec
retary, and Edward S. Dreyer, treas-

$615,000. The successful design will
receive a prize of $3150, and $2100 will
be divided among the next four designs.
It is understood that the Khedive is
particularly anxious to get designs from
Americans.

The New Planters' Hotel.

Organization.

BY W. H. SAYWARD.

The true function of organization is
to reconstruct. Notwithstanding the
fact that the practical operation of or
ganizations appears in many instances
to be destructive, the purpose which
underlies it is to improve by doing
away with unjust conditions. It is
often the case, however, that the con
ception of what constitutes unjust
conditions by those who form organi
zations is untenable and illogical ;
but nevertheless the whole object is
the betterment of a class or condition,
and out of every mistake of policy or
action wisdom is gained by which the
next crisis is more truly understood
and correctly solved. It is self-evident
that organization is the result of the
conviction of a certain number of per
sons that conditions by which they are
surrounded need improvement, and
that they can be most surely improved
by united action. If the methods
adopted for securing the desired im
provement seem crude or inefficient
the fact is evidenced that the convic
tions of the individuals who form the
organization are crude and inefficient
as to methods of Improvement. The
methods adopted by an organization
are but the expression of the opinions
of the individuals of which it is com
posed. The value of organized effort
is unquestionable and plain, for crude
though its methods may be, the indi
viduals would never know the crudity
of their opinions without giving them
expression in operation, and organ
ization offers this needed expres
sion. The individual may have the
utmost faith in the truth of his con
victions, but, alone, he is unable to
put them to the test ; community of
action enables the test to be made, and
the truth or falsity to be demon
strated. Thus, out of the efforts of
organization, the individual is fur
nished the proof of his wisdom or error
in matters thus involved. From the
united action of one part of a com
munity, all the other parts are given a
knowledge of the position and beliefs
of those who form the part which has
acted in unison. But for organization,
all the members of one branch of the
building trades, for example, might go
on indefinitely enduring conditions
which they believed to be unjust, but
which they, acting as individuals,
would be powerless to correct. The
conditions existing in the building
trades which need reconstruction are
the outgrowth of long years of neglect
and half action involving many com
plex problems, and it is not possible to
suppose that they can be reconstructed
in a day ; for it is only by long, hard
experience that the mistakes and errors
of belief can be proven and the justice
of relationships involved made plain.
An organization should be as conscien
tious in its methods of reconstruction
as an individual should be in dealing
with his fellows, for proper organiza
tion is simply a great composite indi
vidual.

United States Consux-Genebal
Penfield. at Cairo, has informed the
StateDepartment that theEgyptian Gov
ernment has issuedaninvitation to archi
tects in general to submit designs for a
museum to be built at Cairo at a cost of

In the latter part of September the
new Planters' Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.,
which was recently completed and
furnished at a cost of about $2,000,000,
was formally opened for business.
The original plans were drawn by
H. G. Isaacs, but, before the ground
was broken, Isaac S. Taylor was ap
pointed architect of the work. The
first step toward building the hotel
was taken in March, 1892, so that
nearly two and a half years have been
occupied in building and furnishing.
The structure is fire proof throughout,
and contains 400sleeping rooms. The
actual street frontag-t is 280 feet, but
the introduction of two courts in
creases the actual frontage above the-
second story to 780 teet, so that nearly
every one of the 400 rooms is a front
room. The structuie is ten stories in
hight, with a half story above, which
is used for the apartments of waiters
and help. The skeleton frame was
adopted in the construction of the-
hotel, and upward of 5,000.000pounds
of iron and steel were used in the
framework. There are said to be 140
columns used to support each story,
and the entire floors are held up by
steel beams and girders. A large pro
portion of the outside work of the first
and second story fronts is in Ohio
granite, the remaining eight stories
being of light colored granite brick,
with cut stone trimming. The summit
of the tenth story is 148feet above the
sidewalk, and is finished with a copper
cornice. Molded brick are used around
the main openings in the fronts, and
the rooms on the eight upper stories-
have oriel windows. The third floor,
as well as those above it, consists of
three L's, forming two courts, which
run 76 feet into the building. Each L
is intersected by a corridor running
east and west, and they are connected
by a longer corridor running some 200*
feet north and south. There are 15
private bathrooms on each of the eight
upper floors, these being finished with
marble wainscoting and tile floors. In
the finish of the rooms a different bard-
wood has been used on every floor,
producing a pleasing variety. In the
general decoration of the rooms con
trast rather than harmony has been'
studied, and no set of rooms is exactly
the same in decoration and color.

Copying Drawings.

A new method of copying drawings,
said to be useful when a few copies
only are wanted, has been brought out
in Paris. The apparatus consists of a
shallow zinc tray, in which is con
tained a smooth, jelly-like, cream-col
ored substance, resembling in some de
gree partially solidified flour paste.
The drawing to be copied is made with
a special ink. As soon as it is dry it is
turned face downward on the contents
of the tray. The back of the drawing
is then rubbed over with the hand.
The sheet is then lifted up, leaving
much of the ink transferred to the
substance in the tray. A sheet of clean
paper now tabes the place of the draw
ing, and by rubbing it over gently
with the hand an accurate copy of the
original is obtained. With care, as
many as 100copies can be had. When
all that are needed have been taken,
the composition in the tray is washed
with a damp sponge and is then ready
for use again. The nature of the com
position is not yet known.
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COTTAGE AT GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

AN
attractive cottage, so designed
as to "provide a sleeping room
upon the first floor, is illustrated

in the engravings which we present
herewith and by the half-tone picture

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

which this month constitutes our sup
plemental plate. The drawings were
prepared by Andrew J. White, archi
tect, of Grand Rapids, Mich., and the
house was erected last year for George
W. Burbridge. The plans show five
principal rooms on the first floor, in
addition to which are a good sized hall
and bathroom. From the hall open the

parlor and dining room, with both of
which communicate the sitting room.
Beyond the sitting room is a sleeping
room, opening out of which is a closet
and the bathroom. The kitchen is di
rectly in the rear of the dining room
and communicates with it as well as
with the sleeping room. The rear stair
way occupies one corner of the
kitchen, one flight leading up to the
second floor and the other down to the
cellar.
On the second floor are four sleeping
rooms and what is designated as a
storeroom, although in reality it is a

This had been applied to cutting metal
on a small scale, as in the cutting en
gine, ever since the time of Dr. Hooke
— if, indeed, these early examples were
not more like circular files than saws.
Where or by whom the wood cutter's
saw was put into the form of a revolv
ing disk has not been recorded. It
found its way into this country about
1790,some say from Holland, and was
employed at Southampton and else
where in wood mills. Bentham greatly
contributed to the practical arrange
ments necessary to give it a convenient
form. He describes and claims the

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Cottageat Grand Bapids, Mich.—Andrew J. White, Architect.

rear hall. The front chamber has open
ing from it a modest dressing room,
into which opens a clothes closet.
From the architect's description we
learn that the joist and studding are
hemlock and the sheeting of pine. The
first story joist are 2 x 10inches, the
second story 2x8 inches, and the attic
joist 2x6 inches. The house has a
stone foundation and the cellar is 7 feet
in the clear.
The first floor, with the exception of
the kitchen and the bathroom, is fin
ished in red oak, while the second
floor, together with kitchen and bath
room, are finished in pine. The house
is heated by a furnice and there is a
coal grate in the sitting room. The
cost of the structure completed was
12650.

bench now universally used, with the
slit, parallel guide and sliding bevel
guide and other contrivances. Brunei
introduced a variety of ingenious and
novel arrangements, as well as the
mode of making large circular saws of
many pieces. Mr. Smart also contrived
series of sawing machines for making
canteens, cutting tenons, &c.

One of the most useful machine tools
that made its appearance at the end of
the eighteenth century, says an English
trade journal, was the circular saw.

Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the Supervising Archi
tect, Washington, D. C., until 2 o'clock
in the afternoon of October 12, 1894,
for all labor and materials required for
the excavation, foundations, basement
and area walls, basement columns and
I-beams, &c., of the first floor construc
tion, temporary drainage, &c., for the
United States Post Office Building at
Allegheny, Pa. Copies of the drawings
and specifications may be had at the
office of the Supervising Architect or
the office of the superintendent at Al
legheny.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Repairing a Boat.

From J. J. C, Some, Ga.—A fisher
man once discovered a hole in his boat,
and in measuring the opening he found
it amounted to 12inches square. The
only material he had at the time was a
piece of plank 9 x 16inches, and by
sawing it in two pieces he made good
the defect, the two pieces exactly fill
ing the hole. I would like to hear
from some of the readers of the paper

Jtepairing a Boat.— Fig. 1.— Shape of
Board with which the Leak was to be
Stopped.

and have them give a correct diagram
showing the way the board is cut.
► Note.—The question which our cor
respondent proposes is such a very old
one that we feel sure most of the read
ers are familiar with it from its pre
sentation in these columns long ago.
We, however, Rive place to it at this
time for the sake of those who are not
in possession of back volumes of the
paper. The piece of plank 9x16 inches
in size is indicated in Fig. 1 of the
diagrams, the irregular line indicating
the way in which the piece was cut in
order to stop the leak in the boat. The
two pieces weie then placed together
in the manner indicated in Fig. 2 of

Fig. 2.—The Way it was Gut to Serve
thePurpose.

the sketches, which, it will be seen,
gives a piece 12 inches square.

Self Supporting Barn Roof.

From D. P., Lawrenceville, HI. — In
another issue of the paper I may make
bold to show the readers how a gen
tleman farmer told me he would con
struct the roof of a barn if he were to
build another one. He said he would
adopt such a system of bracing a self
supporting roof as to entirely dispense
with posts, girders and braces in the
second story or hay loft. His object
was to have the loft perfectly clear, so
as to permit the free and easy use of
hay fork or other tools that are used,
I would ask my brother carpenters if
they have ever had any experience with
this novel mode of framing, and if so
to let us know the result.
Note.—We trust our correspondent
will send us the drawings referred to,
as we have no doubt a large class
among the readers will be interested
in the method of framing mentioned.

Roof Plan for a Store Building.
From G. H., Narrowsburg, N. Y.— In
the issue for October, 1893, "M. E.
G.," of San Anthony, Idaho, asks for
the plan of a roof for a store building
30 x 60 feet, the roof to be without
support in the center as the upper

and what I desire is that some of the
practical readers furnish a perspective.

Boring and Counter Boring.
From W. W. C, Port Oran, N. J.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building submit instructions as

7. 7T. Fas 3^ ROOFTIMBER

^/ CEILINGJOIST 1
'- \^

Roof Plan for Store Building.— Fig. 1.—Truss Intendedfor Supporting
the Greater Portion of the Roof.

story is to be used as a dancing hall.I send inclosed sketches, the first of
which, Fig. 1, represents the truss in
tended for supporting the greater por
tion of the roof and should be placed
about two-thirds the distance from

to the best mode of boring and counter
boring wood by the aid of the common
wood turning lathe, making mention
of the tools used and the manner of
employing them? Such information,
if it could be obtained, would be use-

Fig. 2
.—Truss for Supporting theLower Portion of the Roof.

the highest point. The remaining
portion of the roof can be supported by
the truss indicated in Fig. 2 of the
sketches.

A Woman's House Plan.
From B. T., Fairfield, Neb.—Will
you allow a woman just a little space
to present a statement of her needs ?

I have the floor plan of the house all
right, but I cannot decide on the ele
vations. I want the entire building,

ful to a great many of the readers'of
the paper.

Blue Printing Frame and] Hath
Tray.

From T. F., Eckhart, Md.—l have
been a reader of Carpentry and Build
ing since January, 1894, and find it is

a good monthly paper, as it gives de
signs and details of building and other
construction with plenty of good in
formation. I would like it if some of

A Woman'sHouse Plan.

including porch and veranda, under
one roof. The sketch which I send
shows the arrangement of the rooms,

the readers of the paper would give
me a design with details of a blue
printing frame and a bath tray.
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Double Windows.

From D. P., Lawreneeville, III— I
have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building for two years, and trust I will
continue to read it for several years to
come. My appreciation is kept up
with every issue. Without attempt
ing to detail the many salient features
of the journal, I will say, however,
that the Correspondence department is
an invaluable aid. Among the late
contributions I notice some pertaining
to double windows. I would like to
know how these are made. If the
writer who contributed the article, or
any one else, will give a plan, eleva
tion and cross section of double win
dows and frame, he will confer on me,
and I have no doubt on many others
as well, a great favor.

A mathematical Problem.

From William Cox, New York City.
—In reply to " Tjramp," Denver, Col.,I send the accompanying diagram and
explanation : Assume the diameter —
AB = AE - BE = 100 feet. The

a rule in mathematics, or if not, if any
one else has discovered a way as easy
asmine. The diagram shows that two-
thirds of the altitude of a triangle is
the distance to the common center. I
think the person who gave this problem
intended the answer to be 1800 feet.

understanding of this solution, but I
see no simpler method.

From E. K. F., Fowler, N. Y.—In
the June number " Tramp " of Denver
presents a problem for solution. Given
the three circles of equal diameter and
the area of the inclosed space a, equal
ling 130,860 square feet, we are re
quired to find the diameters of the cir
cles and the distance from the center
of each circle to the center of the space
a. Referring to the diagram, Fig. 3,
we have by drawing lines to connect
the centers of the circles the equilateral
triangle BCD, consisting of the sec
tors D F Q, Of C H and B F H plus the
space a. The area of this triangle is
equal to one-half the area of one of the
circles plus the area of the space a.
The area of the triangle BCD also
equals the line B G multiplied by the
line G C. Let x represent the radius

From E. P. B., Marion, Mass.—In
reply to " Tramp." in the June num
ber of the paper, I would say if he will
find the area of the triangle B D C,
Fig. 3, in terms of R (radius of circle),
and subtract the sum of the areas of
the sectors B H D,C H OandD F G.
also in terms of R, we will have a,
equals 130,680in terms of R. From it
we can find R. The area of B C D =
D Gx BG. D G - R and B G =
\'\ R>- R>= fTff = R V* = 1-732

R nearly.
Therefore the area is very nearly
equal to 1.732 iP. The angle B is 60 ,
so also is that at D and C, for the rea
son that the triangle is equilateral.
Therefore the area of the sector B F H
is one-sixth that of the circle, and the
sum of the areas of the three sectors is
one-half the area of either of the
circles. One half the area of the circle
_ 3.1416iP _ j 5708 £' &nd the areao

of o = 0.1612 iP = 130680square feet.

Fig. 1.—Diagram AccompanyingLetter
from Mr. Cox.

Fig. 2.—Solution Presentedby "C. A. N." Fig. 3.—DiagramContributedby "E. K. F.
and "E. P. B,"

A Mathematical Problem.—Diagrams Accompanying Lettersfrom Various Correspondents.

triangle A B E of Fig. 1 is equilateral ;
therefore the angle B A E = 60'. The
area of A B E = A g x 8ine 60° =

2
10,000y 0.866
2

= 4330square feet. The

center piece = area ABE less area of
half a circle with diameter A B =

area A
/A B> \BE- (-8- x 0.7854j =

4330 - 3927= 403 square feet.
Areas are proportionate to the square
of the sides ; therefore we have 403 :
130,680 :: 100' : x' = 3,242.680,and x =
1800 feet = diameter of the circles ;
then AO = A C sec.C A O = 900 x
1.1547= 1039feet.
I have not taken decimals into ac
count, but believe the above to be the
simplest solution.

From C. A. N., Ravenna, Ohio.— In
reply to "Tramp," whose mathemat
ical problem appeared in the June num
ber of the paper, I would say that the
diameters of the circles is 1800.4657-f-
feet, and the distance from the centers
of the circles to the center of the plat is
1039.4988-f- feet. The inclosed dia
gram, Fig. 2, makes it so plain that
any one can work it out and under
stand the reasons for so doing it. Let
x equal the diameters of the circles
and also the sides of the triangle

0.866025x2 0.7854 .»•*
2 r2

= 130,680.

In solving this I use a rule of my own
for finding the area of a triangle, and
would be glad to know if there is such

of one of the circles and we have the
equations :
Area of triangle = % (8.1416X*) +
130,860,or

= 1.5708a? + 130.860.
Area of triangle = V3 x* = 1.5708
x5+ 130,860,because in the triangle
B G C the perpendicular B G will be
equal to the square root of the differ
ence of the squares of the other two
sides. The hypotenuse B C = 2 C G,
or (2 x)

' - 4 x" — xa = 3 a:1, and
the area of the triangle equals the alti
tude multiplied by one-half the base
in the triangle BCD. Transposing
and changing signs we have :

1.73205x* — 1.5708x' = 130860
uniting 0.16125x' = 130860

x' = 810294.57
x = 900.

The diameter of the circle = 2 x, or
1800feet.

In the triangle BCD the bisectors
of the three angles meet in a point and
are of equal length ; therefore the tri
angles BaC, BoD and DoC are equal.
Therefore the area of the triangle BaC
is equal to one-third the area of the
triangle BCD, which equals 46753.5.
The altitude of the triangle equals the
area divided by one-half the base,
equals 517.6feet. The altitude of the
triangle B C D, or the line DaH, equals
1558.845feet.

1558.845— 517.6 = 1041.245

which is the distance from center of
circle to center of space a." Tramp " will need someknowledge
of both algebra and geometry for the

Now R1 equals very nearly 819669, so
that R equals very nearly 900.3, or
nearly 900 feet 3i£ inches. B G -
1.732 R = 1559.32+ feet, and as the
center of the space a is at tbe intersec
tion of the lines B G and C F, and C F
cuts B G at two-thirds its length from
the vortex of the triangle, the distance
fiomthe center of the circle to the
center of the space a will equal two-
thirds of BG, or two-thirds of 1559.32,
which is equal to 1039.54X feet.
Note.—We also have answers to the
problem from C. Pollmar, Petoskey,
Mich. ; " H. D.," New York City ; " E.
P.," Gloversville : "G. H.," Narrows-
burg, N. Y. ; "M. E. O'C.," Porter's
Mills, Wis.; "J. W. H.," Cleveland,
Ohio; "P. P. C." of Jenkintown, Pa.;
" G. W. S." of Detroit, Mich., and " C.
H. B." of Albany, N. Y.

A Smoky Fire Place.
From Edwin A. Jackson & Brother,
New York City. —May we not offer
some further suggestions on fire place
construction? In the June issue
"J. A. S." of Fairfield, Iowa, says
that half the fire places of his town
smoke. Fully one-half of the fire places
in the whole country smoke badly.
Now, as to the trouble with the one he
illustrates, and describes we would say
that in the first place the fire place
does not have a separate flue. Very
seldom will a fire burn well where the
flue does not run separate to the roof.
2. The flue, even though it were sep
arate, is too small. It should be 8 x 8
inches at least.
3. The fire place is too far out. giv
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ing the floe too much slant, and there
fore too much friction.
4. The throat is a long and tapering
one, and is not shaped as it shoo Id be.
On this point see Carpentry and Build
ing for February, 1891; also March,
1894.
5. The grate does not fit the fire place.
It is a mistake to have space between
the brick work and the grate, as this
causes eddies which check the draft
and make the grate to smoke.
6. There is too much brick work over
the front of the grate. You have here
about 9 inches, and smoke striking this
curls out into the room. To remedy,
or rather help, the matter, it is first
necessary to Imild up the fire place to
just fit the grate and cut the brick arch
on a slant. It will, however, never
work well with the flue construction.
Another mistake is the damper over the
grate. It is better to have the grate
open wide here, at least when a fire is
first started.
The question of overhanging brick
work is not well understood, and even
Mr. Kidder, whose article appears in

'//"it®, .,.,},;..,..:.;,.%%$&

A Smoky Fire Place.—Sectional View at
Throat of Fire Place.

the same issue, is wrong here. He
says, make your flue 8x8 inches or 8
x 12 inches and have a 4-inch wall on
the front, increasing this to 8 inches
around the fire place. What is the re
sult? The depth of flue 8 inches plus
the 8 inches of brick work plus about 2
inches for tiling gives 18 inches, as
shown in the accompanying sketch. A
grate seldom runs over 15 inches deep
and often not over 12. That requires
3 to 6 inch filling on the back of the
grate, and over the grate we have 10
inches dead space and 2 to 5 inches of
floe. Even where an 18-inch fire place
is used we have 10 inches dead space
and 8-inch flue. Smoke striking this
surface curls out into the room, usually
quite as much as into the flue. It is
better to have only 4 inches of brick
and 2 inches of tile, or a total depth of
14inches, of which the greater part is
open space—the flue. Where 8 inches
of brick is used, be sure it is cut on
a slant, running down to 4 inches or
les9.

Lumber Rales.

From W. I., Mount Vernon, N. Y.—
I notice in a recent issue a correspond
ent's inquiry as to the signification of
the figures on the rules used in lumber
yards. I naturally suppose that the
correspondent refers to the class of
rules known as "board" rules, which
when placed across a board give the
number of feet, board measure, that
are contained in it. A foot board
measure is equal to the quantity of
lumber contained in a piece 1 foot long,

1 foot wide and 1 inch thick, so it is
obvious that in a 1-inch plank the su
perficial area expressed in square feet
is equal to the number of board feet in
the plank. For purposes of measure
ment all boards are assumed tobel
inch in thickness and the rule is grad
uated upon this basis, and if lumber is

1893, pages 103-6: also May, 1893,
page 186, and March, 1894, page 58,
are found the principles for developing
the ogee hip rafter, except that better
results can be obtained in developing
angle curves by dividing the curved
line iDto equal parts instead of the
pitch or base line. But as I under-

Partial View of Lumber Rule Submittedby " W. I"

to be measured of thickness other than
that for whicb the rule is graduated,
the correct measure is found by multi
plying the number of feet as given by
the rule by the thickness of the lum
ber. The rule as generally constructed
has three or four lines of figures
running the length of it, one for
each length of lumber that the rule is
adapted to measure, this length being
shown in feet by the figure placed op
posite each scale under the head of the
rule. On referring to the sketch it
will be seen that the rule is graduated
for 12, 14 and 16 foot lumber, and
scales for the measurements of other
lengths are generally placed on the
opposite side of the rule. The distance
between the divisions on aDy one of
the different scales is found by divid
ing the number of square inches in a
square foot by the number of inches in
the length of the board. For instance,
in the scale for 16 foot lengths divid
ing 144, the number of square inches
in a square foot, by 192, the number of
lineal inches in a 16-foot board, gives
% inch as the width of a strip 16 feet
long that will contain 1 square foot, or
1 foot board measure, assuming the
lumber to be 1 inch thick. Thus the
divisions on the 16 foot scale should be
placed % inch apart, in the 14 foot *
inch is the proper division, and it will
be noticed for 12-foot lengths that the
divisions are even inches. When the
rule is placed across a board the num
ber on a scale corresponding to the
length of lumber measured nearest the
edge of toe plank gives the number of
feet in a piece of lumber. Thus, as
suming the length of the board shown
in the illustration to be 16 feet, the
rule shows that it contains 13 feet.

stand Mr. Hicks' idea was to do the
work of drawing and developing on
the rafter, the simplest way to develop
the pitch line would be as given by" J. A. S. of Portland. Ore., in the issue
for April, 1893. When I first read
the article by Mr. Hicks I thought the
principle wrong, but did not test it
until my attention was called to it by
the letter of " F. H. T." I think this
is a subject that needs airing, and so I
will help to do it.

Filing Hand Saws.
From D. P., Lawrenceville, III. —Why
does not some one tell the readers how
to file hand saws? The art of saw filing
is no mean acquisition, and the saw is
surely one of the most useful tools
there is. Yet no one says a word for it.
Note. — If our correspondent will
take the trouble to refer to the May
issue of Carpentry and Building for
1892,he will find an article by James
Francis on the care and use of saws,
in the perusal of which, we have no
doubt, he will be interested if not in
structed.

Pitch of Rooh.

From W. V. M., Tucson, Ariz.—
In reading Carpentry and Building for
May, 1894,I find an article by " H. P.

Development of an Ogee Hip
Rafter.

From H. H. P., Warehouse Point,
Conn. — In Carpentry and Building for
June, 1894, I notice a letter from " H.
D.," in reply to an attack made by " F.
H. T."of North Topeka, Kan., on a
method of developing the shape of an
ogee hip rafter in an article by I. P.
Hicks in the January number of 1898." H. D." says he feels obliged to de
fend the method and that it needs no
one to prove that it is correct. Permit
me to say to " H. D." that he is wrong
and " F. H. T." is right. The prin
ciples of the method are wrong. I can
not obtain the same result with both
methods, nor do I think " H. D." can.
I would like to have him send draw
ings to prove that it is correct. I
think, however, it is the business of
Mr. Hicks to do so, as he, I suppose,
was paid for the article in which the
method was described, and as the sub
scribers to the paper have an interest
in the matter would like to have him
prove the method correct. I would
send drawings but think Mr. Hicks
should do so, and will wait for him.
In Carpentry and Building for April,

X In.tothefoot

SketchIllustrating Pitch of Roofs Accord
ing to Ideas •/ " W. V. M."

C." of Prentice, Wis., in regard to the
pitch of roofs, in which I claim he is en
tirely wrong. I inclose a sketch demon
strating my ideas. I make the same
claim as "O. L. W.," Dallas, Texas,
that the pitch of a roof is a fractional
pirt of the span, or so many inches
rise for each foot of run of the rafter.
For example, if a building has a 24-
foot span, one-quarter pitch would be
6 feet rise, or 6 inches rise to 1 foot of
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run of rafter. The same rule applies to
all pitches. Thus : 6 inches to 1 foot is
one-quarter pitch, 8 inches to 1 foot is
one-third pitch, 12 inches to 1 foot is
one-half pitch and 16inches to 1foot is
two-thirds pitch. I will say that the
reason the degree plan will not work
from the horizontal to the perpendicu
lar is this : Pitches of roofs are deter
mined by a fractional part of the span
and by inches of rise to the foot of run
of the rafter, and the reason that a
one-half pitch is an angle of 45° is be
cause the rafter happens to form a
right angle, but it does not prove that

Mass. Permit me to say that the gauge
is not new, although he may have
thought so at the time he sent in his
letter. Put a fence on the device and
it is the old style of fillister. All the
same, it is very handy.

Plans for a Five-Room House.

From C. S. Fisher, Philadelphia,, Pa.
— I send drawings of a five-room house
in answer to the request of " A A. N.,"
Lafayette, Ind., which appeared in the
August issue of the paper. In regard
to the plans, permit me to state that a

represented in front and side elevations
in Fig. 1 of the accompanying illustra
tions. A section of the sideboard
taken on the line A B of Fig. 1 is pre
sented in Fig. 2 of the engravings.
The base has a solid top 66 x 26 inches
and 1 inch thick, a plan view being
presented in Fig. 2. The top frame is
made of \}-inch stuff with miter joint
in the front and dowel grooved and
tenoned at the back. The solid ends
are constructed as shown in Fig. 2 of
the cuts, being made of {j-ineh stock
with a J^-inch panel and cove molding
in the stiles and rails, as shown. The

Roof Plan.—Scale,1-l0bushto theFoot. Main Floor Plan.—Scale,1-1BInch to theFoot.

Plans for a Five-Room House.—front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

we must divide the 45° angle to find
other pitches. In the sketch which I
send it will be seen that only onepitch
coincides with the drawing of

" H. P.
C." Let some other nail driver step
in and determine who is right.

Building au Ice House.

From J. W., Longmont, Col.—l
would like some of the readers of Car

pentry and Building to tell me the
best way to build the walls of an ice
house and what is the best filling.
Sawdust is difficult to obtain in this
place.

Gauge for Rabbet Plane.

'"From. C. J. W.. Berkley, Fa.— In the
September number of the paper I no
tice a sketch of a rabbet plane contrib
uted by " E. S. C." of East Hampton.

closet can be placed under the stairs
opening into either the kitchen or the
dining room, and a bathroom could
be added between the bedroom and
kitchen if such changes should appear
to the owner desirable. The attic can
be used for storage purposes or as a bed
room. An examination of the floor
plan will show that every room is ac
cessible from the hull, which extends
nearly the length of the house, and
that each sleeping room has one or
more closets.

Design for a Sideboard.

From John Herzog, Saginaw, Mich.
—In reply to " L. J. F." of Chartly,
Mass., whose inquiry appeared in the
April issue of Carpentry and Building,
1 submit a design for a sideboard which
may prove interesting. It is intended
to bemade of quartered oak and it is

pilaster is glued inside, flush with the
front edge. The columns are turned,
and when finished measure 2l4 inches.
The fluting and rabbeting is done as
shown in Fig. 3 of the cuts, it being ]4
inch wide and }8inch deep. The front
stile in the base partition is 1}£ x 4
inches and molded, as shown in Fig. 8.
The cross rails are flush with the front
stile on the side where the drawers are
located. The bottom frame is made of
1}o-inch stuff with miter joints in front
cut and molded, as shown in Figs. 5
and 8. The solid bottom is % inch
thick with a quarter round front; edge
nailed to the frame. The doors are
made of If -inch stuff and have a panel

;,
8

inch thick. The rails are 2U inches
wide with cove molding. The two
front feet, one of which is shown in
Fig. 5

,

are made of 4}{ x 4}£.inch
stock, sawed both ways, with bracket
on two sides and well doweled to the
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frame. The top part of the sideboard
has a glass 34 x 48 inches, the frame
being of j| -inch stock, the stiles are of
6 inch material and the pilasters ; f, x
3 inches, made as shown in Fig, 9,
which represents a plan view of one
of the shelves. The top and bottom

LengtbB of Braces.

From F. J. C, Allentoum, Pa.— I
send inclosed sketches in answer to" J. C. W." of Pine Hill, Pa., who de
sires some information about braces.
I will first explain the brace marked

the 24 inches, leaving 66 inches, as the
rise of the brace. Now, to obtain the
number of inches rise to the foot run
divide 66 by 12, which gives 5}£inches
rise to the foot run. Now, take 12
inches on the blade of the square and
5}i inches on the tongue, and mark

Fig. 5.-Dctail of Oneof the Front Feet.

Fig. i.—Plan of Top Shelf
andOrnament.

Fig. 3.-Detail of Front
Column.

Fig. 1.—Front andSideElevations—Scale,\£ Inch to the Foot

Fig. 6.—Detail of OrnamentalTop.

Fig. 2.—SectionTaken on theLine A B.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Fig. 8.—SectionShowingConstructionof Corners
andDoors.

Fig- 7.—Detail of Front, Showing
BracketsBetweenShelves.

Fig. 9.—Plan of Shelf.

Design for a Sideboard.—MiscellaneousDetails.—8cale,1 Inch to theFoot.

rails are 3 inches and well dovetailed
together. In Fig. 7 is represented one
of the turned columns with bracket
and ornament between the shelves.
The brackets are made of Jf-inch stock
with miter joints. In Fig. 4 of the cuts
is shown a plan of the top shelf and
ornament, while iu Fig. 6 is repre
sented a detail of the ornamental head
piece.

B in the sketch of the correspondent
named, presented on page 239 of the
volume lor last year. I tafce the.hight,
12 feet, as the run and the length from
the upper end of the brace to the out
side of the post as the rise. Deduct
24 inches, the distance the lower end of
brace is from the outside of the post.
The rise being 7 feet 6inches, we reduce
to inches, which gives 90inches, minus

off 12times, as shown in Fig. 1 of my
sketches, which represents the length
of the brace. The tongue gives both
the top and bottom cuts. By taking
twice the rise, 11 inches, and run, 24
inches, on the square, it will be neces
sary to mark off only six times. Re
ferring now to Fig. 2 of my sketches,
suppose the span of the gable to be 24
feet, with the hight of ridge 8 feet, or
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one-third pitch. The purlin would be
under the center of the rafter. Now,
one-fourth of the span is 6 feet and
half of the rise is four feet ; lay off the
purlin post the same as a rafter and
gauge a center line on which to lay off
the work. Take 8 inches on the tongue
and 12inches on the blade and mark
off four times, which is the length of
the top of the main rafter. Do not
forget, however, to deduct the thick
ness of the main rafter and purlin
plate. To obtain the point a of Fig.
2, which is the place to make the
mortise, multiply the rise, 8 inches, by
4, which equals 32 inches, or 2 feet 8
inches. Add to this 6 feet, and the re
sult is 8 feet 8 inches, the distance
from outside of the plate to the center
of the mortise. To lay off the purlin
post brace proceed as before explained
and mark the plumb cut. Place the
square with the 12-inch mark at the top
of the cut and 8 inches touching the
plumb line. The blade gives the top
cut of the brace to fit against the purlin
post. By examining Fig 2, which
shows the square applied to the differ
ent cuts, I hope " J. C. W." will obtain
light on the question. It is not always
necessary to take 8 and 12 on the
square in marking off the top cut of the

hundredths of an inch. If it is desired
to take off with the aid of compasses
0.7 inch, as suggested by our cor
respondent, it is only necessary to
place one leg of the dividers at 7 on the
top line and the other leg at the verti
cal line 0, when the space between will
represent the measurement named. In
the case of 0.24 inch we run down

will hold better after they are driven,
long enough to corrode a little. Let
us by all means have the wire nail.
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Decimal Diagonal 8cale.

the diagonal line marked 2 until we
reach the horizontal line marked 4, at
B, which is the point desired for one
leg of the dividers. Placing the other
en the vertical line 0, we have the
space between equal to 0.24 inch.
Take still another example : Suppose
it is desired to lay off the distance 1.67
inches. We run down the diagonal
line 6 until we come to the horizontal
line 7, as shown by D in the sketch.
The distance from this point to the
vertical line 0 represents 0.67 inch,
and the distance from the vertical line

From C. J. W., Berkley, Va.—l am-
very much interested in the cut and
wire nail experience meeting. The
best nails I ever saw or used were some
chisel pointed nails in Canada several
years ago. I never saw but the one
keg thai I used, but it was the nail. I
have often wondered why nail manu
facturers generally did not adopt the
idea.

Det»lgii for an Office Desk.
From W. H. A. K., South Byron,
N. Y.—I am a constant reader of
Carpentry and Building and learn a
great deal from its pages. I would
like very much to see published plans
for an office desk suitable for store
purposes.

Franklin Institute Drawing School.

The drawing school of the Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia, opened again
for the winter term on Tuesday, Sep
tember 18, the term ending on January
10, 1895. On January 15 the spring
term of the school will commence, last
ing until April 25, 1895, on which day
the closing exerciseswill be held. Each.
term comprises 15 weeks, instruction
being given every Tuesday and Thurs
day evening, from 7,15 to 9.15 p.m. A
full course comprises four terms, for

Fig. 1.- Methodof Using the Square in
Getting Length of Brace.

Fig. 2.—Methodof Applying the SteelSquare to the Different Cuts.

Length*of Braces.—SketchesSubmittedby "/. F. C."

purlin brace. If desired, any fractional
part of 8 and 12maybe taken, as 4 and
6, or 2 and 3, the longest side giving
the cut.

Decimal Diagonal Scale.

From J. J. D., Cornwall, Cal.— Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building give a diagram of the diago
nal scale that is on the steel square,
showing the way in which the hun
dredths of an inch run, and also show
how to take off with the compasses 0.7
and 0.24 inch?
Note.— The diagram which we pre
sent herewith represents a scale of 2
inches, one of which is divided into
ten equal parts, represented by the
figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. Diagonal lines
are also drawn from top to bottom, as
shown in the sketch. The horizontal
lines which divide the width of the
scale into ten equal paits represent

0 to C being 1 inch, we have, by plac
ing one leg of the dividers at D and
the other at C, a distance of 1.67
inches. In the same way any tenth or
hundredth of an inch may be ascer
tained and transferred with the aid of
the dividers.

Cnt va. Wire Nall*.

From B. F. M.. Pana., III.— I have
been a reader of Carpentry and Build
ing for about three years, and I enjoy
the Correspondence department very
much. I notice the readers are dis
cussing cut and wire nails. My ex
perience leads me to prefer the wire
nails, as I consider them nicer to handle
and they will last as long as steel cut
nails. About seven years is the life of
a cut shingle nail, but the wire nail
will last longer than that. "M. L."
says they split the lumber worse than
a cut nail. I consider the wire nails

each of which a tuition fee of |5 is.
charged. At the end of the course cer
tificates are awarded to such students Be
have shown the requisite attention, in
dustry and progress. The Franklin Insti
tute Drawing School offers complete in
struction based upon the most modern
and approved practice in mechanical,
architectural and free hand drawing.
The classes are progressive and include
a junior, an intermediate and a senior
mechanical class, in which methods,
technicalities and styles of drafting and
designing engineering work are instilled,
commencing with the most elementary
work and proceeding to the more compli
catedmachinery drawing. The othtr two-
classes are for architectural drawing,
in which designs, plans, elevations and
details of buildings, <fcc.,are taught,
and the free hand class, in which draw
ing with pen, pencil and crayon from<
the flat and from casts is treated.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR MECHANICS.*
By I. JP. HICKa

AS
the draftsman has now been
given an explanation of the pri
mary principles and method of

drawing plans, we will presume he is
ready to advance another step in the
art, and we will proceed to the floor
plan in full. Referring to Fig. 8, first
draw the outside wall line, set off
the thickness of walls, locate the join-

cate doors, windows and chimneys in
the most desirable manner. It should
be remembered, however, that the out
lines are to be drawn lightly with a
pencil, then when we are ready to finish
we can easily erase all superfluous
lines, thus showing just where to start
and stop when drawing permanently
with the pencil or pen. This can be

the stairs, sink, &c., and indicating the
shelves in pantry and closets, making
the plan complete.
In Fig. 10 is shown the method of
drawing the roof plan. The inside lines
represent the outside line of wall plate
and should be drawn first. Next set
off the width of the cornice and draw
the outside lines. Locate the hips,
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Pig. 8—Methodof Outlining the Floor Plan. Fig. 9.—Appearanceof Floor Plan whenCompleted.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.—Floor Plant.— Scale, % Inch to the Fool.

ing partition walls, and draw the lines,
as shown. Having the wall lines
drawn, the next step is to locate the
doors, windows, chimneys, &c., which
are represented by the short marks
across the partitions. It will be
noticed that in drawing the par
tition lines they have been drawn
across the door openings, and also
some of the lines cross at the junction
of partitions where they ought not to.
The advantage of drawing them this
way in outlining will be plainly seen,
for by having the outlines of all the
partitions in sight the draftsman is bet
ter able to make calculations and lo-

*Copyrighted, 1894,by I. P. Hicks.

done a great deal easier and quicker
than to make all the calculations be
fore drawing the outlines ; besides
there are often several doors and parti
tions in succession to cause confusion
in locating exactly the points of start
ing and stopping.
We will now take Fig. 8, and eras
ing the lines across the door openings
and joining partition walls will finish
permanently, when it will have the
appearance of Fig. 9. By comparing
Fig. 8 with Fig. 9 the draftsman will
be able to note the change that has
taken place in the lines better than
words can express it. In addition to
the change made by the openings we
have drawn a few more lines, finishing

valleys, ridges and chimneys,
finish complete, as shown.

(To be continued.)

and

Bricks Made of Cast Iron.

" While I was in Germany last
year," said W. L. Burgess of New
Haven to a representative of the St.
Louis Olobe Democrat, " I came across
several walls surrounding some of the
public institutions that were con
structed out of cast iron bricks. These
bricks certainly have many advantages
over the old fashioned clay bricks,
though they may not prove to be
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Superior in all respects. In form and
size these bricks resemble our ordinary
bricks, but they are composed of cast
iron and hollow. The shell is so thin
that the brick weighs less than one
made of clay. A wall is built of such
material without the use of mortar, and
no skilled labor is required in laying
them. The upper and the lower sides of
the bricks are provided with grooves
and projecting ribs, which fit into each
other easily and perfectly, and form a
wall of gTeat strengt h. There are also
two large circular openings in the
upper side of each brick, arranged so
as to receive projections on the lower
side of the brick that is to be placed
above it. One of the projections is hook
shaped, which secures a solid hold. A
wall of these bricks is put together
very quickly. After the wall is built
it is covered with paint. This closes
all the cracks, rendering the wall air
tight, and prevents the bricks from
rusting. The bricks are very durable,
and a building constructed of them
would be practically fire proof."

70 feet high, and the width of this
foundation was 9 feet. On this, to the
night of 6 feet or so above the level of
high water in the Grand Canal, was
raised a massive wall of Istrian stone,
gradually diminishing in width.

THE WALLS.

Above this were raised the walls,
which were of brick, dipped in a solu
tion the invention of the capo-mastro,
Signor Marco Torres, which makes
them resist damp and the weather.
These brick walls gradually taper until
at the top they have a width of only

Moisture and Masonry.

Foundations of Venetian Buildings

cost about 60,000 francs ($12,000),
those of the facade on the Grand Canal
costing 2i),000francs alone ($4000.) The
cost of building space on the Grand
Canal is at present about 30 francs ($6)
a square yard, but elsewhere in Venice
only from 5 francs ($1) to 5>£ francs
($1.10)a square yard. Of course, there
is hardly an inch of clear building
ground in Venice (exclusive of garden
ground, of which there is a very large
amount), and as was the case in this
building site, inferior or ruined build
ings have first of all to be removed.
This palace is not yet finished for oc-

Water is the most destrucl ive agent
to construction. There is no quantity
so small which, if repeated, is not ulti
mately fatal. The softest as well as
the hardest material must yield to its
insidious attack. No adage more true
than " Qutta eavat lapidem." Our
forefathers knew the connection be
tween moisture and decay in soft ma
terial. Hence in the buildings of the
districts where the soft stones prevail,
says a writer in an English journal,
the bottom courses of the walls will
frequently be found to be formed of a
hard and impervious stone, the strata
of which are called by the quarryuien
foundation stone. Walls always above
or always below water may, under
certain circumstances, be laid without
mortar. When between wind and
water they never should.

A correspondent of the Scotsman
writing in a recent issue relative to
the foundations of the buildings in the
city of Venice says :
Visitors to Venice are always in
terested in the foundations of its
houses, for how these are formed to
support massive buildings rising out
of the water is a puzzle. As I saw the
foundations of a new palace laid, per
haps I may be allowed briefly to de
scribe the process. First, a strong
cofferdam was constructed to keep out
the water of the canals. Next, into
the bottom thus laid bare were driven
wooden piles. The work of driving
these is one of the unique sights of
Venice. Strong men raise with their
arms a heavy hammer that elides on
an upright beam, and let it fall on the
top of the pile. The leader of the gang
meantime keeps singing an old Vene
tian song, to the tune of which the
hammer is raised and allowed to fall.
The work is very deliberate, as two
whole lines are sung while the ham
mer is in the air, and other two before
it is raised after it has fallen. It looks
to be very slow work, but the men
continue thus at it many hours with
out fatigue. The piles used in this
case were beams of oak from 12 to 14
feet long, and a little less than 3 feet
in circumference. Of these 3000were
used, which were driven, not close
together, but leaving irregular inter
vals between them. Then into these
interstices was poured a mixture of
cement and stones and water, which
formed a solid mass, solid as stone, in
the course of 24 hours. The palace is

Architectural Drawing far Mechanics.—Fig. 10.—ShmningMethodof Vraunng the Roof
Plan.— Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

lji feet. The whole facade thus be
comes to a certain extent a great but
tress. In the construction of the old
palaces no cement was used, but the
piles were driven in one close to an
other. Had this old method been pur
sued in this case, inetead of 3000
15,000piles would have been used. The
Church of the Madonna della Salute
adjoining stands on not less than
1,500,000piles. In the old foundations,
too, piles were not of oak, but of pop
lar, pine and various kinds of wood.
Away from air and light they do
not readily decay. Whole forests of
wood are buried beneath Venice, as
every building, with the exception of
a few side walls of some, stands on
piles. The foundations are the most
expensive part of a building in Venice,
and in the case of this palace they

cupation, and its erection has taken
more than a year.

FLOORS AND CEILINGS.

I may add that, as in all bui'dingsin
Venice, the floors aie laid with a kind
of concrete peculiar to the city, which
consists of cement and marble broken
into small pieces and of different col
ors. This is afterward polishfd and
oiled or waxed, when it presents^a
clear, smooth and solid surface, shin
ing like a mirror, but a little slippery
to walk upon. The ceilings arelef tun-
plastered, and show magnificent beams
of wood, partly carved, from 40 to 80
feet long, cut from the great giant for
ests of the Dolomite Alps, which are
able to supply Venice now, as they have-
done for hundreds of years back, with
timber for her fleets and palaces.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

condition of the building trades
throughout the country seemsto be
more irregular than it was a month

ago. Builders in the Eastern States have
found that the actual volume of business
hasbeen steadily increasingin spiteof the
fact that the majority continue to cry
"hard times." The increase in work has
been brought about by imperceptible de
grees,until the presentconditionof affairs
is much more satisfactory than was either
understood or expected. Wages in the
East havenot been seriouslyaffected,and
the number of workmen regularly em
ployed In the building tradeswho are out
of work is much smaller than is generally
believed. The Middle Atlantic and West
ern Statesseemto bestill waiting for a re
vival of the normal activity in building
operations,and there appears little reason
to supposethat average businesswill be
restored before next year. Some of the
moreimportantcitieswestof theMississippi
River are suffering for lack of work. Few
labor troubles of any kind are reported,
and nonethat seemto threatenany serious
disturbance.

Baltimore, Md.
In spiteof thegeneralbusinessdepression
the number of building permits issuedby
the building inspector of Baltimore hasex
ceededthe number issued during thecor
respondingperiodof 1893. The presentre
ducedcost of constructionhas resulted in
the improvementof muchvacantproperty,
both in the businessand residenceparts of
the city. In speaking of the relativelv
satisfactoryconditionof thebuilding trades,
and particularly with reference to the
quality of the cheaper houses now being
built, Building InspectorOster is quotedas
saying :" Dwellings are now designedwith much
greater regard for the comfort and con
venience of the occupants. Formerly the
architectand builder provided few of these
conveniencesfor housescosting less than
$3000. They did not seem to cater to the
wants of a man whowishedto pay lessthan
that amountfor a house. Now housescost
ing from $800 to $1000usually have all
modernconveniences,such as gasfixtures,
baths, closets,siidlogdoorsand roomyhalls.
The staircasesand planning of roomsnow
are arranged in many different ways,
economizingspaceandmakinga smallhouse
comfortableand bright."
The regular quarterlymeetingandsupper
of theBuilders' ExchangewasheldSeptem
ber4at their newbuilding, northeastcorner
of Charlesand Lexingtonstreets. President
Noble H. Creagerwas in thechair, with E.
p. Miller as secretary. President Creager
laid before the associationthe suggestion
madesometime ago that efforts be insti
tuted tohave thescopeof the Polytechnic
Institute enlarged so as to include instruc
tion in all thebuilding trades. It is prob
able that theexchangewill this fall appoint
a committee to bring the matter to the
attentionof theSchoolBoard, aswell asthe
City Council.
Secretary Miller reported that the ex
changewasin good financial condition. He
urgedupon themembersthe importanceof
making the rooms their place of business,
thesameas themembersof the Corn and
Flour Exchangedo at their exchange,by
assemblingeverydayduring the "exchange
hour," from 11.30a.m. to UJ.30p.m.
Mr. Miller also said that theexchange
ought to take an active and deep interest
VLJ!16Baltimore Centennial Exposition for1897. This question will come up at the
next meeting. Next year the National
Associationof Builders meetsin Baltimore
in October.
The exchangewas visited by the Tax
payers'Associationduring themeetingaod
remarks were made by Messrs. Sigmund
and Brady.

Boston, Mass.
A review of theamountof building done
in Boston this seasonup to the present
tinw developsthe fact that in spite of the
generaldepressionand feelingof hard times
the total comparesvery favorably with the
average of ordinary years. The amount
of work on hand has steadily increased
throughout the seasonand is at present
very satisfactory,with an excellent pros
pect for the comingyear. The numherof
workmen regularly employedin the build

ing trades who have beenout of work has
beencomparativelysmall, although consid
erabledistresswas felt in the early part of
the year. There havebeenno labor troub
lesof any magnitude during the year and
there is little prospectof any disturbance
in the near future.

Buffalo, N. Y.
The membersof theBuilders' Association
Exchange took their annual outing on La
bor Day, and as usualtheeventwas a pro
nouncedsuccess.No onebutmemberswere
allowed to participate, and all expenses
werepaid directly from the treasuryof the
organization. Theday wasspent in a visit
to Navy Island, the useof which had been
generously furnished by the lessee,Isaac
Scott. A boat chartered for the occasion
left thewharf at 9.30 a.m. containing the
membersand, incidentally, a catererwho

Provided
refreshments of various kinds,

'heentireday was spenton thewater, the
boat touching for short periods at various
resorts and at Navy Island. Everything
passedoff pleasantly,and every one had a
goodtime. The committeewhich had the
matter in charge, consistingof H. Rumrill,
Jr., GeorgeW. Carter and John Lannen, is
deservingof great praise for the efficiency
with which its dutieswereperformed.
The building businessappearsto remain
in about the samecondition that has been
reportedfor thepast two months,nochange
for either better or worse seeminglikely to
soonoccur. The bricklayers' union in the
latter part of August began a crusade
against the city authorities for allowing
workmenin thecity's employtowork more
than eighthours. Resolutionswereadopted
calling upon the Board of Public Works to
conform to the law making eight hours a
day'swork. No public report of the result
of this action has been received,although
the business agent"of the union was in
structedto employcounsel and to proceed
against thecity if necessary.

Chicago, 111.
There hasbeenlittle changein thecondi
tion of the building tradesin Chicago from
that reportedlast month. The amountof
building being carried on has not percep
tibly increasedand theseason'swork is not
yet r ear enough the end to befelt now.
The difference betweenthetwo carpenters'
unions which promised to assumeserious
proportionshasnot beenfelt as a hindrance
to work. Very little opentrouble has yet
resulted from this cause. The cornice
workers and their employersareat odds,
and the trouble combines thecharacteris
tics of bothstrike and lockout. About tbe
middleof September'theunionscomposing
the Building Trades Council voted to sup
port thecornice workers to the extent of
striking if necessary. It was thought at
that time, however,that a generalstrike of
any sizewould not occur.
The official investigationof the Pullman
boycott, so-called,has been steadily pro
ceeding,and the finding of thecommission
will beawaitedwith interest.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Building interests in Cincinnati remain
in statu quo, everything seemingto be un
changedsofar as any increasedactivity is
concerned. The lack of work hasbeenfelt
seriouslythroughout theentireseason. At
a recent adjourned meeting themembers
of the Builders' Exchange voted upon the
important questionastowhethertheactive
membershipof the exchange should be
limited to the " contractor builders" or in
cludewith themthe " material men" This
questionis onesubmittedby tbe report of
the committee not long ago appointed to
revisethe rules and regulations of the ex
change, by whom it was recommended
that the membersengagedin actual con
tracting shouldhavethevoting power,and
thosewho make and furnish the material
for building be admitted as contributing
members, with all privileges, except the
right to vote.
It is claimed by the contractorsthat the
material menhavenot the sameinterestin
tbe working and government of the ex
changeas they, on account of the relations
sustainedbetweenthe contractors and the
laboring interests,which requireconsidera
tion at the hands of the central employers'
organization which could not be accorded
by material men if they were in charge.

Tbe material men,on theotherhand,claim
that they haveasmuch to do with the la
boring classesas tbe builders ; and even
though the nameand rules of theexchange
describe it as a " Builders' Exchange," it is
as much an organization of mill men,
quarry owners, paint manufacturers and
brick menas it is of the men who simply
build from thesematerials furnished.
PresidentG. F. Nieber, who is alsochair
man of the Committeeon Revision, pre
sentedthe report in extendedremarksas to
the intentionand scopeof the changepro
posed, and was followed by J. Milton
Blair, S. D. Tippett and Messrs. Rohan,
Belleville and Colter. The measure was
thoroughly discussedand a motion to lay
it on tbetable wasvoteddown.
When the votewas taken therewere but
11 who voted in favor of delivering over
the running of theexchangeinto the hands
of tbecontractors and 16who favored tbe
continuance upon tbe present grounds.
After the votethe sessionadjourned. This
is regardedasa settler by both sidesof the
question,that has beenhanging and wait
ing for settlement since the first of the
year, whenthe report wasmade.
If the decisive defeat that met the first
clauseof theextendedreport presentedby
thecommitteedoesnot settlethe possibility
of the considerationof the rest of thearti
cles,anothervery important proposal will
comeup at somefuture meetingin the rec
ommendationfor a superintendent. As the
exchangeis conducted at present there is
not a permanent executiveofficer whose
solebusinessis to look after the interestsof
the body. It is now proposedthat the ex
changehavea superintendent,whoseduties
shall correspond to thoseof the superin
tendentof the Chamberof Commerce,with
a salary for his exclusiveservices.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Wm. P. Jungclaus, president of the
Builders' Exchange of Indianapolis, who
hasbeendoing some large contracting in
Maine, is authority for the statementthat
the builders of bis city have little fault to
find with the amount of work done this
year. While the volume of building has
not beenas large as that of somerecent
years, consideredin comparisonwith the
amountof businessdonein other pursuits
the resultisvery satisfactory. The amount
of building done in Indianapolis, it was
thought, would compare favorably with
any other city of its size in the country.
The Builders' Exchange was reported as
growing steadily in numbers and impor
tanceas an organization, and as being in
good financial condition.

New York City. N. Y.
The building trades of New York City
have beenconsiderablyagitatedduring the
pastmonthby a concertedaction upon tbe
part of tbe carpenters'unions to abolish
what is known asthe " lumping system" of
carrying on work. " Lumpers" is theterm
appliedtocontractorsin tbe building trades
who contractwith the owner or principal
contractor to furnish labor only ; to provide
workmento nail up,trim, hangdoors,sash,
&c.—in fact, to put in place all finishing
work after thewhite mortar is completed.
It is a branch of tbe building business
which hasbeen muchabused; work is fre
quently poorly done,and inmany casesless
than the union scale of wages is paid.
"Lumpers" at times sub-let parts of the
work to others, thus making it hard to
placethe responsibility for inferior or re
jectedwork upon the proper person. The
practiceof "lumping" has beenstrongly
condemnedby thecarpenters'unions and a
strong effort has been made to do away
with it entirely. It is claimed by the
workmen that the systemcannot be fol
lowed without cutting down their wages,
as it implies tbe reletting of work at a
figure belowthat upon which tbe original
contractor, using theunion wage scaleasa
basis,is awardeda contract It is reported
that manynon-union men have joined in
this strike in order tohelpdefeatwhat they
considerto bean oppressivesystem. The
union scalefor carpentersis $3.50 per day,
and lumpers have beenpaving $2.50.and
evenlessin somecases There is saidto be
about4000union carpenters in New York
City and about 1500have beenaffectedby
the strike up to the hour of writing.
Growing out of this troubleseveralmeet
ings wereheld the latter part of September
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by employersin the building tradeswith a
view to forming an organization for the
better protection of their interests. The
later meetingswere well attended by rep
resentativefirms and individuals and the
following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
Whereon.The interests of all engaged1n
the building business,both employers and
employed,havebeensadly injured by the
lack of Intelligent co-operation,and the re
sult hasbeena tendency to array the em
ployersagainsttheemployedandviceverm,
and knowing full well that tbepresent lack
of systemhasresultedin great injury to all,
thereforebeIt
Resolved.That the interests of the me
chanicandemployeraremutual and there
shouldbebetweenthemamostcordial feel
ing, andbeit further
Resolved,That for the protection of our
mutual interestswebandourselvestogether
in an ussrciation.which associationshall be
known as the Employers' and Builders'Leagueof the BuildingTradesof New York
City. In this body all reputableemployers
and builders shall be welcome. They shall
adopt such rulesas shall befor thebestin
terests of all, and by careful conservative
actionpreservethe interestsof the owners,
contractorandJourneyman, andbyarbitra
tion avoidall necessityfor liens, strikesand
lockouts, references.&c.
A committeeof sevenwasalsoappointed
to draft a constitution and enroll all those
who werewilling to join the organization.
As we go to pressanothermeetingis called
for September24.
TheBuilding Trades'Conferenceis still at
work trying to prevent theuseof prison
made materials, in competitionwith that
produced by free labor. It is claimedthac
the competition is most injurious to the
workmen, as of necessitywages must be
depressedto meetthecompetitionof ma
terial in the production of which theques
tion of wages is sosmall as it is in that of
prisonmadegoods.
The strike uponthe public schoolsended
upon the adoptionof the following resolu
tions at a meetingof contractorsat which
a committee from the Board of Walking
Delegates was present. The resolutions
weredepositedwith the Superintendentof
Construction for reference and are as fol
lows :

Resolved.That it be thesenseof thecon
tractors of public schoolwork that a>lcon
tractors doingsuchwork shall pay thepre
vailing rateof wavesin accordancewith the
law, and that all contractors shall be responsiblefor all sub-contractors.
Resolvid,That the prevailing rate is the
uniou rate.
Rettilved,That all contractorspresentwill
hereafter pay the said uniou rate on all
work done bytbem.
These resolutions were unanimously
passedby thecontractorsandsubmittedto
the committee of the Boardof Delegates,
who unanimously approvedthe resolutions
and submitted a provisoto thecontractors
that all menwhowent out onstrike should
be reinstated and union menbe employed
hereafter, and these terms being acceded
to by thecontractorsthestrike wasdeclared
off.

Omaha, Neb.
Building is reported as being very quiet
in Omaha,andcompetitionis very closefor
all work offered. Outsidecontractorshave
beenbidding very low for work, with the
result that little if any profit remainsto
the builder. It is stated, however, that
uponsuchwork as is beingdone the union
scaleof wageshasbeenlargely maintained.
The workmen are reported as having
causedlittle or no trouble during the sea
son,and have presented their sideof any
questions that have arisen in a fair and
amicable spirit. The prospect for work
during tbe rest of the year is poor, and tbe
outlook for the comingseasonis basedupon
the needsof thecity rather than uponany
appreciableamountof speculativebuilding.
Every oneis hoping for an improvedcondi
tion of affairs next year, and it is thought
that new manufacturing interests may be
attracted to the city by the inducements
beingofferedin various ways.
The following from theOmahaBeeshows
tbe esteem in which the Builders and
Traders' Exchange is held:
The organization known asthe Builders'
and Traders' Exchangeof Omahahas now
becomeoneof the fixed instltu'ions of this
city, and the informalion to be sained by
frequently visiting tbe roomson thesecond
floor of the New York Lire Building and
reading over the publications on thetables
is certainly valuable to any person. Tbe
presidentof the Bulders' and Traders' Ex
change is Richard Smith, one of the sun-
stHiinalbrick contractorsof Omaha,andW.
S. Wedge occupies the secretary's desk.
Mr. Wedgeis a very pleasantgentlemanand
is always full of information that enter
tains. The aimsand objectsof this organ-

zationmaybest beunderstood by quoting
Article 3 of the Articles of Incorporation,
which readsasfollows :" The purposesfor which said corporation
is organized and tbe generalnature of the
businessto betransactedtherebyaretbeen
couraeementand protectionof thebuilding
Interestsof thecity of Omaha;tbe inculca
tion of Just andequitableprinciplesof trade;
the establishing and maintenanceof uni
form commercial usagesin said city: the
acquirement,preservationanddissemination
of valuablebusinessinformation theadjust
ment of misunderstandings and contro
versiesarising betweenindividuals engaged
in building and kindred industrial pursuits;
all to theend that membershipin said cor
porationmaybe. to the public, an assurance
of skill, honorabledealing and responsibil
ity."
A boardof sevendirectorshas the general
direction of the businessof theexchange,
and all of the membersare calledto mret
when businessof importancerequires the
presenceof all. The exchange is on a solid
financialbasisand promisesgoodreturns to
its members.

Philadelphia. Pa.
There Is a continuanceof the quiet con
dition of thebuilding tradesof Philadelphia,
with little prospectof any marked change
for the better this fall. The membersof
the Journeymen Carpenters' Association
are endeavoring to have their employers
adoptthe form of arbitration advocated,by
the National Associationof Builders, with
theview to preventingstoppageof work in
caresof differencebetweenthe two, and to
establish a greater harmony in all their
relationships.
The Master Builders'Exchange is consid
ering the advisability of increasing the
earning capacity of its building by enlarg
ing thesame.
The new building laws are constantly
causingcomplicationswith builderswhoare
not thoroughly familiar with their pro
visions. Consequently, Secretary Hark-
nessis transformedinto a bureau of infor
mation and is constantly called on to
straightenmattersout. Of late there have
been many inquiries for a blank form of
certificate,in which shall be set forth tbe
strengthof new buildings or of structures
alteredor addedto. The new laws have a
provision requiring such a certificate from
the architect, which should plainly state
tbe exact strength of each floor and tbe
weight it can safely carry. No blank
formsare to behad,however,soMr. Hark-
nesshasdecidedto getout such a sheetas
is needed,and hasbeenin active consulta
tion with Chief Haddock of the Bureau of
Building Inspectorson the subject.
Depression in the building tradehasnot
deterredthe usual numberof pupils enroll
ing themselvesfor the fifth mccessiveterm
of tbeMaster Builders' Mechanical Trade
School, which openedSeptember4. There
wereabout70in attendance,for thedepart
ments of carpentering, bricklaying, stone
cutting,plumbing,blacksmithingandpaint
ing. The plasterers'tradedoesnot appear
to bean attractive one,as thereare no en
tries in that department.
The schoolis -.

i

mated in the basementof
the Buildsrs' Exchange Building, and tbe
class nights are on Monday, Wednesday
and Thursday of each week. Mr. Allen,
tbe superintendent,speakingof tbe work of
the school,statedthat thedepressionin the
trade made the work of placing appren
ticesfrom the school a somewhatdifficult
one. But headdedthat assoonas business
picked up there would be a demand for
thoseladswho bad servednine months in
the school,and who thus started out well
equippedto learn a trade The systemat
the schoolvaries from that of the Manual
Training School, as thepupils givetheir en
tire attention to but onetrade during the
entireterm.
Ex-Councilman William W. Morgan has
tenderedhis resignation as superintendent
of theexhibition departmentto tbedirect
ors of the Master Builders' Exchange,and

it hasbeenaccepted. Secretary Harkness,

it is understood,is temporarily filling the
vacancy.

Providence. R. I.

The following accountof the annual out
ing of the Providence and Worcester
Builders' Exchanges is taken from the
Providence Telegramof August 22 :

The annual union excursionof the Build
ersand Traders' Exchanges of Providence
and Worcestertook placeto-day,about 100
members of each exchangeparticipating,
with a large number of friends,making a
jolly company. The Worcester party left
that city at 7.30o'clockthis morning and
arrived in this city shortly after 9 o'clock.

The party proceededto tbe local exchange*
on Custom Housestreet. Several took ad -

vantage of the opportunity to see what
sightsare affordedin the centerof the city.
The visitors were entertainedwhile wait
ing for the boats by their Providence
brethren.
Shortly after 10 o'clocktheparty made
its way to thewharf onSouth Water street
at the foot of Crawford street,where the
company boarded the steamer "Planet."
The morning was a beautiful one on the
water,and aUenjoyedthesail, theWorces
ter peoplebeing particularly delighted.
Tbe keenair whettedtbe appetitesof the
excursionists,and when they disembarked
at Pleasant Bluff they were in a moodto
makehavocamong the select and bounti
ful quantity of clams which was soonset
before them. They did asothershavedone
beforethem,enjoyedtheRhodeIsland clam
which figures so prominently in a shore
dinner at theplantations.
After dinner the steamer "Planet" was
againboardedand the party went on a sail
down through thebay. The islandsafforded
picturesque scenery, which the visitors
drank in to their heart's content Coweset
Bay, Mount Hope Bay and Bristol harbor
were visited, and as the day was an ideal
one, theparty enjoyeda rare treat.
The steamertook a roundabout coursein
coming back, reaching Providence after 8

o'clock. The servicesof a catererwere en
listedand a lunch servedon the boaton the
return trip, affording the visitors no delay
in taking train for their return home.
The local committee in charge of the
arrangementswascomposedof C. L Rich
ards. M. Goldrick and Sec. W. F. Cady.
The WorcesterCommitteeof Arrangements
consistedof GeorgeW. Carr, F. H. Goddard
and SecretaryC. C. Brown. TheWorcester
party was headed by President O. L. Ken
dall.

Notes.

The builders of Lawrence, Mass., and
Springfield, Ohio, are at work trying to
build up exchanges,as advocated by the
National Astociation. Correspondencehas
beenhadwith the National Secretaryseek
ing advice and information, and it is ex
pected that permanentorganizations will
beestablishedin both cities.

The twenty-fifth annual convention of
theMaster Car and Locomotive Painters'
Associationof tbe United Stateswas held
in Buffalo, September VI, IS and 14.
About 170 delegateswere present,repre
senting the leading railroads of thecoun
try. The meetingwascharacterizedby in
teresting debate and instructive speeches,
and the entertainment featureswere most
enjoyable. Secretary Orr stated in his
annual report that therehadbeenagratify
ing increase in the membership,especially
among the younger car painters. In his
financialstatementhesaid thetotal receipts
were#230,making a total of $464.40. The
disbursementsamountedto $401.30,leaving
$63.10on hand. The following are the
officerselectedfor the ensuingyear : Pres
ident, William T. Leopold of Savannah.
Oa.; first vice-president,C. E. Copp of
Lawrence, Mass. ; second vice-president,
George R. Cassie, Adrian, Mich. Robert
McKeon of Kent, Ohio, was unanimously
re-electedsecretaryand treasurer.

The variousbuilding trades of Cleveland
havecombined in an effort to establish a
universal eight hour day in that city. The
workmen say that they do not intend a
strike, but will endeavor to persuade the
employersof the desirability of a uniform
working day of eight hours.

At themeetingof thebricklayers' union,
St. Joseph, Mo., during theweekof Septem
ber 1 resolutionswereunanimouslyadopted
calling on tbeschoolboard to arrangemat
ters so that the$100,000to beu*edin erect
ing a new High School canbe expendedat
once. The petitionerssay theyare out of
work and want the money disbursed as
early aspossible.

The Portland (Ore.)bricklayers, who are
working nine hours per day, and for unioa
wagesof $5,are trying to havetheemploy
ers reducetheworking time to eight hours
with no reduction in pay. It is said that a
majority of the contractors are opposedto
thechange.

Union workmen of Saginaw, Mich. , are
taking steps to form a central council in
which all unionscan berepresented. Build
ing interests are reported as being very
dull.
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Design of a Double House.

The front elevation, floor plans and
'details which are presented herewith
relate to a double dwelling erected
last summer for J. C. Dick from plans
furnished by A. C. Moore, architect,
of 128 Winslow street, Pittsburgh.
Pa. The design provides accommoda
tions for two families, each of which
has three rooms on the first floor, three
sleeping rooms and bathroom on the
second floor and two sleeping rooms in
the attic. The cellar is excavated un
der the entire area of the house, that
portion under the kitchen being used
as a laundry.
The framing is of hemlock and the
.dressed lumber of white pine. The
joists of the second and third stories

The first and second story floors, as
well as the balcony, are covered with
No. 1 pine about 3% inches wide. The
vestibule has a tile floor resting on a
2-inch concrete bed supported by a
counter floor. The kitchen and bath
room are wainscoted with Virginia
yellow pine 3 inches wide and finished
with a molded cap. The wainscoting
in the kitchen is 3 feet high, and in front
of the sink is 5 feet high. It will be
noticed that there are fire places in the
principal rooms, all of which have slate
mantels with tile and grates complete.
The kitchen, laundry, bathroom, &c.
are provided with the usual plumbing
fixtures and connections and installed
in conformity with the rules and regu
lations of the city named. The house
is piped for gas, both artificial and

assure you, will be very short and to
the point, and I hope will lead to and
aid discussion on various heads. The
first thing I would bring forward, then,
is by asking a question : Should the lad
be bound by indentures or not? It
might seem a Strang* question to ask,
seeing that I am heading this paper as
the " Apprentice Question," and as the
word " apprentice means one bound
to another to learn a trade, &c., but
still as there are many lads who spend
a number of years learning a trade un
der one master who have never been" bound apprentices," you will please
allow this wandering away from the
strict interpretation of the word " ap
prentice." The question is, then :
Should the lad be bound or not? I
contend, gentlemen, that he should,

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Design of a Double Bouse.—A. C. Moore, Architect,Pittsburgh, Pa.

are,2 x 10,placed 16inches on centers :
the joist supporting partitions being
doubled, as is also that around chim
neys and stairways. Each span of
joist has one line of lattice bridging of
1x2 inch stuff well secured at top and
bottom. The partitions in other walls
are built of 2 x 4 inch studding, placed
16 inches on centers. The door and
window studs are doubled, as are also
the corner studs. The rafters and
ceiling joist are 2x6 inches and placed
2 feet on centers. The roof is sheeted
with hemlock boards 10 inches wide
and nailed to every rafter. The walls
are covered with* No. 1 white pine
coved siding about 5'£ inches wide,
tongued and grooved. The mansard
roof is covered with Pennsylvania
slate. The tin work is well soldered
and has two coats of oxide of iron and
linseed oil painr. The outside wood
work also has three coats of pure
white lead and linseed oil. The same
may be said of the interior dressed
wood work of the laundry and cellar.

natural. The building is also wired
for electric lighting, there being four
lights of 25 candle power in the parlor
and dining room, while in the kitchen
»nd bedrooms are two lights, each of
16 candle power. The cost of the
double house here shown is said to
have been f6000.

Builders' Apprentices

At a meeting of the Builders and
Can tractors' Association of Tasmania,
held not long since, a paper was pre
sented by D. Williams on the sub
ject of "Builders' Apprentices," in
which, among other things, he said :
In reading a paper on the " Appren
tice Question," it is far from me to
pose as a guide or dictator on the sub
ject, but simply to point out a few im
provements that I think could bemade,
which would be beneficial to the mas
ter and lads alike. The paper, I can

and there are several reasons why. I
can speak from experience, as I have
had lads bound and others not. 1. It
gives to the lad a feeling of manliness
when he knows that the indenture
paper has been signed, in looking for
ward to the time when he shall have
completed his term of apprenticeship
—that is, if he is a lad of the right
stamp—when his master shall say to
him : Well done ; you have served your
time faithfully and well ; you have
been honest, industrious and painstak
ing as a lad ; I will now employ you
as a journeyman. But on the other
hand, I have found several cases where
the lad was not bound that it led to
much dissatisfaction and loss. You
will find some parents are averse to
binding their boys, telling you that if
you give a list of wages to be paid that
is all that is required, but after the lad
is with you for two or more year* and
is becoming useful, it "ften happens
that the parents get dissatisfied with
the amount of wages paid and demand
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more or threaten to take the lad away,
or it may he that the lad is of a fickle
mind and longs for a change and leaves
you to join another master as an " im
prover," thus causing oftentimes a lot
of inconvenience and trouble to the
master, and with, perhaps, little ad-

taken at one time? And this opens a
wide gate for discussion. In the first
place, by having too many lads at one
time you do them an injustice, for it
is next to impossible to teach them or
get them properly taught. In my
opinion a lad " bound " as an appren-

a part of their time is lost, and often
lads have passed through their term
of apprenticeship and, through no
fault of their own. they are sent forth
inferior tradesmen. In the second
place, it is an injustice to the men. It
tends to bring down the wages, and
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vantage to the lad. Thus we find many
lads going from place to place learning
but very little, and this is anything but
a credit to themselves, and often helps
to fill up the ranks of the unemployed.

NUMBER OF APPRENTICES.

The next point to be considered is,
How many apprentices should be

tice should be looked upon as a son for
the time, and so treated as a son, and
as such you should teach him all you
could as regards his trade, and not
study how much you can make out of
him, but rather how best you can fit
him for his future as a tradesman. By
having too many lads at one time you
cannot properly do this, consequently

leads to inferior work being executed
by the speculative and uuprincipled
contractor. The question might be
asked, What, then, mus' be done with
the boys if you do not allow them the
privilege of learning the trades? This,
I would say, is outside this paper.
But I must still maintain that to em
ploy too many lads is an injustice to
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the men. Take, for instance, the
plastering trade (I trust that I will
not be giving offense in alluding to
this trade in particular, for what I
say will apply to all trades). Ton are
all aware that in the plastering trade
a great number of boys are employed
—many more than there ought to be.
The consequence is that it does away
with the journeymen labor, lowering
the wages, and is a cruel injustice to
the lads themselves, as I believe that
if an analysis were made as to the
number of lads that have finished
their time a large majority would be
found anything but good tradesmen,
for the simple reason that the amount

provide cash for tools ; then comes the
trouble of borrowing from the journey
men or fellow apprentices, which often
leads to disagreeableness and loss of
time. For my own part I never bind
a lad unless he can be properly pro
vided with tools of the best descrip
tion. The tools, as well as the lad,
will want looking after, as you are
aware they will get ont of order. I
often inspect the lad's tools, and if I
find them not in good order I endeavor
to impress upon the lad's mind that to
be a good tradesman he must learn the
a, b, c of the trade, and that is to keep
his tools in proper trim. Of course, it
cannot be expected that he will get all

fees are small and the advantages are
great, and it assists in a great measure
to make the lad intelligent. An archi
tect, in speaking of a good tradesman,
once said to me, " A good tradesman
should pick up a plan from the bench
and be capable of finishing the job
without further explanation." It
might have been possible in his day,
but some of the plans and specifica
tions that are supplied to us require a" Philadelphia lawyer " to make them
out ; but technical education is of real
value to the young men. if not carried
too far. I mean, to be a good trades
man he must always bear in mind that
as a tradesman he can be as good and
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of work has not been sufficient to al
low each lad the opportunity of ac
quiring a proper knowledge of his
trade ; whereas if there were but half
the number they would have had a
better chance of learning, as the men
would have taken a greater interest in
teaching them, and the lads themselves
would have taken more interest in
learning.

TOOLS.

Tools are another matter of much
importance to an apprentice. If a lad
starts his career as an apprentice with
a bad and insufficient set of tools, you
may be sure that he has no pleasant
days before him. for after he has
started you will find, in a great many
cases, that the parents will not care to

the tools he will require at one time,
but it is essential that he should ob
tain them year by year, or as he pro
gresses in the trade, then he will have
a proper set to start with when he ar
rives at a journeyman's status. Noth
ing is worse, in my opinion, than an
Inferior and insufficient kit of tools,
and, like the phrenologist who judges
the character by the bumps of the
head, so can an employer judge the
mechanic by glancing at his tools.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

Technical education is a clause that
I would like added to the indenture
forms of all apprentices, no matter in
what trade. I consider that the lad
should, for at least two years, attend
the classes at the technical school. The

smart a one as regards his work and
ability, but not so good as to be above
carrying his own tools, or own that he

earns his livelihood by the sweat of
his brow. You know, gentlemen, what
I mean, for unfortunately there are
some of this claes. but I trust not
many.
Punctuality is another quality that

must be taught, for if the lad is allowed
to come to work two or three or five

minutes late, he will probably stretch
it to 15or 20 minutes ; not only that,
but if he finds that you are not strict
on this point, he will in all probability
take advantage in others ; but if you
can impress upon him the necessity of

being punctual to time, the habit will
soon grow, sothat he will not only be to
time, but will bepunctual in many other
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ways. I myself have gained a name of
being a terror for punctuality among
the boys and men that I employ, and
they soon find this out, for if they come
late to work they will also be short of
wages on Saturday. If I find a lad or
man turning up late for two or three
mornings I put the time together on
Saturday and deduct the value of this
lost time from their pay ; no doubt
they think it mean, but they soon learn
to come at the proper time. I am also of
opinion that a lot of the lost time, want
of interest and carelessness is due to
the carelessness of parents. Boys are
allowed to waste too much time, which
of an evening is often spent at the street
corners and in company not of the best,
while the parents often think more of
the few shillings of wages than of the
lad's welfare.

HOLIDAYS.

This is a question I think should be
taken into consideration by employers
as a whole, and I merely mention it in
passing. At the present time I give all
public holidays, but I think that
apprentices after the first three years
should be put upon the same footing as
journeymen. I know of one firm who
work under this arrangement, and
who after the third year stop payment
for lost time.
There is another thing that would be
of great advantage to lads and employ
ers in an indirect way—that is, en
couraging lads to make models of
joiner's work, or other work of the
various trades. If the employer cannot
afford to give the necessary materials,
let him supply them at the lowest
rate, and thus encourage the lads
to make models of doors, sashes and
frames, stairs and various joints, scarf -
ings, &c., all to a scale (say 8 inches to
the foot), for by learning to make
models in a proper manner, and by
studying from drawings at the techni
cal school, he should soon be able to
turn out work as a tradesman which
his employer and himself would be
proud of. I have often found some
fads of a very inventive turn of mind.
I think that should an employer find
such a lad, he should encourage him
by taking notice of and encouraging
him in his inventions, and even go so
far as to reward him should the inven
tion be of sufficient merit. Many such
things as these might, perhaps, induce
the lads to think more of their trade
than they do at present. I would also
suggest that masters offer prizes, say,
for the best kept tools, for the most
punctual, and for the best general im
provement. The prizes could be books
on the trade, and the value of each
need not exceed 15 shillings or 20
shillings for the three prizes. I
am sure the lads would enter into
the spirit of the thing, and thereby
be encouraged ; and in conclusion, I
say that they want encouraging, for "if
things go on as they have been going
for the last few years joinery will be
come simply fixing. I am now speak
ing of joiners and carpenters, for you
will remember, gentlemen, when you
were boys you had to work your own
moldings, small or large ; the skirtings;
your doors and sashes had to be made;
your flooring had to be dressed ; your
sashes, frames, fascia boards and all
that belongs to the work of a joiner
had to be prepared by manual labor.
But to-day what do we find? —that
these things can be got at the timber
yards prepared by steam machinery.
And what about the plasterers ? In a
few years their skill and ingenuity will
have given way before the zinc ceil
ings, the fibrous plaster center flowers
and cornices, and the walls will be cov
ered with lincrusta and other mate
rials. The stone mason, or rather cut
ters, will find that the patent made
stone cornices, moldings and other

work that require the skilled labor of
a stone cutter, will have passed away
to a large extent. The giant steam,
with the aid of machinery, will have
worked wonders, and the artisans will
simply become fixers in building con
struction.

Law in the Bnilding Trades.

Implied Contractu.

The effect of assent where there is
no request may be a recovery for serv
ices rendered by one for his benefit,
even when there is no request or prom
ise to pay, but the relations of the
parties must be such and the services
rendered under such circumstances
as preclude the idea that they were
rendered gratuitously, or at the re
quest or upon the responsibility of
any other person. Thus, if A is erect
ing a house and employing his own
workmen, and B, without any employ
ment from A, but with his knowledge,
labors upon the house nnder such cir
cumstances as indicate an employ
ment, A cannot shield himself from
liability to B for the value of his serv
ices upon the ground that he did not
employ him ; knowing the facts he is
bound to discharge him from the
work, or ascertain his expectations as
to compensation, or the law will imply
a request and a promise to pay the
value of his services. So if A should
see B engaged in painting his house,
and he had made no arrangements
with any other person to do it, and he
should allow him to go on without
question or objection and complete the
work, he would be liable to B for the
value of the labor and materials,
as from his acquiescence the law
would imply a request and promise.
But if B, without the knowledge of A,
had performed the work he could not
recover, however beneficial to A in
point of fact the labor might be, be
cause no man is bound to be benefited
against his will, and under such cir
cumstances the labor would be treated
as a gratuity, and A might, if he chose
to do so, maintain an action of tres
pass against B for having done it. Nor
could B recover even if A knew that
he was performing the labor and made
no objections, if A had employed
another person to do the work, and
did not know that B was not perform
ing the work under the employment
of such other person. The rule may
be said to be that if services are ren
dered for another who, knowing all
the facts, stands by and makes no ob
jection, the law implies a request and
a consequent promise to pay. But
this mast be understood as subject to
the qualification that the party sought
to be charged stood in such a relation
to the subject matter of the services
that he was legally chargeable for the
same. That is, he must have stood in
such a relation to the matter that he
knew that the work was being ren
dered for his benefit, and upon an ex
pectation that he would pay for the
same.

Agreement that Fixtures Shall Remain
Cliattels.

One who has sold fixtures by bill of
sale may be estopped to claim after
ward that they are parcel of the realty.
Thus the owner of a brewery in selling
it conveyed the real estate by deed and
the stock in trade and fixtures by bill
of sale, and took back a mortgage of
the real estate to secure the payment
of a portion of the purchase money.
The purchaser afterward executed a
chattel mortgage of the fixtures. In a
controversy between the mortgagee
of the realty and the mortgagee of the
fixtures it was held that inasmuch as

the deed, bill of sale and mortgage of
the realty were executed at the same
time and were parts of the same trans
action, each should be held to have
been designed by the parties to perform
its appropriate office in consummating
the sale, and that as between the for
mer and the latter the property in
cluded in the bill of sale should be re
garded as personalty. But the fact that
personal property in its nature, and
not incorporated with the realty, has
in transmission of title to the mort
gagor passed by a deed of the land, and
that there has been a long existing
localization of such property, does not
destroy its character as personal prop
erty. Of course, an effectual mortgage
of such property can only be made by
delivery of it or by a chattel mortgage
duly recorded.

Liability to Third Person for
Indemnity.

Since one who blasts rock on his
land with due care is not liable to his
neighbor for inevitable damage caused
thereby, nor for the carelessness of a
sub-contractor, his neighbor cannot sue
his contractor as indemitor, on a con
tract to be answerable to the owner for
any damages to the property of a neigh
bor during the work, for damages done
to her property by the blasting opera
tion of the independent sub-contractor.
—French vs. Vix, Court of Appeals of
New York, 37 N. E. Rep., 613.

Stone Carving in Paris.

A writer in a late issue of the Archi
tect and Contract Reporter says that
the London carver of stone rarely
works from a model, more often from
a sketch, and not infrequently without
either, while the Parisian always has
a model. The Londoner, with plumb
bob, rule and compasses, generally
makes an approximate copy of his
model when he has one ; the Parisian,
by means of a mechanical contrivance
called a pointing machine, makes an
exact copy. The Parisian system no
doubt has its advantages, but from the
English workman's and from an ar
tistic point of view, the Londoner's
method is far the best, throwing the
workman on his own resources and de
veloping whatever individuality and
artistic feeling he may possess. It has
also the not unimportant merit of being
the quicker method. The material
used in Paris is a cream colored soft
stone, somewhat resembling Bath stone
but apparently freer in working. In
London every variety of etone is used,
from the soft Corsham to the hardest of
Portland among the limestones, and
from the softest of red grits to the hard
yellow grit stones of the North of Eng
land. This has developed a more use
ful pattern of tools than those in use
in Paris. The hard stone and marble
tools are similar in both countries, but
the French soft stone tools would be
thought useless in England. The block
of stone is chopped with axes as near
to the size required as can be safely
done, and the carving is then produced
with wooden handled tools and iron
hammers, the English pattern of
wooden mallet and mallet headed tools
being unknown. It is then scraped
over with tools known in England as
scrapers and finally finished with a
variety of rasps called " ri filers," or
" riffloeur rapes.'* These rifflers are,
though seldom required, unobtainable
in England of native make comparable
with the French, being generally so
badly shaped as to be almost useless,
and this applies not only to the riffler
raaps as made for soft stone, but to the
riffler files as made for marble, a for
eign variety known as Roman rasps
being far superior.
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LAYING ZINC ROOFS ABROAD.
THE

following description regarding
the manner in which zinc roofing
is laid abroad has been received

from Theodore Philipp, Silver City,
Idaho, and will be found of interest to
many readers of the paper :
In answer to an inquiry in Carpentry
and Building sometime ago, in regard to

and the only change noticed was in the
color, which was then black, caused
by smoke and effects of the atmosphere.
When a zinc roof is to be put on, and
the gutter is in the roof, as shown in
Fig. 1, we would first place the gutter
in position, bending in the inner edge
1 inch, as shown at A, and fasten to

dicated in Fig. 4. The lower edge of
sheet is hooked over the tin strip, as at
D, and the upper end turned over and
cleated to the roof, as shown in Fig. 5,
the cleats being about 8 inches long.
This leaves the end ready to receive
the next sheet, which is formed as
above described and turned J inch for

Fig. 9.—CleatsPlacet!Against Batten.

Fig. 1.—Methodof Securing Roof at Gutter andat Eaves.

-- •- "■.Ste
Fig. 2.—Strip of Tin Nailedat Edge

of Roof.
Fig. 5.—CleatApplied at End of Sheet. Fig. 8.—BattenPut in Place.

Fig. 3—A Methodof SecuringRoof at Eaves. Hg.6- CleatApplied to ZincSheetand
Roof.

Fig. 10.SecondStrip of Tin Nailedat Edge
of Roof.

Fig. 4.—Sheetof Formed Zinc Applied to Roof. Fig. 7.-Cleat BentOver Edgeof Zinc. Fig. 11.—SecondSheetof Zincon Roof with.
CleatsBentOver.

Laying Zinc Rooft Abroad,—SketchesIllustrating the Letter of Mr. Philipp.

the method of laying zinc roofs abroad,
I will give the readers a description of
the same that, it is hoped, will be of
practical use. In 1872 I was working
for a firm in northern Germany, and in
the town were 84 other tinshops, nine
being at the head. In two years the
firm I was with put on 16 zinc roofs
for the Government and railroads under
a guarantee that the roofs should not
leak for three years. I had been work
ing on a number of these roofs from
start to finish, and had the fortune in
1881 to examine some of them. Al
though laid for some eight years, the
roofs showed but a few small buckles,

the roof by means of bent tin cleats 1|
inches wide, and nailed to the roof as
at a. The finish at eaves can be made
by nailing on strips of tin 2| or 3 inches
wide snd any convenient length, allow
ing the strips to project over 1 inch, as
shown at B in Fig. 1 or in Fig. 2.
Over this strip the zinc can be bent as
shown. Another method for securing
the roof at eaves is shown in Fig. 3 at
C, where the bent strip of tin extends
under the roof boards. With the roof
secured as shown at 8 and C hanging
trough can be used.
The sides of zinc sheets are bent up
2{ inches and then over £ inch, as in-

cross eeams. Cleats are then nailed at
the edge of sheet, as shown in Fig. 6,
allowing them to extend 1 inch above
edge of sheet, and bent over the edge,
as in Fig. 7, thus securing sheet to roof
without any nails being driven through
it and so as to allow for expansion and
contraction. Proceed in this manner
until the first row of sheets is laid.
Two-inch square battens are then placed
against the sheets, as indicated in Fig.
8, and secured to roof by means of
screws or nails, as may be desired.
Cleats are then placed against the bat
ten and nailed to roof, as shown in Fig.
9, and a strip of tin nailed to roof
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board, as in Fig. 10. If so desired the
tin strips can be placed first, and thus
under battens, being convenient for
fastening to when ends of battens are
covered, by soldering over square zinc
caps bent over battens to facilitate
soldering. The second lower sheet is
then laid on the roof, being placed
against the batten, hooked over edge
strip, and cleats turned over edge, as
shown in Fig. 11. After the sheetshave
been laid, and soldered if necetsary,
the 2 inch perpendicular seams in
cluded, take strips of zinc— say 4
inches wide by 8 feet long— and turn
the edges over, as shown in Fig 12, one
edge being bent over and the other at
right angles. The strips are then placed
over the battens, as shown in Fig. 13,
each strip being allowed to lap over the
other at ends, so the joints can be sol
dered if desired. The edges of strips
are then to be turned over, as indicated

varnish. Finishers used to use one or
more coats of scraping varnish for fill
ing the pores. After these coatings
were thoroughly dry the work was
scraped with a steel plate, removing all
the varnish on the surface, but leaving
the varnish which settled and filled the
pores intact, thus giving an absolutely
even, solid and flat surface for the var
nishing process. It is from this proc
ess that we have the name scraping
varnish. After this, the finish of a
piece of work was done the same as it
is done at the present time with the
filling process.
After the work is thoroughly clean
of all surplus scraping varnish, or in
the case of filled work of all surplus
filler, allow the work to stand for 24
hours or more, thus thoroughly drying
the coating and laying a good, solid
foundation, without which you will
not obtain a first-class, durable finish.
After the foundation work of filling,
some furniture finishers use over the

Fi«. 12.—The Cai>.

Fig. 14.—Edgeof CapTurned Over for Seaming.

tig. 13—Cap Slipped in Place. Fi«. 15—CapSeamedDown at Sides.

Laying Zinc Roofs Abroad —SketchesIllustrating the Letter of Mr. Philipp.

in Fig. 14, using the square stake and
mallet for the purpose, when they can
be double seamed, as shown in Fig. 15.
By this method a tight roof can be put
on, and one that with good workman
ship and material can be guaranteed
for five years with safety. No. 12 zinc
should be used, although lighter may
answer under some circumstances.

Finish for Cabinet Work.

A well informer! writer on the sub
ject contributes the following to a re
cent issue of the Cabinetmaker : Wood
work should be in the finest condition,
perfectly clear, smooth and even. In
the varnish department it is given one
coat of wood filler. Wood filler is
usually in a thick paste form. It
should be reduced with turpentine to
thickness of paint, so it will apply
readily with a varnish brush. After
this application, and while the filler is
wet, use a piece of cork about 3x5
inches and 1 inch thick, and rub the
filler thoroughly into the pores of the
wood. On caivings and moldings,
where the cork cannot be used conven
iently, use a piece of felt or close
woolen cloth, thus filling the pores
thoroughly. A perfectly even and solid
surface is thus created to receive the

filler one coat of a pure alcohol and
gum shellac varnish. I recommend
this, although it is not absolutely
necessary. The shellac coating, after
it dries, should have a good sandpaper
ing with the finest quality of sand
paper. The varnish, to be applied af
terward, being absolutely transparent,
would, in case the surface showed fine
scratches, bring the same to a particu
lar prominence of imperfection, which
would have to be overcome by addi
tional labor.

NUMBER OF COATS.

Cabinet work, according to the firm
ness of finish and durability to be ob
tained, receives from two to three
coatings of varnish in addition to the
scraping varnish or filling process and
shellac coating aforementioned. For
all coatings of varnUh for the finest
work I recommended the use of a good
polishing varnish only, but very fine
and most durable work can be done
by using for the first half of the var
nish coatings a first class rubbing, and
for the second half or last of the coat
ings a fine polishing varnish. Some
have learned that a good rubbing var
nish will also give a good polish, and
consequently take the risk of using
nothing but rubbing varnish from th«
beginning to the end of their work. I
can assure them that the varnish man

ufacturer can give them nothing but
intrinsic value, and they themselves,
after the finish of the work, can give to
their buyers no higher intrinsic value
in turn. As to thickness of the coat
ings, I recommended that the varnish
should not be applied too heavy, and
each coating of the same thickness,
medium body. This I think will give
the most durable work. The manu
facturer will run less chances of crack
ing in doing so than when using, as
some do, thin coalings first and very
heavy coatings last.

VARNISHING.
Varnishing, on which depends to a
certain extent the selling of cabinet
work, to be of a durable character,
should be done in a temperature of 65"
F. or more, from the beginning of the
work to the finishing of the same, day
and night included. A higher tem
perature, if not over 125°F. will not
harm fine varnishes ; in fact, will turn
out nicer work than in a lower tem
perature and will enable a manufact
urer to turn out work in a much
shorter time. In a temperature of but
65° to 75° F., I advise from four to
six days between coatings, as I know
this will give good and unfailing re
sults. In 125° F. the same good re
sults can be obtained in one-half the
time. Varnishing departments, out
side the filling and rubbing rooms,
should be kept absolutely clean. The
filling and rubbing rooms should be
kept as clean as possible.
After cabinet work has received one-
half the varnish coatings and the var
nish is perfectly dry, rub the surface
with pumice stone and water —use a
piece of felt —to a smooth, even sur
face. Allow the work to stand 24
hours, and then begin the application
of the last half of varnish coatings,
giving the same time between coat
ings. After all the coatings are per
fectly dry, go through the same rub-
bingprocess. A perfect, smooth sur
face for polishing will be the result.
Leave the work stand for 24 hours
after this rubbing, then start polishing
by moistening a fine piece of cloth
with water, dipped in powdered rotten
stone, thus moistening the same also,
and begin to rub the surface of the
work with a steady hand and evenly,
in order to remove with this fine rot
ten stone the fine scratches, if any,
which are generally caused by the rub
bing with the pumice stone. This ac
complished, continue the rubbing with
the palm of the hand instead of the
cloth, using moist rotten stone, and
rub the work until the fine polish re
quired is obtained. The rotten stone
then generally falls off the hand and
you work in a dry dust. Wash the
surface clean with water, using a fine
sponge and chamois. Allow the pol
ished work to stand 24 hours, then oil
the same off with a light oil and a very
Foft rag or cotton bat. Take another
fine rag or cotton bat and remove all
the oil by rubbing or wiping the same
gently, but absolutely clean off the
polished surface. To be sure this is
accomplished, moisten the cloth or cot
ton bat with alcohol. The polish, if
everything is done correctly, will then
be finished.
I have given this recipe for the fin
ish of the very best, finest and most
durable work. I know, however, that
cabinet work is finished to the satisfac
tion of manufacturers in half the time
and with half the labor and cost of
material.

The Howard Hospital and Home
for Incurables have applied for a per
mit for a new $20,000 building on their
grounds, on tbe southeast corner of
Broad and Catharine streets, Phila
delphia, Pa. The building will be
built of brick, two stories high, and
will be heated by steam.
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The Garfield Block, Cleveland.

A structure which will rank among
the notable buildings in Cleveland,
Ohio, is the Garfield Block, which has
just been completed. One of the spe
cial features of interest in connection
with this building is the interior finish,
which thronghout is in selected oak.
The entrance is through a magnificent
archway, finished on the outside in elec
tro-bronze, this being the finish of the
front of the first two stories. The floor
of the main corridor is of white mar
ble mosaic, the walls being wainscoted
to five feet from the floor with English
veined marble. Pilasters, also of mar
ble, rise at intervals to meet the
groined arch roof above. The panels
between the pilasters and above the
wainscoting are beautifully orna
mented by hand carving. The first
floor is occupied as a jewelry store,
while the floors above are intended for
office purposes. The basement will be
occupied by a safe deposit vault com
pany and by the engine rooms and ma
chinery of the building. The heating
will be done by the one-pipe system,
steam being forced to the top of the
structure through a 10inch main, and
thence distributed through 325 radia
tors. Electricity will be used for light
ing purposes. There are 246rooms in
the building, exclusive of basement,
closets, &c. There are four passenger
elevators operated by hydraulic power
and one freight elevator run by steam.
There are said to be 20,000 square feet
of marble in the building, the blocks
for the main wainscoting for each floor
being sawed from one large slab and set
in such a way that the veins perfectly
match. The mosaic covers20,000square
feet of space, involving the use of over
5,000,000 of the little marble blocks.
The architect of the structure is Henry
Ives Cobb of Chicago, and the general
contractors Keaugh & Hunkin Com
pany.

Hoisting Apparatus for Builders.

In the construction of buildings of
any considerable size, more especially
in the larger cities of the country, the
means employed for hoisting heavy
materials into position is usually soma
form of derrick placed at the highest
floor level as the work progresses, and
near enough to the front or rear wall
to allow the boom to project beyond
the wall line. The motive power is
generally an engine at the ground
level, and by this means wooden and
iron beams, girders and joists, as well
as heavy blocks of stone, are easily and
rapidly raised into position 15 or 20
stories above the sidewalk. When the
building is located on a busy street,
along which there is an immense
amount of traffic, both in the w<y of
pedestrians and vehicles, the sidewalk
in front of the structure is covered at
the proper hight with a roof composed
of heavy timbers, upon which rest one
or more thicknesses of planking. This
makes a substantial platfoim, upon
which the stone for the face of the
building can be unloaded from the
trucks, and one from which the blocks
of granite can be raised to the place
required without danger to the people
passing along the sidewalk below.
Neither does this arrangement inter
fere to any extent with the street traf
fic, and the work of constructing tow
ering buildings goes on with an ease
and rapidity which, to the visitor, is
in no small degree surprising.
There are, of course, places where it
is more convenient to make use of
other arrangements for accomplishing
the same end, and where the derrick
at all times rests close to or upon the

ground. A hoisting apparatus of
this kind, which has been used in con
nection with some of the most im
portant buildings in France and Bel
gium, is the derrick illustrated here
with. It embodies recent modifica
tions and has a horizontally balanced
arm at its top, the whole being
mounted upon a movable platform. It
is constructed almost wholly of wood,
and consists of two 12 x 12inch up
rights 63 feet high, firmly buttressed
on either side and behind by wooden
uprights of the same section, the
whole being solidly bolted together and
strengthened by means of horizontal

Hoisting Apparatus for Builders.

wooden bars fastened to the uprights.
The apparatus rests upon a rolling
platform, which also canies a portable
engine to furnish the motive power.
On the top of the uprights is pivoted
what may be designated as a balance
arm, turning on two iron cushion
bearings fixed to the top of the center
uprights. The balance arm is formed
of two 10x 10beams, about 50feet in
length, trussed and kept 2 feet 4 inches
apart from each other by means of a
series of iron bolts at equal distances.
The balance arm is further strength
ened toward the center by two beams
supporting an iron rest, to which are
attached the iron bars bolted to each
end of the arm. The balance arm,

which may take any angle from the
vertical to the horizontal, supports the
pulleys, over which pass the steel
ropes or chains for lifting purposes,
and also those allowing the arm to
lower or rise. In order to avoid any
shock on the return of the bal
ance arm to its vertical position, the
lower end is made to pass between two
beams projecting at an angle from the
lower frame work and coming into
contact with a cross beam supporting
two compensation weights, which, be
ing automatically raised by the return
of the balance arm, avoids any shock
or strain.
Chains from the power wheels of
the engine pass over, the system of
pulleys, lifting the required burden
and bringing at the same time the bal
ance arms to the necessary angle, thus
raising it by means of the arm to the
distance required for laying. The
steam engine, by means of an endless
screw, may at the same time bring the
derrick along the rails to the required
position before the building. In some
cases a platform pivoted on a vertical
axis is employed to carry a number of
blocks of stone or other burden along
with the derrick. This platform is
turned by the engine and brings the
blocks of stone, &c., immediately un
der the lifting chain in many cases.
The dimensions of the rolling platform
are about 10 x 17 feet, running on rails
10 feet apart.
It is stated that this form of hoisting
apparatus has been made from 45 to
nearly 100feet in hight, and that the
lifting power is 10 tons when the bal-
anoe arm is nearly vertical and about
2 tons when in a horizontal position.

Protestant Episcopal Diocesan

House.

Operations have recently been com
menced on the northeast corner of
Twelfth and Walnut streets, Philadel
phia, Pa., for the erection of a four-
story and basement Protestant Episco
pal Diocesan House, which, it is ex
pected, will be completed by August 1
of next year. The type of the archi
tecture will be that of English Gothic
of the Tudor period, the pointed win
dows Bishop's bay windows, and the
entrance doorway with appropriate
carving giving it an ecclesiastical char
acter. It will be built of Indiana lime
stone with slate roof and gray terra
cotta cresting. The basement with con
crete foundation will be 12 feet deep
and will extend under the sidewalk
The first floor will be divided into sev
eral rooms, while on the second floor
will be the assembly hall with accom
modations for 250people. There will
also be the chancel, robing room and
organ loft, bishop's room and secre
tary's, treasurer's, board and committee
rooms. The third floor will contain
the ladies' auxiliary, a room with ac
commodations for 150people, together
with various committee rooms. The
fourth floor is designed for the purpose
of the church club, with large meeting
and conversation room and special
meeting rooms. The first floor will
contain the tanks, ducts and steam
coils for ventilation. The main stairs,
which encircle the elevator, will be of
iron. The building will be as nearly
fire proof as possible, the floors being
of steel beams and hollow brick arches.
A large portion of the floors is to be
supported on iron columns, so as to re
lieve the outside walls of the floor
weight. The plaster will be laid on
metal lath and the finish in hard wood
throughout. The building will be
lighted by electricity and heated by
steam—a direct indirect system with
fresh air inlets from the outside walls
to each radiator.
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METHODS OF HANDRAILING/
By J. V. H. SECOR.

OGLING AND CHOPPING SYSTEM.

AT
THIS TIME, when the box and
the old way of working were
having a race, as it were, to see

which of the two systems would tri
umph, there was a unique method
employed by some, which consisted in
placing the plank from which the rail

built independently of the wall— would
be elliptical in plan, and have a framed
carriage supporting the finished work,
which was of mahogany, built in the
best manner. The stair builder, how
ever, had no knowledge of lines by
which to get out a handrail, and when
asked how he would execute the work
would say : "Oh, I will chop and fit

Fig. 21.

Fig. 20.—View ShowingtheGaugeA, thePencilsC C anda Section of the Plank B Besting
on theStairsandMarkedasIndicated.

Kg. 21.
Jig. 22.

-Plan of QuarterCylinder,Showingthe Edgeof thePlank as it Crossesthe Quarter.
-Elevation of theQuarter,with the Plank Besting on the Nosings and the Sawing

Lines Marked.

Method*of Bandrailing.—Ogling and Chopping System.

was to be cut upon the stairs and
marking the curve line and the plumb,
the two sides being marked with a
peculiar kind of a gauge, shown in Fig.
20. It will be seen that this way of
working was closely allied to the
quadrant cut box, but was more cum
bersome. The joints, as in the latter
case, mnst be made on a drum or
stairs. The latter way was generally
employed by men of high repute as
mechanics, and several instances of the
kind come to mind at this time. A
self supporting stairs—that is, stairs
»Continued[from page212,8eptemberissue.

until it is right," and he did, fitting
joints and easings on the stairs, and
when complete it was a very credible
job and pleasing to the eye. From the
above facts I take the name for this
system.
While some were groping in the
dark, as the above method may be
termed, others more advanced were
ont in the clear sunlight of science.
The diagrams in Fig. 23 are so plainly
marked that the method will be easily
understood. The risers are numbered
from 12 to 18, and are shown by the
spaces in plan and elevation marked

C D E F G. Two methods are here
shown by which to draw the face mold
for the plan B B, including the bevels.
This is a square cut system— that is,
the plank is sawed square through,
and the easings are formed to suit the
eye. (To be continued.)

Early English Gothic.

The general appearance of the Early
Gothic styles, whether English. French
or German —the glorious buildings of
the thirteenth century — is truly mag
nificent, and this is generally known and
acknowledged to be the finest period of
the building art that the world has
ever seen. The marvelous skill of the
construction of the vaults, and the
piers aud buttresses to carry them, has
long been admired as wonderful. A
mere skeleton is built, and the wall
between the buttresses may be as thin
as possible, and even may be entirely
of glass, as was discovered afterwards
in the large windows of the decorated
and perpendicular styles. Although
there are local characteristics in each
country and each district, the general
style of the thirteenth century is the
same all over the north and west of Eu
rope, says the London Architect. One
place may be a generation in advance
of another in the introduction of the
new style, but it spread very rapidly in
England and France ; in Germany the
fine Romanesque style of the Rhine
churches lingered for half a century,
but in general the progress was nearly
simultaneous. That St. Hugh's choir
at Lincoln is the earliest pure Gothic
building in the world may be said to-
be now a matter of demonstration ; the
course of St. Hugh has been traced
from his birth to his death, and all the
buildings with which he was connected
have been examined, and it is now
clear that he was not an architect, and
did not bring either architect or ma
sons with him from Grenoble, which
was, on the contrary, very much be
hind England at that period. The
name of the architect is French, but
his family came over to England with
William the Conqueror, and settled in
Lincolnshire, where it is still one of
the county families, and there is little
doubt that Geoffrey de Noyers (now
called Dunoyer) was a Lincolnshire
man, and that district was then in ad
vance of any other either in England
or France. Of the present building,
the south aisle was built first, and in the
eastern bay of that is the only vestige
of Norman work in the whole build
ing ; the billet ornament occurs on the
rib mouldii gs of the vault in that bay
only ; the side wall is the one where
the outer wall was erected first and the
inner wall built up against it, which
can be distinctly traced as before men
tioned.

Egyptian Architecture.

The Egyptians of all nations seemed
to have built and planned with the
most exclusive regard to permanence,
says one of the London architectural
papers. They designed to make an
tiquities. A dim bewildered instinct,
a yearning after immortality was the
primum mobile of all their undertak
ings. They preferred an unconscious
existence in the form of hideous
mummies to utter dissolution : they
feared that the bodiless spirit might
lose its personal identity, and expected,
or wished, after the expiration of the
great cycle, to find all that they had
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left exactly as they left it—the same
bodies, the same buildings, the same
obelisks pointing at the same stars.
Strange faith— that the soul, after all
varieties of untried being, would re
turn to animate a mummy. The
Greeks built for beauty, the Romans
for magnificence, the Orientals for
.barbaric splendor (the Chinese, indeed,
for fantastic finery), the Gothic nations
for the sublimity of religious effect or
martial strength, a Dutchman builds
to please himself, a sensible English
man for convenience, others of that

there must be some particular disposi
tion of the joists as to size and distance
apart which will do the duty with the
smallest quantity of timber. The
strength of a timber beam to resist
fracture varies as the square of the
depth, but its resistance to deflection
varies as the cube of the depth ; so
here we have not merely to consider
the strength, but the stiffness of the
floor, which latter ought also to be
made as great as possible.
Again, take three joists, respectively
9 x 3, 10x 2)4 (more exactly 10 x 2^)

Another matter connected with joist-
ing has often struck me as being
wrongly proportioned —viz., that of
"trimmers." Take an ordinary chim
ney breast of about 5 feet 9 inches or
6 feet wide, then there may be as many
as four joists carried by the trimmer,
which again is carried by the two
joists into which it is tenoned ; thus,
each of these latter, in addition to its
own share of load, has to carry the
load of two other joists. Nor is this
all, for the trimmer joist has to sup
port half the weight of the hearth-

FIRSTMETHOD

Fig. 23.—DiagramsShowingTwo Methodsof Drawing theFaceMold for thePlan B B, alsotheBevels.

Methodsof Handrailing.—Ogling and Chopping System.

nation to show their wealth or their
taste. But the Egyptian built in defi
ance of time, or rather propitiated
that ruthless power by erecting him
altars whereon to inscribe his victories
over all beside.

Joists and Roofs.

A writer in a recent issue of the En
glish Mechanic presents the following
views touching the subjects indicated
above :
The first point is as to the best form
of an ordinary fir joist. Supposing we
have a room, say, 16 feet square, the
floor of which is to carry a given load
per superficial foot, then evidently

and 11x 2. If we multiply the square
of the depth by the breadth, we find
that all three sections have practically
the same strength, but the stiffness
differs considerably. The sectional
areas, and therefore the quantity of
timber in the floor, would be in the pro
portions 27, 24% and 22, so that appar
ently the 11x 2 is the most economical.
This, however, is affected by two other
conditions —viz., the greater number
of joists required if their distance
apart in the clear is to remain unal
tered, and the necessity for more lat
eral support by the " herring bone "
trussing. The latter, perhaps, is more
theoretical than real, as probably the
same amount of trussing would be em
ployed in either case.

stone and of the brick arch on which
the stone rests, and this extra load is
also borne by the two floor joists, as
before.
What provision, then, is made for
for extra strength in these two bearing
joists, weakened as they must neces
sarily be by the notching and tenoning
into them of the trimmer? lam afraid,
as far as my own observation goes, the
answer is, none at all. The empirical
rule is to add ys inch to the breadth of
the joistfor each joist trimmed into it.
Thus, the 9x3 inches would become
9 x 3J4 inches, or an addition to its
strength of ^ inch, which seems very
inadequate, even though it is the case
that the extra load is carried near
the end of the joist.
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Cause and Effect In Ex
changes.

The success of a builders' exchange
depends upon the same general prin
ciples which govern success in busi
ness. The purposes for which an ex
change is created must be prosecuted
with the same tireless and persistent
energy that the individual applies to
his business affairs. The individual
cannot secure business success without
constant effort, and an exchange might
be likened to a composite individual
whose success exists in direct ratio
with the effort to produce it. No ex
change can be a success by simply ex
isting, and when members find fault
with their organization for its lack of
success they are finding fault with
themselves for their own lack of effort
to make it successful. An exchange
must have some object in life, and the
more important are its objects the
more likely are its members to value
its existence, and the more they value
its existence the harder will they work
for its support. All the forces which
go to make success in an exchange
act and react upon themselves. The in
dividual recognition by the members
of the need of the exchange creates
the motive for its support, and, once
established, the force of united action
demonstrates the value of acting in
unison. The individuals make the ex
change, and the exchange benefits the
individual by making his position in
finitely stronger than it was when he
acted as an individual only.
An exchange may be established
with the most laudable objects and
yet be comparatively valueless ; but if
it does, it is only because the members
do not believe its objects sufficiently
valuable to work for them. An ex
change established for the purpose of
filling some minor place in the busi

ness life of the builder necessarily
occupies a subordinate place in his
mind, and therefore receives but little
attention or support. To secure the
daily and earnest support of the
builder the exchange must fill a daily
and important need, and the existence
of this condition depends entirely upon
the builder himself. The exchange
might hold the most valuable oppor
tunities for facilitating and improving
the builder's business, but if he did
not know that it did the fact would be
an indifferent one to him. When he
understands the benefits of an ex
change, the builder will support it
with his energy and money : but not
until he does can he be depended upon
to act except as he is pursuaded for the
time being. It is a fact, however, and
all builders will recognize sooner or
later that an exchange conducted upon
the general lines suggested by the
National Association is the greatest
safeguard and benefit which can be
established for the protection of the
individual, and, therefore, the whole
fraternity. Co-operation of all branches
of the trade for the purpose of defin
ing and establishing the general prin
ciples which should govern the whole,
and for defining and establishing the
specific rules which should govern the
separate branches in their relations
with each other, cannot fail to produce
that which does not now exist—the
harmony of all the parts. A well
organized exchange conducted on busi
ness principles and for business pur
poses is a necessity to every community
of builders in the country.

Query.

The following querv has been sug
gested to the National Secretary, and
is given here in order that the prin
ciple involved —that which underlies
the addition of a percentage by general
contractors for assuming the liability
of the subcontractor —may be dis
cussed. The addition of a percentage
upon sub-contracts by the principal
contractor has rarely been done in ac
cordance with any ciearly defined rule
or principle, and such questions as the
following should be carefully consid
ered by all contractors, in order that
what is right in the premises may be
plainly established. Expressions of
opinion upon the subjoined example
are solicited from builders everywhere.
In considering the example it should
be borne in mind that the principle
only is under discussion, for general
practice is usually so devoid of uni
versal methods that local action mav be
greatly at variance. The establish
ment of uniform practice is the ulti
mate aim in view.

THE EXAMPLE.
In cases where a general contractor
is required to do work additional to a
contract, how far does the principle of
adding a percentage to sub-work ex
tend ? For instance : The general con
tractor would properly be entited to a
percentage upon every portion of sub-
work for which he makes a separate
contract with a sub-contractor, but if
one of these sub-contractors has again
a sub-contractor under him, would the
sub-contractor to the general con
tractor have the right to add a per

centage on his sub-contractor's^esti
mate and then the general contractor
have the right to add a percentage on
the combined figure which is submit
ted to him ? As an illustration : Sup
pose a carpenter-builder acting asja
principal contractor is asked to do ad
ditional work which comprehends
besides his own work (carpentry)
mason-work, $1000; iron work, $1000;
plastering, $1000 and painting, $1000,
for which he receives separate esti
mates. He would be entitled undoubt
edly to a percentage on each, which
we will call for the sake of illustration
10 per cent. That would give the
principal contractor the right to add
$400 as his proper percentage for as
suming the risk of those portions of
work, and would make a total in his
estimate of $4400. But if, on the con
trary, his sub-bidder for the masonry
includes the iron work and plastering
and painting in his bid, and on the
same theory adds the per cent, to each
one, making his bids $4300 to the
principal contractor, would the princi
pal contractor then be justified in
adding ten per cent., which would
make bis bid $4700,instead of $4400,
as under the other conditions ?

Glasgow Builders' Exchange

The following is a portion of an rar-
ticle which appeared in a recent issue
of the Glasgow (Scotland)iVbW/i British
Daily Mail and is a most excellent in
dication of the scope of operation of
the force exercised by the National As
sociation of Builders. Other printed
matter direct from the exchange men
tioned shows that the organization is
patterned after the plan advocated by
our association. The principal work
in the formation of the Glasgow Ex
change was done by its President, Col.
R. J. Bennett.
The Building Trades' Exchange of the
City andDistrict of Glasgow,Limited, at 30
Gordon street,was formally openedyester
day by Lord Provost Bell. Si r Wi lliam Ar-
rol, honorary presidentof the Exchange,
occupied the chair, and amongthosepres
entwere : ColonelR. J. Bennett,president;
ex-Councillor John Paterson, Messrs. An
drew Gray, Alex. Muir, Wm. Anderson,
RobertScott, John Porter, Wm. Lightbody,
John Craig, John Keppie, Robert VVylie,
R. A. McGilvray, J. R. Christie and Wm.
M. Cunningham, secretary.
The chairman said the institution of
a Building Trades Exchange was quite a
new thing in this country. He had never
heard of anything of the kind on this side
of the Atlantic, but someGlasgow gentle
menwho had recently visited America had
been greatly impressedwith the usefulness
of such institutions there. One important
purpose served by a building exchange
was the reducing of friction between the
various sections of the building trades,
and it that end couldbeachieved in Glas-

fow
the openingof that institution would

e a very good thing for all concerned.
The exchangewasnot got up for the pur
poseof combination in any shapeor form.
It was for the purposeof enabling those
connectedwith tbe building trades tomeet
and discuss matters, and all members,
from tbe man who employed one or two
workers to the man who employedfour or
five thousand,would be on the samelevel.
Another object was to afford a guarantee
that amemberof theexchangewho under
took to do a certain piece of work would
honorably dosoaccording to specification,
and in the event of his failing to perform
the work in that way it would fall to
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the Exchange Committeeto dealwith him.
The premisesare neatly arranged and in
clude a room for the secretary,a private
room for members,sampleroom,&c.

An exhibit of building materials,
such as exists in connection with the
Master Builders' Exchange of Phila
delphia, is contemplated. The secre
tary has through the secretary of our
National Association invited corre
spondence from American brethren in
terested in exchange work.

Exohange Privileges.
The following definition of the use
and abuse of exchange privileges has
been made bv the Master Builders' As
sociation of Boston, and plainly shows
that outsiders who visit an exchange
for the purpose of seeing such of the
various members as they may have

business with are usurping the rights
of membership. This restriction does
not affect the presence of non-members
in the lobby, who are thereby appoint
ment of some member, but only such
persons who use the exchange as a
means for seeing all at once such in
discriminate members as they may
happen to have business with. The
action of the Boston Exchange on the
subject is as follows :

LOBBY PRIVILEGES.
Frequentcomplaint hasbeenmadeto the
Committee on Rooms and Rules by mem
bers of the association to the effect that
partieswhoseapplicationsfor admissionto
the associationhavebeenrefused are often

E
resentin thelobby at " 'changehour," and,
y sending in for various memberswhom
theywish to see,securethebenefitsandcon
venience of a common rendezvousalmost
as completely as if they weremembersof
theassociation.

On theother hand,membersof the asso
ciation argue that their membership en
titles themto theprivilege of having any
oneentertainedin the lobby who may de
sire to see them,and that their rights are
improperly abridged if the calls of such
parties are not recognized by the gate
keeper.
It is evident to the committeethat the
rejection of an applicant for admission
means something and that such parties
must in somedegreeberestrictedin theuse
of the privileges and conveniencesof the
exchangerooms,and they therefore decide
that parties whose applicacionsfor mem
bership or exchangeprivilegeshave been
refused cannot be indiscriminately enter
tainedin thelobby; but if membersof the
association wish to be summoned to the
lobby wheneversuch parties may call for
them,they mustnotify thesecretaryto that
effectand thegatekeeperwill be instructed
accordingly.
A list of rejectedapplicants can be seen
uponapplication to the secretary.

Trade Education Abroad.

Most of the European countries have
been ahead of the United States in pro
viding trade and technical education,
as distinct from mere manual training,
for their youth. Very generally the
subject has been recognized as having
euch an important bearing on the na
tional prosperity that trade schools
have been established either directly
under government auspices or else with
the aid of the State. The latter condi
tion prevails in Great BritaiD, where
so-called technical schools—which gen
erally embrace what are in this country
regarded as trade schools pure and sim
ple—are springing up on all sides. In
Germany, France, the Netherlands and
Switzerland the governments are also
paying considerable attention to the
subject. Recent consular reports to the
State Department from the two last
named countries contain notable testi
mony to the efficacy of the system of
training thus given in turning out an
intelligent and educated class of crafts
men.

SWISS SCHOOLS.

The Swiss, in particular, are famed
for their manual dexterity, and then-
country is noted for its educational ad
vantages in' general. Probably no na
tion, in proportion to its territory, has
somany industrial and technical schools.
They receive both national and private
assistance. The federal government,
we learn, gives subsidies to not lees
than 157of these institutions, more than
#330,000 having been thus paid out for
their support during the past seven
years, while municipal and private sub
scriptions have raised the total to above
$1,500,000. Thus the Swiss expend
nearly $300,000 a year to aid their boys
in learning a trade, and this, with a
total population of only 3,000,000.
Above 17,000 young Swiss are attend
ing these trade schools at the present
time. The result, as it has been said,
is that "young men now learn trades
in Switzerland with zeal, looking for
the same honor and the same reward
that is anticipated from the adoption of
professions. The basis, however, on
which they build is more solid, the aim
more elevated than ever before." The
Swiss special training has elevated the
trades and raised the mechanic in the
eyes of the world as well as in his own
eyes. A Swiss who has gone through
a full trade school course understands
his calling perfectly and has no trouble
in securing employment at the highest
wages.

In Holland there are 18 genuine trade
schools. The manual training school,
which aims only to impart to the pupil
a general manual facility withour refer
ence to his subsequent vocation, such
as is so largely in vogue in the United
States, is there virtually unknown. The
one purpose of the Dutch trade schools
is to " train efficient mechanics." Em
ployers of skilled labor are the most
pronounced advocates of the schools,
which, they assert, improve the grade
of skilled labor, making it not only
more profitable to the employer, but
more marketable. All the schools were
established and at first maintained by
private enterprise, but all except one
are now sustained in whole or in part
by municipal or governmental subsidy.
The exception is the trade school at
Breda, which was founded by oneof the
earliest and most ardent advocates of
the trade school idea in the world,
Dr. Van Cooth, who at his death left a
sufficient sum of money to endow it
handsomely. With a population of only
22,000, Breda sends regularly 120 or
more pupils to the school. The result
in Holland has been, in the words of
the report, that" Employers agree in testifying that
the work of the boy trained three years
in the trade school has a higher market
able value than the work of the boy
who, deprived of the school privilege,
has been compelled through poverty to
learn his trade in the shop. One is an
all-round mechanic, who has learned
the ' why ' of things ; the other, a
drudge, without resource of adaptive-
ness, whose work is, and always will be,
purely perfunctory."

A BELGIAN SCHOOL.

At Charleroi, in Belgium, is an im
portant trade school, which was estab
lished by the Provincial Council in
1865, which has an annual government
subsidy of $2605. The average attend
anceat the school is 934, and among the
trades taught are joinery, blacksmith-
ing, boiler making, masonry, molding,
steam fitting, &c. Belgium also main
tains other schools of a similar nature,
all of which have been found to be of
the greatest benefit to the country at
large.

TRADE EDUCATION IN AUSTRIA.

In Austria the systemof trade schools
has been brought to a very high state
of perfection. The Gewerbe Schools
(the purely industrial or technical
schools of the country) impart instruc
tion in various branches of trade, and,

as we learn from a European technical

journal, especial attention is devoted to

such branches as may form a distinct

specialty in the district in which each

school is located. The pupils are, it is
stated, scientifically prepared for their

special manual calling far more satis

factorily than if an apprenticeship had
been served in someordinary workshop.
Whatever the art in which the pupil is

receiving instruction, whether in metal

work, in engineering, or in carpentry,
carving, molding or building, every ef

fort is made "to impart to him 'a full
knowledge of the why and the where

fore of what he is doing and the best

means of doing it." The consequence
is that the pupils, thus trained, become
masters of the trade they have studied
in much shorter time and more thor

oughly than could be the caseunder the
old apprenticeship system.
The general consensus of opinion
among those who have studied the

question of trade schools, as illustrated
abroad and in this country, points to

the conclusion that such a means of
definite industrial training is an abso
lute necessity under present day con
ditions if the American mechanic is
to keep up to the high standard he has
hitherto maintained.

Measuring Brick Work.

Not long since there appeared in one
of the issues of the Clay Worker an
article by J. A. Reep on the subject of
the measurement of brick work. This
topic is one in which many readers of
the paper are more or less interested
and for their benefit we reproduce the
article herewith :

It is curious to note how the method
of measuring brick work varies in dif
ferent parts of the country.
There is almost invariably a feeling
of antagonism between the bricklayers
and their employers. I do not mean
by this contractors, but the owner of
buildings, who hired the mason, or
was compelled to pay for the building
of the brick walls. The owner or firm
proposing to erect a house or store
building is obliged to put up a brick
structure. As a matter of economy,
he begins to make an estimate on the
amount of brick required, as upon this
must depend the size of building. He
first asks a brick mason how many
brick will be required to lay a cubic
foot of wall, and receives for an
answer from one man 21, from an
other 22, and still another says 20. He
looks around, secures the brick and
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builds up a cube to represent a cubic
foot, and learns that 20% bricks are
sufficient.
With this as a guide, he carefully
estimates the walls and foundations of
his proposed building. He measures
all the openinsrs and deducts them
from the contents of the wall, and ar
rives at what he considers an approxi
mate amount of brick required.
Masons and contractors bid on the
brick work at a stated price per thou
sand. The contract is awarded and the
work goes on happily until completion.
Then a dispute arises as to the amount
of brick used in the walls. The mason
asks that he be paid for the walls
counted solid. He also counts twenty-
one brick to the cubic foot. The pro
prietor makes a careful estimate
of the wall, and inquiry elicits the
fact that there has been many thou
sands of brick delivered in amount less
than in the mason's estimate in wall
measurement. The proprietor feels
aggrieved that the mason should ask
ay for that which he has not furnished.
he custom of measurement adopted
by masons is a matter which does not
•concern him, and is frequently left for
the courts to determine.
There is no uniformity in the size of
brick, therefore the size of a wall which
a given number of bricks will produce
is uncertain. The mason is fortified in
his demands by a custom long estab
lished and defended therein by the
Bricklayers' Union, which makes the
rules governing the size and amount of
brick in the cubic foot, as well as the
price per thousand for laying in the
wall.

STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT.

There is great need of some well es
tablished standard for the measure
ment of brick work, made to conform
with the standard size of brick, as
adopted by the N. B. M. A. At present
the rules governing measurement vary
considerably in different parts of the
country. Some contractors measure
by the rod. Again you will come
across others who insist on measuring
by the perch. If they were asked to
define the difference between the rod
and perch, the answer would be, " A
great deal of difference. A rod is 16%
feet and a perch is 25 feet or very near
it."
The old rule of our arithmetics
taught us that 16% feet make 1 rod,
perch or pole, and we supposed that it
would always remain at that. But the
stone mason in measuring his work
measured double faced wall, 1 foot in
thickness by the rod, and all that was
below the surface with single face as
18 inches thick, and designates each
16% feet as 1perch. There is in reality
24$£feet (cubic feet) in each rod of
face measure, but for convenience in
counting, the one-fourth of 1 cubic
foot was added to the perch and called
25 feet. As foundation work came to
be built more extensively of brick, the
measurements were designated as by
the rod or by the perch, thereby be
coming confused. We believe a rod,
perch or pole, is 16% feet, whether ap
plied to linear measure or to 16%cubic
feet of brick or stone wall ; and if a
brick mason or stone mason measures
the superficial surface of a wall it is
reckoned in rods, perches or poles, and
any fractional part of a foot in thick
ness is part of a rod, perch or pole.
The cubic foot is perhaps the best
method in use to measure brick work,
as the brick are made to conform rap
idly to the space occupied by a cubic
foot, and do not vary but little from
20% brick to the foot.
Ordinary brick are about 8 inches in
length, and with the mortar joint
about half that in width, so that each
brick on the flat will give a horizontal

surface of about 32 square inches, or
4% brick to the foot square.
Brick, as usually laid, require 9
courses in hight to each 24 inches, or
4% courses to each foot in hight ; 4%
courses, with 4% brick to each course,
gives 20% brick to the cubic foot.
Waste, cutting and closer joints will
easily require an allowance of % of a
brick to each cubic foot, and 21 brick
will be found a very convenient figure
for estimating the number of brick re
quired for a wall of a given size and
thickness. This is based on the stand
ard size of brick.
To lose % inch in each course of
brick is a loss of 1 inch in hight of the
wall in every 8 courses, or 1 foot in
hight in every 20 feet. This is made
evident in facing up with pressed brick
fronts. Both the brick and mortar
joint being thinner than in the wall
back of it, it can only be bonded to
gether and only partially then, at each
recurring sixth, seventh or eighth
course, depending entirely upon the
thickness and thinness of the two dif
ferent kinds of brick.
This, at first sight, may look like a
small item, but if it is practiced on
both the hight and girth of the wall
by shorteningthe bricks, then the loss
is twofold. But there is another side
to the subject. The brick mason or
contractor sometimes lives in a section
where building sand is much cheaper
than brick, and with no regard to the
size of the brick he is using, he mixes
his mortar as lean as he dare with
small allowance of sand, and where
brick work is built by wall measure
ment, then his object is to save his
brick at the expense of the mortar.
He, with a heavy mortar joint, makes
a gain correspondingly as great as the
small brick is in favor of the brick-
maker.

STRENGTH OF WALLS.

The brick walls with large mortar
joints are weaker and liable to be
crushed or cracked. Lean mortar is
not a good cement, and is subject to
decay or disintegration by the effects
of the weather, thereby rendering the
wall weak or unsightly.
The loss of % inch in each eight
courses on a wall 60 feet high, with
the five walls, foundation, inside walle
and chimney, &c., of an ordinary store
building, would be about 550 cubic
feet, or 11,550bricks, counting 21 to
each foot ; or if the gain of % inch can
be made by the selection of the right
man to run up the leads or corners, it
is just as desirable to do so in his own
favor that way. The contractor fur
nishing brick, scales up one side. The
brick mason laying by the 1000 scales
down on the other, and, as before re
marked, it is the frequent cause of
dispute between owners of buildings
and the builder.
My experience in the trade for a num
ber of years confirms me in the opin
ion that many men are deterred from
using brick for their dwellings because
of this.

ticular hight, the cavity in the top of
the column can be fitted up with a
number of packing pieces.

The pit floor of the Covent Garden
Theater, London, was constructed on
an ingenious principle and one which
permits of the raising or lowering the
floor at convenience. On such occa
sions as public dinners, bal masques,
&c., the advantages of possessing such
a facility are especially obvious. It was
accordingly resolved to support the
floor on trussed timber beams 2 feet 3
inches deep, resting on cast iron
columns, the latter having split heads,
resembling a musician's tuning fork.
By the adoption of this form the
trussed floor beams can be lowered
into the columns their own depth
whenever required ; and if it be de
sired to retain the beams at any par-
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Tall Buildings.

Daring the annual meeting of the
American Institute of Architects in
this city the third week of October, a
number of important papers were
read by prominent members of the

profession. One of the contributions
which attracted more than usual at

tention in view of the rapid increase
in the number of tall office buildings
in New York, Chicago and some other
places, was a paper entitled " High
Buildings and Good Architecture," by
Thomas Hastings of this city. The

author urged that there should be

rational limitations of hight for all
buildings constructed solely for reve
nue, and that it was discouraging to
spend one's energies upon 50 or 100

feet of an avenue or street when, how

ever good the result in itself might be,

a blot was being made upon the gen

eral line of buildings considered as a
whole. In the discussion of this paper
representatives of New York and Chi
cago took an active part. George B.
Post, whose opinion is entitled to con

sideration in a matter of this kind, ex

pressed the view that a tall building

is only a tower as a problem of design,

and that New York was likely to be
come a city of towers, unless a check

was placed upon it by the Legislature.
He also considered that the life of
buildings constructed in the form of
steel cages imbedded in masonry
would be short, and although he might
not live to see it, others present would

witness the tearing down of many of

what might be designated as sky
scrapers. He stated that he had re
moved beams that were cased in solid
brick on account of the rusting of the
surface of the beams. A view of the
question directly opposed to this was
held by W. L. B. Jenney of Chicago,
who stated that he had seen steel in
Rome 500years old which showed no
effect of rust, and that a bar of iron
taken from the obelisk in Central Park,
New York, was found to be in good
condition.

The ApprenticeshipQuestion.

Prof. George C. Bikes of the Uni
versity of Chicago has prepared a de

scriptive treatise, issued in pamphlet
form, of the apprenticeship system in

the building trades that will be valu
able to both employers and workmen.

The writer has investigated methods
existing in many localities, and has
presented the results of his studies in
such form as to greatly assist all per

sons who are desirous of bringing
about an improvement in the condi
tions by which the apprentice in the
building trades is surrounded. Vari
ous data, illustrative of forms of ap
prenticeship which exist in the United
States, are shown in such concise form
as to be readily available for use in de
fining just grounds upon which an ap
prenticeship can be based. Action taken
by the National Association of Build
ers and other bodies of a generally
similar character upon the appren
ticeship question has been commented
upon in such a manner as to bring out
inherent values in the methods advo
cated, and to place the reader in pos
session of facts which will help to
make clear the need of reform in this
much neglected portion of the build
ing trades.

Arbitration and Conciliation.

The Civic Federation of Chicago, to
which reference has previously been
made in these columns, have put their
plans into form and shape which
promise to result in one of the most
valuable and intelligent conferences
upon the subject of " Conciliation and
Arbitration " which has ever occurred
in this country. The matter has been
taken up in a thorough and business
like manner and the speakers who have
been engaged to handle the various
subdivisons of these subjects are in
every way qualified to deal with the
matter in a broad and non-partisan
spirit. Such speakers as have been
invited to attend the convention have
been chosen without regard to place
or locality and represent nearly all the
different fields in which the relation of
employer and workman exists. The
meeting is to occur on November 13
and 14 in the city named. We present
the programme in another column.

Trade Papers and Books,

The mechanic who does not take a
paper devoted to the interests of his
own trade and read it thoughtfully
falls far short of profiting by all his
opportunities. Such a paper puts
him in touch with other men of like
tastes, gives him a chance to com
pare their methods with his ; in fact,
makes him more independent of his
immediate surroundings and fits him
for a larger sphere of usefulness. It is
thus that somebright young mechanics
climb so rapidly above their fellow men
perhaps of twice or thrice the direct ex
perience and assume greater responsi
bilities. Beyond the time spent in read
ing the daily and the trade papers,
every mechanic may, if he will, still
find a few moments each day to devote
to either interesting or instructive lit
erature. A boy who was brought up
on dime novels cannot in a day learn
to enjoy Scott or Dickens, but there is
nevertheless an ample store of good
fiction, intensely interesting, and, in
many instances, decidedly instructive.
History is told in such pleasing man

ner by many of our able writers that
one hardly appreciates what he is read
ing, while the simplicity of some of
our greatest s-ientists has enabled
them to lay before us in intelligible
language a large store of the most val
uable scientific knowledge. The prac
tical universality of the modern free
public library removes all excuse for
not reading because of nothing to read,
and to-day, merely for the asking, the
mechanic may freely enjoy such books
as his father never thought of reading,
because he could not afford to purchase
them.

The New York Buildings.

The site occupied for so many years
by the New York Hotel on Broadway,
this city, will soon be covered by four
immense structures rising 12 stories
above the sidewalk and extending two
below. The site has a frontage of 184
feet on Broadway, extends 148feet on
Washington place, 200feet on Waverley
place and 93 feet on Mercer street.
The architect of the new building is R.
Maynicke, for over 25 years associated
with George B. Post, who is well-
known from his connection with many
of the important edifices in New York
City. The planning has been such as
to make the buildings an harmonious
whole, the central structures being
distinguished from the end ones by
difference in color. The division walls
will be of brick, 4 feet 8 inches at the
bottom, and tapering to a width of 16
inches at the top. Cast iron columns
will sustain the masonry of the outside
walls as well as the weight of the
floors. The two lower stories of the
buildings are to be of stone, and those
above of brick, terra cotta and iron.
The base of the buildings will be the
two lower stories treated as one, with
an entresol above. The main body of
the buildings will consist of six stories,
above which will be a cornice contain
ing another story. An attic above
this cornice will contain two stories,
which will be surmounted by a balus
trade and cornice. There will be two
passenger and two freight elevators in
each building with a driveway for
vehicles from Washington place. The
lower portions of the buildings will be
differently treated, the corner ones
having porches with entrances to the
stores in the middle, while the central
ones will have large show windows
with entrances to the stores on the
sides. The structures and land will
represent an investment of about
$3,000,000,and it is expected that the
buildings will be ready for occupancy
within a year.

English Trades Unions and Trades Schools.

The attitude assumed by British or
ganized labor toward the trade and
technical schools lately introduced in
the United Kingdom is illustrated in
a resolution adopted at the annual
Trades Union Congress, held not long
since at Norwich, England. The
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resolution was to the following effect :
" That this congress, while admitting
that great and good work has been and
is still being done by the establishment
of technical classes in various locali
ties throughout the United Kingdom,
with a view of assisting in the better
education of our handicraft and artisan
work people, is of opinion that no
others than apprentices and work peo
ple who are working at the various
trades taught should be allowed to at
tend such classes." This means that,

in the opinion of the labor leaders, the
benefits offered by schools of trade in

struction should be confined to those
young artisans who are already under
the direction of the trades unions.
The schools are State aided and there
fore supported by the public at large,
but could this resolution be made
operative their advantages could not
be secured by any young man who is
desirous of learning the theory and

practice of a useful trade, unless he be
already working at the special trade
he wishes to study.

Legal Aspect of Ventilation.

In times past the quality of ventila
tion has been determined by the desires
of those who directly introduced or
controlled it, but to-day legislative
action is gradually leading from de
sires or whims to laws. It is no longer
a question as to what a man thinks is
good enough or cheap enough in the
way of ventilation, but rather what
the law says he must do regarding it.
The State of Massachusetts began in
1888 a serious consideration of this
subject and passed certain laws, re
quiring "proper" ventilation, but
wisely not further defining as to the
exact amount of air to be supplied per

person, appointing furthermore State
inspectors, independent of local boards

of health, who should enforce the law.
Lack of specific requirements for

proper ventilation under the law threw

upon them the burden of determining
what should be understood by the term
" proper ventilation." And wisely

again, rather than attempt an extremely
radical departure, they adopted the

standard of 30 cubic feet of air supply

per minute per person as necessary to

fulfill the requirements of the law as
they proposed to enforce it. This,

while well in excess of the degree of

ventilation then being secured in most
buildings, was reasonably simple of ac

complishment.

Laws Defining Air Supply.

Slight changes have since beenmade

in those laws, and last year in the new
building laws of the city of Boston an

attempt was made to clearly specify

the exact amount of ventilation by re

quiring 50 cubic feet per bead for each

occupant and for each gaslight. But,

through the clerk's or the printer's

mistake, a certain ambiguity exists in

the law that practically makes it a
dead letter —at least in certain known
cases the inspector-in-chief has so

chosen to consider it. This example

of the State of Massachusetts may well

be followed by others that have as yet

given no consideration to the subject.

Although there was at first some op
position to the law in Massachusetts,
its judicious enforcement has brought
about good feeling and a readiness to

comply with it that has been the best
evidence of its success. It is a work
that must be done gradually, the peo
ple must be educated up to it and the
standard raised by degrees, until re
sults may be assured that will fulfill
the requirements of the most ardent

supporters of the laws demanding
" proper ventilation."

American Institute of Architects.

The twenty-eighth annual conven
tion of the American Institute of Archi
tects was held in the Fine Arts Build
ing, 215 West Fifty-seventh street,
New York City, on October 15, 16and
17. There was a large representation
of architects present, including some
of the most prominent members of the

Erofession.
President Daniel H. Burn-

am of Chicago delivered an annual
address, in which he spoke of the bene
ficial influence exerted by the institute
on the profession and on professional
work. He also referred to the bill now
pending before Congress for the ap
pointment of a commission of five
men, three of them architects, for the
examination of designs for Govern
ment buildings, and expressed the hope
that, if passed, architects would not
refuse to serve on such a committee.
An interesting report from the Com
mittee on Education was read by Henry
Van Brunt and one from the Commit
tee on Conservation of Public Build
ings was read by R. M. Upjohn. There
was also a paper by Rus*ell Sturgis en
titled "Modern Style Founded on
Ancient Greek Architecture."

SECONDPAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

The second day's session was largely
devoted to the consideration of the re
port of the Committee on Competition,
which was read by Chairman George
B. Post. The report suggested the
adoption of a progressive rate of com
pensation for preliminary plans sub
mitted in competitions, and named a
schedule beginning with $550for build
ings costing from $50,000 to $75,000
and increasing gradually to $5000 for
buildings valued at $4 000,000or $5,-
000,000. The report also suggested
that selection by competition be given
to the architect whose plans give prom
ise of ability to develop his studies
into the best solution, instead of the
plans of the architect coming nearest
to a preconceived solution of the prob
lem. Various other features were cov
ered by the report, which was discussed
at considerable length by Messrs. Post,
Hastings. Yost and Carrere. The lat
ter gentleman suggested that in all
important competitions the general
plan and programme be discussed by
competitors, professional adviser and
jury, and that competitors beallowed on
a majority vote to make changes, sub
ject to the approval of the jury and
professional adviser. This was ac
cepted and the whole matter referred
to the committee in order that a suita
ble code might be prepared. During
the session L. H. Sullivan of Chicago
read a paper on " Emotional Archi
tecture as Compared with Classical."
Thomas A. Fox of Boston presented
"A Short Study of Greek Detail;"
Thomas Hastings of New York read a
paper on " High Buildings and Good
Architecture," and Secretary Stone
read a paper prepared by T. M. Clark
on "Protection against Fire." There
were also papers by Prof. C. A. Cum-
niings of Boston, Frank M. Day of

Philadelphia and R. W. Gibson of New
York.

THIRD DAY'S SESSION.
The last day's proceedings were de
voted to a consideration of the report
of the Educational Committee and the
adoption of the scale of compensation
for preliminary plans submitted in
competitions as outlined in the pre
vious day's discussion. The directors
were instructed to substitute the new
schedule in place of the old one.
Papers were read by E. L. Ransome of
Chicago on " Concrete Construction as
a Protection to Wrought Iron and
Steel," and by George Edward Hard
ing on "Electricity as Applied to
Elevators."
The officers elected for the ensuing
year were :
President, Daniel H. Burnham of
Chicago.
First vice-president, George B. Post
of New York City.
Second vice-president, William S.
Eames, St. Louis, Mo.
Secretary, Alfred Stone, Providence,
R. I.
Treasurer, Samuel A. Treat of Chi
cago.
The directors elected to serve three
years were : L. H. Sullivan, Chicago ;
George C. Mason, Jr., Philadelphia ;
T. C. Link, St. Louis ; Samuel Hanna-
ford, Cincinnati ; Charles A. Cum-
mings, Boston ; Edward I. Nickerson,
Providence ; W. L. B. Jenney of Chi
cago and Wilson Eyre, Philadelphia.
After luncheon at the Fine Arts
Building the delegates were grouped
on the outside steps and photographed.
They then visited the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and inspected the large
scale models of famous edifices and
the castings collected by the Willard
Architectural Commission. In the
evening an inspection was made of the
new building of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, and later a recep
tion was tendered the delegates at
the Building Trades Club, 117 East
Twenty-third street. The next con
vention will be held at St. Louis in
the autumn of 1895.

Construction of Smoke Fines In
Buildings.

The municipal authorities of At
lanta, Ga., have just passed an ordi
nance regulating the building of stove
flues within the city limits, which
might be followed with advantage by
some other places in the country. The
law is to the effect that all stove flues
hereafter built in the city of Atlanta
shall be constructed of hard burned or
fire clay brick, lined inside with fire
clay pipe, and so placed as to rest on
iron or other non-combustible material,
no wood whatever being placed in
them. A section of the city code is
amended so as to render any owner,
builder or contractor violating the
provisions of this section of the ordi
nance liable on conviction to a fine not
exceeding $100 or imprisonment for
not more than SOdays for each offense.
In commenting upon this ordinance
the Southern Architect states that the
law is of vastly more than local inter
est, as it shows a disposition to im
prove methods of building, and with
better methods of construction will be
sensibly lessened the fire risk to life
and property.

The New York Theater is the name
by which will be known the new place
of amusement to be erected on Seventh
avenue and Forty-second street, New
York City. A special feature of the
structure, which will cover an area of
100x 200 feet, will be a roof garden.
Active operations will be commenced
next month, and it is expected to be
ready for occupancy next summer.
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HOUSE IN NEWARK, N. J.
IN
the northern portion of the city
of Newark, N. J., in that section
known as Forest Hill, is a row of

attractive cottages, one of which forms
the subject of our illustrations and
supplemental plate this month. The
half tone engraving is made from a
photograph taken while the buildings
shown at the left were in a state of in-
completion, the onewith which we have

and the exterior has two coats of paint.
The plastering throughout is three-
coat work, the last coat being hard
finish. The plumbing fixtures are of
the most approved pattern, and the
work is executed in a first-class man
ner. The house, which cost $3000 to
build, is heated by means of a hot air
furnace.
An inspection of the floor plans

shows three rooms and a large hall on
the main floor and four sleeping rooms
and a bathroom on the second floor.
The main hall is of such size that it can
readily be used for reception purposes,
and from it the kitchen, dining room
and parlor can be entered without the
necessity of passing through any other
room. The position of the pantry is
such as to afford a ready means of com-

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Section,

to deal being that in the foreground
of the picture. It is the property of
Mr. A. S. Van Sant and was erected
from plans prepared by H. Galloway
Ten Eyck, architect, of Market and
Broad streets, Newark, N. J. The
floor plans which we present here
with show the general arrangement of
the rooms, the elevations give an idea
of the exterior finish, while the miscel
laneous details show the construction
employed.
The foundation wall is of brick,
12 inches thick below grade and 8
inches thick above, the exposed parts
being faced with selected brick,
pointed with red mortar. The cellar
has a concrete bottom. The timber
for the frame is hemlock, with sills,
ties, plates and posts, 4x6 inches ; the
first and second floor beams, 2x9
inches ; the third floor beams, 2x8
inches, and the rafters, 2x6 inches.
The sheeting is 1-inch hemlock boards,
upon which are- laid 6 inch white pine
clapboards. The roof is covered with
cypress shingles.
The flooring of the house is North
Carolina pine, while the trim is of
white pine, the staircase being of ash.
The interior is finished in natural wood

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

House in Newark, N. J,—H. Galloway Ten Eyck, Architect, Newark, N. J.
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munication between the kitchen and
dining room, and is fitted with con
veniences which cannot fail to be ap
preciated by the housewife. There are
sliding doors between the parlor and

ing 4,000,000feet, was brought into Bay
City, Mich., a few weeks ago, being laid
down in that port at a lower price than the
Michigan lumbtrrr.cn can get their home
product to the same place by way of the
railroads and rivers. The Michigan
lumbermen say that wages for logging
will have to go down considerably be
fore they can continue their business at
any profit under the new duties.

Mottled Brick for Ornamentation.

Basement.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

In the use of mottled brick, orna
mental work of small scale is almost
always a failure, says a writer in the
Brickbuitder, yet we constantly run
across buildings in process of erection
where this mistake is being made. For
large work, as, for instance, a corbeled
cornice, where there are broad and deep
shadows, mottled brick are quite as
effective as any other, but in small de
tails, such as belt courses and arches,
we have yet to see them effectively
used. In designing such details re
course must be had to the projection
of parts producing shadows, which
really form the design. The projection
can never be enough to throw a broad
shadow, or the work will become heavy
and coarse, and, therefore, to make a
small shadow count it must not have

IP
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Attic.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.
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Section through C
D of the Front
Door. — Scale, Jt
InchestotheFoot.

^r

Side(left) Elevation.-Seale. H Inch to theFoot.

House in Newark, N. J.—Plans, Elevation and Detail.

dining room, so that the two can be
readily thrown into one when desired.
The position of the stairs is such that
very little space is occupied by the hall
on the second floor, while from it every
room can be entered direct.

Thb first consignment, under the
new law, of Canadian lumber, compris-

the competition of local color. The
mottling constantly brings dark spots
where they destroy the outlines of
shadows, and as a natural consequence
confuse the design, which depends
upon the clear delineation of these
shadows. In speckled brick the spots
are so small as to make little differ
ence, affecting only the general tone

and texture of the brick ; but when,
the broader effect of a mottled surface
is desired small ornament is better
omitted. The value of mottled brick
is almost entirely restricted to broad
surfaces, which from their very size
must be given some variety of color to
relieve them from the smooth painted
appearance which is so disagreeable.
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Elevationof NewelPost andRail.—Scale,H Detailsof Shelving,Drawersand Flour Bin in Pantry.—Scale,̂ Inch to theFoot.
Inch to the Foot.

Detail of WindowHeadandTrim.—Scale,3 Inches
to theFoot.

Detailsof BaseBoardandCorner Block.—Scale, Sectionof Main Stairs Looking Toward the Kitchen—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
3Inchesto the Foot.

Mitcellaneous Detail* of Houtein Newark, N. J.
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Detailsof Front Gable.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

C. SectionthroughPiazzaandBalcony.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of House in Newark, N. J.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
INDICATIONS

whichhaveappeareddur
ing thelast 60days showingthegeneral

conditionof businessin the building trades
to be somewhat better at the closeof the
season than was at first anticipated are
substantiated by more recent reports.
Throughout the East, especially in the
larger cities of New England and the
middle Atlantic Coast, this seemsto have
been a very satisfactory year, when the
generaldepressionat its commencementis
taken into consideration. The area of
greatestdepressionseemsto be westof the
Mississippi River, and in that portion of
the country builders and their employees
are suffering morekeenly from stagnation
of businessthan elsewhere. Reports from
the Rocky Mountain district and the Pa
cific Coastare far from encouraging. In
cities wheretradesunions are sufficiently
well organizedto practically control hours
of labor and wages, thesehave not been
seriously affected, although of coursethe
total volume of work has beenmuch less
than usual. In many cases,however, the
unionshavebeenunable to keepthe wages
up to the regular scale,and non-unionmen
have beenfound who werewilling to work
for almostnothing for the sakeof securing
employment.
No general disturbance in the field of
labor connectedwith building hasoccurred
during the past month. The situation in
the larger cities, such as New York, Chi
cago, Philadelphia, &c., is fairly satisfac
tory, and suchdifferencesbetweenemploy
ers and workmen as have occurredhave
beenconfinedto individual cases,the trade
not having suffered serious hinderance.
Builders are already beginning to look for
ward to thecomingyear with anticipations
of improved business, and it is expected
that the total volumeof next year'swork
will probably beup to theaverage.

Baltimore, Md.
Present indications are that the coming
building seasonin Baltimore will probably
beup to the averageexisting prior to 1893.
Considerable new work is already pro
jected, and it is expectedthat more will
come into the market during thewinter.
No trouble has been experiencedwith the
workmenduring the past month,and none
is expectedin the near future. The Build
ers' Exchangeentertained the secretaryof
the National Associationof Builders at a
meetingon the 18thcalled for thepurpose,
and Mr. Sayward madeone of his charac
teristic addresseson organization and the
various phasesofadministrating theaffairs
of an exchange. The exchange has been
mostactive recently in advocatingthe ad
dition of three new branches—carpentry,
plumbing and bricklaying—to the Balti
more Polytechnic Institute. Lieut. John
W. Saville, superintendentof the institute,
is a strongadvocate of the addition of the
courses mentioned. In speaking of the
matter Lieut. Saville says: "I think the
additions of the courses asked by the
Builders' Exchange are not only wise, but
necessary,if it is Intendedto keepthe in
stitute on a footing equalwith thoseof a
similar character in other cities." But
little would be required to be addedto the
equipment of the school, as facilities for
teachingthesebrancheshave already been
considered. In the event of its proving
impossibleto secureto the institute the ad
dition of classes in the building trades, a
private school for the purposeis contem-

S
lated. The subjectof trade training un-
er the auspices of the Polytechnic Insti
tute was presented to the Federation of
Labor at a recent meeting by Lieut. Sa
ville, and was cordially received. The
delegatesto the various sub-organizations
of the Federationwererequestedto lay the
invitation before their respective bodies,
and their co-operation will doubtless be
secured.

Boston, Mass.
The prospectfor the coming year in the
building trades of Boston appearsat tills
time to be better than it has beenfor sev
eral years past. A number of large con
tracts will soonbeplacedupon themarket,
and there is sufficientprojectedwork in the
handsof the architectsto insure an active
seasonin 1895. The summaryof the year's
work up to the presenttimehasprovedthat
the amount of work donelargely exceeded
what was anticipatedat the beginning of

theyear. In spiteof the fact of last year's
panic, and the comparativelydull opening
of the season,the total of work in themar
ket hassteadily increasedand hasbeenof a
substantialand satisfactory character. No
trouble of any moment has occurred be
tweenemployersand workmen,everything
seemingto beat the presenttimeon a suffi
ciently satisfactory oasis to warrant the
assumptionthat nogeneraldisturbancewill
occur for some time to come. The lathers
of Boston and vicinity, who have been
working nine hoursper dayduring thepast
six months,havebegunagitating theques
tion of reducingthetimetoeighthours. The
Central Labor Union has undertaken to
gatherstatisticsrelativeto themanagement
of municipal contractsby thevarious prom
inent cities of the country, with the view
to establishing,if possible,somesortof con
trol which slmll result in theemployment
of unionmenonly on city work.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Building business in Cincinnati remains
in about the same condition as reported
during the past two or threemonths,and
the prospect for the coming year hasnot
yet beensufficientlydefinedto warrant the
belief that a very radical improvement in
the volume of work will be experienced.
Comparatively little new work is now in
sight, and suchof thelargercontracts,with
but few exceptions,as are now on hand,
will probably not last through the winter.
There was a warm discussionat the reg
ular monthly meetingof the Builders' Ex
change over the provisionsof the present
lien law of the State. As the law is now the
general contractor upon a building hasto
give bond that it will be completedfree
from any incumbrancein the way of a lien
that may have been given by the general
contractor himself or any of the sub-con
tractors. In other words, when the build
ing is turned over to theowner completed,
it is with the understandingthat noneof
the workmenor the building material men
have a lien upon it for any part of the
materialusedin its constructionor for any
of the work that hasbeenput upon it.
If such is not the case and someoneof
the undercontractorshasgiven a lien upon
his part of the work to securethe payment
of any of these things, the general con
tractor mustbeheldresponsiblefor it. Ex
ceptions were taken to this provision by
PresidentGeorgeF. Nieber, and also to the
provision allowing the owner of thecom
pletedbuilding four months beforesettling
for thework that he may find the building
ascontractedfor in every particular.
This standwastakenexceptionsto by Mr.
Hancock,who declaredthat his attackupon
thelatterpart wasunjust andout of reason;
that the time allowed the owner was not
too great, and that but few contractors
would everthink of taking exceptionsto it.
A somewhatheatedargument betweenthe
two gentlemenand severalothersfollowed
until brokenin uponby A. Colter, president
pro tern. He statedthat it wasa fact that
the generalcontractor was held for theen
tire work of all the sub-contractors,and in
his opinion, unjustly so; but that thedis
cussion upon the other matter was out of
placeand entirely unnecessarybetweenthe
two gentlemen.
After somespirited talk upon thepart of
themembersat large it wasdecidedto post
pone any action that was desiredupon the
questionby the members,and it is under
stood that at the next meetingof theex
change,to beheld in a month, a committee
will beappointedto draw up a form of de
sired changesin the law and submit them,
through the exchange, to the Legislature.
The entire timeof the exchangewastaken
up in the discussionof thematter, and no
regular businessof importancecameup for
consideration.

Chlcaaro. 111.
The amountof building being carried on
in Chicago keepsup to about the average
which hasbeenreportedduring the pastfew
months. Various minor strises have oc-
cured, but noneof sufficientlygeneralchar
acter to provea serioushinderanceto busi
ness. Such disturbancesashave occurred
haveaffected only individual contractors,
and the generaltrade has been free from
obstruction to its progress since early in
the season. An exceedinglycuriousway of
doing businessis indicatedby the following
descriptiontaken from a local paper of the
methods of a speculative builder named
Brown. It seemsthat Mr. Brown is erect

ing nineteenhousesat Forty-seventhstreet
and Calumet avenue, and while there is
nothing particularly strange about this,
the peculiar methods of paying the men
who weredoing the work hasresultedin a

feneral
strike, called by the Building

radesCouncil. Several weeks ago Mr.
Brown advertised for workmen, and to
eachapplicant heofferedemployment,pro
viding a lot was purchased by him in the
town of Harvey. Work wasscarceat that
time and Mr. Brown bad no trouble in in
ducing a large numberof skilled workmen
toagreeto pay him $450for a lot, payments
to bemadeby deductinga certain amount
from eachemployee'swageseachweek.
At first Brown only paid the carpenters
30centsan hour, half cash and the other
half applied on the lot. Complaintswere
made to the carpenters' union, and he
agreedto pay 85cents an hour, 25cents of
which was retainedby him as paymentson
the lots purchased.No applicant wasgiven
employmentwho refusedtopurchase a lot.
Officersof thecarpenters'union investigat
ed thevalue of thelots andclaim that they
are not worth over $150. Brown gives each
employeea contract in which he gives a
clear title to the lots after $150has been
paid. Each pay day the workmen receive
in their envelopesa certain amountof cash
and a receipt. One of these receipts is as
follows:
Receivedof Frank Galburg. $12.60.

W.M. Bbown.
The receipt does not statefor what pur
posethemoney is retained. A carpenter
receiving 85 cents an hour and working
eight hours would pay $1.60a day. If he
had steady employment it would require
nearly two yearsto pay for the lot with in
terestadded. The houseson which themen
are working will be completed before
Christmas. After the workmenare thrown
out of employment Brown can foreclose
and againsecurepossessionof thelots pur
chasedby the employees.
On October 11 the Cornice Workers'
Union effecteda settlementwith their em
ployers, and the strike which has beenso
long keptupwas declareaoff. Mutual con
cessionswere made in thenew agreement.
The journeymen will continue on the old
schedule of wages—35 cents an hour and
eight hours for a day's work. The con
tractors agreeto hire none but union men,
while the latter agree to work only for
members of the contractors' association.
The new agreementexpiresJanuary 1 in
stead of September1,which was the time
the old agreementexpired.

Detroit, Mich.
Reports from Detroit statethat thebuild
ing businessis in a fairly active condition,
and that an improvementover thepresent
year is expect*d in 1895. The amountof
work done during the past year as com
paredwith previousyears is now estimated
as being considerably below the average
although an improvementover 1893. The
relations betweenemployersand workmen
seem fairly satisfactory and little or no
trouble has been experienced for some
time. The plasterers' union is seekingto
secureto all plasterersin thecity the pay
ment of union wages. It is stated that
someof themenhavebeenworking for as
low as $1.50a day.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange is
reported as being in excellent condition,
with a steadily increasing membership.
A recent step in advance hasbeentaken
by the establishment in connection with
the exchangeof a trades school for ap
prentices in plumbing. The matter is un
der the direct chargeof the plumbers,and
the undertaking has begun auspiciously
andwith satisfactorypromiseof the future.
It is hoped that theclassin plumbing will
prove the nucleusof a tradesschoolsimilar
in plan to theoneconductedby the Phila
delphia exchangewhich embraces classes
in all branchesof building. The movement
is spokenof with hearty commendationby
themembersof theexchange.

Lynn, Mass.
The Master Builders'Associationof Lynn
is reportedasbeingin good shape,and the
secretaryis making an effort to securethe
considerationand, if possible,the adoption
of the form of arbitration advocatedbyithe
National Associationof Builders by all or
ganizationsof employersand workmen in
thecity.
The carpenters' union of Lynn has do
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cided toestablishtheeight-hourday on and
after November1,without further attempts
to meetthebosses.The hoursfor work until
April 1will be between7.30a.m. and 4.30

Sm.,
then from April 1to November1from

a. m. till 5pm., with dinner between12
and 1. A scheduleof wagesrequiring *~>50
per day for first-classcarpenters and S2.25
for second-classwasadopted. The carpen
ters madean amicable agreementwith the
bosseswhenthe nine-hourday was inaugu
rated three years ago, and it is believed
they will have no difficulty in shortening
the time.

Milwaukee. Wis.
The Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin is
authority for the following : The memt>ers
of the Milwaukee Builders and Traders'
Exchange will inauguratea seriesof arbi
tration rules that will be of interest to
builders all over the land. The arbitration
plan, which was suggestedby the National
Association, will be in thenature of a spe
cial provision in the articles of association
providing for the submissionof all matters
of dispute betweencontractorsand owners
to a committeeof arbitration. This, it is
understood,will apply only to caseswhere
there is no suggestionof fraud or a con
spiracy to deceiveeither party. Itwill hold
goodin disputesarising betweenindividual
owners, and also towns, counties or cor
porations.
For yearspast it hasbeenamostdeplor
able circumstance in the acceptingand let
ting of contracts that when differencesof
opinionarise regarding someobscurepoint
therehas seldombeenany meansof settle
mentexceptresorttoacourtof law. This has
Involved thewaste of much time in costly
litigation and the result in the endhasbeen
far from satisfactory. The projectors of
thenewsystemof arbitration claimthat the
legal profession was naturally very de
ficient in thepractical Intricacies of build
ing operationsand was often compelledto
devoteweeksof time to the study of me
chanicalpointsinvolved in such suits. With
the board of arbitration which it is pro
posedto createandwhichwill undoubtedly
oeorganized on the same plan as that at
presentexistingbetweenthecontractorand
employees,the exchange will appoint at
thebeginning of each fiscal year threeof
its membersto serve on the Arbitration
Committeefor a certain period. When a
disputearisestheowner is to begiven per
missionto secure three menwhomheshall
authorize as his arbitrators and then the
committeeof six has the authority to ap
point oneon whomall canagreeas referee.
In casethecommittee cannotsettlethedis
putedpoint the testimonyshall be laid be
fore the refereeand after he reviews it, he
shall announcehis decisionand this will be
consideredfinal.
Ot coursewhentheowner of a newbuild
ing refusesto arbitrate there is no compul
sion, and recoursemust be hadto the law.
In case fraud or conspiracy to cheat is
shown,thearbitration boardwill bepower
lessand the court will take bold.

New York City.
The fight inaugurated by the trades
unionsof New York against the " lumping
system" is still being carried on, although
it is claimedthat the practice of lumping
hasalready beenseriouslyaffected.
A large numberof contractors have or
ganizedfor the purposeof mutual protec
tion, in order to have somerecognized
courseof action in dealingwith the work
men. The following resolutionsgive a suc
cinct ideaof thecharacter of theorganiza
tion:" Whereas, The interestsof all engaged
in the building business,both employers
and employed,have been sadly injured by
the lack of intelligent co-operation, and
the result has beena tendencyto array the
employers against the employedand vice
versd,andknowing full well that the pres
ent lack of systemhasresulted in great in
jury to all, thereforebeit
" Resolved,That the interestsof theme
chanic and employerare mutual,and there
shouldbe betweenthema mostcordial feel
ing, and beit further
" Resolved,That for theprotectionof our
mutual Interestswe bandourselvestogether
in an association,which associationshall
be known as the Employers and Builders'
League of the Building Trades of New
York City. In this bodyall reputableem
ployers and builders shall be welcome.
They shall adopt such rules asshall be for
the best interests of all, and by careful,
conservativeactionpreservethe interestsof
the owner, contractor and journeyman,
and by arbitration avoid all necessityfor
liens, strikes and lockouts,references,&c."

The principal featuresof the constitution
are as follows:

Section2.—Thepurposeof its formation is
that bycareful, conservativeactionwemay
preservethe interestsof owners,contractors
and journeymen; also, by arbitration and
discussion,avoid all necessity for strikes,
lockouts, liensanddisputes.
Sec *—As we recognizethe fact that the
interestsof the employerand theemployed
are mutual, toe cardinal principle of the
associationshall beequaljustice to all.
Sec.5—Theofficersof theassociationshall
consistof a president,first and secondvice-
presidents, secretary, assistant secretary,
treasurerand boardof directors,which lat
ter shall consistof three representativesof
eachof thedifferentcrafts actively iDgaced
in the buildinir trades,and this hodyshall
have the general supervisionof the affairs
of theassociation.
The directors may nominate,appointand
remove when expedient four journeymen
in each craft, who shall berepresentative
conservativemen, to be known as master
stewards,and thesemenare tobe the recog
nized medium of communicationbetween
theboard of directorsandthe journeymen.
The membership roll was signed by 58
employers,consistingof : Builders, 26; car
penters,19; roofers, 1 ; plasterers,1 ; paint
ers,A ; stair builders, 3 ; plumbers,3 ; elec
trical workers, 1,and masons,1.
The officerselectedwere: John P. Leo,
president; Francis J Schnugg, first vice-
president; Richard G. Piatt, secondvice-
president ; Arthur Gorsch, secretary, and
C. A. Dubois,assistantsecretary.
Headquarters have been established at
287Fourth avenue.
A meetingof theState Board of Arbitra
tion was held early in the month at the
Building Trades'Club to settlethedifference
betweentheElectrical Contractors'Associa
tion and Union No. 3of the Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers. A decision was
reached with but little difficulty through
mutual concessionson both sides. Such
movesas theseundersuchauspicesare cal
culated to show the valueof all organiza
tions such as the club mentioned A
recognized headquarters where meetings
can be held andwhereworkmen or others
connected with the building trades are
assured of courteous treatment do much
to bring about a harmonious relationship
and to foster temperateand beneficial con
siderationof all subjectsmutually affecting
thetwo.
During themeetingof the American In
stituteof Architects, held in thecity onOc
tober 1\ 16 and 17, the Mechanics and
Traders'Exchangeextendedthedelegatesa
reception at the Building Trades' Club
which provedto bea mostenjoyableaffair.
A largenumberof buildersand architects
from outsidethecity participated,and the
National Associationof Builders was rep
resentedby its secretary and other promi
nentmembersfrom adjacent cities.

Omaha, Neb.
Building business in Omaha is reported
very dull. Collections are slow on such
work asisnow in courseof construction,and
builders find that competition is so keen
as to practically eliminateall possibility of
profit. The exchange is making an heroic
effort to improve general businesscondi
tions in the trade, but findsit uphill work.
The effort which was reported sometime
agoto bring to thecity new manufactories
by offering certain inducementsin the way
of land, &c., is still being pushed with
somepromiseof success,and it is hopedby
the beginning of the next season things
will take a brighter turn and businesswill
assumea morenearly normal condition.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Building is in aboutthe sameconditionas
was reported last month. There are con
siderable small operationsunderway, but
nothing of a largenature is in sight. There
are very few invitations sent out to the
builders for estimates. Owing to this dull
ness the gathering of the membersof the
Master Builders' Exchange is assuming
large proportions. The exchange is pur
suing its usual progressivemethods and
is reorganizing its exhibition department
under the supervisionof SecretaryWilliam
Harkness, the former manager of the ex
hibition having resigned. The exhibition
department has steadily increasedin vol
umeand charactersinceit was established,
andhasfor a long timebeenthemostcom
pleteexhibit of building materials in the
country. Takenaltogether the exhibition
is oneof thebestobject lessonsof materials
entering into the construction of housesto
be found in the United States, and is free
to the public. The committee having the

matter in chargeproposesto encourageeven
greater general interest in it. The ex
change was thrown open to the visiting
factory inspectorsduring their meeting in
thecity.
The last regular meetingof the exchange
was made the occasionof a reception to
John S. Stevens,oneof its ex presidents,an
ex presidentof the National Association of
Builders and a newly appointedmember of
the Public Buildings ComauVsion,who has
just returned from a two months'trip to
the "Land of the Midnight Sun." While
in London Mr. Stevenswas banquetedby
the National Association of Master Build
ers, of which he is an honorary member,
and which organization he addressedon
building topicsrelative to our country.
There is sometalk of making an innova
tion in the matterof conductingbusinesson
the floor of theexchange. As it.is now the
'change hour is devotedmoreto social in
tercoursethan business.It is suggestedthat
thebusinesshour beconductedin a manner
similar to that on the Stock Exchange—
presidentand secretaryto bepresent every
day,and theannouncementof all work that
Is required to bemadefrom the chair. In
other words, insteadof notifying the vari
ousgeneralcontractorsand sub-contractors
by postal card, to maketheannouncement
on the floor. This, it is claimed, will cause
a betterattendanceand will give themem
bers of the exchange a chanceto bid for
work in their line.
The added duties which have devolved
upon Secretary Harknevshavenecessitated
bis beinggiven larger quarters, and one of
theofficesin the building hasbeenfitted up
for bis entire use. The prestigeof the ex
change as an organization steadily in
creases,and it stand' in the front rank of
bodies of a similar character in Philadel
phia and is consulted upon all mattersof
generalor municipal interest.

St. Louis, Mo.
Businessis reportedas pickingupand has
an excellentprospectfor the coming year.
The total amountof work done during the
seasonhas proved muchmoresatisfactory
than was thought possibleat vheopening
of the season. No trouble of any serious
character has been had with the workmen
and there seems little likelihood of any
transpiring this fall. At the regular
quarterly meeting of the Builders' Ex
change, held October 9, President Jere
miah Sheehanin the cbair, Thns. H. Rich,
treasurer, submitted his quarterly report,
which was receivedand filed. It showeda
balance,of $5,91075and a membershipof
220. Henry Fuerbachof the Just ice of the
PeaceCommitteemadea verbal report, say
ing that the committeeheld several meet
ings with committeesfromotherexchanges,
and the result would be, he thought, the
nomination of good men by both political
parties for Justices of the Peace in the
variousdistricts under theDevoy law.
The following resolutionwas adopted:
Rewired, That It is the senseof this ex
change that we co-operatewith the Lum
bermen'sKzchnnge for the enactmentof a
national law which will preventthe terrible
forest fires,which are not ot ly a great loss
to our country, but also a uselesswasteof
timber, which should be by all meanspre
served.
SecretaryWalsh read severalcommuni
cations from the Merchants' Exchange in
relation to theTransmisxissippi Congress,
which meetsin that city November 26,and
also in relation to the launchingof the new
steamship" St. Louis," at Philadelphia next
month. The presidentwas instructed to
appoint five delegatesto thecongress. The
Board of Directors were authorized to act
in thematter of a subscriptionfor colorsto
bepresentedto the steamship" St. Louis."

Notes.
Recentadvicesfrom San Francisco, Cal.,
are to the effectthat thereis a perceptible
revival and increaseof building activity , as
shownby thenumberof recordedcontracts.
The number of small structures being
erected is on the increase,which is taken
for a good indication among builders.
There are rumors of large improvements
contemplated,but these show an inclina
tion to hold off for the present.

The business people of Tacoma and
Seattle,Wash., are cheering up consider
ably on accountof a brighter outlook. For
severalmonthssawand shinglemills have
reportedan increase in business,and now
many sash and door factories are experi
encinga larger amount of work. Many
largefactoriesare again running with good
forcesof men.
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DESIGN FOR A BRICK SCHOOL HOUSE.

THE
brick school house which we

illustrate herewith is the design
of S. W. Smith, architect, of Du-

rango, Col., and provides two school
rooms, each 20 x 26 feet in size. In
the arrangement of the building more
than ordinary consideration has been
given to the subject of light and
the directions from which it strikes
the desks of the scholars. It is well
kno wn that the best results are secured
with the light coming from the left or
preferably over the left shoulder, and
the author of the design has placed the
desks and windows with this in view.
The partition dividing the two rooms
is a rolling screen, which can be raised
when desired, throwing the two apart
ments into one. From the entrance
hall open cloak and coat rooms, and
from it descend the stairs which lead

openings, chimneys, hot air pipe and
stairs are also doubled. The roof is
covered with matched sheeting on
which are laid pine shingles 1' ^inches
to the weather. The inside finish is in
pine, the hall, closets and class rooms
being wainscoted, as shown in the en
gravings. The walls and ceilings are
plastered with the best three-coat hard
finish plaster. In the dry climate of
Colorado the plaster is put on the brick
walls without furring. Blackboards
are provided in the class rooms on all
available wall space. The interior and
exterior is painted with two coats of
best lead and oil. The square lights of
the window at the stair landing and
the transom of the front door are
glazed with opalescent and jewel glass
in artistic design and pattern. The
house is estimated to cost in the local-

living rooms, instead of having 9-inch
solid exterior walls, is with preference,
and rightly so, constructed with two
4}£-inch walls and a cavity of 2 inches
between them, making the total thick
ness 11 inches. This cavity wall, be
sides keeping the house inside at a
comfortable temperature, saves the
cost of battening the walls. But in
larger houses 11-inch walls are not
strong enough. I would make them
16 inches thick, the 16 inches being a
9 inch inner wall built in English bond,
an outer wall of 4% inches built in
stretching courses, and a 2}i inch cav
ity. All 16inch hollow walls in houses
which have been erected under my su
pervision are constructed in this man
ner ; the 9 inch wall performs the duty
of carrying the floors and roof ; the
oatside wall I have always regarded as

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Designfor a Brick School House.—S W. Smith, Architect, Iturango, Col.

to the basement. The building is
heated by a furnace, the floor plans
showing the position of the registers
and flues. From the architect's speci
fication we learn that the underpinning
is of stone, well bedded in good mortar,
and faced on both sides. The water
table, entrance steps, rail and newels,
as well as the arch in the front gable,
are of cut stone with bush hammered
surfaces and tooled margin draft. The
walls are of brick, with discharging
arches to take the weight of the walls
from the lintels over the windows,
doors and other openings. The first
floor joist are 2 x 12 inches, the ceil
ing joist 2x6 inches and the rafters
2x8 inches, all spaced 16 inches be
tween centers. The joist are bridged
with 2x2 bridging, while the studding
is bridged in two rows. The joist is
doubled under all partitions and all
stringers and frame headers around

ity in which the architect resides,
practically $1500; the more important
items of which are stone work, $305;
brick work, $263; lath and plaster,
$155; rolling partition, $70 ; painting,
$60; dimension lumber, $40; finishing
lumber, $40 ; flooring, $45: sheeting
and lining, $48 ; shingles, $63 ; framing
and laying floors, $50 ; roofing, $60;
doors and windows, $60; hardware, $45.

Hollow Brick Walls.

A correspondent of an English paper
writing on the subject of hollow walls
expresses views which are likely to in
terest members of the building profes
sion on this side of the water. Among
other things he says : Ordinary brick
dwell ng houses, however small, are
now commonly built with hollow
walls. For instance, a house with five

merely a skin or covering to protect
the main wall from the effects of
weather, and for that purpose have
found it answer very well.
A friend of mine, who invariably
builds the 43^-inch wall inside, at
tempts to persaade me that my con
struction is wrdng. He says that the
9-inch should be outside, for the bet
ter resistance of the weather ; but I
fail to see that a 4} -̂inch wall is not
strong enough—that is, supposing it to
be well bonded to the main wall by
iron ties. He also asserts that the in
side 4%-inch is quite able to bear the
floors, the roof being supported on the
9-inch i>utside wall. This I don't deny,
but I think his floors must be more
subject to vibration than mine.
This is a subject which might be dis
cussed to advantage ia the Correspond
ence department of the paper, and we
trust those of our readers having the
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BasementPlan.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

matter at heart will write as their ex
perience with work of this kind.

The Cincinnati Uuntmercial Gazetteoi
September 30, in reviewing the local
labor situation at the close of themonth,
remarks as follows : "A careful ritumi
of the condition of the labor situation
locally admits of the belief that at no
time during the past year hare the con
ditions been more favorable and the In
dications for a general improvement in
the immediate future better than at the
present time. The ranks of the unem
ployed are gradually but surely being
reduced, and a most thorough investi-

Sation
fails to reveal the fact that there

i, at present, any severe suffering from
lack of work, though there are still
many persons throughout the city who
are still out of woik. Reports from a
number of mills and factories of differ
ent kinds indicate that the working
forces in many will soon be increased
and there is a general feeling of hope
fulness. "

Side(Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

Design for a Brick School House.—Elevation, Plans and Details,
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Compulsory Arbitration and Prices

Fixed by Law.

Carroll D. Wright of Washington
made an interesting speech before the
Union League Club of Chicago on
compulsory arbitration. Mr. Wright is
quoted as having said :
The settlement of labor controver
sies by arbitration involves many con
siderations. Some of these reach to
the vital questions of the usefulness
and control of private property. The
very sacredBess of private property is
involved. Heretofore the discussion of
these questions has been limited to the
settlement of controversies. But there
are also underlying ethical and econom
ical questions that must be considered,
and the conclusions drawn from these
considerations determine whether ar
bitration must be compulsory or volun
tary. The first great question is,
"Shall a man have a right to do
what he will with his own ?" This
question was asked in the Bible
when the men employed in the vine
yards at the eleventh hour received as
much pay as those who had borne the
heat and labor of the day. The men
struck and the employer said: "Is it
not lawful that I do what I will with
mine own ? " This ended the strike.
No one questioned this right then. To
day we do question it. We say now," No, he may not, if what he wishes to
do with it is likely to injure the prop
erty or health of his neighbor." A man
must submit to the wishes of the com
munity in regard to his own property.
A third limitation is likely to be
added to the answer of to-day. The
answer will soon be, "No, not if jou
injure the standard of living of your
neighbor." How then shall this last
answer be met when it comes, so that
industry shall not be killed by its conse
quences ?
No way has yet been devised to pre
vent strikes. The most that can be
done is to reduce them in number and
severity. Arbitration cannot prevent
them, although voluntary arbitration
seemsa logical answer.
COMPTJL80BY ARBITRATION.
I pass to compulsory arbitration.
The advocates of this say that, 1, both
parties to a dispute must be compelled
to come into court; and that, 2, when
the court issues its decree it must be
enforced as sny other decree would be
enforced. Let us see how this will
work. A is a manufacturer who pays
his men on an average $2 a day.
Owing to some cause he finds he cannot
pay this any longer and reduces wages
to $1.80. The men oppose this. They
say they cannot live on less than $3.
The employer says he cannot pay more.
The matter is taken before a compulsory
court of arbitration. Suppose the
court says the men must take the $1,80.
How can this be enforced ? Say there
are 5000 employees. Who can make
them work ? The constable, the
sheriff, the possecomitatus, the military
forces may all be called out. But none
can make them work. The decree is
dead from the beginning.
Suppose the court says the manufact
urer must pay the $2.' But if he really
cannot afford to do so, what must hap
pen ? The employer must do one of
two things. Either he must adulterate
his goods to make up the difference, or
he must combine with other employers
in a trust to keep up the prices. The
law will have compelled one of thtse
things.
There is also an economic question to
be considered. If the State says the
employer must pay a fixed price for

work it has practically fixed the price
of the commodity. The law can fix the
price, but it cannot compel the consum
ers to buy at that price.
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The next logical step is to make it a
penal offense not to buy at the price.
Then why not let the law fix the prices
of everything directly f It would be
cheaper to do this directly than
through the cumbersome machinery
of compulsory arbitration. The work
man would be a slave under compul
sory arbitration. He has little "free
dom of contract" now. He must
submit to the ruling prices. But
compulsory arbitration will destroy
what little he has left. It will establish
the prices at which he can sell the only
commodity he possesses—that is, his la
bor. He must acctpt $1.80 or not work
at all if the court tells him to d - so,
even if the actual cost of living is $2.
On whatever side we look at it compul
sory arbitration means the death of in
dustry and the enslaviment of labor.
There may be some modification of
the general principle developed in the
future, but I do not know it now.
There should be a protest by the com
munity against it. Few labor organiza
tions indorse it. A few scholars and
thinkers are almost the only ones who
really Indorse it. To adopt it would be
to go back to the ages from which we
have been divorced. It would be going
back to a worse barbarism than we have
ever had on this continent. There would
be no life, no survival of industry un
der it.

about $6,500,000,of which the station
proper cost $900,000; the train shed
$750,000,and the site $1,000,000.

Union Railroad Station at St Louis.

The Union railroad station recently
completed in St Louis, Mo., is without
doubt the largest in the world devoted
exclusively to passenger service, and
is us«>dby more than 20 different rail
roads. The main structure, or head
house, as it is termed, with the train
shed covers an area of mor- than 11
acres, the power house, tracks and
connections about 20 acres, so that the
total number of acres covered, includ
ing the storage yard for cars, the con
necting tracks, &c, is a trifle more
than 42 acres. Some idea of the im
mensity of the station may be gained
from the amount of materials of
various kinds used in its construction.
The station proper required loO.OOO
roof tiles, 100,000 cubic feet of cut
stone, 10,000,000 ornamental brick,
60,000,000 common brick, 3,000,000
pounds of steel, 2,000,000 lineal feet of
lumber, 1,000,000square feet of plaster,
6.000,000 nails, 100.000 square feet of
fire proof floors 60,000square feet of
tile floors, 100.000square feet of glass,
1,000,000square feet of painting. The
train shed required 5,500,000pounds of
steel, 110,000square feet of glass, 400,-
000square feet of tin, 10.600lineal feet
of piling, 1,500cubic yards of concrete
and foundation, 1,000,000feet of lum
ber, board measure, in the shed roof,
and 900,000feet of lumber in the plat
forms between the tracks.
Comparing the train sheds of the im
portant railway stations of the world
we have the following :

Square
Feet. feet.

St. Pancras Station. Lon
don 240x 700 188,000
Qrand Central Station,
New York 200x750 150,000
PennsylvaniaStation, Jer
seyCity 256i 653 167,188
Reading-Station, Philadel
phia 360x800 288,000
Union Depot, Frankfort,
Oermany 552x 600 831,800
PennsylvaniaStation,Phil-
adeiphia 306x647 W7.982
Union Station.St. Louis... 606x700 424,200
The total cost of the station at St.
Louis with tracks, storage yards,
power station, switch system, &c, was

Fooling Without an Architect.

The ideal suburbanite has no time to
fool with an architect ; he supervises
the construction of that house himself ,
writes Robert J. Burdette in an ex
ceedingly humorous article on " Mak-
'ing a Suburban Home," in a late issue
of the Ladies' Home Journal. A laud
able and loving ambition, for is it not
his home? The workmen are pleased
with this arrangement ; it takes them
about five minutes to ascertain just
how much less than nothing it is pos
sible for a man to know about house
building, and yet be able to distinguish
an auger hole from a mortise. When
he speaks of "jice" as "joists," they
take his measure, and when he calls
"studd'n" "scantling," he is upto
his knees in the consomme',and getting
in deeper at every step. Bu' blessed
be the placid bliss of perfect igno
rance, he does not know it. He is se
renely happy. He prowls about that
house, getting into trouble at every
turn. He falls through the first floor
"jice" and abrades his happy shins.
He looks up to see what is the matter
when the down-trodden sons of toil on
the second floor shout, "Look out
below !" and catches a hatchet handle
in his eye. He walks under the scaf
folding when the plasterers are at
work, and gets gouts of mortar on top
of his new hat and down the back of
his neck—but what of that? The
mocking laughter of the busy "mud
wasps" disturbs him not ; he joins in
it, merriest ot them all. Is it not his
own hat and his own neck ? And oh,
bliss of the blistered, is it not his own
mortar?

Centering for Groins.

It is obvious that in forming the ribs
for each vault th* outer curve must
be the arc of a circle or ellipsis within
the curve of the vault, and distanced
from it toward the axis equal to the
thickness of the boarding. In making
the groined center, says an English
writer, it will he necessary to find the
place of the angles on the boarding of
the large vault, in order to ascertain
the place of the ribs and boarding of
the transverse vault. This may be
done by three different methods. First,
let two straightedges be placed verti
cally at the angles, and a third straight
edge, or an extended line, be made to
touch the surface of the boarding, and
marked at all the points of contact,
keeping the latter straightedge or line
always upon the edges of the two ver
tical straightedges. The defect of this
method is that the place of the angles
at the bottom can never be found, since
it would require the cross straight
edge or line to be of infinite length,
and the vertical ones of infinite hight.
A more eligible method, therefore,
where there is room is, secondly, to
fix two ribs in the transverse part, and
direct a level straightedge upon their
edges, so that the end may come in
contact with the boards, and mark the
boarding in this place ; find a sufficient
number of points for the purpose, in
the same manner, and draw curves
through the points, which will give the
curves for fixing the end of the filling-
in ribs, otherwise called jack ribs. In
constructing groins to be finished with
plaster the angle ribs must be first
fixed. th<-n straight longitudinal
pieces parallel to the axis of the groin
fixed, either flush with the under side
of the angle ribs, or their under sides a
little below those of the angle ribs, so
as to admit of their being nailed to
gether ; this is the most eligible method
of constructing plaster groins.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR MECHANICS.'
By I. P. HICKS.

IN
the usual course of architectural
drawing the elevations come next,
and very naturally they are the

most complicated of all to make and
appear as an insurmountable difficulty
to beginners in the practice of draw
ing. As a rule, all things become easy
or comparatively so when we know
how to proceed, and with proper in
structions we hope those who desire
will be able to readily master the diffi
culties usually met with. We will now
start on the outlines of the front eleva
tion, Fig. 11. Some may prefer to start
from bottom of the foundation and build
up, but we have found it more practical
in drawing elevations to take the bot
tom lin*. of the sill as a starting point
from which to make the required cal
culations. It is always easier to cal
culate hights in an elevation from
bottom of sill up, especially frame
buildings, and for the hight of foun
dation it is no trouble to calculate

lines can be drawn lightly with a pen
cil and in full to the points D, E. F, and
the part where the lines cross can be
erased before finishing. This is a good
way to do, as it shows the draftsman
just where to start and stop when ink
ing or tracing the drawing perma
nently. The points D, E, F are also the
points from which to calculate the
roof elevation, the amount for pro
jection being added on at tre bottom,
as shown. After drawing the outline
of roof, locate and draw the outline of
the chimneys. The latter can always
be readily located from the floor plan ;
for example, the front chimney passes
out the roof by the side of the left
wall plate, while the kitchen chim
ney passes out the roof about 7 feet
from the outside line of the right wall
plate, which locates it where shown.
Chimneys that do not come out the
highest portion of a roof should always
be constructed somewhat taller than

The next step will be to outline the
porch, which in all cases should be
done before drawing the outlines of
any doors or windows that appear un
der cover of the porch, because it very
often happens that a portion of a door
or window frame is partially concealed
from view by some portion of the
porch ; hence the only proper method
is to draw the porch first. Then, when
the frames are drawn it will be plainly
seen just what portion, if any, of
them will be hid from view, and
there will be no occasion for crossing
lines. In most cases the bottom of the
porch frieze hides the view of the head
casings of frames that appear under
cover of the porch. This feature is
noticeable in almost every elevation
of house design, and there seems to be
no available remedy for it. The only
plan would be to make the porches
higher, and this cannot always be done
for lack of space, and, again, extremely

Fig. 11.—Method of Outlining FronQElevation. Fig. 12.—The Front ElevationPartially Finished.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.—Elevations.—Scale, % I*ch to the Foot.

from the bottom of the sill to any hight
it is desired the foundation should
show above the ground line. Hence
we will take the bottom line of sill as
a starting point and draw the line A B.
Set off on line A B the width of front
gable, as A C. Calculate the entire
hight from bottom of sill to top of
roof line, as shown by the scratch
marks D, E and F. and draw the perpen
dicular lines A D, C E and B F, rep
resenting the main corners, but do not
draw them quite to the pniDts D. E
and F, as these were calculated to the
top of roof line, and the lines of the
cornice must come below these points.
It is easier and more practical to finish
drawings from the top down, and when
the lines representing the cornice are
drawn they will intersect the perpen
dicular lines of the main corners in the
elevation. This will be readily seen by
comparing the unfinished work of Fig.
11with the finished part of Fig. 12. It
will be noticed that if the perpendicular
lines were drawn ful1 to the scratch
marks we would have to cross these
lines to finish the cornice, which of
course would not be a proper thing to
do. For convenience in outlining, the
♦Copyrighted,1S94,by I. P. Hicks.

the ordinary chimney to insure them a
good draft, and also for the protection
of the roof against, tire. It sometimes
happens that roofs affect the draft of
chimneys, hence the top of a chimney
should be nearly as high as the roof
through which it passes. Observe that
the front chimney top is about on a
level with the front gable roof and the
kitchen chimney a little above the comb
of the main roof. Cbimnej s which ex
tend above the|roof much more than the
ordinary hight should have an anchor
rod put in, as shown. The next step is
to set off the width and hight of bay
window from Dottom of sill to lower
edge of fascia. Set off width of crown
moldiDg and fascia, pitch of roof, and
draw the lines as shown.
Next set off the outlines of the small
window in the gable. In setting off
the outlines of a window or door com
pute the extreme width and length,
including casings, sill and cap, and
draw the outside lines as shown. It is
more practical to finish a frame from
the outside, working toward the cen
ter, than any other way. The draw
ing of doors and windows will be more
fully illustrated and explained in the
details.

high porches look out of proportion
aDd are equally as bad, if not worse,
than hiding the head casings with the
porch frieze. In the elevation the
porch frieze covers the head casing, as
will be plainly seen by referring to
Fig. 12, which shows the work in a
more finished state. The next step
will be to set off the hight of founda
tion. Draw the ground line, space off
the number of risers required and
draw porch steps. The three parallel
lines full length indicate the base and
water table, which extend around the
elevation on a line with the porch , as
shown.
Trusting that a fair idea has now
been given of the method of outlining
and starting the elevation, we will next
proceed to carry the work on to amore
advanced stage of completion. Hav
ing made the outlines as in Fig. 11,
proceed hy drawing the gutter on the
roof and finish off the hips. Next draw
the lines representing the crown
molding and fascia of the main cor
nice. Draw the gable ornaments, then
the line representing bot'om of frieze,
and finish corner casings down to wa
ter table line, as shown. Next finish
the attic window. The bay window
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will be next in order. Finish the lines
of the crown uiuldiug, fascia and
frieze. Draw the corner and middle
casings down to water table line. Set
off and draw window sills and finish
by drawing window casings, sash and
panels under windows.
Next wewill take the porch and front
door. Draw the lines representing the
crown molding, frieze and columns,
and finish the door frame, as shown.
We will omit someof the details of the
porch and bay window finish in this
drawing, leaving the balance of the
work for the drawing as it will appear
when finished. It is better for begin
ners to see the work at different stages
of completion, as it gives far better
ideas of the method of proceeding.
The next step will be to show the
work in a finished state by taking Fig.
12as we have just left it and proceed
ing step by step to the finish, when it
will have the appearance of Fig. 13.
In finishing begin at the top and work
down. Chimneys are usually the up
permost portions of drawings, although
there are many exceptions in this par
ticular. In this case finish the chim
neys down to the roof line to represent
the brick. It is not necessary to accu
rately scale every course of brick un
less the chimney is of some special
artistic design, in which case it would
be necessary to have a detail drawing
of it showing its entire construction.
On common chimneys the size and to
tal hight are observed in the drawing,
the architect puts in a few lines to in
dicate the brick, and that usually fin
ishes a chimney. We will now finish
the roof. Begin at the top and make
parallel lints to represent the rocf. It
is not necessary to scale the lines to
represent the exact number of courses
of shingles. It is usually understood
and specified that the shingles shall be
laid a stated amount to the weather.
If there are any belt courses of orna
mental shingles, then there should be
a detail of the roof drawn to a suitable
scale. N-xt finish bay window and
porch roofs and finish down to the
foundation, putting in the brackets
and all ornamental finish, as shown.
The siding comes next and should be
spaced according to the scale as nearly
a* practicable what it is to be laid to
the weather. If possible always space
to come out even at bottom and top of
frames. In drawing the lines consid
erable care will have to be given the
work in order not to draw across cas
ing lines, porch columns and other
parts of the finish. Drawing the siding
lines is good practice ; it aids very
much to insure accuracy in starting
and stopping at just the right points.
The next and last step is to finish the
foundation down to the ground line.
In this case we have drawn the foun
dation of stone, which is usually rep
resented by somewhat irregular lines,
as shown. We have now finished the
front elevation, giving it the general
appearance of Fig. 13.

(To be continued.)

be higher the less the percentage of
water absorbed. Still more satisfac
tory results are obtainable by sub
jecting the stone, while thoroughly
moist, to a freezing temperature, re
peating the operation several times
and ascertaining the weight lost from
the block. Another inaccurate as
sumption mentioned, saysan exchange,
is that the specific gravity of a stone is
proportional to the strength : and still
another is the conclusion that the
higher the proportion of silica the
more durable the stone—the incorrect
ness of this latter assumption being
manifest, inasmuch as it would in
volve the assertion that all sandstones
are better than limestones, or even
than granite.

Finding the Value of Building
Stone.

Law in the Bnilding Trade.

Agreement to Arbitrate for Change

in Building Contract.
Where a building contract stipu
lated that if alterations were ordered,

as to the proper method of construct
ing one needed by them in their work,
is not negligence on his part, render
ing a master liable for injuries to a
servant caused by the negligence of
any person in his service intrusted
with and exercising superintendence. —
Burns vs. Washburne, Supreme Ju
dicial Court of Massachusetts, 36 N. E.
Rep., 199.

Parol Evidence as to Construction
of Contract.

In an action on a written contract to
" do all the mason work and furnish
all the building stone" for a building
at a certain price, the estimate to

" in
clude all brick work," parol evidence
is admissible to show that defendant
was to furnish the bricks. —Streppone
vs. Lennon, Court of Appeals of New
York, 37 N. E. Rep., 638.

Liability for Negligence in Excavation.

Where a building is being con
structed on a city lot, and the excava
tion in the sidewalk is not protected
as required by ordinance, the owner of

In determining the value of any de
scription of stone for building pur
poses the inadequacy of tests by chem
ical analysis is pointed out in a recent
paper by a British architect, and as
concerns the more detailed examina
tions resorted to, the crushingstrength,
he states, is nearly always in excess of
requirements, and is, therefore, to
be considered relatively unimportant.
The ab-orption test, however, gives a
fair indication of the power of a stone
to resist frost, and in stones of the
same class is also a criterion of the
crushing strength, which appears to

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics—Fig 13.- Appearanceof Front Elevation when
Completed.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

and their value disputed, they should
be valued by two competent persons,
and these might ch' se an umpire,
whose decisions should be final, the
builder could not sue for extras with
out an attempt to arbitrate. Since the
contract provided for alterations which
might reduce tbe contract price, the
last installment of said price, which
was to be retained by the owner till 35
days after the work was completed, to
cover liens of damages, would be sub
ject to reduction, and could not be re
covered until its amount was fixed by
the arbitration prrvided for. —Bell vs.
Aoud, Supreme Court of Oregon, 537
Pac. Rep., 70.

Liability for Defective Ways.
A temporary staging erected by a
building contractor on the land of a
third person, and used by the masons
in their work on the building, is not a
part of the contractor's ways or works,
within the meaning of the statutes,
which renders a master liable for in
juries to his servant caused by a de
fect in the ways or works used in his
business. The failure of the superin
tendent of the erection of a building
to give instructions to the masons ac
customed to build their own stagings,

the lots is liable to persons falling
therein, though the work is being
done by an independent contractor. —
Spence vs. Schnltz, Supreme Court of
California, 37 Pac. Rep., 2>0.

Insufficiency of Not>ce of Claim for
Mechanic's Lien.

The statute requires the statement
for a mechanic's lien to be essentially
true. A notice of lien was insufficient
where it stated that the claim was for
labor and materials, while only labor
was furnished. Where the complaint
and claim of lien states that the work
is done for an agreed price, and the
evidence shows no price was agreed
on, there is a fatal variance. —Wagner
vs. Hamson. Supreme Court of Cali
fornia, 37, Pac. Rep., 195.

What Constitutes Estoppel.

A creditor of a vender is estopped to
assert that the sale was fraudulent
where, with knowledge of tbe pur
chaser's claim of title, he makes a con
tract wi*h the latter to do certain work
on the property for the benefit of the
purchaser, for which he is paid.—Sel
ler vs Littlefield, Common Pleas of
New York City and County, 23 N. Y.
Supp., 869.
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CORRESPONDENCE
A Correction.

In the September issue of the paper
we printed a communication relative
"to the fra miner of an octagon roof, in
connection with which occurred a very
annoying typographical error. In the
article the word "run " was misspelled
so as to read " rim," thus impairing in-
a large measure the sense of the entire

tween the tower and the roof, and also
because it would fill up with snow and
might leak.

From J. L., Flatbush, L. J.—l send
a roof plan, Fig. 2, which I think will
give a neat and attractive effect and
prove of interest to " B. K.." of Upper
Tract, W. Va., who asked in the Feb-

in Fig. 3 is also contributed by
R. L." of Pittsburgh, Tenn.

'W.

From G. L. H., Torrington, Conn. —
Looking over the February issue of
the paper I saw the request of " E.
K.," Upper Tract, W. Va., for a roof
of a two-story cottage, and in reply to
it I send the sketch, Fig. 4, for his con-

"'- "-'-
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Fig. l.-Roof Plan Submittedby "F. B. D." Fig. 2.—Plan Suggestedby "J. L." Fig. 3.—"R. B.'s" Idea.

Fig. 4.—Plan Contributedby " G. L. H." Fig. 5—" C. B. B.'s" Methodof Arranging the Roof. Fig. 6.—Roof Plan of " H. C.C."

Hoof Plans for "E. K.'s" House.—Suggestionsof Various Correspondents.

description, especially with those un
familiar with the terms usually em
ployed in connection with roof fram
ing.

Roof Plans for ••!■:.K.'s" House.
From F. B. D., Princeton, Ind.— In
reply to the letter of " E. K.," Upper
Tract, W. Va., I send a diagram, Fig.
1, of a roof for a two story cottage, a
plan of wbich appeared in the Febru
ary number of the paper. I have not
placed a tower over the vestibule, be
cause it would make a bad valley be-

ruary number for a design suitable for
his house.

From R. B., Meriden. Conn. — In the
February issue of Carpentry and Build
ing I noticed a floor plan from " E. K.,"
Upper Tract, W. Va., for which he
wants a variety of roof plans. As I
like the tower very much in architect
ure, I submit for publication a roof
plan which is indicated in Fig. 3 of
the sketches. I have tried to make the
drawing so plain that further explana
tion would seem to be unnecessary.
Note.— A plan similar to that shown

sideration. Judging from the location
of the cottage I think the style of roof
shown, with a suitable railing around
the deck, will give a neat and attract
ive effect.
Note.—A plan similar to that shown
in Fig. 4 is also contributed by " H.
G." of Westfield, Pa.

From C. B. B., Newark Valley, N. Y.
—The roof plan, Fig. 5, sent herewith
is in answer to the request of " E. K.,"
Upper Tract, W. Va., which appeared
in the February issue of the paper.
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From H. C. C, Apollo, Pa—I here
with send a sketch, Fig. 6, of a roof
plan for " E. K's " house in Upper
Tract, W. Va. I think this will make
a neat roof for the plan shown in Car
pentry and Building.

From J. C. H., Chicago, III— In re
ply to " E. K.," Upper Tract, W. Va,,I send the plan, Fig. 7, of a roof with
tower, which I have drawn to ^inchscale. To my way of thinking this
will make a very neat roof.

From J. C. M., Oregon, III.— As " E.
K." of Upper Tract, W. Va., desires a
variety of roof plans from different
persons I will be one of the number
and send a few without a tower, I do
not like a tower on a house, unless it
be very large, so I will leave it to some
one else to fill the bill on towers. I
may not have the plans expensive
enough to suit "E. K.," but the
building would look very well, ac
cording to my mind, with those in
dicated in Figs. 8 and 9. I cannot say
that I like Fig. 10 very well. The
plan shown in Fig. 8 is with the plates
where "E. K.'' has them in his floor
plan. Fig. 9 takes in the front porch
with the second story projecting over
it, while Fig. 10 shows the second
story and roof extend ins over both
front and rear porches. It also shows
where a deck could be formed or run
up to a ridge. In fact there could be
a great many variations. I think " E.
K." could, if he does not obtain any

how to repair an old roof of the same
composition. I amlocated 18miles from
the business center, and there are a
number of gravel roofs to be laid in this
neighborhood. When there is any of this
kind of work to be done here it is cus
tomary to employ regular roofers. With
a little information on the subject I
think I could do all such work.
Aniwer. —For a gravel rcof, the
boards should have a slant of at least
1 inch to the foot, and the roof boards
should be of a good quality of matched
flooring. Commence at the eaves to
lay the felt, by cutting off one-tbird of a
strip, first laying the one third, then the
two thirds piece, then a full width
sheet, the three edges being even at the
eaves. The finish at the top of the
roof is made in a similar manner. The
roof is then to be laid as in shingling,
laying each sheet one-third exposed,
thus making three thicknesses of felt.
While the felt is not to be attached to
the boards except by nailiDg, the edges
can be secured by cementing with roof
ing composition. The felt is held to
the roof boards by roofing tins, which
are punched or pressed pieces of tin
with a hole in the center, through which
a barbed wire nail is driven. The tins
are put on in rows at right angles to the
eaves, about 8 inches apart, and 4 feet
between rows. Care should be taken
to lay the felt without wrinkles, and
when nailing, begin in the center of
roof and nail toward the edge.

while the tar is heated. Clean, dry
gravel should be used, such as is free
from sand and loam. For one square of
a three-ply roof there is required about
50 pounds of felt, 100 pounds of com
position and 4 cubic yard of gravel.
For a four ply roof, 60 pounds of felt
and the same quantity of composition
and gravel.

Fig. 7—Roof Plan Favoredby "J. C. H."

Fig. 8.—Ai rangementSuggestedby " J. C.M." Fig. 9.—Another Plan from theSameSource. Fig. 10.—Still Another Arrangement.

Hoof Plans for " E. jSf.'g,"House—Suggestionsof Various Correspondents.

which exactly meets his taste, change
these plans to suit him. For instance,
he could make a full gable if he likes
in any place, or put on a " mulley "—
that is, the gable hipped a part of the
way down. In the plan shown in Fig.
10 I place the back part of it 2 feet to
the right, so that the roof will con
nect. It also brings the chimney
straight up through the ridge in that
portion, and is not so liable to get close
to a valley. The inside lines parallel
with all the sides represent the plates.
I trust " E. K.'' will know how they
will look without side views.

Laying Gravel Itoofi.

From J. A., Chicago—Will Carpentry
and Building kindly publish directions
for laying a gravel or tar rcof, and the
amount of material required. Also tell

For afinish at eavesor other edges of
the roof use lath, which can be secured
with batbed wire nails. For a finish
about fire walls, chimneys or skylights,
the felt should extend up the sides
about 1 inch, with lath or triangular
strips of wood firmly nailed over the
edges. When finishing about chimneys
and skylights it is well to use an extra
thickness of felt. The roofing composi
tion is to be applied hot, and for the
purpose of heating same it is usual to
employ an iron kettle of suitable size.
Commence at the top of the roof to ap
ply the composition, which can be done
by means of a mop. As oneman applies
the composition, another pushes the
gravel into it. this being done while the
composition is hot. For the ordinary
gravel roof coal tar is used, which is
thickened with rosin, this being done

To repair leaks in an old roof, sweep
off all gravel and dirt about the leak
and remove the old composition. Apply
three thicknesses of felt with composi
tion between. Then nail the felt about
the edges,using roofing tins and barbed
wire roofing nails; then cover with com
position and gravel. To recoat an old
roof, the loose gravel and dirt should
be removed, using shovels and heavy
brooms. Repair any leaks that may be
found, when the composition and
gravel is to be applied as above di
rected. While gravel roofers may use
a compound of coal tar and tosin, deal
ers in roofing materials have a roofing
pitch distilled from coal tar that is
recommended as superior to coal tar
and rosin. There are nla >various kinds
of prepared roofing that nan be applied
without gravel. The felt is of sufB
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cient strength and thickness so that
only one thickness is required. The
edges are joined by means of cement
and nails, the whole being covered with
composition, sand and some fire proof
compound.

Problem In Board measure.
From E. P., Gloversville, N. Y.—I
inclose a problem for some of the read
ers of the paper to solve. Suppose the
length of a board exceeds the breadth
by 3 inches. If the length is increased
8 inches and the width decreased 2
inches the board will still contain the
same number of tquare inches. What
are the dimensions of such a board ?

Design for a Fnlplt.
From J. F. W., Danville, Pa.—In
answer to "H. W. W.," Washington,
Ind,, who recently asked about a de
sign for a pulpit, I send sketches which
may serve his purpose. The drawings
so clearly indicate the general con
struction that very little descriptive
matter seems to be necessary. Fig. 1
shows the elevation and Fig. 2 the
plan of the top. The pulpit can be

subjects at length, I will try and
briefly state the points. With regard
to the development of an ogee hip
rafter given by " I. P. H.," and which
has been criticised more or less at
different times, I wish to state that an
error did exist in the first plates which
accompanied that article. It was not
discovered in time for correction before
the first edition of "The Builder's
Guide " was printed. The lines 1, 2,
3, &c., should be drawn perpendicular
to the base line, as are shown in the
subsequent editions of " The Builder's
Guide."
The method of laying out jack
rafters described in the communication
from A. B. Campbell, Brandon, Man.,
is identical with the plan given by I.
P. Hicks in Carpentry and Building
for January, 1891,and the explanation
is copied almost word for word. The
cuts are also practically the same.
This plan may have been known beforeI was born, but if the enterprising
and enthusiastic readers of Carpentry
and Building can trace it back to any
former publication I would be pleased
to see the facts produced. It gives me
great pleasure to state that I am the
happy possessor of a copy of every

shown in "Hicks' Builders' Guide,"
pages 126-127. The article published
in the paper for January, 1893,differs
materially from the method presented
in the •' Builders' Guide." The former
is wrong, while the latter is correct.
How these two articles, which are
meant to convey the same idea, hap
pened to be so different in so far as the
illustrations are concerned is beyond
my conception. The reading mat'eris
nearly the same, except that they differ
in one word only. Mr. Hicks proba
bly discovered his error and rectified it
before the book was printed, and a few
words from Mr. Hicks will probably
straighten things out. I have taken
this means of justifying myself in de
fending the method shown in '•Hicks'
Builders' Guide," and I hopeMr. Hicks
will let us hear from him and explain
how the illustrations happened to be
dissimilar in what was supposed to be
the same subject.
Note.—The letter which we publish
from Mr. Hicks will show our corre
spondents where the trouble occurred
and will readily explain how both sides
were correct from their respective-
standpoints.

Copying Drawings.
From W. H. W., Lancaster, Pa
in the October issue of the paper I saw
an article about copying drawings or
letters, and in answer to it I send for
the benefit of those who have occasion
to use it. without waiting on Paris,
a recipe for making a very handy and
cheap pad or hektograph, which I have
used to good effect, employing copying
ink for the purpose. The recipe is to
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Fig. 1.—Front Elevation. Fig. 2.—Plan of Top.

Designfor a Pulpit, Contributedby " J. F. W." of Danville, Pa.

given a very attractive appearance by
making it of walnut, oak or ash, and
then oiling and varnishing it. If pine
is used I would suggest that it be
painted. The top is 3 feet long and 22
inches wide.

Pitch of Roofs.
From E. P., Oloversville, N. Y.—In
the October issue of the paper " W.
V. M." of Tucson, Ariz., wants some
nail driver to determine who is right
on the question of the pitch of roofs.
According to my experience his
method is correct. A quarter pitch is
one-quarter of the width of the build
ing, one-third pitch is one-third the
width, one-half pitch is one-half the
width— that is, the rise of the rafter
from the center of the building up to
the top of the rafter.

Mr. Ricks Replies to His Critics.
From I. P. Hices, Omaha, Neb.— In
the September issue of Carpentry and
Building I find in the Correspondence
department many questions which
need attention, but being a very busy
man and not wishing to discuss the

number of Carpentry and Building
from its first appearance, and as a
journal of practical experience it
covers the entire field of building con
struction. In its hundreds of pages
of useful information can be found
answers to almost every question that
comes up, and if not to be found in the
volumes of the paper it is useless to
look elsewhere for it. Again, if any
one advances poor methods or erro
neous ideas they are sure to be pointed
out by some of the able correspondents
of the paper.

Development of Ogee in,, Rafter.
From H. D., New York City.— Since
the correspondent " H. H. P." of Ware
house Point, Conn., has come out so
boldly in stating that I am wrong in
regard to the method of ogeerafter de
velopment as shown by Mr. Hicks in
his "Builders' Guide," and which
method I have been defending, I have
suddenly discovered that while "H
H. P." and " F. H. T." have been re
ferring to the issue of Carpentry and
Building for January, 1893,in which
the article in question was published,I have been referring to the method

take 1 ounce of gelatine and 6% fluid
ounces of glycerine. Soak the gelatine
in cold water over night. In the morn
ing pour off the water from the gela
tine, add the glycerine and heat in a
water bath to about 200°F. Continue
the heating for two or three hours,
then pour in a shallow pan and allow
it to harden. Use the same kind of a
pot for heating that is used for glue.
Place the drawing on the hardened
mixture in accordance with the descrip
tion given. The ink can be obtained
at any book store.

Drying Rooms In Laundries.
From S. E. B., City Island, N. Y.—
Will you kindly tt-11me through the
columns of Carpentry and Building if
there has ever been an article pub
lished in the paper pertaining to dry
ing rooms in laundries ? If not, will
some reader kindly inform me what
temperature is required, and other in
formation relative to construction,
&c.?
Note.— There has been no article
published in the paper in recent years
covering the construction of drying
rooms in laundries, and, as requested
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by our correspondent, we submit the
inquiry to the readers for attention.

well as interesting to a large number
in the trade.

! Framing a Complicated Roof.
From F. H. T., North Topeka, Kan.
—In the March number of Carpen
try and Building three methods of
framing a complicated roof are shown.

Design of a Combination Book
case.

From S. J. H., Meadville, Pa.— In
closed I send a sketch of what I call a
book cupboard that I recently built

held in a horizontal position by brass
chains, fastened to screw eyes. The
letters C, D, E and F represent drawers
for papers, magazines or other things
according to taste. The four-panel
door G closes the apartment for books,
which is fixed with movable shelves.
H represents a shelf 8 inches wide and
2 feet 3 inches long. I worked all the
material, including the stiles for doors
and panels, by hand in preference to
loafing on the corners. I am more than
pleased with the piece of furniture, it
being both convenient and attractive.
All the drawers are fitted with No. 1
drawer locks and pulls, while the door
has a wardrobe lock.

Framing a ComplicatedRoof.—Fig. \.—Plan View.

The methods of " S. B. C." and " W.
•C.W." are practical, and each has
merits of its own, but the way " H. I.
P." would do the work is entirely be
yond my comprehension. I inclose a
copy of his explanation and a projec
tion of the right side lettered and fig
ured for reference. How he would
bring the side C B F E on the same
plane by changing the pitch of the hip
and valley of which he speaks, or by
any other means, is a geometric con
undrum that gets away with me.
Referring to the plan and elevation,
Figs. 1 and 2, the letters on the eleva
tion refer to points on the plan desig
nated by similar letters. The gable A
B C is represented by the full lines and
the gable D F E with the valley on the
left side by dotted lines. The lozenge
shaped portion shows the divergence
of the side C B F E from the true
plane between the points 1X23 of
Fig. 1.

Various Forms of Roof Coverings.

From H. B. W., Aurora, III.— I al
ways find something of interest in Car.
pentry and Building, and while I often
read of different methods of cutting
roof timbers, &c , I have wished that
I might see something about covering
roofs with shingles, slate and tile.
What advantages do each of these ma
terials possess over others, and how
long will each last? I would also like
to see something about putting on slate
and tile, with the difference in their
cost.
Note.—Here is an opportunity for
our readers to describe the different
forms of roof covering employed in

for myself. It is of solid oak
built panels. It is 3 feet
wide, 4 feet high, the back

and solid
9 inches
being 17

House Built In a Dar.

From T. P. Gheer, Bellwood. Pa.—
I have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building for the past 12years and do
not remember ever having seen an ac
count of the building of a house in a
day. Of this the little mountain town
of Bellwood can boast, and we chal
lenge your host of readers to beat it.
Last summer a gang of carpenters
commenced upon the stone foundations
of a six-room house and before dark
ness of the same day we had it com
pletely finished, plastered and painted.
The house was balloon framed and
weather boarded, with a neat veranda
at the front. All the material and
labor was equal in quality and work
manship to any house of its kind, and

Design of a CombinationBookcase Contributedby "8. J. B.'

inches higher than the front. The
depth is 17 inches. A is a shallow
drawer for keeping private papers, B
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Fig. 2.—Elevation of Hoof.

the sections in which they live, and
also to tell which gives the most satis
factory results A. discussion of this
kind cannot fail to prove instructive as

represents a. door which drops down
making a writing desk. The interior
is fitted with pigeon holes for station
ery, ink, pens, &c. The drop door is

was a wonder in home building. Be
lieving the readers of the paper will be
interested in an account of this job, I

send tracings of the floor plans and
front elevation, together with a few
particulars, which will give a correct
idea of the house that was " built in a

day."
This house was erected according to
the plans here shown on August 8

,

1893.
The project was under consideration
for some time and every preparation
had beenmade to insure the success of
the undertaking. The house is 18x 26,
weather boarded and floored with
worked hemlock lumber. The roof of
the house and veranda are covered
with white pine shingles. The inside
walls and ceilings are plastered with
adamant. The inside casings are of 4-
inch linwood molding, the same kind
of wood being used in the washboard
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of all the rooms except the kitchen,
which is wainscoted with white pine.
The frame of the structure was
started by a selected gang of carpen
ters, who in one hour were reinforced
by a sufficient number of men to
quickly prepare for the plasterers.
The lathers were at work at 9
o'clock, and while they were busy the
roofs were put on, the outside trimmed
up and the flue built. At 2 o'clock
the lower story was plastered and the
work was pushing hard on the upper
stories. The various parts of the work
slipped into their respective places with
marvelous rapidity. During the morn
ing hours the painters had been glaz
ing and painting outside and were
ready to follow the carpenters inside,
so that as soon as the last nail was
driven the work was under the paint
ers' brushes. At 6 o'clock the car
penters had finished, and at .7 o'clock

foot in hight. The joists, braces,
plates, &c. , are to be suitable for the
purpose. I desire the correspondent
furnishing the drawings to tell how
the corner posts are set up, as well as
the method of doing the rest of the
work when only one or two men are
available to put it up. I would also
like to know how to lay off braces
where inches and fractions of inches
are used. Suppose, for example, the run
on the plate is 4 feet 7}.i inches, and
on the studding 6 feet 5% inches. I
want to know how to lay off the braces.
I have been a reader of the paper for
nearly two years and am deeply inter
ested in all its pages.

ItljuitrlcH of the Slide Rule.

From J. B. H., Sheldon, Iowa. —Not
long since an advertisement of a

First I went to an ex-school teacher.
He said if there was any algebra in it
he was out, but I assured him there
was not, so he looked at it, then mut
tered something about 10horse-power
glasses, took his knife and set the slide
very carefully and exactly according
to the book, but neither of us could
find the answer. Then he suggested
the priest. I went to the priest. He
looked at the book, then at my feet,
which are rather large, and said some
thing about purgatory, after which I
concluded that I would not bother him.
I then dropped in on the Baptist par
son. He looked at the book and rule
and said that the best way to go to
heaven was to be very careful what I
drank and avoid alcohol. I then went
to a lumber dealer (he also sells coal),
who wanted to send and get me a reck
oner that would need no setting. But,
you see, I wanted to know something
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House Built in a Day.—Drawings Accompanying Letter from T. P. Oheer.

the painters completed their work and
the nouse was ready for the owner.
The day was remarkably fine and
the scene animated beyond descrip
tion. The workmen of all crafts were
on their mettle, and their movements
showed their power to succeed. Not
a moment was lost. The comments of
the bystanders were amusing. All day
long the vacant lot adjoining was
thronged by the curious. Early in the
day the skeptical were loud in their

Sredictions
of failure, but as every

our increased the chances of success
they began to vanish, and before the
day was over it was remarkable how
many " knew it could be done." The
house was built for Dr. W. Y. Leven-
good, and cost between $700 and $800.

Denlen for a Tank House.
From J. J. D.. Cornwall, Cal —Will
some of the readers of Carpentry and
Building furnish a drawing of a tank
house, the perpendicular hight of
which is 24feet, the base 16feet square
and the deck 12 feet square ? The cor
ner posts are to be ISx 6 inches and
stand 1 inch out of plumb for every

treatise on the slide rule attracted my
attention, and as I am still puzzled
about this rule I would like to tell my
trouble. In the first place, I thought
I would like to increase my power of
calculation by machinery or any other
way, as I knew it would be to my ad
vantage. I therefore sent for the
book, studied it a little, and then un
dertook to get a rule. The hardware-
men of the place bad none, but one of
them said there would be a traveling
man along in a few days and then he
would order one. I trusted to him and
finally secured a rule. It seemedto be
what the book described, so I began to
study it. I tried a sum or two in mul
tiplication, thinking it would help me
to remember the multiplication table,
but every time I got 100 or so by
actual count too many, so I let that
go. Then I tried square root. I knew
how to calculate rafters, so this came
easier, and I felt encouraged. But the
next thing I struck was mean differ
ence. 1 hardly knew what that was.
I thought I would cipher it out,
though, and after sitting up all night
and nearly missing my breakfast next
morning, I concluded to get help.

about the slide rule, so I went back to
the hardwareman, who got his start
in the pine woods. He explained that
mean difference of a pine log is that
point where you can cut it in two and
nave the same amount of lumber in
both ends. This theory looked O K to
me, but I tried the rule with the same
success as before. I have either been
swindled or else the rule should be
longer and have more construction
about it. I wish some one would write
a little about the slide rule and the
editor publish it in the Correspondence
department of the paper. I think it
would be a good thing for all hands.

Two-Story Cottage with French
Roof.

From A. J. D., St. Johnsbury, Vt. —
Will some one furnish, through the
Correspondence department of the
paper, the design of a two-story house
with a French roof and a tower at the
right hand corner ? I want a balcony
in the roof and a piazza at the right
side, starting at the tower. If some
one can furnish drawings of such a.
house I shall be greatly obliged.
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METHODS OF «HANDRAILING/
THE QUADRANT CUT BOX SYSTEM.

THIS
is a short way to get out a rail
by the plumb cut. In this case the
use of a pattern or mold is dis

pensed with, as the lines are marked
on the plank from which the rail is to
be made. The sawing is done by hand
in the same manner as the Nicholson
system, the joints being made on the

By J. V. H. SECOR.

mentioned is marked along its surface
and the edge at the face of the box,
these lines being then transferred to
the plank. C is the strip 1x2 inches
and as long as the case may require.
To work by this system it was neces
sary to construct a drum of sufficient
length to have all the risers contained
in the plan of the cylinder. This must
fit the inside face of the rail as at Fig.

distance marked on the lower side of
the plank as in Fig. 31. The inside
curve is drawn by the intersection of
lines on both sides of the plank and is
then ready to cut out. This was no
easy task, and was generally done by a
man and boy, the latter sittiog on the
bench with the plank on edge in the
vise and a frame saw guided by the
latter standing in front. It was then

Fig. 28.—Strip with the Lines Marked for Trans
ferring to thePlank.

Fig. 29.—Plank with theCurveDrawn by Inter
sectionof Lines.

Fig. 24.—Box in Position

Fig. 2T.—Elevation of Treads and Risers Over a
Drum for Getting the Rights, as shownat A B
andC D at theLower Line of theRail.

Fig. 30.—Bevel
Applied from
the InsideAngle
of the Box over
the Face of the
Strip C.

Fig. 31.—Applica-
tion of the
Bevel to the
Edge of the
Plank.

Fig. 26.—Plan of the Cylinder,
Showing the Risers and the
Width of Rail 11.

Fig. 25.—Plan of Box, showing Strip as it Passes
through theOpeningsE E: alsotheBevelB.

Fig. 32.—Plan from whichtheRadial Lines and Spaces
areTaken for Drawing tho Falling Mold.

Fig. 33.—The Falling Mold for theOutsideEasingsof
theRail as taken from theSpacesin Fig 32,namely
from 1to 10.

Methodsof Bandrailing. —The Quadrant Gut Box System.

drum. Fig. 24 is a view of the box,
showing the openings E E, the strip
C and the stay B for holding the box
when fastened with the set screw D.
At the angle of the box and openings
are pinned two strips, % inch by 1 inch,
extending over the openings. These
when set at the required inclination
and held in place by a small nail are
ready for the strip to be passedthrough.
This strip will represent the plank as
it shows the plane. Fig. 25 is a plan
of the box with the strip passing
through the openings. The strip just

•Continuedfrom page238,Octoberissue.

28. The lower line of the rail is then
marked and the hight is taken. This
inclination or pitch is put on the box
or the strips set to it, and then the
strip for marking is put in place, A,
Fig. 24, and the lines transferred to
the plank. Those on the face are put on
the face of the plank and those on the
edge to the edge of the plank. If the
strips are set at different angles then it
will cant the plank at the angle of the
box. This will be found by applying
a bevel at the inside angle of the box
and crossing the face of the strip as at
B, Fig. 25, and in elevation Fig. 30.
This is then applied at the edgeand the

push and pull, the boy getting the
blame for all miss cuts. After this
they were fitted to the drum, the joints
made, then bolted together and the
falling mold laid on and marked.
Dressing up to a thickness was then in
order. This way of working a rail
would consume very much more time
than is now taken to do the work.
This, however, was an improvement
on the Nicholson system, in that it had
all the elements of that system in the
strip with the lines marked on, these
being so few that any one who chose
could get a rail out by them. But very
few, so to speak, could master old
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Nicholson so as to work by his system
of lines. And yet, how long it was
thought to be the very best way! Even
now we hear some say that it is ahead
of the tangent system. I am sorry for
such, as there is a mote somewhere.
The waste of material was very great,
and in some shops the accumulation
of pieces took up valuable room, and
yet they were too costly to burn.
Z. The square cut system was just then
being introduced in a shop which I
call to mind by a workman who drew
his molds over the tangent box. This
.caused much joy as well as profit, as
-each worthless piece left by the old
-way was brought into use by the new

system. This good news spread like
wildfire from shop to shop, and the
man that could teach the system was
looked upon as a benefactor to the
trade. Some would Insist, however,
on using the falling mold in connec
tion with it, but this soon fell into dis
use, as it was found to be a difficult
matter to apply the mold when the
wreath had been eut square through the
plank. The fallingmold was drawn in
the manner shown in Fig. 32. A plan
of the rail and the cylinder was di
vided into any number of equal parts,
and radial lines drawn, giving the di
visions for the inner circle. These
several divisions were then sawn off

and perpendiculars erected as in Fig.
38. The hight was then marked, and
the line for the ramp or the straight
rail, as the case may be, drawn up to
the chord line of the cylinder. The
line for the lower edge of the rail
marked the entire length, giving the
casings, this being cut from thick pa
per and made to a parallel width. This
was then applied to the outside after
the rail or wreath was taken to a
width. Some, too, would make a mold
for the inside, but one in most cases
was all that was used, as a try square
and the eye would get the inside to
line up.

(To be continued.)

MOVING INTACT THE FRONT WALL OF A BUILDING.

WE
have occasionally referred in
these columns to the methods
employed in moving buildings

of various description, but in almost
.every instance the work has involved
the changing of the location of the en
tire structure. There has, however,
recently come to our notice a case in
Beading, England, in which for the
purpose of widening the street at a
certain point, the front wall of a build
ing was raised from its foundation and
moved back several feet, so as to oc
cupy a position at any angle to the one
.originally held. The building was oc-

occupied by the wall and its final posi
tion together with the timber work
and jack screws are indicated in Fig.
1 of the illustrations, while in Fig. 2
is a sectional elevation through the
front, showing the method of bracing
employed. From a recent issue of the
Building News, we take the following

placed on these trestles. The sliding
surfaces having been well lubricated
with soft soap and tallow, the weight
of the wall was transferred to the
sliding pieces by driving oak wedges
between those pieces and the girder
supporting the wall. The front wall
was then cut away from the surround.

THIRD
FLOOR

Fig 2.—Vertical Section
through Front of Building,
showingTimberWork, &c.

Moving Intact the Front Wall of a Building.

cupied as a glass and china warehouse,
and the proprietor was anxious that
there should be as little delay and in
terruption to his business as possible.
It was at first intended to tear down
the front of the structure and erect a
new wall in the proper place, but the
engineer in charge of the work devised
a plan by which the original front
could, without injury, be swung back
to its new position. The site at first

Fig. 1.- Plan View, showingPosition of Old andNewWall, togetherwith
Trestleand Jack Screws.

ing walls and from its supporting
brick work and columns. Screw jacks
were then applied to the slides, and
the wall was pushed back into its new
position. To prevent the wall from
falling forward into the street, should
it show a tendency to do so, four sets
of Tangye's differential chain blocks
were attached to the wall and to suit
able points in the building, these
chains being kept just taut. To pre
vent any falling inwards of the wall,
struts, consisting of stout scaffold
poles, were butted on suitable parts
of the building. These struts were
constantly shortened as the wall moved
back, so that, while never touching
the wall, at no time was there agreater
distance than 1 inch between the mov
ing wall and the end of the strut. The
actual moving was performed in about
two hours and a half, under the im
mediate direction of the local en
gineer. The contractor, assisted by
his foreman, executed the necessary
work in such a wsy that business was
carried on as usual throughout its
progress. The building is three stories
high and has a basement. The wall
moved was 30 feet long, 23 feet high
above the second floor and 18inches
thick, including plastering, &c. The
front was stuccoed. The east end of
the front was moved back 3 feet
6 inches ; but the west end was not
moved as it was already fair with the
adjoining building. The weight of
the wall was about 88 tons.

particulars descriptive of the manner
in which the undertaking was carried
out :
The plate glass shop front and the
window sashes were removed and the
floors and roofs were shored up and
cut back to the extent of the intended
setting back of the front wall. Five
strorg trestles were constructed be
neath and across the girder supporting
the front wall, and sliding pieces were
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING."
STAR-GROINED CEILING WITH LIERNE8,

MOLDS FOR RIBS, BOSSES,AND CELLS.

IN
continuation of the remarks
which appeared in the February
issue of this paper it may be stated

that in order to obtain a neat finish at
the springing, the ribs are all made of
the same section—viz., 8% inches wide
by 1 foot 6 inches deep from the face
to back. This section is shown in Fig.
266. The front molding, whatever its
shape may be, will be contained within
a chamfer, AB, as shown in the figure.
At the back of each rib rebates C D are
cut out to receive the slabs which
form the cells. The angle C is called
the shoulder. Wherever possible,
these rebates are to be 5 inches high
from C to D, and 2% inches deep; but

The chamfers or moldings which
form the nib of the ribs must neces
sarily be the same for all the ribs that
start from the same shaft, and they
cannot be made to miter with the
moldings of the ridge rib. It is for
this reason that the meeting of the ribs
with the ridge rib is often disguised
under some ornament or small boss.
But the intersection of the ribs and
ridge can be neatly worked, however
irregular the line of intersection may
be.
The liernes which connect the ribs
together so as to form the star pattern
are made to miter with the .ribs on
which they impinge. To avoid the
awkward predicament of having to
produce a lierne the moldings of
which should have to vary from one

shoulders of these ribs we must con
sider, firstly, the points where the
sides of the ribs clear from one an
other at the springing. It is evident
that all these points will be on a verti
cal cylinder, the basis of which is a
circle of radius O I, drawn round the
center line of the shaft. On the eleva
tion the side of that cylinder is the
vertical line II' ; it cuts the shoulder of
A in the point 1 ; then it follows that
the shoulder of B next to A must start
at the same level as point 1 of A The
shoulder 1 of B is concentric with the
face of the rib, because it finishes
above on the boss B, and therefore is
free to reach any level at the upper
end. But the other shoulder of the
rib B next to C is bound to reach cer
tain levels, both at the springing and

♦
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it will be seen that in most cases the
hight of the shoulder has to be de
termined by geometrical construction.
"Wherever two ribs meet together— as,
for instance, at the springing —or
where the rib meets the ridge rib or a
lierae, then the shoulders of both ribs
must meet at the same level ; other
wise it would not be possible to fit a
cell resting on both ribs. This settles
the hights of the shoulders at the ends
of each rib, and it will be found that
in several ribs the outline of the
shoulder is not concentric with the
soffit of the rib.
Wherever several ribs meet together
a boss is intercalated, so as to avoid
having to produce the intersections of
the ribs in the point of meeting. The
ribs that finish against bosses are the
diagonal rib A, see Fig. 267, the cross
rib H, and the auxiliary ribs B and G.
On the other hand, the ribs C, D, E, F
have to miter with the cross ridge rib.
The ribs C, D, E, F are those forwhich
it will be necessary to determine the
levels of the shoulders.

♦Continuedfrom page 47, February issue.

end to the other, it should always be
provided that each lierae abut against
a boss, at least at one end. Then the
moldings of the lierae will have to be
drawn so as to miter with the rib on
which it impinges without the interpo
sition of a boss.
To draw the side elevations of the ribs
shown in Fig. 269, take for the ground
line of the elevation the center Tine of
the diagonal rib A, then draw the out
line of the rib A, as shown in the
February issue. Draw the back, the
shoulder and the arris of the chamfer
concentric with the face. To draw
the other ribs, B, C, D, E, F, Q, H,
revolve the vertical planes which con
tain them round the center line of the
shaft until each rib is placed in the
plane of the diagonal rib. Then draw
the face line of each rib, as shown in
the previous article. Draw also the
backs and the arrises of chamfers for
each rib concentric with the face of
the ribs. In the original drawing all
the ribs were drawn starting together
as described above, but in this case
the ribs are shifted so as to separate
them from one another. To draw the

at the top. The point 2, from which
the shoulder starts, should be as near
as possible at the same level as the point
1. As to the upper part, 3, it is gov
erned by the shoulder of the ridge rib.
The ridge rib between the bossesA and
B has the same section as the diagonal
rib A ; but it will be observed that if
that section was maintained for the
ridge rib between the boss B and the
wall, then the shoulders of some of
the ribs, especially of the wall rib F,
would have to be inconveniently high
at their upper ends. To meet this dif
ficulty the shoulder of the ridge rib
between the boss B and the wall is
somewhat lowered. The level of this
shoulder has to be settled after trials
with all the ribs B, C, D, E, F, so as
to get a medium level which suits
best all the ribs. This settles the level
cf 3, the upper point reached by the
second shoulder of the rib B. The
outline of the shoulder between the
points 2 and 3 is merely a matter of
taste ; but it will be found practicable
to use between these points the curve
of the rib itself. The same operations
have to be repeated for the shoulders
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•of the ribs C, D, E, F. It is to be
observed that as the points 5 and 7
of the shoulders of the rib C are at
the same level, and as 5 is further on
the plan than 7, it follows that the de
flection of the shoulder 4 5, next to the
rib B will be greater than for tbe
shoulder 6 7, next to the rib D. The
two shoulders of the same rib are
therefore not concentric. The same
question will arise for the upper part
of the rib G where it abuts on the
main ridge rib ; but the difference be
tween the level of the shoulders will
be very slight.
As for the shoulders of the Hernes,
they will have to be deviated where-
ever they intersect a rib or meet a boss
in the same point as a rib. But where
the lierne abuts against a boss at some
distance from the neighboring rib, the.
.shoulder may bedrawn concentric with
the face, unless it is found to affect
too much the surface of the cell.
The fact that the shoulders of the
ribs are not concentric with the face of
the ribs is, no doubt, a blemish ; but
as the ribs are seen from below, it is a
blemish which is not perceived if kept
within moderate bounds.
Up to the level where the ribs clear
from one another, they are constructed
as forming simply surface details of
one solid block of masonry, constructed
with horizontal courses.
The highest point of the rib cluster
will be a horizontal plane, S, Figs. 268

of the upper joint of the last course of
horizontal stones, of which the plan is
shown in Fig. 268.
To work this course, produce first a
prism according to the outer outline of
the stone on the plan, Fig. 268. Then
draw on the vertical faces of the prism
the levels of the front arrises of the
rib joints. And on the plane itself of
the joint S draw the back arrises of
the rib joints. This done, work off the
plane of the abutment of each rib, as
shown on the left hand side of the pier.
The lower joint of the course is given
by a horizontal section of the vault at
the level of that joint. Draw this
lower section on the lower plane of
the stone, work between the two joints
the soffits of each rib with templets
cut to the curves of the ribs. If the

ment stones will have to be cut as
vertical prisms, with the plan as base,
and with a hight sufficient to take the
whole of the stone, as shown by the
elevations. Then, guided by the upper
plane of each stone, fix the molds of the
portions of ribs comprised in the ridge
rib, and work same progressively until
their intersection with the moldings of
the ridge piece be obtained.
The same operations are done also
for working the bosses ; but as these
receive also the abutments of lierne
ribs, we mutt begin by drawing the
elevations of the liernes.
Each lierne. Fig. 269, is projected on
a plane parallel to itself. When the
lierne meets a rib without the inter
vention of a boss, as in the points K,
L, M of Fig. 268, then the section of

4b
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and 269, finished at the edge by bevels
prepared for the reception of the ribs,
so that the ribs have a square abut
ment.
In the sections, Fig. 269, it will be
noticed that the shoulder of the wall
rib F meets the clearing line at a higher
level than those of the other ribs ; and,
therefore, if we take the last joint of
the rib cluster at the level where the
rib F clears, it will also behigh enough
for the other ribs.
To settle the level of the joint plane
S, proceed as follows : From Y, where
the shoulder of the rib F meets the
clearing line, draw a joint at right
angles to the rib. Where that joint
cuts the back of the rib F place the
level of the plane S. Then draw on
the plan. Fig. 268, the projection of
the section of the rib F by the joint
plane. For the other ribs prolong the
plane S, and, wherever it meets the
back of each rib, draw on the section
the joint of that rib, then project on
the plan. Thus is obtained the outline

course of stone is narrow, this will
suffice to work the bevels and the rib
moldings ; but if the course be wide,
then some intermediary horizontal
sections of the vault will have to be
drawn, the templets from which will
be applied on the outside of the stone.
It is to be remembered that the inter
sections of the ribs above the plane X
of Fig. 269will be slightly irregular ;
but below the plane X the moldings
meet one another, forming a perfect
miter between each rib.
The parts of the ridge rib where the
ribs C, D, E, F abut are made of single
stones, as shown in Fig. 268, bearing
short pieces of the ribs. To produce
these, at the upper part of the eleva
tions of the ribs. Fig. 269, the projec
tion of their intersections with the
ridge rib should be shown, and the up
per joints of the ribs be drawn, after
which the upper and lower arrises of
that joint should be shown on the plan.
In one plan, Fig. 268, the projections
of the joints are shown. Toe abut-

the lierne may be modified so as to
miter exactly with the rib from
which it starts. To find the section of
the lierne M G, for instance, cut the
rib H by the miter planes M S and
M R, Fig. 268, then draw these inter
sections on the elevations of the liernes,
and this will give the points from
which will start the shoulders and
the arrises of the chamfers. Both the
hights of the shoulders and the cham
fers will be different on each side of
the lierne. To draw the elevation of
the lierne, it must then be remembered
that the shoulder starting from the
miter section R of Fig. 268will have
to meet the shoulder of the rib G on
boss G. The lierne may be curved or
straight. To determine the outline of
the lierne we should endeavor that the
shoulder of the lierne M G be tangent
at its starting points to the sameplanes
as the ribs H and G. In our drawing
it will be seen that the lierne A G is
curved at its upper end so as to be
tangent to the same plane as the diago-
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nal rib A where it meets the boss A,
whereas the lierne N G is practically
straight.

_We have made the liernes, like the
ribs, lie in vertical planes, because it
simplifies very mnch the geometrical
problem of setting them out and the
practical problem of fixing the arch
which forms the lierne. The appear
ance of this vertical arrangement is also
not bad, although it would seemat first
sight that the liernes should,lie at right
angles with the surface of the vaulting.
If this be desired, a cross section of
the lierne mold would have to be pro
duced in which the center line would
be at right angles with the line con
necting the arrises on the opposite
shoulders.
The cells are made of single slabs of
stone. To work a triangular cell like
No. 5 between the ribs A and B of
Fig. 267, produce an operation plane
through its three corners. To get this
triangle, the real lengths of each side
are obtained from the elevations of
the ribs and Kernes. Then as the joints
of the slabs will have to be vertical
when fixed, we must find the angles
which these joint planes make with
the plane of the slab.
The construction is shown for getting
the bevel (square section) of the arris
of cell 9, shown in Figs. 267 and 270,
resting on lierne G H. The real shape
of that cell has been found according
to the method described above. Re
ferring to Fig. 270, from the corner «r
draw a line n p at right angles with
the opposite side which would repre
sent the intersection of the operation
plane of the slab with the plane of a
saw at right angles with the arris.
Let x o X be a horizontal line on the
elevation of the vertical joint plane,
then the line pawill be the intersection
of that joint plane with the former
saw plane ; the bevel for working the
vertical surface of the slab will be the
angle between the lines n pon the soffit
operation plane and p a on the vertical
joint. If a and t be connected by a
line, we have a triangle of which only
the length of the side a w is unknown.
The length of a t, cell 9, Fig. 267, is
found by setting off rr f equal to a a',
and a 7tis equal to p f.
With the bevels shown in Fig. 270
the vertical planes of the joints are
worked from the operation planes of
the cells. Then, on the verti<al joint
planes of the cells the curves of the
ribs and liernes are delineated and the
surface of the cells is worked with a
straightedge between these lines.
The direction of the straightedge
must be such .that the surface of the
cells be continuous without any sudden
fold or arris. For the cells 1, 2. 3. 4,
it suffices that the two ribs be divided
in an equal number of parts and the
straightedge be made to connect the
opposite prints of that division. This
will also do for the cells 7 and 6, where
the third sides formed by the liernes
M G *nd K G are straight ; but the
construction will not be availaole for
the cell 5, where the third side, the
lierne K B, is curved. For directing
the straightedge in forming the soffit
of cell 5, a plane must be drawn
through the two tangents, starting
from h, the one the tangent to the rib
A, the other to the lierne K B ; then
find the point to where this plane cuts
the rib B ; then Ate of Fig. 267is the di
rection to be given to the straightedge
in that point ; the rest of the surface
is then easily worked smooth.
There is another solution to this
question. We may decide beforehand
where the straightedge laid from the
angle h shall reach the rib B ; say let
it be at a point higher than w of Figs.
267 and 269 ; then we shall give to the
lierne KBa sharper curve, in order
that the tangent may reach the boss B
at a higher level.

The structure we have been studying
is a real rib and cell Gothic vault, but
this is not the case with most of the
existing work which has the same ap
pearance as our model. Most often
rib and cell are cut out of one block of
stone. The apparent construction is a
sham and may be considered as amere
panel decoration of the same descrip
tion as that of the Renaissance vaults.

Care of Grindstones.

A grindstone, says an expert, should
be true on its face ; if it is not so,
broad, flat tools are liable to be spoiled.
The remedy for a grindstone that has
lost its evenness is to place a flat iron
bar with a sharp edge on the support
ing beam in such a manner that it will
strike the uneven part of the stone at
every revolution until the desired form
is regained. It is necessary that a stone
should be kept wet when in use, or it
would draw the temper of the tools
after a few revolutions, but it is not a
good plan to allow the lower portion
to be in water when at rest. The
water soaks that portion and softens
it, and it soon gets out of true, and
thus commences a course of troubles
which is pretty hard to either remedy
or stay.

The Baron De Hirsch Trade School.

The committee of the Baron De
Hirsch Trade School, established at
220 East Ninth street, New York,
have caused a reorganization of that
Institution. They have introduced
fresh blood into the management
and a new system of instruction, with
the view of improving the efficiency
of the school. The school course,
which was formerly an indefinite one—
its duration depending for each indi
vidual student on the smount of prog
ressmadeby him—hasnow been limited
to a regular course lasting six months.
The evening classes have been aban
doned and all the energiesof the school
have been confined to the day classes.
The class rooms have also been re
arranged and enlarged. The machine
shop, the carpentry and wood turning
shop and the plumbing shop, which were
formerly much cramped for room, each
row occupies a whole floor of the build
ing, givirg them much better accom
modations and more light and air. The
class in painting has been provided for
in an adjacent building. The commit
tee have also expended considerable
money in new machinery and appliances,
so that the scholars have every facility
for learning their respective trades
under the most favorable conditions.
The school is a free one four dud by
Baron De Hirsch for the young Russian
and Polish Jews who come to the United
States without a trade on which to
rely, and it has already proved of great
assistance to this class of people. Just
at present, owing to the lessened emi
gration of the past 12 months, the
classes are not as well filled as they
might be, but it is expected that addi
tional scholars will present themselves
after the current term.
The course, under the new rigime,
began September 1, and will last until
the end of February, when another six
months' course will be commenced At
the end of the course the scholars will
be examined by committees from the
different trade organizations, as is the
case in the New York Trades Schcol.
They will be granted certificates of pro
ficiency accordingly. The system of
instruction followed is molded on the

pattern of that established in the New
Yoik Trades School. When the schol
ars are graduated, they are presented
with a kit of tools, and every effort is
made by the school authorities to place
them in situations where they can im
mediately begin to earn their living.
The classes are held on five days of
the week. Saturday being the Hebrew
sabbath, no work is done on that day.
The hours of session are from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. Trade instruction is given
until 4 p.m., and during the last two
hours the scholars of each class are
taught English —of which language
they are on joining the school entirely
ignorant — and mechanical drawing.
Once a week the instructors give a lect
ure to their pupils bearing on the trade
they are learning.

Arbitration and Conciliation.

Much interest is being taken in the
forthcoming Congress of Arbitration and
Conciliation, which will meetin Chicago
on November 13 and 14, under the aus
pices of the Civic Federation of that
city. The following programme has
been prepared :

Historical View.
a. " England and the Continent."
b. " Australia and New Zealand,"
Prof. E. A. R. Gould, Johns Hopkins
University.
e. " America," A. H. Walcott, Mas
sachusetts Board of Arbitration ; D. J.
Ryan, Ohio Board of Arbitration.
General Principles:
a. " Distinction Between Compulsory
and Voluntary Arbitration."
b. "Distinction Between Compul
sory Arbitration and Public Investiga
tion of Labor Disputes."
e. "Distinction Between Adjudica
tion of Past Contracts and Settlement of
Future Ones," Carroll D. Wright,
United States Department of Labor.
d. " Distinction Between Arbitration
and Conciliation," Mrs. Josephine Shaw
Lowell, New York.
"Ethics of Arbitration," Archbishop
Ireland, Felix Adler, Washington Glad
den.
"Economics of Arbitration," Prof.
Henry C. Adams, University of Michi
gan." How Far Can Arbitration Be Made
Compulsory Without Infringement on
Private Rights ?" George R. Peck, C.
8. Darrow.
Interstate and quasi Public Business :
a. "Railroads," A. F. Walker, re
ceiver of Santa F6 Railway ; Marvin
Hughitt, president of Northwestern
Railway; P. M. Arthur, Brotherhood
Locomotive Engineers; F. P. Sargent,
Brotherhood Locomotive Firemen.
b. "Mines," Charles Ridgely, P. J.
McBride.
e. "Springer Bill," Representatives
Springer, McOann, Tawney.
State Jurisdiction and Private Inter
ests-

a. " Relation Between Employer and
Employed," Chauncey M. Depew, T. V.
Powderly. 1. " Building Trades," W.
H. Sayward, secretary National Asso
ciation Builders. 2. "Manufacturing,"
Martin Fox, Iron Molders' Union of
North America ; Charles A. Pillsbury,
Minneapolis; N. O. Nelson, St. Louis.
b. " Necessity for Mutual Organiza
tion," Samuel Gompers.
«. "Sliding Scales and Kindred
Methods," M M. Garland, president
National Iron & Steel Workers.
Closing address and recommenda
tions, Joseph D. Weeks, editor American
Manufacturer.
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To Local Secretaries.
The National Secretary would rec
ommend to the officers of the various
filial bodies that they take up the ar
ticles published in Carpentry and
Building, and in the National Bulletin
for consideration and discussion at the
regular meetings of their organiza
tions. Anything that will tend to
bring out criticism or expressions of
opinion as to the value or otherwise of
these recommendations is of the ut
most importance.
Local secretaries are requested to
forward to the National Secretary all
available information as to action
either taken or suggested which tends
to benefit the builder in any of his
relationships either with other build
ers, architects, owners, or his employ
ees. Everything of this character, no
matter bow unimportant, is of great
value in making up the sum of
experience of builders everywhere.
Local Secretaries are urged to cor
respond frequently and at length with
the National Secretary.

Quality vs. Quantity.
Organizations are apt to make the
mistake of thinking that numbers in
dicate the amount of strength of which
they are possessed.

_Numerical strength is not of neces
sity indicative of organic strength, and
because an organization may have a
large membership is no assurance that
it may be a powerful organization.
Unless careful discrimination is used
in selecting a membership it is likely
to become unwieldy and incapable of
carrying out the purpose for wlrch it
was established, by reason of the im
possibility of securing harmonious ac
tion when it is composed of merely
numbers, rather than men of clearly

defined and harmonious purpose. If a
careful selection is not made in choos
ing a membership the very object
which the organization seeks to ac
complish may be lost sight of through
the inability of securing united ac
tion. An organization may become
weak rather than strong by the indis
criminate admission of applicants who
desire to ally themselves with the
best elements of the fraternity, but
who have nothing to give in return.
The membership of a builders' ex
change should only be large enough to
take in the best representatives or the
building interests in its particular com
munity, whether they berelatively few
or great. Too much quantity is more
than apt to reduce the quality, because
in acquiring the undue quantity it is
almost impossible to suppose that the
quality will not suffer. Therefore an
exchange which seeks to take in every
builder in the community, irrespective
of his business ability or moral stand
ing, is almost sure to disintegrate from
lack of the cohesive qualities to bind it
together, for it cannot be expected that
the good and bad can produce har
monious effort.

would bea great favor if you can give us a
reply to this to-morrow.

Architect and Builder.
One of the most satisfactory evi
dences of the benefit of a decided stand
by builders' exchanges for better busi
ness methods that has come under the
notice of the National Secretary is in
dicated by the following letter from a
firm of architects to the secretary of
one of the local exchanges. If such ef
forts as the following were made by
architects to ascertain what the build
ers would consider honorable practice
in the relationships between the two
the strained condition which exists in
many cities would rapidly disappear.
The architects here mentioned com
pose one of the most prominent firms
in the city in which the instance oc
curred, and yet an effort to learn just
what had been defined by the builders
in their code of practice was consid
ered in no wise beneath their dignity.
Such a spirit as this does much to fos
ter a feeling of fraternity between the
two, who have so much in common,
and its effect cannot be overestimated.
Builders and architects both, in their
dealings with each other would very
much improve their mutual relation
ship if they but evidenced the fact that
each would be willing to go half way
in any movement for the establishment
of a common ground.
The letter, from which names are
omitted, is as follows :

Dear Sir : We write to ask you to
kindly instruct us just what recommenda
tions to make to the B High School Build
ing Committeein netting certain cuts made
from thefigure*whichwe believeyouknow
were publicly advertisedfor.
Must we advertiseagain, and let all bid
ders comein, in order to make the small
cuts suggested,or shall we take three or
four, or evenfive of the lowestbiddersand
ask them to revise tbeir figures?
Also, we should like to know just what
position we must take toward thosemen
who handed in figuresondifferent parts of
the work, like mason work, plasteriDg,
iron work, roofing, carpenter work, paint
ing, gas piping, electric work, many indi
vidual bidson eachbeingreceived. As the
committeeis to havea meetingat once, it

The Individual and the
National Association.

The National Secretary, among other
requests for information regarding the
"McNeil case" has recently received
one from Paso Robles, Cal., which
shows clearly that distance has nothing
to do with the operation of the work of
the National Association of Builders.
Indeed, it is plain that the general prin
ciples which govern business at one
end of the country largely prevail at
the other, notwithstanding the fact
that differences of detail seem to in
dicate radical difference of method.
One of the exchanges formerly identi
fied with the National Association of
Builders, which is located in a Cali
fornia city, gave as one of the
reasons for its withdrawal, in ad
dition to the amount of expense
necessary to membership, that it was
too far away from the headquarters of
the National Association and from the
majority of its filial bodies. One mem-
,ber of the exchange mentioned alone
derived from the work of the National
Association through publicity given to
this same "McNeil case" sufficient
benefit in actual money that amounted
to more than the dues of the exchange
in question would have been in ten
years, and now from another little city
in the same State comes an indication
of the fact that distance has nothing
whatever to do with the work per
formed by the National body. While
the National Association seeks to raise
the standard of building all over the
country, and therefore needs support
in its most remote parts, it never as
an organization attempts to establish
arbitrarily any of the reforms it ad
vocates. It simply endeavors to formu
late methods for the improvement of
business into such simple and practical
shape that they can be immediately
applied to the affairs of builders any
where, and when it is considered that
the same general principles govern
humanity, and therefore builders, there
is no question of the availability of
reforms or methods suggested, irre
spective of locality or seemingly differ
ent conditions. The " McNeil case"
furnishes an excellent example of the
truth of this statement because the
precedent established in Massachusetts
has been available to builders all over
the United States irrespective of the
fact that different business methods
seem to obtain in the several localities.
The practicability of other recom
mendations of the National Associa
tion are as equally available for the
benefit of the builder, no matter where
he lives, as is the precedent as to his
rights in the matter of the lowest bid
which has been placed in his possess
ion through its efforts. Builders every
where are urged to familiarize them
selves with the specific methods and
forms advocated by the National As
sociation and the principles upon which
they are based.
Printed matter relative to all these
various recommendations will be
gladly supplied to any inquiring
builder upon application to the Na
tional Secretary, 166Devonshire street,
Boston, Mass.
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New Publications.

The Square Root Delineator in theArt of Framing. By Alfred W. Woods.
Size of chart 18x 28 inches: mountedon
rollers. Price $8. Published by the
author.
This is a chart carrying a diagram
showing the carpenters' square full
size. Lines are drawn from the tongue
to the blade of the square and there are
given 58 pitches for braces, common
rafters and their corresponding hips
and valleys, together with their lengths;
also that of their jacks, runs, rises,
contents of board measure and the de
grees of pitch. The author claims that
the lengths of all rafters are given to
less than ^ inch, and that all the
figures that give the same cut or
bevel are presented. The chart or
delineator, as it is called, contains a
great deal of information of interest in
this connection relating to hopper cuts,
polygonal and curved roofs, bevels for
tank staves, &c. The delineator or
chart measures 18 x 28 inches and is
mounted on wooden rollers so that it
may be suspended upon the wall. The
instructions on the chart are sufficient
for the intelligent mechanic, but in
order to render the matter clearly un
derstood by all, the author furnishes
with each chart a little pamphlet il
lustrating the terms used in roof fram
ing and giving full instructions in con
nection therewith.

A Wood Harder than Ebony.

Now that the excitement over the al-
alleged invention of "bullet-proof
cloth" is flagging, if not practically
dead, says Invention, the reported dis
covery of a fire and steel proof wood
may have a chance of attracting some
attention. Several species of iron wood
have long beenknown and widely used,
on account of their extraordinary
weight and hardness, in the manufact
ure of such articles as axles and plows.
It is claimed, however, that these are
entirely surpassed by a certain tree
found in the Northern Transvaal, re
garding which M. Basiaux, at prrsent
traveling in South Africa, has trans
mitted a note to the Geographical So
ciety of France. The wood is a sort of
ebony, and so excessively hard that it
cannot be cut in the ordinary manner
except when green. When mature and
dry it resists every known tool, and
blunts or breaks the finest tempered
steel. It is, apparently, almost im
pregnable against fire, as it required a
fortnight's constant burning to reduce
the trunk of one of the trees to ashes,
and, although heavy, it is said to be
considerably lighter than steel or iron.

Quoins

Quoins of buildings and walls should
always be carefully protected in the
foundations, and well bonded in the
superstructure. At the angles unequal
settlement most frequently shows its
effects, but when quoins are well sup
ported they will keep up a weak wan.
The Gothic architects were well aware
of this ; hence the immensely project
ing buttresses at the angles of their
lofty towers.

A beautifully executed crayon por
trait of the founder of the New York
Trade School has been recently placed
in the office of that institution. The
late Colonel Aucbmuty was always
averse to having his likeness taken
and no recent portrait of him was in
existence at the time of his death.
The present drawing is therefore
copied from the only likeness avail
able—a photograph taken several years

ago—and presents him as younger in
appearance than he was when known
to the majority of our readers, who
saw him only in his trade school days.
Nevertheless, the likeness is said to be
excellent of the man as he was in his
early prime. The portrait was pre
sented to the trade school by Colonel
Auchmuty's widow. Mrs. Auchmuty
keeps up a lively interest in the af
fairs of the institution which absorbed
so large a share of her husband's inter
est and affection.

Hospital Construction.

In a lecture delivered not long since
before the Architectural Department
of the University of Pennsylvania, Mr.
Addison Hutton discussed in a very
interesting manner the planning of
hospitals, the object being to suggest
to his student hearers the possibility of
an improvement in hospital construc
tion. After touching upon various
phases of the subject, including the
area, form, site, spacing of wards,
heating and ventilating of the build
ing, he described the structure itself,
as follows:
The foundations should be laid with
stone and cement, and there should be
a damp proof course of asphaltum or
slate at the ground line. In some soils
the foundations should be drained with
tiles ; in those of sand or gravel this is
not necessary.
So far as is ascertained there is no
better material for walls than brick.
All interior partition walls ought to be
brick. The weather barriers should
be formed of two 9-inch walls with
2-inch air space, well bonded at all
jambs and corners. An excellent al
ternative is an 18-inch solid wall with
hollow lining of terra cotta, whereon
the wall plaster is laid. Either of
these devices will insure dryness of the
internal wall surface.
A principle to be followed as care
fully as possible in hospital building is
to leave as few cavities in the con
struction as consistent with the condi
tions of integrity and endurance.
Every surface should be solid and
smooth as practicable, and thus easily
and freely cleansed and kept clean.
When floors are constructed in the
usual manner the intervals between
joists may be filled with mineral wool.
This helps to deaden sound, leaves no
harbor for rodents or any other offen
sive thing. Still better, where the ap
propriation of funds will permit it the
floor should have beams of iron or
steel filled in with bricks ; the nailings
of the surface floor will thus rest on
a bed of iron and burnt clay. Again
the mineral wool comes into play be
tween the railings or sleepers. The
surface floors must be hard wood ;
nothing is better than the Southern yel
low or pitch pine, which, when cut and
dressed to show the edge grain, makes
a handsome and most serviceable floor.
A good, tight, smooth, well finished
floor is most important ; paraffin and
soluble glass are recommended as coat
ings. The joining to the wall is best
with a neat wooden core, the usual
high wooden bare skirting being omit
ted. In fact, only such inside wood
work as is absolutely necessary is
recommended in the besthospital con
struction. The window jambs and
heads may be rounded or chamfered
in plaster, and the window sills rubbed
slate.
The floor and parts of the walls of
the water rooms are lined with pottery
tiles, and all angles give place to
curves, concave or convex.
It is best that stairs shall have iron
construction, and if slate treads come
within the appropriation they are to be
preferred to wood.
The plastering of the walls and ceil

ings should have great care bestowed
upon it. The surface should be left
with what is known as hard finish,
composed of lime, sand and much la
bor. Where lath are commonly needed,
such as on ceilings, &c., stiffened wire
netting should be substituted.
At all internal points, and in all ma
terials, whether stone, brick, wood,
pottery, plaster or metal, constant at
tention should be given to the avoid
ance of open joints, sharp corners,
quirks and creases.
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The effects of the late panic are pass
ing away, business is slowly but surely
recovering from the severe depression
which has existed for many months,
and people in all sections are taking
a more cheerful view of the future.
Under such conditions, and on the eve
of a new volume, it seems both fitting
and proper that we should direct the
attention of our army of readers to
some of the more important features
which will characterize the issues of
Carpentry and Building for the year
1895. No efforts have been spared to
make these attractions fully up to the
standard of excellence already estab
lished, and in every way render the
paper the exponent of practical mat
ters for practical men engaged in the
building and allied industries. Among
the various matters which we shall
offer from time to time are special arti
cles on different mechanical and archi
tectural subjects, prepared by practi
cal writers of long and varied experi
ence, making the contributions of more
than usual interest and value. In ad
dition to the features enumerated be
low are many other matters now under
way, which will be brought out as
rapidly as circumstances will permit.
The illustrations will be of a character
best adapted to the purpose and will
include perspectives, elevations, plans
-and details of brick and frame dwell
ings, business blocks, churches, school
houses, &c. So far as possible, the
buildings illustrated will represent
work already completed or about to be
erected.

Hints on Wood Carving.

The long winter evenings which are
now at hand afford a good opportunity
for the young mechanic to turn his
attention to many things which will
aid his progress in the trade he has
chosen as a means of livelihood. It is
the season when he can devote more
or less time to the study of works re
lating to his trade and execute with
his tools many little jobs suggested by
his reading. He is interested in orna
mental as well as constructive feat
ures, and will, we are sure, find much
that is of value in the serial article on
wood carving which begins in this
number, and which will constitute an

important feature of the earlier issues
of the new volume. The manuscript
has been prepared by one who has had
long experience in his profession and
who handles his subject in a masterly
style. In the introductory chapters
the subject of chasing is taken up in a
way to interest and instruct the reader,
after which wood carving proper is
treated. The matter is accompanied
by numerous illustrations, covering
both simple and intricate designs
adapted for use in a variety of ways
and executed in the highest style of the
art. The serial is of such a character
as to constitute an important contri
bution to the literature of the subject.

Shoreingand Needling.

A feature of building operations in
most of the larger cities and towns is
the constant tearing down of old struct
ures to make room for new and im
posing ones, which shall give increased
capacity for business purposes and ren
der the site more productive in the
way of revenue. In preparing for
the new buildings it is often, if
not always, necessary to carry the
foundations to an equal or greater
depth than those of the adjoining
structures in order to accommodate
the increased weight which will have
to be supported. In doing this there is
more or less danger of the old walls
settling or bulging, and the contractor
or builder is called upon to take pre
cautions which will prevent such a hap
pening. How this is done is told by a
practical mechanic in a very interest
ing article, which we shall present
under the title given above, in an early
issue of the volume for the new year.
The article is illustrated with several
engravings prepared from sketches
made from actual work, and it cannot
fail to prove interesting and instructive
to all having to do with matters of this
kind, whether they be located in the
city or country.

SupplementPlates.

The series of half-tone engravings
which have been issued as supple
mental plates during the past few
years, and which have proven so popu
lar, will be continued as an important
feature of the seventeenth volume of
Carpentry and Building. No expense
will be spared to make the plates which
will beissued with the various numbers
of the paper indicate in a large de
gree the progress which is being made
in the art of engraving, and it is felt
that with the subjects now in hand the
results obtained will be eminently sat
isfactory. We have ready for publi
cation a varied assortment of designs,
and these will be reproduced in the
highest style of half-tone engravings.
The subjects represent buildings, both
brick and frame, lately erected in dif
ferent sections of the country, and
thesewill be treated in a way to ren

der them of value to our readers. In
connection with the supplemental
plates will be published elevations,
floor plans and constructive details, all
drawn to a convenient scale, and ac
companied by brief descriptive par
ticulars. In addition to these will be
numerous designs of buildings of
cheaper construction, adapted to erec
tion in the smaller towns and villages
and running as low in cost as $600.
We shall be glad to have architects
and builders forward for publication
drawings and photographs of attract
ive structures which they have lately
erected, to the end that all localities
may be represented, and enable mem
bers of the trade in one community
to study types of buildings peculiar to
sections remote from that in which
they live.

Methodsof Handrailing.

The articles dealing with past and
present methods of handrailing have
been the source of no little interest to
readers of the paper, and especially to
the younger element in the trade who
are giving particular attention to stair-
building problems. The serial is draw
ing to a close and the final chapters
will be published during the first half
of the coming year.

Correspondence.

This department will continue in the
future, as in the past, to be the medium
for the exchange of ideas between me
chanics in all branches of the building
trades. Communications will receive
careful editorial attention, and no
trouble or expense will be spared to
prepare engravings from the sketches
which may accompany the letters of
our correspondents. The department
is one of the most valuable features of
the paper, and it is one in which all
should take an active interest. We in
vite our readers, in whatever branch of
the building trades they may be en
gaged, to contribute to its columns,
either by asking questions, answering
inquiries submitted by those seeking
information, discussing topics of trade
interest, describing jobs of peculiar
work which they have executed, or in
some other way adding to the value of
the department. It is open to all alike
and the more diversified the topics
discussed the greater the benefits
which will result.

What Builders Are Doing.

The monthly bird's-eye view of
building operations in the leading cen
ters of the country, which has formed
such an interesting feature of the pa
per for the past few years, will be con-
tinned on the same lines during 1895,
This presentation of what carpenters,
builders and contractors are doing is
based upon reports of secretaries and
prominent members of local building
exchanges, and is of such a nature as
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to show the reader, almost at a glance,
the condition of affairs as it exists
from time to time in the principal
cities of the country. This reference
to various ways of doing work, arrang

ing with laborers, settling differences

between employer and employed, se
curing a uniformity of methods, &c.,

has constituted a feature which has

been of the greatest interest and value

to the readers of the paper, and its

popularity is growing. We invite
builders in every section to keep us
advised of all local happenings likely
to interest members of the trade.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.

This series of articles, which has been

running through recent issues of the

paper and which has attracted wide

attention on the part of readers, is

rapidly approaching completion, and

the final installments will be given in
the first few numbers of the new

volume.

The Builders' Exchange.

During the year 1895Carpentry and

Building will continue to be the me
dium of official communication be

tween the officers of the National As
sociation of Builders and the various

exchanges affiliated with it. On the
page entitled "The Builders' Ex
change " we shall present the official

utterances of the secretary touching

meetings, suggestions, recommenda
tions, &c., besides giving such other

matters as pertain strictly to the Na
tional Association. In other parts of
the paper will be published reports of
the annual meetings of the association,

together with articles of current inter
est from the pen of Secretary William
H. Sayward.

Kiieellaneous.

The miscellaneous matters to be pre

sented in the volume for next year will
be of a diversified character. In one
of the early issues we shall give a short

article on the Howe truss, prepared by

a practical engineer and illustrated

with several engravings. The author
deals with the subject in a compre
hensive manner, and while not enter

ing into an exhaustive analysis of the

properties of the truss, he presents in
as simple a style as possible several

well established facts, together with
the results of his own experience,

another feature of the volume will be
an explanation of what is, to the aver

age mechanic, a most puzzling device
—the slide rule. This article has been

written by an expert on the subject,

who is thoroughly familiar with the
rule in all its various applications, and
who, in his treatment of the tool, gives
a few simple examples showing how it
is employed to secure practical results.
The slide rule has been the topic of

more or less discussion in the past, and
a number of inquiries have lately been

received concerning its use in everyday
work. The article in question is of
undoubted interest and value to all,
and will enable the reader to obtain

a clear idea of its application. We
shall continue to keep our patrons in
formed of all that lis new and impor
tant in the roofing and cornice trades,
as well as in other lines of building,
presenting from time to time illustra
tions of special work, diagrams of con
struction, &c. In one of the early is
sues of the new year will be published
the details of an iron roof of 82 feet
span, together with brief letterpress,
while a description of some of the
systems of zinc roofing employed in
various parts of the world will con
stitute another feature of the paper
in this department of miscellaneous
matters. The latter article is illus
trated with numerous diagrams show
ing how the work is done, which in con
nection with the letterpress J forms an
interesting contribution to the litera
ture of the subject. Still other feat
ures of the new volume will be found
in the shape of an illustrated article
describing the construction, under Gov
ernment supervision, of a water tank
and trestle, at Fort Logan, Col., and
an account of the method of building
a timber foot bridge, accompanied by
numerous sketches showing details of
the various joints.

The New York Theater.

The plans for the New York The
ater, to be erected at the corner of

Seventh avenue and Forty-second
street, this city, have been drawn by

Architect John D. Allen of Philadel
phia, Pa. The structure is to have a

steel frame, will be four stories in
hight and surmounted by a roof gar
den 92 x 112feet, which can be inclosed
by sides and roof of glass. The ex
terior walls will be either Indiana
limestone or Ohio sandstone, while the
upper stories will be of white brick,
relieved with terra cotta trimmings
and white tiles. The seating capacity
of the theater proper will be 1700 per
sons, while on the roof will be room
for 500 persons, including the space
occupied by the tables. On the first
floor will be a large ladies' parlor, and
on the balcony floor a lounging room.
There will be 30 exits, of which 22
will be operated by means of electrical
openers and the most modern self-act
ing bolts. The gallery will be so ar
ranged as to dispense with all posts
except those on the first floor behind
the last row of seats in the orchestra
circle. The main entrance to the the
ater will be at the junction of Forty-
second street and Seventh avenue, and
will be modeled after the entrance and
foyer of the Orand Opera House in
Paris. The main staircase will be of
white marble, with balustrade of
bronze. The proscenium opening will
be 34 feet wide by 38feet high, and the
stage proper 75 feet long by 40 feet
deep, with a rigging loft 65 feet in
hight. There will be 15 dressing
rooms, carpenter shop, &c., isolated
from the stage in a fire proof building.
All the interior wood work on the first
floor and balcony will be finished in
cream-color enamel and gold.

Exhibition of the Architectural
League.

The tenth annual exhibition of the
Architectural League will open in the
galleries of the Fine Arte Society
Building in New York City on the 15th
of February next. The exhibition will,
as usual, consist of architectural draw
ings, cartoons for stained glass, models,
carving in wood, stone and bronze,
examples of designs in mosaic, glass,
fabrics and furniture, together with
sketches and paintings of architectural
and decorative subjects. The jury and
hanging committee will consist of the
officers of the league, together with
the members of the sub-committee on
Architecture and Decoration and the
chairman of the Catalogue Committee.
All works submitted must be delivered
not later than February 5. The sub
ject of the eighth annual competition
for the gold and silver medals given
by the league is the " Main Stairway
of a National Library." The competi
tion is open to residents of the United
States under the age of 25 years.

Franklin Trade School Delayed.

The establishment of the Franklin
Trade School in Boston hangs fire.
Some doubt "appears to exist as to
whether the trustees of the fund left
to the city of Boston by Benjamin
Franklin a century ago for the benefit
of the young mechanics of the city can
be legally used to found a trade school.
It will be remembered that this fund,
which has grown during the interval
of 100years from the time of the tes
tator's death from $1000 to $131,000,
was voted by the trustees to be applied
to this purpose. These trustees com
prise, under the terms of Franklin's
will, the pastors of three of the oldest
Boston churches and the Selectmen
of the city. The successors of the lat
ter have been considered to be the
Board of Aldermen, and as such they
have served on the board of trustees.
But the Selectmen were the executive
of the town, while the Aldermen are
the legislators ; and the Mayor, being
the executive, is by some considered
the proper representative of the city
on the board of trustees. The present
Mayor of Boston appears to favor
some other disposition of the money
than the establishment of a trade
school. Hence the matter was referred
for advice to the corporation counsel,
and the scheme has been left in abey
ance for the past year. The corpo
ration counsel now gives it as his
opinion that the trustees could
not legally establish an endowment
fund to carry on the school with the
money that is left after erecting the
necessary buildings and equipping
them with machinery, &c. His ad
vice, however, is not regarded as
sound, and it is thought probable that
a friendly suit will be brought to de
termine the exact status of the trust
ees and their powers and prerogatives.
A strong feeling is said to exist in Bos
ton in favor of the utilization of the
Franklin Fund for the purposes of a
trade school, as being an object more
directly in line with the distinguished
donor's well-known ideas than any
other of the alternative schemes that
were proposed. The usefulness of such
a school to the city of Boston, and its
benefit to the class Franklin desired to
aid, is beyond question.

One of the largest logs of mahogany
ever brought into the United States
arrived on the White Star freight
steamer " Cufic," which reached her
dock from Liverpool on October 29.
The log was 45 feet in length and
about 4 feet square in cross section.
It weighed 1% tons.
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BRICK RESIDENCE IN MONTCLAIR, COL

THE
architectural subject which
forms the basis of our supple
mental plate this month is the

brick residence of T. J. Anders,
erected about two years ago at Mont-
clair, Col., from plans prepared by
Grodavent Brothers, architects, of
Denver, in the State named. The
dwelling is situated on a corner lot
giving an eastern and southern front
age. Its arrangement of rooms is
clearly indicated in the floor plans, pre
sented herewith, while the details show
in a comprehensive manner many of

laid in mortar colored with Lowe's
red mineral. The face is laid in plumb
bond and blind headers. The roof is
covered with Oregon cedar shingles
laid 4}i inches to the weather, and the
valleys and gutters are lined with tin.
The exterior wood work is treated
with three coats of paint. From the
architects' specification we learn that
all dimension timber is of Texas yellow
pine. The floor joists are 2x 10inches,
the rafters 2x6 inches, the hips and
valleys 2x8 inches, the studding 2x4
inches, doubled at openings, all placed

side of the house. As a rule, too many
outside doors or entrances to a dwell
ing are objectionable, but in this case
all serve a necessary purpose.
A broad porch runs across the front
of the house at the south side and has
an entrance to the conservatory. The
rear porch gives an entrance to the
kitchen or to the sitting room. A lat
ticed porch at the rear of the kitchen
has the strips put on horizontally and
vertically, with No. 30wire netting of
12mesh placed between the strips. At
the rear is also a balcony from which

Sp
Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Brick Residencein Montclair, Col—GrodaventBros., Architects,Denver, Col.

Section.

the features of construction employed.
It will be seen from an inspection of
the engravings that the house occupies
a site considerably larger than the
average city lot, but the design is one
well adapted for a suburban residence.
The contracts for the brick work, cut
stone, mill work, heating, &c., were
let separately, the idea being to have
the work executed under day's labor
by purchasing the material and hiring
the necessary mechanics to do the car
pentry, plumbing, painting, &c. The
foundation walls are built of hard
burned brick 17 inches thick, with
brick footings 26 inches wide. They
are constructed solid and at the grade
line is a cut stone base course 11inches
high, cut with a 1 x 2 inch wash. The
foundation walls below grade are
plastered. The exterior of the house is
faced with golden red pressed brick,

16 inches on centers. The porch sills
are 6x6 and 6x8 inches, the joists
2x8 inches at the front and 2x6
inches at the rear, placed 20 inches on
centers. The porch rafters are 2x6
inches and the ceiling joist 2x4
inches, also placed 20 inches on centers.
The cellar, which extends under the
entire house, is divided as shown, and
has a concrete floor 4 inches thick.
An outside cellar entrance door is
placed at the grade with the cellar
stairs inside of the building, this ar
rangement being now much employed
in the section named, as it does away
with the old plan of having the stair
way outside covered with hatchway
doors. An outside door is also pro
vided at the dining room for con
venience in passing to the yard or
stable, or for reaching the carriage
way which extends along the north

is obtained a commanding view of
Rocky Mountains, the noted points to
be seen being Long's Peak, Pike's
Peak and others.
A feature of the outside work which
will interest many of the readers of the
paper is the canvas flooring employed
in connection with the balconies. The
architects describe the method, which
has given entire satisfaction, as follows:
First lay a floor with well seasoned
mill matched strips free from loose or
black knots or other imperfections,
and not to exceed 4 inches in width.
Dress to a smooth surface at comple
tion. Cover with 10-ounce duck can
vas. When laying the canvas it should
have a heavy coat of white lead on
both sides ; the under coat to be ap
plied directly to the wood flooring and
the upper coat as the canvas is laid.
The canvas should be stretched tight
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and all joints lapped about 2 inches, and over-flashed with 3-ponnd sheet ounce copper tacks placed about one
The canvas should extend 6 inches lead let into the joints of the brick inch on centers, and after the lead paint

has dried the canvas should be given
two coats of asbestos paint. Walking
on a canvas roof of this kind does not
affect it, and being water proof makes
it one of the most desirable roofs for
balconies.
The finish of the reception hall, sit
ting room, parlor and dining room is
in black ash, stained with a little um
ber to bring out the grain of the wood,

Attic.

First Floor. SecondFloor.

Briak Residencein Montclair, Col.—Floor Plans.— Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

behind all wood work as a flashing and work and pointed up with cement, which is finished in a dead polish. The
be carried the same bight at brick walls The canvas should be nailed with 8 dining room has paneled wainscoting,
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SectionThrough ConservatoryandFront Porch.—Scale,% Inch to
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dow.—Scale,% Inch to
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Sectionof Library
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Detail of MainCornice.—Scale,% Inch to
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Section of
Conserv
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—Scale, 3
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Detail of MainStairsandTop of Newel
Post.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Sectionof Front Porch andBalcony.—Scale,H Inch to theFoot.

MiscellaneousDetailsof Brick Residencein Montclair, Col.
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Elevation in Pantry, Looking Toward theWindow.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

Elevation in Pantry, Looking Toward theDining
Boom."—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Brick Residencein ifontclair. Col.
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the construction of which is indicated
in the details. A seat is provided in
the reception hall and a toilet room
with oval wash basin under the front
stairs. The reception hall and the
principal rooms on the first floor are
connected by wide openings without
doors. The rooms on the second floor
are for family use, except the one over

and ample for the entire family and
has a seat placed on each side. The
rooms are provided with ample closets,
while the bathroom is fitted with the
usual conveniences. The finish of the
second floor is natural white pine. The
third floor, or attic, is completed in a
way to give a large dancing hall. In
the ceiling of this room are placed extra

In the case of the hardwood finish
the wood was first filled with Felton,
Ran & Sibley's Model liquid filler,.
after which it was treated to three

Detail of Head Casingfor AllIPineCFinish.-
Scale,8 IncliesjtotheJFoot.

ElevationShowingDining RoomFinish.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot. d
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Rlevationof Front Door.—Scale,
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Vertical Section of Front Door.
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Detail of Dining RoomFinish.—Scale,8Inchesto
theFoot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Brick Residencein Montclair, Col.

the dining room on the north side,
which is reserved for guests. The
library over the reception hall is Mr.
Anders' " den," and for special com
fort a fire place has been provided.
The balcony from this room is large

timbers and rings for gymnasium pur
poses. A bathroom with tub only is
also provided on this floor, as well as
a storeroom and a sleeping room with
closet. The wood work in the attic
has three coats of paint.

coats of "Brilliant flowing varnish,"
the second coat being rubbed with
pumice stone and water, and the third
rubbed to a dead finish with rotten
stone and oil. The pine finish was
treated to two coats of similar varnish
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finished to a dead polish, the same as
the hard wood on the first story. The
honse is wired for electric lights, the
system having the following switch
loops : Piazza light at front hall,
balcony light at library, attic light at
rear hall, second story ; reception hall
light at reception hall and laundry
light at kitchen.
The plumbing fixtures are first-class
throughout the house, the copper boiler
in the kitchen having a capacity of 52
gallons. The bathtubs on the second
and third floors are 5% feet in length,
made of 14-ounce planished copper.
Extra heavy cast iron soil pipe is
used throughout the work, and all
fixtures are trapped and ventilated. A
brick cesspool, 4 feet 6 inches inside
diameter and 18 feet deep, receives the
waste water from the house. The
plumbing fixtures in the yard consists
of a Murdock anti-freezing hydrant
near the stable and four street wash
ers for lawn sprinkling. The house
throughout is heated by hot water
and 776square feet of direct radiation.
The radiators are 88 inches high, each
fitted with quick opening and air
valves and finished in bronze. The
pipes in the cellar are covered with
asbestos paper, % inches of hair felt
and finished with canvas.
The building i ost a trifle under $13,-
000, not including the architects' fees.
Some of the more important items are
lumber, glass, &c., $3,343.19; carpen
try work, $2,77180 ; brick work, $2,-
222.05 ; plumbing, $955.20; painting,
$841.28; plastering, $390.30; hardware,
$292.58; mantels and grates, $236;
cut stone, $170; concrete, $61.95; elec
tric bells, $52.20; tin and galvanized
iron. $157.85,and heating, $985.50.
There was built in connection with
the dwelling a stable with three stalls,
carriage room, outhouse, coal room
and a cow shed at one end of the build
ing. The stable was of brick, 20 x 37
feet, with walls 16 feet 8 inches and a
shingle roof.

Trimming Joists.

The efficiency of single flooring is
materially affected by the necessity
which constantly occurs in practice of
trimming round fire places and flues
and across openings. Trimming is a
mode of supporting the end of a joist
by tenoning it into a piece of timber
crossing it, and called a trimmer, in
stead of running it on or into the wall
which supports the ends of the other
joists generally. A trimmer requires
for the most part to be carried or sup
ported at one or both of its ends by
some of the joists, which are called
trimming joists, and are necessarily
made stouter than if they had to bear
no more than their own share of the
stress. Commonly it is found enough
to make trimmers and trimming joists
from yz inch to 1 inch thicker than
common joists. In trimming tusk
tenons should be used, and the long
tongue or main body of the tenon
should run not less than 2 inches
through, and be draw pinned and
wedged, moreover, if it do not
completely fill the mortise in the
direction of the length of the latter.
The principal objection to single floor
ing, says a writer in an exchange, is
that sound readily passes through, the
attachment of the boards above and of
the ceiling below being to the same
joists throughout. Another objection
is the necessity of making the joists so
thin, not to injure the ceilings, that
they with difficulty receive the flooring
brads in their upper edges without
splitting. A partial remedy for both
these disadvantages is found in a mode
sometimes adopted of mailing every
third or fourth joist 1 inch or \%
inches deeper than the intervening

joists, and to these ceiling joists are
notched and nailed, or nailed alone.
This, by diminishing the number of
points of contact between the upper
and lower surface, for the ceiling joists
must be carefully kept from touching
the shallower joists of the floor, is less
apt to convey sound from one story to
another, and allows conveniently thin
joists to be used for the ceiling without
affecting those of the floor. It clearly,
however, involves the necessity of cog
ging the deeper joists down so much
more on the wall plates on which their
ends rest.

The Strike Commission.

The commission appointed by the
President after the Pullman strike, to
investigate the conditions surrounding
employer and workman, which permit
the outgrowth of strikes and lockouts,
has made as thorough a study of the
field as was possible under the powers
granted it, and the result is well set
forth in the following summary, which
takes the form of recommendations :

I.
1. That there be a permanent United
Statesstrike commissionof threemembers,
with duties and powers of investigation
and recommendationas to disputes be
tweenrailroads and their employeessim
ilar to thosevestedin the Interstate Com
merceCommissionas to rates,&c.
a. That, as in the Interstate Commerce
act, power be given to the United States
courts to compel railroads to obey the de
cisionsof the commission,after summary
hearing unattendedby technicalities,and
that no delays in obeying the decisionsof
the commission be allowed pending ap
peals.
6. That, whenever the parties to a con
troversy in a matterwithm the jurisdiction
of thecommissionare oneor morerailroads
upon one side and one or more national
tradesunions, incorporated under chapter
567of theUnited StatesStatutesof 1885-86,
or under State statutes,upon the other,
each side shall have the right to selecta
representative,who shall be appointed by
thepresidentto serveasa temporarymem
ber of the commissionin hearing,adjust
ing, and determining that particular con
troversy.
(This provision would makeit for the in
terestof labor organizationsto incorporate
under the law and to make thecommission
a practical Board of Conciliation. It would
alsotend to createconfidencein thecommis
sion, and to give to that bodyin everyhear
ing the benefitof practicalknowledgeof the
situation on both sides.)
c. That during the pendencyof aproceed
ing beforethe commission inaugurated by
national tradesunions or by an incorpora
tion of employees,it shall not belawful for
railroads to discbargeemployeesbelonging
theretoexcept for inefficiency,violation of
law or neglectof duty; nor for such unions
or incorporation during such pendencyto
order,unite in, aid or abet strikes or boy
cotts against the railroads complainedof ;
nor for a periodof six months after a de
cision for such railroads to dischargeany
suchemployeesin whoseplacesothers shall
beemployed,exceptfor thecausesaforesaid;
nor for any such employeesduring a like
period to quit the servicewithout giving 80
days' written noticeof intention to do so;
nor for any suchunion or incorporation to
order, counselor adviseotherwise.
2. That Chapter567of the United States
Statutesof 1865-86be amendedsoas to re
quire national trades unions to provide in
their articles of incorporation, and in their
constitutions, rules and by laws, that a
membershall cease to be suchand forfeit
all rights and privileges conferredon him
by law as suchby participating in or by in
stigating forceor violence against persons
or propertyduring strikesor boycotts,or by
seeking to prevent others from working
through violence,threatsor intimidations ;
also, that membersshall be no more per
sonally liable for corporate acts than are
stockholdersin corporations.
3. The commission does not feel war
ranted, with the study it hasbeenable to
give to the subject, to recommendposi
tively theestablishmentof a licensesystem
by which all thehigher employeesor others
of railroads engagedin interstatecommerce
shouldbelicensedafter dueand proper ex
animation, but it would recommend,and

most urgently, that this subject be care
fully and fully considered by the proper
committee of Congress. Many railroad
employeesand somerailroad officials ex
amined and many others who have filed
their suggestionsin writing with the com
missionare in favor of somesuchsystem.
It involves too many complications,how
ever, for thecommissionto decideupon the
exactplan, if any, whichshouldbeadopted.

II.
1. The commission would suggest the
considerationby the Statesof the adoption
of somesystemof conciliation and arbitra
tion like that, for instance, in use in the
commonwealthof Massachusetts.That sys
tem might be re-enforced by additional
provisionsgiving the board of arbitration
more power to investigate all strikes,
whetherrequestedso to do or not, and the
question might be consideredas to giving
labor organizations a standing before the
law, as heretofore suggestedfor national
tradesunions.
2. Contracts requiring mento agreenot
to join labororganizationsor to leavethem,
as conditions of employment, should be
madeillegal, as is already donein some of
our States.

III.
1. The commission urges empioyers to
recognizelabor organizations ; that such
organizations bedealt with through repre
sentatives,with special reference to con
ciliation and arbitration when difficulties
are threatenedor arise. It is satisfiedthat
employersshouldcomein closertouch withlabor, and should recognize that, while the
interestsof labor and capital arenot identical, they are reciprocal.
2. The commission is satisfied that if
employerseverywherewill endeavor to aet
in concertwith labor ; that if whenwages
can be raised under economic conditions
they beraisedvoluntarily, and that if when
there are reductions reasons begiven for
the;reduction,muchfriction can beavoided.It is also satisfied that if employers will
consider employeesas thoroughly essential
to industrial successas capital, and thus
take labor into consultationat propertimes,
muchof the severity of strikes can be tem
peredand their numberreduced.

Dutch Honse Building.

Life in Holland is much mitigated
by moisture. The land is sand, but it
is not, remarks a contemporary, for
that reason dry as the desert, because,
when a foundation of 3 feet is dug for
a house, it is filled with water in the
course of a few hours, and a solid basis
is obtained only by driving in piles
very closely together. The king's
palace, in Amsterdam, though built
of marble, rests on 70,000wooden piles,
and it is as square and true as if it
stood on a stone bed. This is matter
for wonderment, because everywhere,
especially in the old cities, the houses
are all awry in all sorts of ways ; many
of them lean over toward the street in
the most threatening manner for the
foot passengers, while others, perhaps,
lean the other way, with equal threat
ening to the navigators ; for, if there
is a carriage road on one side of a
house, there is sure to be a canal on
the other, although often the canal
and the drive and the avenue run to
gether, and the housewife goes to a
ship or a boat to buy fish or potatoes,
instead of going to a shop or having
them genteely delivered from the
tradesmen's carts". The land is liter
ally full of water, and should the use
ful windmills cease to turn, it would
become one vast swamp, and on the
polder land all life would soon be de
stroyed by consuming inundation. It
is nevertheless true that the people en
joy good health.

For filling up the pores of the wood
before commencing to polish. For
white wood, equal portions of whiting
and plaster of Paris, thinned to a
paste with turpentine and rubbed well
into the grain of the wood. If for
mahogany, add rose pink, or whatever
the color of the wood is, and dry color
to match up to same.
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HINTS ON WOOD CARVING/
By CHAS. J. WOODSEND.

IN
recent issues of the paper I have
noticed inquiries from correspond
ents expressing a wish for a few

designs suitable for carving and also
for instructions how to execute them.
In response to these requests I will en
deavor to present a few remarks, ac
companied by sketches of designs
which may prove of interest to many
besides those asking for the informa
tion. What I shall first treat will be
not wood carving proper, although it is
called such, but "chasing" and the
tools required for the work. Carving
may be, and frequently is, sunk below
the surface, but it is always raised or
is in relief from the background, while
chasing is sunk into the surface
which, in this case, forms the back
ground. Chasing is the simplest form
of carving, and any one with the proper
tools may, in a short time, be able to
cut the designs with neatness and good

parting tools are ground back so that
the surface of the work is cut first and
the bottom last. This prevents the
grain of the wood from tearing and
leaving an unsightly place. The
gouges, Fig. 2, on the other hand, are
ground semi -circular at the end, and
are so ground for the same reason that
the veiners and parting tools are
ground sloping backward. The use of
the gouge, however, is different, but
the end in view is the same. In pur
chasing tools buy a few at a time and
as required. In this way there will
not be a lot of useless tools on hand.
Do not buy any of the so-called " sets "'
of carving tools, but purchase of a
reputable dealer and see that the
maker's name is plainly stamped upon
them. I have had an experience of 35
years with wood working tools in three
countries and upon two continentsi
and I have always found that Ameril

Fig. 1.—GeneralView andSectionof a Veincr.

Fig:.2.-General View andSectionof a Gouge.

Fig. 5.—Showing
•Howto Cut the
Holeat theEnd
of a Line.

clean cut in cross grained stuff he will
have little trouble with the straight
and soft grained. Commence by cut
ting curves of all kinds and shapes
imaginable, or which the fancy may
dictate. Go at it boldly, holding the
tools firmly with both hands. Cut at
random, but try and cut of equal
depth and width each line that is
made. Use the veiners and parting
tools until they are familiar and a

Fig. 10.—Designfor a CornerBlock.

Fig. 7.—Sectionon Line A B of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.—GeneralView andSectionof a Parting Tool.
E- l-F

o
Fig. 4.—GeneralView andSectionof a Round End Punch.

Bints on Wood Carving.—By Chas. J. Woodtend.

Fig. 6.-The Fin
ishedWork.

effect. The tools at first required are
gouges of different sizes, those marked
on the catalogues "medium" and
" quick " being the most useful to be
gin with ; veiners, parting tools, slips
suitable for sharpening the different
sizes and shapes of tools, round headed
punches, some thin cardboard and aflex
ible leather strop. Veiners are gouges
but are deeper, as indicated in Fig. 1 of
the illustrations, the gouge being shown
in Fig. 2 Parting tools are shaped like
a V, one being represented in Fig. 3.
The round ended punch, Fig. 4, can be
readily made from a short piece of wire
or small iron rod. After it has been
filed round it can be polished with fine
emery. The handles of the tools may
be any shape desired, but I would say
let them be plain, as fancy shaped
handles for carving tools are all a
snare. Have the handles sufficiently
large to hold the tools firmly, for some
times there is considerable pressure
upon them, and small handles are likely
to cramp the hands when held for any
length of time.
In grinding the tools let them be as
near the shapes shown as possible. It
will be noticed that the veiners and

* Copyrighted, 1894,by David Williams.

can tools are equal, and in most cases
superior, to tools of foreign manufact
ure.
For slips for sharpening tools I would
advise procuring the best Arkansas
stones. At all events, they suit me
better than any other that I haveused.
There is one thing that I wish to im
press strongly upon the mechanic,
that is, that the tools must be kept
sharp. Grind them thin with a long
basil or bevel. Of course, it must not
be overdone, but I say, grind them
with as long a bevel as they will stand.
A little practice will soon enable one
to obtain the correct shape. Carving
tools are required to be kept sharp and
in as good order as one would keep a
razor, otherwise do not attempt carv
ing for it will be a miserable failure.
Assuming now that the tools are in
good order the mechanic is ready for
the first lesson. Before trying to cut
any special design I would advise ob
taining a piece of board free from
knots, but rather hard grained. The
harder and more cross the grain the
better the practice will be, because in
regular work one cannot always
choose the stuff, but very frequently
must take it as it comes. As a conse
quence if one can make a true and

Fig. 8.—Sectionoil Line CD.

Fig. 9.—Sectionon Line E F.

Fig. 11.—Another Designfor CornerBlock.

curve or scroll can be made which is
equal in depth and width throughout.
After this has been done try straight
cuts, still cutting at random —that is,
without lines. By practicing as de
scribed a boldness of execution will
soon be acquired which would not be
the case if an attempt was made at
first to cut to lines. Have the work
secured to the bench and learn to work
right and left handed, as in practice it
will be found of great advantage to be
ambidextrous. Learn to make the cuts
clean throughout at the first stroke.
There is no cleaning up permissible in
chasing. Make every cut tell and the
first cut finish that portion. I would
also recommend practice in cutting
round holes, using the gouges until
one can cut a nice round hole circular
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in plan and semi-circular in cross sec
tion. It is necessary to stand the gouge
on end, bearing down and rotating it.
As it sinks into the wood throw the
handle out gradually until the piece is
successfully detached from the work.
It will be found to require considera
ble practice at first to make neat and
clean cut holes, but perseverance will
succeed. Do not remove the gouge
until the hole is properly finished.
Practice the foregoing faithfully and
it will be found that what is to follow
will be comparatively easy.
In the illustrations presented will be
found a few simple designs suitable for
corner blocks. There is nothing hard
or difficult about cutting any of them,
and with a few directions I think those
interested will be able to succeed very
well. In cutting the holes at the end
of a line, either straight or curved, that

although heavy paper will answer.
Then cut it out so as to form a stencil,
using a pencil in place of a brush or
pad for marking purposes. It will be
necessary to omit small portions of the
design here and there in order to keep
the stencil together. These portions
can be added to the work, or the
worker may cut by guessing as he
may elect. All that is required is the
proper size and distance and a sug
gestion of the design. With a little
practice it will prove surprising how
little is really needed.
Referring now to Figs. 10 and 11,
those portions marked A are cut with
a parting tool, the balance of the de
sign being cut with a veiner. Those
portions of Fig. 12 marked B B
B are cut with a large veiner. Start
ing in at the large end and cutting to
ward the small one, finish by cutting

paper. Cut all tin angles sharp, not
rounding out. Let everything be what
it is represented to be. It it is a
straight line, le£ it be straight ; if a
curved line, let it be curved. There is
no royal road to carving. It is made
up of small details, but all are neces
sary and none are so difficult as to de
ter any one with a little application
from mastering it *

(To be continued.)

Imitating Ebony.

A correspondent of one of our ex
changes gives the following directions
for making various woods present the
appearance of ebony :
To imitate black ebony, first wet the

Fig. 15.—Sectionon Line A B of Fig. H.

Fig. 16.—Sectionon Line C D.

Fig. 12—Designof aDifferentCharacter. Fig. 14.—A RatherDifficult Design.
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Fig. 13.—Another Variation. Fig. 17.—A Novel Designfor CornerBlock. Fig. 18.—A Fan ShapedDesign.

Bints on Wood Carving.—By Clias. J. Woodtend

is when the hole is placed on one side,
let it be in a po?itiou similar to that in
dicated in Fig. 5. Then take a gouge
and cut on the dotted lines shown, so
as to make the result similar to Fig. 6.
One gouge answers for both sides,
using the convex side for one and the
concave side for the other, inclining
the handle so that the cut will meet
nearly in the center. This is shown in
Fig. 8, which is a section taken on the
line C D of Fig. 6. Be careful and al
low the bottom of the cut to be on an
incline from the lines cut with the
veiners to the bottom of the hole. This
is to avoid leaving any abrupt places
either at the beginning or at the end,
the idea being to gradually merge one
into the other. Now, take a round
ended punch, the same >izeas the hole.
and with a few light taps of the ham
mer clean and perfect the bottom and
sides. A punch makes the holes more
nearly perfect in size and shape than a
gouge alone, but be very careful and
not depend too much upon the punch,
or some day there will be trouble when
least expected.
Draw the design upon cardboard,

tbe small end down square by means
of a small, medium sweep gouge. In
Fig. 13the parts C C C are cut with a
medium sweep gouge, they being too
small to be properly cut with a part
ing tool. The most difficult design to
cut in the series thus far given is shown
in Fig 14. One may, if he choose,
just outline it with a small veiner, but
the most effective way is to cut it as
sbown. For cutting the part A B use
gouges of the proper sweep, taking care
not to cut too deep, but making it as
shown in section A B of Fig. 15. Bun
a small veiner on the lines marked E
E of Fig. 14,then take a medium sweep
gouge and shave from other lines as
shown in section C D of Fig 16.
Now in cutting these designs, and
in fact any design, cut boldly, not too
deep nor yet too shallow. Bear in mind
the effects of light and shade, for they
constitute a very important part in
carving of all kinds.
I have here given about the right
proportions, so that the reader will
have something of a guide with which
to start, but practice and perseverance
will teachmore than can be taught upon

wood with a solution of logwood and
copperas, boiled together and laid on
hot. For this purpose 2 ounces of log
wood chips with 1^ ounces of copperas
to a quart of water will be required.
When the work has become dry wet
the surface again with a mixture of
vinegar and steel filings. This mixture
may bemade by dissolving 2 ounces of
steel filings in % pint of vinegar.
When the work has become dry again
sandpaper down until quite smooth.
Then oil and fill in with powdered
drop black mixed in the filler. Work
to be ebonized should be smooth and
free from holes, &c. The work may
receive a light coat of quick drying
varnish, and should then be rubbed
with finely pulverized pumice stone
and linseed oil until very smooth.

»[It ispossiblethatsomeof thereadersmay
desireto ask questionsaboutwoodcarving,
and if such will send their letters to the
editor he will forward them to the author
for answer,to the endthat thequestionand
replymaybepublishedtogether. It Isstipu
lated,however,that all questionsshall relate
to thesubjectin hand,and shallbeof sucha
naturethat with theanswerstheywill prove
interestingandinstructive.—Editor.!
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CONSTRUCTION OF A BUILT-UP TIMBER GIRDER.

THE
INTRODUCTION into our

large cities and towns of stringent
building laws has had the effect

of enormously increasing the demand
for iron beams. All buildings of any
prominence are put up on the prin
ciples of fire proof construction, con
sequently timber work of a very heavy
nature may soon be a thing of the past.
The only place one is likely to see it is
perhaps in connection with some work
of a temporary character, such as the
centering of a large ar<h, the false
works of a bridge, or in the construc
tion of docks, ferry houses, &c.
The construction of a built-un tim
ber girder is, therefore, a si.ojcct
which will no doubt interest the
younger readers of the paper, being
intended for the benefit of those whose
daily labors are of a routine char
acter and who have not the oppor
tunities of easily obtaining that general
knowledge and experience which con
tribute so largely to success. When
a girder is required of greater strength

ble as a single timber. This can be
done as follows : Having determined
the depth of the girder it will be neces
sary to have timbers of fB of this
depth.
As will be seen by referring to Fig.
1 the girder consists of three distinct
pieces. The lower piece runs the whole
length, whereas the two upper pieces
are butted together in the middle of
the span at a' a". The lower piece is
then made to conform to the following
dimensions which are also shown in
the sketch: In the middle, six-tenths
of the total depth, and at each end five-
tenths of the total depth. The lower
piece is then bent about one-sixtieth to
one eightieth of the total length and
must be kept in this position through
out the entire manipulation. Parallel
to the upper edge and at a distance of
one-tenth of the total depth the 1ne
a-y, Fig. 2, is drawn, and on this line
the points 1, 2, 3, &c., are laid off
symmetrically from the middle to the
right and left. The distances 1 ar 2 6,

little from its bent position. As the
ends of the teeth will be pressed to
gether when the girder is loaded a
crushing may take place when the
girder is built of soft, fibrous wood.
This is obviated by the introduction of
hard wood wedges as shown in the left
half of Fig. 1, or the wedges may be
made of metal if more convenient.
In cases where the girder is to bo of
considerable length and the lower
piece can no longer be made in one, it
is necessary to resort to the arrange
ment shown in Fig. 3. The only dif
ference between this and the previous
one is found iu the middle piece, which
has the teeth cut in opposite directions,
thereby insuring a thorough interlock
ing of all five members.

Japanese Lacquer.

In an article on rustless coatings for
iron and steel, a writer in the American
Machinist says : The adaptableness of
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Fig. 1.—Girder Consisting;of Three Pieces.
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Fig:.2.—Showing Manner of Obtaining the Cutting Lines.

Fig. 3.—Girder madeup of Five Pieces.

Constructionof a Built- Up Timber Girder.

than any single timber at hand a way
of uniting several pieces in such aman
ner as to bring about the desired result
must be devised. There are several
ways of doing this, but the present
article will only deal with a single
method.
If two timbers of the same length
and cross section are placed one along
side of the other, it is manifest that
they will sustain only double the load
that one is capable of carrying;
whereas if one be placed on top of
the other their strength will be in
creased much more. If again they be
firmly united in such a manner that
they will act as one continuous piece,
the result will be a very satisfactory
timber.
It is a well-known fact that when a
beam is loaded the upper fibers are in
compression and the lower are in ten
sion, while somewhere between the
upper and lower edges there is a layer
of fiber which remains unaffected.
This is along the line of the neutral
axis. In joining the separate parts of
the girder the object sought is to pre
vent the pieces from sliding past each
other and to connect the whole in such
a manner as to act as nearly as possi-

3 c, &c., are usually made equal to the
totil depth of the girder, or a trifle
less. Perpendicular to the lines 1 a,
2 b, 3 c, &c., draw the lines 16, 2 c, 3d,
&c., and when this is done the super
fluous wood is to be cut away. It. is
absolutely necessary that this portion
of the work should be executed with
the greatest accuracy.
Referring to Fig. 2 it will be noticed
that the lower piece of the girder is
still six-tenths of the depth in the
middle at a a' and only four-tenths at
each end, as at x x , this being caused
by the cutting away of one-tenth,
which is the depth of each tooth. The
two upper pieces of the girder are to
be prepared in the same manner as the
lower one, after which they are placed
in proper position.
At the butt joint, a' a" Fig. 1, a lead
plate is sometimes placed between the
ends of the two upper pieces to prevent
the end fibers from being crushed.
The whole is then strongly bolted to
gether with bolts placed from one to
one and a half times the depth of the
girder apart. The girder may now be
released from its bent position, and if
the workman has done the job as it
should be the girder will vary very

this natural vegetable product to the
preservation of metallic surfaces, as
well as those of wood, paper and other
fibrou-* bodies, has never received the
attention of engineers that the indus
trial importance of this method of coat-
ing and protecting surfaces demands.
The general idea that its application is
one of art, and is only adaptable to
bric-a-brac, is wholly erroneous. The
Japanese use it for an infinite variety
of purposes—acid tanks, coating the
keels of ships, highly finished coach
and decorative panels, and articles for
domestic use, resisting hot water, soap
and alkaline solutious. It may be
truly said that were it not for the bam
boo and lacquer trees, life for the Jap
anese would hardly be worth living.
There is no reason why the lacquer
tree should not thrive in this country.
Its sap, which is used as the material
for all lacquer work, is a natural es
sence, and vastly superior to any var
nishes used here. Unlike even copal,
which is an artificial mixture of resin,
fatty oils and turpentine, Japanese lac
quer is a ready made product of nature
that hardens into amirror-like smooth
ness, never splits or cracks, and is of
great durability.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
REPORTS

from various sections of the
country show the total of the work
donein the building trades to be in

excessof what has been stated during the
past few months. The recovery from the
stagnation of the panic of last year has
beensurprisingly rapid in the East, more
so than in any other sectionof the country.
All the larger cities of the Eastern States,
north of and including Baltimore, report a
volumeof businesslargely in excessof that
of the sameperiod in 1893,and compares
favorably with previous years. As was
stated last month the amount of work
donehasbeenmuchgreater than was an
ticipated in theearlier part of the season.
The territory lying midway between the
Eastern States and the Mississippi River
seemsto have recoveredmoreslowly. Cin
cinnati andothercitiesreportbusinessquiet
and theprospect for the coming year not
yet sufficientlydefined to warrant predic
tion. Chicagoand St. Louis report busi
nessgood,especiallythe latter city. In the
Northwest, including St. Paul and Minne
apolis, everthing is reporteddull with little
prospect of any increased activity before
spring. From Omahato the Pacific Coast
the recoveryof normal activity has been
slower than elsewhere,many of the more
important cities of that section having
donevery little businessas comparedwith
what wouldhave beendone had the finan-
cia Jcondition beenlessuncertain.
In the January issue a report will be
madeof the condition of business during
the pastyear in all the principal cities of
the country, showing the relative amount
of work done,and as far as pertinent the
general conditionsprevailing in the build
ing trades.

Baltimore, Md.
The effort to secure the extension of the
scopeof the Polytechnic Institute, by the
builders of Baltimore, to include classesin
the building tradesis still beingpushedwith
vigor and with increasing promise of suc
cess. The matter is being urged upon the
City Council for action, and the following
portion of an editorial from the Sunday
Herald of October 2S shows the position
taken by one of the daily papers of the
city :
The educationof the artisan should keep
step with the advancementin theoretical
branches. This necessity is recognized in
the passageof municipal ordinancesimpos
ing certain intellectual requirementsupon
plumbers; In otherwords,requiringthemto
pass an examination before a competent
board. While this is donein the interestof
health,it haselevatedthecraft and resulted
in superior workmanship
Soapparentare theadvantagesof techni
cal instruction to menengagedin the build
ing tradesthat the project of the exchange
has received the earnest support of the
Federation of Labor. Schools like that
which it Isdesiredto establishhere exist in
other cities. They aremostly the result of
private enterprise, but the. builders very
Justly arguetb*t if It is proper tor the city
to erect, equip and maintain colleges
wherein young men may get a start for a
professional career it becomesa duty to
give thosewhodesireto becomeadept me
chanicsan equal chance.
The unerring logic of this proposition
cannot fail to impressitself upon the City
Council and favorable action is conndently
looked for. The mechanicsand artisans of
Baltimore are the most intelligent in the
country, and they are to be numbered
among our most valuable and useful citi
zens. All that tendsto the broadening,ele
vating and bettering of their vocatioos de
serves the serious consideration of those
who are entrusted with the educational
wantsof the people.

Boston, Mass.
The amount of business in the building
tradeswhich hasbeenreportedfor the past
three months or morestill continues,and
the outlook for next year is very satisfac
tory. A summary of the year's business,
it is expected,will show the total to com
pare favorably with other and more satis
factory years. Therehas been during the
past two months considerableagitation of
the subject of establishinga trades school
in the city which shall give instruction in
the building trades. The matter is being
takeu up by thoseinterestedin theapplica
tion of the "Franklin Fund "to such an
end, and by othersidentifiedwith the inter
estsof better trade education,and it is ex
pectedthat someproject will begivendefi
nite shapein thenear future.
The Associated Charities are studying a

plan for public labor exchanges through
which the unemployedmay be provided
with work at all times. It is proposed
if this can bebrought about to have the
State provide the buildings, but the ex
changesotherwisetobeconductedon purely
businessprinciples in order that they may
be under neither charitable nor political
management. The Building Trades Coun
cil is also advocating the establishmentof
institutions of this character.
The secretaryof the MasterBuilders' As
sociationhasrecently appeared beforesev
eral meetings having for their object the
improvement of the relationship between
employersand workmen,and hasexpressed
the views formulated andrecommendedby
theNational Association in regard to arbi
tration and tradeschools.
The lathersof thecity started in on No
vember 1 to establish the eight-hour day
with an excellentprospectof success.
The Master Builders' Association is
steadily increasingits membershipas well
as its influenceas a power in the business
community of the city. Many members
of the association have identified them
selveswith public affairs and the following
notice is an indication of the interesttaken
in matterseffecting the welfare of the citi
zens:
The Board of Directors have made ar
rangementswith the MassachusettsAnti-
Double Taxation League, so that every
individual connectedwith theMasterBuild
ers' Associationmay becomea memberof
the League,andthus assist in the effort to
defeat the attempts that are being per
sistently made to enact laws which will
result in improperlyand doubly taxing the
citizensof this Commonwealth.

Chicago, 111.
The convention of the Civic Federation
of Chicago,calledfor thepurposeof consid
ering arbitration and conciliation between
employersandworkmen,hasprovedto bea
most important meeting. It is the first
ever held hereof sufficientlyextendedchar
acter toembrace the interestsof the whole
country. The matter has been mostcare
fully treatedand a full report, of the con
vention will bevaluablein settingforth the
conclusions reached by those who have
giventhemattereffectiveandearneststudy.
A receptionandsmoker,which wasavery
enjoyableaffair, wastenderedbytheBuild
ersand Traders' Exchangeon the evening
of November 15 to the secretary of the
National Association,who was in thecity at
that time for the purpose of delivering an
address on "Arbitration in the Building
Trades." The secretarymade a short ad
dress on the subject of arbitration and
touchedupon the relationshipof exchanges
to the National Association. There was a
large attendance and everybodyappeared
to havea goodtime.
Social gatherings of this character are
always productiveof greater intimacy and
fraternal feeling among the builders, and
result in their being bound together more
firmly than would be possibleunder ties of
a solelybusinesscharacter..
The stateof building in Chicago during
the pastmonth has beenabout the sameas
was reportedfor October. There havebeen
few strikes of sufficient importance to be
mentioned,themost serious being an old
differenceover non-union electrical work
erson the Marquette Building. It wasre
portedearly in the month that the union
men had virtually placedthe building in a
stateof siege. The work has been carried
onwith considerabledifficulty, the general
contractor claiming that hehad no control
over theelectrical workers, thecontract of
that portion of the work being apart from
his own.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Building operationsin Cincinnati are not
very active just at the presenttime, and a
large proportion of carpenters is said to
be idle. The situation is tersely described
by a correspondent,who under recentdate
writes as follows : " The trade here is very
dull, and more than half thecarpentersare
out of work. Daily wages have been re
ducedfully !>0per cent., so that mechanics
have notmoney to purchasemuch of an3'-
thing."

Lynn, Mass.
The Master Builders' Association is re
ported asbeing in excellentcondition and
continuing its effort to establisharbitra
tion as the means for settlingdisputesbe
tween employers and workmen in all
branchesof the business. Since November

1 the carpenters have worked but eight
hoursper day. About 60of thecontractors
havesignedtheagreementas to thehours.
The following is the schedule: From No
vember1 to April 1, work from 7.80a.m.
to 12m.and from 1p.m. to 4.30p.m.; from
April 1 to November1, work from 8a.m.
to 12m. and from 1p.m. to 5 p.m. The
wagesfor a day's work shall be $2.50per
day for first-classmenand$3.25perday for
second-classmen,until April 1, 18W5.Busi
nessin thetrade is reportedas very encour
aging, there being but very few, if any,
idle carpenters. The agreementprovides
that citizens of Lynn shall be given the
preference on all jobs. The outlook for
the future is most encouraging,judging by
the building permits that have lately been
issued.

Milwaukee. Wis.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange is
still earnestlyat work perfectingits plan of
arbitration for adjusting matters in con
troversy betweenarchitectsand employers,
and between contractors. The following
from the Evening Wisconsin shows the
action takenup to thepresenttime :
At a well attendedmeeting of themem
bersof the Builders andTraders'Exchange
the matter of adopting a resolution em
bodying a plan of arbitration to bepursued
in controversiesarisingbetweencontractors
and ownerswaspresented,and after avery
animateddiscussionhad beenheld,in which
the sentimentwas mainly for the adoption
of the resolution,it was finally decidedto
appointa committee of three to draw up
rules and regulations to bepresentedto the
next meeting. The committeeappointedis
composedof Garrett Dunck, C. G. Forster
and James J. Quinn. It is stated that the
plan outlinedwill undoubtedly beadopted,
as it met with general favor among the
contractorspresentat the meeting.

New York City.
The carpenters'unions are still opposing
what Is known as the "lumping" system,
but it is claimedthat lessthan 100menare
now on strike against the employment of
lumpersin this industry.
The journeymen plasterers havesettled
their differenceswith their employers,and
strikes in that trade have been called off.
The plasterers' laborers will receive$2.75
per day ln the future, and wageswill be
paid every week. The plasterers' strike
promisedto bea moreor lessseriousaffair,
and the Mason Builders' Associationen
deavoredto do what it could to establish
harmony between the Contractors' Asso
ciation and the Union. The action of the
masonbuilders is indicated by the follow
ing resolutions, which were adoptedand
put into effect:

New Yobk, October19.1894.
Resolved.At ameetingof theMasonBuild
ers'Association," that themembersof their
organization recognize the positionof the
Employing Plasterers' Association in the
presentdifficulty with their employees,and
they recommendand urge all membersof
the Mason Builders' Association to be as
lenient aspossiblewith their plasteringcon
tractors pending a proposedsettlementby
arbitration.
And, heit further rcsolral, " That,our com
mittee ' On Organizing:the Employing Plas
terers'Association and the membersof the
Operative Plasterers' Association' are in
structed to offer their services to both
organizationsto adjust thepresentdifficulty
by arbitration.
And it is further resolved," That a copy of
the above be sent to eachmemberof this
association, to the secretariesof the Em
ploying Plasterers' Associati n and the
Operative Plasterers' Association,andalso
to themembersof theAmericanInstitute of
Architects."
The secretary of the United Tin and
Metal Workers' Union is credited with the
following statementmadeaboutNovember
1 relative to thecondition of affairs in the
building trades.
Connectedwith the various branchesof
the building trade, such as masons,brick
layers, tin roofers, painters, lathers and
plasterersthereare, I shouldsay,out of em
ployment to day in NewYork City, accord
ing to therough estimateI can furnish, as
subjoined :
Unemployedmen ln.ono
Wagesperday (average) $3.50
Daily lossin wages $32,500

This estimateincludestheunions merely.
I have, of course,not the remotest idea as
to howmany non-union mechanicsare out
of work, but I shouldsay quite a number.
I haveseenit statedthereare altogether
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100,000personsidle In the city, which is, I
consider,a very conservativefigure. There
are probably more. The police this time
last year furnished returns and the Central
Labor Union later on, but I don'tthink any
of them werecomplete.
The Builders' League,of which a descrip
tion hasbeenpresentedin thesecolumns,is
reported as being in good condition with
steadily increasingmembership. The Me
chanicsand Traders' Exchange still holds
its own, and the project for theerectionof
a building by the Building Trades Ex
changeis beingconstantly pushed.

Notes.
The Builders'Exchangeof Oakland,Cal.,
held its first annual banquet on October
28, and the reports show it to have beena
brilliant success. The Board of Directors
and officersof theexchange at present are
as follows : William Winnie, president; J.
C. Bassett, first vice-president; H. E.Jones, second vice-president; A. C. Mc-
Tavish, secretary; E. H. Lake, treasurer ;
P. J. O'Leary, A. M. Boyden, A. Kendal,
P. A Cameron, Charles Sturm, W. W.
Tucker.
At Jacksonville, Fla.. on October 80,all
union bricklayers in thecity struck for $3
perdayfor ninehours'work. They hadbeen
working ten hours at private terms. Con
tractors on a number of prominent build
ings werenot disturbed in the least,being
sanguinethat they can fill the men'splaces
with ease. There wasno trouble in connec
tion with the strike and noneisexpected.
C. L. McDonald who has been secretary
of the Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Kansas City ever since iis formation, and
who was principally instrumental in its es
tablishment,hasresigned from his position
for the purpose of engaging in mercan
tile business. Mr. McDonald left the ex
changewith the bestwishesof all its mem
bers,to whomhehad endearedhimself by
his conscientiouslabors in their behalf and
in behalf of the organizationwhich he so
long and ably represented.
The Scranton, Pa., Truth of October 16
describesthe conditionamongthe builders
of that city asregardstheir relation to each

other and the prospective businessfor the
comingseasonas follows :
"The first of a series of semi-monthly
meetings, which the Builders' Exchange
will boldduring the fall andwinter months,
was largely attended. These gatherings
are held to increase the membershipand
bring out thesocial feeling. At the meet
ing the various branchesof the trade and
thosecloselyconnectedtherewith were dis
cussed. The evils existing in the building
trades and themeansto overcometbem if
possible were thoroughly discussed. It
was concluded that through the hearty co
operation of tbe membersa large portion
of these obstacles could be eradicated.
This would result in untold benefits to the
contractor and theworkman. The outlook
for fall and winter businesswasconsidered,
and the prospectswere regardedas fair.
Prices for work wereconsideredabout the
sameas last year, but competition seemed
greaterowing to tbe large growth of our
city, and a larger influx of workmen in the
building line. Among thosein attendance
were Lutber Keller, John Colligan, George
D. Brown, Sykes Bros., M. W. Finn, C. N.
Lord and H. A. Kaufold.
The Builders'Exchangeof San Jose, Cal. ,
has moved its headquarters to 36 South
Second street. The new rooms are well
lighted and ventilated,are central and in
every way convenient for the business of
tbe exchange. A large number of mail
boxes have been fitted up for individual
contractorsof all kinds and in tbe rear are
tablesand chairs and all the necessaryap
purtenancesfor making estimates. On the
membershiproll of theexchangeare found
the namesof nearly all the prominent con
tractors in the Garden City.
The protractedstrugglebetweenthe con
tractors of Portland, Ore., and the local
branch of the International Bricklayers'
Union hasbeen endedby a decision of the
mento work nine hoursat 85per day. The
bricklayers long held out for $5 and eight
hours, claiming that this was the rule in
other important cities,and that it ought to
be the samein Portland. At a meetingof
the union representationswere made by
agents of intending builders that, if the

union would give up its fight and remove
the danger of any labor trouble, important
building work would be started immedi
ately. The union concluded that it was
standing in its own light, and took the de
sired action by an almost unanimousvote.
The bricklayers' troubleshave beenin prog
ressduring almostthe entire past building
season,and the union menhave seen their
placesfilled with non-union men and with
desertersfrom their ranks. They say they
do not blame the men for taking their
places. Times are hard and breadmust be
earned. They say they have found out it is
a poor time to stand out on a question of
principle.
Two membersof theCarpenters'Union of
Ithaca have gotten themselvesin an ex
tremely uupleasant position. A few days
ago a ton-union carpenter hired out to
Jenks & Lambkin, builders, of that city,
and was sent to work on a job where two
union menwere working. Said the union
men: " If you want to stay on this job you
will have "to join the union.'' The new
comer thereupon walked straight to the
District Attorney's officeand enteredacom
plaint against theunion men. Tbe District
Attorney assured him that hehad a plain
caseagainst them,and would have them
indicted for conspiracyat the next session
of the grand jury under the following pro
visions of the penal code: " A determina
tion by workmenthat an objectionableper
son,a scab so called, shall bedriven away
and prevented from working in a district,
large or small, is a conspiracypronounced
by law to be criminal and punishable by
imprisonment."
Andrew J. Campbell, oneof tbe promi
nent members of the Mechanics and
Traders' Exchange of New York City, has
been elected to Congnessfrom the Tenth
CongressionalDistrict, which is a part of
New York City Mr. Campbell has been
oneof tbe foremest men in the building
tradesof thecity to advocatepacific meas
ures in the settlement of differences be
tween employers and workmen, and has
beena power for good in the various or
ganizations connected with the building
tradesof which he is a member.

Law in the Building' Trades.

Breach of Building Contract.
Where the contract provided that
the contractor should erect a building
before a certain date for a specified
price, to be paid in four installments,
each payment to be made when certain
work had been performed, and that if
the contractor i ailed to furnish at any
time sufficient material or workmen,
the owner after three days' notice
might proceed with the work and de
duct the expense from the contract
price, the fact that the contractor
was dilitory in the work from the
beginning did not entitle the owner to
refuse to pay the second installment
when the same was fully earned, and
afterward terminate the contract as
for a breach thereof by tbe contractor
where the owner had acquiesced in
such delay up to the time when such
installment became due.— Smith vs.
Corn, Common Pleas of New York
City and County, 23 N. Y. Supp., 326.

Priority of Mechanic's Lien.
Under the statute which gives a lien
to every person who performs labor
or furnishes material to be used in the
construction of any building for the
work done or materials furnished by
each, respectively, a material man can
claim a lien only from the time he
commenced to furnish material for the
building ; and if such time is subse
quent to the creation of a mortgage
lien, of which he has notice, hts claim,
for material is subject thereto, though
the building was in process of construc
tion when the mortgage was executed,
and though the contractor's lien may,
perhaps, be prior to the mortgage un
der the statute, which provides that
mechanic's liens are preferred to any
lien, mortgage or other incumbrance
which may have attached subsequent
to the time when the building was

commenced, work done or material
commenced to be furnished. —Mechan
ic's Mill & Lumber Company vs. Denny
Hotel Company. Supreme Court of
Washington, 32 Pac. Rep., 1074.

In a suit to foreclose a mechanic's
lien where other incumbrances by an
swer deny the facts necessary to cre
ate the lien, it is necessary for the me
chanic's lienor in order to establish his
lien as prior to such other incum
brances to prove such facts, including
the time of commencing labor or of
furnishing material. —Henry & Coats-
worth Company vs McCurdy. Su
preme Court of Nebraska, 55 N. W.
Rep., 261.

Redemption from Mortgage
Foreclosure.

A subsequent lien holder cannot be
deprived of his right to collect his debt
by rrdemption to the extent of the
value of the property over the amount
paid to redeem by the interposition of
the liens of fraudulent and simulated
securities. But if thereby prevented
from redeeming, his damages would
not exceed the amount of his debt. In
a case where a lien creditor redeems
from a prior lien holder and redemp-
tioner, and the property is ample se
curity for all the liens, the court will
not at the instance of such subsequent
lien bolder undertake to inquire into
the validity of the amount due on prior
liens in order to enhance the value of
the property in the hands of the last
redemptioner. —Parker vs. St. Martin,
Supreme Court of Minnesota, 55N. W.
Rep., 113.

Custom and Usage in the Meaning
of Words.

Evidence tending to prove a particu
lar custom to treat the word "cord"
in the measurement of cedar posts as
comprising 256cubic feet is so incon

clusive that the verdict of the jury to
the contrary should be sustained. —
McManus vs. Louden, Supreme Court
of Minnesota, 55N. W. Rep., 139.

Foreclosure of Mechanic's Liens.
The fact that a State statute gives
an action at law to enforce a me
chanic's lien will not deprive the
Federal courts of jurisdiction to en
force such liens by bill in equity, for
the question whether legal or equitable
remedies shall be adopted by the
Federal courts is determined not by
the State practice or legislation, but
by the nature of the case, and the fore
closure of a mechanic's lien is essen
tially an equitable proceeding. —Shef
field Furnace Company vs. Witherow,
13Supreme Court Rep., 937.

Claims for Extra Work on Build
ing Contract.

Where a person employed to con
struct sheds for a certain price is put to
extra labor in laying the foundations
through failure of the owner to prop
erly grade the location, as he is re
quired to do by the agreement, he may
recover for such extra labor. —Becker
vs. National Prohibition Park Com
pany. Supreme Court of New York, 23
N. Y. S., 300.

Mechanic's Lien Upon Severable
Contract.

Where one agreed to sell a vacant lot
and to build a house thereon, both
agreements were written on the same
paper, but the consideration for each
was separate and payable at different
times. The house was built and adeed
of the property given. As the agree
ments were several the owner was en
titled to a mechanic's lien on the prop
erty for the amount due him for build
ing the house.— Fulmer vs. Poust. Su
preme Court of Pennsylvania, 26At.
Rep., 543.
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METHODS OF HANDRAILING.*
By J. V. H. SECOR.

IN
the article last month reference
was made to Peter Nicholson's
system of handrailing, and now

we shall illustrate an improvement
that was generally accepted and pub
lished 40 years ago, known as the
square cut ordinate system. Referring
to the plan of rail, Fig. 34, from D as
center describe the concave and con
vex lines of the rail in plan, as 1 8 and
a d. Now draw the tangents A B and
C B. From B, and at right angles to
A B, erect the perpendicular B E J
indefinitely. Draw E A as the incli
nation of one tangeit. From B as
center and B E as radius describe the
dotted arc. From B erect the perpen
dicular B E at right angles to the
tangent C B. Let C G be the full
night to which the face mold is to be
drawn. Connect F G for the length
and pitch of tangent. From C draw
C I indefinitely and parallel to A B.
Draw C H indefinitely and parallel to
B J. From C as center and C G as
radius describe the dotted curved line
G H. From H draw a dotted line par-

for the tangents, and mark the joints
at right angles to the tangent. Now
complete the mold by drawing the
curve through the several points from
a tog. The other line will be found in
the same way.
To find the bevels for squaring the
wreath, proceed as follows : From B
of Fig. 34 as center, and B P as ra
dius, draw the curved line P Q, and
connect Q J, then the angle at Q is the
bevel to square the end at S. At any
convenient point draw Z K , parallel to
the pitch line G F. From C as center
and C N as radius describe the curve

curve through the points thus estab
lished. At H mark the joint square
with the tangent.
For the bevel to square the wreath
at C take the angle at G. From B as
center and B J as radius draw the arcJ K ; connect K L, then the angle at
K is the bevel to apply at the joint H.

(To becontinued.)

Cork as a Building Material.

A writer, by the name of S. Cam-
polo, in a late issue of a London paper,

Fig. 34—Segment of Circle
Coveredby a Handrail of
which the Tangents in
Plan arc Obtuse, and the
Inclinations of thePitches
Unequal.

Fig. 35.—The Face Mold for the Wreath as
Drawn by Ordinatesto Cover the Plan.

Methodsof Handrailing.— The Square Cut OrdinaU System.

allel to the pitch line E A, cutting the
line C I at I. From I draw a line
through A. extending it to J ; then I
A is the directing ordinate. Now, at
any convenient place draw the seat line
at right angles to the ordinate as R K.
From C draw C L as an ordinate, and
set up the full hight K L equal to C
G. Connect L R. Now draw any
number of parallel lines from the outer
line of the rail terminating at the line
R L, as shown by x x x x. Draw lines
from these intersections at right angles
indefinitely. Now with the compasses
take the distance from the line R K,
and to the several points along the
curve in plan, as 1 0 and 2 0, &c., un
til all are transferred to ito and x b,
giving the points through which to
draw the curved line of the mold.
From R as center and R A as radius de
scribe the dotted curve line A S. Let
V W of Fig. 35 equal U B and L Y
equal K C. Connect S W and W Y
♦Continuedfrom page263,Novemberissue.

N O ; connect O T, then the angle atO
will be the bevel to square the wreath
at Y.
Referring to the plan of a full casing
shown in Fig. 36 from E as center de
scribe the lines of the rail E A and E
C as the chord and joints in plan.
Draw the tangents A B and C B. From
B set up to D the full hight as con
tained in the wreath, and connect A D
for the pitch tangent. Now as the tan
gent C B remains level, E C must be
the seat line. From A draw A F G
indefinitely at right angles to the seat
line E C. Let F G equal the hight B
D ; connect C G Now draw any num
ber of lines as ordinates, in this case
four. Let these terminate at the line
G C, as at 0000. From C as center and
C B as radius describe the dotted
curved line B I. Let G H of Fig. 37
equal F A of Fig. 86. Connect H I and
I C for the tangents. Let 0 1 equal x
1 ; and in like manner all points for
both edges of the mold. Draw the

Fig. 36—Segmentof a Circle, Giving a Full
Easementfor Either aStartingor Landing
of Circular Stairs.

Fig. 87.—TheFaceMoldfor Wreath,asDrawn
byOrdinatestoCoverthePlan in Previous
Figure.

calls the attention of architects and
engineers to the value of cork waste
for building purposes. With a ce
ment of plaster of Paris, dextrine and
sesquioxide of iron, which may be
made water proof by oxychloride of
zinc, the pulverized cork may be
formed into bricks which, while re
sisting compression, retain the pecul
iar properties of the cork. Such
bricks, which have been already made
and tested in France, only begin to
crack under a pressure of 190 pounds
per equare inch. As a nonconductor
of sound, cork concrete has been tested
in Paris for a hall ceiling to protect
tenants overhead from troublesome
noise at night. The cork composition
is so elastic as to have an important
effect in reducing vibrations due to
the running of machinery ; and as a
lining for walls and partitions in a gun
powder factory, it has so resisted the
force of an explosion that only a harm
less shower of cork fragments fell upon
the workmen. Cork bricks are very
light, only about half as heavy as ordi
nary porous bricks. While not strictly
fire proof, they do not spread fire, but
carbonize very slowly, giving out
smoke, but no flame.

In some experiments conducted by
the German Government on steel and
iron girders the soft steel girder proved
22 per cent, stronger and the hard steel
girder 66 per cent, stronger than the
iron girder. The strength of steel
girders appeared to be about the same
for the two flanges, if made alike in
sections.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Elevation* Tor a Six-Room Home.

From Georoe Bareman, Hamilton,
Ohio.— I send herewith drawings in
answer to the request of " Hawkeye."
The heavily shaded lines on the roof
plan indicate suggestions which I beg
leave to make for the purpose of ob
taining more room. By doing away
with the closet which "Hawkeye"
shows opening out of one of the bed
rooms and making of it a china closet
I secure an enlarged bathroom and a
more commodious china closet than
that shown by the correspondent
named. I also place a closet opening
out of the bedroom, as shown, for the
additional reason that it gives a better
shape to the roof. I have made use of
14-foot studding, securing thereby a
good attic and giving a nice playroom
or 'an excellent place for drying
clothes. I purpose placing a cellar
under the kitchen only. This house,
built in a first-class manner, including

Concrete Foundations.

From G. Z., Buffalo, N. Y.—l would
like to make a concrete found ition
and desire to know the proportions of
the ingredients used and whether it is
profitable to make the foundation hol
low. I would also like to know the
cost.
Note.—Our correspondent does not
intimate in his inquiry for what pur
pose concrete foundations are to be
employed and as the mixture used
varies with different circumstances
and contractors, we cannot do more
than answer in a general way. One
authority suggests that, using the best
brands of cement, the concrete bemade
up of one part Portland cement, three
parts clean, sharp sand and five parts
broken stone in sizes not exceeding
2 x ljf x 3 inches. With these pro
portions one cask of cement will make
a bed of concrete 6 feet square by 2
feet deep. When the cement is not

stone, the latter being broken to a size
to readily pass through a 2-ineh iron
ring in any direction. The propor
tions, however, are liable to change
according to circumstances and every
mechanic has a method of his own for
doing the work. With regard to the
cost of concrete experience has shown
that a cubic yard ranges in price all
the way from $3 to $7. While giving
the above as bearing in a general way
upon the subject of concrete founda
tions we trust our readers will take up
the matter and give their experience
for the benefit of the correspondent
making the inquiry.

Construction of a Drawing Table.

From R. B. W., New Orleans, La.—
I have been a reader of the paper for
four years and am asking my first

Front Elevation.—Scale,3-32Inch to the Foot. Roof Plan—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Elevationsfor a Six Room Bnuse, 8ubmit!edby GeorgeBarkman, Hamilton, Ohio.

plumbing and gas fitting, would cost
in this locality from $1300 to $1500,
much depending upon the finish and
the grade of bathroom fixtures.

Flattering Brick frails.

From H. B. W., Aurora. Ill— I de
sire to ask the readers of the paper if
it is necessary to lath the exterior walls
of a brick house when the walls are
built with a hollow space, or can plas
ter be placed directly on the brick ?

Note. — If our correspondent plasters
directly on to the brick walls it is very
likely that in a short time the latter
will have a spotted appearance, show
ing the heading courses. In some sec
tions it is possible to plaster in this
way with good results on account of
the dryness of the atmosphere, but we
are of the opinion that our correspond
ent will meet with much better suc
cess, all things considered, if he takes
the trouble to furrow oat and lath.
This, of course, may be a trifle more
expensive than plastering directly on
to the brick, but we think he will find
it cheaper in the end.

of the best quality more should be
used with the other materials than
mentioned above. In some cases one
part of cement to two of sand and
three of broken stone give satisfactory
results. Mr. Kidder in his "Archi
tects and Builders' Pocket Book"
favors the above proportions, and
states that in mixing the concrete the
stone, sand and cement should be
thrown into the mortar box in the
order named, and while one man turns
on the water two or more should
rapidly and thoroughly work the ma
terial back and forth with shovels,
when it should be immediately carried
to the trenches. Concrete should be
deposited in layers not over 6 inches
thick and each laj-er well rammed.
If one layer dries before the next is
deposited it should be well wet on top
just before depositing the next layer.
Another writer on the subject of
concrete in foundations suggests a
barrel of high grade Portland cement
to a yard of stone and sand, the latter
being in such proportions as to make a
compact mass. Still another combi
nation is odc part of cement to two
parts of screened sand and two of

question in the Correspondence de
partment. I want to know if some of
the readers will submit for publica
tion drawings showing the construc
tion of a drawing table?

Making a Capstan.

From A. O. 0.. Milan, Minn.—Will
some reader kindly furnish for publi
cation directions for building a cap
stan for moving frame building?

Why He Does Not Specify Wire
Nails.

From S. F. B., Wellington, Ohio.—
In a recent issue of the paper " F. J.
C." of Richmond, Ohio, asks why I
would not specify wire nails. In an
swer I will say I see nothing to recom
mend them. I used them on one job
and the warping of the siding pulled
them out and the work had to be done
over with cut nails. My opinion is that
wire nails will split work quicker than
cut nails. " F. C. F." ha Porte, Ind.,
is just about right, and so is "G. W.
B." Something like 12 years ago we
built a wing on the school house and a
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sixpenny cut nail was used for putting
on the ridge roll. Three years ago I re
paired the slating and used a sixpenny
wire nail, putting a patch of tin over
it. Yesterday I repaired the roof again
and took out the two nails. The cut
nail was all right, but the wire nail

also be undertaken with a view to its
being a help to the better understand
ing of the science of arithmetic, but
not as a substitute for it, as we can
only intelligently solve by its means
such problems as we are able to work
out by the usual arithmetical methods.

because 4 : 8 = 8 : 16. Further, itmnst
be distinctly understood that addition
and subtraction cannot be performed
on the slide rule ; it deals only with
multiplication aad division, or perhaps
to speak more precisely, with propor
tion, every operation on it being re-

Side (Left) Elevation.

Side (Bight) Elevation.

Elevationsfor a Six- Room Souse.—Scale, 3-32Inch to the Foot.

was not as large as a knitting needle.
I go back on wire nails first, last and
all the time.

ITIyaterlew <.l the Slide ICule.

From William Cox, Stapleton, N.
Y.—In answer to " J. B. H.," Sheldon,
Iowa, I would say that the study of the
slide rule, like that of any other
science, requires that its elementary
principles be thoroughly mastered be
fore attempting to comprehend its
deeper mysteries. Its study should

With these ideas in mind, let "J. B.
H." note that in arithmetic there are
two "means"—the arithmetical and
the geometrical. The arithmetical
mean of two numbers is halt their
sum, while the geometrical mean is
the square root of their product. Thos,
in the case of the numbers 4 and 16,

4 + 16the arithmetical mean is '=10,

whereas the geometrical mean is
VI x 16—8- The geometrical mean
is also called the mean proportional,

ducible to this form of mathematical
expression. The obtaining of the
arithmetical mean is therefore clearly
impossible with the slide rule.
In conclusion, I would advise " J. B.
H." to take up his book again and to
commence at the beginning and master
each page in order, assuring himself
that he clearly understands the arith
metic of the problems which he is en
deavoring to solve by means of the
slide rule, and to pass over no single
statement until he has fully grasped
its import. If he will do this, light
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will soon begin to dawn upon him, and
the further study of this ingenious and
useful instrument will become a pleas-

HFrom W. W., New York City.— In
answer to "J. B. H.," concerning the
slide rule, I would say that he can get
a small but complete work on the sub
ject, published by Crosby, Lockwood
& Co. of London, and called '•The
Slide Rule and How to Use It." There
is a cardboard rule supplied with it
which is a facsimile or the ordinary
carpenter's slide rule, which can be
obtained by mail from any first-class
tool store for 35 or 40 cents. In my
opinion the slide rule is not as practi
cal as it is interesting to study, for the
reason that it seems to go on the prin
ciple that you cannot get something
for nothing. For every advantage de-

Gates for Stock Pens.

From R. B. C, New Orleans, La.—
Will some of the readers submit de
signs of gates ranging from 18 feet to
10 feet in width for stock pens ?

Hollow Brick Walla.
From J. J. H., Nanaimo, B. C.—
Under the above heading I notice an
article in the November issue of Car
pentry and Building, in which tbe
writer advocates the construction of a
16-inch hollow wall, with 9 inches of
an inner wall, a 2% inch air cavity,
and 4% inches of an outer

" skin," as
he calls it, to keep out the damp. I
really think that his designation could
not be improved upon, as it appears to
me that the ' ' skin would be about as
much use to the building, were the

cavity must be ventilated. Seriously
speaking, I do not agree with the
writer or the said article, and think
that the main wall should always be
on the outside. There are several rea
sons I could give for my opinion. For
one thing, the weight or a building
should be as evenly distributed on the
walls as possible. When the thin wall
is outside it carries nothing and de
pends for support on the inner wall ;
but when the 412'-inch wall is inside it
carries the joist, not necessarily alto
gether, as is implied in the article, but
partly, for the weight can be distrib
uted by extending the ends of the
joists across tbe cavity a couple
of inches into the outer wall, and
anchoring in the outer wall. Again
in the case of stone sill courses or
belt courses, it is impossible, or next
to impossible, to have good construc-

R.v.RegulatingValves
A.C.AirCoces
. Pipesabovefloors
•Pipesunderfloors

Beatinga Greenhousewith Hot Water.—Plan View, Showinga Systemof Low Pressure Heating for a Rangeof Horticultural

Buildings.—Scale,1-16Inch totheFoot.

rived from it one has to give an equiv
alent in memory of how to work it.
Healing a Greenhouse with Hot

Water.
From W. McD., Stapleton, S. L, N.
*•—With reference to the diagrams in
the May issue illustrating the manner
of passing a doorway with heating
pipes in a greenhouse, I herewith send
a sketch illustrating the plan of a well
arranged low pressure system in a
range of houses, which several years'
experience has shown me to be the
best. The idea is to have one or two
saddle boilers and flow and return
arterial pipes, with check valves for
regulating. From these, at each side
of the house, branch pipes are taken
to the stand, these also being provided
with regulating valves. Air cocks or
air pipes are taken from the highest
part or eauh branch to allow the air
to escape. The expansion box is placed
in the boiler house at a sufficient hight
above the boilers to regulate the sup
ply of water and is joined to the re
turn pipe to the boiler. The pipes are
preferably 4 inch cast iron, with rust
joints, or the joints may be made with
either red lead or Portland cement.
A grating placed over the pipe below
the floor level allows the heat in the
arterial pipes to be utilized.

inner wall found insufficient to bear
the whole weight, as a man's skin
would be to him should his flesh be
come so reduced as to leave nothing
but bones underneath. In other
words, a wall built in this fashion
might as well be a 9-inch wall, or very
nearly so, as far as stability goes, par
ticularly so should such a thing as a
sill or belt course of stone occur in the
facade. However, I am afraid I am
somewhat perverting the meaning
which the writer of the article in
tended to convey by the word "skin."
He looks on the outer wall as " merely
a skin or covering to protect the main
wall from the effects of weather." To
follow up the illustration : It is not a
man's skin which protects him from
the effects of damp and cold, but a
healthy circulation of the blood under
neath the skin, and rheumatism and
similar ailments are often accompani
ments of poor circulation in a damp
climate. In a somewhat similar man
ner one must have a free circulation
of air in the cavity of a hollow wall,
from basement to attic, in order to ob
tain the best results and have the
inner wall thoroughly dry. A brick" skin " is just as porous as the human
skin, particularly a 4}£inch brick" skin," and if the damp is not sooner
or later to attack the inner wall the

tion with a 4-inch outer skin, unless
the stone is bonded into the inner wall,
in which case there can be no ventila
tion of the cavity from basement to
attic. Four inches is too narrow a bed
for a belt course unless there is solid
backing behind it. Another objection
which to my mind presents itself, is
that with the 4-inch wall outside one is
bound to have nothing (but stretching
courses, which give the building away
as a sham. It is not in accordance with
the fitness of things that brick should
be laid course after course without
bond. Of course we all know that
they are anchored with hoop-iron,
wire anchors, tin, or some such rub
bish, and those who know nothing
about it think it looks very pretty.
Far prettier, more appropriate and in
accordance with the first principles of
art, which ought certainly to influence
the architect, is good Flemish bond,
which cannot be executed unless the
9 inch wall is outside. Again, when the
9-inch wall is inside one cannot so
easily ventilate the cavity and at the
same time make a good solid job of the
roof framing, whereas when outside,
the 4%-inch lining may stop at the
ceiling joist, and the outer wall be
carried up a foot or 18 inches
above that level, being capped with a
wall plate to receive the rafters. This
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affords an excellent opportunity of

anchoring each rafter by means of a
piece of scantling running up the inner
face of outside wall and securely fast
ened from the ceiling joist to each raf
ter. The radical difference between
the two methods of construction is
simply this : That, whereas in the case
of toe inner wall being the thick one
the outside wall performs no other
function than keeping out the damp,
and certainly does not materially help
the stability of the building ; in the
case of the inner wall being the thin
one, the outer wall more effectually
keeps out the damp, it being twice as
thick, and both inner and outer walls
carry the weight and mutually support
each other. In other words, in the one
case a wall of one brick in thickness
represents the stability of the building,
whereas in the other case a wall of a
brick and a half in thickness represents
the stability.

pipe with a trap at C, and D is a de
pression in the bottom of the cistern
for sediment. The bottom should

Dcolgua for Corner Blocks.

From A. S., Easton, Pa.— In re
sponse to the request of " S. E D."
for designs of carved corner blocks, I

Designsfor CornerBlock*.—Fig. 1.—Design
Suitablefor Carving with a Single Tool.

take the liberty of inclosing herewith
two suggestions. Fig. 1 can be carved
entirely with a single tool—a % No.
11, or better known as a liner. Fig. 2
can be carved with three tools consist
ing of a }gNo. 11, a %-iach No. 5, and
a % inch No. 3, tbe tool No. 5 being
usea to cut the notches and No 3 to
dig them out. Fig. 3 represents a
bracket which, to be effective, should
be sawed out (that is, the carved part
of it) of i^-inch wood and giued on.

Fig. 2.—DesigntobeCarvedwith]Three
Tools.

As this, however, may be a little too
difficult for a beginner the best way
will be to line it the same as described
in connection with Fig. 1 of the
sketches.

Juk Shaped Clutern.
From M. L., Warren. Ohio.— In the
July number of the paper I noticed a re
quest from "A. V. H.," Hillsboro,
N. D., for the plan of a jug shaped
cistern. I inclose a sketch of a cistern
as I understand his requirements. It
is built of brick and cemented, and
will hold about 40 barrels. Referring
to the sketch, A represents an inlet of
3-inch pipe, B an overflow of 3-inch

Frame for Grinding Tools.
From M. B., New York City.— I am
greatly benefited by the many good
things to be found in the Correspond
ence department of the paper, and I
feel as though I onght to mention
something of interest to the readers. I
have a frame for grinding tools which
I hold in one hand over the grindstone,
turning the latter with the otherjhand.

Fig. 3—Designfor a Bracket.

grade down to this point in 01der to
make easy work of cleaning the cis
tern. E represents a 3-inch sewer pip»,
turned up at the end to prevent the
entrance of any sediment. It is
cemented into the bottom of the cistern ,

carried through the wall into the
cellar and up to the under side of
the floor. All joints are thoroughly
cemented. F represents the filter par
tition, made of sandstone, and is 5
inches thick. It should be built
slightly on a curve, bulging toward D.
The mouth of the cistern &, 20 inches
in the clear, is made of sewer pipe and
is 30 inches high. H is a flagstone,
4x4 feet in size and 3 inches thick,
with an opening the size of the sewer
pipe. It will be observed that the top
of the cistern is 2 feet below grade,
and the sewer pipe projects far enough
above the grade to prevent any slush
or dirt getting in at the top. It is
fitted with a neat cover, which should
be ventilated by means of small holes,
but not of sufficient size to mIIow toads
to enter. This plan admits of using a
straight galvanized iron pipe on the
pump, thus doing away with all lead
pipes. The cistern being set well in
the ground keeps the water cool in sum
mer. The filtering partition F is
sometimes built of red brick, but I
think coarse sandstone better. There
are people here who build cisternsmade
of sand, gravel and cement. The hole is
dug and then a form is set in, the shape
of the inside of the cistern. Cement to
a depth of about 3 inches is filled in,

and next day the form, which is made
in sections, taken out. All pipes are

View of UnderSideof Frame for Grinding
Tools as Made by " M. B»

I will describe it as briefly as possible.
I rip a 2-inch board into two pieces,
each 31.,'feet long. These are for the
sides, designated in the sketch as A B
and A C. I take another piece 18
inches long, represented by B C, for the
end. I then take two pieces, one of
which I nail in It inches fromBC and

Sectional View of Jug Shaped Cistern Accompanying Letterof
" M. i." of Warren,

Ohio.

set and the inside given one coat of
cement, first covering tight. In a day
or two the cover may be opened a little
to dry slowly. The water can be let
in after a lapse of about three weeks.
The cost is about $1 a barrel.

parallel with it. The other piece
, I

hinge to the frame with a 2 x \% inch
hinge as shown at D. At the other end
of the piece I use a small thumb screw
or clamp, E, which holds the tool being
ground in place between the two
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pieces. At A I drive in a nail, allow
ing it to project about 2 inches. I file
off the head, giving a sharp point. I
have my grindstone standing near a
fence and stick the point of the nail
into the fence, thus bringing the frame
over the grindstone. 1 then proceed to
sharpen my tools. In the sketch the
frame is shown bottom side up with a
chisel between the pieces at E D ready
for sharpening.

Tool* for Cleaning Chimney Fines.
From James F. Hobart, Brooklyn,
.M Y.— In one of the issues of Car
pentry and Building, "Caesar" of
Louisville, Ky., describes his method
of testing chimney flues and also tells
about a weight and rope business for
cleaning flues that may have become
stopped or partially closed by swallow
nests or brick dropped in by the ma-

JU^
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Fig. l.—Tool
for Clearing
ChimneyFlues.

Fig. 2.-Showing
Methodof
Operation.

of such a size that they had a throat
large enough to receive a brick the
2 inch way. The free leg of the
tongs was bent outward to form a
slight hook, and then the rope was
spliced or tied on, after which it was
passed through the screw eye A, as
shown. In Fig. 2 is represented the
manner in which the tool is used. The
pole is let down into the chimney until
the tongs rest on the obstruction ; the
bricks are pried about until the tongs
get hold of one as shown ; then the
rope is pulled very tiaht and kept so
until it is raised, bringing with it a
brick.
In small chimneys difficulty was
found in opening the jaws of tongs far
enough to get hold of a brick. This
was due to the fact that the long free
handle struck against the side of the
flue. The difficulty, however, was
overcome by cutting off one leg very
short and forming an eye in the end
of the stump, as shown in Fig. 3. The
screw eye then had to be put on the re
maining leg, and then when the rope
was slackened the tongs could open
much wider than when the whole length
of leg was employed. A number of times
I found it necessary to knock one or
more brick out of a chimney when
they had become lodged after falling
into it. To knock a hole through such
obstructions I took a 4-inch stone drill,
as represented in Fig. 4, a drill of this
kind being used for making 4-inch
holes in stone for settiDg iron fence

Fig. 8—Tool for
SurnllFlues.

Fig. 4.-
StoncDrill.

Toolsfor CleaningChimney Flues.—Illustrations Accompanying Tetter nf Mr, Hobart,

sons when the chimney was construct
ed. " Caesar's" weight and rope will
do the business when half a dozen
brick have become lodged, or when a
colony of swallows may have pre
empted the location, but how would
the weight and rope work when a foot
or two of the chimney had been dis
lodged by lightning or by a tempest,
and when ar>out half the brick and
mortar had fallen into the chimney
and stuck there ? I have had this thing
happen several times, and the only
way I conld get around it was to cut a
hole in the chimney on a level with the
obstruction and then remove the
brick. The trouble, dirt and muss
which such a jot>makes are bad enough
without speaking of it. After cutting
out several obstructions of this kiod I
set my wits to work and constructed
the device shown in Fig. 1 of the
sketches. This did the business in fine
shape. The tool is nothing but a large
pair of blacksmith tongs in combina
tion with a rope and pole. A hole was
burned in one end of the pole, a fer
rule driven on to prevent its splitting,
and then one leg of the tongs was
driven into the hole. The tongs were

posts. There are two cutting edges at
right angles to each other, and these
corners soon cut and break up the
brick against which the drill may be
churned. As stated, however, the drill
business will only do when the ob
struction ii tight. It is better to use
tongs and pick out all the brick possi
ble before attempting to drill through.
If the stoppage is close to the top of
the chimney, within sight, a pretty
stiff pole will work well to carry the
tongs, but if down a long distance and
the chimney has bends in it, then a
slim pole of hard wood must be used
so that it will readily pass through a
crooked flue.

Protecting Plate Glasa.

From J. T. K., Belmond. Iowa.—
Will some one please tell me if there
is any way of protecting a plate glass
front from a fire on the opposite side
of the street. I do not see anything
of the kind advertised, but think some
thing in the way of a large curtain
which could be rolled up on the out
side would serve a good purpose.
Note. — It is probable that canvas

painted with a fire proof paint and em
ployed as a curtain before the plate
glass windows would offer some pro
tection against fire in such a case as
our correspondent mentions. Even if
the canvas was not painted, but kept
wet during the progress of the fire, it is
likely it would do some good. In the
large cities where plate glass show
windows are very common, rolling
iron shutters are frequently employed
for their protection, although the
buildings are seldom of a character
to burn out unless the fire is so
great as to render a painted can
vas curtain on the opposite side of
the street wholly inadequate f•r any
such purpose as indicated by the cor
respondent above. We lay the matter
before our readers for the attention of
those who have had experience in this
direction, and trust they will give it
full discussion.

Laying Gravel Roofn.

From F. G. Butler, West Hartford,
Conn.— In the reply to "J. A.," Chi
cago, giving directions for laying
gravel roofs, you have gone over the
ground pretty thoroughly. Having
experience with roofs which I have
laid and watched for years, I beg to
say that I have found the pitch men
tioned—1 inch to the foot—just twice
too much. If the roof pitches only \£
inch to the foot it is ample. If the pitch
is more the sand washes off and wears
the roof, requiring coating oftener.
The roof boards cannot be too well
seasoned and should be plane' I on one
hide and matched. Always lay the
dressed side up. Cover first with two-
ply felt laid across the edges of the
boards, lapping 2 inches : tack them
just enough to hold in place and dust
with fine, clean sand ; then commence
at the lower edgewith the outside felt
of four ply, if you can obtain it, as it
costs but little more than three ply :
nail at the edge and unroll to the
top or highest point of the roof ;
commence at the bottom with an
other roll, lapping the edges about
2 inches and nailing about 2 inches
apart. Now cut strips of felt 4
inches wide and roll them. Use a
thin, sharp butcher knife, dipped in
kerosene oil occasionally, for cutting
the strips, and it will be found much
easier to cut on a slight bevel. Com
mence at the bottom and unroll the
strips exactly over the 2-inch lap. Have
a man precede you with a brush and
hot roofing composition so that you
will unroll the strips into the hot coat
ing. Now, have another hand follow
nailing each edge of the strip. No
water can get through this seam. The
advantage of the sanded surface be
tween the two ply and the outside four
ply is apparent. No outside felting
should ever be stuck down to the roof
boards, for no matter how well these
are seasoned there will bemore or less
shrinking and swelling, producing
cracks in the roof. I have laid roofs
that never leaked a drop, and outlasted
any tin roof, at half the cost. Having
once had occasion to chop a hole
through one of these roofs for the pur
pose of running a chimney through it,
I found it was more like chopping
through boiler iron than anything else
to which I could compare it. I prefer
a broad headed tack, about 1inch long,
to the wire nails with tin wasbers, be
cause the heads sink down level, and
cover smoothly with the roofing prepa
ration, and wire nails soon rust off in
roof boards. A clean coarse sand is
preferable to gravel, and I have found
the old style farmer's grain separator,
or fanning mill, admirably adapted to
separating out just the right size for
use. If the sand is dry it will work all
right and blow out all the dust and
shake out all toe coarse.
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BOSTON BUILDERS' EXCHANGE
THE

description of the Master Build
ers' Association of Boston and its
building, which we give herewith,

is an exemplification of the possi
bilities which are inherent in every
properly organized association of build
ers in any of the larger cities of the
country. While many of the buildings
erected by other exchanges, which

the creation of an association which
should represent higher ideals than it
had been possible to realize under the
old regime, and on February 17, 1885,
they, to the number of 68. united in
forming the present Master Builders'
Association.
The pnrposes of the new organiza
tion wer-i announced to be to make

lioston Builder*' Exchange.—Fig. 1.— View in theAssembly Room.

have been described in these columns,
may exceed in elegance, convenience
and utility the one in question, it is a
fact that the Boston association was
the first organization of builders in the
country to own a home of its own, and
has demonstrated with steadily in
creasing force and clearness the bene
fit and profit of such an ownership.
A brief statement of the conditions
from which the association originated
may properly precede a description of
the building which it now owns and
occupies. Somewhat more than 50
years ago an association was founded
in the city of Boston by persons en
gaged in the building trades, under the
name of the Mechanics' Exchange.
The purpose of the organization was
not clearly defined by its founders, in
deed there is no record extant of its
original ideals, aims, or functions, but
it is evident that its principal object
was to furnish a method and means by
which those engaged in the various
branches of building work might have
convenient and frequent access to each
other for the transaction of business.
In those days as well as now there was
especial necessity for congregating at
a certain time in the day. tor in the
conduct of work those who needed to
seeeach other frequently were often so
widely scatter* d that it was difficult to
consult together.
This original exchange flourished
and languished alt-rnattly for many
years, never wholly losing its identity
but often becoming very weak through
mismanagement or lack of manage
ment. The originators of The Master
Builders' Association were members of
the Mechanics' Exchange who had be
come dii-coui aged in their attempts to
reorganize the exchange so that it
might represent the best and most re
sponsible element among contracting
builders, and at the same time be effect
ive in securing a better order of things
in the building fraternity.
These dissatisfied members of the old
exchange finally perfected plans for

membership in the association a rea
sonable assurance to the public of the
skill, honesty and responsibility of its
members : to provide methods and
means whereby members may secure
lair dealing among themselves and be
tween themselves and the public ; and
also to secure uniformity of action on
such general principles as may from

fused as undesirable. The work it
has done cannot here be described,
for even if it were proper to intro
duce the story, space would not per
mit. Suffice it to say that through
the persistent efforts of its mem
bers to make skill, honor and re
sponsibility the test of membership,
and to keep in touch with the best
interests of the community, the organ
ization is now accepted as one which
can be relied upon as a safeguard and
guide not only to and for those who
are themselves engaged in building
pursui s, but for those who have deal
ings with builders. It has come to be
so regarded by the State and city au
thorities as well as by the community
at large, and its members are sought
for and appointed to fill offices of pub
lic honor and trust.
At the time the association was
formed apartments for exchange pur
poses were rented in the same building
where it is now located. Even at the
outset the importance of owning a
building was strongly urged, and the
purchase of the property in which
apartments had been secured was
almost decided upon, but the nec
essary vote failing by an adverse
majority of two the purchase was
not made, bu' a lease was taken for
three years. At the end of the lease
the members became convin°ed that it
would be wise to purchase, and so
voted. The price paid ($250,000)was
$50,000more than the property would
have cost three years previous, but
even at this advanced price the pur
chase has proven a most advantageous
one for the association.
Extensive alterations have been
made since the property came into the
possession of the association at a cost
of over $80,000, which with the addi
tion of the sums spent from the begin
ning for furniture and fittings swells
the improvement account to nearly
$100,000,making the total investment
nearly $350,000. The funds necessary

Fig. 2—Another View in the Assembly Room.

time to time be decided upon as best
for the welfare of all concerned.
Fr m that beginning the new organ
ization was steadily advanced, until
now it is one of the most respected
organizations of business men in the
city. Its membership has increased
from 68 to 275 firms, while many ap
plicants for admission have been re-

for improvements were secured as loans
from members of the association,
which loans have been reduced from
year to year until now the totol debt
on these loans is only $60,000. The
original mortgage on the building has
also been reduced $20,000since the pur
chase ,
The ability to own and manage a
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building with success is amply demon
strated by the figures above, and if
any further testimony of the sound
financial condition of the associa
tion be needed it may be found in the
last annual exhibit of the treasurer
of the association, which shows that
the surplus, estimating the property
at cost, and furniture and fixtures
at one-quarter cost, is $51,000, an
increase of $13,000since the previous
annual exhibit. It further shows that
the resources of the association are

street, and is not wholly satisfactory,
but the best has been doaewith it that
existing conditions would permit. The
first floor is occupied by three tenants :
one apartment as a stationery store,
one by terra cotta and tiling manu
facturers, and the third as a cafi.
Through the last named a rear en
trance to the building is bad from
Federal street.
The whole of the second floor is de
voted to exchange purposes and pro
vides a large assembly ball, corporation

the tnorning until five in the afternoon,
and three attendants are always on
duty to wait upon members and others
who may need their services. The" 'Change Hour" is from 11.30a.m. to
1.30p.m., and during this time no one
is admitted to the exchange floor un
less he be a member or guest of a
member. Persons calling for members
must wait in the public lobby until
the member is summoned, when he
has the right to invite them upon the
floor, but they are expected to retire
after transacting their business with
the member so inviting them. In this
way improper use of the exchange
privileges is guarded against. The
third, fourth and fifth floors of the
building are dovoted to offices, all of
which are occupied by members of the
association.

Meissonier's Residence.

Boston Builders' Exchange.—Fig. 8.—Still Another View in the AssemblyBoom.

sufficient to extinguish the debt (due
to members) in the limit of the term
it is to run (ten years), to reduce the
first mortgage in three years to the
amount fixed as a permanent loan, to
pay 10 per cent, annual dividends on
the capital stock and have a cash bal
ance at the end of the ten years of
over $50,000, and a total surplus of
over $200,000.without allowing any in
crease in value of the property above
original cost. This increase in value
is already very great.
In view of the fact that this venture
of the association was originally looked
upon with distrust by enough mem
bers to defeat the plans for purchase
at the time of organization, and also
in view of the fact that an advance of
$50,000 was paid when the property
was finally purchased, it may be
claimed that remarkable results have
been obtained without great exertion,
and that other organizations which
have started out upon the same lines
may be greatly encouraged by this suc
cess. The experience of the Boston
Exchange certainly demonstrates what
has been so often and persistently
urged—namely, that builders' ex
changes properly organized and lib
erally and progressively managed may
own and successfully operate their
own buildings, gaining thereby much
in public esteem and largely in finan
cial standing, besides furnishing them
with power and means to pursue and
patronize measures and methods for
the benefit and advancement of
those connected directly with them
as well as the community gener
ally.
The outside of the structure re
mains nearly the same as when the
building was purchased. One story in
hight has been added, but the gen
eral appearance of the two facades is
the same as when it was wholly used
for mercantile purposes, and the style
is far from modern. The total area of
the building is 6,660 square feet. The
principal entrance is on Devonshire

and directors' room, in which is also
the secretary and treasurer's depart
ment; there are also liberal toilet
rooms and ample public lobby accom
modations. In the general assembly
room there are provided desk and table
conveniences for writing, mail boxes
for members, in which are assorted by
the assistants such mail as is delivered

Recent advices from Paris are to the
effect that Meissonier's house, erected
after his own designs in the Place
Malesherbes. is being demolished in
order to make room for a six story
structure. In commenting upon this
destruction of a famous dwelling a
writer in one of the London architect
ural papers says : Meissonier's house
was somewhat in the style of the Re
naissance. It was unlike any modern
house, and was neither eccentric nor
conspicuous. It looked the abode of
an artist and a wealthy man, but not
assertively so. Its windows toward
the street, scarcely more than loop
holes, suggested inner windows open
ing on a court which, judging from the
exterior, must be a Renaissance cor-
tile. This give an impression of in
difference, perhaps slightly contempt
uous, of the outer world and of a com
fortable seclusion not so much of the
hermit as of the satisfied bourgeois
Meissonier hoped that his house would
become a museum. He wrote : " My
hotel was built for a museum. This
is apparent to any visitor. My de
scendants might live there as tenants
and curators.''. Another time he wrote :

Fig. 4.—View in theDirectors' Room.

by carriers, five or six times per day.
There are also private lo -kers where
members may place coats, umbrellas,
plans and other small articles for safe
keeping. In the engravings here pre
sented Figs. 1,2 and 3represent views in
the assembly room, while Fig. 4 gives a
glimpse of the directors' room. Five
telephones are in service. The ex
change rooms are open from eight in

"I hope that the treasures of art in
my studio will never be sold. I hope
thut my son will give them to the
state. I believe this is his wish, as
well as my own. I am sure that he
will feel too much love and respect for
his father's work ever to disperse it. I
trust he will turn this house into a
little museum." The hope, however,
was not to be fulfilled.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FOR MECHANICS.*

WE
present in the next illustra
tion, which is Fig. 14, a sec
tional view of the house, show

ing the size of timber, manner of fram
ing, bight of cellar, hight of founda
tion above grade, hight of main story
and attic. This drawing is so plain
and easily understood that only a brief
description is necessary. Taking A as
a starting point, draw the bottom line
of sill, then computing the hight of
cellar and hight of frame to top of

2"x4'

By I. P. HICKS.

and of headers to window openings, as
shown in the outside wall. The front
elevation was given at considerable
length, showing every detail from
start to finish, but we do not intend to

side elevation we have just a little in
the way of information to offer. After
having the paper fastened on the
drawing board, place the front eleva
tion on it and to the right, so that the

L

Fig 16.—Outline Indicating Methodof Draw- Fig. 17.—TheWindowandFrameCompleted,
ing Windowand Frame.—Scale,HiInch to —Scale,HiInch to theFoot,
the Foot.

Fig. 14.—Sectional View of Framing and
Foundation.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Fig. 15.—Appearanceof Side(Right) Elevation Completed—Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanict.

plate, draw the outside wall line from
bottom of cellar to top of plate. Set
off and draw outline of rafter from the
plate. Next set off thickness of tim
bers and draw in the following order :
Sill, outside wall studding, rafter, ceil
ing joist and cellar beam. Set off the
thickness of the cellar wall with
proper footing, hight above ground
line, and draw the lines as shown.
Mark the hights of cellar, ceiling, attic

* Copyrighted, 1894,by I. P. Hicks.

go into the matter so thoroughly in
regard to the side elevation. We have
given the method of proceeding, and
now present Fig. 15,showing the side
elevation as it would appear in a fin
ished state, hoping that those of the
readers who may beconsidered as stu
dents in drafting will accept it as an
example for practice and draw it to
the best of their ability after the man
ner described in connection with the
front elevation.
To aid the draftsman in making the

T square will reach across both draw
ings. The result of this is that it es
tablishes the hights for many parts of
the side elevation and they can be
transferred without making so many
measurements. For example : The
hights of porch, bay window, founda
tion, roof, chimneys and many other
parts will all appear the same whether
we look at the front elevation or the
side elevation and consequently certain
parts may be more accurately trans
ferred in the manner above described.
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The next lessons for practice will be
with the details, which are portions of
the elevations drawn to larger scales
to aid the mechanic in carrying out
the design, and are usually such parts
as cannot be properly shown in the
elevation. Some of these details will
serve as the very best of lessons for
practice, therefore it is to be hoped
that the learner will give his best at
tention to the instructions that follow.
We will now consider the details of a
window frame for a two-light window,
24 x 36, casings to be 5 inches wide,
with molded head casing and cap,
scale % inch to the foot. Referring to
Fig. 16 we first draw the outlines,
then set of the thickness of the sill,
width of molded cap and the casing
lines.
The parallel line which extends
around the inside of the frame next to
the casing line represents the blind stop,
and at the bottom of the frame it is the
subsill Next set off the thickness of
sash, as shown. The two narrow in
side lines represent the glass and putty
lines. The division line of the sash ex
tends across the frame from the blind
stop lines. We have left Fig. 16 par
tially finished in order to show more
clearly the manner of proceeding. It
will be noticed tbat the perpendicular
lines of the sash have been omitted.
Thv has been done in order to show
that after the outlines of the frame are
made the next thing in order is to draw
all the horizontal lines, or at least all
that can be conveniently drawn, fin
ishing the perpendicular lines last.
Fig. 17 shows the frame as it appears
in a finished state. It would be impos
sible to correctly represent all the lines
of this drawing in an elevation drawn
to }^-inch scale, and in elevation draw
ings the fine lines are usually left out.
The blind stop lines are frequently
drawn, but not necessarily required in
the elevations. In Fig. 17 we have
drawn all the lines to show how a
frame and window should appear when
correctly Completed.
Fig. 18 represents the front door and
frame partially drawn. Fig. 19shows
the work finished. The drawings in
dicate so plainly the method of pro
ceeding and being similar to what has
already been described, with reference
to Figs. 16 and 17, that further de
scription is unnecessary.

(To becontinued.)

Destruction of an Old New England
Mansion.

The recent burning of the celebrated
gabled house of Janus Avery, at
Poquoonock Bridge, near New Lon
don, Conn., removes one of the most
interesting of colonial homes in this
country. The old rambling house was
built in 1656, and received additions
until it had 24 corners. Ic was painted
red with white trimmings, and was
a noted landmark. Its nearness to
the railroad tracks was the cause of
its destruction, as a spark from a loco
motive ignited the roof, and the old
pile was. quickly consumed.
The loss of the house is an irrepar
able blow to the collectors of ante-
revolutionary relics in that part of the
country. The old house was a Mecca
for thousands of curiosity loving per
sons every summer, and many men of
wealth have sent architects to visit it
for the purposeof copying its styleand
plan of construction. The burned
dwelling was in excellent repair, with
its timbers as sound as when the first
of them was cut in the forest by James
Avery in 1656.
James Avery came from Massachu
setts in 1650. The house has always
been in possession of an Avery, being
handed down from oldest son to oldest
son, the present owner being of the
ninth generation.

The original Avery attended church
in New London until 1684,says a local
writer, and then, having become so
old that he did not feel able to walk
so far, he purchased for £6 ($30) the
building used by the New London set
tlers for a watch tower and meeting
house, which was offered for sale to
make room for a larger one. He took
it to pieces, transported it across the
Thames, and set it up again as an ad
dition to bis house, forming that which
became the southern portion. The
great room he left just as it had been,
and held public services in it every
Sabbath during the remainder of his
life. It was thus used for 200years.
From time to time additions were
made to the house until it became one
of the best specimens of colonial archi
tecture extant. It was ballasted by
two heavy stone chimneys ; its frame
was of white oak, heavy enough to
furnish six modern houses ; its roof

and fill loosely with sand, measure the
water and pour on the sand till the re
ceptacle is full. Mix with the wet
sand as much Portland cement as it
took of water to wet the sand ; then
add water enough to work nicely.
This will make a good solid floor.
Have an outside cellar door to pre
vent dirt from being tracked through
the house while vegetables, fruit and
other things are being carried through
to an interior cellar way. Unless it is
perfectly convenient do not make the
cellar stairs under the chamber stairs.
Better make a closet under the cham
ber stairs and let the cellar stairs go
down from the pantry or some place
in the kitchen where they will be con
venient to use regularly. A stairway
having a landing is preferable to a
long flight of stairs, unbroken by a
landing, as the danger of falling is
lessened.
By all means have a pantry and

Fig. 18.—Method of Drawing Front Door
and Frame.

Fig. 19.—The Door and Frame Completed.-
Scale,J4 Inch to theFoot.

Architectural Drawing for Mechanics.

was high and steep, and the upper
story projected over the lower, as in
the blockhouses of colonial Indian
warfare. The ceilings of the parlor
were low, and in the center was a huge
beam, whitewashed and still bearing
the marks of the hewer's broadaxe.
The sills were placed above ihe planks
of the floor instead of under them.

Hints on Building Farm Houses

In a recent issue of the American
Agriculturalist, a correspondent writ
ing under the name of Dola Fay con
tributes the following suggestions rel
ative to the construction of farm
houses : The first consideration in
building a house is » mlort. Every
farmer's wife needs and appreciates a
large, commodious cellar. Unless the
house is very large, it i" poor economy
not to have the cellar under the whole
house. Divide the cellar off into two
apartments, one for vegetables and one
for milk, butter, canned fruit, &c. A
cellar bottom should be cemented with
cement concrete to the depth of 2 or 3
inches. A firm, solid cement for floor
ing a cellar can be made from the fol
lowing recipe : Take any receptacle

have it as large as you conveniently
can. Let it contain all the conven
iences you can. If the kitchen serves
also as a dining room it may be more
easily kept presentable if a large
pantry is at hand. Very much de
pends upon the location of sink, cup
boards, &c, so as to make the least
work for the housewife.
In planning a house closets are too
often left out. Have plenty of closet
room. In planning a closet have it
wide enough for a trunk at one end.
In the same end put a broad shelf at a
convenient hight for surplus bedding.
One corner of a room may be cut off
'or a space of 3% feet on each side.
This can be treated as a solid wall with
a doorway cut in. This arrangement
will not detract from the appearance of
the room.
Nothing but well seasoned wood
should be used for flooring, especially
in rooms which are not to be carpeted.
In selecting flooring, no matter what
the wood is, choose fine grain ; avoid
wavy grain. Knotty places are apt to
scale off.
A pleasant appendage to the farm
house is a shady back porch, where the
tired housekeeper may sit and rest on
a warm day.
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The Congress of Arbitration.

The Congress of Industrial Arbitra
tion and Conciliation, given under the
auspices of the Civic Federation of
Chicago, was held in that city on No
vember 13 and 14. The title of the
meeting is indicative of its character,
and the subjects were treated from
different points of view by speakers
chosen from the whole country.
The congress was opened at 10
o'clock in the morning with an address
of welcome by the chairman for that
session, Lyman J. Gage, who ex-
?lained

the purpose of the meeting,
'he first speaker was Prof. E. R. L.
Gould of the Johns Hopkins University,
who gave a careful and thorough
history, past and present, of arbitra
tion and conciliation as practiced in
Europe. Statistics for France, given
through the labor bureau, show the
effect of the method adopted in that
country for the ten-year period 1879to
1888, inclusive. The average annual
number of cases was 41,038. Sixteen
thousand two hundred and thirty-one
of these cases were successfully medi
ated and 8982were withdrawn before
a decision was announced. The pro
portion conciliated was thus 66 per
cent. The arbitration section dealt
with 11,948 instances annually, or 88
per cent, of those which had failed of
conciliation in the branch below. Of
these 11,948cases 6723,or 56 per cent.,
were voluntarily withdrawn ; 4061, or
34 per cent. , were decided finally, and
988, or 8 per cent., were disposed of,
but were susceptible of appeal. The
record of appeals shows that 110 judg
ments, or 46 per cent., were affirmed ;
78, or 32 pier cent., were reversed,
while the remainder, 56, or 23 per
cent., were amicably arranged. It is
noteworthy to find that leas than one-
fifth of the cases susceptible of appeal
ever came up for rehearing. A de
scription of the methods existing in
England and elsewhere seemed to in
dicate that both employers and work
men should be organized before equi
table relationships can be established.
in closing, the Professor said : " A
ready made, perfectly adjusted, inelas
tic method or agency for settling col
lective industrial difficulties, embody
ing at the same time ideas of abstract
justice, cannot be devised."
Joseph D. Weeks, editor of the
American Manufacturer and Iron
World, who was the next speaker,
maintained that the settlement of labor
disputes was impossible unless the two
sides met face to face, like men, and
earnestly endeavored to get at the true
relationship of one to the other. Ar
bitration, he stated, should be utterly
separated from any power on the part
of the state to govern its conclusions
or enforce its findings.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session was devoted
to a discussion of the " Springer bill."
Mr. Springer, United States Repre
sentative from Illinois, whose name
the bill bears, believed it the duty of
the government to provide speedy, in
expensive and effective means for the
enforcement of the rights of all its
citizens, no matter how humble they
may be. The only thing that will end
labor troubles is the belief that justice
will be done them. There is no settle
ment of controversies between em
ployers and workmen that is not based
upon principles of right and justice,
man to man. Congressman Tawney
of Michigan further discussed the bill,
andit seemed to be his opinion that no
law providing for arbitration passed
by the government would accomplish
its desired end unless the people were
convinced that it would operate to the
protection of their rights. The gen
eralplan contemplated in the bill has

been approved by many of the lead
ing men among the unions of railroad
employees.
The subject of arbitration in rail
road affairs was presented by James
Peabody, editor of the Railway Review,
and L. S. Coffin of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen. Extended re
marks were made by Judge Tuley on
the general subject of the relation be
tween employer and workman, with
particular reference to the need of
means for settling differences between
them, and his opinion might be epito
mized by the statement ofhis approval
of a plan of adjustment identical in
essence with the form advocated by
the National Association of Builders.

EVENING SESSION.

At the evening session Josephine
Shaw Lowell defined the difference be
tween arbitration and conciliation by
stating the latter to be the effort to
produce amicable and harmonious
conditions between two sides having
different interests in one end, in order
that settlement of points at issue may
be effected without friction ; arbitra
tion as the means by which the settle
ment is reached.
Prof. E. W. Bemis spoke on the
ethics of arbitration. The substance
of Professor Bemis' remarks was that
to-day the disputes between employer
and workman involved much more
than on the surface appears. Oar
whole social fabric is so interwoven
that what affects one affects all.

Second Day's Proceedings.

On the morning of the 14th the first
speaker was J. D. Weeks, and the sub
ject " Mutual Interest in Production."
M. M. Garland, of the Amalgamated
Association of Iron and Steel Workers,
discussed the question of the " Sliding
Scale of Wages," occupying the re
mainder of the session.
In the afternoon Hon. C. D. Wright,
U. S. Commissioner of Labor, consid
ered the questions at issue under the
following three heads: "Distinction
between Compulsory and Voluntary
Arbitration," " Distinction between
Compulsory Arbitration and Public
Investigation of Labor Disputes,"" Distinction between Adjudication of
Past Contracts and Settlement of Fut
ure Ones."
Colonel Wright's position in regard
to arbitration was defined in these col
umns in the issue of April, 1894. His
address was exceedingly logical in its
conclusions against the possibility of
compulsory arbitration, and when
printed will be a valuable addition to
literature bearing on the subject.
Col. Wright stated in the beginning
that " the labor question reduced to
concrete form simply means the strug
gle for a higher standard of living."
The speaker repeated his objection to
so-called compulsory arbitration, de
monstrating clearly the fallacy of such
an intermediary between the present
condition of affairs and more harmoni
ous relationships between employers
and workmen.
Professor Adams in discussing the
economics of arbitration ably pre
sented the need of understanding of
the inherent rights which belong to
the employer and to the workman by
saying :
Before a labor contract betweenincor-

E
orated labor and incorporatedcapital can
eeffectedtheremustbea general consen
susof opinion respectingsomeof thefunda
mental rights of the contracting parties,
and crystallized into a common law of in -
dustry through cumulative precedents. In
this mannerpoint after point maybe taken
out of controversy becausesettledthrough
controversy. A labor contract making
provision for arbitration cannot beentered
into with an employerwhodeniesthatthere
is anything to arbitrate. But If, on the
other hand, it is clearly conceived that

ability to control the conditions of one's
life or to havea voice in their control is an
essentialcondition of personal liberty and
that the irresponsibleexerciseof any power
whatever,whetherpolitical or industrial, is
the chief obstacle to the possessionof that
liberty there opens up the possibility not
only of an adjustment of labor difficulties
but of a periodof progressin all social and
industrial affairs.
Judge John Gibbons maintained the
possibility and effacacy of compulsory
arbitration, citing examples of Grecian
history to prove its successful opera
tion.

EVENING SESSION.

The first speaker of the evening was
William H. Sayward of Boston, secre
tary of the National Association of
Builders. In speaking for the work
done by the association the secretary
stated that ne other organization in the
country had taken a more unbiased
stand in regard to the relation between
employer and workman, nor in the
recommendation of arbitration had
proceeded so far along the path of sue
cessful operation. The relation be
tween the two is one of business and
upon that basis the subject must
be considered. By business is not
meant the narrow and shortsighted
policies of those who do not look be
yond the poor returns of to-day, but
rather the larger vision which in-
clude-t the whole horizon and in pro
viding well for to-day provides well for
the future, and which seeks to avoid
the shocks which the blinder policy
invites." The National Association of Build
ers declares that not only are organi
zations of workmen right and proper,
but that they have the elements, if
wisely administered, of positive ad
vantage and benefit to the employer,
and that it is his duty as a practical
business measure to take advantage of
them as a proper means for a proper
and wise end. We further claim that
wholly wise administration by organi
zations of workmen cannot be effected
without the co-operation of employers-
through their associations, and, there
fore, employers have little ground
for complaint if they fail to do their
share as partners in a common cause,
to correct evils and complete the
hitherto haIf -developed deficient ma
chine, so that it may do its true and
proper work." Our theory, therefore, is that the-
best interests of the individual em
ployer and the individual workman are
conserved by joining with others of
the same trade or calling, with the
purpose of discovering through united
consideration the best policies to gov
ern the action of the individual, in af
fairs where individual opinion cannot
be safely relied upon because the pros
perity or business welfare of others is
concerned, and that with associations
of employers and associations of work
men so established we have the best
possible agencies fitted and ready for
reasonable service in directing these
two vast armies, each member of
which has individual interests, but
though individual, still bound to. in
fluenced by, and dependent upon, the
interest of the others.
" Whether it is arbitration or concili
ation, or whatever it may be called,
that is to bring about better relations
between employer and workman, the
need of today is that we begin at the
beginning and discover some course to
follow which will do away with the
need of arbitration or conciliation, and
establish the relation upon such
ground that there will be nothing to
arbitrate and no aggrieved persons to
conciliate. We must search for some
method of conducting those affairs
which mutually concern the employer
and workman, upon a basis which will
substitute primary agreements for
contest and thus intercept arbitration
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and leave conciliation without wounds
to heal."
P. J. McGaire, secretary of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners, was next on the programme.
He opposed compulsory arbitration
and earnestly advocated getting at the
bottom of the true relationship that
should exist between employers and
workmen. He was followed by Samuel
Gompers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, who made a
speech in which he objected to com
pulsory arbitration and expressed him
self _as believing in the power of or
ganization as the means for securing
desired reform.

Hints on Estimating.

The following suggestions for the
young builder are taken from a recent
issue of the Illustrated Carpenter and
Builder, and while written from the
English standpoint, are not without
interest to mechanics in the same line
in this country :
The first thing a young builder
should do before commencing to make
an estimate will be to provide himself
with a list of items requiring to be
done on the proposed work, and the
styles, qualities, and amounts of ma
terials of all sorts necessary to com
plete the work. Having them on his
memoranda, and a goodly supply
of catalogues and price-lists within
reach, he may then commence work
at once.
Excavating for foundations will be
the first thing to consider, and in order
to get at the cost of the work closely
he should know the character of the
ground, whether clay, gravel, sand, or
other material ; then he must know
what it will cost per yard to remove
this and where the surplus is to be
dumped. Drains will next require his
attention ; the number of feet, size
and style of drain, cost per foot laid in
place and covered, including all traps,
joints, angles and connections. A
survey of the site—which the estimator
may make himself —will give a correct
idea of the grades and the amount of
digging to be done, which should be
accurately measured and charged up.
Next comes the stone work, includ
ing the preparations for the footings,
which may be piling, concrete or sim
ply rammed. In either case the time
and material must be considered and
provided for. Cost of footings and
putting in place should be a separate
item. The stone walls follow, includ
ing all dwarf walls, buttresses, piers
and separate foundations for chimneys,
fire places, &c. Remember, in stone
work the mason measures the outside
girth which gives him the benefit of
one thickness of wall at each angle.
Provide for damp course between stone
and brick, which may be of slate, lead
or asphalt, as the specification may
direct. Do not overlook relieving
arches over all openings both in stone
and brick work, as they require more
time to construct than the ordinary
wall. Openings in rubble stone work
should be charged up solid, as cutting
and waste costs as much as though the
wall had no break to it. One cord of
stone of 128 feet will measure in the
wall scant 100feet. It is better always
to allow 96 feet of wall for every cord
of stone. This, of course, means 96
square feet. Worked stone measures
the same in wall as on the ground.
_The foregoing merely gives an out
line of the course to be taken by the
estimator. Commencing with the ex
cavating, he should continue until
every item required to complete the
structuie in every particular has been
provided for ; bearing in mind all the
time that the smallest thing about a
buildiDg costs money, and if he should

overlook any item, by a loose sys
tem of estimating, he will find at
the close of the work that his
profits will be cut down in propor
tion, as the architect or proprietor
will justly demand that the over
looked items be furnished at the con
tractor's cost. It will not do to lump
the small items, as is frequently done
by unsuccessful or careless estimators,
for the lump sum may be greatly in
excess of actual cost and fair profit,
and may cause the estimate to be too
high, or it may be too low, thus caus
ing a serious loss.
The successful estimator generally
has on his desk, when figuring on a
piece of work, what is technically
called a " tickler." This may be a
small book or it may be a series of
cards on which are written all the
varieties of labor, skilled and other
wise, required upon any style of build
ing, with prices by day or by piece
work, when such is available. Also
the prices of materials of all sorts and
sizes, including lumber in all states,
stone, brick, hardware, glass, plumb
ers' goods, roofing, paints, oils, &c.
Having a list of this kind before him,
with prices attached, the estimator
will not be likely to overlook any item
in the proposed building he may figure
on.
The items in the "tickler" should
commence with : Laying out the
ground for foundation ; digging
drains ; excavating for cellar and
foundation ; drain tiles or pipes, foun
dations, walls ; then all the items re
quired for this work, including con
crete and cement for cellar floors or
brick paving, if such is used. The su
perstructure should follow, with win
dows, doors, floors, furring, partitions,
stucco work and plastering, &c., and
every particular in connection with
the work. . Then comes the carpenters'
and joiners' work, including putting
down floors, putting up trim, building
stairs, hanging and trimming doors,
putting in sashes, weights, pulleys,
&c. Painters' and finishers' work fol
low, including all necessary materials
and labor. Then follow heating, bell
hanging, lighting, &c.

Comparative Strength of Materials.

National Association of Manu
facturers.

A committee of the Manufact
urers' Association of Cincinnati and
Hamilton County, Ohio, consisting
of W. T. Perkins, Frederick Pent-
large, B. W. Campbell, H. C. Yei-
ser and Chae. F. Thompson, have is
sued a call for a conference to be held
in the city of Cincinnati on January
22, 1895,for the purpose of general in
terchange of views looking to the
formation of a national association of
manufacturers, which shall embrace
among its purposes : 1. The advocacy
of carefully considered legislation to
encourage manufacturing industries of
all claeses throughout the country. 2.
The discussion of ways and means
whereby trade relations between the
United States and foreign countries
may be developed and extended. 3.
The establishment in South American
capitals and other desirable points of
permanent expositions for the display
of American products. 4. Such other
topics as mav be agreed upon by the
convention. It is desired that this con
vention shall be non-political, non-par
tisan and non sectional. The invitation
extended is without limit as to number
of attendants, and is cordially extended
not only to accredited delegates from
organized exchanges representing man
ufacturing interests, but to any indi
vidual manufacturer who may have
the promotion of the general good by
organized efforts sufficiently at heart
to be willing to meet with them.

In discussing the comparative
strength of materials a writer in the
Railway Review says : Cast iron weighs
444 pounds to the cubic foot, and a
1-inch square bar will sustain a weight
of 16,500pounds ; bronze, weight 525
pounds, tenacity 36,000; wrought iron,
weight 480, tenacity 50,000; hard
"struck" steel, weight 490, tenacity
78,000; aluminum, weight 168, tenac
ity 26,000. We are accustomed to
think of metals as being stronger than
wood, and so they are, generally speak
ing, if only pieces of the same size be
tested. But when equal weights of
the two materials are compared, it is
then found that several varieties of
wood are stronger than ordinary steel.
A bar of pine just as heavy as a bar of
steel an inch square will hold up 125,-
000 pounds ; the best ash 175000
pounds, and some hemlock 200,000
pounds. Wood is bulky. It occupies
ten or twelve times the space of steel.
The best steel castings made for the
United States Navy have a tenacity of
65,000 to 75,000 pounds to the square
inch. By solidifying such castings
under great pressure, a tensile strength
of 80,000to 150,000pounds may be ob
tained.

Plaster Cornices.

Cornices are either plain or orna
mented. In order to execute a cornice
according to a given design it is neces
sary to prepare a mold of several mem
bers, which mold is usually made of
sheet brass, iron or steel, indented so
as to represent exactly the forms and
projections of the said members and
fixed into a wooden handle. If the pro
jection of the cornice exceeds 10
inches, it is requisite to fix up wooden
bracketing to sustain it. This consists
of pieces of wood fastened to the wall
on which the cornice is to be formed,
about 1 foot a part, to which lath are
to be nailed. The whole is then cov
ered with a rough coat of mortar, al
lowance being made for the thickness
of the stuff necessary to form a cor
nice, for which about 1% inches is
generally sufficient. To run a cornice
properly two workmen are necessary,
who must be provided with a pail or
tub of set or putty and a quantity of
plaster of paris. Previous to using
the mold they gauge a straight line or
screed on the wall or ceiling, formed
of putty and plaster and extending so
far on each as to answer for the top
and bottom of the cornice to be formed.
On the screed thus formed on the
walls, one or two slight pine straight
edges are nailed, and a notch or chase
being likewise cut in the mold, forma
a guide to run upon. When all is so
far ready the putty is to bemixed with
about one third of plaster of paris and
rendered of a semi-fluid consistency by
the addition of clean water. One of
the workmen then takes two or three
trowelfuls of the prepared putty on
his hawk, which he holds in one hand,
while with the other he spreads the
stuff on the parts where the cornice is
to be worked, the workman occasion
ally applying the mold to see where
more or less of the material is re
quired. When a sufficient quantity
has been put on to fill up all the parts
of the mold, the latter is worked back
ward and forward, being at the same
time held firmly to the ceiling and
wall, by which means the superfluous
material is removed and the contour of
the cornice completed to the form re
quired. Sometimes it is necessary to
repeat this operation several times in
order to fill up such parts as are de
ficient in the former application.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR TALL BUILDINGS.

THE
foundations completed a few
weeks ago in connection with
the new 20-story building of the

American Surety Company, at the cor
ner of Pine street and Broadway, this
-city, constitute one of the most inter
esting specimens of work to which the
attention of builders has ever been
directed. The nature of the soil was

bering kept the sheet piling in place
inside the Schennerhorn Building, and
more piling, with like bracing, was
driven, and the earth taken out under
the wall between the caisson masonry
and the piling. This was to give space
for a broad bed of concrete which was to
be laid at the tidewater line to form
the new foundation for the Schermer-

Foundations for Tall Buildings —Fig. ],— View of a Portion of theExcavation for the
American Surety Company'sBuilding, Showing the Girder Construction.

such that by reason of the massive
Equitable Building just across the
narrow street on the north of the site,
and the eight-story brick Schermerhorn
Building on the east and south, the
only feasible method of safely sinking
the supporting piers was by means of
caissons. Of the latter there were
18, which had to be carried down
through 12 feet of coarse sand, under
which were 16 feet of quicksand, 5
feet of clay, 9 feet of mixed clay and
sand and 20 feet of very fine sand, with
a mixture of clay, until solid rock was
reached about 70feet below the level of
the sidewalk. The caissons were located
so that their centers corresponded
with the center line of the front wall
and row of steel columns, thus giving
a central bearing. Probably the most
difficult work was along the walls of
the Schermerhorn Building, which had
to be supported while the foundations
on that side of the excavation were be
ing put down. At the central por
tion of the east wall a 22 x 24 foot
caisson was placed with double rows
of piles beside it. Huge needles were
then run through holes in the wall
and supported at their inner ends
upon blocking far within the line
of the Schermerhorn Building. The
outer ends were supported on blocking
placed upon the piles. To support
these over the caisson, a big timber
truss was built. This rested upon jack-
screws upon the outer needles and held
up the others with rods of steel. All
together they supported that section
of the wall. As the caisson was sunk
walls were built upon it to keep .the
earth in place above. A row of sheet

Siling
was driven inside the Schermer-

orn Building to keep the earth in
place there and then the old founda
tion wall was torn out. As the bottom
of the caisson proper reached the rock
its top was just about at the tidewater
line. Constant bracing and cross tim-

horn Building. Upon this were laid
blocks of granite, which in turn sup
ported pillars of granite and brick,
which finally reached to the second
wall of the building above, between
the needles. Between two of the gran
ite blocks in each of these pillars steel

to be capped and to carry its part of
the weight of the building. No two
caissons could be sunk together near
each other, but one after another was
put down, until the whole of the two
walls was supported. Between the
pillars brick work was built up to fill
the walls.
The next feature of interest was the
placing of the great cantilever girders
to carry the outer walls of the new
building where it meets the two walls
of the adjoining structure on the east
and south. The upper view presented
npon this page, for which we are in
debted to the Sun, shows a portion of
the excavation with several of the
massive girders. The new building
will be 303 feet from foundation to
cornice, and above the fourth or fifth
floor the walls will be supported upon
cross girders hung to the main steel
columns of the structure. On the two
street sides the caissons were sunk
with enough projection to give a cen
tral bearing for the columns and
walls. The caissons could not be sunk
except within the lines of the new
building on the other two sides, and to
set up columns or walls upon the outer
edges of the 55-foot foundation col
umns would prove disastrous, as the
pressure to be carried upon them is
very great. The cantilever beams
take these great weights upon their
ends, close up to the walls of the ad
joining building, and transfer them to
a fulcrum placed back upon the cais
son pier. This weight is balanced
upon the lrnger, inner end of the lever
by the weight of floors above, carried
by another steel column resting upon
that end.
In order to get a level surface in the
preparation of the t«edsfor the canti
levers a %-inch plate of cast iron
was first bedded in cement on top of
the masonry. Over that, side by side,
were laid 24-inch deep steel I-beams
until there was a square of them at
either end of the masonry, the outer
parts of which were 20feet apart. Over
these again, and crossing them, was

Fig. 2.—View of Oneof the Cantilever Trusses Employed in theFoundationsof the
American Tract Society'siVTeu>Building.

wedges were driven, until the pillars
took the weight of the wall above
from the needles. Meantime the
masonry on top of the caisson was
built up until it was nearly to the
hight of the cellar floor and was ready

another grillage of 20-inch steel beams.
Over the latter and parallel with the
first row of beams were laid nine
4-inch square steel billets. Upon these
rest the cantilever truss, consisting of
two and sometimes three solid webbed
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girders 76 inches deep and 25feet long,
there being nine sets of these, seven
having two girders in them and two
having three girders.
_Another interesting piece of founda
tion work is that of the American
Track Society's Building, the site of
which is surrounded by such massive
structures as the Tribune, Times,
Horse and Potter buildings. Here

Siting
has been employed to sustain

ie 23-story structure which is in prog
ress of erection. The tops of the pil
ing were driven below the water level,
there being 1783put in for the founda
tions. These were put in groups, where
each main pillar stands, along the wall
line and in the interior. It was a dif
ficult job to get down to cut off the
tops below the water line, and to fill
in between the pile heads with
the foot of concrete which the law
requires. Each group was treated
separately. While the hole was dug
around it the sides were lined with
sheet piling, and special braces were
put all around to prevent the mov
ing in of either of the street
walls. When the final depth was
reached a shovelful of concrete was
kept ready to replace each shovel
ful of dirt removed. Over the piling
was first laid a 10-inch granite cap,
then 7 feet of brick work, and finally
another granite cap 12 to 18 inches
thick. In places cast iron column
bases have been set, and some columns
are in place. A view of a part of this
excavation, showing the form of canti
lever employed, is presented in the
lower engraving on page 295. For
this cut we are also indebted to the
Sun. In this building cantilever
trusses are used to support the walls
adjacent to those of the two buildings
on the sides of the lot. They are of a
form very different from those of the
Surety Company's Building, as they
are scalene triangles of open work.with
the apex resting upon the fulcrum
blocks. The base of these girders is
40 feet long, and the short arm of the
lever they form, about 5 feet long.
They are 12 feet deep,arranged in pairs
and fastened to three lines of columns
back of those supporting the upper
walls. The walls will be self-support
ing up to the thirteenth floor. From
there to the top they will be carried on
girders resting on the steel work.

The Greenhouse.

The sheltering of plants from severe
weather by what are known as green
houses is an old device. At first it was
practiced merely asan adjunct of luxuri
ous living. In modern times the cultiva
tion of flowers, fruits and even vegeta
bles under glass has become a large and
important industry. There are many,
however, who ass'st in the construction
of greenhouses, who supply them with
heating apparatus, or who use them for
pleasure or profit, who do not under
stand the principles that are in this way
made to play a part in supplying the
wants of mankind. In the fitst place,
there are many who, if asked to explain
the uses of glass in a greenhouse, will
answer: "It gives the plants light and
draws heat." When asked to explain
how glass draws heat, they will reply,
substantially, that on sunny days a
greenhouse does not require so much
heat to warm it to the required tempera
ture as the same sized building would
need if built of brick and provided
with the usual number of windows;
and, as the sun shines upon brick build
ings and glass houses alike, it proves to
their satisfaction that glass really does
draw heat.

HEAT REQUIRED.
Now in this attempted explanation
both the premises and the conclusion
are wrong. In no case does a glass
house require less heat to warm it to a
given temperature than an equally im
pervious brick building of the same
size, exposed to the same weather,
whether the day be dark or sunny.
Glass has no more power to "draw"
heat, in any sense of compelling heat
to pass through it, than has wood,
stone, or even ice. In fact, glass, like
wood, stone or ice, is obstructive to the
passageof heat, though to a less extent
than the materialsnamed. Heat passes
through glass very freely, but its passage
is in no wise helped by the glass.
When the sun shines upon a green
house, solar heat passes in faster than
the interior heat can escape until such
time as the temperature rises to a point
where the transmission becomes equal
ized both ways. The fact that until
the temperature reaches the point of
equal transmission in and out, the ex
terior heat goes through the glass
faster than the interior heat goes out,
is what gives rise to the popular im
pression that glass has somemysterious
power which draws heat through it.
Of course, this fact means that some of
the heat which enters through the
glass from the outside is temporarily

imprisoned, and thus there is anaccumu
lation of heat. But this curious action
also needs explanation.
What is there about glass that allows
heat to pass through it faster in one
direction than in the other ? Nothing
whatever. Turn the panes inside out
and the same thing happens as before.
Solar heat, even on a cloudy day, passes
into a greenhouse more rapidly than
the heat thus admitted passesout, even
though the total outward transmission
of heat derived from the heating appa
ratus be much greater than the heat de
rived from the sun; but the reason
sought is not to be found in any pecul
iarity of the glass. All white glass is
alike in this respect. The reason is
found in the quality of the heat itself.

QUALITY OF HEAT.

It is a curious fact that the quality of
heat varies much according to the
source whence it comes. In the facility
of its passage through different ma
terials radiant heat from a luminous
source like the sun, or a mass of metal
heated to whiteness, far exceeds that
of heat obtained from a non-luminous
source, and when it has been absorbed
by non luminous bodies, that is to say,
when the latter have been warmed by

it
,

this heat, in passing off, is no longer
heat from a luminous source. It, there
fore, gets out through the glass much
more slowly then it got in.
The action may be illustrated some
what by a large tank containing mo
lasses into which, through a small hole,
hot molasses is allowed to flow. If a

hole be bored in the side of the tank,
having the same size as that through
which the hot molasses runs in, a less
quantity of liquid will escape from this
hole than runs in. The molasses is

molasses all the same, but in the tank

it becomes thicker by cooling, and it

flows through the same size hole less
freely. In other words a change of
condition has produced a change in
action.
A popular lecturer, in speaking of
windows, once made use of the expres
sion " glass is a hole to heat." In the
sensewhich this lecturer intended, all
substances are holes to heat ; that is

,

heat passesthrough all substances with

out distinction, but it passesat differ
ent rates through different bodies ; heat
from luminous sources and heat from
non-luminous sources have each thtir
own " tricks and manners " in this re
spect.
But a far more important function of
glass in greenhouses than admission of
solar heat is the admission of light. Too
much solar heat may be injurious to
plants in greenhouses. To lessen its
force the panes are coated with a wash
of whitening which obstructs the pas
sage of heat, while yet a sufficiently
free passage of light is permitted.
Plants can no more thrive without
tight and air than men or animals; and

a successful constructor of greenhouses
cannot disregard these points. In all
greenhouses artifical heat must be relied
upon to keep up temperature to the re
quired point in cold weather ; and the
manner in which this heat is applied
and regulated is a prime element of suc
cess in greenhouse management.

The Work of the Wreckers.

The World's Columbian Salvage Com
pany have make rapid progress in the
work of wrecking the buildings of the
late World's Fair at Chicago. The en
tire southeastern portion of the grounds
has now been completely cleared of the
numerous structures which stood there,
including the Shoe and Leather, Dairy,
Anthropological, Sewerage and Saw
mill buildings, the Stock Pavilion and
the once famous Colonnade. The For
estry Building was removed by other
parties. The wrecking of the great
Transportation Building has been com
peted. The Fisheries and Woman's
buildings and the Choral Hall have
been leveled. The handsome dome of
the Horticultural Building has been
carefully taken down, to be re-erected
at some point in Ohio. The Govern
ment Building is the only large build
ing which has not yet been dismantled.
The Manufactures and Liberal Arts,
Electricity, Mines and Mining, Ad
ministration, Machinery and Agricult
ural buildings and the Terminal Sta
tion were all burned in the great fire
on the grounds, and nothing remains of
them but the iron and steel, which ag
gregates about 25,000 tons, now being
sheared and prepared for market. The
two Service buildings have been al
lowed to remain standing, as they are
needed by the Salvage Company for
office purpose.

Repairing a Famous Steeple.

The famous steeple of the Old South
Church, in Boston, is being repaired,
says a recent issue of one of our East
ern contemporaries. The man who is

doing the job has worked at the busi
ness 17 years, and has climbed most of
the tall steeples in the country, and
has even worked at a dizzy altitude on
Bunker Hill Monument. One of his
greatest feats was the repairing of the
chimney at the Charleston Navy Yard,
which is 247 feet high. He mounted

it on 30-foot ladders, each ladder being
secured and hauled up by himself.
The Old South steeple on which he is
now at work is 165feet in hight. It is
cracked in places and the vane moves
only in a strong wind. The vane will
be taken off its iron spindle, lowered
to the ground and regilded. When it

is set up again the spindle will be
greased with a piece of beef fat, which
is expected to do its work for six years,
or until 1900,when somebody will have
to climb up and lubricate it again.
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Exchange Work Abroad.
An item in the Glasgow (Scotland)
Evening News of October 30 shows
what can be accomplished by a build
ers' exchange based on lines advocated
by our National Association, irrespect
ive of the country in which it exists.
As has been stated in this department,
the Glasgow exchange was founded
upon the general principles advocated
by the national association and demon
strated by the successful exchanges in
this country. The success of the
Scotch exchange offers an excellent
example to builders in this country
who have allowed their organizations
to lapse into a condition little better
than useless. The principles advo
cated are true, and their adoption as
sures success whenever and wherever
builders recognize the value of enforc
ing them. The clipping is as follows :
The first annual general meeting of the
shareholdersand subscribers was held In
the exchangeroomsto-day,ColonelBennett
presiding. Mr. Cook, secretary, read the
report, which showedthat the balance at
the credit of the associationon September
80was£411.8/8. Therewere 68sharehold
ers, holding 344shares,and 158subscribers
on the roll ; 18 approvedapplicants were
now waiting for admission. The Arbitra
tion Committee had only once been called
upon to act. Twenty-eight exhibitors have
rentedspacein the rooms,representingan
annual rental of £180. The preparation of
the cataloguehad been somewhatdelayed.
It was being drawn up asmuch aspossible
as a book of reference,and advertisements
to the amount of £160bad beensecuredfor
publication In its pages. The chairman
complimentedMr. Cook on his report, and
calledon Mr. Laird to move its adoption.
Mr. McGillivrsy, in seconding the report's
adoption,claimedthat the plasterers'labor
ers' strike was now at an end,and that the
victory which the masters had achieved
wasdue in great part to their connection
with theexchange.

Government Contracts.
The following copy of an act of Con
gress to secure payment to persons
furnishing labor or materials to con
tractors having contracts with the
Government is printed for the benefit
of the members of the various ex
changes. This act is virtually a sub
stitute for a lien, as it provides means
for compelling the payment by con
tractors for all materials and labor
entering into the contract ; but it has
the advantage over the ordinary lien
law of placing the liability where it
belongs—upon the contractor who
bought the labor or materials— and
not upon the owner, who may have
paid the contractor therefor, and who
should not, in equity, be liable under
the usual forms of conducting the
building business.

[PUBLIC—No. 188.]
An act for theprotection of personsfur
nishing materials and labor for the con
struction of public works.
Be it enactedby the Senate and Bouse
of Representativesof the United Statesof
America in Congress assembled, That
hereafter any person or personsentering
into a formal contract with the United
Statesfor the construction of any publio
building, or theprosecutionand completion
of any publio work or for repairs uponany
public building or public work, shall bere
quired before commencing such work to
execute the usual penal bond,with good
and sufB'ient sureties,with the additional
obligations that such contractor or con
tractors shall promptly make payments to
all persons supplying him or them labor
andmaterialsin theprosecutionof thework
provided for in suchcontract; and any per
sonor personsmakingapplicationtherefor,
and furnishing affidavit to the department
under the direction of which said work is
being, or has been,prosecuted,that labor
or materials for the prosecution of such
work has been supplied by him or them,
and payment for which hasnot beenmade,
shall befurnishedwith a certified copy of
said contract and bond, upon which said
personor personssupplying such labor and
materialsshall havetheright of action, and
shall beauthorizedtobring suit in thename
of the United Statesfor his or their useand
benefitagainstsaid contractor and sureties
and to prosecutethesametofinal judgment
and execution: Provided, That suchaction
and its prosecutionsshall involve theUnited
Statesin no expense.
Section 2. Provided that In such case
the court In which suchaction is brought is
authorized to require proper security for
costsin casejudgment is for thedefendant.
Approved, August 18,1894.

The Eight-Hour Day.
At the recent Indianapolis Conven
tion of the United Brotherhood of Car
penters decisive action was taken to
secure the more general adoption of
the eight-hour work day among car
penters in every town and city in every
section of the entire country. It is to
be pushed forward so as to avoid
strikes or any possibilities of labor dis
turbances.
The sentiment of the convention was
opposed to any course of action that
would embarrass the employers in
these stringent times, or that would
occasion any greater distress or uncer
tainty to the building trades.
After a long discussion and the re
port of a committee, which was favor
able to securing a general work day
of eight hours, the following resolu
tions were unanimously passed :
Resolvd, That it is thesenseof this con
vention that no strikesother than thosefor
the establishmentof an eight hourday shall
be sanctionedor entitled to strike benefits
This shall not debareight-hour cities fromentering into trade movementswhenever
they maysodecide.
Resolved, That the general office be in
structed to useevery effort toward pro
moting this sentiment,and theG. E. B. in
structedto govern themselvesaccordingly
Resolved,That as soon as the business
outlook throughout the country shall war
rant Buch action, the G. E. B. shall take
proper steps and make suchpreparations
so that they can inaugurate a simultaneous,concertedmovementon a fixed date inevery city all over this country where the
eight-hourday hasnot yet beenestablished.
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New Publications.

Practical Staibbcildino and Hand-
railing. By W. H. Wood. Size, 7X x
10K inches; illustrated with 32 plates.
Published by Spon & Chamberlain.
Price $4.25.
This work has been prepared by the
author to assist those desiring to fa
miliarize themselves with what he
considers the "most practical and sys
tematic methods adopted in the execu
tion of stairbuilding and handrail-
ing." The volume discusses the square
section and falling line system, and
while some of the details may appear
tedious and monotonous, the aim of
the author has been to keep steadily
in view the absolute necessity of treat
ing very fully the elementary parts.
The work is divided into two sections,
the first of which considers stairbuild
ing and the second handrailing. The
text relating to each of the 82 plates
forms a short chapter by itself, and is
presented on the page facing the plates
so as to render reference easy. The
author states that he has practically
tested the methods delineated upon
the plates, and suggests to the student
that plates 12 and 13should be thor
oughly understood before proceeding
with handrailing, as the diagrams
showing problems in solid geometry
have been carefully selected bearing
directly on the subject.

The Sanitary Arrangement of Dwell
ing Houses. By A. J. Wallis-Tayler,
C. E. Size, "J'' x 5 inches; 196pages.
Published by Crosby, Lockwood& Co.

The book begins with some hints on
the selection of a site for a residence,
and then briefly outlines the plumbing
system required for a sanitary system.
The explanation of different manufact
ured articles used in house plumbing
then takes up the remaining pages, giv
ing illustrations of intercepting traps,
fresh air inlets, various soil pipe joints,
methods of testing different styles of
water closets, latrines and earth closets,
gully traps, grease traps, flush tanks
and ventilators. An appendix contains
the Public Health act of London of
187S and of 1881, the Model By-Laws
and the Metropolis Water act of 1871.
The book also contains a well arranged
index.

Preventing Tools from Rusting.

A correspondent, in a recent issue of
the American Machinist, gives the fol
lowing directions for preventing tools
from rusting : "I wish to add a little
to the discussion relating to prevent
ing the rusting of tools. It is very ag
gravating to And, upon taking a fine
tool from a box or drawer, that a coat
ing of rust more or less thick has
formed owing to dampness or humid
ity of the atmosphere, or moisture in
the tool box, wet tools, &c. In some
localities, particularly in the Southern
Atlantic and Gulf States, it is almost
impossible to keep tools bright by or
dinary means, and some machinists
have been driven to the necessity of
thickly covering tools with vaseline
before laying them away.
There is a way by which tools may
be kept bright while in the tool chest,
and they may be stored for years and
keep perfectly clean, with only an oc
casional looking at. In fact, there are
two methods. One is by the use of
quicklime, the other by the use of sul
phuric acid (oil of vitriol). Both sub
stances have so great an affinity for
water that they will extract it from al
most any substance containing it with
which they may be brought in contact.
Even air gives up its percentage of
moisture when confined to the presence
of lime.
A box of lime placed in a tcol chest

will then, by virtue of its affinity for
water, extract every particle of moist
ure from the air confined in the chest.
The lime will also gather in all the
moisture that may be on the tools them
selves. It is only necessary to use a
comparatively small piece of lime and
to renew it occasionally. Secure a 2-
quart Mason jar, such as is used for
canning fruit and berries. Fill the jar
with pieces of good, hard lime. The
pieces may be about as big as eggs, and
a large lump of lime can he easily ham
mered into shape. Pack the jar full of
lime, screw the cover down tightly
upon the rubber packing, and the lime
will keep indefinitely.
Rig up a little brass or iron box and
fit it with a wire-cloth cover. Drop a
bit of lime into the box, put cover on
firmly, and pack away among the tools.
If the lid of tool chest is kept shut the
lime will capture all the moisture —and
hold it, too. Stir up the lime once in
a while, and occasionally replace by
another bit from the fruit can. A box
of air-slaked lime kept tightly covered
is better than a box of sawdust to put
tools into when they come back to the
shop from being out in the rain or on a
wet job. Throw the tools right into
the lime, shuffle them around in it,
them wipe of the lime and the tools are
well dried.
Sulphuric acid also picks up all the
loose moisture that is laying around.
A lead cup and the acid may be sub
stituted for the lime box in the tool
chest. The acid is the most powerful
and works best in such cases ; while for
general use the lime box is best, owing
to the freedom from damage should
the contents bespilled among the tools.

Battersea Polytechnic, London.

Among recently established technical
schools in London is the Battersea Poly
technic Institute. It has lately issued a
prospectus for its second session, which
opened on September 24. The instruc
tion offered in the institute covers a
very wide field and includes subjects
suitable for both men and women, the
number of classes being no less than
133, in 71 different subjects. The in
struction in all technical and science
subjects is associated with laboratory
or workshop work, the institute being
fortunate in possessing laboratories for
chemistry, physics, mechanics, and
electrical science; and workshops for
engineers, carpenters and joiners,
plumbers, bricklayers and masons, plas
terers and painters, and well fitted
cookery schools and laundry.
Among the special features in the
prospectus are the formation of
" coursesof classes," with a view to en
couraging continuous and co-ordinated
study, the offering of special after
noon classesfor apprentices, and special
classes in manual training and in sci
ence for teachersonly. Numerous scbol
arships are open to the students.
The institute is State aided, under
the act of Parliament passed a few
years ago for the purpose of promoting
trade and technical education. Since
the passageof this law, the growth of
trade and technical schools throughout
England, and especially in and around
the metropolis, has been very satisfac
tory, notwithstanding the disfavor
shown them by the trades unions and
the oppositions offered by these organi
zations.

What is understood to be the heav
iest and the largest log of wood that has
ever been shipped by sea was landed
recently at Liverpool, England. It was
brought from the West Coast of Africa,
and weighed no less than 15 tons.
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